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Peter Withington.TrailerTri 620 Trilobite

Sail Canberra
A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CAN BERRA CITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Boat Hire
T h e C a n b erra Yacht C lu b
runs C a n b erra 's largest

Picture: Ian brokenshire

You can choose from 30 sailboats dinghies and cats - from as little as
$20 an hour.
The business is open seven days a
week, I Oam to 7pm until the end of
daylight saving, and I Oam to 5pm
after that.

b o a t hire business.
For detailed information on self-hire
o r crewed sailboat hire contact
6273 7177.
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N eil Prim rose

It's been good to see Club drawing so many people to enjoy the

Commonwealth Public Service. We look forward to having him

lake and to take part in the Club's activities.

in this more substantial role on the management team.

On your behalf, I want to thank all those who have had a hand in

We also welcome Dave Bizant to take on the new task of Major

running so many activities and who have worked so hard and so

Racing Events Co-ordinator for the Club (see article below).
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well together. Your dedication, friendliness and professionalism

This will give effect to our plans to actively promote the CYC

have made our summer a special time.

as a venue for major events and will make sure that our services

All the investment of the Southern Cross Club in the site as a

to our guests are well co-ordinated.

whole has given us a truly lovely place from which to sail and

Bill Willis responded to the reouest in the last newsletter and

enjoy all the many aspects of this, our game.

has volunteered to co-ordinate the CAP scheme in the Youth

Their financial support through the Capital Program has allowed
us to acQuire one of the ex-Olympic race management and coach
boats and a Status 580 day sailer. Both have already proved their
worth and we thank the Southern Cross Club very much for that

Sailing Academy. Getting that scheme off the ground, at last,
rounds out the range of experiences we offer to young
members of the Academy and will give them skills to contribute
something back to our Club.
I would like to add my appreciation to the formal farewell we

continuing support.

gave Barbara and Carol as our joint Office Managers

The Southern Cross Club has also provided a new

&
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safety ramp at the foreshore in front of the
clubhouse for the power boats and for dinghy
sailors. This is a serious improvement on
what we had in the past. It is the first
stage in the agreement between the two

W h e n e v e r you w ere around the
Club this sum m er th e re was

Clubs and the NCA and the ACT

activity, colour, bustle and

Government to progressively improve
the foreshore in Lotus Bay. Again, we

be. People are friendly. T h e

following up with the two government

place looks lovely.
f f

authorities to get on with their part of the
deal.
We welcome Stuart Allan to the position of Vice
Commodore and Chair of the Sail Canberra Board.
Stuart comes to us with long experience in sailing and with the

re-shaped role.

Nowra, where she held the position of
Office Manager at St Johns College. She
has formal training in the disciplines of
business and accounting, as well as
extensive experience in small business
management. Debra and her husband ran an

export business in Nowra with an annual turnover of
approximately $1.5 million.

the team that handles computation of the race results. That

having his company as part ofyour management team.

service will be most appreciated. It will not only ensure results

Services because his work with Medibank Private is placing huge

are available at our after-race gatherings, but also will enable
publication of our results in the press.

demands on his time and does not allow him sufficient time to

Our thanks to Don McMichael who has volunteered to run the

dedicate to the duties of a CYC Director. He looks forward to

Winter Series again thisyear.

Managers.
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Manager in an extended and somewhat

both the public and private sectors. I'm looking forward to

has spent shaping our budget and supervising the Office
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on the management team as the Office

Carol has volunteered to assist the Director, Racing by leadipj^

being able to help in the future. We thank joe for the time he

rd

Club. I look forward to having Debra Rice

wisdom gained from senior executive and leadership positions in

|oe Colbert has been forced to resign as Director, Corporate

Z3

memorable contribution to the running of our

Debra has just moved to Canberra from

happy noise. It's a fun place to

thank the Southern Cross Club. We are

_Q

over the past three ofyears. They have made a ^

The hard work of the first half of theyear is bearing fruit. We
still have much to do and the workload wonft ease. But I hope
all Club members have seen the improvement in the sailing

The Committee has co-opted |ohn Primrose to the position of

services of our Club. Ifyou have, you may want to let your

Director, Corporate Services and we look forward to having him

Directors, and the others involved in working for our Club,

on the team. |ohn, who is no relation to 'the other one', is

know that you notice and that you appreciate their efforts. A

already on the Sail Canberra Board and has done much of the

little thanks goes a long way - it'syour call.

number-crunching for the Club over the past four months. He
comes to the position with a depth of sailing experience and with
senior management experience in economic/financial areas of the

I promised to inform you about the Committee's consideration
of the relationship between the CCYA and the CYC. Our
response was conveyed to the CCYA on 18 December 2000
continued on page 4

Profile - Terri Ebri

C o m m o d o r e ’ s Column
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One of the hard workers at the Canberra Yacht Club

available for the power boats. If there are no

is Terrie Ebrill. She is one of the small band of

drivers, there's no race.

volunteers who keep the club running, giving her

But Terrie doesn't stop there - she also organises

time willingly and generously.

the mail-out of this newsletter. Once a month she

Terrie joined the club in the mid-70s and formed

gives up a day to convene a group of volunteers

SAG - Social Advisoiy Group - knowing the

who converge on the Sailor's Cabin to fold the

acronym would get a laugh.

newsletters, put on the address stickers and get

She has been sailing since the early '80s. "I like

Here's a few other things to know about Terrie

an interesting cross-section of people," she says.

Ebrill:

While Terrie enjoys the sailing, she is not

Best time sailing: “Winning the gold medal for

competitive. However she loves the social activities.

sailing with Dave Bizant and Darren Michael at the

Sonata 26 for manyyears. They took out first place

1997 Australian Masters in Canberra."
Funniest time sailing: ''Being hoisted up Spiders

on handicap in Division 2 at the recent ACT

mast to retrieve a halyard (I'm scared of heights!)

trailableyacht championships.

while others tried to get me to look at the ground."

Terrie also goes cruising on Wednesday afternoons

Favourite drink: whisly

with Gerard Buker and Arthur McManus on Arthur's

u

them in the mail.

sailing becauseyou're out in the open and you meet

She has been crewing on Vivaldi, Don McMichael's

>-

Best recent book: First Lady by Kay Cottee
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RL24 Wide Horizons and later switches to Vivaldi
for the twilight race.
In 1985 Terrie was the first woman to be named club

Reading now: Honest to |esus by Robert W. Funk
What would be a great holiday? Cruising the

member of theyear. Last year she won the award

Whitsundays.

again, the first person in the club's histoiy to gain

What does the club need more of? People to do the

the honour twice.

little jobs that make the big tasks possible.

Terrie doesn't just sail. Like many dedicated

Other interests: Active on the Council of the

members, she is active around the club. For 12years

Australian-American Association: began the

she has been running the roster for the Race

champion of champions end of season race for the

Support Unit, making sure Qualified drivers are

"America's Mug".
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R e c re a tio n a l Sailin g
Cruise Weekend on St Georges Basin
Martin van der Hoek

Hamilton Island Race W eek o
o
<N

A Sailors Paradise

X
In August thisyear Don Walter and Ian Smith went to Hamilton

Whitehaven Day (supposedly a rest day, but wow!), and involves

Island to compete in the Hamilton Island Race Week Regatta

a beach party that has to be seen to be believed. Around two

aboard a leanneau Sun Odyssey 45.2 cruising yacht ("Legless”)

hundred boats anchored of Whitehaven beach with eveiybody

that Don and brother Bill bought earlier in theyear. Neither Don

keen to party and make a fool of themselves. The atmosphere is

or lan had been to the race week before, but the regatta's

incredibly friendly and social visits to other boats are

reputation as one of Australia's premier race events made it a veiy

encouraged.

The next organised cruise outing is scheduled for the Canberra

we suggest you drive through Braidwood to the coast, turn left

Day long weekend in March. A regatta on St Georges Basin

and head north along the Princes Highway. Before you reach

has been a regular fixture on the Princess Yacht Association

Tomerong, take the right hand turn off to Basin View. It is well

calendar for more than 20years, with many participants having

signposted. That road leads to the ramp. You can leave your car

once been Princess owners. Normally the non-Princess boats

and rig on the reserve above the ramp. Another option is to take

The event is sponsored by the Hahn brewery, and the week starts

something to be desired but the Regatta overall and the

would race in an open division, starting five minutes before the

the car and trailer to the Aloha Caravan Park. We intend to spend

with a welcoming function on Friday night followed by a series of

socialising at the end of each day didn't. Hamilton Island Yacht

Princesses but the general consensus this year is that most of

most of our time in the immediate vicinity, particularly on Friday

races during the week with the first race being on Saturday.

non-Princess boats would rather .cruise than race.

and Saturday. On Sunday we will probably sail up to Palm Beach

With so many boats from Canberra going to the basin for this
regatta, the PYA normally schedule the regatta to coincide with
our Canberra Day long weekend. Thisyear the long weekend is
early and it is still not certain whether the PYA regatta can be

for lunch and a swim. Some will return late on Sunday, others will
stay until some time on Monday ... andwhy not - it's a long
weekend.
We'll spend time at the Aloha Caravan Park, for hot showers,

attractive opportunity to try out the boat.

Unfortunately for us, Legless had been raced at Hamilton theyear
before and had won the cruising division (under a different name)
and as a result was given a handicap that was always going to be
hard to live up to, especially in the light conditions which
^Pevailed throughout the week. One hundred and sixty fouryachts

every night at theyacht club, copious

Q u a n titie s
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and food are provided and a mardi grass style street parade is
held on the last Friday for the exhibitionists among theyacht
crew members and skippers.

entered the regatta in seven divisions ranging from trailables to

In an overall context, this week of sailing would be hard to beat

IMS and Maxis.

and provides the basis for a fantastic holiday. Cheap air fares

we will join in the social activities and assist in the running of

site called One Horse. Ifyou're late,you'll find us at either of

the regatta but otherwise just do our own thing.

those two places, each site in sight of the other. There are no hot

Georges Basin which had to be cancelled at the last moment

solar shower.

Boats” (Brindabella, Shockwave, Marchioness etc) were going
backward down Dent Passage with the tide despite their serious

are available from Ansett for those competing, and race boats
can be chartered from $650.00 a day (sleep six). Alternatively,
trailables can be transported up by truck at reasonable cost.
We'll be back next year and encourage other to give it a tiy. We

because of constant rain in the week leading up to the weekend

The basin offers a great introduction to cruising. It is non-tidal,

efforts to get back to the start line. Apparently anchoring at the

look forward to seeing others from the CYC there. Race week

and the very pessimistic weather forecast for the following few

salt water basin, with an interesting shoreline with a mixture of

start line is not uncommon on occasions.

next year is 18 to 25 August.

Tuesday and Wednesday were also held in light conditions,

If anyone reQ uires more details, there is a Hamilton Island Yacht

days. As it turned out the rain stopped on Friday and the

houses and national park, no large expanses of open water and

Sussex Inlet and basin area enjoyed beautiful, sunny weather all

plenty of places to tuck into. In short, a safe, enjoyable place to

weekend. This time we're not listening to weather forecasts.

cruise.

We're going down there to unwind, recharge the batteries and
maybe do some sailing! It's a great place to relax.
Most boats will be going down sometime on Friday, launching

however the wind improved on Friday and Saturday to around

Club web site at www.hiyc.org.au or speak to Don Walter or lan

fifteen knots and excellent sailing was to be had. Thursday is

Smith.

For those new to the basin, give me a ring and I'll fill you in on
where to get provisions and what you should take with you. Look
forward to seeing as many as possible.

at the Basin View ramp. For those not familiar with the area,

Consultation Meeting
for Members

Com m odore’s Column (con’t)

N eil Prim rose

and a copy was posted on the Club notice board for each of

management.) However, we continue to have challenges ahead of

you to read. A summaiy appears elsewhere in this newsletter.

us and we need to plan carefully for those.

The Club's response is based on two main factors. Firstly, we

It is now timely that we look ahead. Our present Strategy and

want to have a close working relationship with the CCYA.

Business Plan has served us well, but it is now almost three years

Secondly, the CCYA has the powers and exercises the status of

old. We had always envisaged we would start revising it about

The purpose of the meeting is to give you all a halfyear report

a separate club. It is not just another class association related

now. Stuart Allan will lead that task. He is charged with

on the management of the Club and to begin the process of

to the CYC. I hope you will all take the time to read your

presenting a widely consulted Strategic Plan to the AGM for your

Committee's response and understand the careful judgements

final consideration, hopefully in late July. The Members'

that are contained in it.

Consultation Meeting advised below will be the first stage of the

I am pleased to report that the financial status of the Club at

review process. Please come along with your ideas about where

the mid point of the year is sound. We expect to have an

you want to see the Club go in the next three years and contribute

annual turnover this financial year of close to a Quarter of a

to the planning process.

million dollars. (This may help to explain whyyour Committee
is intent on continuing to lift the standard of the Club's

a)

cheap alcohol

toilets and BBQ.facilities, if the winds allow it. If a southerly

This cruise is to make up for the November cruise on St

-Q

Club run a fantastic family oriented event that caters for the

should threaten we'll spend time on the other side of the lake, at a

race was cancelled due to lack of wind. At one stage the “Big

3
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serious and not so serious sailors alike. There is entertainment

will go ahead on the weekend of March 10-12. If they are there

showers on the other side of the lake unless you bring your own

cU

The racing performance of Legless with her motl^ crew left

brought forward. In any case, our cruise on St George's Basin

The race on Saturday was in veiy light conditions while Sunday's

!_

There will be a Consultation Meeting for all CYC members at
8:00 pm on Monday 26 March 2001 in the Sailors' Cabin.
This is a 'must come' for all members.

planning the Club's directions for the next three years.
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Background papers will be provided before the meeting, possibly
as enclosures in the March newsletter.
Stuart Allan will run the session on the new Strategic Plan as the
first stage of consultation, leading up to submission of a final
draft to the AGM.
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A C T T ra ilab le Y a ch t Championships
The championships were held over the Friday and Saturday of
the Australia Daly weekend. The CCYA appreciates the time
given once again by Peter and Daphne Fullagar to act as ROD

The championship winners were:
Division I, multihulls: Peter Withington, TrailerTri 620 Trilobite

for this event, especially as Peter is currently in full preparation

Division 2, large monohulls: Shane Kershaw, Status 580 Micro

for participation in the Flying Fifteen Worlds in South Africa. It

Division 3, small monohulls: Leigh Nielsen, Gem 550 Hydrogem

was also great that in this, the year of the volunteer, so many
offers to help in this event were forthcoming.
We would also like to express our appreciation to the sponsors,

Division 2, large monohulls: Don McMichael, Sonata 26 (mod)

and Derek Kelly, Printers, of Scullin.

Vivaldi

The weather was kind once again for this event and, despite

Division 3, small monohulls: Clive Besant, Farr 6000 Farr Less

some concern at the lack of wind prior to the first race, the

Stress

year, numbers down somewhat on previous years, largely due to
a number of regular local sailors taking advantage of the long
weekend to take a break away from Canberra.
The format was again the traditional one of a short race on
Friday afternoon, a night race on Friday evening, and a long

Leigh Nielsen, Gem 550 Hydrogem

Events Co-ordinator for the Club.

establish a group to take a strategic perspective of coming

regattas and similar events, and that we conduct them with the

skills, well demonstrated by in running his own company in the

In particular, Dave is responsible for:
jO

Identifying, out to two years ahead, those events the Club wishes
to attract;

•
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IT area, are a welcome addition to the Club's management team.
The position brings new impetus to the conduct of events at our

Picture: Ian Brokenshire

Sailing Users Group

Possible Senior
Dinghy Class

As part of the Committee's policy of reviewing all the aspects of

for the Club
N eil Prim rose

f ilin g Users' Group. In the main, the Group has served the
Uub and sailors well. However, we need to see if there are ways

I spoke about our interest in identifying a senior dinghy class

it can work even better. We also need to provide it with specific

with Phil Jones, the Chief Executive Officer of the AYF. He

terms of reference, which have not been done before.

agreed there is not a lot of momentum in senior dinghy ranks

The Committee has had an initial discussion on the matter and

around the country at the moment and that no obvious candidate

Club, for which we have earnt a good reputation in the past. We

will be drafting proposed terms of reference for comment by

stands out. However, he did suggest that the BI4 class is

want to extend and develop that reputation and ensure that our

Club members. These will be available on the notice board and

growing strongly in NSW and Queensland and that it might be

visitors go away with the veiy best of impressions from their

will be considered at the next Users' Group meeting on Monday

worth looking at as an option.

5 March at 6:00 pm in the Sailors' Cabin.

Subsequently, some of the local Fireball sailors have indicated

All Club members have an open invitation to attend the Sailing

they are keen to put work into promoting that class more

Users' Group. This is a particularly important opportunity for

strongly.

time with us.

ensure a high Quality of participants:

Already some class associations are promoting the Club to their

Co-ordinating all the Club's skills and facilities to ensure the

associations as a venue for championships. Perhaps your class

you to come along and have your say in setting the terms of

Any other ideas for what might be an attractive senior class that

events are run to a consistently high standard, both on the

would like to sail a championship from the Club. Talk to Dave

reference.

the Club could support in the next season or so? Let me know,

Bizant about that on 6280 6998 or 0417 221 504

Peter Fullagar and Martin van der Hoek, Joint Chairs, Sailing

so we can get a discussion going among possible owners and see

Users' Group

if we can develop a coalition of interest.

water and ashore: and

s_
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Promoting those events, both within the Club and beyond to
associations and other clubs so as to maximise numbers and

Review of the

our Club's administration, we are looking at the role of the
This is a challenging task for which Dave is well eouipped. H i|^

highest standard of service delivery.

-O

events. Dave will be part of that initiative.

to ensure that we market the Club actively as a venue for major

(TJ

in division 2, Col Durram and Brenden Holm.

Picture: Ian Brokenshire

The position is to complement the work of Committee Members

>-

Jbrce members in the crew was won jointly by the crew of Micro

on Saturday evening.

The position aligns with an initiative by the YA of the ACT to

U
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The RANSA trophy for the best performing boat with Defence

Complete results will be published in the next CCYA newsletter

Dave B izant has agreed to take on the task of Major Racing

•

class winner was Martin van der Hoek in Finesse.

and a copy will be sent to all competitors.
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The Farr 6000s were the only boats to constitute a class and the

course race on Saturday with the presentation dinner being held

Major Racing Events Co-ordinator

D

Division I, multihulls: Roger Amos, TrailerTri 680 Tekoa

Bartondale Marine of Phillip who provided the major prizes,

breeze came in on time. Twenty eight boats participated this

Shane Kershaw, Status 580 Micro

The handicap winners were:

Liaising with the CSCC.
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C alen d ar fo r next season
The Sailing Users' Group has started work on the calendar for
next season. Already six, possibly seven, regattas have been
identified. Dates are starting to settle out for the season and
<N
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Youth Sailin g A cad em y
The Youth Sailing Academy is full to overflowing with keen
students. To cater for the continuing flow of graduates from the
Sailing School, Sean wants to start a second stream in the

A n u m b er o f
covering periods betw een C hristm as and mid-January. N um bers

run for them. We are getting close to the limit of events that we

we suspect due to th e rum ours o f blue-green algae infestations. H ow ever

can resource with volunteer expertise.

good sw im m ing was enjoyed by all.

Any classes that have not notified the Club of events they may
want to have hosted in the next season should contact Martin van
der Hoek for consideration by the Sailing Users' Group.

C lub C o m p u ters
Dave Bizant has done a considerable amount of maintenance on

After motoring up the river

the Myalls from there.

Point fairly late on Thursday

stopping at Legges Camp

Sean O'Regan, Director Sail Canberra on 6273 4777 or 0417 295

Thanks Dave.

interspersed with sailing

December 28 as it had

to top up fuel and ice, we

been raining earlier in the

arrived at Shelly Beach on

day and proceeded across

Myall Lake about 4pm

might consider giving Dave a chance to Quote for their work.

to Fame Cove for the night.

where we stayed and

Biztech's phone number is 6280 6998

We set off early the

relaxed for the next week.

Members who are thinking of business technology applications

%

following morning both to
on Port Stephens and to

Shane Russell-Smith has replaced lights in the Sailors' Cabin to

catch the tide at the Tea

make the place much brighter and easier to work in. He also

Gardens bridge. There we lowered the mast on Scooter since it

Club's performance and with production of the reporting tools

reconfigured the office partitioning at minimal charge and last

seemed touch and go to get under the bridge and then

that are reouired to run our Club and the Sail Canberra operation.

season his company, CMI Constructions, sponsored the Youth

proceeded up the river under motor. The trip up the river is a

Sailing Academy.

veiy pleasant experience and with the keel half up there were

Thanks Shane.
Members who are thinking of construction work might consider

Anyone who would like to have their boat included should contact
the Office Manager for details and format. There will be no
charge for this service.

u
T h e C Y C thanks Derek Kelly...
for the complimentary printing
of the newsletter.
Contact Derek on 6254 1226 for large and small
printing jobs.

I can highly recommend

avoid the building breeze

S a ilo rs' C abin

We will be running a ’Boats for Sale' list in future newsletters.

u

shore to replace the rudder
tie-down which broke.

benefits us all.

B o ats fo r sale list

rd

Nelson Bay with a 180degree views over Port
Stephens, and to sail up to

the Club's computers over the last month or so for absolutely

giving Shane a call on 0418 539 717
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necessitating a trip into

serve as supervisors. Ifyou would like to help, please contact

1787 (h).

L_

the depth sounder,

across the lakes on the way,

to help, please call Stuart on 6258 2797 (h) or |ohn on 6290

rd

Lane who are now the
proud owners of a house at

We launched at Soldiers

Ifyou have business management or financial skills and would like

>-

the way back when we had two metres of water according to

minimal charge. The result has been to get us back on line and a

with financial management skills to assist with analysis of the

rd

no problems with grounding, although we did catch a snag on

meet up with former CYC/CCYA members Greg and Penny

veiy helpful containment of expenditure by the Club, which

Stuart Allan and )ohn Primrose are constantly looking for people

JZ
u

Carol and I took Scooter up for the first time and decided to

that, he needs experienced leaders or parents to volunteer to

Business m anagem ent and
financial skills

ZS

down,
evident and

Academy, possibly meeting on a Friday afternoon. In order to do

288

_0

year,

classes are stating to identify events they would like the Club to

doing the trip up the river
at least once, although
Carol insists that next year we launch further up, as she found
lowering the mast on water somewhat nerve-wracking,
especially on the return when the nor-easter was in and the
tide running veiy fast!
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couple of people have asked me whether there is a need

of being clear about the respective roles of the two clubs. Only

for so much effort in sorting out the Club's relationship

when this is accepted do we have the basis for an effective

o

with the CCYA. Can't we just 'live and let live' as we have done

o

in the past?

working relationship. That is what we have been trying to do.
We see the core business of the CCYA to be organisation of

(N

News
S tu a rt Allan
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The answer is that we can't because, as a result of our growth

cruising-type events and activities. Provided these are open to

and the Southern Cross Club's investment in us, we need to

CYC members who want to engage in them, we would not wish

L_

manage our affairs with a rigour and an attention to detail

to run competing activities. This is the area where the two

commensurate with our substance.

clubs complement one another. This is where we would like to

cd
D

CCYA has the powers and exercises the status of a separate club.

listen about th e virtues of Laser sailing.They like to
extol the huge am o unt o f fun and o p p ortu nity it
offers to all ages w ith a choice o f rigs for different

formation and which it continues to exercise, including in the

talking to the CCYA soon about continuing it next season.

Yachting Association of the ACT. It is not just another class

Any use of CYC assets to run any CCYA events will be charged

association related to the CYC. Indeed, it is misleading and

for, as is the case with all other organisations with which the

unhelpful to relations between the two

w eight sailors whilst a t the same tim e satisfying the

clubs for the CCYA to convey this

desire for excellence and physical endurance at the

impression. The CCYA cannot

highest levels in the O lym pic Games.

reasonably operate a dual identity.
We want to have a close working

They will also point to the 170,000 lasers world wide sailed in

relationship with the CCYA. That has

122 countries, including 7300 of them in Australia. Canberra

^ )b e done in a way that provides for

Laser sailors are no different. Whether you want to know or not

us to ensure Quality control of our

they will tellyou about the growing size of the Laser fleet at

own affairs, manage our own risks and

CYC, the depth of competition and urge you to get with the

work out our own relationship with the

strength etc, etc.

Southern Cross Club. It needs to be
It was with the world population of Lasers in mind that a North

on the basis of mutual respect

American correspondent on the International Laser Association

between the two clubs - and that

web site reported that the Lightning class (a venerable, mainly

event for Lasers should attract 2000 boats!
•

•

•

•
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roles of both.

Twilight race hire

The issue is complicated by the fact
that the CCYA operates from the same

Ifyou don't have the time to rigyour boat before the race, why

The full text o f your
Committee's response to the
CCYA is on the Club notice
board for everyone to read.

u

accepts this.
The CCYA provides a service to
sailors with its boat hoist and
moorings lifting barge. Many CYC
members make use of that service
and we welcome that. However,
there is significant risk attached to
that equipment. The CYC does not
wish to be entailed in any way in the
risks associated with these facilities.
For that reason, we are reviewing the
arrangement whereby the CCYA has
been included on the CYC’s public
risk insurance.
There are several ways in which the
CYC assists the CCYA with its
administration. We are willing to

does not make the CCYA a part of the

continue to do that.

entry for the starting line ... that's 5.3 miles!

We can have the boat all ready for you, race entiy paid on the

CYC. It took the initiative to establish

The weather leg would have to be at least that long to avoid

beach.

itself as a separate Club. Its relationship with the Southern

either end being overstood at the start!

Call Matt Owen on 0419 407389 for details.

*

w

site as the CYC. However, co-location

^^oss Club, as leaseholder of the site, is Quite separate from our

Ross Wylde-Browne's article about the CCYA in the November
issue of our newsletter suggested the CCYA should be regarded
as another class association for trailableyachts and should be

The favoured end of the line would be at least a half hour

relationship with the Southern Cross Club.

sail away from the wrong end!

The relationship between the CCYA and the CYC is also

Users' Group. That suggestion has been declined. Many

complicated by the fact that most members of the CCYA (some

trailable owners are already members of their own class

ninety or so) are also members of the CYC. Not surprisingly,

associations. They don't need to join two organisations to

they tend to blur the distinction between the two clubs in their

relate to the management of our Club. Moreover, we are

Queensland Yacht Charters offer 10% discount to CYC

thinking on the matter. However, the membership of the CCYA

strengthening the class associations through our preferred class

members booking holidays with them. If you’re going north,

is only a fraction of the overall membership of the CYC (now

policy. Divisional representatives appointed by the Club serve

well over five hundred and fifty). The CYC’s interests are

those who do not have a class association. And, in any case, all

_c

considerable wider than those of the CCYA and the CCYA needs

sailors have a continuing, open invitation to attend the Users'

to take that seriously.

Group. We do not need to set up another level of bureaucracy

nj
>-

The fact that some CYC members may decide to also join the

to do what the Club already does well.

CCYA has no more effect on the CYC than such a person's

We hope that clarifying the roles of the two clubs provides a

decision to join a bridge club, or a gliding club, or the YMCA

firm basis for effective co-operation and that we can work in a

With a $50 entiy fee there would be $100,000 to spend on

Sponsorship

But who will run the registration and committee??

I think there may be an opportunity here for Dave Bizant our
new CYC major event co-ordinator. An early task would be to
arrange some minor earthwork for LBG!

please support our sponsor by giving Q YC a call.

As this goes to print the NSW & ACT Laser Association State
Championships are to be hosted by Georges River 16ft Sailing
Club in Sydney. Team CYC for the regatta includes Dave Holt,

Q UEEN SLAN D

Anita Smith, Steve Leicester, Tony Ryan and yours truly. Results

YACHI

will be available immediately after the event on www.laser.asn.au
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Sailing Club, or any other organisation.
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N eil Prim rose

not hire a pre-rigged new laser or Status 19.

L_

_Q
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CYC co-operates. The CCYA well

Working
Relationship
with the
CCYA

is North American). We would need one boat length per

the event!
•

_c

The race would have to be on a Great Lake (remember she

y
£ ............................

reQuires a clear understanding of the

US, daysailer) had a mere 200 boats turn up to a reunion
regatta. On this basis, speculated our correspondent, a BIG

The arrangement has worked well this season and we will be

This is the status which the CCYA established for itself at its

Laser sailors som etim es like to tell anyone w ho will

U

concentrate the relationship and we have said that to the CCYA.

These complications only increase the importance to eveiybody

used as the means of representing trailableyachts on the Sailing

complementary way, without duplicating one another, in the
interests of all sailors who enjoy the amenity of the Lotus Bay
site.
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CCYA Three peaks & BBQ

P r i m r o s e

(w) 6295 9154 (h) 6295 0980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

Sun

Vice C o m m o d ore

S t u a r t

W ed

A l l a n

D ire c to r C o rp o rate Services

J o h n
O

U

F e b 2 8

Twilight 13

allanone@goldweb.com.au

rd

F e b 2 5

Pointscore 18

(h) 6258 2797 (m) 0410 582 799

u

F e b 2 4

P r i m r o s e

GO

Sun

M a r c h

CD

Poinscore 19, championship 6
W e d

M a r c h

(h) 6290 1787
primrose@webone.com.au

Twilight 14

D ire c to r M e m b e r Services

S a t - S u n

P e t e r

Marlay Point

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

4

S a t - M o n

7

M a r c h

M a r c h

I 0 - I I

10-12

CCYA cruise St Georges Basin
D ire c to r Prom otion & M arketing

N i c k

H i l d y a r d

W e d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5711
hildyard. nick@abc.net.au

12

Twilight 15
W e d

D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

M a r c h

^

M a r c h

21

Twilight 16

S t a c p o o l e

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au

Sat

M a r c h

24

CCYA handicap start
D ire c to r Racing

P e t e r

F u

a g a

S a t - S u n

(h) 6281 4808
fullagar@mac.com

FI5 A C T championships
Sun

D ire c to r Recreational Sailing

M a r t i n

M a r c h

van

de

(h) 6254 6568 (m) 0412 160 490
vdhoek@netspace.net.au

H o e k

M a r c h

25

Pointscore 20, championship 7
W e d

M a r c h

Twilight 17

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
C Y C Sailing News
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PP229200/00022

Peter Forster
16 Douglas Place
Curtin ACT 2605
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The Kenyons make good time down wind

2 0 01

Picture: Graeme Wykes

Museum Openin,
A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CAN BERRA CITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

The club was privileged to be involved in the opening of the National Museum. Matthew
Owen organised the volunteers, who had a 4am start! Three CYC power boats, under the
direction of Sean O'Regan, towed 20 dinghies across the lake. It was a spectacular sight in
the pre-dawn darkness with each sailboat bearing a flaming torch. A great start to this
city's newest landmark.
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Shower
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i have b een a r e r 'b e r o f t h e Club fin ce 1% 4. During t h if tii^ e I have had t h e p riv ile g e to fe r v e

We still need people to assist Sean and Matthew in running a second class in

The Canberra

on t h e e x e c u tiv e fo r tor«e fix y e a r f , tw o y e a r f o f w hich w e r e a f coi-'r'od ore. I have a lfo b een a

Southern Cross Club

n e n b e r o f t h e C a n b e rra Cruifin^ Y a ch t A ffo ciatio n f o r 10 y e w

the Youth Sailing Academy. We have students all ready lined up to go. All we

has agreed to

have b een failin g fo r a l^ o f t GO y e a r f .

need are four responsible people to assist. Please contact Sean or Matthew for

commence

further details.

maintenance and
•

Now that the Twilight Series is concluding and the Summer

fly in g fif t e e n A ffo ciatio n , R L-2.4 A ffociation and fo on. It w a r fou n d ed to provide a f o r w

fa ilo r f in t h e C a n b e rra a re a w ith an i n t e r e ft in cru ifiw j, r a t h e r th a n j u f t failin g around th e

We should expect
We need your input to the priorities we take on for the next
three years. We need your input to the shape of the budget

10

A n o th e r point if t h a t th e C C Y A if not f o l e l y fo r C a n b e rra bafed

acceptable condition for members

the club in the challenges ahead.

and guests provided the contract
cleaners engaged by the SSC are

newsletter, on Monday March 26, is the first stage in

performing their tasks in a suitable

building our new strategic plan, led by the Vice

manner.

Commodore, Stuart Allan.

The CYC committee has raised the

Stuart is arranging an integrated program of other

problems of these facilities on

opportunities for members to engage in the planning

many occasions with the

process. Ifyou would like to be a part of that, please contact

management of the SSC and are

him.

now pleased that an interim

T he Current t ir a d e t a r g e t e d a t t h e C C Y A a p p ea rf to r>e to

improvement will provided.

be vin d ictiv e and n e g a tiv e and not conducive to har/“'oniouf

c o n ftru c tiv e approach in th e i n t e r e ft o f a ll p a r tie f.

and challenges is published elsewhere in this newsletter. If
anyone would like to talk to Stuart or me or any member of

men's toilets on Sunday March 4

the committee about it, please contact us.

are forgiven for forced displays of

Meanwhile, thankyou to Sheriyn Beilis, Tempe Archer and

parking area. The only complaint
crew member about the lack of

Biyan Butler, who have just completed an adult sailing

nothing else was worthy of any
comment. Sony for the

rd

and have offered to help with the Youth Sail Academy's CAP

inconvenience guys, it was not of

Scheme. It is great to have people so willing to help.

our doing, an error at SCC was

rd

u

N eil Prim rose

rela tio n fh ip a p p e a rf to have w o rk e d w e l l o v e r t h e l a f t 10

u

y e a r f or fo) th e n i t n u ft be affur-ed t h a t w o rkin g re la tio n fh ip f
w ill n ee d to be d e v e lo p e d w ith fuch b o d ief a f t h e fly in g
fif t e e n A ffociation .

I t pain f /*e to w r i t e th if, but I do f e e l t h a t t h i f one
fid e d a tta c k n e e d f to be put into p e r fp e c tiv e and fo r th e
f a c t f o f th e m a t t e r to be brought out, r a t h e r th a n le ff
th a n fu b tle Innuendo.

made and they offer an apology.
P eter D alton, D irec to r M e m b er Services

-O
13

John White

Riesling in our club bar. Obviously

course. They saw the |ob Search article in the last newsletter

Best wishes,

I f t h e r e if a p e rc e iv e d n eed f o r a n e w 'w ork in g re la tio n fh ip ’
b e tw e e n t h e CYC and t h e C C Y A (a f a c o n s e n t, t h e exiftin=j

received that day was one female

u
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r e la tio n f b e tw e e n t h e tw o bodief. M a y I a fk fo r a /"ore

Sailors who were locked out of the

U
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C oaft and maintain r e r b e r f k i p in o r d e r to re ce ive t h e C C Y A
n e w f l e t t e r and to Join in fo cia l funCtionf.

The members' consultation meeting, notified in our last

will be available for consideration by all members at the

u

a f a ‘m o th er fh ip ’ fo r din ^h ief wifhin<j to p a r tic ip a te in fuch cru i/ef a f P ittw a te r.

fa/lorf. to n e B e r b e r s have d e e p k e e le d v e f f e l f b afed on t h e N M

AGM.

i_

w ith ap p ro p riate li=jhtf) a f a CYC r>enber. T he C C Y A h af fup p o rted t h e id ea o f ufin^ CCYA boatf

to remain unchanged but in an

nudity which occurred in the boat

>-

b u o y f on Lake B u r l e y G r iffin . A n y failin g e v e n t o r'ja n ife d b y t h e CCYA h af a l w a y f b een open
to o th e r CYC r'e r^ b e n , and in d ee d , I Com peted in a C C Y A nicjht r a c e in a d in g h y (equipped

for the coming year. We need your input to how we manage

We hope that a well-consulted draft of the new strategic plan

fo r

the size of this area

A background paper written to identify major developments

-O
rs

fir ft , th e fa c tf. T he C C Y A if not a club, it if an affo ciatio n , fii~>ilar in /-a n y r e f p e c t f to th e

and modest
heavily used area.

the future.

With th if background, I a a p p a l l e d b y t h e c u rre n t in v ec tiv e and vitu peratio n bein'j poured on
t h e CCYA b y t h e e x e c u tiv e o f t h e CYC (Jailing N e w f F eb ru ary 1 0 0 V .

lighting, plumbing
refurbishment to tH ^ )

Series is drawing to a close, we need to turn our attention to

and a f a m a tte r o f in t e r e f t

improvement work
requested for

u

O
o

facilities

Youth Sailin g A cad em y

u

he Editor

& toilet

E
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Commodore’s
response
to John White's letter
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Race 200

Yacht Rally
Teki Dalton

U

n

A series of annual yacht races will be held

To apply for an invitation to crew in this race,

in Turkey to commemorate the first

those who are interested would have to contact

Turkish-Anzac encounter at Gallipoli in
1915 which led to an eternal bond of
friendship between the Turks,
Australian and New Zealanders.
The Anzac Cove Yacht Rally will take
place along the Turkish Aegean Coast
with the final destination at Anzac

At this stage, the details of the race are: the

0)

o

Turkish Offshore Racing Club would like

<2

co-joint crew training on the 22nd with the
race starting on the afternoon of the 23rd,
accommodation in the area may be already

would be held from Istanbul to the

booked out for the Anzac ceremonies,

5

arrangements may be made for some

u

participants to remain overnight on the
yachts. (To be confirmed)

Dardanelles and would include

Details regarding the Anzac Dawn Service

Australian and New Zealand

and Gallipoli Battlefields tour are being

sailors. These sailors will be invited
to crew on yachts owned by
members of the Turkish Offshore
Racing Club and take part in
special celebrations at Gallipoli on
Anzac Day.
The rally will be conducted by an
incorporated body whose members

to anchor in Anzac Cove and access the
Dawn Service from the beach.

N

Z

The return to Istanbul will depend on the

<

depart from Istanbul on April 26 or later.

participant's Gallipoli sightseeing and other
travel reouirements, but they will be able to

All participants would have to pay their own
way and provide for

patron, the president of the
Returned Services League, the

accommodation in Istanbul at this stage. I

president of the Canberra Southern

will be sending an additional notice

Cross Club and a senior official of

regarding a discounted hotel rate for the

the Department of Foreign Affairs

time spent in Istanbul.

and Trade.

- O

c

Teki Dalton, an experienced
international yachtsman and
businessman, has been appointed
director of the rally. His background
includes being an inaugural board

ri
4->
V)

For more information contact Teki on
0411 498 232 or e-mail
teki@ozemail.com.au or the Turkish
Embassy on 6295 0227 or e-mail
turkembs@ozemail.com.au.

^ n e Yachting Association of the ACT has appointed

to score Canberra's best result in many years at away nationals. John Hosking in
Final ffling sailed extremely well in the lighter conditions to be well up in the

There may be some other special

Martin Linsley as the chair of the Training Co

arrangements made but that should be

ordination Committee. Martin has long and senior

fleet. Peter Russell, Colin Brown and Peter Forster sailed consistently to finish in

looked upon as a bonus.

level experience in sail training and we are veiy

the middle of the fleet while Peter Dalton, Peter Fullagar, David Fisher, Bill

The members of the Turkish Offshore Racing
Club will, I'm sure, be wonderful and
gracious hosts and those who take part will be
a veiy special trip.

sea.

The Canberra Flying Fifteen fleet have been busy in recent months. Nine boats
regatta held recently. Stuart Shimeld in Stiff Upper Lip sailed well into 5th place

V

Safety Authority, business consultant

o
o

Appointment

Bill Causbrook

went to the Nationals in Pittwater in lanuaiy and II boats competed in the Eden

member of the Australian Maritime

acknowledged authority on safety on

Club News
Yachting
Association Flying Fifteens
Neil Primrose

well looked after and bring home memories of

to the Australian War Memorial and

Picture: Graeme Wyk.es

finalised, including permission for the fleet

<

include the Turkish Ambassador as

L_

the April 21, 2001. There will be hosting and

arriving in the Dardanelles on the 24th. As

said for thisyear a special race

n3

participants to arrive in Istanbul on or before

service.

Ambassador to Australia Umut Arik

cd

me as soon as possible by e-mail or telephone.

Cove for the Anzac Day Dawn

In announcing the rally, Turkish

u
L_

However, I need names and addresses veiy
soon, which would have to include sailing
background and (as there may be the
opportunity for business contact) a brief
summaiy of the participants business background,
passport number, date of issue, expiiy date and
where issued.

pleased he has agreed to take on this task. Sean

Causbrook and Ian Hawke had close racing. The idea of sailing at Pittwater was

O'Regan is a member of the committee, which

to tiy and develop class racing at a location that was so popular for Fifteens

provides a meeting place and forum for co

about 25years ago.

operation among all the Registered Training
Establishments in the ACT.

and now new Vice President of the Yachting

was perfect with light 5-8 knot breezes. Stuart Shimeld showed his Pittwater

Association, will chair the Major Events

form by finishing first in three heats and a second place in the four-heat series.

Committee. This committee will develop a two-year

|ohn Hosking picked up a first place and three second placings to show that he

plus planning perspective on major events in the

also benefited from the Pittwater experience. It is hoped that the Eden Regatta

ACT. We welcome his appointment. Dave Bizant

will be a permanent fixture in the Flying Fifteen sailing program.

planning.

u

regular entrant at the Eden Regatta over the past fewyears, was a prime mover in

Andrew Collins of the ANUSC and the YMCASC

should be a big help to the club in our forward

:rs

The Eden regatta was a resounding success. Richard Morcom in Lean Enuff, a
encouraging so many Fifteens to travel to Eden. As it turned out, the weather

will represent the club on the committee, which

_o

Peter Fullagar has taken his boat. The State of the Ark, to Durban, South Africa
for the SA Nationals and World Titles to be held in late March/April. We wish
him well.
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R e c re a tio n a l S ailin g
M artin van d e r H oek
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Cruise on
St Georges Basin,
March 10-12

U

participating in the long weekend

ordinary weather, the general
consensus was it was a most

n3

stage we were joined by Richard and Shirley Tebbutt in a Delta

But it wasn't that kind of weather. After a veiy leisurely
breakfast we all agreed it was time to pack up and sail back to

lapping against the stern of their boat and the boat giving

the ramp, especially after the Bureau forecast a strong southerly

fenders a good workout against a wharf, is a pretty deep

change by mid afternoon. It really didn't seem to matter what

sleeper. Not me, I can hear a halyard clanging in the next bay

the forecast was; we seemed to get a bit of everything during

and any waves slapping against a hull which wasn't there five

any 24-hour period. We packed up and raised sail for a final

minutes earlier usually gets my full attention. We've been at the

sail to where we started ...and then the wind died completely!

wharf in previous years and have been ambushed by "sneaky"

Back to motoring At least we didn't have to de-rig in the rain!

the wind died down and the water once again pretended to be a

and Anita Heck) to find Interaction,

millpond. I can only say the others must have more faith in

Scooter, Delta Lady and Tivamp a

weather forecasts 'cause none poked their head out from u n d e r*

Farr 6 from Mittagong, all lined up

their doona. By 9am it was a different stoiy. A southerly started

alongside the ramp ready to sail. At

building up steam and "freshened" to 12 knots. Time to go, back

that moment the heavens opened up

to One Tree.

1

Canberra by late afternoon. The general consensus was “a good
weekend". The weather could have been kinder, but then it
^^uld have been a lot worse too. You take the good with the
bad. If we'd done more sailing we would have done less
socialising. We had time to 'talk shop' as well as solve the
problems of the world, things we do back at the CYC after
every race but then there's nothing like going all the way to the
basin for some bonding. The basin outings are usually one of

some excitement as boats tried to extricate themselves from

the better occasions to enjoy sailing and/or one another's'

both wharf and shallow water. I think all six boats had a

company. This was no different.

different combination of sail and motor as they headed into a

later, the wind died completely and

stiff breeze. I spotted a reefed main and genoa, a main only, jib

the basin transformed into a mill

and main, main and storm jib, headsail only and one relied

pond ...but then we weren't down

entirely on his "iron horse" - but when a man's on his own, he

there for the sailing!

does what he has to do to play it safe. Still Dave, it would have

and other Farr 6 were spread out

By lunchtime everyone was ready to move and we were back in

A good sail across to the other side of the waterway, not before

When the rain cleared a few minutes

rigged, the two Sonatas, Castle 550

Beach at some stage for a swim and to motor down the Inlet to

shifted to a southerly. Anyone who can sleep through waves

together with My Farr Lady (Hans

By the time the two Farrs were

^ |u n d to the NW. The intention had been to sail to Palm

Sussex for Devonshire Tea at some stage during the weekend.

After having taken the precaution of turning the boat around,

auspicious start to the weekend.

no rain. You guessed it, the southerly had once again swung

why does it always happen while it is still dark? - the wind

ramp at midday on Saturday,

boat or under an awning. Not an

We were greeted the following morning with an overcast sky but

The first night was relatively Quiet and no ram By 4am - and

southerlies. No fun at all. What was that weather forecast?

i_

C

remember the conditions for the remainder of that night.

Finesse arrived at the Basin View

and eveiyone either dived into their

0)
_Q

continue happy hour without getting the crackers wet. I can't

all six boats were finally secured and awnings raised. By this

more than 50 years, one can be forgiven for such transgressior^^

Interaction for "happy hour".

i_

option for the rest of us was to pile into Interaction and

wharf in Home Bay. A brisk sail and in time for “happy hour",

conspired to keep the numbers

been able to congregate on

rd

oversized umbrella - they were ready. The only reasonable

One Tree and head for the protection of the Aloha Caravan Park

boat. On reaching the age of 70 plus, and having sailed for

more boats we wouldn't all have

U
rd
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Not that that deterred the Wylde-Browns. Out came this

confirmed NWers for the next 24 hours. A good time to leave

of the long weekend forward

enjoyable weekend. Had there been

u

pleasant, looking out over the water, until it started to sprinkle.

blowing NW. A Quick check with the Sussex Inlet Coast Guard

Islander - ex-Princess sailors who traded their boat for a stink

select few. And despite the

Z5

Sitting together on-shore at One Tree late afternoon was very

Marley Point and bringing the date

cruise on St Georges Basin to a

>-

exploring the waterway. We headed to One Tree Bay for a
rendezvous. Within the hour the wind returned and started

been nice to see a sail up on that boat ofyours at some time
during the three days ... but then you obviously weren't there

Was this a CCYA or a CYA outing? It doesn't matter who
organises it, eveiyone is welcome. If a trailersailor can come on
his own, I'm waiting for a Laser sailor to turn up with a tent
strapped to the deck. The next opportunity will be in
November. Don't miss it. Watch this space. We want more than
six boats next time - we have to find out how many peopleyou
can SQueeze into a Sonata 26 and still keep it afloat!

for the sailing!

u
Picture: Graeme Wykes
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The Sailing Users Group is an advisoiy body to the CYC

on the counter with the other sign-on sheets, before each

committee and provides an open forum for discussion of the

Sunday race.

club's services to members. It meets on the first Monday of
each month. All members of the CYC are welcome to attend

o
o
<N

and to contribute to the consideration of the issues before it.

The Question of race start time has been raised again. A

Each class association is represented as are the general

suggestion has been made to have the start time varied in the
heat of summer, i.e. |an-Feb, from 2pm to 3 or even 4pm. If

divisions and preferred boat classes.
U
s_
a

er News
'0/2001 season has been a veiy busy one for Canberra Laser

Tasars
CYC member Martin Linsley, crewed

sailors on the regatta circuit. CYC was represented at the following

by Nick Grey in COCO, have

events:

retained the Victorian Tasar

♦ July

Winter in Paradise Regatta, Port Stevens SC

♦ Oct

Coast Championships, Great Lakes SC, Forster

♦ Nov

Championship they won last year.

weekend. Thirty-three boats entered

♦ Dec

Metropolitan Championships, RSYS, Sydney

including the 1999 national champion

♦ |an

Australian Championships, RYCT, Hobart
NSW & ACT State Championships, Georges River 16'
Skiff SC

♦ Mar

>-

u

♦ Mar

Lake Macouarie, Batemans Bay an<^^

Resail of NSW & ACT Masters Championships, Belmont

for the regatta as conditions for the

16'Skiff SC

first four races were light and largely

Grand Prix Regatta, Melbourne

unpredictable. Martin's 14th place in
the first race, followed by a clear win
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A . Racing E tiq u ette

D. S tate o f the toilets/showers

health hazard and in need of substantial
improvement. The CYC committee has
also discussed how to get the

must report DNF (=Did Not Finish) to

Sailing
Users
Group

the Race Officer of the Day or those
responsible for entering race times
into the computer
2. If it's not time for your division to
start, keep clear of the starting
area. It's frantic enough in and
around the start line without having
non-starters zig-zagging around

the State Championships Anita was 5th in the women's radial fleet

of 4, 1and 2, leaving him with a

and Steve Leicester and Tony Ryan were 4th in their respective

leading margin of three points before

not be in the starting area. Ifyou want

Apprentice and Masters fleets. Other CYC sailors at the States were

the final race.

to tag along with the race fleet, please

dangerous.

Winds of 20-25 knots blew for that
final race providing challenging
upwind conditions and scintillating

was )ohn Tracey Rod Badgeiy, Peter Harvey, Tony Ryan, Dave Holt,

off-wind rides. Sailing conservative^^

Steve Leicester and myself. Steve was again 4th in the Apprentice

Martin finished third, to secure the^^

category while Tony was 4th in the Masters fleet. I somehow made

championship title.

Masters competition, were Martin's

for the Grand Prix Regatta and plan to sail in the CHS Regatta

fellow Navy sailors from Canberra;
Rick Longbottom and Paul

on this issue in the not too distant
future.
E .T Y A /A C T T ra ile rs a ile r
Championships, Dec. 2001
The CYC and the CCYA have agreed
that the next championships will be

the State. This will assist in maximising
out-of-town participation and improve
the chances of getting better winds.

controllers as well as participants to knowyour
F.

status. This is particularly relevant when finishing. Please,

A C T Dinghy Championships Nov 3-4,

ifyou are not entered in the race, do not go through the

2001

finish line. Ifyou do, your time will be recorded and time

This is to alert you to the date. There will be more on this in

will be lost tiying to find you among the sign-ons.

future reports but essentially the committee would like to get
an indication of which classes wish to participate. Obviously it

updated as per your sail number, not your boat name. If

will include Lasers and possibfy 29ers, Contenders, Tasars,

you sail with a different number, either on the day or

etc.

permanently, please provide details at sign-on. Computer

G. Racing Program , 2001-2002

records will be either temporarily or permanently updated.

Kinghorne. Third overall were Phil

SC, while Phillip Russell, Steve Leicester, Rod Badgeiy, |ohn Tracey
and myself are preparing to participate in the 2001 Laser World

SC.

Masters Championship at Royal Cork Yacht Club, Ireland in August.

Many sailors, including Martin, used

Plans are also afoot for CYC to host the NSW & ACT Laser

the Victorian Championship as a

As you know, there is a duty roster and the names of those who

Association ACT Laser Championship on LBG in November this

practice for both the NSW

perform rostered duty are noted and those people are not

Championship, being sailed on Lake

usually called upon again for anotheryear. We need to keep

So, by most measures the Canberra Laser fleet is pretty active. And

Macouarie over Easter, and the

better track of those who turn up and, more importantly, those

that doesn't include the regular CYC sailing program where we

International Championship which

who don't.

continue to have fleets of 14 to 18 boats in Wednesday and Sunday

will be sailed at Whitstable, UK, in

In future, just as the sailors sign on before a race, those on

August.

be 'some movement at the station'

as part of the TYA series of races around

Darby and Ben Howe from Speers Pt

racing!

occasions. Signs are that there may

Martin van der Hoek

3. Boats not entered in the race should

Other events on the way include team racing in May at Hunters Hill

year.

approached the CSCC, on several

held in December thisyear, and held

4. Notify sail number changes. Racing details are stored and

Youth Sail Academy sailors took Sail Canberra Lasers to Melbourne

improvements implemented and has

Outcomes

start outside the start line. This will assist race

Team CYC at the resail of the NSW & ACT Masters Championship

coming up soon at Belmont.

discussion. We are all agreed that they are a

Sailors who withdraw from the race

boats preparing for a start, plus it's

-C
u

This matter has also been the subject of much

Members appear to be falling into some bad habits when

were followed by finishing positions

Second overall, and winners of the

u

getting more favourable winds.

women's radial categoy and llth overall in the radial fleet. While at

another 2nd in the Grand Masters.

u

we discussed the following:

in the second was indicative. They

yours truly managed 2nd in the Grand Masters category.

Z5

Series has been changed to Ipm (from noon) in the hope of

At the Metropolitan Championships Anita Smith came 4th in the

Dave Holt, Phillip Russell and me. At the Australian Championships

-O

give a short report on outcomes. At the most recent meeting

of course, Victoria.
Sailing on LBG proved good training

o
o
(N

send a Questionnaire out with a forthcoming newsletter.

As you may have noticed, the start time for the Frostbite

useful to reinforce a few points.

Mulwala over the Canberra Day long

you have a view on this, please contact me. We may need to

currently overseas. As co-chair I thought it might be useful to

sailed at Yarrawonga SC on Lake
NSW & ACT Masters Championships Belmont 16' Skiff

♦ Feb

Racing and the Director Recreational Sailing. Peter Fullagar is

it comes to racing and it was agreed it would be

from South Australia, boats from

U

The Users Group meeting is chaired jointly by the Director

The six-race championship series was

SC (abandoned after one race)

C . S tarting tim es for the next S u m m er Series

Ifyou don't do thisyou run the risk of being considered a
different boat.
B. Sign-ons for rostered crew

duty will also sign on. Suitable sign-on sheets will be placed

We are putting the race program together. Ifyou want an event

_o
Z5

u

or occasion highlighted in the program, please contact me.
H. B ottled w a te r and soft drinks
A reouest has been lodged for bottled water to be made
available in the Sailors Cabin on race days. What sort of
demand is there for this? If sufficient, we'll have to talk to
Peter Dalton and see what else we can store in the drinks
fridge.
Ifyou have an issueyou want raised, either come to the next
meeting or email me on vdhoek@netspace.net.au
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M embers’ Consultation
Meeting
N eil Prim rose, C om m o dore

Background paper prepared for meetin;
held on March 26

O

ver the past several years, the way people take their
sport and leisure has undergone major change. The

result for clubs across all sports is increased

competition for the hearts, diaries and wallets of potential
members. The tendemy for folk in the 40s and younger age
groups is to be less committed to one particular sport than folk
in their 50s and above, who make up the bulk of our core
membership; to have less available time to contribute to
managing the activities of the club; to be less inclined to want
to own their own eQuipment; and to be less committed to

committees a charter to work to and goals to achieve. Not
eveiyone may have liked eveiy aspect of the strategy or the way it
has been implemented. However, it has provided vital coherence
and direction.
Subsequent committees have progressively up-graded the
management systems of the club to keep pace with the growth in
member numbers and the increase in income. The drive and
professionalism in the way the club is managed has led to an
increasing number of capable people volunteering to run a ctivitil^
for the club.

higher levels of competition. Their discretionaiy time is severe|y
limited.

Successive committees have also put a lot of time and thought
into clarifying and defining our relationships. At the outset we had

In this context, traditional clubs are "doing it hard.”

support will always be available to us from that source. Already

maintenance to our powerboats. It's not clear how we can do

the Southern Cross Club has signalled that there will not be any

this. However, it is a drain on our funds and, with the increasing

more major capital programs after the present program

intensity of our operations, it is a problem we need to somehow

completes in two years time.

reduce.

There is the prospect of the Canberra Yacht Club getting a

I have to admit frustration with the state of the toilets. This has

substantial benefit from the upgrading of the infrastructure on

not been without constant effort in dealing with the Southern

the site when the Southern Cross Club undertakes that

Cross Club by both Peter Dalton and me.

investment. That is subject to the Southern Cross Club's other
priorities and it is not certain exactly what happens after Woden
and Tuggeranong. Moreover, there are significant planning
sensitivities in regard to any lake-front site. However, we need to

Restoration of the foreshore will not happen Q u i c k l y , especially
as it is dependent on the Commonwealth budgetary processes
and Canberra rates low in that environment. Nevertheless, we
have to keep at it.

be positioned to make the most of that potential.
We need to keep our fees and charges under review. John
In the next few years, we face major challenges to continue our
growth and to continue to improve the standard of our

Primrose advises that we are on track to break even thisyear
with a turnover of close on $1/4 million.

management. This will need to be the focus of the new Strategic
Plan.

A major challenge for us for the future is that we will have to
provide ourselves for replacement of equipment in three years

In regard to growth, the biggest challenge will be to ensure the
Jle n tio n of sailing school graduates, Youth Sail Academy
students and boat hire customers into the regular sailing
programs of the club. Tanya, Sean and Matthew have worked

time and we should start preparing for that ahead of time. In
that period, we would expect the new boat hire operation to be
earning a reasonable financial return to add to its other
advantages to the club.

hard on this and retention rates are now higher than they were
three years ago. However we still have a long way to go if we
want to continue growing our membership strength.

Southern Cross Club. That took a couple ofyears to work through

against the trend. Following on from the work of Peter Forster

to the stage of a Memorandum of Understanding. That work, of

Widespread experience suggests that further growth is essential

and his committee in finding a champion to rescue the club,

course, continues. We had to work on the role of the YA of the

to the safety of the club's future. The trick is to achieve that at

successive committees under Robert Redfern have turned the

ACT and how it related to the club. That started almost three

the same time as maintaining a friendly and fun-oriented

club from a bankrupt organisation with no clear sense of

years ago and is still in progress. Much careful work has been

atmosphere at the club. Much of that depends on the attitudes of

direction, a small membership and no assets, to a medium sized

done to clarify our relationship with the CCYA and its complex

the members themselves.

At present, it appears that most of the club's fees and charges
are pitched about right, although we need another couple of
months trading performance to know accurately.

club with a clear sense of direction, a diverse range of services,

intersection with the CYC. That started three years ago and is on

In regard to management, there is a serious burden placed on

a reputation for being a friendly place to spend time and an

going. Work is also in progress to strengthen our relationship with

elected committee members to undertake the roles of strategic

impression of being well managed.

the YMCASC. None of this has been easy but it is critical to

leaders and senior managers at the same time. These roles tend

We also have the potential threat of a bridge across Acton Bay
as a means of dealing with the car parking problem of the
National Museum.
More immediately, we have a serious problem looming with the
escalating cost of insurance. Rises in the last few months are
high. We don't have to renew our policies until November but
the writing is “on the wall” for us and we will need to manage
this area of our expenditure carefully. Related to this are the

having strong working relations with other bodies that impact o n ^ ^

^ be hard to combine at the best of times. It is even harder for

our services to members.

busy professional people to undertake these roles in a voluntary

are increasingly commenting that we have the appearance of

Secondjy, opening access to the community on a scale not seen in

capacity. Much has already been done to sub-divide tasks and to

In all of the above, we need to be alert to the new directions

being "a place on the move.”

the club for a long while has drawn new energy and new

appoint individuals and teams to assist, but the fundamental

that are developing in sport generally and in Canberra

perspectives into the club community. The sailing school, Youth

problem remains and is getting worse.

community in particular. We need to be unified in how we

Sailing Academy and, now the boat hire operation, have met the

Two key appointments need to be made in the near to mid-term

changing demand in the way people take their sport and leisure.

(two to three years or so). These are a dedicated PRO for the

Marketing these under the business name of Sail Canberra has

summer season and a part-time general manager.

seeing strategic directions we inherited. People outside the club

The Canberra Yacht Club has not prospered in adverse

”3

circumstances by chance. The support of the Canberra
Southern Cross Club has been an essential ingredient of this
transformation. But so has careful management and a lot of hard
work by capable people who have devoted serious time to the
club over the period since 1997.
n3

Another serious problem is to reduce the cost of repairs and

Over the last fouryears the Canberra Yacht Club has gone

The present committee has focussed on consolidating the far-

_Q

to settle the detail and the style of our relationship with the

as we are. So we can't expect the same level of substantial

The success of the club in the period since the takeover by the
Southern Cross Club results from two main factors.
Firstjy, good management. This has been based on a clear and
wide|y agreed Strategy and Business Plan which defined our role

caught the imagination of the wider community.
At present the club is below the financial threshold which would
We still have much work to do to for the club to reach its full

make either of these positions possible, notwithstanding the

potential. We will have to continue to change and up-grade the

provision by the Southern Cross Club to assist with the latter

services we offer in order to deal with the accelerating rate of

position. It will be for the next committee to deal with both

change that is taking place in peoples' life-styles and work

these appointments. For the moment, we face the problems of

commitments. There is no haven we can reach and shelter in.

overload and burnout. Members need to be aware of this and to

Change is the norm we have to deal with.

ensure they effectively support the leaders they have chosen.

and expectations. It set a direction. It gave successive
Moreover, the Southern Cross Club is facing the same challenges

increasingly important issues of risk management.

decide to meet them and we need to making decisions in the
interests of the club as a whole.

-Q
ZJ
U

The new Strategic Plan will be the most obvious way of doing
this in the short term. However, it will be engagement by
members in the ongoing affairs of our club that will be the
determinant of how well we do in the longer term. Consultation
meetings will help. Attendance, on a regular basis, at the
Sailing Users' Group will be even more effective.
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Ne i l

M ar

2 4- 25

Flying 15s ACT championship

P r i m r o s e

(w) 6295 9154 (h) 6295 0980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

Sat

M a r

24

CCYA Handicap start
Vice C o m m o d o re

S t u a r t

Sun

A l l a n

M a r

25

Pointscore 20, championship 7

(h) 6258 2797 (m) 0410 582 799
allanone@goldweb.com.au

Mon

u

P r i m r o s e

W e d

M ar

(h) 6290 1787
primrose@webone.com.au

Twlight 17

D ire c to r M e m b e r Services

Sun

P e t e r

26

Members’ consultation meeting

D ire c to r C o rp o rate Services

J o h n

M a r

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

28

A p r

I

Pointscore 21

D ire c to r Prom otion & M arketing

M on

N i c k

Sailing Users' Group meeting, 6pm

H i l d y a r d

A p r

2

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5711
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au
Sun
D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

S t a c p o o

A p r

8

Pointscore 22

I e

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au

T u e - S a t

A p r i l

17-21

CHS Regatta, 16ft Skiff Club, Belmont
D ire c to r Racing

P e t e r

F u

Sun

a g a r

(h) 6281 4808
fullagar@mac.com

Sat

D ire c to r Recreational Sailing

M a r t i n

van

de

(h) 6254 6568 (m) 0412 160 490
vdhoek@netspace.net.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
C Y C Sailing News

Print Post Approved
PP229200/00022

A p r i l

22

Champion of champions

H o e k

A p r i l

28

CCYA scavenger race

Canberra Yacht Club
(ACT Sailing Inc T/A)

GPO Box 2035, Canberra ACT 2601
(Mariner PI, Yarralumla ACT 2600)

ABN 93 090 967 514

Tel (02) 6273 7177 Fax (02) 6273 7177
email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www canberrayachtclub.com.au
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fun and excitem ent

31 May 2001

Dear Member
It is my pleasure to invite you to renew your membership for the next financial year.
Please complete the enclosed application form and return it when paying your fees. We
have prepared your invoice of fees on the basis of our records for last year, but if your
circumstances have changed please pay those fees that are relevant to you this year
While our invoices do not include AYF fees, these are compulsory for anyone
participating in racing, and it may be necessary for you to include this extra amount in
your payment. Further details about your AYF obligations are explained on the
membership renewal form.
While on the topic of racing, our Race Director (Peter Fullagar) is seeking your
assistance with planning for next season’s administration. Please help Peter by
completing the enclosed ‘blue’ form and returning with your payment.
If an application for boat storage is also enclosed, this should be returned promptly to
ensure that you are not disappointed. Please be aware of the need to comply with the
conditions of usage for boat storage to ensure that your tenure is on going. I also draw
your attention to the condition that requires boats being stored to be insured - no
application will be successful unless insurance details are provided, including the policy
number.
The Canberra Southern Cross Club is expecting standards of boat park tidiness to be
enforced in order to present the clubs’ image in an attractive manner. We are also
expected to receive fees for storage based upon a market rate of a level comparative
with similar facilities interstate and generate income for our activities in recognition of the
considerable assistance provided in the expansion of parking facilities for trailer yachts.
The fees set for this year reflect the results of our analysis.
Unfortunately it has also been necessary to increase our membership fees (but not race
entries) to help cover our overheads, but the increase has been kept to a minimum.
Settlement of your account by 31 July 2001 would be appreciated.
Yours since

Peter Daltor,
Director
Member Services

C a n b e rra Y a ch t ( lub

M em bers 1 Consultation Meeting
Background paper
Ovei the past several years, the way people take their sport and leisure has underuone
majoi change

I he result for clubs across all sports is increased competition for the

hearts, diaries and wallets o f potential members

The tendency is for folk in the 40s

and younger &ge groups is to be less committed to one particular spoil than folk in
theii 50s and above, who make up the bulk o f our core membership; hav e less
available time to contribute to managing the activities o f the club, to be less inclined
to want to own their own equipment; and to be less committed to higher levels o f
competition 1heir discretionary time is severely limited
In this context, a lot of other clubs are “ doin^ it hard ”
Ovei the last four years the C anberra Yacht Club gone against the trend

Followiim

on from the work o f Peter Forster and his Committee in finding a champion to rescue
the C lub, successive Committees under Robert Redfern have turned the Club from a
bankrupt organisation with no clear sense o f direction, a small membership, internal
dissention and no assets, to a medium sized club with a clear sense o f direction, a
diverse lange of services, a reputation for being a friendly place to spend time and an
impression o f being well managed People outside o f the Club are increasingly
commenting that we hav e the appearance o f being “ a place on the move "
1 he Canberia Yacht C lub has not prospered in adverse circumstances by chance

The

support of the C anberra Southern Cross Club has been an essential ingredient o f this
transformation But so has careful management and a lot o f hard work by capable
people who have devoted serious time to the Club over the period since 1997
1he success of the Club in the period since the takeover by the Southern Cross Club
results from two main factors
Firstly, is good management based on a clear and w idely agreed Strategy and
Business Plan I his defined oui role and expectations. It set a direction It gave
successive Committees a charter to work to and goals to achieve Not everyone may
have liked eveiy aspect of the Strategy, or the way it has been implemented
However, it has provided v ital coherence and direction.
Subsequent Committees have progressively up-graded the management systems o f the
C lub to keep pace with the growth in member numbers and the increase o f income
I he drive and professionalism in the way the C lu b ’ is managed has led to an
increasing number o f capable people volunteering'to run activities for the Club
Successive C ommittees have also put a lot of time and thought into clarifying and
defining our relationships

At the outset we had to settle the detail and the style o f out

relationship with the Southern Cross Club ['hen we had to work on the role o f the
V A of the A ( I and how it related to the Club M ore recently, we have had to clarify

the relationship with the C C Y A and its complex intersection with the C Y C
this lias been easv

None o f

Secondly, opening access to the community on a scale not seen in the Club for a long
while has drawn new energy and new perspectives into the Club community The
sailing school. Youth Sailing Acadeim and, now the boat lure operation have met the
changing demand in the way people take their sport and leisure Marketing these
under the business name o f Sail Canberra has caught the imagination o f the wider
community
W e still have’ much work to do to for the Club to reach its full potential

W e w ill have

to continue to change and up-grade the services we offer in order to deal with the
accelerating rate o f change that is taking place in peoples' life-styles and work
commitments There is no haven we can reach and shelter in
have to deal with

Change is the norm we

Moreover, the Southern Cross Club is facing the same challenges as we are

So we

ca n t expect the same level o f substantial support w ill always be available to us from
that source Already the Southern Cross Club has signalled that there will not be any
more major capital programs after the present program completes in two years’ time
There is the prospect o f the Canberra Yacht Club getting a substantial benefit from the
up-grading o f the infrastructure on the site when the Southern Cross Club undertakes
that investment. That is subject to the Southern Cross Club s other priorities and it is
not certain exactly what happens after Woden and Tuggeranong, Moreover, there are
significant planning sensitivities in regard to any lake-front site
be positioned to make the most o f that potential

However, we need to

In the next few years, we face major challenges to continue our growth and to
continue to improve the standard o f our management
o f the new Strategic Plan.

This w ill need to be the focus

In regard to growth, the biggest challenge w ill be to ensure the retention o f sailing
school graduates, Youth Sail Academy students and boat hire customers into the
regular sailing programs o f the Club Tanya, Sean and M atthew have worked hard on
this and retention rates are now higher than they were three years ago However, we
still have a long way to go if we want to continue growing our membership strength.
Widespread experience suggests that further growth is essential to the safety o f the
C lub’s future. The trick is to achieve that at the same time as maintaining a friendly
and fun-oriented atmosphere at the Club
members themselves.

Much o f that depends on the attitudes o f the

In regard to management, there is a serious burden placed on elected committee
members to undertake the roles o f strategic leaders and senior managers at the same
time I hese roles tend to be hard to combine at the besi o f times It is even harder for
busy professional people to undertake these roles in a voluntary capacity Much has
already been done to sub-divide tasks and to appoint individuals and teams to assist,
but the fundamental problem remains and is getting worse

T w o key appointments need to be made in the near to mid term (tw o to three years or
so) These are a dedicated P R O for the summer season and a part-time general
manager
At present the Club is below the financial threshold, w hich would make either o f
these positions possible, notwithstanding the provision In the Southern Cross Club to
assist w ith the latter position. It will be for the next Committee to deal with both
these appointments For the moment, we face the problems o f overload and burnout
Members need to be aware o f this and to ensure the\ support the leaders they have
chosen
Another serious problem is to reduce the cost o f maintenance and damage to our
powerboats. A large number o f volunteers driving the boats occasionally has been
vital to our race management and we appreciate the contribution o f the rostered
drivers. But the long term costs o f damage to equipment that is both powerful and
sophisticated means we have to look for new w ays to staff this operation. Ultimately,
we may need a small group o f highly trained people w ho w ill drive the boats
frequently and know their idiosyncrasies closely
I have to admit frustration with the state o f the toilets This has not been without
constant effort and cajoling by both Peter Dalton and me
Restoration o f the foreshore w ill not happen quickly, especially as it is dependent o f
the Commonwealth budgetary processes and Canberra rates low in that environment
Nevertheless, we have to keep at it.
W e need to keep our fees and charges under review

John Primrose advises that we

are on track to break even this year w ith a turnover o f close 011 $1/4 million. This
should leave just under $20,000 in the bank from previous years as a contingency
fund Yo u r Committee believes this should be increased to about 10% o f turnover
over time to provide a prudent buffer against inevitable trading fluctuations.
W e w ill also have to provide ourselves for replacement o f equipment in three years'
time and we should start preparing for that ahead o f time In that period, we would
expect the new boat hire operation to be earning a reasonable financial return to add
to its other advantages to the Club
At present, it appears that most o f the C lu b ’s fees and charges are pitched about right,
although we need another couple o f months trading performance to know accurately
External boat parking is one area that needs careful examination, especially in light o f
the growing pressure on the Southern Cross Club to provide more car parking spaces
tor their members. W e need to be confident that out boat parking charges are realistic
in comparison to the amenity enjoyed If we are seen to be under-valuing that
resource, we can expect pressure to give up some spaces, or to have the resource
managed by the Southern Cross Club itself W e may not like it, but we have to deal
with the value o f the resource that has been put at out disposal in order to generate
funds for our Club Somehow we have to arrive at a position that does the best for
members, while being financially responsible

4
W e have a serious problem looming with the rapidly escalating cost o f public liability
insurance Rises in the last few months are very high W e don't have to renew our
policies until November, but the w riting is "on the w all" for us and we w ill need to do
a thoroughgoing re-think o f how we masnage this
In all o f the above, we need to be alert to the new directions that are developing in
sport generally and in Canberra communit\ in particular \\ e need to be unified in
how we decide to meet them.
I he new Strategic Plan w ill be the most obvious way o f doing this in the short term.
However, it \\ill be engagement by members in the ongoing affairs o f our Club that
w ill be the determinant o f how well we do in the longer term Consultation meetings
w ill help Attendance, on a regular basis, at the Sailing Users' Group will be even
more effective
Neil Primrose
Commodore

March 2001

( anb erra \ aclit C lub

Members’ C onsultation Meeting 26 March 2001
l ees and charges - Background Paper

Purpose
The purpose o f this paper is to outline the policy basis for the fees and charges o f the
Club
It is based on a discussion paper used by the Committee in April o f last year as an input
to consideration o f the fees that w ere set for the 2000 01 Financial Year
I he paper also takes account o f the C S C C s expectations about how we w ill use the
revenue raising potential o f the facilities it has made available to us

General Club Adm inistration
1he basic approach is that the cost o f prov iding the corporate entity, support to members
and the administrative work o f running the Club shall be separated from the services the
Club provides to specific users
The reason for this is that all members benefit from the on-going life o f the Club, but not
all members w ill use all o f the services and should not be expected to subsidise those who
do 1his recognises the high level o f peoples' discernment in how they spend their
leisure dollars and the extent to which sailing is in stiff competition with so many other
leisure options
I he general Club income is to cover communicating with members, maintaining a
modern office, keeping a “ shopfront " open to the public for salient periods o f the week,
supporting the Committee, relating to members and their inquiries, managing the boat
storage and parking facilities, administering the financial affairs o f the Club (turnover o f
about $250,000 in this F Y ) and supporting the C lu b ’ s relationships with other entities,
such as the C S C C , the N C A , other clubs and sporting bodies and the Y A o f the A C T
These services relate to all members o f the Club
I he C lu b ’s administration is therefore, funded by membership subscriptions
In keeping with the C lu b ’s objective o f making sailing widely accessible to the Canberra
community, the C lub's policy i^ to keep membership fees low
the policy o f the C S C C

This is consistent with

I he logic regarding the cost o f continuous improvement in the quality o f the C lub 's
administration is that it should be met, in the first instance. In increasing member
numbers, not resorting to the high level o f fees charged bv leading yacht clubs elsewhere
This does not mean the current level o f fees should not also rise with improved levels o f
service to members.
Retention ol low membership subscriptions requires the general revenue o f the Club to be
supplemented ui order for it to operate at a level commensurate with the standard o f the
C S C C ’s operation and the overall quality o f the Lotus B ay site
Instead o f the C S C C subsidising the C lub's administration directly, the C S C C has given
the C lub exclusive responsibility lor the Sailors Cabin, the undercover boat storage and
the boat parks to the Club to manage and to benefit from the resultant revenue.
I lie ( S ( C expects that the C lub w ill manage those facilities efficiently and optimise
their revenue earning potential, which the C S C C has foregone in order to support the
Club
The increasing pressure o f complaints about parking from C S C C members upon the
C S C C Board heightens the responsibility o f the C Y C to manage the boat park pro
actively and ensure that the fees charges relate to the value o f the amenity to users
I he policy that the boat storage and boat parking facilities should support the cost o f the
( lub s administration is supported by the requirement that boatowners renting these
facilities must be members of the Club
available.

Without the Club, this amenity would not be

Racing.Services P rogram/ Sail Canberra services
I he Racing Services Program and Sail Canberra are both run as separate cost centres on a
fee tor service basis, with the expectation that they return a surplus to general club
accounts.
I'he justification for these services contributing to the costs o f administering the Club is
that the over-arching Club structure provides the context in which they work. It is
therefore justifiable for each ot the service areas to contribute to the cost o f the C lu b ’s
administration If the Club did not exist, these services would not exist
The same justification applies to the staging o f major events and the social events o f the
Club
I he size of the surplus that is expected from each activity varies according to its
contribution to the life o f the Club and other circumstances, as assessed by the
Committee from time to time.

Racing Services
1he logic o f the Business Plan is that the cost o f the Racing Services program is to be met
from tees levied on race users, together with sponsorship

This is to cover the cost o f

prizes, all expenses (including the costs o f officials and the training o f volunteers) and the
cost o f running, repairing and maintaining the powerboats used to manage the racing,
costed to cover the time they are used for the racing program
At present, this does not include the capital cost o f the boats, or the cost o f their insurance
or replacement These costs are contributed by the C S C C as a further financial support in
addition to the revenue earning facilities. This support w ill end in two years' time
1he Club is to market the Lotus B a y site for regattas and special events to further earn
revenue from its facilities and its skills in the provision o f racing services
The policy that the racing services program should contribute income to support the
C lub's administration is supported by the policy on membership that crews as well as
boatowners shall be members o f the Club
C Y C members have the option o f paying race entry fees up front in return for a
substantial discount This assists the Club's administration and encourages regular
turnout for the racing program

This also recognizes the fact that Club members

generally provide voluntary labour in a wide variety o f ways to contain ov erall Club costs
- a contribution in kind to augment the discounted, up front race fee
The full season race entry fee contains a substantial discount in return for the level o f
commitment by regular entrants, compared with the casual race entry fee
Casual race entry fees are set at a level that not only covers the cost o f running a race and
makes a contribution to the general administration o f the Club, but also makes up for the
tact that the casual racer does not generally contribute voluntary labour to the life o f the
Club

Sail Canberra
A ll the Sail Canberra services are expected to cover their own costs and contribute
income to support the general budget o f the Club. This is to help keep the membership
subscription as low as possible and to contribute to the continuous improvement o f the
C lu b ’s services as a whole The Sail Canberra services are also expected to bring
substantial non-cash benefits to the Club, including contributing to the growth o f member
numbers and feeding people into the racing and social programs o f the Club
It is noted that the opportunity for the Club to run Sail Canberra and enjoy the benefits
this operation brings is only possible because o f the start-up capital provided by the
C S C C This is intended by the C S C C to add to and to complement the revenue earning
potential o f the boat storage and boat parking facilities The C S C C does not charge the
Club rent for the storage space

All earnings from Sail Canberra accrue to the Club
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Nick Hildyard trying to pretend the pain in his knees is not real.

Picture: Graeme Wykes
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Make a note of these coming events at your club:
Jfk

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y arralu m la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CAN BERRA CITY ACT 2601

* I

#"% p l T 1 1 Sunday 22:

Ma

unday 6:

Champion of champions race

First winter race

Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

JU r iC

1S unday 24:

Presentation lunch

Work is now well under way to develop the club's
strategic plan for the next three years. The
o
o
fM

members' consultation meeting late last month felt
the theme should be to continue with the present
directions and concentrate on consolidating and

!_
CL

<

improving the operations of the club.

position in the Commonwealth, which will not leave
him sufficient time to take responsibility for whole
portfolio, but he wishes to continue as the finance
member of the Sail Canberra Board. John has made
a significant contribution to the club's
administration and financial management. We thank
him for that and are veiy pleased he is staying on

A list of possible strategies suggested by the
consultation meeting as worth examining further is

with Sail Canberra. The committee needed to move
Q uickly

to fill the director's position, especially in

included elsewhere in this newsletter. That will

the period of preparing the budget for the next

need to be refined into key result areas over the

financial year, and has co-opted Shayne Russel I-

next couple of months and arrangements for doing

Smith to the position.

that will be announced shortly. A draft of the
strategic plan to the extent it has been developed
so far is on the notice board for members to read.

Shayne is the director of CMI Building Services, a
construction company specialising in the
commercial sector of the Canberra market. He has

We have received with regret the sudden resignation
of Stuart Allan as Vice Commodore in conseouence

sailed trailableyachts, trimarans, has done two
Hobarts and has been cruising offshore. He sailed

of taking up a position with the United Nations.

regularly with the club in the late 80s and early

Stuart will be assisting in the development of tax

90s, especially on Footloose. He has returned to

regimes for developing countries. In the short time

sailing after establishing his business and tending

he has held office he has brought financial rigor to

to the earlyyears of ayoung family. He was

the Sail Canberra operation that has lifted the

attracted by the renewed vigor of the club and his

were especially privileged to be able to talk with the
best young talent in Australian sailing and to get to
know people who serve as worthy role models in

Prin cip al Race O ffice r Summer Series

our sport. The Head Coach, Victor Kovalenko, has

The club is seeking expressions of interest from people who

already indicated that the team would like to come

would like to be considered to run the club's Summer Race

back to Canberra for further training and to do

series. This is the top job in the Summer program. We need

some sailing from the club.

one person to manage, or possibly two or three people to share
the task of Principal Race Officer. Training is available and full

The club's links with the wider world of sailing have
also been strengthened with the concluding of a
reciprocal recognition arrangement with the Turkish
Offshore Racing Club of Istanbul. This is an
outcome of the ANZAC Cove Rally being

•

' laugurated thisyear. It will serve club members
ell when they charter in the Mediterranean as well

as adding a new dimension to our contacts in the
Canberra community with business, the defence and
diplomatic services, New Zealand connections and

teams of assistants are rostered on each week to share the
workload. The person chosen for the job will work directly to
the Director, Racing and will have the support of the Sailing
Committee in technical matters. Please contact Martin van der
Hoek.

Ju n io r In stru cto rs
(Several Positions)
Sail Canberra is looking for AYF Qualified instructors with a
TL3 ticket to join its staff. This is paid work. The people

the returned services movement.

chosen will assist with the sailing school and the boat hire

Academy. Shayne sponsored the Academy last year.

At a somewhat more basic level, the club's

operation on a rostered basis. Hours are flexible to fit with

Quickly to find a capable replacement and has co

He was born and bred in Canberra and will bring

operations have been seriously affected by the

study or other work commitments. A uniform is provided.

opted Peter Harvey to the position of Vice

strong business management skills and insights to

closure of the Lake from pollution and the separate

Please contact Sean O'Regan or Matthew Owen

Commodore.

the committee. We look forward to having him on

sewage spill into lerrabomberra Creek. This has

Accounting assistance

Peter is Director, Records and Knowledge

the committee.

disrupted a championship event, stopped other

Management at the Attorney-Generals' Department.

It's a fact of life that capable people who make a

craft from Snipe and 505 dinghies, in which he won

significant contribution to our club are also in
demand in their professional lives. We have to
accept the mobility that goes with appointing
capable people.

Australia in the 505 worlds, to 470s and Flying 15s.
He is presently sailing in the Laser fleet and is
shortly to become a Castle 650 owner. His two
boys, Nigel and Cameron, have been involved in the
sailing school. He has served the club on sailing
committees and on numerous protest committees.
We welcome him to the club committee and look
forward to him guiding Sail Canberra as it matures
and continues to grow.

Congratulations to the Seventh Wave crew for
winning the recent TYA regatta on Pittwater against
some classy competition. Well done, also, to the
Canberra boats that competed in the Marlay Point

)ohn Primrose from the position of Director,
Corporate Services. John has accepted a full time

van der Hoek has been working hard as Acting
Director, Racing to reschedule as much of the
^^cing program as is possible in the short time
remaining for the Summer Series. The full effect on

overhang the rest of the financial year. Your
committee and the Yachting Association are in

next season, we are looking at ways to encourage
more Canberra boats to compete in events away
from Canberra, not only for the pleasure of sailing

the office manager in higher-level management of the club's
financial reporting system. An accounting student or recent
graduate would find this position provides valuable experience
working with a capable team, as well as contributing to
management of the club. Please contact Shayne Russell-Smith.

M arketing assistance

matter.

assist in developing the new marketing plan for Sail Canberra

Finally, our thanks to Don McMichael for again
agreeing to serve as the Principal Race Officer for
the Winter Series.

Best wishes,

good experience of the Flying Fifteens and the cats

trailable owners to tiy that regatta as well.

person with accounting Qualifications to assist the director and

The Promotion and Marketing team is looking for a person to

in other lovely places, but also as a key ingredient

at Twofold Bay has already whetted the appetite of

The Corporate Services team is seeking the assistance of a

touch with the National Capital Authority on this

Regatta. As we put the sailing program together for

in continuing to develop our sailing skills. The
We have also received with regret the resignation of

racing and halted Sail Canberra operations. Martin

Sail Canberra is not yet clear, though it is likely to

two nationals, was runner up twice and represented

rd

month. Members of the Youth Sailing Academy

him for that. The committee needed to move

Lake Burley Griffin. He has sailed a wide range of

s_

evening with the club while they were in town last

son, Steele, is already in the Youth Sailing

George days and won the first race the club held on

13

AIS sailing program scholarship holders to an

Quality of our administration and we are grateful to

He has been a member of the club since Lake

_Q

It was a great pleasure to host the newly appointed

_Q
rj

as an element of the club's three year business plan. This is a
golden opportunity to be in at the start of the process and to
take it through to implementation. Some training in marketing

u

^

or a related discipline is desirable. Further on the job training
is a part of the deal. This position would suit a tertiaiy student

^

oryoung advertising executive. The right person may also be

s_

appointed to the board of Sail Canberra to guide the plan
N eil Prim rose

through its first year. Please contact Nick Hildyard.
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Marlay T h e
Point
200

G E M

E x p e r i e n c e

Leigh Nielsen
Hydrogem, GEM 550 #124

u

For results summary see page 10

This year's Marlay Point Overnight Race has been run and won, t-shirts bought and^^

Surejy under genoa we must be miles in front of the other

one of the ACT fleet, Gomez, Paul Scrivener's Adams 21,

GEMs. Or so we thought! Shortly after entering McLennan

GEM 550s competing in Division A. Five local GEMs - Hydrogem, Imagem, Dodgem,

suffered a broken rudder just after arriving at Marlay Point and

Strait we spotted Stratagem, Imagem, It's a Gem and then

Stratagem and Take It Easy - plus one from Melbourne, Mid Life Express, and

was forced to withdraw from the race. During the souall Gomez

Dodgem. As usual the GEMs were not far from each other, even

Adelaide, It's a Gem. The GEM 550 was the second most populous class in Division

copped a battering along the rock wall of the pier. To top off an

after the 15 km dash across Lake Wellington.

Many Canberra competitors arrived at Paynesville on Thursday afternoon. This
certainly was not Lake Burley Griffin. White caps galore as winds of 20 knots swept

y

Unfortunately

tall tales ready to be told to whoever is willing to listen. Thisyear there were seven

A (the Hartley TSI6 had eight entries).

>-

^^ortunately the fleet did not suffer any damage.

unfortunate series of events Paul also struck a kangaroo on his

Strait experience is something to behold. It reminds me of the
Apocajypse Now movie when the patrol boat is moving towards

Lake Victoria. Ting II went out for a sail and suffered a serious broach. Early signs

arrive at 6:30-7:00pm. The early predictions were not looking

were that it was not going to be a drifter thisyear!

good - wind of 15-20 knots gusting to 25 knots with occasional

On Friday, many of the competitors left in the calm of the morning, the first port of
call being Loch Sport and the Loch Sport pub in particular.

Imagem and Hydrogem

did not leave until lunchtime and by this time the wind had come up again. Basically
sailing on a broad reach under main and jib Hydrogem clocked 7.3 knots. It was a
good introduction to the different conditions.

35 knots gusts. And this at night! Our experience that
afternoon was fun but at night I am not so sure! Crews kept a
close watch on the weather bulletins posted at the Lake
Wellington Yacht Club. Finally some good news on the weather
front. Winds were abating and the weather alert was cancelled.
The forecast was 15-20 knots from the south-west.

On Saturday morning, competitors motored out of Loch Sport and headed for

The McLennan

way home.
Following the depression there was a front that was expected to

By 7:30 pm

^ ^ e were afloat and getting sorted for the race. By this time the

wheezes away. To my surprise I did not hear a banjo. The
locals along the banks are yelling barely coherent calls as they
crews to a man (and woman) seemed to sense the moment and
remained silent as we slowly picked our way through the top end
of the strait.
The drifting conditions in the strait are not unusual for local
sailors and here our Lake Burley Griffin experience pays off big

winds had abated considerably and were a lightish five knots.

time.

and pelicans sweep across the water.

Many of the skippers still had the earlier forecast ringing in their

Hydrogem we decided to go right as we felt the trees along the

The GEM pack was sticking to the left of the strait. In

ears and the experience of the afternoon was having a cautionaiy

left bank could block the breeze. The wind was starting to back

It was still calm when we departed Plover Point. When the GEM fleet was almost half

effect. Although obviously underpowered at this point, many

so it was genoa down and spinnaker up. Whether being on the

way across Lake Wellington (the lake is 15 km wide) the wind started to pick up.

had only the jib and main set.

right was advantageous or not the end result was that Hydrogem

Dodgem and Hydrogem decided to turn the iron triangle off and raise sails. The

For the first 5-10 mins of the race the GEM crews watched as

U

remainder opened up the outboards and made a run for Marlay Point. The change in

slower boats crept past with spinnakers flying. With confidence

-t—>

the conditions was staggering. In 10 minutes the lake went from (veiy) calm to

returning it was not long before the GEMs popped their kites

_C

choppy and gusting to 20 knots. From a personal perspective this was the best sailing

and the race was on in earnest. In a veiy short time the evening

we had during our visit. The chop at times was up to four feet high and the GEM

twilight vanished and the race had become a personal affair.

launched itself off one wave to come thudding into the next. All through this the

Only the navigation lights of neighbouring boats could be seen.

GEM remained a very dry boat, a characteristic appreciated by the crew. After an

On Hydrogem we decided to trade the jib in for the genoa.

exhilarating hour or so of these conditions we finally arrived at Marlay Point.

Shortly after the wind started to go forward of SQuare and in

A forecast weather depression came through about an hour after our arrival. Amazing

these conditions Hydrogem performs better with the genoa so it

waterspouts could be seen from the shore and these were traversing the lake at

was spinnaker down. The wind by this stage was increasing and

incredible speed. The wind and rain lashed the awaiting Marlay Point fleet and sent

Hydrogem bounded across Lake Wellington pulling a

crews scurrying for their boats as anchors dragged and boats bucked in the chop.

comfortable 6-7 knots in the silky smooth breeze.
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Top Left:
Dave Bisant and visitors
enjoy Loch Sport

-O

Top Right:
Craig Tucker and Crew

C

at Loch Sport
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Pictures: Graeme Wykes
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are by now (midnight) fired up on the local brew. Theyacht

tied up and had a light lunch.

-O

>-

Colonel Kurtz camp. It really is that surreal! In the background
a trumpet plays and further on a piano accordion (sQueeze box)

McLennan Strait. As we motored we watched the cormorants dive bomb their prey
Finally we arrived at Plover Point and eveiyone

u

-Q

scored a break and soon the GEM pack was just one part of the
large bunch of red and green lights behind us. We cleared

u

McLennan Strait and on into Lake Victoria. The wind was
increasing to 12-15 knots with occasional higher gusts, but the
sweetener was that it was at the perfect angle for the spinnaker.
What a fantastic ride as we sped down Lake Victoria. The

u
rtf
>-

spinnaker behaved beautifully and with the crew perched on the
rtf

rear right of the boat at no time did it give us cause for alarm

!_

during our magic ride. One GEM crew reported achieving nine

i_

knots during this leg.
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Sailing Users Group

M a rtin van d e r H oek

In the last 'Sailing News ' I explained the purpose of the Sailing

various divisions and we appreciate the goodwill of the Gem

Users Group and highlighted some important outcomes and

owners. There are a couple of rules, including

recommendations. The group meets at 6 pm on the first Monday
of each month and the meeting of April 2 made the following

(i)

Other issues raised but which will reouire further consideration
^|^y the committee, include:
Lasers having their own, Winter racing course

If the wind are 20 knots or more, racing will be conducted

means is the Lasers conducting their own racing during the

(ii) The Gems will have their normal crews on board, with the

command of the vessel, although the idea is that the person

but racing on East Basin on a course which best suits Lasers.

Program. There is a largely blank calendar on the club

The Winter Series will start on Sunday May 6 and will consist of

on the tiller will act as 'skipper'. A bit of common sense is

From a race management point of view, it means doubling up on

noticeboard, for members to pencil in next season's important

eight races. The races will be held on alternate Sunday

reouired, bearing in mind the object of this exercise is to

rescue boats, course markers and flags.

sailing dates and events. Ifyou want to highlight a particular

afternoons, starting at 1pm. Please pencil the following race

have fun.

|une 3: |une 17;
July I; July 15; July 29

T h re e issues fo r the c o m m itte e to consider

and August 12.

^ ^ f the new parking area when cars are parked on the road near
Come and support your divisional champ. The Champions wil^^

the boat park entrance and in fact all the way to where the road

>rtf
i_

s_
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Terrie Ebrill has been the mover behind this initiative and she

C

rd

u
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2.

)

Dredging of the areas around the main wharf, where rocks and

make a day of it. Get a group together and have lunch on the

craft.
3. Cleaning o f the Sailors Cabin

from under the trees near the tower. We will set a course which
will maximise viewing pleasure and participation. This is the last

Gem owners have given tentative approval subject to a few issues

of the summer races and we look forward to seeing all ofyou
there.

X)

Pittwater success
Anita Scott-Murphy powered her way to a win in the TYA series

Meanwhile, club members are reminded to do their bit to keep

held at Pittwater recently.

the place neat and tidy. If the bin is near full, empty it; if there

Sailing her Elliott 7 Seventh Wave, Anita was third across the line

is rubbish lying around, pick it up; if the kitchen needs a clean
up, give the benches a wipe, etc. Ifyou are using the cabin for a

opportunity to test sailing skills and to test the champions in the

meeting.

Dredging

other submerged objects are causing prop damage to the rescue

At this stage, this year's event is likely to be sailed in Gems. The

I am sure you will agree that the Gems offer a wonderful

to your divisional rep or come and present ityourself at the next

intersects with the bicycle path.

would be delighted to give you a history of the event. Come and

terrace before the race and then sit back and watch the races

such as insurance being ironed out.

Monday, May 7. Ifyou have an issueyou want raised, mention it

Australian American Association. The president of that

24, upstairs in the C Y C restaurant.

C ham pion o f Champions Race, Sunday A p ril 22, I pm

event, you have the choice of making a notation on the calendar

The next meeting of the Sailing Users Group will be at 6 pm on
Some skippers are having trouble getting their rigs into and out

happens the course will be short and starts will be critical.

association has been invited to attend and present the prize.

details will be provided in the next newsletter.

u

1. Curbside parking causing problem s

the winner of each group sailing off in a third race. If that

T h e Annual Presentation Lunch will be held on June

No actual start time has been set. Assume it to be I pm. Further

>■

or ringing or emailing it through to me.

(iii) If insufficient Gems available, we will form two groups with

be sailing for the "America's Mug", a trophy donated by the

U

C alendar for next season
The last issue I want to mention is the 2001/2002 Sailing

May 6; May 20:

u

This suggestion was put forward by Martin Linsley. What it

Winter months, at the same day and time as the Winter Series

dates in your diary:

u

is that the rostered duty members end up having to do the clean

Champion holding the tiller. The owner will retain
S ta rt date and duration of the W in te r Series

-O

when the sign-ons commence for the afternoon race. The result

up, in addition to their race duties. That wasn't part of the deal.

in Lasers

recommendations, which have since been endorsed by the CYC
Committee.

Lately the Sailors Cabin has looked veiy untidy on Sundays, just

meeting please clean up afterwards.

and first on handicap.
Conditions were not good - light winds and rain - and racing
was close, as shown by the results: on corrected time only three
minutes separated the fleet.
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Strategic Plan

Q.

S tu a rt Allan

<
Strategic Plan Following from the consensus at the members'

Consider separate entiy fees for the summer, twilight and winter

consultation meeting that the club's strategy for the next three

series.

years should be based on continuing with the present direction
and improving the Quality of our services and management, the
following list of possible strategies was suggested:
Target of a membership base of about 700 members by the end
of the period, including to support the management resources
reouired of a medium sized club.
Find and recruit a dedicated PRO for the summer series.

u

^^educe the cost of damage to the powerboats.
Implement the club's policy on providing support for sailors
attending interstate or overseas events.
Strengthen the participation rate of students from the YSA in

>-

CYC races and races with other clubs.
Deal with overload among voluntaiy workers and appoint a
part-time general manager when the club's finances allow.

u

By end of Year I, have in place a contingency buffer in realisable
assets of 10% of annual turnover.
Castles working in light air - Ross Peake's Aimes (L) and Dave Bizant’s Wisdom (R)

Picture: Graeme Wykes

By end of Year 2, have in place 30% of replacement funds
needed to take over from CSCC capital program when it

On-going review of CYC support to class associations,
especially to preferred classes.
Renewed priority to the club's histoiy as part of its present
culture, including up-dating of the Honour Boards.
Continually assess the revenue (as well as the non-revenue)
contribution to the club of Sail Canberra and the demands on
club members from its top-level management.
Clear training and operating instructions for all volunteers,
including advice confirming the club's insurance cover for them.
Closer links between Sail Canberra staff and RSU volunteers in
use of powerboats.

>■

Take up social racing exemption from payment of AYF
membership.
Develop and implement a strategy for ensuring conversion of
Sail Canberra and social sailors into race participants.

u

Optimise the use of information technology in the provision of
services to members, especially through use of the web site
♦ include news flashes of relevance, eg, lake closure notified

expires.
♦ needs someone appointed to manage

The ACT titles scheduled for March 24-25 were doomed from the start
when the lake was closed on the Friday night due to a high bacterial
count. A decision hasn't been made yet whether to cancel the series for
this year or run the series during the cold, cold months of May-)une.

^^xplore and coalesce support for a senior dinghy class with
spinnaker and trapeze - include the possibility of other clubs in
Canberra also adopting and what other clubs elsewhere in

♦ high priority to get newsletter on web site or sent by email

Australia are doing.

Identify and sell the value of CYC to members and potential

Institute a more rigorous management of boat storage/boat

members - including opportunity for closer link of CYC

parking to ensure the amenity is available to those who will use

membership with CSCC.

it to best advantage - especially linking boat space utilisation

Protect members' interests in any proposal for a bridge between

with participation in racing/cruising.

ANM and the south side.

Give high priority to achieving restoration of the foreshore and

Consider concessional membership fee for graduates of sailing

improvement of the waterfront facilities.

school and boat hire clients.

Mark Gillette (Cockatiel) was ready for the titles having bought a new set of

-O
15

sails - blue in colour. Flying fifteen sails are traditionally white, so seeing blue
sails on a fifteen was certainly novel.

u
Peter Fullagar (The State of the Ark) is still racing at the Durban Worlds. He is up against
some hot boats of his vintage if current results are any indication. The sailing conditions off Durban

u
rd

>rd
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u

have been generally Quite, not unlike LBG. It may have paid the Australian contingent to practice on LBG before travelling to Durban!
Twilight racing was highly successful among the few fifteens that ventured out on Wednesday nights. Already, there have been some
withdrawal problems among some sailors in missing their regular Wednesday racing. Col Durran, Bill Causbrook and Ian Hawke were

Explore management of moorings with NCA. Opportunity for

These suggested strategies now need to be sifted and refined

CYC?

into key result areas that will set the priorities and timeframes

regular competitors. Col Durran sailed very well in his "Cash Converter" boat, even though something fell off or apart each time he
raced. Many thanks to fellow flying fifteener, )ohn Kennedy, for acting as PRO. Also, thanks goes to the support crew in the office on
Wednesday nights.

♦ get youth members involved (note CAP Scheme)

Regularly review all fees and charges to ensure they are

for the club's administration. This will be done in a

consistent with the club's objective of service to members,

consultation process to be announced shortjy.

cover costs, make a reasonable contribution to the life of the
club and encourage new members and visitors.
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A brief su m m ary of the results fo r the G EM s

Cl
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Line
Pos

HCP
Place

Race
No

Surnam e

Yacht

Class

HCP

Div

Finish
T im e

Elapsed

C o rrec t

7

16

1139

Nielsen

Hydrogem

Gem 550

0.671

A

3:23:01

7:23:01

4:57:16

8

20

1136

W_ykes

Imagem

Gem 550

0.671

A

3:26:18

7:26:18

4:59:28

9

21

9905

O'Reilly

It's a Gem

Gem 550

0.671

A

3:26:25

7:26:25

4:59:33

10

22

1134

Shortridge

Dodgem

Gem 550

0.671

A

3:29:00

7:29:00

5:01:17

19

33

1132

Gillett

Stratagem

Gem 550

0.671

A

3:42:20

7:42:20

5:10:14

36

43

1056

Hippisley

Take it Easy

Gem 550

0.671

A

4:03:41

8:03:41

5:24:33
Racing on Lake Burley Griffin

O t 1 e r

C a i b e r r a

2

4

4470

Lieske

Still For Sail j Castle 550

0.665

A

3:09:12

7:09:12

4:45:25

4

10

4506

Taylor

Pathfinder

0.682

A

3:11:14

7:11:14

4:54:06

D i \f

D i v

A

j Adams 21

C
5452

Tucker

Harmony

Sonata 760
Sports Mk 1

0.740

C

5:44:49

10:14:49

7:34:58

19

7

4233

Brokenshire

Ting II

Castle 650

0.720

C

6:09:02

10:39:02

7:40:06

24

13

4229

Davies

Scallywag

Castle 650

0.720

c

6:17:59

10:47:59

7:46:33

30

18

4221

Bizant

Wisdom

Castle 650

0.720

c

6:29:51

10:59:51

7:55:06

00

........... <

2

D

5

9

I

5

6097 |Amos

6

3022

jSillick

Tekoa
1 Tinkerbell

TrailerTri 680 j 0.720

M

j 6:18:06

j 10:48:06

j 7:46:38

Farrier Tri 68011 0.720

M

| 6:18:43

j 10:48:43

j 7:47:05

boat,
most

Call Tim Dalton for an
obligation free
m arket appraisal of your
home.
Office: 6286 1000
Fax: 6286 1200
Mobile: 0401 905 422

important

With apologies to any ACT boat I have omitted.

as set?
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Picture: Graeme Wyk.es

STO P P R E S S
A C T Flying Fifteen championship has
been rescheduled to April 28-29.

QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS
Cmsitg tk WMt&nriy tebtb
and

Barrier R & f

Your home!

W e ’ve got C a n b e rra C o v e re d !
L icensed ag en t Cec H o d g k in so n

C o m m o d o re

N e i l

00

Sun
A p r i l
2 2
Champion of champions race, I pm

P r i m r o s e

(w) 6295 9154 (h) 6295 0980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

Sat
A p r i l
28
CCYA scavenger race

Vice C o m m o d ore

P e t e r

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485

S a t - S u n
A p r i l
2 8- 2 9
ACT Flying Fifteen championship

peter.harvey@ag.gov.au
D ire c to r C o rp o rate Services

U n

S h a y n e

-j—*
o3

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(h) 6293 2732
cmi@(yberone.com.au

□

D ire c to r M em b e r Services

P e t e r

Sun
M ay
6
W inter race I , I pm

Mon
May
7
Sailing Users Group meeting 6pm

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

Sun
May
20
W inter race 2, I pm

D ire c to r Prom otion & M arketing

N i c k

H i l d y a r d

Sun
I u n e 3
W inter race 3, I pm

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5711
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au

Sun
I u n e
17
W inter race 4, I pm

D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

S t a c p o o l e

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au

Sun
)une
24
Presentation lunch

D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

S t a c p o o l e

Sun___J ul y___L
W inter race 5, I pm

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au
D ire c to r Racing

P e t e r

F u

Sun
I u Iy
15
W inter race 6, I pm

a g a

(h) 6281 4808
fullagar@mac.com

Sun
| u I y 29
W inter race 7, I pm

D ire c to r Recreational Sailing

M a r t i n

van

de

(h) 6254 6568 (m) 0412 160 490
vdhoek@netspace.net.au

H o e k
Sun
A u g u s t
W inter race 8, I pm

12
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Peter Forster
16 Douglas Place
Curtin ACT 2605

Sailing News
M ay

Com peting in the Cham pion of Cham pions: (L - R)

a

20 0 1

Picture: Graeme Wykes

Mathew Francis, George Reeves, Leigh Nielsen, Peter Russell, John Tracey, Ian Brokenshire.

LL-

Survey on Start Times
P eter Fullagar

0)

We need to know how strongly our club competitors feel about a later start time for club
_ Q

racing during the summer months. It would be good if members would brief their
respective representatives on the Sailing Users' Group so this matter can be discussed. To
assist this, we would like to have a register of opinion on whether the start time for
Sunday racing in Januaiy and February should be 2.00pm, 3.00pm or 4.00pm.
To register your preference would you please email the Office Manager or leave a note at
the office by lunchtime Monday )une 4 so we can resolve this before we finalize our
summer program. It would help ifyour registration of opinion included your name,
whether you are a boat owner or crew and the type of boat you sail.

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
C AN BERRA CITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Canberra Yacht Club will be held on Tuesday
August 14, 2001 at 8.00pm in the Lotus Room at the Canberra Southern Cross Club
Yacht Club.
Please put this in your diaiy.

A glorious autumn and lots of dinghies and trailables out
enjoying the beauty of the lake. It's been good to see
families picnicking on the islands and groups of friends
sailing in the gentle breezes. We've even seen some boats
back from the coast and out on the lake. This aspect of
sailing on the lake has been growing steadily and has been
augmented by our hire fleet.

corporation's program for promoting use of the lake.
Most members will now know that Sean O'Regan has
resigned as the Director, Sail Canberra to seek a change
of lifestyle. Sean had a central role in developing our
Sailing School from an introductoiy level training
establishment in late 1998 to intermediate level and in
developing the sail coaching side of the school. This

First race of the Winter Regatta was an exciting affair with

was complemented by the launch of the Youth Sailing

a turnout of almost 30 boats. Good to get up into West

Academy in February last year and, more recently by

Basin again. And I couldn't help noticing the (ex) hospital

the establishment of the boat hire operation.

point retains its lotteiy effect! Thanks to Don and his team
for again managing this event for us. Hope we'll see even
more boats out for the remaining races.

Wendy's support of Sean's efforts and her own
characteristic enthusiasm and grace has added to the
richness of our club's life. Wendy's work with younger

The last month has been an intensely busy period for the

sailors and her championing of those who needed to

committee with staff changes, the lead-up to the end of

have their confidence built up has been a major factor

this financial year and planning the budget for the next.

in the enthusiasm and commitment of students in the

Nice welcome back for the Fullagars from their journeying

academy. We wish Sean and Wendy well in this new

- understand Peter's email system “maxed out” just prior
to his return! 1would like to pay special tribute to Shayne
Russell-Smith, |ohn Primrose and Debbie Rice for a huge
effort in crunching the numbers. Members should be
aware of the personal time administration of our club takes
up and I'm sure we all appreciate it. Good one, guys.

phase of his career.
Matthew Owen has been appointed as the new Director,
Sail Canberra effective from May 4. Matthew has a

and Karen on their wedding.

club will be consulted on its terms of reference. The
study is expected to only take a month or so. We
subsequently lodged a submission to allow advertising on
the hire boats, which is presently prevented by the terms
of the license. It's a long, slow process, but we're getting

makers to assist in raising the profile of Canberra. Dave
Bizant's appointment was the first step in this. The two
major events he is co-ordinating in November and
December of this year are ideal opportunities to promote
our city. We have sought the patronage of the ACT
Government for both events. At a meeting Dave and I had
with Brendan Smyth and the Tourism and Events

opened up for us a direct connection with the

The arrangement will be of benefit to club members who are travelling in Europe and especially those who are chartering in Turkey,
which has become the new focus of affordable chartering in the Mediterranean.

>M a rtin Cox and |osh Paine teamed up
for these two regattas in one of Sail
were held in mostly light

thoroughgoing management review of all aspects of Sail

conditions on Sydney

Canberra to ensure it operates cost effectively, meets its

Harbour. The series was

objectives and provides benefit to the club. We do not

conducted by Vaucluse Amateur

intend to re-appoint a deputy at this time. Rather, we

12-foot Skiff club.

intend to place greater reliance on the instructors a n ^ ^

Gallagher finished all the races in his Laser

29er State
Championship

full rig and improved markedly throughout
the regatta. Finn Lattimore and Sam
Gallagher sailed very competitive|y in

^ ^ e series was held in much the

did Ben Carvalho and Julia Garvey in
their first regatta.
Jolien Mikosza sailed well in her first

Hr

regatta
ever in a sabot, but unfortunately
1
the
the whole sabot fleet was struggling to

same area of water as the 29er world

club.

championships will be held starting on December 28 this year.

finish on most days as the course was so big.

We were the only Canberra boat at the regatta and managed to

Jon Emonson sailed his spiral as part of the

to be expanded; higher levels of professionalism reouire

finish 21st out of 32 boats. Some highlights of our regatta were
two 14th placings and rounding the top mark in the top 10 a few

higher levels of training provided to support that. The

times. We had only sailed together twice before the regatta so we

instructors have been briefed on what is envisaged. At

were fairly pleased with this result.

the same time, parents and students have been briefed
on the need for the Youth Sailing Academy to be re

We then went to Belmont and met up with the rest of the Youth
Academy's team for the Schools Championships. We finished 2nd

team and finished 2nd in the spiral fleet, won
the interstate championship and finished in the top 10 of the
Australian Secondaiy Schools Sailing Championships.
A huge thanks to Sean O'Regan for coaching the team. Also

whole trip. Thanks to Sean and Wendy, Hilaiy and Mike Ghallager
and Vince Evans for being house parents.

out of a fleet of 14 29ers and were runners up in the Interstate

is based on privately owned boats. Peter Harvey will

School's Championship. Jeremy Wilmot and Steve )arvin were

Martin Cox and myself are now campaigning towards the 29er

keep the members informed of the outcome of the

convincing winners of the 29er fleet.

class World championships, in Sydney in late 2001 and early

With best wishes

The other members of the Youth Academy's team sailed veiy well.
Julian Evans sailed well in his first regatta ever and had good fun
in the Laser Radial fleet. Andrew Sutton also sailed a Laser Radial

N eil Prim rose

but had to return to Canberra early after falling Quite sick. Angus

_Q
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thanks to Wendy O'Regan and Hilaiy Ghallager for organising the

oriented so that is primarijy run by parents and its work

review.

u

the huge fleet of Flying Elevens. As

& Australian Secondary
Schools Sailing Regatta

to integrate the administration of Sail Canberra and the

Corporation, a range of support has been promised. Even
more important for the longer term, the meeting has

were commissioned to make the presentation by the Commodore and the Turkish Ambassador to Australia, Mr Umut Arik, at a function
^efore they left for Turkey

The Sail Canberra Board is undertaking a

We expect the number of trained instructors will need
using the close connection between sailing and decision

and the group of six other members of the Canberra Yacht Club members who were travelling to Turkey to join the ANZAC Cove Rally

Canberra's 29ers. The 29er States

there.
We are now seriously pursuing our strategic objective of

A citation, in both English and Turkish languages, was presented to the club to the President of the Turkish Club by Peter Head. Peter

of its development. We welcome him to this new

another small step forward. Peter Harvey and I met with

the foreshadowed master planning study from July I. The

Club in Istanbul last month.

are reouired to lead the operation into this next phase

appointment - "too easy!" And congratulations to he

her staff. She has committed the NCA to proceed with

Arrangements to grant reciprocal visitors' privileges were concluded between the Canberra Yacht Club and the Turkish Offshore Racing

good blend of the management and sailing skills that

Planning for refurbishment of the foreshore has been taken

Annabelle Pegrum, the Chief Executive of the NCA, and

Reciprocal recognition arrangement

2002. And the Australian Selections for the 2002 ISAFyouth
sailing world championships in the 29er class.
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General division reps to

fteens

Champio nships

ampionships

Sailing Users’
Group

the

Peter Fullagar
R)

Attendance at our regular Users' Group

During the Easter break two Canberra-

New dates for the deferred series:

based Tasars competed in the NSW

The fat lady is to give her vocal chords another airing and welcome Springtime by

6.00pm at the club) is open to all competitors,

providing these most patient of sailors with the best breezes on the coming

but we usual|y expect a representative from each

Championship sailed on Lake Macouarie
- Coco, the CYC/Navy boat of Martin
Linsley and Nick Grey, and Redgum, the

o
o
(N

meetings (first Monday of each month at

October Long Weekend . But beware that the actual dates will be September 29

division or class and each preferred class to

and 30.

attend.

Navy boat of Rick Longbottom and Paul
Kinghorne. Forty-eight boats raced in

The series was deferred due to the lake being closed in March and there being

It is now timely to review the representatives

the regatta, including entries from

interest in giving next season a flying start. This change may result in more winter

specifically appointed to the Users' Group. To

Victoria, Queensland and South

sailing than usual and the painful process of bodily immersion when launching in

assist those sailing in the general divisions, the

Australia. Apart from a 10-12 knot

freezing water at the boat ramp/beach . The fleet will be offered Quantities of

committee oversees a selection process. As the

breeze in the first race, wind conditions

gluevine, rum and coke or other viniferous substances sourced from Rutherglen

first stage of this, would members who are

to entice them from their warmed firesides.

interested in being the regular representative for

were generally light but there was
sufficient to complete the six-race

^

^^The notice of race will otherwise be unaltered and this series should be a good

program. Going-in to the last race

beginning in preparation for the National Championships held at Paynesville VIC

Martin and Nick were narrowly leading

at newyear.

any of the general divisions please let me know
ofyour interest by lunchtime on Monday ]une
18. The committee will then organise to poll
each of the general divisions concerned.

the competition from Shane Guanaria
and Rebecca Amies, with Phil Darby and
Ben Howe in third position. None of
these were well placed at the first mark
but Shane advanced to second, while
Martin crossed in seventh - one place in

Yachting Association of the
ACT

Sponsorship
Queensland Yacht Charters offer 10% discount to
CYC members booking holidays with them. If

front of Phil. This gave Shane and

For the information of members the club has arranged for the minutes of the

you're going north, please support our sponsor

Rebecca the championship, from Martin

Yachting Association Council meetings to be posted on the notice board after

by giving QYC a call.

and Nick, with South Australia's Craig

each meeting. This may all be a bit ''diy" for some people, but it is one small

Mcphee and Kevin Kellow third and Phil

step in helping members understand how the Yachting Association contributes

and Ben fourth. Rick and Paul Kinghorne

to our enjoyment of sailing.

QUEENSLAND
YA CH T C H A R T E R S

finished fifth, winning the Masters

C m s*y the

and

trophy.

Ig tM k

barrkr Fmf

As ADF representatives Martin and N i^ i
Rick and Paul will Join another CYC
member, |ohn Tracey, to compete at the
Tasar World Championship being held at
Whitstable, UK, in August. (This venue
holds special significance to Martin, as
he was born there a half century ago.)
All five place-winners at the NSW
Championship, as well as 15 other boats
from Australia, will represent the countiy

A C T Dinghy Cham pionships 3-4 November

in England. A fleet of more than 100

Our Major Events Co-ordinator, Dave Bizant urgently needs four capable

boats is expected at the event.

dinghy types to help him organise the ACT Dinghy Championships on

Shouldyou wish to know more about

November 3-4. We have the promise of strong marketing support to promote

Tasars, the champagne class', contact

this event and it has the potential to strengthen dinghy sailing at the club.

Martin on 6281 2817 or
linsley@dynamite.com.au.
Picture: Martin Unsley

Job Sean

But we need people power to make it happen.
Ifyou are prepared to help, please contact Dave on 0417 221.

Trophies
What? When? How?
Our trophies have
reputations - but sadly

-O
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u

are very tarnished.
Ifyou can help us clean

U

them on Tuesday |une 12
from 10am to 3pm,

rd
>-

please call Terri on

rd
s_

6254 8491.
CD

Bringing a polishing
package will earn you a
light lunch.
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'round the course and up to the finishing line. George was

o
o
fN

heard muttering later that he is going to develop a killer instinct

race and equally exciting finish.

in the off-season and practice blanketing an opponent on the

John!

downwind legs. So watch out next year!

that huge 'mug1.

So it was down to Peter Russell and )ohn Tracey.

The bar was open and we all adjourned to the Sailors Cabin.

Lots were again drawn for boats. Peter drew Megagem and |ohn
drew Life's a Gem. The course was shortened to a windward

■

■

Second heat of four G em s

der
Hoel<
M a rtin van d
er H
oek

Picture: Trevor Hippisley

J
Your club conducted the conducted the annual Champion of
Champions race on Sunday April 22, the event that pits the 'best'
sailor from each division against each other to decide the best
overall sailor of the season.

shore and on to the finishing line. The start was again critical.

which it was conducted. Certainly by the sound of the interested
spectators, it was a thoroughly enjoyable event.

Association. On hand to watch the racing and to present the

trailer-sailing. That included Mathew Francis, |ohn Tracey and

trophy was Bronwyn Halbisch, the association's ACT president.

Bob Watkin. The course was two windward-leeward legs, and

Invited to attend were the following champions of their respective

the buoys were laid accordingly. The inevitable happened - no

divisions:

sooner did the five minute gun go, the wind swung 'round 90

behind Martin Linsley who unfortunately could not contest the
event. A special mention to a junior, Finnian Latimore for
winning her division (small dinghies) in a Flying II. If the event
had been sailed in a different type of boat, Finnian would
certainly have been part of it. As it was, it was decided that this
year's event would be sailed in borrowed trailer-sailers. Race

U

insurance was an issue but was resolved.
The Gem Association kindly offered their Gems for the race and
four were used. They were Stratagem, Imagem, Life's a Gem and
Megagem. It was also agreed to use just main and jib, with the
owner of each Gem acting as crew.

>n3

champion, began with some tail chasing in the middle of the

have towed his boat all the way from Cooma. In the end his boat

lake in the pre-start maneuvers and, then realising it was only

was not required but he still brought himself and family along.

minutes to go to the start, both making a hurried move to the

For those who weren't there to enjoy the occasion, you have next

start line. |ohn Tracey got the best of the start and held Peter off

year to look forward to. Thanks also to Col and Bill, plus

all the way to the windward mark. Unfortunately there just

spouses, for running the rescue boat and to Terrie Ebrill for her

wasn't enough wind for Peter to get his boat in a position to

enthusiasm and organisation. Once again, well done John Tracey

blanket |ohn. The gap between them did narrow but |ohn

and congratulations once more to all the Champions for 2001.

degrees, removing any chance of an upwind tacking duel. The
start line had been set at the entrance to Lotus Bay and a good
start became critical in the light wind, with a starboard tack out
of the bay the only option. )ohn Tracey hovered 'round the start
line in the pre-start tactics and was best placed when the gun
went off. The other two obviously had a flying start in mind but
in the zephyr like light wind even a Gem has trouble building
speed. They were lucky to be moving at all and the three boats
moved in a funeral like procession out of the bay and up and
around the course. The starting order was also the finishing
order: |ohn Tracey, Mathew Francis, Bob Watkin.

_Q

In line with the wind shift, the buoys were moved for the second

=5

heat. This time the windward buoy was placed in the direction

u

of Commonwealth Bridge and the start line close to the tower.
This heat had four boats and a short start line. A port start
would have been 'courageous' under the circumstances, unless

u
rd

make his/her boat available, including Don Shortridge who would

time. It was decided the championship would be sailed in two
heats, with the winners engaging in a match race style final. The

Nielson, Gems. )ohn Tracey was runner-up in the Laser division

verandah in the tower. The match race between the FF and Laser

were raised. It was time to consider a course and a starting

first heat would include the sailors somewhat removed from

dinghies; |ohn Tracey, Lasers; Bob Watkin, multi-hulls and Leigh

their boats available. I believe eveiy Gem owner was prepared to

the run to the finish stretched it out to a boat length. Despite

the 'Americas Mug' donated by the Australian-American

trailerables; Peter Russell, FFs; Mathew Francis, performance

Thanks go to the Gem Association and the skippers who made

Spectators were scattered along the wall and gathered on the

On cue at 1:30pm the leaves in the trees began to stir and hopes

<N

the Champion of Champions for 2001.

At this stage, we hadn'tyet seen a boat overtake another on the

^^aintained his half boat length 'round the bottom mark and in

o
o

Bronwyn gave a short speech and )ohn Tracey was duly crowned

I think all the contestants enjoyed the racing and the spirit in

Q

This event goes back to 1984, with the champions competing for

Ian Brokenshire, 'faster' trailerables; George Reeves, 'slower'

_o
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in no rush to go anywhere.

Good show and well done

He had earned the right to wear that funny hat and cariy

and leeward return, with a 'dog leg' to bring the boats close to

course. With such a slight breeze, it wasn't going to be easy.

Champion of Champions Race

the flukey conditions and lack of speed, it was a veiy exciting

Conditions on the morning of the race were light to nothing. At

you happened to miss the start. When the flag was lowered

the llam briefing, lots for boats were drawn but at that stage

Peter Russell was seen to have got the best start, closely

there was little optimism that any sailing would be possible. The

followed by George Reeves, then Ian Brokenshire and Leigh

race seemed to be heading in the same direction as last year

Nielson. In a close tussle, Peter held out George up to the first

u
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when the event was abandoned due to lack of wind. It was

mark. Ian and Leigh were not out of it but to avoid a

decided to rig boats, have a leisurejy lunch on the terrace, and

procession, they both looked for their own private wind, but with

wait and see. There was an animated crowd on hand to enjoy the

little success. This pattern continued for the rest of the race,

Life’s a G em owned and crewed by Trevor Hippisley and skippered by John Tracey

occasion and a large table was reserved on the terrace for those

with Peter maintaining the small advantage he had, all the way

A close race won by John Tracey

(D
JD
M egaGem owned and crewed by David McBrien and skippered by Peter Russell.
Picture: Graeme Wykes
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Sailing Users’ Groups
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Boat
Cleaning Tim e

Looking around the boat parking areas we see that
a number ofyachts in a condition that indicates
they have not been used in more than ayear and
have been abandoned to the elements. Our standards
of boat and boat park cleanliness are your responsibility.
We reouire members to show respect to our club by

for Trailer Yachts!

I . Rostered duty

presenting theiryacht in a manner reflecting pride of ownership.
We all must also show the Canberra Southern Cross Club that we
appreciate their investment in our facility of boat storage on land

Peter D alton, D irec to r M e m b er Services

(i) Compensation

which would be valuable for car parking use.

There was a long discussion on how skippers were to be

The privilege of boat parking will not be granted to members who

compensated for performing race roster duties on

do not maintain their boats and boat spaces in a clean

championship race days during the Summer series. In short,

and tidy condition. Those members who don't sail their

compensation would be on the basis that it would only apply

boats and comply with conditions cannot expect to have

on Championship day; that it should not prejudice or reward

priority over other members on the waiting list for boat

skippers and that it would apply only once even if roster duty

storage who are keen to race and show pride of ownership

was done more often. It was agreed that Peter Fullagar would

in their expensive investment.

prepare a policy paper for consideration by the Executive.

Jobs to do now:

(ii) Time and duty preference

Weed your area and clear away the rubbish.

It was agreed it would be a good idea to seek members

U

Replace any worn out or torn boat covers with good

preferences as to the type of roster duty they wanted to do
(i.e. PRO, driver, assistant, etc), and when (e.g. before

Quality canvas, ones that don't fall apart in 12

Christmas; after Christmas), on the membership renewal

months.

form.

Throw away any of those ugly milk crates, besser

S. Perform ance based handicaps and use in current

bricks or wooden chunks that are being used to prop

>-

u

W in te r series
2. Championship event -

re-scheduling

In the event a championship event is abandoned it will be re

the NSW and ACT TYA CBFIs for trailerables, i.e. not the current

scheduled as a matter of policy to the following weekend. The

performance based handicaps used in the recent Summer series.

problem we have had in the past is that when a championship

This was an error.

race has been lost it has been difficult to find a suitable
alternative date and to let eveiyone know. This way, if the
championship event is not sailed or completed, sailors can expect
it to be held on the next scheduled race day.

up the draw bar of a trailer. Spend $40 on a jockey
wheel and show some pride inyour boat. Give it all a good

The Winter Series Race Notice of Race states the races will use

clean and if needed , a new paint job. Don't forget the tyres need air
occasionally.
The general surrounds of our club are veiy attractive and most ofyou are to be congratulated on howyou present your vessels. Its now

It had previously been agreed by members, and endorsed by the

time to ship up for the few who don't seem to care so that the rest of us can enjoy our club environment and the convenience of easy

executive, that the Lake Burley Griffin Performance Based

access to sail.

Handicaps (LBG PBH) would be used for the 2000-2001 sailing
season and that those handicaps would be reviewed before the

Steptoe and Son have no place at the CYC, the boat park is not a graveyard for old abandoned yachts and we want to give access to active
and racing sailors who are keen to contribute to the future ofyour club.

start of the 2001 Summer Series. The review would be done at the

u
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3. O u t-o f-to w n reg atta

end of the current Winter Series.

The suggestion was made, and accepted by the SUG, that the

Now that the NOR has been printed, circulated and used in the

CYC ought to include in its race program an out-of-town regatta.

first of the current race series, it cannot be undone. The rest of

The results would not count in the CYC pointscore or

the Winter Series will be raced using the TYA of NSW & ACT

championship series, but the event would involve a proper race or

handicaps. It was hoped we could produce two sets of results at

race series. This could be done by linking up with an existing

the end of each race day, but the amount of keying in makes that

annual regatta such as those held at Twofold Bay and Batemans

well nigh impossible. However the elapsed times will be added to

Bay. It would reouire negotiating timing and organisation with

the LBG PBH data base and will be used in the calculation of

the host club. Preference was for this to be held on a long

amended performance based handicaps after the conclusion of the

weekend, when CYC races are not normally scheduled. If agreed,

Winter Series.

options will be investigated.

When the revised LBG PBHs have been determined, both sets of

>rd

handicaps will be posted on the notice board and the pros and
cons of each handicap system can be argued. Members will have a

L_
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4. 2001-2002 D ra ft Sailing Program

<u

The program is being put together at this moment.
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See elsewhere in the newsletter.

iveral owners may be asked to remove their unloved and unsailed craft, so for them it's time to ship up or ship out by the time fees are
TIUue in |une.

Illawarra
Youth Regatta
Josh Paine

Josh Paine and Martin
Cox travelled to the
Illawarra Yacht club for
this regatta, held on
March 17-18. The regatta

was well attended and enjoyed by most. There were 30 laser radials from

Senior
Dinghy
Class

Royal Sydney Yacht Souadron'syouth program and I was the only Laser
radial from a different club, and managed to finish 3rd in the Laser radial
fleet and win the last heat in typical Canberra drifting conditions.

As part of the club's
interest in identifying a
senior dinghy class
which might attract a
group of buyers, we
have asked Frank
Bethwaite to send

details and some photos of the prototype 39er that
Starboard Products is presently testing. These are

chance to vote on the system they want to sail under in future, in

The first three heats were sailed in veiy strong SW breezes, with heat 2

posted on the club notice board. Anyone who would

due course. Watch for further details.

having a constant 30 knots blowing and a freak gust of 38 knots recorded.

like to follow up on this might contact the

Martin Cox enjoyed the heavy breezes in his Spiral to finish 2nd spiral

Commodore or Starboard Products direct on

and 4th in division 3. He won the Spiral's in heat 2. The series was well
run and competitive in the big Laser radial fleet and the Spiral fleet.

rd
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02 9938 6003.
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2001-2002
Sailing Program & Dates to Remember

<N
>s

This is the first draft of the coming program. Please send your

I'm looking for contributions about National Championships,

suggestions/additions/subtractions/corrections to:

CCYA recreational events, TYA regatta dates, junior events, etc.

Martin van der Hoek (6254 6568 (h); vdhoek@netspace.net.au We
need to finalise this program and get it to the printers by mid-)une.

Review of fees

& charges
P eter D alton, D irector, M e m b er Services

Dates of CYC pointscore and championship races may change if

In the interests of maintaining prudent financial management of your club, an analysis

they clash with other important events.

of income and expenses of the racing and administrative budgets has been completed.
There is a basic need to consider the level of revenue needed to pay next year's costs

projects. The accounting package now used is able to provide an accurate report for

1

SAT

Wattle Day festivities

13

SUN

Pointscore II

23

SUN

Opening of season race; Pointscore 1

16

WED

Twilight 7

29-1/10

SAT-MON

Long weekend & ACT FF

20

SUN

Pointscore 12 & Championship 4

fees for membership and for boat storage to levels comparable with similar clubs

24

WED

Twilight 8

interstate. Your full season race fees will remain the same as last year and casual

27

SUN

Pointscore 13

30

WED

Twilight 9

Championships
OCTOBER

u
>
y

7

SUN

Pointscore 2

14

SUN

Pointscore 3

21

SUN

Pointscore 4 & Championship 1

28

SUN

Pointscore 5

NOVEMBER
3-4

SAT-SUN

ACT Dinghy Championships

4

SUN

TYA Regatta on Botany Bay

7

WED

Twilight 1

II

SUN

Pointscore 6 & Championship 2

14

WED

Twilight 2

18

SUN

Pointscore 7 & Try Sailing Day

21

WED

Twilight 3

24-25

SAT-SUN

St Georges Basin Cruise weekend

25

SUN

Pointscore 8

28

WED

Twilight 4

D EC EM B ER
SAT-SUN
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5

WED

Twilight 5

9

SUN

Pointscore 9 & Championship 3

12

WED

Twilight 6

16

SUN

Pointscore 10

rti
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Championships/TYA series races

26/12 - 10/1

Myall Lakes Christmas cruise

our analysis and planning purposes.
In order to place the CYC in a sound financial position it will be necessay to raise

twilight entries will reduce to $12. Theprinciple of the general revenue being used to
help promote our sport continues on into the next year. Sailing schools in yacht clubs

FEBRUARY

(

seldom run at a profit and sponsorship is an important means of filling any gap. The
wide roll of the club coach includes much work in the support of our sport generally
as well as offering advice to individual club members. A small part of all our fees is

3

SUN

Pointscore 14

6

WED

Twilight 10

10

SUN

Pointscore 15 & Championship 5

13

WED

Twilight II

17

SUN

Pointscore 16

20

WED

Twilight 12

► yacht tender racks in open$25

24

SUN

Pointscore 17

► dinghy under cover - rate varies with level.

27

WED

Twilight 13

applied to fund this work and without such work our sport will surely decline.
New Rates are as follows:
Boat Storage Fees:
► trailer yachts and catamarans $320

M em bership Fees:

MARCH

► single §65

3

SUN

Pointscore 18 & Championship 6

6

WED

Twilight 14

9-10

SAT-SUN

Marley Point Regatta

II

WED

Twilight 15

15-17

FRI-SUN

Canberra Day Long weekend; St
Georges Basin Cruise

ACT Trailable Yacht

1-2

u
rtf
>-

plus provide a small profit to give the club cash to work with and funds for future

JA N U A R Y 2002

SEPTEM B ER

► family $100
a

► juniors/students $20
All above fees are annual rates.
In setting these rates comparisons were made with the lesser local golf clubs and other
sporting clubs together with smallyacht clubs in the outer areas of Sydney, Lake
MacQuarie and similar yacht clubs on the Swan River in WA.

20

WED

Twilight 16

24

SUN

Pointscore 19 & Championship 7

increased funds are spread in a manner more eQuitably than the fees of last season.

28

WED

Twilight 17

Your pure racing cost has not increased and yet the cost of running racing has

31

SUN

End of Season Race; Pointscore 20

Members who are actively sailing are advantaged under this new structure as the

increased over the past year. We are hopeful that some members who are no longer
using their boats may consider taking theiryacht home and allowing others on the boat

A P R IL

park waiting list to make better use of the convenient parking facilities. The board has

7

SUN

Pointscore 22

been looking at all possible means of controlling costs and the interests of our active

21

SUN

Champion of Champions

sailing members must take precedence over those who seek only a cheap storage

25

THU

Canberaa Anzac Day Regatta

27-28

SAT-SUN

Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta

facility

rti
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C o m m o d o re

Ne i l

P r i m r o s e

(w) 6295 9154 (h) 6295 0980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au
Sun
| u n e 3
W inter race 3, I pm

Vice C o m m o d ore

P e t e r

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peter.harvey@ag.gov.au

|

T r o p h y
p o l i s h i n g
Tue June 12 I Oam

D ire c to r C o rp o rate Services

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(h) 6293 2732
cmi@cyberone.com.au

M on
June
18
CYC committee meeting

D ire c to r M em b e r Services

P e t e r

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D ire c to r P rom otion & M arketing

N i c k

Sun
|une
2 4
Presentation lunch

H i l d y a r d
Sun
| u Iy
I
W inter race 5, I pm

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5711
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au
D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

Sun
) u n e
17
W inter race 4, I pm

S u n __) u I y__ !_5
W inter race 6, I pm

S t a c p o o l e

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au
Sun
Iu I y 29
W inter race 7, I pm

D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

S t a c p o o l e

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au

Sun
A u g u s t
W inter race 8, I pm

I 2

Tue
A u g u s t
AGM 8pm

14

D ire c to r Racing

P e t e r

F u

a g a r

(h) 6281 4808
fullagar@mac.com
D ire c to r Recreational Sailing

M a r t i n

van

de

H o e k

(h) 6254 6568 (m) 0412 160 490
vdhoek@netspace.net.au or vanderHoek.Martin@comcare.gov.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
C Y C Sailing News

Print Post Approved
PP229200/00022

Peter Forster
16 Douglas Place
Curtin ACT 2605

Sailing News
J u n e
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And the’re off - Competing in the Champion of Champions Race

rd

Rules Seminar

L_
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Sail Canberra will be running a rules seminar over the winter break.
)ohn Whitfield, Canberra's own rules guru, will explain the new rules and run through
the existing ones.
The course will be run over two, two-hour sessions in August, ready for the new sailing
season.
Dates: August 9 and 16
T im e :

7 to 9 pm

Cost:

$20, includes cofifee and nibbles

Bringyour new rule book. Call Matt for details on 6273 477

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CAN BERRA CITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Sab ots for sale
Sail Canberra is selling its Sabot fleet. We have three ready to sail, complete boats.
Great starting boat for the kids. Prices around $500
Call Matt Owen on 6273 4777 or 0419407389

As part of the process for developing the club's

Please note the date of the Annual General Meeting in

Business Plan for the next threeyears, Nick Hildyard is

your diaries (Tuesday August 14). Thisyear we will be

starting work on the club's Marketing Plan. This will

not onjy looking back over the past year, with the

take several months and cover each aspect of the club's

Commodore's report and the financial report, but also

operations.

looking forward, with the draft of the new Strategic

C

O
c
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Competition sailors will know him as a keen
"Olive") in his Farr 6 trailersailer 'Farr Too

o
o
<N

Easy’. Most know him as the man in charge

a>

and regular racer, with his wife Karen (aka

designed to provide the opportunity for all members to

perceived by the community. Nick now needs the

make a contribution to the directions our club is to

assistance of people with marketing and advertising

take in the future. Please come and be a part of that.

club, and has been doing so for manyyears.

skills and contacts to make this happen. This gives the

As a part of the strategic planning process, I expect the

You need to list the activities Brutus is

opportunity for several younger members of the club to

committee will make recommendations on the structure

become more actively engaged in the marketing and

of the club's management. This may include bringing

promotion of the club. See the |ob Search column.

forward proposals to fine tune the structure of the

the computers and associated equipment
functioning. In short, he's the man that

Lifting our profile will be particularly important for the

committee to better reflect current workload.

Sail Canberra operation as we work to repair the

Preparatoiy papers and nomination forms for

damage done to public confidence by the dramatic way

committee positions will be available at the office in

the lake's closure last March was handled in the media.

late July. Nominations close on August 7 as per Section

Peter Harvey and Matthew Owen need people with

13 of the constitution.
Members may care to know that discussions are
continuing with the NCA on development of the Lotus

There has been some talk “around the traps" that the

Bay foreshore and the promotional strategy to

club's wages bill is an unreasonably high proportion of

encourage greater community use of the lake. To

total turnover. It is certainly true that much of our

support this, Dave Bizant and I will shortly be seeing

generally keeps things humming along at the

3
3
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involved in around the club in order to fully
appreciate the effort he puts in as a club
member. I can guess how he feels when he
reads this and at the risk of him not wanting
to show his face again, let me list some of
his achievements. He'll probably want me to
detail his racing achievements but, soriy
Brutus, I've been asked to fill a page and
that won’t do it!
Brutus has been a member of the CYC and

CO
L _

CCYA for about lOyears, holding an
executive position on the CCYA and being in
the forefront of CCYA activities for many
years. This includes acting as bosun and
being responsible for CCYA eouipment

U

including the hoist, buoys, lights and the
floating barge used to maintain the mooring
replacing or sprucing up items which are

calculation of performance based handicaps for trailersailers.

worn, torn or broken.

As part of a small team he has inputted the data and generally

full-time and casual staff, together with support of

Casey, about some form of linkage between the club

volunteer workers, amounts to about 68% of our

and the Museum to promote sailing. We'll report the

He also assists ’Olive' in her position of

expenditure for the present financial year. This is

outcome of that meeting in the next newsletter.

CCYA treasurer.

With best wishes,

Brutus has been the longtime Div 2 rep on
the Sailing Users' Group, promoting the

Neil Primrose

interests of the smaller trailer boat owners

management organisation. We have veiy few assets of

things don't work or don't work right
More recently, Brutus has been heavily involved in the

the Chief Executive of the National Museum, Dawn

I

Yacht but it is always reassuring to know he is around in case

buoys. Thus he spends time repairing,

income is spent on salaries and wages. Payments to

When you think about it, the Canberra Yacht Club is a

3

loading the software and generally keeping

will enable us to have greater control over how we are

entirely to be expected.

c

of the CYC computers, setting them up,

Plan and the budget for the coming year. This is

column.

within the club by attending regular

functional.
Brutus is also one of a small band of committed club members
who will forsake racing to ensure the rescue boats and/or the
tower is adequately manned on race day.
I think I know him well but I am sure I have listed only some of
the things Chris takes upon himself to do on behalf of the CYC,

He has filled the role of instructor and in

the CCYA and groups within the club. Those new to the club

past years has conducted sailing

and who don't know him Quite so well will recognise him from

familiarisation courses and introduced

the mug shot as the chap with a kind word for all and seemingly

Club. The Southern Cross Club covers the capital cost

novices to the joys of sailing by making his

never far from the action. All in all, a valuable club member and

of those assets, it carries the depreciation on their

boat available.

without whom the club would not function nearly as well. Now

books and it covers the cost of property insurance on

Being a computer wizard and fixer, it was

those assets. Those costs do not feature on our books

inevitable that Chris became the man

and to the community by managing assets owned and

responsible for 'Top Yacht' and the

>~

that practice makes perfect and consequently we can look
forward to enjoying his company at the club and on race days

The proportion of our turnover that is taken up in

results, for all divisions. He is the person

paying for people reflects that.

eveiyone looks for when race details are

Apart from his veiy obvious and frequent physical presence

being entered or printed. He has since

around the club, his personal attributes and achievements are

trained a number of people in the use of Top

worth looking at more closely.
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M artin van der H oek
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starts!! In fact when it comes to racing, Brutus is out to prove
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at present. Our type of operation is people-intensive.
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if only we could get him to concentrate on improving his race
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calculation of personal handicaps and race

u

worked to keep the data base up to date and the program

meetings and acting as their spokesperson.

our own. We provide sailing services to our members

made available to us by the Canberra Southern Cross

rd

club who wouldn't immediately recognise
Chris "Brutus" Kenyon from the photo.

The club is developing several strategic alliances that

specific skills to help in that work. See the Job Search

_o
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There wouldn't be too many sailors in the
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for many years to come!
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Book Review

The Reluctant Mariner

Sail Canberra

P eter Harvey, Chairman, Sail Canberra

o
o

rs

It was with great pleasure that I accepted the offer to take over

There was considerable discussion around the failure of the 29ers

the Chairmanship of Sail Canberra in April, following Stuart

to generate a class in Canberra and the significant unproductive

cu

Allan's overseas appointment. I am intent upon building on the

resources that Sail Canberra has tied up in them. Some questioned

c

solid base of those who have preceded me to ensure that Sail

whether it continued to be appropriate for them to be retained in

is the story of Ioanna and her husband Lindsay's round the world voyage on theiryacht Onawa. The 12.2

Canberra serves its clients and prospers. I am also intent upon

the Sail Canberra inventory. It was noted that effective use of

metre steel ketch was a sturdy, sea-kindly vessel with a centre cockpit and a canoe stern. The couple lived

the board exercising leadership and responding quickly to

resources could require the 29ers to be sold and replaced with

on the board Onawa for five years, sailed to more than 37 countries and had many adventures on the way.

changing circumstances.

other types of boats that are less expensive to maintain and more

Ioanna Hackett, a former Canberra resident, will have a book published next month. The Reluctant Mariner

Ioanna, a farmer's daughter and self-proclaimed landlubber, never envisaged herself sailing off over the

Sail Canberra is expected to be self-supporting nextyear. To

easily sailed by sailors with moderate to average skills.

horizon and the book tells of her efforts to adjust to the sailing lifestyle.

achieve this, all aspects of its operation must be continually

The CYC committee, with the support of the Sail Canberra board,

Before going cruising the Hacketts were members of the CYC. Lindsay represented the club at the 1990

reviewed to ensure that it is operating effectively in line with

have subsequently decided to sell the 29ers and use those funds

sound business practices. One area of concern to the board is

more effectively to supplement the aging Corsair fleet, which is in

the Youth Sailing Academy. Another area of concern is the size

high demand within the sailing school. The sale process is now

and professionalism of our core of instructors, particularly given

underway.

Hobie 17 world championships at Toronto and sailed two Sydney-Hobarts. Ioanna taught in Canberra
schools for five years. The Hacketts later bought Aurora Boats and moved the business from Queanbeyan
to Fyshwick. The Hacketts now live on Macleay Island in Moreton Bay.

the decision not to appoint a Deputy Director to replace
Matthew Owen. These two areas are our most immediate
Drii
riority.

Radio
Licence fees

ith the appointment of Matthew Owen as Director, it was

The Commodore emphasised that the club wished to support
some form of activity that would raise the skill level of basic learn
to sail graduates to the point where they can join confidently and
competently in the racing activities of the club. However, the YSA

opportune to meet with Sail Canberra instructors, and members

is untenable in its current heavy reliance on paid staff. The only

of the Youth Sail Academy and their parents, to discuss the

way it could be continued is if parents take major responsibility for

future directions. This was done on May 9. The Commodore

running it and its activities are based largely on privately owned

addressed both meetings.

boats. The Commodore sought an indication from parents of their

With the instructors he highlighted the expectation of

commitment to the academy.

Radio licence fees will be abolished for owners of small boats. The use of 27 MHz and VHF marine-band

continuous improvement in their professionalism and

radio equipment jn small boats will be authorised under a class licence, instead of

commitment by the club to excellence in their training. Matthew

form or another. Matthew Owen undertook to meet with those

spoke of his plans for next season and the need, over the winter

parents shortly to identify how they could contribute and to work

individual licences. As a result, boat owners installing this equipment will not have to pay licence fees.

About a dozen parents indicated a willingness to assist in some

months, to accredit sufficient instructors for the busy summer

up a structure upon which the YAS could be re-born in the coming

This is good news for the industiy as there are 570,000 small boats subject to the existing individual

season. A number of good suggestions were made by instructors

season. Meanwhile, parents were assured that arrangements will be

licence regime.

which Matthew agreed to build into his planning of programs for

made to provide training for them during the winter and that the

next year.

club will assist people looking to buy boats with advice and

The Australian Communications Authority which is responsible for issuing radio licences, found the current
individual licensing arrangements were not essential for managing the radio frequency spectrum and the

The meeting with parents and students of the YSA was well

scheme imposed unnecessaiy cost on radio users.

attended with only standing room remaining in the Sailors'

The ACA plans to introduce the new arrangements in the next financial year.

AGM
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Canberra Yacht Club will be held on
Tuesday August 14, 2 0 0 1

4^bin. The Commodore emphasised that the time was right to

had provoked serious consideration of issues facing the club, Sail
Canberra board, instructors and those associated with the YSA.
The board will now work through the detail of how these new

always been intended that parents would be an integral part of

directions are to be implemented.

degree.

The review of the operations of the YSA, which the Commodore
are to be considered by the Sail Canberra board shortly. The

from the YSA to the club by way of providing new crews,

recommendations, if accepted, should pave the way for the YSA

skippers and race support staff. However, the future of providing

continuing to prosper and become an integral part of our club

high technology racing boats for the benefit of a small number

scene. It will, however, require a greater degree of support from

of elite juniors had to be reviewed on business grounds. The

academy participants, parents and club members.

Commodore said that the aim of buying the 29ers had always
been to let people 'try before you buy' and to prime the pump

Lotus Room

never been intended as a cheap alternative to owning one's own
boat.

_o

signalled previousjy, is nearing completion. Its recommendations

There was considerable support for the benefits that could flow

for the establishment of a fleet of privately owned boats. It had

Please put this in your diary.

All participants considered the meetings had been valuable. They

the role parents should play in its management. He noted it had

at 8.00pm in the

at the Canberra Southern Cross Club Yacht Club.

technical support.

re-assess the approach being taken towards the YSA, particularly

the academy, but at present this was not occurring to any large

3

Finally, could I take this opportunity to thank both Nick Hildyard
and Mike Gallagher, who have resigned from the Sail Canberra
board. Both have made significant contributions to the success of
Sail Canberra over a considerable period. The search for suitable
replacement board members has commenced.
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Summer Racing
Results

Division:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Number competing 21

19

23

20

35

7

17

142

Average fleet size

8.1

5.8

4.1

7.1

1 1.2

1.2

4.3

6

<N

Largest fleet

13

10

7

12

18

4

8

10

<D

Total/averages
o
o

C

Best performances in bold; worst in italics

In the 2000-2001 season, 19 of the scheduled 22
pointscore races were sailed and all seven

=s

Po in tsco re winners were:

C ham pionship winners were:

Division I

Division I

championship heats were eventually completed, albeit
with some needing to be rescheduled.

1st
id

A new system of duty rostering was successfully

3rd

introduced and met with general approval. In the

Ting II

Ian Brokenshire

Wisdom

id Bizant

Interaction

*f

past, race organization had been assigned to each
Division 2

yacht racing division, in rotation, with the larger fleet
divisions being responsible for race duty more often^^

Steve Langlands

•

than divisions with fewer competing boats. A
division lost a race day each time it was called for

U i,

race management and this consequently disrupted the

Division 3

Ian Brokenshire

2nd

David Bizant

3rd

1i 1

.51,.

Steve Landglands

Champion

Lady Bay

George Reeve

2nd

Finesse

Martin

Champion

Hydrogem

Leigh Nielsen

2nd

Dodgem

Don Shortridge

Champion

No name

Matthew Francis

2nd'*

HMAS Piano

Campbell Scott

Champion

Rustler

Peter Russell

Martin Linsley

2nd

Ffinal Ffling

lohn Hosking

John Tracey

3rd

Super Snab

Colin Brown

mi

4th

Relience Ffeighteen

Peter Forster

Champion

Windswept

Martin Lindsey

2nd

Cheetah

lohn Tracey

Life's a Gem

Trevor Hippislev

2nd

Hydrogem

Leigh Nielsen

3rd

Imflgem
O
1

Graeme Wykes

4th

ilmar Kalnins

Interaction

1st

Division 2

1

Vanderhook

.

1st

competition program, particularly for those involved

Champion

Matthew Francis
HMAS Piano

Gems

Campbell Scott

more often. The new roster system eliminates the

>■

need for divisions to forfeit races because the duty
team is drawn from across the whole fleet and only

Division 4

1st

Mischieff

iPfcfWHice
2nd

those rostered nominally loose out on that race day.
However, redress can be given to compensate for the

Ffinal Ffling

3hn Hosking

F

bter Forster

Division 3
■.£

}||f

u

loss of the opportunity to race.
The fleet size this season has included 142 different

Division 5

2nd

competing boats. Average fleet size across the seven^^
recognized divisions has varied considerably but

1st

®

most divisions have had average fleet sizes of

Chaos
Windswept

3rd

Cheetah

4th

Te Waka

1st

Fred

between four and II. The largest fleet, by a good
margin, was that of the Lasers with a total of 35

-Q
13

race day. Close behind them was Division I (faster
trailableyachts) with 21 entrants and a largest race

U

largest race day fleet of 12 followed by Division 2

>cd

s_
s_

rd

u

Finnian Lattimore

Division 5
1

Division 7

sf

f

1st

Canterbury
'

Robert Redfern

3rd

Misties Fool

Tony Ryan

2nd

Si):lk

Dai/1 Riding

4th

Not my Fault

Nic Gellie

day fleet of 13, Flying Fifteens with 20 entrants and

rd

C

Division 4

Nick Hildyard

competitors and a maximum fleet of 18 boats on one

u

CD
_Q

Division 6

John Sullivan

=3

<J
JZ

u
rd

Division 6

Champion

Fred

Finnian Lattimore

>-

(slower trailableyachts) with 19 entrants and a largest

rd

race day fleet of 10.

s_

i_

Division 7
Enthusiastic spectators

XI

Champion
2nd

NSBTF
Canterbury

Peter Manley
Robert Redfern

CD

-O

c
rd

u

o
o
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Trailable
Yacht

Class

Handicaps

representatives
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QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS
Grw&irkj the WhiPsmrknf hskude
<vid
Barrkf R stf

Job Search/ 1
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Sponsorship draw

M arketin g and P rom otion
Doyou like a challenge?

In addition to the report on this subject in the last newsletter,

Division I - Ross W ylde-B row ne

members may care to be aware of the following.

W: 6125 3403

The club's policy of using an external system (the TYA CBH)
was adopted in 1998 in order to remove longstanding disputes

The Sail Canberra board seeks the assistance of a person
skilled in marketing and promotion to effectively advance Sail

H: 6249 8457
M: 0427 008 506

and divisiveness over handicapping from relationships within
the club. (See Policy and Procedures for Calculation of Results

e-mail: Ross.V\ylde-Browne@anu.edu.au

for Trailable Yachts in Races Run by the Club, which is in the

or Ross@caros.com.au

Canberra and its activities within the community This is an
important position which can help develop Sail Canberra's
profile. Training is available.

give something back to the club) please contact Peter Harvey.

M arketin g Assistants
Division 2 - Chris Kenyon

of that policy “in order to trial the new performance handicap
system developed within the club". The committee provided

H: 6296 1290

^ ^ h e club needs assistance with the development of its
Marketing Plan to cover the next threeyears. We also need

for the Sailing Users' Group to “review the new system at the
end of the summer season and bring a report to the committee

Flying 15s - Peter Dalton

Director, Promotion and Marketing at the Annual General

W: 6280 7366

Meeting. Some experience in advertising or marketing would be

or revert to the use of the TYA CBH”. (Minutes for the
meeting of II December 2000, Item 12.1)

Hildyard in the next few months and whoever is elected as the

e-mail: peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

Group. The temporaiy suspension having expired, the club's

like to help.

"Peter Fjullagar] to prepare a paper for the September meeting

Dinghies division 3 - Stephen H arvie
(108yardstick and below) H: 62587347
M: 0417 667 961

of the Committee assessing the comparative advantages for the

Cats - Brent Freestone

Club of the LBG and TYA CBH systems. This to include the

M: 0407 929 338

histoiy of why the Club adopted the TYA system as its policy

l_
L-

<D
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u

and skilled in this area?
^ ^ f so, please contact Peter Harvey.

Division S:

lan Brokenshire

|ohn Sullivan

David Bizant

Martin Linsley

Don McMichael

Nick Hildyard

Steve Langlands

john Tracey

llmar Kalnins

Nic Gellie

Paul Scrivener

Martin Brady

Ross Wylde-Browne

Stephen Leicester

David Smith

Stephen Warild

Joe Colbert

Hamish Nicol

Division 2:

Alistair Gellaty

Leigh Neilsen

lames Fischer

are exploring the possibility of a Race Support Unit that is

29ers - M ick Gallagher

Club to make input to the review of each system".

H: 6295 7178

only relieve sailors from one area of work that is presently

“...the results of each race [in the winter series] will also be

e-mail: galmi@msn.com.au

staffed on a roster basis, but also allow a small number of

Graeme Wykes

Division 6:

Geoff Gillette

No qualifiers

Division 3:

Division 7:

Matthew Francis

Robert Redfern

_o
ZJ

Division 4:

Mike Dunn

u

Bob Watkins

people who want to drive powerboats as their recreation to

lan Hawke

after each race in order to provide a fair and objective

undertake advanced training in rescue and powerboat

Graham Giles

Peter Fullagar will advise members in the next newsletter of

W: 6125 3403
H: 6249 8457

the arrangements by which everyone will have the opportunity

M: 0427 008 506

of providing input to the paper he will write for the committee.

e-mail: Ross.Wylde-Browne@anu.edu.au
or Ross@caros.com.au

u

Daryl Riding

calculated using the LBG CBH. Those results will be published

(Minutes of the meeting of 14 May 2001, Item 7.2)

>■

Trevor Hippisley

composed predominantly of dedicated drivers. This will not

C C Y A - Ross W ylde-B row ne

u

Pow erboat Drivers

for each system to be adjusted and the opportunity for the

comparison of the workings of both systems”.
rd

Division 1:

Sail Canberra wants to update its web page. Are you innovative

In the club's drive for constant improvement of our services, we

in the first place, the strategic advantages of each, the scope
_Q
=3

lunch.

Tony Ityan

W e b Designer

the Sailing Instructions for the winter series are based on the

At its May meeting the committee agreed:

winners and contenders for the draw could come along to the

Lasers - John Tracey

existing policy and procedures pertain. The Notice of Race and

club's policy.

a competitor had to start in at least 10 races, including a

an advantage.
Please contact Nick Hildyard on 6275 4549 (w) ifyou would

No report was made to the committee by the Sailing Users'

Qualify,

duty roster where applicable. It would be good if all the prize

people to join the promotion and marketing team to assist Nick

e-mail: chrisk@pcug.org.au

at its May meeting on whether to continue with the new system

made on Sunday |une 24 at the CYC presentation lunch. To

Ifyou have the skills and motivation to accept a challenge (and

policy manual on the library bench in the Sailors' Cabin.)
Last December, the committee agreed to temporary suspension

The sailors listed below Qualify for inclusion in the draw to be

operation.
Training and accreditation sessions will take place late in the

)ohn Hosking
Peter Forster

winter.
Mark Gillette
Would any member who would like to sign on to a small group
of dedicated drivers, or who knows of anyone who might be
interested, please contact the Office Manager.

Peter Russell
Colin Brown

Queensland Yacht Charters
offer 10% discount to CYC
members booking holidays
with them. If you’re going
north, please support our
sponsor by giving Q YC a
call.
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Now that the serious side of racing has finished for the season,

W eather W atch Radar

the serious side of socialising has commenced. In May, the flying
The Bureau of Meterology's radar images are now available on
fifteen wine tasting picnic was held at Affleck's vineyard at

the net. The images show the location of rain, with different

Bungendore.The overcast weather at Affleck's did not deter the

colours used to depict rainfall intensity. There are six levels of

picnickers having a good time, sampling good food, good wine

rainfall intensity shown - royal blue represents light drizzle while

and good company. It is interesting to note that Suzie Hendry,

red is used to depict veiy heavy rain, possibly containing
hailstones.

one of the owners of the vineyard, was a past victorious crew
The images use a local scale of 128km radius and are usually
member in the 1963 NSW flying fifteen titles held at Avalon on
^ ^ e then national champion boat.

Building up the Strategic Plan
The Strategic Plan will form part of the club's Business Plan. It will provide the directions and priorities of the club for the next three
years.
The strategic planning process, commenced by Stuart Allan before he left for Africa, has been taken on by Neil Primrose, who runs a

updated veiy 10 minutes.
Have a look at the Wagga loop radar to see rain approaching

The wine tasting is a well attended annual event and over the past

Canberra.

fewyears, the class has visited vineyards at Lake George and

http:llmirror.bom.gov.aulweatherlradarl

Murrumbateman.Flying fifteeners encourage other classes to
participate in the annual picnic and it is a good opportunity to

Canberra tem perature and wind

swap yarns and get to know sailors from the other classes.

Ifyou don't have a thermometer at home, the local temperature

Peter and Daphne Fullagar have returned from their epic trip to
Durban where Peter competed in the South African Flying fifteen

and wind is just a mouse click or two away.
The information comes from the Bureau of Meteorology which
feeds readings from automated weather stations into its

consulting practice in planning and leadership.

Nationals and World titles. More importantly, his boat has just

The directions that emerged from the members' consultation meeting of March 26 (chaired by Stuart and published in the April

been released from hock from the container ship which berthed at

newsletter) were further discussed at the meetings of Sail Canberra instructors and Youth Sailing Academy students on May 9 and at the

Melbourne. Peter, having crewed on his own boat, now realises

relative humidity and wind speed and direction, in knots as well

the importance of maintaining excellent relationships with the

as km/hr.

first of the contact groups on |une 20. Additional contact groups will be run in late |une and early July according to demand.
A developed draft from the contact groups will be considered by the committee at its meeting on July ). Key sections will be published^
the July newslette;^and full copies will be available in the Sailors' Cabin shortly after the committee meeting for members to read and
register comments-A consultation draft that includes those comments will then be prepared for consideration by the Annual General
Meeting.

^ ^ ew . His crew experiences in Durban rivalled a lenny Craig
weight program and a Brumbies work-out and he intends to
spend his next season lashed to the tiller instead.

computers, and onto the net for the rest of us.
The page is updated eveiy 10 minutes and shows temperature,

This service could also be handy for workers in air-conditioned
offices who want to know the temperature before going for a
lunchtime walk or run.
www.bom.gov.au/products/IDN65066.shtml

If any club member who has not yet been involved in the consultation process would like to make an input at this stage, please contact the
Office Manager. Debbie Rice, for inclusion in a contact group.

P o w er B o at course

Boat sales at virtual marine show
A virtual marine exhibition will be run in tandem with the Sydney
Boat Show , which is on |uly 26-31. It will allow companies to

rd

exhibit and show case their products and services via their own

Sail Canberra is running aTL3 course in August and
September

websites.

W e have 18 places available.

The Gasing website will be advertised weekly during this marine
show month, from July 5 to August 5.

i_

Be quick to avoid disappointment.
CD

_o
c
rd

u

www.gasing. com

All those who are interested, please call Matthew
Owen on 6273 4777.

C o m m o d ore

Ne i l

Sun
lune
24
Presentation lunch

P r i m r o s e

(w) 6295 9154 (h) 6295 0980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

Sun
I u I y__ L
W inter race 5, I pm

Vice C o m m o d ore

P e t e r

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peter.harvey@ag.gov.au

Mon
I u Iy 9
Committee meeting

D ire c to r C o rp o rate Services

S h a y n e

R u s s e l

- S m

(h) 6293 2732
cmi@cyberone.com.au

Sun
I u Iy
15
W inter race 6, I pm
Sun
I u I y 29
W inter race 7, I pm

D ire c to r M em b e r Services

P e t e r

Mon
I u Iy 2
Sailor Users Group meeting

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

T hu
A u g u s t
Rules seminar

9.

Sun
A u g u s t
W inter race 8, I pm

12

Tue
A u g u s t
AGM 8pm

14

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au

T hu
A u g u s t
Rules seminar

l<

D ire c to r Public Relations

The following events are prc

D ire c to r Prom otion & M arketing

N i c k

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5711
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au
D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

Ta n y a

S t a c p o o l e

S t a c p o o l e

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au

S a t
Sep
I
Wattle Day festivities

D ire c to r Racing

Sun
Sep
23
Opening of season race, pointscore I

P e t e r

F u

a g a r

(h) 6281 4808
fullagar@mac.com

S a t - M o n
Sep
ACT FF championships

2 9 - O c t

D ire cto r Recreational Sailing

M a r t i n

van

de

H o

(h) 6254 6568 (m) 0412 160 490

Sun
O c t
Pointscore 2

M
^

7

vdhoek@netspace.net.au or vanderHoek.Martin@comcare.gov.au
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And the winner is...
Hamish Nicol !!

P eter Dalton

The Queensland Yacht Charters prize was drawn at
the annual presentation luncheon where the
names of 34 hopeful members were placed in
the hat by Peter Fullagar. One of our guests,
Marcella Rice, drew the lucky Laser owner,
Hamish Nicol. The fabulous prize of a weeks
bareboat charter in the Whitsunday Islands is
the highlight of all our sailing awards.
I am sure there's more than a little excitement in the Nicol
household and the strong family support of his sailing development in the Laser fleet has

ci
L_

resulted in a bonus. Thanks go to Queensland Yacht Charters for their great support of
our club. Members have the chance to enjoy the Whitsundays at a discounted rate and
should mention the CYC connection when making enquiries with Queensland Yacht

LCharters.

CU
-Q

There were many other winners on the day and our other sponsors, Deakin Health Spa
and Belconnen Metals and Marine were generous in their support of this social highlight.
We were pleased to have as guests the President of the Southern Cross Club, lack Rice,
his wife Marcella, CSCC Director Bob Lloyd and Mrs Lloyd, and President of the
Australian American Association, Bronwen Halbish.
The "Christmas in |uly " menu was enjoyed by all and each table joined in the Olympic
sailing quiz held to determine the winner of the Deakin Health Spa award.
Don McMichael was pronounced the 2001 Club Person of the Year in front of a number

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y arralu m la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
CAN BERRA CITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

of other worthy candidates in recognition of his sterling service. The award for Yachtsman
of theyear was won by Martin Linsley for his fine results in Tasar and Laser
championships in the past year.

6e*eral M e e ti^ - T^e/day 14

Lot^/ Roo/^, CSCCYC,

Mariner Place, Yar/aUr'la at 8:00 f>n

the AGM until after the election process is completed.

on arrangements to close off the accounts for the last

However, everyone considering nomination for the

financial year and prepare for the AGM. Despite the

present positions of Director, Public Relations and

plethora of detail involved in this, the process of

Director, Recreational Sailing may wish to bear in mind

drafting the reports on theyear just past and charting

the amendments that are proposed to the titles of those

the way ahead has allowed us all to reflect on the veiy

positions. To assist nominees, a proposed re-allocation

substantial results achieved. I think we are all satisfied

of work in the new committee is posted on the notice

the club has been well served. It's a strong story and

board in the Sailors' Cabin, together with the present

we look forward to sharing it with you at the AGM.

allocation of the committee's workload. This is a

Summaries of key papers for the AGM are included

proposal only, based on the experience of the present

elsewhere in this newsletter. Arrangements are noted

committee. It will, of course, be a matter for the

The large brass bell which has been lingering beside the bar

below foryou to pick up copies of the full documents.

incoming committee to decide for itself how it arranges

upstairs has been returned to our club and will be put into

Belconnen
Marine and
Boating
Supplies
A Division o f

the details of its workload.

Belconnen M etal Centre

This is a most important AGM. We
We farewell Debbie Rice as our

will not only be considering the
results of the past year's
operations, but we will also be

“ This is a m ost im p o rta n t

is to take for the next three years.

considering the results o f the

Please put the date in your diaries,

past year’s operations, but we

study the papers, talk to members

will also be considering the

of the committee about them and

found her “dream job" in Canberra
and we were unable to offer her a
full-time position at the level she

fo r the next th ree years.”

rd

>rd

portable for use outside when and as needed.
Let’s hope the bell will toll foryou next season?
Thanks also to the CSCCYC Club Manager Matt Walsh for

♦ Stainless steel, Aluminum and General Welding

looking after it so well on our behalf for the last few years.

♦

and Repairs and maintenance.

H isto ry m ystery
Can members please let me know the histoiy of the bell? We

other nominations. Any member of the club is entitled

the timeyou read this. These continue to build the

♦ Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

first thought it may have come from the Australian Navy but

to be nominated for election to the committee.

capability of our financial management and will tailor

♦ A General range of Chandlery, Safety Equipment and

the absence of any marking other than our club name probably

However, the preparedness of such a large number of

the "front of house" arrangements more to our periodic

the present committee to offer themselves for

needs.

♦ Boating requirements.

consideration gives you the opportunity to decide how

On a personal note, Diana and I have decided to take

♦ Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

much continuity you want in your committee for the

Huntress off the market. I will campaign the boat

If a required product is not stocked we will endeavor to

coming year.

actively in the coming season, including on the TYA

Members will note that the nominations for election are

circuit. This will keep three Elliott 7s in Canberra as

for the existing positions specified in our Rules of

the basis on which to continue building the class.

Association (Rule 12 (I)). In order to accord with those

With best wishes,

<u

proposed change to the titles (and the workload) of the
two of the committee positions will not be dealt with in

Neil Primrose

u

♦ Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication

♦ Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

Rules as regards the process of election (Rule 13), the

c

and for other official functions. Despite its size it is semi

Cost effective, new arrangements should be in place by

L.

_Cl

of the Club, in the supply and service of most aspects of

to call members to order to announce the day's racing results

election to the committee. This does not pre-empt

U

u

2001 competition.

O u r business provides:

the club's administrative arrangements.

officially handed the restored bell to our club as part of our

mounted on a suitable metal frame that will allow it to be rung

the Quality of our administration

have indicated they are prepared to be nominated for

D

President of the Canberra Southern Cross Club lack Rice

proud to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club,
and congratulate all those who were successful inyour

Boating.

Four, possibly five members of the present committee

X

active use each week in the summer season.

work of club member Ian Cornwell the large bell is now

valuable in continuing to improve

way with proposals to restructure

(N

P eter Dalton

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are

We look forward to being of assistance to the members

and she has helped in a substantial

o
o

presentation luncheon last month. Thanks to the fine voluntary

wanted to compete with that.
Debbie's time with us has been

your club.

=3

Phone 6251 301 I

part-time Office Manager from the

directions th e club is to take

come to the meeting. Contribute
your views to the management of

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

middle of this month. Debbie ha^^
A G M .W e will not only be

considering the directions the club

X>

Club Bell
tolls for us
again

This month most of the committee's work is focussed

general

rules out that theory. I think some suitable inscription is
warranted to mark the event and seekyour assistance.

JD
=3

u

locate and supply your request.

Congratulations on a successful season and
best wishes for 2001-2002.
Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f
Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies

m3
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2001/2002

fteens

Sailing Program

Barnacle Bill Causbrook

M artin van der H oek

In a previous newsletter, I provided members with the draft
sailing program for next season and asked for dates of special

The flying fifteen fleet is currently hibernating its sailing

events, suggested outings and comments on the racing

activities for a month or so and will emerge in Spring for

scheduling. I have received comment from the CCYA and from

another busy sailing season.

Trailable
yacht

o
o
<N

D

handicapping
P eter Fullagar, D irec to r of Racing

selected individuals, but nothing in the last few weeks. Does
The aborted ACT flying fifteen titles last March will now take
that mean eveiyone is happy, that there is nothing more to add
place at the beginning of the new sailing season. The Sailing

I have the task of reviewing our policy

Instructions and Notice of Race will be available shortly. Philip

on the most appropriate method of

Russell (of Rustler fame) will be heading off to Ireland soon to

handicapping trailableyachts (see our

and that the race schedule is acceptable? This is your last
chance to have your say before we go to print and set the
program in concrete.
compete in the Laser Masters. We all wish Philip and the othe^^
“ This is your last chance to have your say
before we go to p rin t and set the program in
concrete.”

Canberra sailors travelling to Ireland the best of Irish luck. Peter

alternative performance based

and Hella Dalton (Flying High) will catch up with Philip in

handicapping method was run during

Scotland and exchange haggis recipes.

our summer season 2000-2001 and we

Mark Gillette (blue sails fame) is currently fitting out a new
The format is pretty much the same as last year, with some
hull. His refurbished trailer looks so good that he ought to race
juggling of dates to accommodate particular needs and not
that as well. Stuart Shimeld has bought Steve Baker's boat
interfere with other important events, such as national
(Morna I) with the aim of turning it into America's Cup trial
championships, Christmas, Easter, holidays and Marlay Point.
horse. Rumour has it that Mattie Owen might use it to fine-tune
We can consider re-scheduling a CYC Pointscore or even

even less important event, provided we have those details before

Bill Causbrook (Barnacle Bill) is currently helping some

we go to print.

interstate sailors refurbish their very old boats with offers of
rudder, mast and countless well-used jibs.

U

rd
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u

calculated according to the TYA of
NSW CBH.

September). I welcome comments,
^^eferably in writing, on this matter

with the club. I would like comments

races and eight Frostbite races plus a number of social sails and

and views that might assist us in

outings. Ifyou wish to receive an electronic copy of the draft

choosing the handicapping method

emaii me on vdhoek@netspace.net.au

u

the CYC committee (due in

starting on September, seven Championship events, 17 Twilight

QUEENSLAND

most suitable for our purposes.

YACHT CHARTERS

Please limityou submission to no more

Cntisi»g Pk W/Psmrtxj Isbnjs
andGreet BanrkrFtef

than two pages and provide a reasoned

-O
ZJ

u

argument in favour of one or other of

_c
u

Queensland Yacht Charters offer

the two systems in Question. I am

>-

10% discount to CYC members

happy to have submissions by e-mail to

cd

To open the new sailing season, the first race will be a

booking holidays with them. If

Fullagar@mac.com ifyou prefer.

s_

Pointscore race on Sunday September 23. Are you ready?

you're going north, please support

telephone numbers to include in the program for information of

rd

(prospective) members. If different from last year, please identify
yourselves.

CU
X

system in tandem with results

Trom trailableyacht owners who race

program as it stands and/or wish to make a contribution, please

>-

racing program, using this LBG CBH

At this stage we are planning to have 21 Pointscore races,

I would also like to know the current class representatives and
u

are calculating results from this winter's

u

I now seek some input to my report for

his sailing skills.
Championship event if it clashes with a more important event or

X
zs

^ ^ n e newsletter). A trial of an

our sponsor by giving QYC a call.

cu
X
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Australian Teams

Agenda for AGM

Racing Champion

o
o
(N
X

Josh Paine

1. Apologies

D

2. C o nfirm the m inutes o f the last A G M
The 2001 Australian Teams Racing Championship was held at Royal Queensland Yacht Squadron (Waterloo Bay, Brisbane) on |une 2-3.
3. Business arising fro m the m inutes

Bruce Paine and myself sailed with the Middle Harbour Yacht Club team from NSW, with Michael Blackburn, Belinda Stowell, Hugh

A * * w a l

Meeting

Stodart and Emily Fewster.
On the first day one round robin of both pools was completed in light breeze. We finished with two wins and two losses, as did two other

0^
ay A ^ ; + 14

to be UeW

teams in our pool, so there was a count back on points and unfortunately we finished fourth in the pool. On the second day there was no
racing due to lack of breeze. So the placings were taken from the first day's racing.
Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club and Royal Queensland Yacht Squadron finished equal first with five wins and no losses and won the right

th e lotof Roo

to represent Australia at the ISAF World Teams Racing Championship later thisyear. We ended up finishing equal fourth with Albert Park
Yacht Club.

g

G e * e r2 l

CSCC.YC,

The series was veiy well run and it was unfortunate for the lack of breeze. A big thanks to the umpires, who took the time to explain th e ^
calls after racing.
The 2002 Australian Teams Racing Championship will be held in the second half of next year. The location isyet to be decided. This will

Mariner Place,
Yawal^la at 8:00 p/*»

4. Receive the C o m m o d o re ’s re p o rt - discussion
5. A ccept the finance re p o rt and th e audited
accounts - discussion
6. Election o f c o m m itte e
7. A gree the Strategic Plan for 2 0 0 1 to 2004 discussion
8. N o te the Budget for 2001/02 - discussion
9. Consider a m en d m e n t to the Rules of the
Association - discussion

select the two Australian teams to attend the 2003 ISAF World Teams Racing Championship to be held in Auckland.

>■

10.O th e r m otions for which notice is given under
Rule 24 - discussion

Nick Hildyard’s
new TV role

New Board
member

Nomination forms for election of committee members will be available from the Club Office from Tuesday July 24. All nominations
received will be posted on the notice board for the information of members. Nominations close at close of business on Tuesday
August 7.
The full text of the Commodore’s report will be available from the Club Office from Tuesday July 24, together with the full text of the

Congratulations to Nick Hildyard, who has just been appointed Project Director

P eter H arvey

- 7 pm News and Current Affairs Project for the ABC here in Canberra. Nick

The CYC committee and the Sail Canberra board

is also Head of the ABC Resources, ACT.

welcome Paddy Hodgman aboard as a member

Watch for the first program on September 3 and guess at the enormous amount

the board.

from the auditor.

of work Nick has to do between now and then!

Paddy sails 'Billie' (an Adams 2!) and has a

Motions for Item 10, for which the appropriate notice has been given, will be posted on the notice board for the information of

It’s good to see the club’s leaders succeeding in their professional careers. It

particular interest in matters affecting ouryouth.

members.

.O
Z3

confirms the club is in good hands and serves as a role model for younger

He has previously worked with the scouting

members.

movement and his son Guy, is an active member of

u

Nick has steered the club’s marketing and promotion work into a nice balance

J=

the Youth Sail Academy. Paddy's practical and
between effective coverage without spending a "bomb”. His initiative, three

U

years ago, of seeking feedback to assess the effectiveness of the Sail Canberra

rcS

advertising established a benchmark for the club as a whole and is a solid base

>rd
L.

S_
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rd

u

management experience in the Royal Australian
Navy brings additional talent to the composition of

Strategic Plan and the Budget.
^phe audited accounts for the past financial year will be available from the Club Office as soon as possible after they are received

-O
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N o tic e o f m o tio n to am end th e Rules o f th e Association
u

Purpose
To change the title of two of the committee positions to better reflect the workload of the committee as it has developed over time.

the board.

Proposed amendment

from which his successors can build. While Nick retains a strong commitment

Paddy is keen to play an important role in the

to promoting the club, we have to provide for him to step back a pace or two.

future development of the academy, especially

Rule 12 (I) Delete "Director, Public Relations" and replace with "Director, Communication"

This gives the opportunity for other members of the club to become more

engaging, harnessing and sustaining parental

Rule 12 (I) Delete "Director, Recreational Sailing" and replace with "Director, Operations"

actively engaged in the marketing and promotion of the club - see the Job

involvement among those with an interest in the

Search column in last month’s newsletter.

operation and success of the Youth Sail Academy.

Moved: Peter Harvey Seconded: Peter Fullagar
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Draft Strategic Plan
The following is the executive summaiy of the draft Strategic
Plan to be considered at the AGM:
Members are confident that the Canberra Yacht Club is
providing an appropriate range of sailing services to members
and the community, is effectively managed and is well
positioned in the sport and leisure marketplace so as to
continue to prosper.

u

o
o

This achievement is based upon solid support from the
Canberra Southern Cross Club, a coinciding of benefits to

3. Work with the Canberra Southern Cross Club, the National
Capital Authority and the ACT Government to continue
developing the facilities and infrastructure of the Lotus Bay
site, in particular to meet the demands of families for their
leisure time.
4. Promote the club strongly to the Canberra community as well
as to the sailing world beyond and engage with the community
in those activities that will achieve the club's objectives.
5. Celebrate the club's achievements and stature, together with

both clubs from the conduct of high Quality boating activity

members' successes through special events and memorable

from the Lotus Bay site and a good working relationship

occasions.

(N
X

D

Association of the ACT and the Strategic Plan for Australian

A f.

Yachting, 2001-2004 of the Australian Yachting Federation.

m

Note: Any member who would like to contribute to the process
of drafting the Strategic Plan is welcome to contact Neil
Primrose (contact details on the back of this newsletter). A
consolidated draft will be put to the committee for its meeting
on Tuesday July 31. A clearance draft will then be prepared for
^Jpnsideration at the AGM and will be available from the Club

Putting out fires

Office.
The ACT Fire Brigade will conduct a fire extinguisher

u

demonstration and talk for Sail Canberra on August 21 at 7pm.
Ifyou always wanted to put a fire out, come down and have a

>-

g

between leaders and management of the two clubs.

6. Support and encourage the club's leaders, spread the workload

At the same time, members recognise the challenges that the

to avoid overloading people and employ the right skills to back

Canberra Yacht Club faces from the rapid changes taking place

up the club's leaders.

g°-

>-

Call Matt for details on 6273 4777.
in work, life and recreation styles in the community at large.
These compound the increasing complexity involved in

them effectively.

managing any club at this time and the load this places on the
volunteers who cariy the predominant load of running the
club's affairs. The key role of the club's leaders is
acknowledged and members are committed to supporting them
effectively.
The focus of the club for the next threeyears is to:

u

7. Provide appropriate training for all volunteers and support

continue to develop the club's risk management systems. Back

LBG

this up with appropriate training and cost-effective insurance

Please send in any amusing items from our club so they can be

coverage.

shared with other members through the newsletter. The goings-

8. Develop the club's safety procedures and eouipment and

9. Access effectively the substantial membership base of the
Canberra Southern Cross Club.

on could be long or short and sharp and of course we reserve
the right to omit salacious gossip.

• Continue with its existing range of sailing services; and

x
D

u

U
rd

• Continue to work hard on "doing it better”.
Members wish to give priority to the following strategies.
1. Continue to build a club ethos and environment that is
inclusive and is attractive to families.

>rd

X

10. Market the club energetically to the business community for its

2. Institute effective mechanisms to draw Sail Canberra clients

L_
L_

and people from the wider community into membership of

CD

the club, appoint the right people to make this happen and

13

services that are relevant to their corporate life and
opportunities for promoting their interests.
The "glue" that holds this strategy together is a commitment to
attracting families to enjoy the sport of sailing from the Lotus Bay
site, based upon the facilities of the Canberra Yacht Club and the
Canberra Southern Cross Club.
The club's Strategic Plan is to be read in conjunction with the

AJob Search
Sail Canberra needs help with rewiring the radios on the power

X)

c
rd

u

u
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publicise the contact points.

Sailing Development Plan 2000/01-2002/03 of the Yachting

boats. Ifyou can help please call Matt on 6273 4777

C
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Commodore’s Report

Boats
^ for sale

to the AGM

II

<N

29ers three boats for sale
As we come to the end of the fourth
year in our new role of a provider of
sailing services and also to the
conclusion of the present Strategy
and Business Plan, the club is a
strong and vibrant place. It has
vigour and a clear sense of where it

0)

is going. People want to spend their
time around the club. It is widely
reputed to be an interesting and
friendly place. Moreover, we are

• I M

positioned to meet the challenges of
the rapidly changing sport and
leisure environment.
We have a steadily diversifying

>

membership; a strong base of
services meeting the demand from
members and the community,

L_

delivered at a reasonable standard; a
well-established management

The last 12 months have been a time of putting the final elements

fleets; the Twilight Series was a fun time, with enjoyable social

of our Strategy and Business Plan into place.

activities arranged afterwards; the Winter Series has attracted

We have established the boat hire operation and grouped it with
the Sailing School and the Youth Sailing Academy under the
marketing identity of Sail Canberra. We have continued to
improve the range and style of social activities for members. We
have rounded out the inventoiy of craft operated by the club. We
have run three successful racing series and increased the size of ^
our racing fleets. We have strengthened the already well-

CU

substantial and supportive patron in
the Canberra Southern Cross Club.

was three years ago and the robust

>

club that we now have is well
presented in last year's Commodore's
report. This report won't canvass
that ground again, but will leave

o

members to re-read last year's
report. It's a stoiy of solid

Trollies

organised recreational sailing have been able to do so via the

They are 20 months old, in excellent condition, only sailed in

arrangement with the Canberra Cruising Yacht Association. We

Canberra. Two come on double trailers

ran the Trailable Yacht Regatta again for the Trailable Yacht

Price;

Association of NSW and the ACT and have established the

organisations, especially the National Capital Authority and the

top managers from their "real” jobs; increasing competition from

ACT Government; and considerably lifted the club's profile in the

other sports for the time and commitment of our members and

community.

clients; and increasing input costs.

It has been ayear of challenge for Sail Canberra. Sailing School

Engagement of members in the decision-making of the club has

courses have been well supported but there is a need to promote

been strengthened by making the minutes of the committee

the boat hire business more actively. Closure of the lake had an

publicly available. The role of the Sailing Users' Group has been

adverse impact on revenue in the latter part of the season.

clarified and arrangements made to extend its membership. A

Financially, Sail Canberra broke even.

members' consultation meeting was held again during the

brought a heightened level of activity. It has opened access to

^Wtumn and salient issues have been canvassed in the newsletter

many members have contributed ideas and views in that way.

the next three years. This shows strong consensus among

has added to the value of the CYC to the Southern Cross Club.

members to “keep going with what we are currently doing and

to their families.
The Summer Championship and Pointscore Series attracted large

Three Sabots ready to sail $200, $300 and $ 500

♦

Two Lasers for sale from around $500 each

continue to improve it".
However there is no room for complacency. There are major
challenges ahead that will require foresight, courage and the

>-

u

Call Matt on 6273 4777.

Rules Seminar
break.

before. It has added to the tourist amenity of Canberra and it

involved, in part, because of the value of Sail Canberra's services

♦

Committee members have been openly available to members to

There has been widespread consultation on the Strategic Plan for

the Quality of life of our club. Two of the present committee are

Sab ots and Lasers

Sail Canberra will be running a rules seminar over the winter

discuss any issue relating to the management of the club and

u

director@sailcanberra.com.au

so that members are aware of the issues facing the club.

sailing for the community in a way that was never available

In terms of benefit to club members, Sail Canberra has enriched

$8,700 without
Call Matt Owen on 02 6273 4777 or 0419 407389

downturn in the local economy; the increasing demands on our

contact with the club, either for the first time or old members

$9,950 on trailers

^means to manage additional major events in the future.

administration. We have worked hard on relations with other

achievement and is well worth the re
reading.

♦

club has navigated the effects of the lake closure in March; the

returning. It has helped to diversify the membership. It has
The contrast between the club as it

Foil bags

the club and continued to improve the Quality of our

Sail Canberra has brought a significant number of people into

Mast up covers

♦

Through all of this, by dint of careful and adept management, the

However there is more to the stoiy than the end-of-year dollars.

♦

hit. Those club members who have wanted to engage in

established practice of “open government” in the management of

structure and capable staff; a good
trading result; and the backing of a

increasing numbers and the after-race soup and rolls has been a

All come with;

)ohn Whitfield, Canberra's own rules guru, will explain the new

_q

rules and run through the existing ones.
The course will be run over two, two-hour sessions in August,
ready for the new sailing season.

H—’

u
Dates: August 9 and 16

rtf

>T im e :

7 to 9 pm

^

Cost:

$20, includes coffee and nibbles

L(L>

ability of the club as a whole to work as a team if we are to enjoy
the gains we have made over the past fouryears.

Bringyour new rule book. Call Matt for details on 6273 477

-0
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C o m m o d ore

Ne i l

T u e I u I y 3 1
Committee meeting

P r i m r o s e

(w) 6295 9154 (h) 6295 0980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

Sun
Iu I y 2 9
W inter race 7, I pm

Vice C o m m o d ore

P e t e r

■_Q

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peter.harvey@ag.gov.au
D ire c to r C o rp o rate Services

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t

(h) 6293 2732
cmi@cyberone.com.au
D ire c to r M em b e r Services

P e t e r

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

M on
A u g u s t
6
Sailing users’ group meeting
Thu
A u g u s t
Rules seminar

9.

Sun
A u g u s t
W inter race 8, I pm

12

Tue
A u g u s t
AGM 8pm

14

Thu
A u g u s t
Rules seminar

16

D ire c to r Prom otion & M arketing

N i c k

Tue
A u g u s t
21
Fire extinguisher demonstration, 7pm.

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5711
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au

T h e following events are provisi<

^

D ire c to r Public Relations

T a n y a

S t a c p o o l e

S at
S e p t e m b e r
Wattle Day festivities

(w) 6274 2382 (h) 6262 6697
tanya.stacpoole@ea.gov.au

Sun
S e p t e m b e r
23
Opening of season race, pointscore I

D ire c to r Racing

P e t e r

F u

a g a r

(h) 6281 4808
fullagar@mac.com

S a t - M o n
Sep
ACT FF championships

D ire c to r Recreational Sailing

M a r t i n

van

der

I

H o e k

(h) 6254 6568 (m) 0412 160 490

Sun
O c t
Pointscore 2

2 9 - O c t

I

7

vdhoek@netspace.net.au or vanderHoek.Martin@comcare.gov.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
Commodore’s Report for 2000 to 2001
Note: This report is the combined contribution o f all members o f the Committee.

Overview

As we come to the end o f our fourth year in our new role o f a provider o f sailing services and also to
the conclusion o f the present Strategy and Business Plan, the Club is a strong and vibrant place. It has
vigour and a clear sense o f where it is going. People want to spend their time around the Club. It is
seen as an interesting and friendly place. Moreover, we are positioned to meet the challenges o f the
rapidly changing sport and leisure environment.
We have a steadily diversifying membership; a strong base o f services meeting the demand from
members and the community, delivered at a reasonable standard; a well-established management
structure and capable staff; a good trading result; and the backing o f a substantial and supportive patron
in the Canberra Southern Cross Club.
The contrast between the Club as it was when we embarked on the new directions under our Strategy
and Business Plan and the robust Club that we now have is well presented by the Commodore’s Report
for last year. This Report won’t canvass that ground again, but will leave members to re-read last
year’s Report. It’s a story o f solid achievement and is well worth the re-reading.
The last twelve months have been a time o f putting the final elements o f our Strategy and Business
Plan into place.
We have established the boat hire operation and grouped it with the Sailing School and the Youth
Sailing Academy under the marketing identity o f Sail Canberra. We have continued to improve the
range and style o f social activities for members. We have rounded out the inventory o f craft operated
by the Club. We have run three successful racing series and increased the size o f our racing fleets. We
have strengthened recreational sailing. We have maintained the tradition o f “open government” in the
management o f the Club and continued to improve the quality o f our administration. We have
strengthened relations with other organisations, especially the National Capital Authority and the ACT
Government; and lifted the Club’s profile in the community generally
It has been a year o f challenge for Sail Canberra. Sailing School courses have been well supported but
there is a need to promote the boat hire business more actively. Closure o f the Lake had an adverse
impact on revenue late in the season.
Sail Canberra has brought a significant number o f people into contact with the Club, either for the first
time or old members returning. It has helped to diversify the membership. It has brought a heightened
level o f activity. Providing a level o f access to sailing that the community has never had before and
adding to the tourist amenity o f Canberra add to the value the CYC has for the Southern Cross Club.
As well as the contribution to our financial turnover, Sail Canberra has enriched the quality o f life o f
our Club. Two o f the present Committee are involved, in part, because o f the value o f the Sail
Canberra services to their families.
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The Summer Championship and Pointscore Series attracted large fleets; the Twilight Series was a fun
time, with enjoyable social activities arranged afterwards; the Winter Series has attracted increasing
numbers and the after-race soup and rolls has been a hit. Those Club members who have wanted to
engage in organised recreational sailing have been able to do so via the arrangement with the Canberra
Cruising Yacht Association. We ran the Trailable Yacht Regatta again for the Trailable Yacht
Association o f NSW and the ACT and have established the means to manage additional major events
in the future.
Through all o f this, by dint o f careful and adept management, the Club has navigated the effects o f the
lake closure in March, the downturn in the local economy, the increasing demands on our top managers
from their “real” jobs, increasing competition from other sports for the time and commitment o f our
members and clients, and increasing costs.
Engagement o f members in the decision-making o f the Club has been strengthened by making the
minutes o f the Committee publicly available. The role o f the Sailing Users’ Group has been clarified
and arrangements made to extend its membership. A Members’ Consultation Meeting was held again
during the autumn and salient issues have been canvassed in the newsletter so that members are aware
o f the issues facing the Club. Committee members have been openly available to members to discuss
any issue relating to the management o f the Club and many members have contributed ideas and views
in that way.
There has been widespread consultation on the Strategic Plan for the next three years. This shows
strong consensus among members to “keep going with what we are currently doing and continue to
improve it”.
The Club is now at a waypoint in its life. The past three years has been a period o f intense work and
nicely judged risk. This has positioned us to prosper in the rapidly changing environment that is sport
and leisure. We have the choice o f continuing to grow, or o f lapsing back to a small, low-key group o f
people with a more relaxed style o f operating. The consensus o f the discussions on the Strategic Plan
says to keep going and continue to improve.

3
The Year in detail

1.

Management of the Club

Committee
1 should like to acknowledge the dedication and consistent hard work o f all members o f your
Committee during the course o f the year. Everyone on the Committee has given sacrificially o f their
time for the Club. The work has been unrelenting. The output has been prodigious. It has been a very
great pleasure to work with such a talented and supportive team o f people. It has been the highlight o f
my experience as Commodore to share their company.
The workload involved in managing our Club has increased rapidly over the past few years. It is now
at a level o f intensity that has no comparison in the past, even in the years when we were running a
licensed club. It is a tribute to the dedication and commitment o f the members o f the Committee that
so much has been achieved in this Committee year. Activity in each o f the portfolios o f the Committee
is reported below.
I should like to thank Brenda French for her support o f the Committee by arranging our meetings, for
keeping the record o f our decisions and for having those posted on the notice board for the information
o f members. Her contribution has allowed us to focus on the issues involved in leading the Club.
Many other people have assisted the Committee in its work. Thank you to Brian Sweeney, who is
undertaking an independent review o f our insurance needs and our present provisions. This task is
continuing. Thanks to Tom Ayrton, Joe Colbert and Graham Giles for their contribution to the
development o f the Club’s risk management plan. That work is also on-going. Thanks to Rod Badgery
for his assistance with legal advice on a pro bono basis Thanks to Don Walter, whose firm, Walter&
Turnbull, has assisted with accounting advice.
There has been more than usual turnover in the membership o f the Committee this year. This is a
direct consequence o f the high quality o f people nominated to the Committee at the last AGM - people
in senior managerial positions in their professional careers. We have certainly reaped the benefit o f
this. But it also makes us vulnerable to their employers’ or their clients’ demands. Two actually left
town! Vince Evans was assigned to Melbourne to start a division o f his organisation there and Stuart
Allen was sent to Africa. Karen Paxton, Joe Colbert and John Primrose saw their professional
workloads increase to the point that they needed to step back from the Committee. We are grateful for
the contribution they made while they were with us. We are grateful to Nick Hildyard, Stuart Allen,
John Primrose, Shayne Russell-Smith and Peter Harvey who all stepped in to fill vacancies during the
course o f the year. To the indefatigables, Peter Dalton, Peter Fullagar, Martin van der Hoek and Tanya
Stacpoole, my thanks for your fellowship through all the changes.
Notwithstanding the extent o f change, the Club has continued to be served well by the talent, energy
and experience o f all its Committee members. That the newcomers have picked up their roles with the
minimum o f fuss is not surprising, given their ability. It has been helped by the well-developed
management structure into which they have stepped. This has been a hidden benefit o f all the work put
into developing the Club’s management over the past three years.
However the current situation where Committee members, giving large amounts o f time in a voluntary
capacity are expected to be both strategic leaders, top-level managers and line administrators, cannot be
sustained. The pool o f people who have the energy, the experience, the aptitude and the emotional
toughness to lead a medium sized sporting club in a collegiate style and who can also make the time
available that is necessary to do the job is strictly limited.
The last Committee was well convinced o f the need to bring top-level management skills into the Club
on a professional basis. The Canberra Southern Cross Club agreed with that assessment and, despite
their general policy to the contrary, backed their judgement with a provision o f $15,000 per annum for
three years in the Capital Program. Within a fortnight o f taking office, the new members o f the present
Committee had come to the same conclusion. The two most recent appointees to the Committee also
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came to the same conclusion within a very short time o f being appointed. The question is no longer, if.
It is how.
The critical factor holding the Committee back from employing a senior-level manager at the
beginning o f the reporting period was uncertainty over finance in the light o f other appointments and
bedding down o f the boat hire operation. That is now behind us. The Committee has done a
thoroughgoing review o f the lower and middle management needs o f the Club and has put new
arrangements in place. The budget shows that the finance will be available in the new Committee year.
It is time to act. Accordingly, arrangements are being made for an objective, competitive process to be
implemented with the aim o f getting an experienced manager appointed before the start o f the Summer
Season.
We recognise that this step may be a scary one for some people with memories o f the Club going
bankrupt only a few years ago. However, emotional hangover from the past is not an adequate basis
for managing the present, very different situation.
Our volunteers
We continue to be served by a large number o f people who contribute their time and skills in a
voluntary capacity. No club can survive without such people, but the trend across most sports is for the
numbers o f volunteers to contract. It is a credit to the spirit o f our Club and to the commitment o f
members that we are so well served. Specific reference s made elsewhere in this report to those great
team members who regularly volunteered to fold and distribute the club newsletter and staff the bar on
race days. But we would like to also thank the large number o f volunteers who do the important little
tasks that most members would only notice if our loyal band o f stalwarts were not there.
Office Staff
We are grateful to the work o f Barbara van der Hoek and Carol Wylde-Browne for their work as joint
office managers in the first half o f the reporting period and for the work o f Debbie Rice in the second
half o f the year. The cheerful and competent face they presented to the community and members alike
has done much to lift the profile o f our Club. We thank them for that, as well as the commanding job
they did o f providing service to the Club’s administrative needs. It is a tribute to them that the work o f
administering the Office has expanded to the level that we now experience.
New administrative arrangements to handle the span o f tasks entailed in the “front o f house”,
administrative assistant and financial administration work have been defined by the Committee and are
being implemented. These arrangements tailor skills and remuneration levels more closely to specific
elements o f the total task and will give more flexibility in scheduling staff time to seasonal demand.

2.

Our financial status

Our Treasurer’s Report is to be circulated separately and will be the subject o f separate discussion at
the AGM.
The Club’s activities are financed mainly from management by the Committee and the Sail Canberra
Board and staff o f the assets provided by the Canberra Southern Cross Club for the purpose o f us
earning our way. Members’ direct contribution to the running o f the Club is a little over 10% o f the
total cost. The balance is payment for amenities or services enjoyed. We really do have a privileged
position.
Subscriptions, fees and charges have been reviewed across the board to ensure that they adequately
reflect the value o f the service or amenity that people enjoy and make a reasonable contribution to the
life o f the Club. Most have been found to be well below what is a reasonable value and have been
adjusted. In doing this, the Committee has carefully benchmarked comparable amenities and services.
At the same time, the Committee has acted responsibly as stewards o f the assets the Canberra Southern
Cross Club has provided for us to manage and earn income to support the Club. It is untenable to
accept the substantial Capital Program, while heavily subsidising some members in their use o f
services or amenities.
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Raising charges is never popular, but your Committee has taken the hard decisions that are necessary to
get the Club beyond the continual “break even” bind at the end o f each financial year. As a
concomitant to this, the Committee has provided for a working contingency fund to be established,
together with a depreciation fund to take over financing o f the assets at the end o f the Capital Program.
We are starting to move toward being able to stand on our own feet, based upon the foundation laid by
the Canberra Southern Cross Club’s generous support over the last four years.
The initial year o f the new Capital Program provided by the Canberra Southern Cross Club was fully
expended, bringing new sailing and powerboats into our inventory for both Sail Canberra and support
o f the Club’s racing program. The Program also supported major maintenance o f the boats and helped
with the salaried staff o f Sail Canberra. We are grateful for this generous and thoughtful support.
For the first time that I can recall, members will have a budget for the coming year presented at the
AGM to give confidence in the future o f the Club. This will be an essential adjunct to consideration o f
the new Strategic Plan. Provision for the AGM to look forward in an informed way accords with best
practice in corporate governance and puts the Club ahead o f most sporting administrations.

3.

Membership and member services

Members
The growth in member numbers over recent years appears to have plateaued at around the 570 mark.
The increase in the early years o f the Strategy and Business Plan that occurred as people saw the
renewed vigour and direction o f the Club and were attracted to join (or rejoin) the Club has now
matured. The easy gains have been made. We now have to work harder to woo people away from
other leisure opportunities that compete for their attention and time.
Retention o f people who pass through Sail Canberra has lifted somewhat, but remains relatively low
despite strenuous efforts on Matthew Owen and Tanya Stacpoole to get adult graduates onto trailable
yachts after their courses. The clients o f Sail Canberra are an enormously valuable consumer resource.
They already have a relationship with the Club and they have made a start in the sport o f sailing.
Making the links between Sail Canberra clients and Club membership is one o f the biggest challenges
the Club faces in the next three years.
While increasing member numbers will have only a relatively small effect on direct member
contribution to the Club’s income, it is vitally important for us to continue to bring new people into the
Club to diversify our demographic profile and to capture new energy. The emphasis on family in the
discussions on the new Strategic Plan gives a clear direction for the Club’s efforts in growing member
numbers.
Meanwhile, opportunity for members to be involved in the affairs o f the Club has been extended. The
workload o f the Club has continued to be devolved to volunteers. Members have been given even
greater access to information about decision-making than previously. Minutes o f the Committee are
publicly available. The role o f the Sailing Users’ Group has been clarified and arrangements made to
extend its membership. A Members’ Consultation Meeting was held again during the autumn and
salient issues have been canvassed in the newsletter so that members are aware o f the issues facing the
Club. Committee members have been available for members to discuss any issue relating to the
management o f the Club - and many members have contributed ideas and views in that way. This has
built on an already strong tradition o f open administration. Indeed, indications are that members now
have more information than most are accessing. In some cases there have been complaints o f
information overload.
I must say I have been tremendously heartened by the many people who have quietly made
suggestions, offered advice or pitched in to help. There is an enormous store o f good will within the
Club. Like other Commodores before me, I have been greatly encouraged by this. In many ways, it
makes the job worth doing. I know other members o f the Committee have found the same support.
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Newsletter
The newsletter remains the primary means o f communication within the Club. Under Ross Peake as
editor and Monique Wilding as publisher, it has continued to improve in both presentation and content.
By any standards it is professional and very readable. Our thanks to Ross and Monique. Our thanks
also to Derek Kelly who prints the newsletter and to the folding team who get it to us.
In the coming year we would like to round out the content and style with more coverage o f class
comment, cruising experiences and the sailing experiences that members have enjoyed. We would like
to have more photos o f boats in good breezes and to cover more types o f boats. This is an open
invitation to all members to contribute.
It would be good to distribute the newsletter via the internet to members who can receive it in that way
to save cost and reduce delays in delivery. We will need volunteers to assist with this.
Social activities
Four main social events were arranged during the year - two after-twilight-race dinners, the Italian
Twilight Presentation evening and the Presentation Lunch for the Summer Series. Over thirty attended
the twilight affairs. We exceeded the limit at the Presentation Lunch with 95 people attending.
The after-race get togethers on Sundays continued to be the social focus o f our weekly activities. Peter
Dalton continued to press the boundaries o f taste with his expanding range o f beers. Our thanks to
Terri Ebrill, Carol Wylde-Browne and the other volunteers who staffed the bar. Out thanks also to
Helen McMichael, Barbara van der Hoek and the other volunteers who laid on the soup and rolls
during the Winter Series.
We hope to increase the number and variety o f social events in the coming year. We are always
looking for ideas about what to do and what people might find enjoyable. Again, an open invitation to
members to make suggestions and to help.
Boat storage and parking
The external boat parks were filled to capacity throughout the year and we have a waiting list. It was
noticeable that people are taking better care o f their boats and the boat parks are looking more
attractive. Members o f the Canberra Southern Cross Club Board, who have a direct interest in the boat
parks being well presented and safe, have commented positively on this. The requirement for all boat
owners to hold third party personal and property insurance was rigorously enforced as part o f the
Club’s risk management strategy. This has been to the advantage o f all who frequent the boat parks.
The undercover boat storage was filled to capacity in the lower racks, but some vacancies occurred in
the middle and top racks. The charges have been further differentiated to facilitate use o f the lower
racks by the most frequent users.

4.

Racing activity

Summer Series
1 his is the main racing activity o f the Club. Nineteen o f the scheduled 22 pointscore races were sailed
and all seven championship heats were eventually completed, albeit with some needing to be
rescheduled. We lost several days o f racing either from windless conditions or the temporary closure
o f the lake.
A new system o f duty rostering was successfully introduced and met with general approval. In the past
race organization had been assigned to each yacht racing division, in rotation, with the larger fleet
divisions being responsible for race duty more often than divisions with fewer competing boats. Using
this system a division lost a race day each time it was called for race management and this
consequently disrupted the competition program, particularly for those involved more often. The new
roster system eliminates the need for divisions to forfeit races because the duty team is drawn from
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across the whole fleet and only those rostered nominally loose out on that race day. However, redress
can and was given to compensate for the loss o f an opportunity to compete.
The fleet size for the season included 142 different competing boats. Average fleet size across the
seven recognized divisions varied considerably. The largest, by a good margin, was that o f the Lasers
with a total o f 35 competitors and a maximum fleet o f 18 boats on one race day. Close behind them
was Division 1 (faster trailable yachts) with 21 entrants and a largest race day fleet o f 13. The Flying
Fifteens had 20 entrants and a largest race day fleet o f 12, followed by Division 2 (slower trailable
yachts) with 19 entrants and a largest race day fleet o f 10. Details are set out in the following table:

DIVISION:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total/averages

Number competing

21

19

23

20

35

7

17

142

Average fleet size

8.1

5.8

4.1

7.1

11.2

1.2

4.3

6

13

10

7

12

18

4

8

10

Largest fleet

Best performances in bold; worst in italics

By the end o f the season 35 yachts had qualified for the chance to win a Queensland Yacht Charters
cruise in the Whitsunday Islands. To qualify for this splendid offer from our major sponsor, a
competitor had to start in 10 or more Sunday pointscore races, including a duty roster when applicable.
The drawer was made on Sunday 24 June 2001 at the CYC annual Presentation luncheon. The winner
was Hamish Nicol from the Laser fleet. Congratulations Hamish!
The finale to the Summer Season was the resurrection o f the Champion o f Champions Regatta. Thanks
to the Australian American Association for its sponsorship, to the Gem 550s for making their boats
available and to Terri Ebrill for organising the event.
Twilight Series
Twilight Racing has continued to be very popular. During the period 8 November to 28 March it was
possible to schedule 17 mid-week evening races (6pm start time). Fleet sizes varied between 20-45
entrants and the average number o f competing yachts was 35. We are particularly indebted to John
Kennedy for running almost all o f these races with a support crew provided by the RSU, together with
a lucky competitor ‘allotted’ after each race to help on the following Wednesday! We were most
grateful for the generous sponsorship from George’s Liquor Store, Phillip, allowing us to distribute
prizes at the ratio o f one for every 8 o f those boats entered each race day.
Winter Series
Another successful winter racing program is in progress. Again, Don McMichael and his band o f
regular helpers have run the series most efficiently with Dave Bizant stepping as PRO during Don’s
brief absence overseas. Unfortunately most race weekends this winter have been pretty calm. Despite
this, attendance has been good with 20-30 boats regularly participating.
Major Events
Once again the Club conducted the Canberra Trailable Regatta for the TYA o f NSW and the ACT last
December as part o f the TYA Travellers’ Series. 33 boats took part, with half coming from interstate,
including some o f the top boats on the trailable circuit.
Arrangements are in train for the CCYA to join the TYA as sponsoring body o f the Trailable Regatta,
which the Club will run next December. Arrangements are under way for the ACT Government to
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support the Regatta as a vehicle to promote Canberra. It will be styled “The City o f Canberra Regatta”
and the Club will be applying to the YA o f the ACT for status as a state championship.
Disappointingly, the ACT Junior Championship that the Club planned to run last November had to be
cancelled because o f insufficient entries.
Maintenance o f the powerboats
For most o f the year the club has enjoyed the excellent services o f a bosun who has been responsible
for providing Race Management and Sail Canberra with fully operational powerboats, week after week,
on the water. No mean feat when considering the number o f maintenance problems that have had to be
overcome. Our thanks to John Sowden for a job well done.
Having volunteers to man the powerboats has been a big plus. However, the wear and tear on the
powerboats is the downside o f having to rely on a different group o f people each week to operate the
boats. The re-familiarisation process involved in operating the boats and high 'accident rate’ has led to
a higher than expected maintenance bill for the Club. Under the circumstances, John's expertise and
continued good humour saved the club much time, effort and money. However, shifting the
responsibility for the powerboats to Sail Canberra and relying on a smaller group o f dedicated and
experienced drivers was seen as our best chance o f extending the life o f the boats and keeping the costs
down.
RSU
The roster system for crewing the race support boats was again effective in ensuring we had boats on
the water to support the Club’s racing events. Terri Ebrill maintained the list o f qualified boat drivers
and it is a credit to her that each week, for all races, drivers reported for duty. Our thanks go to the
drivers and especially to Terri for their devotion to duty. No race had to be cancelled because o f lack
o f drivers. Our thanks to Ian Brokenshire, who had overall responsibility for the management o f the
RSU
Comment has already been made at previous meetings o f members about the need for drivers to retain
their familiarity with the various idiosyncrasies o f the different powerboats at the club's disposal.
Having a large number o f drivers means drivers lose their familiarity with the boats. Having too small
a band o f drivers to call on means an unfair burden on each. Either way, it takes sailors away from
their sailing. Shifting responsibility for the powerboats to Sail Canberra has helped with caring for the
boats, but it needs to be supported by establishment, somehow, o f a group o f drivers who specialise in
this activity.
Our thanks also to Ian Brokenshire, M att Owen and David Kent for their efforts in running TL3
courses during the year.
Preferred Class Status
Four classes have achieved Preferred Class status with the Club. These are the Gem 550s, Elliott 7s,
Flying 15s and Lasers. The Hobie catamarans have sought Preferred Class status as a group and the
Committee is considering that request. All the classes have met the minimum requirements o f numbers
sailing, organisational substance, effective competition and contribution to the life o f the Club. It is to
be hoped that other classes sailing with the Club will attain similar status.
Sailing Users’ Group
Co-chaired by Peter Fullagar and Martin van der Hoek, the Sailing Users’ Group met monthly
throughout the year. Its work was reported in the newsletter and there were frequent reminders that
this is a forum for all members to deal with any issues that are relevant to the running o f the Club. To
assist members in understanding the functions o f the Group, its terms o f reference were codified for the
first time and are published in the Club’s Policy Manual. The Group includes representatives from the
CCYA and the TYA o f NSW and the ACT. The recommendations o f the Group are regularly
considered by the Club Committee as an informed source o f advice on issues before it.
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5.

Recreational sailing

Recreational sailing is, in the main, unstructured. It consists mostly of people having tun “mucking
around in boats”. Generally, it needs little organisation and follows no rules. The bulk o f recreational
sailing done from the Lotus Bay site is based on the hiring o f boats from Sail Canberra. Apart from
this, it has been pleasing to see increasing numbers of Club members out sailing with their families and
groups o f friends. Quite a contingent o f boats moored by Commonwealth Avenue Bridge to watch”
Skyfire” on the Canberra Day Weekend and cruised home afterwards.
Under an arrangement worked out at the start of the reporting period, structured cruising and fun events
run by the CCYA have been open to Club members. The Club, in return, agreed not to compete with
the Association in organising such events and invited it to promote its events and outcomes in the
Club’s newsletter. The Committee position presently named Director, Recreational Sailing has had
other duties allocated to it and it is proposed that the position be re-titled to reflect that.
The emphasis of the CC YA ’s cruising program was on looking for opportunities to explore other
waterways with a group of socially minded sailors. Other items on the program included night races,
handicap starts, round the lake rallies, lady skipper races and sail/BBQs. The program was designed to
be attractive to dinghies and catamarans as well as trailables. The away-outings included weekend
cruises on St Georges Basin and on the Myall Lakes. Other scheduled cruises on Port Hacking,
Googong Dam and Pittwater were affected by bad timing and/or bad weather. However, this was not
particularly important, as the people who were going had a great time doing other things together
instead of the scheduled activity - all very much the spirit o f recreational sailing.
The CCYA program that is already out for the coming year builds on the experience o f the past season.
It is different and many boat owners are showing renewed interest in trips away together. Possibly the
CCYA record set 18 months ago, when 20 trailables showed up for a November cruise on St Georges
Basin, will be exceeded, if not at the Basin, then at the Myall Lakes over Christmas.
The CYC looks forward to working closely with the CCYA to promote a comprehensive and varied
cruising calendar for the enjoyment o f all club members.

6.

Promotion, marketing and publicity

This year saw the successful re signing of our major sponsors and some new ones as well. As already
mentioned, Queensland Yacht Charters again provided a major prize for those competing in the
summer series and our thanks goes to Adrian and Suzette Pelt for their ongoing generous support o f the
CYC. The Deakin Health Spa was also a sponsor o f our activities this year and thanks goes to General
Manager, Kent Desarmia, for his support. A new sponsor stepped in to assist the club in recent
months, Belconnen Marine & Boating Supplies, owned and operated by Russ Voysey, has assisted the
club with significant prizes and trophies for the annual presentations. Winners of these prizes were
thrilled to get ship’s clocks and bells and even a GPS, which was won by Club Champion, Martin
Linsley. The Committee urges members to support our sponsors.
Again, we received significant support from the Canberra Southern Cross Club with advertising
sponsorship, access to their club newsletters and flyers and assistance with activities such as our Try
Sailing Day, which attracted many visitors and over 60 people taking the opportunity to go for a sail.
Thanks to CSCC Yacht Club Manager Matthew Walshe for his financial and organisational support
and the many helpers who assisted with setting up tents, boat displays and signage, these included
Tanya Stacpoole, Joe Colbert, Matt Owen, Martin and Barbara van der Hoek , Sean O ’Regan and
Wendy Parish and the sailing school coaches. A special thank you to Terrie Ebrill and Karen Miller for
staffing the information booth during the day.
Marketing activities were mostly focused on the fledgling boat hire operation and the sailing school,
with advertisements placed in the daily papers, the Holiday Happenings booklet that goes to schools
and lodgement of details with the Canberra Tourism and Events staff to advice visitors of our activities.
Brochures were also produced and distributed to tourism outlets, hotels, our sponsors’ reception areas,
and the airport. For these we must again thank Derek Kelly for the printing. Derek has been a long time
supporter of our Club.
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Club sailing schedules were provided to The Canberra Times and were published each weekend in the
sports sections. Several press releases were also provided, which resulted in stories and photos of our
juniors in action. We were lucky to get several television stories produced about our sailing school and
The Youth Sailing Academy during the summer. All of this assisted toward “sold out” enrolments for
classes held during the peak season and the boat hire being very busy, even during weekdays.
Results were published in the Canberra Times and notice was given on a regular basis o f the coming
events of the Club.
Displays were placed in our Club windows to provide information to passing visitors and have resulted
in many on-the-spot sailing school enrolments and new club members.
Our web site was also refurbished. We are indebted to David Bizant for providing the ISP platform at
no charge. Thank you also for the creative endeavours of Rob Saunders, Wendy Parish, Tanya
Stacpoole and the many others who have contributed photos to make sure we have a great site.

7.

Sail Canberra

The year can be summed up as one o f consolidation and rationalisation.
Sailing School and Boat Hire
Some 263 children and 106 adults participated in courses. There have been 114 private lessons. This
is a pleasing result and required a very high rate o f effort from all the staff.
There have been 392 boat hires, with the 100lh hire coming up during December. This rate of
operations was reasonable, given that the boat hire was its first year of operation, was delayed in
starting and the Status 580 only came into the fleet late in the season. It is clear that the activity
requires more active promotion. A member, with extensive public relations experience, has offered
assistance in this regard. The closure of the Lake, due to pollution, also adversely affected the hire
business towards the end of the season.
The boat hire fleet is in the process o f being rationalised. Boats that have not proved popular with
hirers, require high skill levels, or are expensive to purchase and maintain, are being phased out o f the
fleet. Consequently, the 29er’s are being sold along with the older Lasers, which are now uneconomic
to maintain. The Corsairs are also to be replaced in due course and another Hobie Wave and a
Status580 obtained.
Ongoing courses are proposed in areas such as powerboat training and the racing rules. Other topics
will be considered if sufficient demand from members is forthcoming.
Staffing
The Board accepted resignation o f Sean O ’Regan as the Director, Sail Canberra in May. Sean played
an important part in the development o f Sail Canberra, the establishment of the Youth Sail Academy
and the day-to-day work of the boat hire operation. His personal commitment and enthusiasm was
greatly valued, as was the energy and brightness of Wendy Parish (now O ’Regan). We hope to see
Sean and Wendy around the Club as members and regular sailors in the future.
Matthew Owen, the former Deputy Director, Sail Canberra was appointed to the position of Director
Matthew brings with him a wealth o f practical sailing experience; he is a qualified Club Coach and has
tertiary qualifications in economics. He possesses the drive and enthusiasm that the Board thinks
necessary to develop the business into the future.
Nick Hildyard and Mike Gallagher resigned form the Board during the year. Our thanks to them,
especially to Nick for his untiring work with the marketing of Sail Canberra. They were replaced by
Paddy Hodgeman and David Townsend.
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Instructors
The Board acknowledges with many thanks the outstanding work carried out by the Sail Canberra
Instructors throughout the year. Their professionalism is a credit to the Club and to the individuals
themselves. Well done.
It is a great pleasure to announce that Oliver Mertz has qualified as Class Coach and Sailing Master.
Alice Golbey and Kathey Davies are well on the way to achieving the same qualification. Matthew
Owen has up-graded his qualifications by adding Sailing Master to his list of tickets. This gives Sail
Canberra four qualified members of staff who are capable o f running AYF sailing courses. On the
basis o f this, we are able to make cost savings by not continuing with the position of Deputy Director at
this time. David Kent has also offered to assist with some courses, which further strengthens the core
of teaching staff.
The training of the other staff to Instructor level and to Club Coach/Sailing Master level is proceeding
to ensure effective succession as the present senior staff eventually go on to other things in their
professional careers.
Youth Sailing Academy
Some 40 students participated in the Youth Sailing Academy during the year. The importance of the
Academy in linking Sailing School graduates into active membership o f the Club, but operating
experience of unacceptably high staffing costs, led the Board to review the operations and the future
direction o f the Academy. There is clear determination to continue with the Academy and to continue
to improve the quality of its work. This will be based on greater involvement from Club members and
the parents of Academy students. A significant number o f parents have indicated their willingness to
contribute in various ways.
A high point o f the year for the Youth Sailing Academy was hosting a meal for the AIS yachting
scholarship squad that was visiting Canberra for training at the Bruce campus. Head Coach, Victor
Kovalenko, spoke and indicated he would like to spend some time training on the lake in preparation
for northern hemisphere regattas. It was a “buzz” for our students to talk with Australia’s best young
sailors and strengthened ambition to improve.
Powerboats
The Board was recently given responsibility for the management and maintenance of the powerboats.
This enabled savings to be realised and will provide a more co-ordinated approach to their use and
maintenance in the future. This includes tighter management and enhanced training of all drivers to
minimise unnecessary costly maintenance
The future
The Board is working toward a solid trading surplus being returned to the Club’s general accounts in
the coming year. This will include a rigorous watch on income and expenditure.
Robust marketing of each of the elements o f Sail Canberra must continue into the future. This, in turn,
will strengthen the profile of the Club in the wider community. Further promotional work is planned to
develop the hire and sailing school operations during the early and late summer season, particularly
targeting adults.
There are also opportunities to increase the number of schools adopting sailing as a sport using Sail
Canberra hire boats. Fees have been increased in the order o f 20% for 2001/02. The Board considers
them to still offer good value for money.
Ongoing instructor training will continue to ensure that professional standards are maintained and
improved and that the Sailing School maintains its AYF accreditation as an RTE.
The Board also wishes to develop strategies to ensure that greater numbers o f sailing school
participants become Club members and participate regularly in Club activities.
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Our thanks to Karen Paxton, Stuart Allen and Peter Harvey respectively, as Chairs of the Board, and to
all the members of the Board and the Sail Canberra staff for a demanding and sometimes scary job in
growing the operations to the level achieved by the end o f the reporting period. It has been no mean
feat.

8.

O ur facilities and infrastructure

The office layout was re-arranged by Shayne Russell-Smith and his CMI team early in the reporting
period and the front counter “rescued” from a demolition site for our use. Shayne also replaced the old
lighting in the Sailors’ Cabin and brightened the place up. Thank you to CMI Construction Services
for this assistance.
Chris Kenyon supervised the installation of new computer soft wear to help with the calculation of our
racing results. He has also responded to numerous calls for assistance with our administration
computer system. Thanks, Chris. Similarly, Dave Bizant has assisted with the upgrading of our email
system and the development o f new internet addresses. Thanks to Dave and the Biztech team.
In conjunction with the Canberra Southern Cross Club, a formal proposal has been submitted to the
National Capital Authority and the ACT Government to deal with the accelerating erosion o f the Lotus
Bay foreshore and improve the infrastructure available for our use. Extensive representational work
has been done in support o f that proposal. Representations have also been made to Senator Margaret
Reid to support funding of elements o f the proposal from the Commonwealth sports budget in support
o f elite athletes training from the site.
The Canberra Southern Cross Club provided a new concrete safety ramp at the foreshore as a first stage
o f the foreshore development work. We thank them for that.

9.

Relationship with the Canberra Southern Cross Club

The importance o f the support we receive from the Canberra Southern Cross Club and the effective
working relationship between the two Clubs is noted in several places above.
This does not happen by chance. It happens because a significant number of people are committed to
making it work.
Shortly after its election last August, the Club Committee hosted drinks to get to know the Canberra
Southern Cross Club Board and senior managers. The Committee hosted the Board to the regular
sailing afternoon and barbeque in February. Board members have also sailed on Club members’ boats
in the Twilight Series and at other times.
Peter Head hosted a function in October to get the foreshore development work under way. The Club
has carried the on-going liaison work on behalf o f both Clubs, in constant consultation with the
Canberra Southern Cross Club.
The Club hosted a function to commission Peter Head and other CYC members to carry the mutual
recognition citation to Turkey.
A constant range o f meetings have taken place between the Club Committee and Board members,
working level liaison is constant between officers of the Club and the central administration o f the
Canberra Southern Cross Club, as well as the day-to-day relations between staff of both Clubs on the
Lotus Bay site.
There is respect and good will on all levels o f the relationship. However, CYC members must not
become complacent about this. The Canberra Southern Cross Club has a variety of priorities around
Canberra that compete for its attention and resources. Moreover, the licensed club scene is becoming
increasingly competitive and the same changes to life and leisure styles that impact on the CYC also
impact on the Canberra Southern Cross Club. We will only retain the strong support o f the Canberra
Southern Cross Club to run sailing services on its behalf at Lotus Bay so long as we are well managed
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and conduct our work with a level of quality that matches what the Canberra Southern Cross Club sets
for itself.

10.

Higher-level yachting administration and external relations

Immediately after its election last August, the Committee took the initiative to meet with the two
organisations that directly affect our activities - the CCYA and the YM CA Sailing Club. In the former
case, the objective was to settle the areas for mutual co-operation. In the latter case, the objective was
to overcome some tensions that had become evident in the previous couple of years. Both objectives
have been met. Members o f the Committee have also had regular contact with Sailability ACT and the
ACT Dragon Boat Association.
The following people, who are members o f our Club, serve in a variety of capacities on the Council of
the YA o f the ACT - Peter Fullagar, Martin Linsley, Don McMichael, Neil Primrose, Peter Russell
(jnr), John Whitfield and Ross Wylde-Browne. Some are also members of other clubs and serve the
Y A in that capacity, but it is worth appreciating here the contribution they make to higher-level
administration o f our sport. Your Club representatives on the Council have worked consistently to
keep the YA focussed on its essential, value-adding roles in support o f the clubs, which are the drivers
of sailing activity in the Territory.
Peter Fullagar, Martin Linsley and Neil Primrose represented the Y A of the ACT in a variety o f forums
o f the AYF. The key issues dealt with during the course of the year include:
•
Follow-on development o f the training accreditation, curricula and instructors’ manuals,
•
Development of the strategic plan covering yachting in Australia, including the roles and the
structure of top-level yachting administration,
•
The triennial review o f the Racing Rules of Sailing, and
•
Review o f the role o f the national membership scheme and the cost of membership.
Peter Taylor has represented the ACT on the Committee o f the TYA o f NSW and the ACT. The TYA
has recently amended its constitution to formally include the ACT within its scope and has applied for
Associate Membership o f the Y A o f the ACT. We have invited Peter Taylor to represent the TYA on
our Sailing Users’ Group.
The relationship with the Australian-American Association has been noted above.
A reciprocal recognition arrangement has been concluded with the Turkish Ocean Racing Club, which
will assist CYC members touring in that increasingly popular region and will improve our engagement
with the RSL movement, the diplomatic community and the defence forces.
Considerable work has been done to strengthen our relations with the National Capital Authority and
the ACT Government. The work to get improvement to the Lotus Bay foreshore is noted above, but
the importance o f strong relations with the decision-making authorities that directly affect our
operations goes well beyond that - as is clear from the impact upon us from the closure of the Lake.
We have also opened up a dialogue with the National Museum o f Australia to get some coverage o f the
importance of the sport of sailing in the development o f Australia’s social history. At the same time,
we are intent on using the proximity o f the Museum to sailing activity on the Lake to promote the Club
to locals and to tourists alike

11.

Challenges ahead

The generational challenge
The biggest challenge in leading the Club is how to grow it when the bulk o f potential new members
are Generation Xers and, increasingly, Generation Ys, while most of its leaders, as well as those who
exercise influence in the Club, are Baby Boomers or Wrinkleys. Leading across the significant
generational divide that is our reality and resolving the contradictions that come from this is critical if
we are to grow.
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Burnout and de-motivation o f our leaders
This is a matter the whole Club needs to be conscious of and careful about. Provision has been noted
above to relieve the Committee o f the senior management load that many have borne in recent years.
Beyond this, and even more important, is the personal support of those who hold office in the Club.
These are people with feelings. We put them there. They serve us voluntarily. They deserve to be
valued for what they do.
Risk management and insurance
With the increasing recourse of people to the legal system and the dramatically escalating cost of
insurance, risk management and insurance now need to be given a substantially greater priority than
previously. This is now a serious issue for us to manage.
These are matters of careful judgement. On the one hand we have a duty o f care for the health and
safety of all who engage in our activities. On the other hand, we need to avoid being so risk averse that
we tie ourselves up in process to the detriment o f our enjoyment o f our pastime. In an increasingly
litigious society finding the balance is not easy. Members need to understand the rapidly changing
landscape of what the courts determine to be adequate provision for the duty of care and to engage co
operatively with the measures that are put in place by the Committee to observe that. “She’ll be right”
in no longer good enough.
The policies and the budget o f your Club have been set to deal responsibly with the cost increases and
the tightening of conditions in all classes o f insurance. But we need to do more than this. We need to
devote top-level attention to a pro-active approach to safety. That is why your Committee has
recommended reallocation o f the workload of the Committee position formerly devoted to recreational
sailing.
Cost o f running the powerboats
Reducing the cost o f damage to our powerboats and further enhancing the skill level o f our drivers is a
key challenge for the coming season. The present system o f rostered sailors has worked well within its
limits, but the damage bill is unacceptably high and it is not the most desirable option to take sailors
away from their sailing. An arrangement for a smaller number of people whose pleasure is driving
powerboats on a regular basis needs to be explored.
Linking Sail Canberra clients and the community into membership
As noted above, this is a key issue and one of the most difficult challenges the Club faces in the next
few years. It is the main way in which we can continue to grow our membership and thus enhance our
security. Yet it flies in the face o f modern lifestyles where people like to dip into a wide range of
leisure experiences without commitment to any. It will require a conscious effort to welcome people
into our sport, not only by being inclusive in our social gatherings, but also in being prepared to take
them out on our boats and ensure they have a good time. The Committee can put supportive processes
in place to welcome newcomers, but these are secondary to the preparedness o f all members to take the
lead.
The quality o f our fellowship
This is intangible and often overlooked. At times we take it for granted. However, like reputation, it
takes much long and hard work to build it up and little to damage it. Benchmarked against other
associations we do reasonably well. I receive more good comment about the quality o f our fellowship
than bad. But we need to be conscious of it. We need to value other Club members and we need to
show that.
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In conclusion

This Committee has completed the work done by its predecessors towards achieving the objective set
by members three years ago - to restructure the Club after the takeover, to position it to meet the
challenges ahead and to equip it to take hold o f opportunities that become available.
Members have been drawn into an active engagement with the work o f their Club in substantial
numbers. Notwithstanding stress felt by some from clarifying relationships, the spirit o f the Club is
strong and inclusive. We are reputed to be a friendly and welcoming community o f people enjoying
their passion for an attractive pastime.
We have been privileged to have the strong and discerning support o f the Canberra Southern Cross
Club to undergird our endeavours. That support has enabled the Club as a whole to reach toward its
vision o f making sailing fun and exciting for all.
On behalf of all the members o f the Committee, I should like to thank you all for the pleasure and
satisfaction we have all had in serving you.

Neil Primrose
Commodore
July 2001

Canberra Yacht Club

Financial Report 2000 to 2001

Overview
•

Turnover for the year 2000/01 was of the order of $220,000 (up from $155,000 last year and
from $84,000 in the year after the takeover).

•

We ended the year with $9,380 cash at bank.

•

Club members contributed some $14,791 directly in membership subscriptions, or about 6.5%
of the total turnover.

•

Social events run by the Club contributed some $10,000, or 4.5% o f the total turnover.

•

Management of the Club’s racing activities was largely self-funded from race entry fees
$15,752 and from sponsorship.

•

The remaining income was earned from providing services and amenities to members and the
community. This consisted o f managing the assets provided by the Canberra Southern Cross
Club (CSCC); including boat storage and boat parking, Sailing School and Youth Sailing
Academy, boat hire, and the conduct o f special events.

•

Not included in the Club’s books is provision by the CSCC o f some $105,000 through Year 1
of the Capital Program, as well as the CSCC covering the cost o f the boat hire license,
insurance on the boats provided to the Club and rates on the external boat parks. It should be
noted the CSCC does not charge the Club for electricity, or for rates on the Sailors’ Cabin,
undercover boat storage, or race control tower

•

Also, the financial statements do not have the facility to recognise our volunteer assets. It
should be noted that members enjoy the benefits o f considerable time and expertise donated
by the Committee and other volunteers to the Club.

•

Boat parking contributed some $40,487, or around 18.5% of total turnover.

•

Sail Canberra’s turnover for the year was some $124,927, or 56% of total turnover.
This result includes $15,000 reallocated by the Committee from the provision in the
Capital Program for support of a general manager.

•

Sail Canberra’s overall result was close to break even, with a small loss of $ 1,431.

•

Sail Canberra has increased fees in the order of 20% for courses and boat hire. The operation
o f the Youth Sail Academy has be review with an emphasis on parent participation and
support.

•

The Committee resolved not to replace the Deputy Director Sail Canberra, reducing the full
time staff to one.

•

Management of the Club s racing activities was largely self-funded from race entry fees
($15,752) and from sponsorship.
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•

Adept management and the support o f the CSCC have handled the exigencies faced by the
Club during the year. However, item such as newsletter costs ($900 approx. per issue) will
need to be addressed.

•

The Club’s financial administration has been progressively up-graded to handle the scale of its
operations.

•

Members have the benefit of inexpensive involvement in a well-reputed yacht club largely
because o f the earning power of the assets provided by the CSCC and the workload of the
Club Committee.

Shayne Russell-Smith
Director, Corporate Services
10 August 2001

AUDIT REPORT
2001

TO THE MEMBERS OF
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB

D A W SO N & W O M A C K
Chartered Accountants
Level 2, 40 Brisbane Avenue
BARTON.

Telephone : 02 6273 8166

ACT. 2600

Fax: 02 6273 8177

To the Members
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
Independent Auditor's Report
fo r theyear ended30 June 2001

Scope
We have audited the financial report of Canberra Yacht Club for the year ended 30 June 2001,
as set out on the following pages. The Committee of the Club is responsible for the presentation of
the accounts and the information contained therein. We have conducted an independent audit of the
accounts in order to express an opinion on them to the Members of the Club.
Our audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards to provide a
reasonable level of assurance as to whether the accounts are free of material misstatements. Our
procedures included examination on a test basis of evidence supporting the amounts and other
disclosures in the accounts, and the evaluation of accounting policies and significant accounting
estimates. These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion as to whether, in all material
respects, the accounts are presented fairly in accordance with Australian Accounting concepts
and standards and statutory requirements so as to present a view of the Club which is consistent
with our understanding of its Financial position and the results of its operations.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.

Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the financial report presents a true and fair view of the financial position of
Canberra Yacht Club as at 30th June, 2001, and the results of its operations for
the period then ended, in accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards and to comply with
the provisions of the Associations Incorporation's ACT, 1991 of the Australian Capital Territory.

Peter Womack
DAW SON & W O M A C K
Chartered Accountants
Canberra
Dated

it
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
IN C O M E AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENTS
_______ for the year ended 30th June 2001 _________
2001

2000

Race Entry Fees
Boat Storage Fees
Members Subscriptions
Grants
AYF Fees
Interest
Sundry

15,752
40,487
14,791
8,093
3,766

22,789

121
392

Club Functions
Total Income

9,971
93,373

0
1,300
9,136

RA YACHT CLUB
Income
29,686
13,463
0
0

76,374

Expenditure
Accounting & Audit
Administration
Advertising & Promotion
Bank Fees
Commodore & Vice Commodore
Depreciation & Amortisation
Entertainment
General
Insurance
Lease Fees
Postage Stationery & Office Costs
Repairs & Maintenance
Rescue Running Race
Salaries & On Costs
Staff Training & Seminars
Volunteer
Trophies
Telephone & Fax
Total
NET CANBERRA YACHT CLUB

1,585
8,743
7,903
1,336
0
4,311
6,054
540
5,852
246
10,334
9,735
1,130
31,826
0

1,435
8,998
11,133
582
1,000
4,439
4,580
590
5,846
1,527
4,884
4,935
0
35,685
229
893

376
2,716
1,579
94,266

92,684

(893)

(16,310)

5,145
783

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
BALANCE SHEET

as at 30 June 2001

Notes

Members Capital & Reserves
Opening Balance
Profit (Deficit) for Year
Closing Balance

2001

2000

$

$

23,185

32,378

(2,324)

(9,193)

20,861

23,185

9,380

12,674

Represented by:
Current Assets
Cash at Bank
Petty Cash

660

610

Prepayments & Debtors
Total Current Assets

17,075

6,575

27,115

19,859

Non Current Assets
Equipment at Cost

16,841

16,407

Less Accumulated Depreciation
Equipment under Lease

(7,764)

(3,852)

Less Accumulated Amortisation
Total Non Current Assets

(1,702)

(1,303)

15,274

19,151

42,389

39,010

2,616

2,616

4,101

3,676

Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Leases

7,899

7,899

Provisions
Creditors

13,083

5,434

Total Current Liabilities

19,800

11,726

Non Current Liabilities
Leases

1,728

4,099

Total Non Current Liabilities

1,728

4,099

Total Liabilities

21,528

15,825

Net Assets

20,861

23,185

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
SAIL CANBERRA
IN C O M E AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
_______ fo r the year ended 30th June 2001

Income
Fees
Grants

88,639
17,101

0

Boat Hire

12,784

475

6,403

7,477

124,927

80,424

Salary Reimbursement
Total Income
Expenditure
Accounting & Audit
Advertising & Promotion
Bonus
Entertainment
General
Insurance
Postage & Stationery
Repairs & Maintenance
Rescue Running
Salaries & On Costs
Superannuation
Staff Training & Seminars
Travel & Accomodation
Uniforms
Volunteer
Telephone
Total
NET SAIL CANBERRA

72,472

1,584

0

971

2,862

0

3,111

186

1,671

84

1,493

1,762

898

3,345

3,180

2,142

4,703

3,146

1,234

99,552

39,438

6,477

2,716

1,034

1,345

884

0

1,145

0

52

8,420

3,994

2,236

126,358

73,307

(1,431)

7,117

(893)

(16,310)

SU M M A R Y BOTH OPERATIONS

Canberra Yacht Club

Sail Canberra

(1,431)

7,117

TOTAL

(2,324)

(9,193)

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB

NOTES TO AND F O R M IN G PART O F THE ACCOUNTS
________________________________ ____________ fo r the year ended 30th June 2001 ____________________________

Note 1

STATEMENT O F ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The club operates as a social and sporting club in Yarralumla A C T. The accounting policies
adopted by the club in its accounts are in accordance with the accounting standards issued by
the Australian Accounting bodies and generally accepted accounting principles.

a)

This year, the classification and presentation of cost centres has been altered and this has impacted
on the presentation of some comparative amounts.
Historical Cost Accounting
The accounts have been prepared under the Historical Cost Convention and except where stated, have
not been adjusted to take into account changing values

b)

Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on all non-current assets so as to write them off over their expected useful lives
Non current assets are reviewed annually and unserviceable or obsolete assets are written off
The rate of depreciation used ranges from 20% to 33%.

Note 2

IN C O M E TAX
The Income Tax Assessment Act, 1997 (amended) provides that under the concept of
mutuality clubs are only assessed for income tax on the proportion of income derived from
non-members. In view of the above it is not considered appropriate to compare income tax expense
with the operating result as disclosed in the Income & Expenditure Statement. No income tax is
payable for the Club this year.

Note 3

Note 4

EXPENDITURE CO M M IT M EN T S
Finance leases:
not later than one year

2001
2 885

2000
2 856

later than one year and not later than two years
later than two year and not later than five years
Total minimum payments
Future finance charges
Lease liability
Current liability
Non current liability

1,728
0
4,613
269
4*344
2,616
1 728

2,831
1,543
7 230
(515)
6 715
2,616
4 099

Total

4,344

6,715

1;400
0

1 000
0

AUDIT FEES
Amounts received by auditors for audit services
Amounts received by auditors for other services

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB

NOTES TO AND F O R M IN G PART OF THE ACCOUNTS
____________ fo r the year ended 30th June 2000
2001
Note 5

2000

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW S
Cash Flows from operating activities
Receipts from patrons
Payments to suppliers & employees
Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities

207,800
210,610
(2,810)

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Net Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Payment for Plant and Equipment

434

157,084
159,586
(2,502)

11,129

Net Increase (decrease) in cash held

(3,244)

(13,631)

Cash at Beginning of Year

13,284

26,915

Cash at end of the year

10,040

13,284

9,380
660
10,040

12,674
610
13,284

(2,324)
4,311

(9,193)
4,439

5,703
(10,500)

7,400
(5,148)

NOTES TO THE STATEMENT O F CASH FLOW S
a) Reconciliation of Cash
Cash on Hand
Petty Cash
Total Cash
b) Reconciliation of Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities to Operating Loss
Operating Profit/(Loss)
Depreciation & Amortisation
Changes in Assets and Liabilities
Increase in Creditors & Provisions
Decrease in Current Assets

Cash Flow from Operations

(2,810)________ (2,502)

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
Statement by Management Committee
In accordance with the Associations Incorporation's Act 1991, the management Committee of
Canberra Yacht Club state the following in regard to the year ended 30 June 2001.
A The names of the management Committee members during the financial year were:
Neil Primrose
Nick Hildyard
Martin van der Hoek
Peter Fullagar
Shayne Russell -Smith
Tanya Stacpoole
Karen Paxton
Stuart Allen

PeterDalton
John Primrose
Peter Harvey
Joe Colbert

No management Committee member received either directly any fees, salaries or any other benefits
with the exception of the following.
Neil Primrose Free boat storage value $280.
Peter Dalton Free boat storage value $280.
Nick Hildhard Free boat storage value $165.
Joe Colbert Free boat storage value $280.
B The principal activity of the Club during the financial period was the promotion of sailing activities
and facilities
During the year there was no change in the principal activity.
C The result of the Club's operations for the year was a deficit of $2,324.
D The attached profit and loss account gives a true and fair view of the Club's profit for the
year ended 30 June 2001.
E The attached balance sheet gives a true and fair view of the Club's state of affairs as
at 30 June 2001 and
F There are when this statement is made, reasonable grounds to believe that the Club will be able to
pay its debts as and when they fall due.

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Committee

Dated

,2001
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W a ttle Day
Regatta
Come to jo u r club on September I, the first daly of
Spring, for fun and sailing.
The Canberra Yacht Club and Southern Cross Yacht
Club will hold a picnic regatta to welcome the new
sailing season.
The SCYC is promoting the occasion among its 60,000
members and running television and radio ads.
The picnic and BBQ_will be held on the lake foreshore
from Ipm with live entertainment throughout the
afternoon.
Theyacht race will commence at 2:30pm. Those who
have sailed the winter series will find this a
breeze.Those who haven't need to disturb the spiders
(leggy kind, but Darren K is welcome also!)
Members are encouraged to launch around 12:30 and
tie up along the shore, enjoy a BBQJunch and
participate in the race. Results and a presentation will
be held afterwards.
You probably know that:
■

green and gold are our national colours (proclaimed
1984)

■

Golden Wattle is the national floral emblem of
Australia (proclaimed 1988),

■

September 1, the first day o f Spring, is National
Wattle Day in all States and Territories (proclaimed
1992).

That's three good reasons to wear Australia's colours,

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y arralu m la A C T 2600
G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@ canberrayachtclub.com.au
W eb: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

the green and the gold, or a sprig o f wattle on the daly.

Opening of Season Regatta
Sunday September 23
Shake, rattle and roll to kick the new season o ff in style
Mystery social event and silly hat parade - Peter
Dalton's special treat for all those who are shy!!!

It was good to celebrate the highs and the

Changes

few lows o f theyear just past with a
substantial number o f members at the AGM

Belconnen
Marine and
Boating
Supplies

and with our guests from the Canberra
Southern Cross Club. It was also good to
share together our vision for the future in the
acceptance o f our new Strategic Plan - to
work through the scaiy bits, as well as
exciting bits.
We have big opportunities. We also have big
challenges. We will need to work together
even more effectively and supportively in the

o
o
<N

to the commi
structure •

v>
3
W)
3
<

comingyear than we did in the last. The
spirit that was evident at the AGM has given

Martin van der HoekChanges to the Committee Structure

A Division o f

Belconnen M e ta l C en tre

us a good start.

A t the AGM two changes were made to the structure o f the

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

The coming season looks like being a

committee to reflect the changing priorities and workload in

Phone 625 I 301 I

bumper one. We are running the ACT

^ ^ n n in g the club.

Dinghy Championships in earjy November

The position o f Director, Recreational Sailing has been

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are
and the ACT Trailable Yacht Championships
in early December, a special display of

and congratulate all those who were successful in your

sailing on the Canberra Day long weekend in

2001 competition.

March and a Regatta on ANZAC Day, as well
as the usual pointscore, club championship

reassigned to the role o f Director, Operations.

proud to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club,

Recreational sailing is largely unstructured. Most of the club's
demand for recreational sailing is now served by the boat hire

We look forward to being o f assistance to the members
o f the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects of

operation, which is well managed by the Sail Canberra Board.

Boating.

The residual activity is organised cruising, which is now

O u r business provides:

provided by the CCYA for club members.

and twilight series.
We are also strongly promoting the

♦

Stainless steel, Aluminum and General Welding

♦

Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication

opportunities for Canberra sailors to
compete or cruise in other venues to sharpen
their skills, widen their circle o f sailing

♦

and Repairs and maintenance.

♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

♦

A General range o f Chandlery, Safety Equipment and

contacts, or enjoy a relaxing time in lovely

events is contained in our calendar, along
with the full list o f TYA Travellers' Circuit

into a portfolio for communication as a whole.
This gathers the work of communicating to the wider community
together with the work o f communicating to members under one
Director and links that with the newsletter and the web site. It
will give momentum to new work to use email actively to cut the
costs o f the newsletter and to keep members better informed of

The change provides for a substantially upgraded priority for risk

events in the intervening period between newsletters. It will

management, insurance and safety, which is becoming a major

pick up on the intent o f the AGM to continue improving the

area o f concern for all clubs. Continued responsibility for the

opportunities for members to engage with the management of

RSU is a natural connection with this.

the club.

I
^ h e span of responsibilities for the portfolio is:

places. The full list o f CCYA cruising and fun

The position o f Director, Public Relations has been broadened

general

♦

Develop the Risk Management Plan

♦

Boating requirements.

♦

Co-ordinate implementation of the Risk Management work

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

The proposed structure for this portfolio is:
♦ Develop and implement the club's Communication Plan to
cover both members and the wider community

and cruising events and regattas at Twofold

-Q
by the Directors and Sail Canberra

Bay and Marlay Point.
If a required product is not stocked we will endeavor to
I hope we will see increasing numbers o f

♦

Continually review and manage insurance cover

♦

Supervise the work o f the Safety Officers under the Racing

Develop the image o f the club in the local media and in the
national sailing journals

=3

u

locate and supply your request.

boats sailing away-events as well as events on
the lake this season. Experience shows that

Congratulations on a successful season and

the stronger the representation o f the club is

best wishes for 2001-2002.

at away-events, the stronger our fellowship is

Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f

♦

♦

Rejuvenate and supervise the Race Support Unit

Manage regular coverage o f the club's and members'
JZ

achievements by the media

Rules o f Sailing

u
rtf

♦

Supervise the web site manager

♦

Supervise editor of the newsletter

>rtf

Graham Giles has been elected to this position. He has already
back at the club.

♦

Belconnen M arine and Boating Supplies
been working on the club's risk management plan and is well

Nick Hildyard has been elected to this position and is ideally

Best wishes,

suited to implement this whole area o f important work for the

suited to this area o f work..

Neil Primrose

club.
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Introducting . . .
your committee
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Neil Prim rose, Commodore

D

Neil is Managing Director o f Primrose Solutions Pty Ltd, a consulting practice providing support to senior executives in planning and

D
<

leadership. He has held senior policy positions in the Australian Public Service across four departments, all oriented to development of
Australian industries. He has taught at tertiaiy level, been director o f an insurance brokerage and worked in the commercial sector. He has
long been involved in not-for-profit organisations, especially church, professional and sporting organisations.
Neil has a doctorate in international relations, a masters degree in histoiy, certificates in business management and theology and is a Fellow
o f the Australian Institute o f Management. He is married to Diana and they have three married children.
Neil joined the CYC upon coming to Canberra in the early 1970s. He was instrumental in starting the ACT LW Sharpie Fleet and has three
ACT Championships to his name, as well as placings at state and national level. He has also sailed V|s, VSs, Cherubs, Mirrors, Status 580s
and a MASRM 720 and presently sails the Elliott 7, Huntress. He has won the TYA Travellers' Trophy several times. He has served the club
^

Vice Commodore and Commodore and is also Senior Vice President of the Yachting Association of the ACT. His ambition for the club

u

in the comingyear is for more women andyoung people to take on the sport as members o f the club and he wants to see serious progress
on the improvements to our foreshore facilities.

Peter Harvey,Vice C om m odore

>-!

Peter is Director, Records and Information Management at the Attorney General's Department. He has been a member o f the club since
Lake George days and won the first race the club held on Lake Burley Griffin in an International Snipe. He has sailed a wide range of craft
including 505 dinghies, in which he won two nationals, was runner up twice and represented Australia in the 505 worlds on several
occasions, to Olympic 470's and Flying I5's. He presently sails Solitaire, a Castle 650 with his partner Kerrie and has a Laser. His two
boys, Cameron and Nigel, have been involved in the sailing school. He has served the club on the sailing committee and numerous protest
committees. His aim is to effectively guide Sail Canberra as it matures and continues to grow and to ensure it becomes an integral part of
yacht club life.

•

G raham Giles, D irecto r Operations,
Graham is a retired A ir Force engineer, currently working variously for both Defence and industry. Sailing since a teenager, he has raced
predominately on Moths, Mirror Dinghies, Flying Fifteens, Catalina/Boomeroo 22s (in the US), and keelboats, including one Melbourne to

_q

Hobart race.
u
He has been sailing at CYC since 1966 (subject to A ir Force moves), was Club Captain 1978-79-80, and Yachtsman O f The Year for 1981-82,
during which he and one o f his sons, sailing one of the family's two Mirror Dinghies, won the NSW, ACT, and CYC Mirror Championships,
and competed in one o f their several Mirror Nationals.

u
^
>-

Graham currently races the Flying Fifteen Ffenominal. As Director Operations for theyear his aspiration is to facilitate the ongoing
competent and effective support o f racing through the work o f the Race Support Unit and Safety Officers, with the broadest possible base
o f assistance from within the CYC community and to also contribute to the corporate management o f the club, particularly to ensure that
potential risks to the wellbeing o f the club's operations at all levels are properly considered and addressed.

a;
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More details on other committee members in the next newsletter.
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D ecem ber
1-2

S eptem ber

<

23
29-1/10

5

SUN Opening o f Season Regatta and Pointscore I

9

CCYA Cruise Wyangala Dam
TYA Travellers' Series Port Stephens

^

O cto b er
7
13
14
20-21
21

28

24

SUN Pointscore 17

27

WED Twilight 13

16

SUN Pointscore 10

March

CCYA Myall Lakes Christmas Cruise

Jamuary

SUN Pointscore 2

2

SAT CCYA H'cap Start/Springbank Is BBQ

3

SUN Pointscore 18 & Championship 6

6

WED Twilight 14

9-10

Flying Fifteen National Championship Paynesville

SAT CCYA 'Round the Lake Rally
12-13

SUN Pointscore 3
SAT SUN TYA Travellers' Series Botany Bay
SUN Pointscore 4 & Championship I except Trailable

SAT-SUN Marlay Point Regatta

WED Twilight 15
15-17

Festival

13

SUN Pointscore II

CCYA St Georges Basin Cruise

SUN Pointscore 5 & Championship I for Trailable

16

WED Twilight 7

ACT Flying Fifteen Championship

N ovem ber
SAT-SUN ACT Dinghy Championship Canberra
TYA Cruise Port Hacking

24
0

)

27
30

SUN Pointscore 12 & Championship 4
Royal Geelong Festival o f Sail

20
23-24

SAT CCYA Night Race

II

SUN Pointscore 6 & Championship 2

14

WED Twilight 2

SAT-SUN TYA Travellers' Series Pittwater

24

SUN Pointscore 19 & Championship 7

SUN Pointscore 13

27

WED Twilight 17

29-1/4

FRI-MON Easter
TYA National Championship Sandringham

WED Twilight I

10

y

WED Twilight 16

WED Twilight 8

WED Twilight 9

>■

FRI-SUN Canberra Day Long weekend & Multicultural

Sail Melbourne Trailable Regatta Mornington

Divisions

20

u

TYA Cruise Sydney Harbour

SAT-SUN
TYA Cruise Pittwater

24-27

7

SUN Pointscore 9; Championship 3 & Youth Sailing

2002

Divisions

4-5

WED Twilight 12

WED Twilight 6

•

SUN Pointscore 16

20

12

26-10/1

ACT Flying Fifteen Championship Canberra

17

WED Twilight 5

Academy Championship

SAT-MON Long weekend

Trailable Yacht Championship
Twofold Bay Regatta

SAT-SUN ACT Trailable Yacht Championship & TYA
Travellers' Series Canberra

SAT Wattle Day Regatta and festivities

16-17

February

31

SUN Pointscore 20
-O

2
2-3

SAT CCYA Lady Skippers' Race

A pril

SAT-SUN TYA Travellers' Series St Georges Basin

U

SAT-SUN TYA Travellers' Series Lake Illawarra

3

SUN Pointscore 14

6

SAT CCYA Googong Dam Cruise

18

SUN Pointscore 7 & National Tiy Sailing Day

6

WED Twilight 10

7

SUN Pointscore 21

_C
u

21

WED Twilight 3

SAT-SUN TYA Travellers' Series Pittwater

>-

17-18

ITS

n3

24-25

SAT-SUN CCYA St Georges Basin Cruise weekend

9-10
10

SAT-Sun TYA Cruise Port Kembla

20-21

SUN Pointscore 15 & Championship 5

21

SUN Champion o f Champions Race

nj
s_

WED Twilight II

25

THU Canberra Anzac Day Regatta

s_

L_

L_

25

SUNPointscore 8

28

WED Twilight 4

I

CD

CD

_Q

16-17

SAT-SUN

u

SAT-SUN Batemans Bay Regatta

-O
C

C
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27-28

TYA Travelers' Series Port Kembla and NSW
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Outcomes of the AGM
Draft minutes of the AGM will be posted on the notice board in the Sailors'

<

D
W)
3

Job Search

<

Cabin. Papers considered by the meeting will be available from the office
while stocks last.
It was a well-attended meeting that dealt with issues of substance, had a lot

V olunteer Angel
We are looking for a person who will take on the new role o f "angel" and mentor to our
volunteers. The job involves ensuring that all our volunteers are properly trained, are

ALL tl*e ra fte r;

of laughs, celebrated a good year and engaged with the challenges ahead.
aware o f the wider club context in which they work, are well supported by the club, are
A ll the matters before the meeting were accepted unanimously.

r ^ e e tin y

>
u

The meeting considered the substantial resources that are invested in our

appointed w ill work alongside the Directors in whose portfolios the volunteers work. It

club by its leaders, its volunteers, its staff and the Canberra Southern Cross

does not require direct provision o f the training and development o f procedures, which is

v o e /e

accepted
^ a ^ / ^ o ^ ly .

appreciated and are well represented in the decision-making o f our club. The person

Club. It endorsed the allocation o f resources across the club and thanked

the responsibility o f the Directors.

those who have put in the "hard yards” for the benefit of members. It

This position will report direct to the Commodore. Precise details of the role will be

expressed its delight and appreciation to the Southern Cross Club for the

worked out by the person appointed with the committee in the near future.

Q u a lity

o f the relationship between the two clubs and the results that has

Would folk who are interested please contact the chief angel, Neil Primrose.

achieved.

Good Shepherd

The new committee has strong continuity, with six o f the eight members

The major challenge we face in growing our membership is to draw clients o f Sail

standing again and being re-elected. Thanks were expressed to the two

Canberra into membership o f the club, his primarily means ensuring that graduates of

retiring members, Tanya Stacpoole and Martin van der Hoek. The two new

learn to sail classes and hirers o f boats have the opportunity to continue their

members, Graham Giles and David Smith were welcomed to the task. See

involvement with the club by being invited to sail on members' boats.

the full committee list on the back page. Two o f the existing positions were

We are looking for a suitably gracious and unstoppable person(s) to serve as marriage

changed to carry new priorities (see separate report).

broker/go between/good shepherd to make the linkage happen. The job will entail

u
>■

u

dealing on a person-to-person basis over an extended period of time. It will require a
The Strategic Plan was agreed and will be available from the office shortly.
good deal o f available time and the preparedness to follow up both the Sail Canberra
The budget to implement that was noted, with general confidence about our

clients and boat owners.

ability to make our aspirations happen.
-Q
13

Would folk who are interested in this role please contact Neil Primrose.

_o
ZJ

Opportunity for members to engage with the management o f the club will
u

u

be strengthened by including financial reporting, with the committee

JZ

u
rd

>-

minutes posted on the notice board after each meeting, refining the work of

The regular editor o f this newsletter w ill be absent for the next three editions. Is anyone
early summer as well as in the autumn.

CD
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C
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u

The longstanding and open invitation for club members to talk to their
committee on any matter relating to the club was strongly re-emphasised.
The message is "these are your leaders - talk to them !!!!!".

u
rd

the Sailing Users' Group and holding a members' consultation meeting in

rd

i_
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N ew sletter editor
willing to take over for the interim or for longer? It's an interesting role so ifyou'd like

>rd

to do it, contact Neil Primrose, CYC Commodore.
<U
X
c
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Sail
Canberra

for some o f the cruising "virgins". Saturday
morning revealed a beautiful dawn and soon
O
O
<N

the Gem group was busy raising masts and

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA

buying last minute items for the weekend.
By mid morning we were ready to launch.
With our fearless leader out front it was

D
b-0
D

looking good, that was until Big Trev ran

3

oo
3

On the N e t

aground. However, after some friendly

<

encouragement we were soon on our way to

<

Our web site has been up-dated thanks to the help o f Rob Cruse

the Spotted Dog Gold mine. A pleasant lunch

and Dave Bizant.

in the sunshine and a tromp through the bush
looking for the Spotted Dog Gold Mine

A ll our courses and information for this season is now available.

followed.

Have a look and pass the word around.

After lunch we cruised to the Sou-West Arm
in beautiful sailing conditions. Five to seven

www.sailcanberra.com.au

knots o f wind had the Gems powered up and

QUEENSLAND
W a ttle Day
Sail Canberra is having an open day on September I, Wattle Day.

YACHT C HAR TE RS
Cruising PI* WMsmtixflebnds
and^reaP Barrier Reef

™

Ifyou can help by taking people for a Quick sail before the race
please call Matt on 6273 4777

Queensland Yacht Charters
offer 10% discount to CYC

- Boats
for sale

members booking holidays

cruising in relaxed style. The conditions had proved to be a

with them. If you're going

proposed a cruise at Mallacoota Inlet in |une. Vote I Madness!

winner, Vote I Magic. The Sou-West Arm provided a secure

north, please support our

Surely you jest Big Trev was the collective response, it is a bit

sponsor by giving QYC a call.

>rtf

Two Sabots
$200 and $400
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Call Matt 6273 4 777

banquet night. Each o f the boats had brought along a course for

How about August? was the next suggestion. The Farr 6 guys

the evening's meal. With a surplus o f goodies and good

said "Great idea, October sounds good to us." Why did that

company an excellent evening was enjoyed by all. Vote I Magic.

an August cruise in a southern location sounded like a
landslide victoiy to the Madness Party!! Nonetheless, Big Trev
was not going to be deterred from his course twice. Lobbying
hard it was soon apparent that madness was taking its toll and

The C Y C th an k s
Derek Kelly ...

u
rd

BBQ_and toilet facilities nearby. Saturday night was to be

seven Gems agreed to a cruise in August.

$500

mooring. The Mallacoota Lakes are well provided for as far as
trailer sailers are concerned. Various locations have jetties with

^ fc u n d sensible to me? Thinking back to the balmy days of |une

$9,950

U

too cool at that time ofyear, even for us Canberrans.
Not to be deterred Big Trev went away and did his sums again.

On trailer, foil bag, cover in excellent
condition

Two Lasers

Leigh N ielsen

That was the Question when Big Trevor "I'm Excited” Hippisley

O ne 29er left

-O
rs

«Mallacoota
Madness or Magic?

for the printing of the newsletter.
Contact Derek on 6254 1226 fo r large
and small printing jobs.

Sunday morning was a gray, cold affair with the occasional spots
of rain but nothing to put o ff the Gemsters. By mid morning it
had cleared to another fine and calm day. In the morning calm
we motored to Gypsy Point to have a look at the five star Motel
located there. Obviously the place would be busy in summer but

X)

there was not much happening mid winter. We then headed back

D eparting

to Cape Horn for lunch in the pleasant conditions. The

Departing Canberra on Friday the weather forecast for

threatening Sunday forecast did not eventuate and we enjoyed

Malacoota was not great, but could have been worse - Saturday:

calm conditions for the remainder o f the day. Lazily motoring

Northwesterly winds 5 to 10 knots increasing to 15 knots in the

our way back to Mallacoota. It was a good first cruising hitout

u

afternoon, min 4 max 17, sounds okay. Sunday: Westerly winds

and gave participants new to the game a chance to try out new

>-

at 15 to 20 knots, rain areas, min 7 max 14, could be an

equipment and techniques.

eventful day!. It still looked as if Madness was going to be

A relaxing and enjoyable weekend. What more can I say?

declared the winner.
Mallacoota Madness or Magic? Mallacoota Magic by a mile ...
The group met at Malacoota pub and celebrated the start o f the
cruise. Friday night was to be the first night spent in the boat

o f course I knew it would be. Where are we going next Trev?

u
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C o m m o d o r e

N e i l

The following events are provisional:

P r i m r o s e

(w) 62959154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au
Vi ce

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au

I

Wattle Day festivities and race

S a t - M o n

Sep

2 9 - O c t

I

C o r p o r a t e

ACT FF championships

R u s s e l l - S m i t l

Sun
Oc t
Pointscore 2

S e r v i c e s

S h a y n e

S ep

Sun
Sep
23
Opening o f season race, pointscore I

H a r v e y

D i r e c t o r

S a t

7

■(h) 6293 2732 cmi@cyberone.com.au
M o n

D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e

8

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutu'albrokers.com.au

S un

D i r e c t o r

S un

N i c k

O c t

Committee meeting

Pu b l i c

R e l a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5 7 1 I
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

O c t

O c t
21
Pointscore 4, Championship I
Sun
O c t
Pointscore 5

Rac i ng

14

Pointscore 3

28

S a t - S u n
Nov
3-4
ACT Dinghy Championships

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808 fullagar@mac.com
D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

&

Mon
Nov
5
Sailing Users’ Group meeting

M a r k e t i n g

D a v i d

S m i t h

(w) 6243 5165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 271 778
dsmith@lansystems.com.au
D i r e c t o r

G r a h a m

O p e r a t i o n s

G i l e s

(W ) 0 4 12 507 0 6 1 (H) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
. D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

W e d
N ov
Twilight I

7

Sun
N ov
I I
Pointscore 6, Championship 2
M o n
N o v
12
Committee meeting

W e d
Nov
Twilight 2

14

Sun
N ov
18
Pointscore 7
National Try Sailing Day

If undeliverable return to
C anberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601
C YC Sailing News

FORSTER, P e t e r
16 D o u g la s P la c e ]
C U R TIN ACT 2 6 0 5

Canberra Yacht Club
Sailing School
1 Mariner Place Yarralumla
GPO Box 2035 Canberra City ACT 2601
Phone 6273 4777Fax 6273 7177 www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

,

WELCOME,
to the Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School
YACHTING
AUSTRALIA

Cross Qub

A Yachting Australia Approved Training Centre
Adult Sailing Courses Information Package
The Sailing School The Sailing School is a division of the Canberra Yacht Club. It is accredited by the Australian
Yachting Federation as a Registered Training Centre.
Aim Our aim is to make sailing fun and enjoyable for all. We provide the level of guidance that you
need at the moment and the opportunity to progress as far as you wish to. We offer a
comprehensive range of training courses for all levels of sailing and powerboat handling.

Where To Come The sailing course lessons are conducted on the ground floor clubroom of the Canberra Yacht
Club, underneath the Canberra Southern Cross Yacht Club at Lotus Bay Yarralumla. The
practical sessions are conducted from Lotus Bay, in Lake Burley Griffin.
Accreditation For Participants All students progress toward Australian Yachting Federation (AYF) accreditation. At the end of
each course each student receives a Sailing School certificate stating the skills attained, together
with the relevant endorsements in their AYF Log Book.

Things To Bring And Wear Sailing is a water sport and sailors will always get wet. At the very least, they will get wet feet
when launching the yachts, and at the worst they will get completely wet after a capsize. It is
therefore essential to bring a complete change of clothes and a towel for a shower at the club
after sailing.
For each practical session please provide the following:
♦ Sneakers and socks (they will get wet).
♦ Shorts and tracksuit trousers (jeans are not OK as they are not as warm).
♦ A wetsuit for sailing the dinghies (only if you own or can borrow one -no need to purchase).
♦ A long sleeve shirt.
♦ A jumper (preferable woolen).If its cold more than one may be needed.
♦ A nylon spray jacket or parka (preferably not with deep pockets as these can fill with water).
♦ A hat (A MUST).
♦ Sunscreen lotion (A MUST).
♦ Lunch, morning tea and afternoon tea - for full day courses.
♦ Something to drink.
These items of clothing etc. should be brought each day. What is actually worn will depend on
the weather. Don't worry about the clothes being new or fashionable. Most clothes worn by
sports sailors are of the old and worn variety -they will get wet!

Additional Sailing School Courses Available >

Introduction to Racing - Adult's Sailing Course
Advanced Racing -Adult's Sailing Course
Children's Introductory Sailing Course
Introduction to Racing -Children's Sailing Course
Advanced Racing - Children's Sailing Course
Youth Sailing Academy
Sailing Instructor Training
Little Tacker's Introductory Sailing Course - Children aged 7-8 years.
Powerboat handling courses.
>

Membership of the Canberra Yacht Club Whilst participating in the Sailing School Course membership to the Canberra Yacht Club is not
necessary. However, the Sailing School recommends that its participants join the Canberra Yacht
Club to provide on-going support and facilities for sailing. Information regarding this can be
obtained from the Yacht Club Office downstairs.
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ADULTSAILING COURSES 2003/04
COURSE Theory
NUMBER Thursday
6pm to 9pm
A1
11th
September
A2
25th
September
9th
A3
October
A4
23rd
October
A5
6th
November
A6
20th
November

Practical
Saturday
9am to 4pm

Theory
Thursday
6pm to 9pm

Practical
Saturday
9am to 4pm

13th
September
27th
September
ip
October
25th
October
8th
November
22nd
November

18th
September
2n
October
16th
October
30th
October
13th
November
27th
November

20th
September
4th
October
18th
October
1st
November
15th
November
29th
November

ADULT SAILING COURSE’S 2003/04
COURSE Theory
NUMBER Thursday
A7
A8
A9
A10
A ll
A12
A13
A14
A15

Practical

Theory

Thursday
Saturday
6 pm to 9pm
9am to 4pm 6 pm to 9pm
18th
13 th
11*

December
8th
January
22nd
January
5th
February
19th
February

December
10th
January
24th
January
yth
February
2 1

st

February

4 th

6

March
18th
March
25th
March
22nd
April

March
20th
March
27th
March
24th
April

th

December
15th
January
29th
January
12th
February
26th
February
1 1 th
March
25th
March
1st
April
29th
April

Practical
Saturday
9am to 4pm

20th
December
17th
January
31st
January
14th
February
28th
February
13th
March
27th
March
3rd
April
1st
May

APPLICATION FORM FOR ADULT INTRODUCTORY SAILING COURSES

Course Number: A # .........Dates from :...................................to

PARTICIPANT DETAILS
Surname ....................................................... ....... Given Names...........................................
Preferred Name............................................................
Address..................................................................................................................................
E Mail address........................................................................................Postcode..................
Phone AH : (.....)............................ Phone BH : (......)............................ Mobile : .................
Date of Birth (......./......../.......)

Emergency Contact Phone : (.....)...................................

Emergency Contact Name :............................................... Relationship : ...............................
Details of any relevant condition which may affect ability to participate (e.g. medical or physical?) YES / NO
If YES, please give details : .....................................................................................................................................
Has the participant attended a relevart course before?

YES / NO

If YES, please give details :

Does the participant have a relevant AYF Log Book or other proof of sailing skill attainment?
If YES, please give details and bring it along to the first lesson.

YES / NO

Would members of the Canberra Southern Cross Club please provide their membership number............................
Can the participant swim 25 meters with clothes on?

YES / NO

Is the participant under the age of 21 years?

YES / NO

If YES, then a parent or guardian must complete and sign the indemnity on the reverse.
If NO, then the participant must complete and sign the indemnity on the reverse.

THANK YOU

To receive your 5 % please provide your:
Canberra Southern Cross Club Member Number (if applicable)
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2001 Tasar W orld
Championship

M a r tin Linsley

The CYC was represented at the 2001 Tasar World Championship, held at Whitstable,
UK, by two skippers, Martin Linsley and |ohn Tracey, both o f whom are normally found
racing Lasers around LBG. The pair competed as members o f the Australian Defence
Force Sailing team, but were proud to wear their CYC shirts.
L .

Boats were checked, and measured before being taken afloat for some race-tuning and
preparation. By then 100 Tasars had been entered in the Championship, including

L .

representative from Australia, |apan, the USA, Canada, Holland, Italy, Saudi Arabia and,

Q)

o f course, England, Scotland and Wales.
The invitation race was held on the Saturday, with ESE winds o f 8-10 knots blowing over
a westerly tidal current flowing at near 1.5 kts. In addition to shorter beats and longer

- D

o ff wind legs, this meant that the fleet tended to be swept over the start line
prematurely.

C

Thus it took three attempts to get the fleet away, and even then it seemed

there were some unpenalised transgressors. A trapezoid course was used, and everyone

cd

seemed to enjoy the sail. Local sailors new to Tasars were the surprise winners,
followed by the top American and lapanese boats. Craig Mcphee was the leading
Australian, in 5th place. Martin with his RAAF crew, Nick Grey, finished 16th. |ohn

u

missed this race as he was travelling from Cork, Northern Ireland, where he had been
racing in the World Laser Masters Championship.
A t the post-race donuts and champagne social (the series was sponsored by a major
supermarket chain) one lapanese sailor demonstrated how positions recorded by his

^

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
G P O B ox 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177

Email: admin@ canberrayachtclub.com.au
V\feb: www.canberrayachtclub.com .au

mini GPS during the race (including the mark positions) can be replayed on his laptop
computer. One software application showed the complete course he steered during the
race; another showed a graphic dinghy progressively making its way around the course.
We then learned that any number o f boats can be similarly displayed concurrently, and
that this technology is being used by the Australian Olympic Sailing Souad for training
. purposes.
That evening the Championship was officially opened by Whitstable's Deputy Mayor.
. . .C o n tin u e d on page 6

Many thanks to all the many people who emailed

I commend the article elsewhere in this newsletter on

after the AGM to complement the Committee on the

the benefits we all enjoy from membership o f the AYF.

running o f the meeting and the amount of

The relevance o f higher-level administration o f our

information presented. We worked hard to do just

sport is not always as well appreciated as it might be

that foryou. It was nice to have the efforts of the

and there can be the odd grizzle at parting with the

Committee recognised.

membership fee. When you think about it, the

After the AGM a number o f members said they

membership fee is incredibly cheap for the return we

appreciated being briefed on how the income o f the

all get. I'm sure we would all expect that everyone who

Club is generated and where the resources that we

benefits from the regulation o f our sport should

enjoy come from. To make that available to all

contribute to the cost o f the services we enjoy. I'm

members, I've included the briefing paper elsewhere

happy to talk with anyone who has any doubts about

in this newsletter. I hope it helps members to

the value o f the AYF's role.

appreciate what's involved in the running o f our Club.

You may like to know that the National Capital

Draft minutes o f the AGM are on the notice board

Authority has appointed a consultant to conduct a

for the information of those who were not able to be

master planning study o f our foreshore development

present.

proposals. We are exploring possible sources of

o
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Sail C anberra

2000/01

Surplus the previous year

E

7,117

<u
Shortfall covered by the Club in 2000/01

1,431
CL

<u
to

Total shortfall in the Sail Canberra trading for the season was
$16,431. This was primarily a result of late issue o f the boat

funding, with the particular assistance o f Senator
The two new members o f the Committee, David

Resource Allocation
within the Club
hire license by the NCA and the impact o f the closure o f the

C o n text

lake. However, this was ameliorated by $15,000 bring
Income o f the Club

$220,000

Member subscriptions

$ 15,000

reallocated from Capital Program funds provided by the CSCC
(6.5% o f income)

to support appointment o f a part-time general manager.

Margaret Reid. I'll keep you informed o f progress.

Boat parking/storage

$ 40,487

(18.5%)

But who paid the cost for that reallocation?

briefed on their portfolios and are both hard at work.

Welcome back to the Laser and Tasar team that

Social events

$ 10,000

(4.5%)

The cost o f the reallocation was borne by the members o f the

Both bring important skills to the management o f the

participated in the World Series in Ireland. From the

$125,000

(56%)

Club and I know the rest o f the Committee are

stories they're telling, it sounds like a big occasion in

^ ^ > a il Canberra

Smith and Graham Giles, have been thoroughly
Club Committee, who deferred appointing a general manager
for ayear. Despite the need for a part-time general manager

looking forward to working with them. It's a good

lots o f ways. Hopefully a report in future issues o f the

Race management is funded from race fees o f $15,752, but is

having been confirmed by two successive Committees and

team. The Committee is having a planning day on

newsletter!

subsidised separately by sponsorship.

supported by the CSCC, the members o f the Committee

Saturday 13 October. Any ideas or issues you would

Ross Peake has had to step back from his role as

Apart from members' subscriptions, the rest o f the Club's income

like to contribute to that would be most welcome.

Editor o f the newsletter for three months, because of

You could best contribute those by contacting one of

was earned from providing services and amenities to members and

pending political events that will consume him for a

the committee members beforehand and talking to

the community. This consisted o f managing the assets provided

while. We thank Leigh Nielsen for relieving Ross and

them.

look forward to his ministrations to us.

by the Canberra Southern Cross Club (CSCC); including boat
storage and boat parking, Sailing School and Youth Sailing

Thinking o f the importance o f members giving their

Meanwhile, we're at the beginning o f another summer

time and skills to the running o f our club, I was

season o f sailing. We have a lot to look forward to.

privileged to represent the Club at the funeral of

Let's enjoy it and welcome others to join us in that.

Academy, boat hire, and the conduct o f special events.

shouldered a massive workload for theyear for the sake o f
getting the Club over the threshold o f establishing the boat hire
operation. The workload they bore is untenable for volunteers
beyond theyear for which the members o f the Committee
volunteered to accept it.
Club members have enjoyed the benefits that flowed from that
workload.

Norma Hiscock. She was a remarkable person, who
took up sailing in mid life, pursued it with a passion
and also brought her considerable business skills to

With best wishes,
Neil Primrose

JLake Wyangala Cruise

the running o f the Club. She is a terrific role model.

Lake Wyangala is located 40 km east o f Cowra (approximately 200km from Canberra) and is described as a mecca for water sports

C Y C ’s new sletter

enthusiasts.
The lake is "m" shaped. The dam is near the bottom o f the left leg o f the lake, the Lachlan River is in the middle and the Abercrombie

-O
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River is on the right. Both rivers run south for a considerable distance beyond the nominal "m" legs. The topography is primarily lightly

^

a spare hour or so and would like to assist with this task, you would be most welcome.

wooded hills rising to about 300 m high. The left and middle legs o f the lake are about I km wide and 5 km long. It is possible for that a

Please contact Terrie Ebrill on 6254 8491.

stiff breeze would whip up some chop, however, there are bays and coves everywhere ifyou need to find cover. You can get ashore almost

R ecruitm ent process for General Manager

anywhere, and there is no mud, just coarse red sand or small gibbers, sometimes with a light layer o f driftwood. Often there are rocks

+-“
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The Club is seeking volunteers to join a group o f members in a nice social atmosphere
as we help fold and package the Club's newsletter for a couple o f hours each month.
Come along, have a chat and a "cuppa" and catch up on all the hot gossip.

Search

Ifyou have

The position o f part-time General Manager for the Club will be advertised in the
Canberra Times, probably on Saturday 22 September. If any Club member would like to

close in that need dodging. Dead trees abound in some areas, but with no current they can be navigated easily.
<_
The CCYA has penciled in the long weekend o f 29 Sep - I Oct 01 for this event. Sailing with a group increases the enjoyment o f the

app[y for the position, they should keep an eye on the Canberra Times. Similarly, if
members know o f a person who may be suitable for the job, please advise them o f the
advertisement.

cruising event. Give Martin van der Hoek (6254 6568) a call or email vdhoek@netspace.net.au ifyou are interested.
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A Division o f

Belconnen M etal C en tre
4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

Following the Tasar World Championship I stayed in the UK for
We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are

recreation and work reasons. When I learned that I would still

proud to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club,

be there for the weekend o f the Bosun National Championship

on swimming. On the water our consciousness grew to an

enjoying our racing and prepared to do what was necessaiy to

and congratulate all those who were successful in your

my interest was aroused, i had regularjy sailed the boats whilst

appreciation that whilst the Bosun is comfortable to sit in. it's

continue doing so.

2001 competition.

in the RN and later when in the RAN.

not to sit out. We could see that a lot o f the latter coming. It

We look forward to being o f assistance to the members

The Bosun was the RAN's primary sailing dinghy following the

o f the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects o f

U

UK Bosun

Phone 6251 301 I

U
>■

2001

Boating.

O u r business provides:
♦
♦

Stainless steel. Aluminum and General Welding
Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication
♦

and Repairs and maintenance.

♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

♦

A General range o f Chandlery, Safety Equipment and

was going to be a physically demanding day.

RNSA 14 dinghy (approx 1950s to 1970) and prior to the Service

The triangular courses were professionally set by the RN's full

adopting the Tasar in 1983. They are still being purchased as

time racing coach just up-harbour from Portsmouth's dockyard

spinnakers. The wind was well aft so, to keep in touch, we did

the RN's basic training craft, and just over 2400 have been

area. In that direction we could see the masts o f HMS Victoiy

too. Our wind-shadow enabled us to close the gap. A ll too soon

built. Fourteen feet long, they are built like a battleship -

and Warrior - the world's first iron warship - whilst abeam were

we neared the gybe-mark. To hold and gybe? To drop, gybe and

possibly because they were designed to be sailed from one -

some derelict County Class destroyers awaiting the scrapyard.

see? The others held theirs, but I, being 'chicken', or wiser,

and could be considered to sail like one. They are simple,

The short start lines compressed the fleet, as did the relatively

spacious, with a generous sail area that includes a spinnaker,

short course legs. The value in setting spinnakers was

and very heavy.
The Championship was being organised by the RN at its

determined by crews' skill in speedy setting, gybing and
^

Portsmouth Sailing Centre. The goodwill and generosity o f the
Brits made borrowing a relatively new boat easy. Finding a crew
was less so, but having spent fouryears o f university time in

general

Portsmouth, I contacted an old college mate, |ohn, who lives in
♦

Boating requirements.

Penzance and is a keen sailor (he's presently restoring a wooden

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

Folkboat). It had been 2 4 years since we'd raced together, but

_Q

u

If a required product is not stocked we will endeavor to
locate and supply your request.

he well remembered my Captain Bligh tendencies!
Just seventeen other Bosuns entered the Championship,
including privately owned boats and others representing the RN,

u
rd

>cd

RAF and Sea Cadets. These low numbers reflect the major shift

Congratulations on a successful season and
best wishes for 20 01-20 02.

in British dinghy sailing towards high performance skiffs with
asymmetric spinnakers. The regatta was to have six races, with

L_

Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f

four to be sailed on the Saturday, and two the following day.

CU

Belconnen M arine and Boating Supplies

Rigging the boat was quick, it was so basic, and |ohn and I

-Q
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I reckon the Championship's defining moments for us came on
the final triangle o f race five. Starting the first reach the two

revised our rusty spinnaker packing routines. We were more
than conscious o f our limitations in that department, as the
winds were blowing about 20-22kts, and neither o f us was keen

^ppcoveiy. |ohn and I were on the margin with these tasks, so

civilian boats were just in front. They had no hesitation in raising

called the drop, lust then the wind quickly built to near 25kts.
Spinnaker down, we gybed, set course, sails and balance and,
amidst a barrage o f spray (the Bosun displaces a LOT o f water
when it planes), charged directly towards the leeward mark. To

were grateful that our upwind speed seemed more than 'on-the-

leeward o f us our two competitors were overpowered, heeling,

pace'.

and with spinnakers flapping a-lee. We took the lead, rounded
the leeward mark and took the gun.

After two races it was clear that three boats had an edge on the
others, two privately owned and our own. Both those civilian
boats had won a race, but |ohn and I were well satisfied with a
pair o f second places. We enjoyed the bagged lunches prepared
and delivered by the RN as we, with the rest o f the fleet, hove-to

John and I were now winning the Championship, and had only to
beat one other boat or finish second to it to hold that position.

_q

We did the latter, carefully covering the third placed boat to
ensure it didn't recover from its mediocre start. Had the leader

3

u

in the harbour.

tried match-racing us down the fleet, racing would have been

The wind stayed steady and strong for the afternoon's races. We

the new Bosun National Champions, but we received the trophy

u

won ttre third, but were third in the fourth. This made us

for Masters sailors too.

03

particularly interesting, but he didn't. Not only were |ohn and I

second overall at the end o f the day's racing, with both the first
and third placed boats close on points. That evening the staff of
the Sailing Centre cooked-up up a BBQ, and more than a few

Most importantly, we'd had a lot o f fun. The RN members had
proved professional, friendly and enthusiastic hosts. Sailing the

pints o f bitter were consumed.

Bosun had reinforced its reputation as a useful craft for tactical

Sunday's conditions matched those o f the previous day. |ohn

that has left us with pleasant memories. Altogether, we'd

and I would have preferred between 6-10 kts o f breeze, for our

definitely had a good weekend's sailing.

i_
CU

racing and training, and |ohn and I had enjoyed a sailing reunion

bodies were feeling the previous day's exertions, but we were

rd
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The breeze was slightly

o
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Updated

Provisional
2 0 0 1 /2 0 0 2

Tasar W o rld
Cham pionship

stronger for Race 7, and
the tide was less

(cont from page I)

i

samn
Dropram

Sunday 19: two races were programmed for the day. The fine

29-1/10

SAT-MON Long weekend & ACT FF Championships;
Lake Wyangala Cruise

2

TUE Sailing Users Group Meeting

7

SUN Pointscore 2

9

TUE Committee Meeting
SAT Committee Meeting - Planning Day

21
28

SUN Pointscore 3
SUN Pointscore 4 & Championship I
SUN Pointscore 5

N ovem ber
3-4
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SAT-SUN ACT Dinghy Championships

7

WED Twilight I

8

THU Committee Meeting

II

SUN Pointscore 6 & Championship 2

14

WED Twilight 2

18

SUN Pointscore 7 & National Try Sailing Day

(T3

21

WED Twilight 3
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SAT-SUN St Georges Basin Cruise weekend

L_

the deciding factor for the

0)
-O

headed. Behind them at
the end of the first triangle

gave an exhiiaratingly fast ride towards the start, some two miles

was the Japanese pair, a

offshore. But many boats succumbed and when, to the surprise

Canadian boat, and then

o f some, the race was started on time, only a dozen or were in

Martin/Nick. These

position. That group included three o f the ADF boats. After a

positions remained

beat on which conservation o f energy seemed the priority they

unchanged over the

were treated to another opportunity for blistering downwind

following three legs to the

speed-sailing - so much so that few dared set whisker poles.

shortened finish.

Their effort was in vain though, as the race was abandoned after
With one race to go the

Buchan from Seattle YC, USA. Martin/Nick were in fourth p l a ^

Americans had unbeatable

alongside fellow Canberra and ADF sailors Rick Longbottom

results for winning the

and Paul Kinghorne. Back ashore many boats were repairing

held. A ll used the conventional triangle course, all used the

Championship, while Australians Craig/Kevin were solidjy in

damage, with replacing broken topmasts being the most

black flag to get fleets away, and all three were shortened so that

second. The third to fifth placings were also in the balance,

common, due to the shallow waters off the town.

the fleet finished within 75-110 minutes o f starting. Most

with just four points separating the third to fifth positions.

abated. A ll was ready for a day's racing - apart from the start
boat, which was beached, needing the tide to float it. The
winds were light and highly variable, causing further delays
during which the Race Officer struggled to set a course and a
biased though, and boats that started at the line's lee end found

successful in the three races were South Australians Craig

Martin/Nick were lying fifth with 25 points, Rick/Paul sixth with

Mcphee and Kevin Kellow, who finished with a pair o f wins and

40 points, and lohn/Peter 23rd with 95 points. It was clear that

a third. The most consistent finishers overall, though, were

some significant place changes could follow the eighth and final

Carol and Carl Buchan, for their 2, 4 and 5 positions for the day

race.

promoted them into first place overall. Martin and Nick were

Friday morning 24. Windless, with a sea-haze causing the sea

well satisfied with their placings o f 10, 6 and 3; and lohn/Peter

and sky to be indistinguishable. A soft NE breeze filled-in,

were similarly improving with placings o f 34,19, and 17. The

enabling the fleet to set sail an hour later than planned and the

fleet were on the water for over seven hours that day, in fresh

final race to be sailed in 5-7 kts. Once again two starts and a

conditions. Crews were tired, with bodies bruised and aching.

black flag were needed, and again the windward legs o f the

They were to be stiff and bruised next morning.

triangle course were up-tide. By the end o f the first triangle

procedure. Eventually the race was shortened, with Martin/Nick

Wednesday was the lay day. Tasar sailors visited local historic

four boats had pulled clear, such that for the rest o f the

crossing the line first. However, it was not long before protests

and cultural sites such as Leeds and Heever castles and

unshortened course thg/ interchanged positions. This race

they could lay the first mark. This caused some confusion and
frustration, and more followed when a course change to

14

o

thereafter boat speed was

lead early and weren't

whether any racing would be held, but a decision was made and

start line. Eventually racing began. The course was highly
13

<N

'black flag' to get away, but

pair of Carol/Carl took the

were scudding across the sty from the SW. It was unclear

Monday 20th: the weather was fine and the strong winds had

O cto b er

needed two starts and the

Once again the American

weather o f the previous days had changed, and low grey clouds

the first lap. Well in front at that time were Carol and Carl

S eptem ber

o
o

wind blew fair and true.

the fleet began heading seawards. Winds o f between 25-30 kts
■ I

influential. The fleet

compensate for a shifting breeze was made using an unusual

^K a n te rb u iy. Others toured London, whilst a few crossed the

lasted almost three hours, and at its end a Dutch Tasar led from

o f these was that race results were determined by placings at the

^X h a n n e l to France. A t this just-over-halfway point Martin/Nick

the Canadians, with Martin/Nick in third.

end o f the first lap. This gave Martin/Nick a second place, and

were lying third overall, Rick/Paul 7th, and John/Peter 22nd.

lohn/Peter a 28th.

Other Australians in good positions were Craig Mcphee and

them much closer. Carol and Carl Buchan from the USA won.

Kevin Kellow, from SA, who were lying fourth..

They won not only the International title but the Masters and

steadier SW wind was welcomed, but by then the tidal current

Thursday 23: Conditions were hazy and windless when sailors

Ladies trophies too. Carl's Olympic gold medal winning

over the race management were lodged. The eventual o u tc o m ^

The fleet stayed on the water for the second race. A slightly

This race did little to change the overall results, but it did make

had built. Crossing the line proved troublesome, (no more so

arrived at the Yacht Club, but a gentle NE breeze picked-up, and

experience had shown! Second overall were the Canadians,

than to Martin/Nick as, following an infringement against them

by the midday start o f Race 6 o f the program had built to around

Thilo and Sandra; Craig and Kevin the South Australians were

which they le t go', they themselves were unknowingly involved

8 kts. A strong flooding tide encouraged most o f the fleet to

third; fourth was the lapanese boat, and Martin and Nick

in another, which later led to their disqualification - after

tack towards the shore on each windward leg. Whether this

finished fifth. Sixth overall and second in the Masters categoiy

finishing sixth). The inshore side o f the course proved most

conventional strategy worked was unclear. There were veiy small

were Rick and Paul, while |ohn and Peter finished 25th, and

favoured, with boats offshore in less breeze. The tide made for

variations in wind direction, and artful sailors seemed to pick

second in the Grand Masters categoiy.

a long first leg. During the following three downwind legs of

them. More certain was the fact that Carol/Carl were both

Boats repacked, prize-giving function in Canterbuiy; farewells

the trapezoid course the wind changed again, making the

picking the directions well and sailing fast. The triangle course

all round and promises to meet-up again for the next Tasar

upwind leg a fetch. The officials decided to end the race

had downwind, downtide legs that spread the fleet and made

World Championship. This will be held in mid 2003, from
Victoria Island off Vancouver, Canada.

prematurely. The winners were from Seattle YC, USA.

major place changing difficult. Carol/Carl won from the top

25

SUN Pointscore 8

Rick/Paul finished eighth, and )ohn/Peter 18th.

lapanese boat. Rick/Paul made a good start on port tack.

28

WED Twilight 4

Tuesday 21: Fine and fair, with early light breezes from the SW
building to 15-18 knots for the day's racing. Instead o f the
programmed single race the Committee arranged for three to be

Martin/Nick attempted the same, but were caught by a 'starboard
tacker'. Their immediately accepted penalty turns cost them
dearly as they eventually finished 37th.

Interested in Tasars; in local, national and world events? Just
ask me: Martin Linsley. I always enjoy a chat about sailing:
sailing Tasars and Lasers in particular.
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Introducing . . .
your committee (Part 2)

ISAF/AYF

Racing Rules
Snippets

Peter Dalton, Director
Member Services

years o f Flying Fifteen Presidency much o f my aim has been to tiy

To Quote Peter "I have been a bugger for punishment and this

from Canberra. My boat "Flying High 1needs more miles under the

year will be my third as Director/Member Services."

keel and I shall be working to make sure that Hella and I do the

A boat shall have on board a person in charge

job.

designated by the member or organization that

The Flying Fifteen Fleet has been good fun and in my past two

years living in Sydney and having been given a home built gaff

tried to teach me how to sail near our home near Clontarf but
his flying skills were not o f great use on middle harbour in the
The solid pram dinghy was my

means o f travel to boyhood escapades o f a sort o f "Huck
Finn"nature often into the interesting coves and crannies o f the
Racing in this dinghy was not an option. Rowing

was often a necessity if the journey was to windward.

"46

I will be among some very good mates and look forward to

Paynesville. VIC. So far so good

Nick Hildyard, Director
Communications
TV sets, he decided to move onto directing and producing
programs. Nick and hisyoung family moved to Canberra 20years

Hiscock Obituary

Member National Authority (MNA).
(b) Except in an International event, any crew

Norma Hiscock, a popular past Rear-Commodore (Finance) o f the Canberra

sailing season, shall be a member o f a Club affiliated

Yacht Club, passed away peacefully earjy on the morning o f Monday 30 July

to an MYA, and a Youth, Silver or Gold member of

source o f many boyhood

documentaiy and light entertainment production. He was promoted

this year after a lengthy battle with cancer. Her funeral was held at St

an MYA and the AYF

to Production and Operations Manager, before leaving in 1991 to

Andrews Church Forrest. The CYC sent flowers and card and was

take up a position with the Federal Parliamentaiy Broadcasting

It shall be the responsibility o f the person in charge

represented by a number o f her friends in both the sailing and social

Unit as Director o f Production and Operations establishing the

o f any boat to ensure that all, crewmembers on

activities. She is survived by husband Keith and daughter Jill and son Peter.

board for each race comply with this prescription.

Before succumbing to her illness, Norma was a long time active member o f

A Yacht Club may seek dispensation from this

stories o f 100 years o f dead cats and dogs lying

Saturdays were crewing on the 16ft Skiffs at middle Harbour
Skiff Club, RPAYC and on Sundays at nearby

BYRA . In the

next decade having ayoung family , my sailing options were a
little restricted.
I joined the CYC in Canberra in 1977 but sailed only
occasionally with Don Craig on the F/15 Ondine.

memorable times here and taking the boat interstate.

the Canberra sailing community. She enjoyed her outings in ISIS, a Tropic

Corporation as Manager Production and Technical Resources. He

requirement from the Statel Territory Yachting

460 trailer sailer, with others o f the ACT Trailable Yacht Association and

also has acted as Canberra Branch Manager, Manager TV Tasmania

Authority. Advice o f such dispensation shall be

featured prominently on the annual trailableyacht championships. She also

and Manager Northern Territory. His current role includes

included in the Notice o f Race and Sailing

sailed from time to time with the CYC, as well as being a constant

Instructions."

^

^ p -tic ip a n t in ^ e social side o f both organisations.

AYF A D D E N D U M A ’ AYF SP EC IA L

Director for the current refurbishment o f ABC Canberra fa c ilitie s ^
As commodore, it was my pleasure to serve with Norma on the CYC
His sailing obsession started young due to living on the Derwent

Executive from 1986 to 1990 and her easy going but at all time professional

River in Hobart, sailing such craft as fireballs, cherubs, moths,

manner made her a joy to work with. Nothing was too much trouble for her

dragons, and keel classes out o f the Lindisfarne and Royal Tas.
My first Offshore race was the 1984 Sydney to Mooloolabah

and the CYC owes much to her dedication with time and effort put into her

Yacht Clubs. He has participated in the famous Bruny Island and

work.

Race on a then veiy fast Farr 1104 called Witchcraft. We

other Tassie coastal overnighters and several return crossings of

followed a weather front up the coast and surfed across the

the big pond back to Sydney. A long deliveiy passage from Sydney

finishing line . A ll the crew were hanging onto the boat aft of

to Townsville cemented his love for o ff shore sailing forever. He

the skipper to keep the bow from buiying into the back o f the 5

holds a TL3 and a mostly completed TL4, radio licence, first aid,

metre waves that were breaking on the bombora off Point

plus a current Sea Safety & Rescue certificate. Having returned to

Cartwright, Mooloolabah.

dinghy sailing in Canberra after a few years break he has been

Since then, Two Hobarts, Three to New Caledonia, Solomon

enjoying racing his Laser and has now bought a Gem 550,

Islands Race, lots o f Lord Howe Island Races and the veiy last

"Vegemite”. He and Margie are already enjoying some cruising.

Montague Island Race is the stoiy so far. Oh yes, I had the

Nick enjoys being a part o f running the club and feels it can only

pleasure o f racing in the Scottish

Regatta w'eek Regatta in

go from strength to strength. One o f his greatest enjoyments is

August and the sail right up the Sound o f Mull on a Melges 24

helping out at the sailing school when he can; it brings back great

was a soggy blast between high cliffs and ancient castles in the

memories o f growing up by the water.

most beautiful o f waterways in Britain. More later on that.

member that sails in more than 3 races in any one

He is now a senior executive with the Australian Broadcasting

Buying that

boat in 1982 I raced it with the kids as crew and had some

P a t Keily

first televising o f Federal Parliament (good idea at the time).

Executive Producer o f local program production and Project

L_

member o f a club affiliated to an ISAF recognized

television in Hobart Tasmania. Quickly getting bored with fixing

documentaries and network telecasts. Nick has won awards for

were sailing .surfing and the pursuit o f other teenage fantasies.

(D
jQ

and the AYF or, if an international competitor, a

lake was cleaned and dredged. The walk back to shore was the

Living in Church Point on Pittwater as an I8year old the sports

nj

Yachting Authority (MYA) and a member o f an MYA

for News and Current Affairs production, outside broadcasts,

underwater.

U

(a) The designated person on board shall be a
member o f a Club affiliated to a StatelTerritory

Nick commenced his career as a Technical Officer with commerciaL

R E G U L A T IO N S , PART 2 (Extract only)
" Regulations
Rl

Personal Buoyancy

Crew members shall wear, while racing, personal

As Rear-Commodore (finance) she brought with her vast business

flotation devices in good repair, secured about their

experience, including as past manager o f toad hall ANU to bear with telling

persons in a manner appropriate to the design o f the

effect. Her committee reports were always clear and concise and delivered on

garment, which bear, or at the time of purchase did

time. That, together with her input to Executive decisions, greatly assisted

bear, the appropriate SA mark o f approval in

the CVC in maintaining firm control on income and expenditure.

accordance with the current edition o f Standards

Norma also loved the pokies, enjoyed a beer with the rest o f them and her
happy laughter was indicative o f the way she enjoyed life. She also had an
active interest in horse racing, being a part owner, and it is true to say that
she enjoyed life to the full - there were no half measures with her in any
element o f her life.

Australia ASI499 (PFD 2) or AS2260 (PFD 3). An

U

u
^
>~

eQuivalent or more stringent overseas standard such

^

as EN 396 may he worn and shall he branded with

L-

their mark o f approval. A higher standard, e.g.,

^

AS1512 (PFD I) is also acceptable. Superseded

_Q

versions o f AS 1512 or AS 1499 or AS2260 may be
Our sympathy goes out to Keith, (ill and Peter. Vale Norma!

used during the period in which the eouipment

.

<u
^

The AYF prescribes that:

dinghy which I sunk in Albert Park Lake in the time before the

on the subject o f my

q

entered the boat. See rule 75.

renewing our sailing life experiences at the coming Aust Titles in

ago to take a position with CTC7 (now TEN Capital) responsible

friends

_o

Person in Charge

Then later in Melbourne I had the use of another old plywood

bad dreams

0)
-Q
<1)
w

rigged clinker sailing dinghy. Dad was a pre war aviator and

Manly area.

<N

to bring back some real sailing enjoyment to our members at and

Born Mosman Sydney 1947. My sailing life started as a boy o f 8

boat that was Quite a clunker.

o
o

^

10

R a c iq s
P e te r F u lla g a r

o
o
<N

A rrangem ents for the S u m m er Series are alm ost com plete
a t the tim e o f w ritin g this.

L.

Q)
_Q

D u ty rosters have been revised

this season to include m ore people on each tea m and to
provide a m o re equitable spread of people across the

£

season. T h e onus in now on each PRO to actively manage

<u

th e ir te a m ’s preparation and its function on the day. Please

Commodores
letter to
Australian-American
Association

see the Sailing N o tice Board for details.
CL

<u
^

As most members would be aware the Club has had a long
Matthew Owen and Don McMichael have been appointed to the Race

and fruitful relationship with the ACT Division o f the

Committee. They join |ohn White, |ohn Whitfield and |ohn Tracey.

Australian-American Association. In response to the
appalling incident in New York the Commodore o f the Club

The review o f how we equate results between different classes o f trailable
.yachts for championship results has been completed. The Committee

The letter is detailed below.

change the policy.
The review confirmed that the TYA CBH is harmonised annually among all
the state and territory TYAs around Australia; it applies across all
conditions, including inland waters; it is used at all major events and by
most clubs; it is responsive to interim amendment at short notice, if the
situation is proved to require change; and it provides for special
adjustment o f modified boats and a measuring system to record and
calculate the effect o f modifications. An expert handicapping sub
committee o f the TYA o f NSW and the ACT administers the system for our
region. The Club has access to this sub-committee for input or to seek
advice on the technical aspects o f calculating race results.
A review o f the system for calculating personal handicaps on top o f the
CBH for pointscore results will now be conducted by Graham Giles and
)ohn Whitfield.

research the range o f dinghy classes that might be attractive to

Sailing School

CM

October Courses

<D
_Q

older teenagers as an intermediate class and to adults as a

E

possible senior dinghy class to be developed at the club. The

a;
4->

O c to b e r School holidays kids learn to sail course.

CL

task entails researching the classes o f boat that may be
♦

Week

♦

Week 2

0)
LO

I 2nd to 5th October, 9am to 4pm

attractive, making that information widely available withing the
8th to 12th October, 9am to 4pm

Club, arranging for demonstration boats to be brought to
Canberra,recommending preferreed classes and generating

A d u lt learn to sail courses

discussion around the Club that would lead to groups o f people
♦

Fortnightly courses start on the 16th ofO ctober

further information, contact Graham Giles.

that the trial over winter had shown little difference between the TYA CBH

U

The Sailing Users' Group has been asked by the Committee to

o
o

committing to purchase boats in the selected classes. For

developed and refined over several decades o f trailable sailing. It noted

and the locally developed system. It found no commanding argument to

Dinghy Classes

I I

has written to the President o f the Australian-American
Association (ACT Division) to express our sympathy.

assessed that the Club's existing policy o f using the TYA CBH gives us
access to a well-respected system that is external to the Club and has been

CYC

N ew

A d u lt learn to race courses

Dear Bronwyn,
On behalf of all of the members
of the Canberra Yacht Club I
should like to share with the
Australian American Association
our shock and outrage at the
terrorist attack on the United
States.
Many of our members have
family or friends living and
working in New York and many have
friends in the military.
Would
you please convey to the American
community in Australia our
sympathy for those who are in
distress and our condolences to
those who may have lost friends
or loved ones.

♦

Course for people who want to experience or have a
refresher on tactics, sail shape, rules, starting procedure,

u

crew work , spinnaker use, 17 hours o f theoiy and practical.
♦

Thursday evening theory Saturday and Sunday on Status 19
doing the CYC race.

Boats
for sale
29er

-

27th, 29th and 30th September

-

4th, 6th and 7th October
Nth, 13th and 14th October

See our web site www.sailcanberra.com .au or call

>u

Matthew Owen on 6273 47770

On trailer, foil bag, cover in excellent
condition $9,950

To accord with the new AYF requirements, a more formal race entry

£ s e r s (2) - $500 ea

procedure will apply this season. This entails completion o f an entiy form
by the boat owner, who shall record that all the crew are members o f a
club affiliated to a Yachting Association and are members o f the AYF. A

Neil Primrose, Commodore

Call Matt 6273 4 777

boat owner who has paid a full season entiy may complete a form
-O

specifying the crew for the season, but is responsible for advising the race

3

entiy official o f any' change o f crew and ensuring that the replacement crew

u

complete an entry form for each race.

u
<T)
>rd
L-

L_

management o f safety requirements this season. This is part o f Graham
Giles' responsibility as Director, Operations and will include regular spot
checks before racing. The Sailing Instructions specify the requirements
applying to all boats racing with the Club. Boats that do not comply will
not be accorded a result. It is in the interest o f all sailors that we are

CYC
Preferred Classes
The preferred classes at CYC are:

serious about safety and I hope you will get behind this.
I will be away for the next six weeks on a birding field trip. Graham Giles

u

will stand in for me as Director, Racing assisted by |ohn Whitfield.

YACHT C H A R TE RS
Cruising the WMsmrtajIslands
andCjnat Barrkr

u

Further details phone:

Christ Hart 08 8296 1270
Enquiries should be directed to the Club's web site or to
the Office.

U

Excellent Racing Record

Kym Scott 08 8381 3670/0402 000 768

_o

rs

Launched Feb 1999 #125

Laser, Flying Fifteen, Gem 550 and Elliott 7.

CD

_Q

QUEENSLAND

GEM 550

is a member o f a club and the AYF. Alternatively the boat owner shall

A ll boat owners should be aware that the Club is tightening up the

Sabots (2) - $200 and $400

>-

DEAKINHEALTHSPA
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www.netspeed.com.au/nielsenl/news

C
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The following events are provisional:

P r i m r o s e

(w) 62959154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0 4 12 0 15 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

I

V i c e

ACT FF championships

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

H a r v e y

C o r p o r a t e

D i r e c t o r

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(h) 6293 2732

O

U
«
o

cmi@cyberone.com.au

D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

M e m b e r

E

To
CD
cd

S e r v i c e s

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

Q
CD

oo

Sep

2 9 - O c t

7

Mon
O c t
8
Committee meeting
Sun
O c t
Pointscore 3

14

S un

21

O c t

Pointscore 4, Championship I
T h u r s d a y
25
O c t o b e r
7.30pm YMCA Sailing Club

CD
D i r e c t o r

N i c k

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au

E

Sun
O c t
Pointscore 2

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag,gov.au

S e r v i c e s

c

S a t - M o n

D i r e c t o r

28

S a t - S u n
Nov
3
ACT Dinghy Championships

Ra c i n g

P e t e r

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808

fullagar@mac.com

D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

Mon
Nov
5
Sailing Users’ Group meeting
&

M a r k e t i n g

D a v i d

Sun
O c t
Pointscore 5

S m i t h

W e d
Nov
Twilight I
S un

N o v

7

II

(w) 6243 5 165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 2 7 1 778
dsmith@lansystems._com.au

Pointscore 6, Championship 2

D i r e c t o r

Committee meeting

M o n
G r a h a m

O p e r a t i o n s

M a t t h e w

12

G i l e s

Contact Details:
(W ) 0 4 12 507 0 6 1 (h) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o

N o v

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

W e d

N o v

14

Twilight 2
S un

N o v

18

Pointscore 7
National Try Sailing Day

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au
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A C T Flying Fifteen
Championship Series
P e te r D a lto n "F ly in g H ig h "

L _
L .

T h e series was deferred fro m last March and was w o rth w aiting for
indeed!

o

Most o f our own top sailors were o ff to an early start o f the new seasons activity and the

- Q

15 Fjying Fifteens entered included two interesting crews from Victoria. The busy
schedule included three races on Saturday 29th o f September and another two on the
next day.
PRO Ross Wylde-Brown and his" Scooter" crew were claiming that the perfect sailing
weather on both days was entirely their doing. They did a perfect job with race
management as well so we will credit them with the lot! On his command each day at
10.30 in came a perfect 8-10 Knots with Sundays increasing to 16 Knots to add the
reouired fizz to the cocktail o f dream conditions.
Stuart Shimeld with Michael Leydon in" STIFF UPPER LIP" produced a perfect lll ll
result in an awesome display o f near faultless sailing and left the rest fully absorbed in a
torrid tussle for the minor placings. Saturdays racing was veiy close and often eight

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA C ITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

places would swap on each leg o f the course.
Peter and Phil Russell were in good form on Saturday with their 2 5 2 and the VICS
looked off the pace. Matt Owen was challenging strongly as expected in the Morna and
john Hoskings Final Fling was flung into third placing after three races.
Saturday nights Thai Dinner and the wines consumed must have been a turning point for
the Victorians Nick Carew and Harley Kruse. Next morning they popped their" FIZZ "
into an overall second placing in the stronger breezes showing their usual dashing
display o f aggressive sailing style. Some high flying was enjoyed by all fifteens in a lake
. . . C o n tin u e d on page 5

1

In this Year o f the Volunteer the Club pays tribute to
the important role o f our volunteers in fulfilling our

improvement. Work is going ahead to relocate the

mission o f sailing being fun and excitement for all.

marquee, the storage container and the boat hoist.

Notwithstanding the changes in community attitudes

This includes shifting the tri-athletics equipment out of

that are reducing general preparedness o f people to

the ground floor o f the building so as to extend the

volunteer, our Club is blessed by a continuing ethos

storage area for Sail Canberra. Relocating the

o f service and commitment. And the central

marQuee will open up the front o f the Sailors' Cabin
and give us a much more attractive vista for our social

as we increase the amount o f support work

gatherings.

held extensive discussions with both Clubs and a

volunteers whenever you can. They certainly gain

report is expected shortly.

B oat parking

And while thinking of volunteers, see the recent

time last year. Bookings for the adult classes are

for two thirds o f theyear and for a couple o f hours on a Wednesday evening

commendation to Carol Wylde-Browne elsewhere in

coming in strongly and the advance bookings for the

during daylight saving. The rest o f theyear it is a lovely landscape without

this newsletter. Congratulations to a terrific role

December/januaiy vacation classes are filling up

people or activity.

model.

already. A strong advertising campaign for the boat

o f their responsibilities and the Club's Policies and
Procedures; are briefed on the Club's insurance cover
for their protection; and that their work is well

before and the new boats for the Sail Canberra

The Committee decided to keep the charge to $320 for

membership. Sail Canberra has more than doubled the number of members

play such an important part in the life o f the Club.

inventoiy are now in commission.
Furthermore, it enhances the value o f the Club to the CSCC, because it offers
With best wishes,

However, members should be aware that this is continues

access to sailing for the whole community in a way never seen before in

a longstanding subsidy to some 130 o f the 570 members

Canberra.

Neil Primrose

to draw people into membership of the Club.

Committee, though the workload is higher than it ever was before. It is worth

George will be responsible to Peter Dalton for co

ty in g to apportion some estimate o f a dollar value to it so that Club

ordinating the effective linkage o f Sail Canberra

members can assess the benefit they derive from the work o f the Committee.

QUEENSLAND
YACHT C H A R T 9
Cruising tfe W ftitsmi*/ fsbnJs
akHjree# barrkrReef

boat owner. This is revenue foregone (on, say, 115 slots)
o f $20,700. The Committee believes this subsidy is well
justified in return for the benefit that boat owners make

Im plications
I.

There is a financial cost in performing a role on the Committee that can well

•

Members enjoy the benefits of relatively cheap sailing
at a well-found Club, because o f the capital that is

:eed $2,000 per person. This is partly compensated for by an entitlement

provided by the CSCC, and because o f the resources

up to $500 per Committee member, taken as refund o f costs or free

that are contributed by members o f the Committee,

services.

volunteers and the staff o f the Club.

A conservative estimate o f the time spent by members o f the Committee over

2. About a dozen people earn 98% o f the value o f the

the past year, when priced at professional rates, is well over $400,000. Some

Club by managing the Club's activities and working

people coming forward to take up the opportunities

Committee members contribute ten, fifteen, sometimes twenty hours a week

the assets provided by the CSCC. This doesn't

that exist to work for the Club.

and more to the Club. This is senior executive-level time. Add the time

discount the valuable contribution o f other

The article on the AYF that I mentioned in my column

contributed by Sail Canberra Board members and others cariying executive

volunteers. It defines clearly where the serious

last month was held over for reasons o f space, as was

level responsibility that is in excess o f 90,000. Add another $10,000 to

workload is lies; and it defines who carries the

part o f the briefing on where our resources come

cover the time contributed by volunteers.

weight o f responsibility.

DEAKIN HEALTHSPA

Total time contributed to the Club is worth well in excess o f $500,000.

improvements being made to the site by the Canberra

CD

Southern Cross Club. The grass adjacent to the
lower boat park, where the dinghies and cats rig, has

Club income from all sources

$220,000

Committee and other time invested

$500,000

zs

u

needs serious support.
4. Input by a wide range o f members to the affairs of

rd

V
rd

the Club remains critical to the spirit o f the Club and

CSCC contribution (approx)

$125,000

been resewn in preparation for the summer season.
There has been some disruption to usual

J3

u
3. This is not new, but has grown to the stage where it

T o ta l resources invested in running the Club

Members will be aware o f the continuing

S_
i_

u

available to the rest o f us to enjoy time on the water.

column in previous newsletters and it is good to see

them to you.

>-

o f the Club. Thisyear, the subsidy is at least $180 per

captured in our cash accounting system. This is not unique to the present

from. Both are published this month and I commend

u

theyear in order to support trailable boat owners, who

and trebled the turnover o f the Club.

has agreed to serve as co-ordinator o f the activities

Both these tasks were advertised in the Job Search

uniqueness o f the amenity but this tends to add to its
value rather than diminish it.

colour, action, new blood and energy to an aging and diminishing

The contribution made to the Club by members o f the Committee is not

members and helping them obtain crewing positions.

u

Instructors is stronger and better trained than ever

1 am also pleased to announce that George Reeves

membership, facilitating their getting to know other

rd

noted elsewhere in this newsletter, the corps o f

With Sail Canberra, we have 7 day a week activity and a full range o f sailing
^ ^ v ic e s to members and to the community. Sail Canberra has brought

recognised by members and celebrated by the Club.

people from the wider community into Club

C

hire is timed for the onset o f warmer whether. As

Four separate methodologies indicate a value per
external boat parking slot o f between $500 and $700 a
year. It is difficult to be precise, because o f the

C o m m itte e

clients with the overall life o f the Club, drawing

_Q

for the season. The Sailing School vacation classes

o

W h a t is Sail Canberra w orth to the Club?

Without Sail Canberra we have a club that operates a few hours on a Sunday

Meanwhile the Sail Canberra work is well under way

<D
_Q
O
u

have been well attended, with class sizes up on this

Straining and information to do their jobs; are aware

O
O
CN

1

o f the total.

Martin will be responsible to Graham Giles for

ct3

0

members' subscriptions (56% compared to 6.5%).

ensuring that all our volunteers receive the proper

>-

1

Members' subscriptions, as a proportion o f the resources

has agreed to serve as mentor for our volunteers.

rd

0

earnt or contributed to the Club, amount to less than 2%

I am pleased to announce that Martin van der Hoek

u

0

contribution o f Sail Canberra and the contribution made to the Club by

such a difference.

-C

0

The income figures serve as a rough indication o f relative value between the

appreciation from the rest o f us on top o f that makes

u

2
On the foreshore developments, the consultant has

So make the opportunity to complement our

great satisfaction from what they do, but a little

Z3

Resource Allocation
within the Club (Port 2)

N e il P rim ro s e

importance o f our volunteers play will continue, even

undertaken by employed staff.

JD

arrangements, but the result will be a considerable

T o ta l

$845,000

to the corporate wisdom o f the Committee.
5

Members need to value the people who contribute so
much to members' enjoyment o f sailing.

CD
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Belconnen
Marine and
Boating
Supplies

0
01

CD

_o

o
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u

o

A Division o f

Belconnen M e ta l C en tre
4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

Phone 6251 301 I

u

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are
proud to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club,

>■

Stainless steel, Aluminum and General Welding

♦

Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication
♦

and Repairs and maintenance.

n3
s_

C
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Merchant Navy as a Master Mariner. He took up sailing because

Club and then moved on to
become the first female

regarded it as a challenge rather than a hindrance. He came to

Commodore of a yacht club in

that we had to ourselves other than the

Australia. She has held numer

odd capsized catamaran.

Canberra as the Caltex representative and then worked at

and has Life Membership of

Accounts Department.

the Canberra Cruising Yachting

Sailing Club. As a volunteer at

Championship and Pointscore in Tara in 1969/70, the same year

the Olympics, Carol developed

into a fourth placing overall by only a

as his son, Martin, won the Club Championship and Pointscore

a passion for race results coor

mere p o in t. Matts words were" thats the

dination and she has cont

best fleet racing that ive had since my 18

inued with it in the Canberra

footer days"

Yacht Club. Carol is alw ays

season (Peter Russell was second in both). For his effort |im

there willing to help with

and his crew, Bob Robinson, were made Yachtsman and Crew o f

Carol Wylde-Brown

|im is one o f only 19 members who have served as Commodore

But wait theres more to come yet! Our
starting lines were an absorbing tussle as

whatever needs to be done in

expected. So much so that our other

the sailing community.

Victorian guest Brian Carroll rushed

YACHTING ASSOCIATION OF THE ACT

outboard [without checking his hobble

still survive.

One desperate hand remained on the tiller
extension and one foot stayed on the keel

|im and Kath moved to Batehaven in 1982 with an outlook over

>V S P O R T

, all with the fleet pointed at his"stern".

the sea. Jim was proud that several years ago, when Brindabella

HQ Recreation

The only damage done was to his dignity

0 5

actsport

when his temporily abandoned wife Lyn

v o l u n t e e r s - GIVE THEM

Brindabella for a sail.
Ron Reid spoke at the funeral service o f )im's love o f life, his

Boating requirements.

over a beer. Jim was always able to laugh at his own mistakes.
He loved an argument - which Irishman doesn't - and he
enjoyed playing devil's advocate. But he also had an inquisitive
and inventive mind. In later years he designed and made chairs
that gave him mobility around the house and kept him out o f a

Belconnen M arine and Boating Supplies

placing and finally flung |ohn Hosking

over the 42-year histoiy o f the Club. Fortunatejy, 15 o f those

enjoyment o f the camaraderie o f the sport and re-sailing the race

Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f

he drove out the RUSTLER from its third

straps] and dived straight into the lake .

general

best wishes for 2 00 1-20 02.

minor placings. In his borrowed MORNA

later defected to the Flying Fifteens. He won the Club

A General range of Chandleiy, Safety Equipment and

Congratulations on a successful season and

contest in the pack competing for the

Association and the YMCA

♦

If a required product is not stocked we will endeavor to

Matt Owen also was relishing the intense

)im joined the CYC in May 1967, sailing a Mirror and tw o y e a i^

insisted on putting |im in the dinghy and taking him out to

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

ous positions on Executives

Canberra Hospital, where he taught himself how to manage the

Trailer Repairs. Modification and Servicing

♦

(cont from page I)

he was having trouble walking. He had muscular dystrophy, but

♦

L_

<u
-Q

Treasurer in the YMCA Sailing

sailed into the Bay on the way back from Hobart, George Snow

locate and suppjyyour request.
U
03
>-

various times. Carol began as

Jim was born in Northern Ireland and made his career in the

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

_Q

u

the major sailing clubs at

52 years, Kathleen, and their sons, Michael and Martin.

♦

♦

tirelessly to assist almost all of

Ron and Lorraine Reid, Bill Burns and, o f course, |im's wife of

theyear respectively.

♦

than 20 years. She has worked

attended his funeral, meeting up with former Canberrayachties

again won the Club Championship and Pointscore in the 1976/77

O u r business provides:

sailing in the ACT for more

died on 16 September at the age o f 76. Peter and Ailsa Forster

2001 competition.

Boating.

Carol has been a stalwart of

)im Beare was commodore o f the CYC froml970 to 1972. He

in the Moth class. |im purchased Lively Lady from Bill Burns and

o f the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects of

Z5
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and congratulate all those who were successful inyour

We look forward to being of assistance to the members

U

“Year o f the Volunteer’

Vale Jim Beare

A C T Flying Fifteens
Championship Series

wheelchair. In lateryears he took to computers and spent many

was heard giving him some useful and
colourful advise concerning the duty and
place o f a skipper.

In the “Year o f the Volunteer" congratulations go to Carole Wylde-Browne. Carol was
recently recognised by the ACT Bureau o f Sport and Recreation for her voluntaiy work.
The award recognised the 20 plus years that Carol has given to Sailing in the ACT.

A noteworthy performance at the rear of
the fleet was Bernard Broughton and his
very lightwight novice son on STIR FRY
who refused to conceed defeat in what

Carol originally started in sailing because o f her children, even after they have grown

was tough conditions for them. They

and left home her work has continued. Carol now enjoys recreational/cruising sailing

safejy completed the series in good order

more but she can still be found in the results room every Sunday helping to get the

and will benefit much from two veiy full

times and positions finalised. Due to other interest there has been a shift in the

days o f serious racing in some hot

Volunteer work that Carol does. She volunteers for Northside Community Centre

competition. A ll sailors were winners in

hours using email and the internet.

working for the aged. She has also taken an interest in Lawn Bowls but tells me she is

these great lake conditions. Thanks also

Jim was an inspiration to all who knew him. His courage and

not ready for the Commonwealth Games yet but I'm sure if there was a call for

must go to Bill Causebrook for his extra

Volunteers to help Carol would be the first hand up. Well done Carol and thanks for

work in preparing the series in my

determination were legendaiy. He was always positive. People
were of the greatest importance to him. He lived life well and
was fulfilled by what he did.

your work over 20years to the sailing community. And in the ''Year o f the Volunteer”

absence overseas.

thanks to eveiyone who help, some are there each week and others when they can but

So now we look forward to The Nationals

any way help comes, rest assured you are appreciated.

at Paynesville in three months time.

Race Management Duty Roster Teams
o
o
(N

28 October to 16 December 2001

Assistant Instructors Course
Sail Canberra is pleased to announce that eleven casual helpers o f holiday school

programs are now fully qualified AYF Assistant

o
o
fS

Instructors. The course was a one day seminar on the Sailing School objectives, safety, AYF structure o f qualifications and teaching
CU
_o

Conduct o f racing by the CYC is totally dependent on the

18 N o vem b er 0 1 - Pointscore 7

services o f members and volunteers to make up the race

Pro:

Ross Wylde-Browne

+2

Drivers:

Richard Gallimore

+2

Peter Manley

+1

Matthew Francis

+1

|ohn Hosking

+1

StephenLeicester

-

o

management team for each race.

w
u

Race management duty roster teams for the period from 28

o

October to 16 December are set out below. These have been

Team:

techniques. The Sailing School would like to thanks Bill Willis, Alice Goleby and Oliver Merz for helping teaching this first important
qualification course. Sail Canberra is committed to the advancement o f qualifications o f its instructors.

a>
-□
Q
u

o

prepared on the basis o f information held by the Director Racing.
Where names are followed by '+' and a number, the named
member is requested to bring that number o f additional people
to complete the Team. This is based on Crew numbers.

Team total:

13

Rostered PROs are requested to contact the CYC Office for
contact details o f members o f their Teams, and to confirm the

25 N o vem b er 01 - Pointscore 8

availability o f these members well in advance. Any PRO unable

Pro:

|ohn Hanrahan

+2

Drivers:

John Kennedy

+1

Martin Linsley

-

Ron Ashpole

+2

rostered.

Garrie Gray

+1

Rostered Drivers or Team members who are unable to fill the role

Matt Mason

+1

to fill their role as rostered should attempt to swap with another
rostered PRO, and advise the CYC office as soon as practicable.
The CYC office will make a copy o f the PRO and Team duties
document available to the PRO about a week before they are

as rostered are requested to attempt locate a replacement from

Team:

Team total:

13

within the Race Support Unit or their fleet as applicable, and to
advise the CYC office or the PRO accordingly.
If I doubt, please direct any enquiries or difficulties to the CYC

9 D ecem b er 01 - Pointscore 9 & <

office at least a week before the date involved. Later advice may

Pro:

Robert Redfern

+1

cause significant difficulties for others, and possibly result in our

Drivers:

Laurence McGee

+1

Peter Witherinton

-

lames Hodgman

+2

Kenneth Betts

+2

Stephen Harvie

+1

Hamish Nicol

-

From left to right Neil Primrose, Sam Gallagher, Jay Garvey, Matt Mason, |osh Paine, Martin Cox, less Thomas, Finn Lattimore, Andrew
Sutton, Matthew Owen, Gus Gallagher, Renee van der Hoek, lacqui Kalyvas, Bill Willis, Alice Goleby, photo taken by Ollie Merz.

inability to conduct racing.
Team:

28 O c to b e r 0 1 - Pointscore 5
(Championship I forTrailables and Laser)
Pro:

Michael Dunn

Drivers:

Colin Lonergan

+1

Bill Willis
Team:

+2

Mark Gillett

+1

Brent Freestone
Team total:

Team total:

lain Davidson

+1

16 D ec em b e r 01 - Pointscore 10
Pro:

II

I I N o vem b er 01 - Pointscore 6 & Championship 2

+1

Team:

Geoff Gillett

+2

|ohn Shinerock

-

Magic 25 and purchased his own Magic 25, "Sausage Magic".

Ilmar Kalnins

+2

David started sailing in a Heron at Port Vincent Yacht Club, South Australia in the mid 70's. Since then David has mostly sailed as crew

+2

Drivers:

Nigel Cox

+2

Finnian Lattimore

+2

Ian Hawke

+1

|osh Paine

-

Melbourne.

Nicholas Faulks

+1

Daiyl Riding

+1

David's challenge in the position o f Marketing and Promotion is to gain support and sponsorship from the Canberra Business community

on keel boats on Australia's East Coast with a season on 18 ft skiffs in Brisbane, during the 80's. Typical off shore races include Sydney
to Coffs, Hamilton Island Race Week, three Sydney to Hobarts, Sydney to Mooloolaba and a variety o f other races in both Sydney and

_Q
David Holt

C

nj

Neil Garvey

u
Team total:

13

Team total:
+1

15

U

after moving to Canberra from Sydney in the late 90's. After sailing in Flying Fifteens for a season, he was inspired by |oe Colbert's

|ohn White

Team:

_o
=s

David is the Business Development Officer for a National Information Technology distribution company call LAN Systems. Previous

Pro:

L_

(D

Richard Morcom

David Sm ith, Director o f Promotion and Marketing
employment includes two years as a business consultant for SMS Technology and Management. David became a member o f the CYC soon

Drivers:

n3

14

Introducing . . .
^ o u r committee (Part 3)

in promoting the sport o f sailing and the CYC.
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P e te r D a lto n . D ir e c t o r o f Bad Tas te.
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Opening Twilight Race

A Dressy Occasion
O

Prizes will be awarded to th e MOST
COLOURFULLY DRESSED BOAT and the
MOST INTERESTINGLY ATTIRED CREW.

Mem bership -

AYF

The opportunity has arrived to bring outyour old battered

Under the Racing Rules o f Sailing, Rule 46 specifies that the

tux/gown or moldy bowler hat/tiara and dress your boat in such
a manner that creates a huge chance to show o ffyo u r own
decorative imagination. The awards o f various kinds will be of

The Racing Rules o f Sailing provides a body o f common practice

W h a t about the benefits o f the YAACT?

person in charge o f a boat that is racing shall be a member o f a

that minimises damage to people and to boats across the range of

The YA operates on an entirely voluntaiy basis. It has no paid

Member Yachting Association (MYA) and the Australian Yachting

conditions in which we sail. Moreover, it is used as the means of

staff. It was recently reviewed to ensure that it operates in a

Federation (AYF) and that any person who sails more than three

adjudicating insurance claims, thus containing the cost o f action

supporting and complementaiy relationship with the clubs that

that might otherwise be necessaiy to recover costs o f damagein

are recognised to be the drivers o f the sport in the ACT. This

races on in any sailing season shall be a member o f an MYA

popular amongst many o f our members last season. Our CCYA

and a Youth, Silver or Gold member o f the AYF. (The same ru lja

absolute must I

also requires those people to also be members o f a Club

™

affiliated to an MYA.)
The various state and territory Yachting Associations are the

A "grottyyachties" presentation dinner BBQ_will follow racing
and food will start at 8pm. Dress casually or worse. Please
checkyour diaries , then confirm your numbers attending to
Martin at the office in the week prior and by the prior Monday
at the latest to allow me to organise food etc. Payments in
advance please at $ IS per head inc food and photo.
Volunteers[3] are needed to help me on the catering side.
Please give your name to Martin [Cap'n Hoek?] Those in the

Member Yachting Associations that form the AYF. Ours is the

serves a useful role as the peak body o f the sport to the ACT
Government; and it facilitates good relations between the

In its statement o f the account for your annual fees and charges,

organised event should to do so without specific personal

competing clubs running sailing services an it in the ACT.

the Canberra Yacht Club identifies theyour AYF membership fee

insurance cover. Information on further services available with

Most importantly, the YA represents the ACT in the various

separately so that members you are clearly aware o f what they

upgrading to gold Membership (including portable insurance that

councils o f the AYF. Although the ACT is numerically small,

you are paying for. This gives you the opportunity o f engaging

covers you on any boat) is available at the Club.

our skills at public administration give us an influence in the

Added to the framework that regulates our As well as providing

AYF out of all proportion to our numbers. We have been able

the framework for regulating racing, the AYF provides the

to contribute in a substantial way to the AYF's progress as an
organisation, such as with the development o f the recently

with the YAACT and the AYF to ensure that you are getting value
foryour money.

membership, $1.81 goes in GST, $13.31 goes to the AYF to fund

recognised world-wide; it serves as the peak body for the sport of

revised training curriculum, constant input to review o f the

its administration and services and $4.88 is retained by the

sailing at the federal government level; it provides and constantly

racing rules and review o f the governance o f the AYF itself. In

YAACT to help pay for its administration and activities. Similarly

reviews the safety codes under which events are conducted; and it

this, ACT sailors and clubs have been well served.

has a central role in the promotion o f the sport nationally,

from the $10.00 paid by Youth members, $0.91 is GST, $8.09

The Yachting Association has invited applications from sailors
who are members o f Affiliated Clubs for assistance grants for
activities in the rest o f the 2001/02 financial year. Applications
close on 15 November 2001. Details are held at the Club office.
Any person or class that wishes to apply w ill need to obtain
endorsement o f their club. Applicants who would like to apply
and wish to be endorsed by the CYC should have their

u

application to the Club office in time to be considered by the
Committee at its meeting on Thursday 8 November.

o

^ | d u d in g support for Australia's engagement involvement in the

can be developed, the YA serves a function that is crucial to the

an administrative support grant from the ACT Government,

^TOernational levels o f the sport.

clubs, but which cannot be provided by them.

”

other Australian MYAs.)

W h a t do I get from the AYF?

regulation o f racing events. They make use o f an internationally
harmonised framework o f rules that has been developed over a
long period o f time and which is constantly being reviewed.
They make use o f the provisions for managing compliance with
those rules, through the system o f protests, appeals and case

In regard to the aboverelation to training it is worth noting that,

>«
u

By providing a forum in which the strategic overview o f sailing

goes to the AYF, and we retain $1.00. (The YAACT usually g e tA

or crew, enjoy the benefits o f orderly management and

rd

control o f sail training and application o f the rules o f sailing; it

worth

no longer tenable that the acceptable for people who race in an

A ll people who race, regardless o f whether they are a boatowner

c

It serves an important role on in co-ordinating the quality

Youth and Silver membership also gives each member $

consumption o f my own " Tailgate Red", a pretentious little

_o
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reasonable that we should meet the cost o f that service them.

curriculum and the system o f accreditation for sail training that is

Y A A C T Assistance

S-

^ A ll o f us who go racing use this these services. It and it is

of personal accident insurance. Sailing can be dangerous. It is

Yachting Association of the ACT (YAACT).

which is why we are able to keep our fees lower than almost all

rd

provides a well-defined role that is pared down to the minimum
essential to do its job.

O f the $20 AYF membership fee paid by most people for Silver

Evans Garden Gate Wineiy, Narrabundah.

u
rd

^^eparate tribunals.

galley crew will have the hearty joy o f sharing in the

locally made cabernet sauvignon from the 2000 "Second Cru" at

o
*->
u

W hat’s it worth to me

the usual VINIFEROUS NATURE that seems so strangely

Chardonnay Set should make this first twilight race occasion an

0)
_o

Conclusion

the cost o f training materials and accreditation of personnel, as
well as registered training establishments (like our sailing school

The AYF and the YAACT are the difference between sailing

within Sail Canberra), are met by the users. So your membership

being a disorganised activity undertaken by a collection of

fees do not go toward this, though all this would not happen if

disparate groups and a well organised, respected sport in which

the AYF did not exist. Similarly, the AYF's elite athlete program

a significant investment o f our lifestyle, leisure time and

is funded by sponsorship. Membership fees do do not pay for
that program. Nevertheless, we all benefit to an extent from the

finance is worth while. Organisation and respect cannot exist

It's worth considering occasionally just how much each o f us

role models for our sport.

benefits from the higher level administration o f our sport. $20

Representation o f the sport to the federal government as a peak

rules also provide the basis o f for the variety o f tactics and

body provides both savings and benefits to members, even if they

practices used by sailors. Added to this is the reamework

are not always obvious. For example, the AYF expert advice to

framework for the training of race officials and judges, as well

the Hobart Race Inquest ensured that the tightened safety

as the training in various aspects o f sailing skll that is available

provisions that were recommended were practical and realistic.

for eveiyone.

This extends to representation to other regulatory bodies, such as
the requirements set by Standards Australia for the PDFs we all
wear. It should be noted that much o f this work by the AYF is
done on a voluntaiy basis.

13
U

without higher level administration.

fact that the AYF supports the essential those top sailors who are

law. As well as providing for fair competition, this provides the

_Q

is a pretty cheap contribution in comparison to what we get.
Perhaps more o f us should consider taking a more an active
part in the work o f the YAACY, as well as in our Club. The
2001 elections are coming up soon and new blood is always
welcome. Please think about standing for election to one o f the
five officer positions, or as the representative ofyour Club on
the Council.
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A visit to Cleavers Scotland
'Soggy Sunshine”

Holiday Program

P h ilip Russell

The Sailing School has just completed its first Kids
Holiday Program with great success, we trained 18

o
o

Boats
for sale

<N

29er

°
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kids first week and 35 the second week. Sail

Peter and Hella Dalton and I (Phil Russell) spent a week with

The breeze lightening off the next day so Peter, Hella and I went

lan, Anthea and |ason (staffy terrier). It was a wonderful and

sight seeing at some o f the picturesQue picture post card Scottish

Canberra's Christmas program is fillin g up Quickly so

memorable week with the spectacular sceneiy and Cleaver's

highlands sceneiy. Peter sailed with lan the next day in the light

if y o u r kids want to participate please enrol now.

hospitality

condition $9,950

rain up the Sound o f Mull to Tobermoiy on the island o f Mull a

We took the train from Edinburgh to Crainlarich via Glasgow.
The train from Glasgow to Crainlarich going along the Firth of
Clyde and then along Loch Lomond was very a scenic ride with
amazing views between the vegetation down into the Loch.

veiy colourful seaside town. A ll the building along the waterfront

needed, and we drove around Mull seeing amazing waterfalls and

long hairy coat and big horns; lan states they are breed for the

house with attic. They are just outside Dalmally via a church

tourists as they are not veiy edible.

^

site, which dates back to the Druids and a 200 plus year old

lined driveway to the castle.

A Flying 15 and normally his

Melges 24 greets you and a carport is planned when lan finds

While we were there Ian's daughter was expecting their first
child, lan is now a veiy proud Grandpa o f Finley who I am sure

Boat Purchases
^ f e i l Canberra has just taken deliveiy o f two second

lan and his crew sailed back to Oban and we took Ian's wee car

Call Matt 6273 4777

GEM 550

back over the feriy. lan finished third overall in the regatta in

hand Corsairs, two Laser radials.a Hobie Wave and a

Launched FebI999 #125

which there were 100 plus yachts o f all sizes and budgets.

Status 19 trailer sailer for the Sailing School and hire

Excellent Racing Record

We thank the Canberra Southern Cross Club Capital

Further details phone:

On our last day lan and )ason showed us over his veiy own castle

time.

Lasers (2) - $500 ea
Sabots (2) - $200 and $400

townscape. The breeze-stayed light so Peter and I were not

mountains. The highland cattle are veiy photogenic with their

single lane bridge you cross before entering the winding tree

Matthew Owen

were painted different bright colours making it a picturesQue

The Cleavers residence is a 100 plus year old 2 stoiy stone

On trailer, foil bag, cover in excellent

ruin Kilchurn on Loch Awe. We all found it incredibly picturesQue
and romantic. It was great with lan showing us around and telling

Program for the funds.

Kym Scott 08 8381 3670/0402 000 768

us the histoiy and stories o f the ruin. The ruin is used for

will be part o f Ian's sailing in the future.

Christ Hart 08 8296 1270

weddings and Shakespeare plays and I could think o f no better
lan was competing in the West Highland Regatta week in his

place for a wedding ceremony.

Boat Hire

Melges 24 named Highland Heritage. The wind was 15 knots
and he needed another crew, and I was in the right spot at the
right time, lan and I drove to Oban where the boat was joining
up the with the other 3 crew, lan has a love for fast cars and
boats and it was a drive I will never forget. The acceleration of
the Subaru Imprezza is veiy impressive and lan uses it to his

lan gave us a guided tour o f his four hotels, which were just

www.netspeed.com.au/nielsenl/news

amazing. They all have incredible flowers displays throughout,
walls covered with ship prints and photographs o f Ian's sailing

Sail Canberra's Boat Hire is now open, we have a

boats. They all have glass cabinets, which display Ian's many

large range ofyachts and smaller boats for cruising or

sailing trophies.

racing.

They have such a light and aiiy feel to them and

would be amazing in winter looking through the windows at the ^

advantage in safely passing cars.

snow covered mountains while inside there are lovely flowering
It was my first time on a Melges 24 and a veiy exciting, stable

™

^ f e l l M att on 6273 4777 for a booking.

displays.

yacht, which just goes faster as the wind strength increases.
The tactician on the boat was paul ...? who was runner up in
the selection for the 49er Olympic rep for GB.

It was truly a

We were all sad to depart, but we have so many good memories
that will always be with us.

highlight to be racing on a boat with such a high profile crew.

I went onto down to Cork in Ireland and competed in the Laser

Fund Raiser

The organizational and planning skills before each maneuver

World Masters. A total o f 326 competitors from 40 plus

were inspirational. I played the 600 souare foot asymmetric kite

countries contested the title in 4 age divisions. 55 Australians

for 8 plus nautical miles up the Lynn o f Lome, which was a

made the trip to the Emerald Isle, which showed us a wide range

The Youth Sailing Academy w ill be selling all types o f

handful and took all my strength to continually play to keep the

o f weather. Mist with l-mile visibility, 15 knots winds to perfect

food every Sunday for a fund raiser to help kids travel

boat at maximum speed. We rounded the island Lyn o f Lome

blue-sly 20 knots breezes. Australians sailed veiy well winning

and I realized that hiking on a Laser was easy compared to

two divisions in the Championships.

hiking on the Melges.

There is a rope down the side o f the

boat, which you lean over (like putting clothes on a clothes line)
and hang over compressingyour stomach muscles. The jib is
veiy easy to tack and Paul tacked it so the crew just went from

I toured around Ireland afterwards and would recommend to
anyone going over that way to spend some time there. A
wonderful place, and yes it is veiy green, and no wonder why with
the rain or soggy sunshine, (as we nicknamed it).

earch
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C Y C ’s new sletter
The Club is seeking volunteers to join a group o f members in a
nice social atmosphere as we help fold and package the Club's

to regattas.
newsletter for a couple o f hours each month.

Come along, have

Please support the Youth Academy by buying a

a chat and a "cuppa" and catch up on all the hot gossip.

sausage or two.

have a spare hour or so and would like to assist with this task,
you would be most welcome.

side to side hanging themselves and hiking hard when lan yelled
HIKE. We finished second in that race.

_Q

Please contact Terrie Ebrill on 6254 8491.

Ifyou
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C o m m o d o r e

S u n

N e i l

Pointscore 4, Championship I

P r i m r o s e

(w) 62959154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

|i
(V
O
_i__)

Vi ce

T h u r s d a y
25
O c t o b e r
7.30pm YMCA Sailing Club
Sun
O c t
Pointscore 5

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6 186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0 4 19 4 14 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au
D i r e c t o r

S h a y n e
(h) 6293 2732

S a t - S u n
Nov
3-4
ACT Dinghy Championships

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

Mon
Nov
5
Sailing Users’ Group meeting

cmi@cyberone.com.au

D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

M e m b e r

W e d
Nov
Twilight I

S e r v i c e s

D i r e c t o r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au
D i r e c t o r

J

S a t

Ra c i n g

(h) 62814808

fullagar@mac.com

W e d

&

M a r k e t i n g

S m i t h

(w) 6243 5165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 271 778
dsmith@lansystems.com.au
D i r e c t o r

O p e r a t i o n s
G i l e s

Contact Details:
(W ) 0412 507 061 (h) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

Sail

N o v

12

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

N o v

14

Twilight 2
S u n

P r o m o t i o n

G r a h a m

10

S u Kl ~
■ ■
Points^,, v. _____ r
M o n

F u l l a g a r

D a v i d

N o v

CCYA night race

Committee meeting

P e t e r
D i r e c t o r

Print Post Approved
PP229200/00022

7

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0 4 12 788 2 17
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

N i c k

28

C o r p o r a t e

S e r v i c e s

CYC Sailing News

21

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601

O c t

N o v

18

Pointscore 7
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W orld Champion wins
ACT title - Lasers
The Canberra Yacht Club hosted the ACT Dinghy Titles over the weekend o f November

o

4- 5, on the Western Basin o f Lake Burley Griffin.By far the biggest fleet was the Lasers,
seeing Brett Bayer from Sydney win the ACT Laser Championship run in conjunction
with the titles, from veteran Canberra sailor, )ohn Tracey. Brett demonstrated his world

- O

class technique in the fleet o f 32 dinghies over a five race series - working eveiy change
in wind direction and strength to win 3 o f the races to finish with at total o f 6 points,
lohn was able to beat Brett in two races, placed well in others and finished with 8
points. The next three places were filled by visitors with David Holt and Tony Ryan of
Canberra Yacht Club finishing 6th and 7th. In the small Radial fleet, local sailors were
successful with Hamish Nicol 1st, |osh Paine 2nd and Anita Faulks 1st female. The Laser
is the only Olympicyacht raced in Canberra and our most notable former local
yachtsman being Michael Blackburn who won a bronze medal at the Sydney games. 320
yachts participated in the recent Laser Master World Championship in Cork Ireland

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
G P O B ox 2035

where Brett displayed superior fitness and skills to win the Apprentice Master title. The
handicap event was conducted using the Yachtmaster system which rewards
improvement. |ohn Tracey won this, followed by Tony Ryan, Rod Badgeiy and Philip
Russell, proving that the local sailors responded well to the stiff Sydney competition
and continually improved over the event.

C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601

Despite disappointing conditions, many other classes participated, including Spirals,
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@ canberrayachtclub.com.au
W eb: www.canberrayachtclub.com .au

Cats, Fireballs, M irror Dinghies, 2.4mtr and a 29er. Most ACT Clubs were represented congratulations to all who participated

With a Quarter o f its year now completed, the

members at the AGM will be delayed. These mainly

Committee has undertaken a detailed stock take of

relate to improvement o f our services and

the Club's financial situation. This included

administration.

implementation o f the policy decision taken last
February to build up a cash surplus of ten per cent o f
turnover to cope with unforseen contingencies.

O ffic e M a n a g e r (W e d -F r i)

Club racing. That is being reviewed to find ways to

reasonably well bedded down and the links between

and Graham Giles are leading that work.

arrangement is usually resource intensive, and this
one proved no exception to the rule. Our thanks to
Shayne Russel 1-Smith for all his work with Teriy
Higgins o f Corporate Accounting Services to
introduce the new system.

takes over an Association whose roles are now well

by about 4pm and we'll see what we can do.

members will take an interest in what the YA is doing

was abandoned due to strong winds, even before he launched.

are several areas o f risk that will have to be carefully

you would like to contribute, please see Graham.

(Sunday afternoon before Ipm or Wednesday evening before
5pm) and you are prepared to take your "pot luck1, chances are

you're going to be short o f crew on a Wed night, give me a ring

14/11. Even George will admit, not one o f his better weeks. He

so ifyou want to know what is going on, or have id e a ^^^

George has written about this elsewhere in the newsletter. I
would just like to add that should you turn up on race day

Poor ole George R., he had the misfortune o f tangling with a FF at

was determined to set the record straight last Sunday, but the race

prospect o f a good summer trading period. There

C R E W W A N T E D /A V A IL A B L E

the 'Deep-water' mark the previous Sunday and then was PRO on

complementaiy with that of the Club. I hope all

His role is to be the link between the YA and the Club,

(iii)

we can fix you up with a ride. By the same token, Ifyou know

defined and whose work supports and is

increased activity with the warmer weather indicate

our administration.

course on 14/11......for that 1 take responsibility.

article elsewhere in this newsletter). The new Council

to be the Club's formal representative on the Council.

the Club's income and in seeking cost efficiencies in

It's only ever as competitive as you want

the water - nothing serious, as reflected by the setting o f the

the Yachting Association Council (see the separate

and will support it. We have appointed Graham Giles

expenditure. We will have to be energetic in earning

Twilight sailing racing.

it to be. Twilight racing in particular is an excuse to have fun on

track with the budget. Advance bookings and

period. Tight constraint will have to be continued on

to join in the Sunday Pointscore/Championship and Wednesday

I'm pleased to see a capable team o f people elected to

The Committee's stock take shows the Club to be on

managed, especially over the December/|anuaiy

A ll members, new and old, are reminded they are cordially invited

continue to improve the Quality o f our race
management and our use o f eQuipment. Peter Fullagar

working effectively The early phase o f any new

M a r tin van d e r H o e k

One area o f improvement that cannot be delayed is our

The outsourced accounting arrangements are now

the Club's administration and the accountant are

CYC Office News

PS : re George's article about crew wanted in this newsletter.
He failed to mention he has a vested interest in the response he's setting it up so he has first pick!

Nevermind 'Superman', your day will come.

(iv)

M O N E Y and N O N A M E !

We also ask members to personally welcome new sailors/racers
^ ^ w h e n they drop in to enjoy a chat ’apres sailing’ in our downstairs

Would the person who handed a club official $230 on race day a

^ ^ b a r and patio area.

couple o f weeks ago, and got 'Paid' written on their invoice,
please give meyour name so 1 can update our membership list. I

(i)

B O A T STO R A G E

suspect the money was for single club membership and full

On the foreshore planning front, the NCA's consultant
has completed a master plan for developments at Lotus
Bay. A t the time o f writing we are pressing for copies
o f that document in order to provide comments to the

The situation re boat storage places and availability has now been

season race entiy. Until that person is identified, he/she will

largely sorted out. You may have noticed some changes and

continue to receive invoices. Given that only financial members

additions recently. A t present eveiy outside spot is either taken

receive newsletters from now on, that person is probabjy not

or spoken for, and nearly all have been paid for! I am tiying to

going to read this message. Ifyou witnessed the transaction and
can give me a name, please do so.

NCA. Meanwhile, the Southern Cross Club has agreed

identify the owners o f certain unauthorised parked boats, both in

As part o f the review o f administration costs, the

to fund a second launching and safety ramp in the

the outside parking lots and inside. Chances are there could be

Committee has decided to introduce a joining fee for

dinghy and catamaran rigging area. Approvals are

some more spare boat spaces soon. Anyone seeking to store

new member to cover the cost o f administering their

being sought from the NCA on that as a matter of

his/her boat at the club, either outside or inside, should see me.

inclusion on the Club's data bases and introduction

urgency in order to have construction completed

My advice to those who, 5 months into the new year have not

including sending notices of events and newsletters. By using a

(v)

E M A IL A D DR ESSES

The club would like to correspond with members by email,

to the Club. This will be effective from I December

before the School holiday activities. Peter Dalton is

paid, is that we will be taking action to move those boats. Ifyou

group mailing list we can communicate more efficiently and more

2001. Similarly, the membership o f people who have

handling that work.

fall into that category, I would advise you to contact me, urgently.

timely with members. Ifyou have not received a test message

On a personal note, 1 have advised the Committee that

I am particularly keen to contact the owners o f 2 catamarans,

not paid their membership subscription by the end of
September will lapse and they will be removed from
the Club's data base. Those people will, o f course,

from me it means we don't have your email address. Ifyou
I need to stand down in the near future to focus on r r r ^ ^
consulting practice.

be welcome to re-join the Club, including with
payment o f the joining fee.
Our thanks to Peter Dalton and Martin van der Hoek
who have been working hard to collect all the boat
storage fees and to reallocate parking slots for which

•

parked without approval in the gravel boat park. They are a

would like to be included or wish to have your emails redirected
elsewhere, please email me at admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

(white) Hobie 17 in boat space no. 57, and a (yellow) Hobie 16 in
space no. 59. Also the owner or a Mirror named 'Wednesday' in

(vi)

C L U B S E C U R IT Y

This is something I have needed to do for a while. I

the inside storage area. Ifyou are the owner, I suggest you come

Security is a problem eveiywhere, no less so at the club. We

became involved in management o f the Club about the

and advise your intentions, veiy soon. Chained or otherwise,

have security guards patrolling the grounds at night but the

same time as 1 started the practice. The Club has

unless paid for by the end o f this month, those boats will be

occasional break-in o f boats does happen. I have been advised

taken precedence throughout that time. That now

shifted. Anyone else seeking to store their boat at the club, and

o f three break-ins/thefts in the past 3 months. The first one was

needs to be redressed.

who intend to use their boat, should come and see me on I

the theft of a boat trailer. More recently two trailersailers were

December, if not sooner.

broken into. The first one lost a 2-burner stove and some odds
and ends; the second lost a marine radio and a radio cassette

payment has not been made. Unauthorised boats left
in the boat park w ill be dealt with in accordance with

Some time in the next few months would seem to be

ACT law as outlined in the Club's longstanding Boat

an appropriate time to make the change. The Club's

(ii)

Storage Policy and Procedures.

directions for the next three years have been settled

As a result o f chasing debtors and owners who are not making use

with a unanimously endorsed Strategic Plan; Sail

of their boats, some boats have been offered for sale. 1 hasten to

Canberra is operating effectively across its three

add, not by me but by their owner. I advise these people to place

functions; we have a Committee which is uniformly

the details o f their boat in the BOATS FOR SALE / WANTED'

capable across each o f its portfolios; the Club is on a

folder in the Sailors Cabin, and will refer enQuirers to that folder.

You can reach me at the club on Wed, Thurs or Fri. between 10

firm financial footing, notwithstanding the areas o f risk

Several boats have subseQuently changed hands.

am and 4 pm. My phone/fax number is 6273 7177. Drop in for

Careful consideration was given to appointment of a
part-time general manager at this time, but that has
been deferred for further consideration in A pril next
year as part o f the Committee's risk management
strategy. We accept this means implementation of
some aspects o f the Strategic Plan agreed by

BOATS FO R SALE

player. It is important that these events be reported to the

that need to be carefully handled; the confidence of
continued on page 10

Alternatively,

you can fax me the details and I will place your notice in the
folder.

police. In the meantime, please make sure your boat is properly
secured. Boats with full boat covers have a better track record
in this regard.

a chat - I get bored looking at Mattie.

4
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G ra h a m G iles, D ir e c t o r O p e ra tio n s
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Your Director o f Corporate Services in the drink and hanging
on to the boom afteryet another spectacular broach on the

There are not too many people who give bounteously o f their

Belconnen
Marine and
Boating
Supplies
A Division o f

Belconnen M e ta l C en tre
4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

Phone 6251 301 I
We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are

waist in water. It must have been a spectacular broach.

any repayment in kind (as the vast majority o f us, who perform

Proves one thing, you can fill a FF with water but it won't

rostered duties on|y occasionally, do). They are surely to be

sink, ...o r not quite! First time John's been known to be lost

highly valued.

been hired as movable ballast with instructions not to come
Since the '70s Jim has been a volunteer with our Race Support

competent, because he sees safety as a serious business (and

Whether the roster required him for Sunday, Twilight, CCYA or
'community' calls, Jim could be relied upon to 'show' on time,

♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

♦

A General range o f Chandleiy, Safety Equipment and
general

♦

involved.
Notwithstanding the many progressive changes within and
surrounding the management o f the Race Support Unit, Jim's

New
YA Council

u

the course, was last seen back in the water, stroking towards
Springbank Island.
♦

Twilight racing recently, after seeing the leading trailables all

in unison and heading in the 'right' direction. Sometimes it
never pays to be the leading boat, at least not with some

the Yachting Association o f the Act, with Peter Russell (Jnr)

people setting the course!!

(YMCA) as the Senior Vice President, Andrew Collins (ANU
and YMCA) as the Vice President, Ross Wylde-Browne (CCYA

constructive and looking to the benefit o f the majority and to the

and CYC) as the Secretary and John Graham (YMCA) as the

Lady's latest female crew members, who on a recent cruise

future.

Treasurer. Peter Fullagar (CYC) chairs the Racing Rules Sub-

away, seeing the inside o f a Farr 6 for the first time

Committee; Martin Linsley (CYC and YMCA) chairs the Training

exclaimed: "Oh its just like a caravan, and its even got a

Unit activities over a remarkable period, and the committees,

Co-ordination Sub-Committee and Andrew Collins chairs the

If a required product is not stocked we will endeavor to

boards, officers and sailors who have benefited over that time
owe him great thanks.

The Club has appointed Graham Giles as the CYC's

Belconnen M arine and Boating Supplies

the rear steps o f a passing trailable and doing a few laps of

^ ^ o n McMichael (CYC and CCYA) has been elected President of

locate and supply your request.

Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f

>■

sailing to buoy 3 instead of buoy 2, then all swinging round

Development Sub-Committee.

Congratulations on a successful season and
best wishes for 2 00 1-20 0 2 .

made before a race, not during a race. After hooking on to

support has always been dependable, and his criticism

Boating requirements.
Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

A junior instructor who decided he would rather race on a
trailable than a catamaran. These decisions are normally

proceeded as a result, to the relief and enjoyment o f everyone

Jim Lowe has been a most valuable member of the Race Support
♦

♦

and to diligently and competently perform his tasks, following

♦

and Repairs and maintenance.

faces.

he was tough - to ensure that rescue boat drivers would be

even if at some inconvenience to himself, and many a race

♦

U

happy to oblige, ie have a refreshment and not show their

himself. His involvement included being a TL3 examiner, where

was needed, |im would obligingly cooperate if at all possible,

Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication

on deck. Given the strength o f the wind that day, they were

Unit and its predecessors, but is not a competitive sailor

O u r business provides:

♦

Two members o f the 'Chardonnay Club' were seen drinking
their favourite brew, inside a trailable. Apparently they had

service that few could match.

established procedures, policy and protocol. When re-rostering

Stainless steel. Aluminum and General Welding

♦

retire from the Race Support Unit, leaving a long histoiy of

'Amadeus' ever warrant rescue services).

Boating.

for words.

One such member, )im Lowe, has recently decided that he must

and congratulate all those who were successful in_your

o f the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects of

o
Z

|ohn Kennedy and crew sitting in their FF and up to their

all o f us sailors, allowing us to enjoy our sport, but not receiving

perhaps with some vested interest, should he in his Sonata

We look forward to being o f assistance to the members

♦

direct involvement in racing. Such people provide a service to

proud to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club,
2001 competition.

Magic 25, again right in front of the tower - way to go guys!

time supporting our club sailing activities, but who have no

On behalf of the Commodore, Committee Members, sailors,
drivers, and other members, I recognise Jim most wholeheartedly
for his massive participation and contribution, and sincerely
offer him that thanks. We wish him the veiy best for the future,
with good health and good cheer.

representative to the Council.

♦

. . . and then there was the comment from one o f 'Delta
-O
D
U

little fence around it!". Dave, where do you find 'em? Maybe
its time for some renovations on your boat.

U
rtf

. . . ifyou spotted or overheard somethingyou'd like to

>-

share with the rest o f us, please send your contributions to

rd

We congratulate all those who have taken on responsibility for

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au, or slip a note under the

i_
J_

the higher level administration of our sport and wish them well

office door.

for the comingyear.
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Once More

Cruise on Mallacoota Inlet,
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29 - 3 1 September 200

CD
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The idea o f a weekend cruise on Wyangala Dam in September

wharves were built after an unsuspecting sailor stepped off his boat

We were greeted next morning by millpond conditions and the 3

had several cruising families wondering whether the threat of

close to shore and disappeared in the mud. You also see veiy few

boats at anchor in much the same spot there were in when we

frosty nights was sufficiently offset by the physical attractions of

swimmers in the water. You have to wonder what lurks in those inky

went to bed. No one was in any huriy to leave either here or

the area, which many had yet to experience. In the end, for

waters. Thankyou for the wharves.

around the corner. Sleeping off the effects o f the night before!

reasons which less to do with the weather, the decision was taken
I'm sure both groups enjoyed an enjoyable evening, swappingyarns.
to go back to the familiar surrounds of Mallacoota Inlet.
early night. There was no wind and everyone was able to get a

the 5-6 hour trip over 2 days and others just got up early on

restful sleep.

After a leisurely breakfast, all 6 boats drifted back into the main
channel and started to make their way back in the direction of

I know we did, until the mosquitoes arrived. Good excuse for an
th some taking an early mark and arriving on Friday, some made

>

M a r tin van d e r H o e k - "Finesse"

Mallacoota township.

It was a leisurely sail and motor back,

with plenty o f time to soak up the Mallacoota atmosphere, to
^ fc tc h the water birds and, by chance, a seal. No one was in a

Saturday to go. By lunchtime Saturday most boats were on the
We were greeted on the Sunday morning with brilliant sunshine,

huriy, witnessed by the Gems who persevered with sail.

water, somewhere. Motoring away from the public wharf at
and a breeze that waited until we had finished breakfast. Dave and
Mallacoota and up through the channel, 'Leamus', 'Finesse' and

By now we had worked out the channel markings but some of us

his partner Barb showed the Farrs how to enjoy a wash in a bucket
'Stratagem' headed for the rendez-vous point at Cemetary Bight.

still managed to go round the last mark the wrong side. Back on

o f water! and then it was o ff to find the Gems. We soon spotted a
We managed to navigate the shallows in the lower part o f the

land, boats retrieved and de-rigged it was time for a well earned,

flotilla o f boats heading back towards the narrows. A t that stage
lake only to get stuck taking a short cut around the eastern side

hot shower in the caravan park. Some stayed for lunch; others

eveiyone decided to do their own thing, with the Farrs opting to
of the Goodwin Islands. On a falling tide and light winds, this is
check out the route to Gipsy Point. A combination o f sail and

headed home.

motor got us up there and on the way back met up with the Gems

In summaiy, Mallacoota has its attractions, but the distance

at the wharf at Cape Florn.

there, the shoals, the reliance on the wharves with limited

not the place to be! After much pushing and shoving the small
convoy managed to get over the mud flats and into deeper water.
Some had been busy retrieving a

There is a lot to be said for boats with no skegs. An even better
bottle o f wine, dropped overboard on a previous visit to

mooring capacity, the disincentive to go swimming, not to

Mallacoota; another had been in search o f a pair o f shoes left

mention the close encounter with the snake, and plenty more

behind at the Friday night anchorage in Cemetay Bight. After a

where it came from, makes me look forward to St Georges Basin,

brief sojourn, we all went to SW Arm wharf, except for 'Gem Fever'

our next cruising outing. Having said that, this outing will be

idea is to consult the map before proceeding! Luckily there
weren't too many spectators to witness this event. Afloat once
more we rounded Allan's Flead and were welcomed by the
familiar sight o f 'Dodgem', 'Imagem', 'Gem Fever' and, just to
who had a prior engagement back home.
break the Gem stranglehold, 'Delta Lady'.

0

Our family of

Mallacoota cruisers was complete.

We managed to tie up six boats stern first at the wharf, with the

around, explore and take in the beautiful surroundings. It was a

hope that we wouldn't get hit with wind at any time during the

pleasant and restful outing. I'm certain we all had a good time

night. We couldn't be that lucky. Anyway, what's a cruise without

and came home with good memories o f the place and the

some excitement at 2 am in the morning?

company o f friends. Mallacoota is definitely worth a visit and is

Afternoon tea seemed like a good idea but the path to the picnic
-O
=3

tables was blocked by a 6-ft long snake, sunning itself on the
Before that, however, we

path and with no intention o f moving. Suddenly that particular
managed to cook our food, burn a lot o f firewood and talk a lot
spot lost its attraction and the decision was taken to cruise

best suited to those who want to get away from the world or

while drinking the odd drop o f wine, beer and spirits. The middle

cruise in a small group. We would have had a major logistics

o f the night scramble to get clear o f the wharf, in pajamas, made

problem had there been 20 boats, at the wharf and around the

for some interesting sights, particularly with the full moon

picnic areas. No such problem at St Georges Basin, on the

illuminating the scene. Delta Lady and the Farrs made a Quick dash

weekend of 24 November. Hope to see you there.

around the corner and into a peaceful lagoon.

For more information about the Basin cruise, contact me on

across the bottom lake, through the narrows and overnight in the
top lake. With the wind fading and time running out, some
resorted to motoring while others persevered with sail and

^ ^ le m b e re d for the light winds and the opportunity to putt

spinnakers. The motors won. The Castle and the 2 Farrs ended
rd
i_
L_

(1)
J2)
C
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u

Trouble was, close

up at Captain Creek Wharf while the 4 Gems continued up to the
to shore the anchors wouldn't hold. Luckijy we were sheltered from
wharf at South West Arm. The great attraction for those wanting
the wind and unless the wind changed, just the weight of the anchor
to overnight on the water at Mallacoota are the wharves and
line was enough to stop us from drifting too far. After a 45-minute
picnic facilities dotted all around the lake. No wading through
anchor watch, it was back to bed.
water or mud, and setting up BBQ_facilities. I suspect the

62546568 (h) or email me at vdhoek@netspace.com.au
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Twilight Toughies
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show th e ir stuff

Roamin in the Gloomin’’

<N

0J
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P e te r D a lto n

E

o
o

The opening twilight race on the 7th o f October was a worthy test o f o f the resolute racers in our club. In darkening drizzle there were

E

Q)
>

eighteen boats that greeted an amazed PRO Peter Fullagar by turning up at the starting line in the evening gloom.

o

Q)
>

band o f diy and warm spectators peered at the sodden crews as the our brave members boats were swallowed by the mist. I had some

A small but faithful

o

early openers at our CYC bar in search o f the odd bottle o f fortifying red wine.
|ohn Tracey and his fellow Laser sailors must have thought this " roamin in the gloomin"
in Ireland. Tough guys here!

They probably could have saved the airfare to Dublin!

race equal to the worst o f their recent racing

Maybe I should now start stocking some Guinness

in the club bar.
Daphne Fullagar was suggesting that Peter turn on the car headlights so that she could record the race finishers. In the end the last
boat across was David Kent and his veiy attractive lady crewmembers on a well decorated Gem. He was obviously so well distracted that
he seemed to be " just cruising "on nightfall. Some other dinghy sailors didn’t sign on and may not have been seen in the early
darkness had

they lost anyone overboard. Not too smart guys.you know who you are!

^ ^ a w a rd for BEST DRESSED B O A T was jointly won by L A D Y BAY and our "just cruisin " Dave Kent.

Both George and

David and their crews were part o f the small but jolly group o f club supporters that enjoyed the GROTTY YACHTIES PRESENTATION

u

BBQ_ that followed. Thanks to Terry Ebrill and my other helpers in the preparation o f our home cooked
dinner.

Trailable Yacht
Association Travellers' Circuit

>■
u

Canberra trailables have again been engaged on the Trailable Yacht Association o f NSW and the ACT's Travellers' Circuit.
Pathfinder competed at Port Stephens in October and was first in Division B.
_o
Pathfinder, Wisdom, Micro and Huntress competed at Botany Bay where the breeze was huge on the Saturday and the Castle
650s and the Elliott 7s enjoyed class racing.

=3

u

Micro, Huntress and David Smith's Magic 25 competed at Lake Illawarra where the breeze was huge on both days.
The next TYA regatta is in Canberra on I - 2 December. Dave Bizant, who is the Co-ordinator o f the CYC's Major Events, and
his team have been hard at work for many months to make this a memorable regatta. There is no Club racing on that day. A ll

rd
£_

trailable owners are invited to enter the regatta and the dinghy and catamaran sailors are invited to assist in running the regatta.
The next TYA regatta after that will be on St Georges Basin on 2 - 3 Februaiy 2002. It's a great place to race, as well as cruise,

rd

so hopefully more CYC trailable owners will organise to take part.
cu
_Q
C
rd

u

u
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Membership forms for the TYA o f NSW and the ACT are available at the Club Office, as are membership forms for the
Canberra Cruising Yacht Association. The regatta program for the TYA and the cruising programs for both the TYA and the
CCYA are included in the Club's sailing program for the information o f members.
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A re you looking fo r . . .
a crewing position on a Boat???

F o rm er C Y C
Vice-Commodore

G e o rg e Reeves - 'L a d y Bay'

s_

addyour name and details to the list ifyo u want to be

(U
_Q

wins award

involved or thinkyou can help.

E
0)
>

♦

Boats
for sale

-O
£
0)
>

C Y C PREFERRED CLASS

Alternatively you can contact me on 6281 3535 (home), 6248
6699 (work) or at greeves@thecie.com.au or contact Martin

o

o
o
cs

G EM 550 #100 - M idlife Express -$12 000

van der Hoek at the CYC on 6273 7177 or

CYC Vice-Commodore/Chair o f the Sail Canberra Board, Karen

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au and we will endeavour to

Paxton - has picked up an award in the NSW Micro Business

match your needs.

Awards.

PS: Everyone is reminded o f Rule 46(b) in the Sailing
Instructions which states that:

o

The Public Affairs Recruitment Company operated by former

She won the award in the Best Women in Business

Olympic single axle trailer

(Galv.)without brakes, new wheels &

light truck tyres fitted recently, also the rollers have been
refurbished.
Pushpit, pullpit and life lines. An anchor locker is located in the

categoiy. Karen was competing against businesses from across

foredeck.Windows are also fitted.

NSW, ACT businesses won three o f the five categories.

The hull is white with a red and blue stripe down each side.

any crew member that sails in more than three races in any
A single burner metho stove, 27 meg radio, battery and

one sailing season shall be a member o f a club affiliated to a

navigation lights are included. The floor is carpeted and all bunk

MYA and a Youth, Silver or Gold member o f an MYA and the
AYF.

cushions are blue.

0

Sails are 18 months old, a fully battened loose footed main,

It is the responsibility o f boat owners (or person in charge) to
ensure that this rule is complied with.

Looking fo r crew o r wanting to be
crew?

While this may sound hard to some, it is a good lever to get

Matt Owen, Peter Harvey and others at Sail Canberra do a

and one way we can do this is to draw on the talents o f Sail

fantastic job o f teaching people — young and old — to sail.

Canberra and foster closer linkages. From this feeder group' some

Graduates o f Sail Canberra need to be encouraged to further

may want to drive rescue boats, help with administration and/or

their sailing skills by competitive sailing, hopefully joining

just have a beer with us on Sundays and Wednesday nights. Let's

the CYC and eventually sailing their own boats in races. A t

make them really welcome.

people to join the club.

Duty Roster

But the bottom line is to grow the club

tank.

9 D ec em b e r 0 1 - Pointscore 9 & Cham pionship 3
Robert Redfern

+1

her.

Drivers:

Laurence McGee

+1

My work no. is 03 9792 3949

lames Hodgman

+2

www.users.bigpond.com/gem_550/index.htm

C o m m o d o r e ’ s C o l u m n (cont from page 2)

Kenneth Betts

+2

members is high; we have a strong relationship with the Southern

Stephen Harvie

Peter Witherinton
Team:

how to sail. I have been asked me to put my mind to this

I know that many

others have an interest in this issue. Below 1 have listed

and the right policy settings are being put in place in the higher

♦

levels ofyachting administration that are consistent with the

board with two columns — 'crew wanted' and 'crew
available'. Ifyou are looking for crew on a particular day

JD

D

or anyone is wanting to crew, write up the details on the

u

03
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s_
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Club's directions.
The Committee will exercise its responsibilities under the
constitution in a measured way to co-opt a new Commodore and

until that time, though with much of my workload taken on by
There is a folder at the front desk with a list o f names of
boat owners who are prepared, to freouently or

The Members' Consultation Meeting discussed at the AGM will

16 D ec em b e r 01 - Pointscore 10

be held in the Sailors' Cabin at 8:00 pm on Thursday 6
PRO:

Richard Morcom

+1

D ec em b e r 2001

Drivers:

Geoff Gillett

+2

The agenda for the Meeting will be:

In the meantime, the Members' Consultation Meeting we agreed
at the AGM to hold in late spring is scheduled for Thursday 6

who would like to crew on a Wednesday night or Sunday.

December (see the separate notice elsewhere in this newsletter).

Ifyou are a boat

owner and can help out please add your contact details
to the list. Likewise, people wanting to crew could ring
around from the list o f boat owners wanting crew. Please

john Shinerock

other members o f the Committee.

occasionally, take extra crew and another list o f people

Contact details are given in each case.

Member's
Consultation Meetin-

Hamish Nicol
Team total:

My home no. is 03 9702 6125

Further details, photos see:

will advise members in due course. I will continue in the position

board.
♦

U
rtf
>-

Cross Club: the program of improvements to the site is u n d e r^ ^ ;

some trial arrangements.
Outside the results room near the bar there is a white

he boat is located in Melbourne and I am asking $12 000 for

PRO:

but do not know who to contract to get someone who knows

graduates and others to join the club.

Two anchors, fenders and other ancillary items are included.
The outboard is as new 5 Hp Mariner with remote plastic fuel

the same time, many boat owners frequently want extra crew

issue and also see if we can't encourage more Sail Canberra

Mylar genoa and jib. A spinnaker is also there.

Team:

Finnian Lattimore

1.

+2
+2

Briefing on the Club's financial performance and its
implications

I hope as many members as possible will come to that meeting

U
u
03

V
2. Report on the work o f Sail Canberra
3.

Daryl Riding

03

Team total:

15

Foreshore planning progress

+1

CD

4. General business

JD

C

A ll members are welcome to attend.
Neil Primrose

U

Josh Paine

and contribute your ideas toward the running of our Club.
With best wishes,

llmar Kalnins

JD
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u

o d o r e
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N e i l

P r i m r o s e

(w) 629 5 9 154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0 4 12 0 15 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au
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o d o r e

Co

P e t e r

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6 186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0 4 19 4 14 485
peter h arvey@ag.gov.au

D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

S e r v i c e s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(h) 6293 2732

cmi@cyberone.com.au

D i r e c t o r

u
o
3

P e t e r

M e m b e r

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

D i r e c t o r

N i c k

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au

D i r e c t o r

£

S e r v i c e s

D a l t o n

Ra c i n g

P e t e r

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6 2 8 14808

fullagar@mac.com

D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

&

M a r k e t i n g

D a v i d

S m i t h

(w) 6243 5165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 271 778
dsmith@lansystems.com.au
D i r e c t o r
G r a h a m

O p e r a t i o n s
G i l e s

Contact Details:
(W ) 0412 507 061 (h) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au
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Photo The Canberra Times
Skipper - David Smith, Mainsheet - Shane Russell Smith, Sheethand- Steve Nees and Bowman- Simon Lyddieth cranking
up “ sauage magic” during the Canberra Regatta

O

The City of Canberra Regatta
a

The City o f Canberra Regatta and ACT

The new format worked well. A ll

Trailable Yacht Championship was held over

competitors enjoyed top class racing.

the weekend December 1-2, 2001, on behalf
L L _

o f the Trailable Yacht Association o f NSW
and the ACT, sponsored by the Canberra
Tourism and Events Corporation. Races 2

<L>

and 4 counted points toward the
Association's Travelers' Series. 42 boats
entered the regatta, including 25 from out of
Canberra. The regatta brought about a

0

C

rJ
u

hundred people into Canberra directly for
the weekend.

Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

night. The traditional 'best value' breakfast
was conjured up once again

Peter Taylor

and his crew o f helpers. The range and
Quality o f the prizes was greatly assisted by
the sponsorship. The support o f the
Deputy Chief Minister and Minister for
Business Development and the sponsorship
received from CTEC were critical to us

Much o f the racing was in big north to

staging a high Quality event. Both the

north-west breezes, with the night race in a

Minister and CTEC have indicated they want

fading easterly. The rides were spectacular,

to continue the relationship that has been

the wipe-outs were memorable, the

established.

competition was full on. Class racing

GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA C ITY A C T 2601

organized, commencing with a welcome for
visiting crews as they drove in on the Friday

What a fabulous weekend o f sailing it was!

among the Elliott 7s, the Castle 650s and

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600

The social arrangements were well

the Gem 550s gave us all a taste o f w'hat can
become a regular feature o f our Club life, as
our Preferred Classes develop and hone
their skills. It also gave us a reminder of

Congratulations must go to Dave Bizant,
who co-ordinated the regatta: Peter and
Daphne Fullagar, who ran the racing; the
Club's Directors and the many other
volunteers who made it such an occasion.

what we can gain by engagement with the

Full results and some photos are available at

sailing community beyond Canberra.

: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

The format o f the event was changed this

Thanks to contributors for the following eye

year to run two short races back-to back on

witness accounts!

the Saturday and to include a night race.

Continued on page 2 .. .

Class Division Reports

minute 36 seconds o f one another. The whole division finished

Members have had a smorgasbord o f racing and

within 3 minutes 2 seconds o f one another

Division I - Report by Neil Primrose
Division 2 - R eport by Peter H arvey
Intense class racing between the four Elliott 7s, spiced up by the
two Magic 25s and the local Eagle, characterized Division I.

A ll

Twenty five boats competed in the 4 race series. Competition

the starts were hard fought. Racing was veiy tactical, with most

was intense with a strong contingent o f 10 boats, made up

places changing according to picking the best pressure upwind.

largely o f Castle 650's, coming from Sydney.

Sausage Magic tended to clear out on the close reaching legs as

Starts were aggressive with some good boat handling being

each o f the big breeze races progressed. Their crew work was

demonstrated. Todd Curry in a beautifully prepared new Castle

good and The Canberra Times loved the spectacle o f three guys on

650 (Serenity), made a premature start and failed to return. The

trapeze. Great pics. Great weather for the Magics.

strong breeze for Saturday afternoons two races placed good

I

crew work at a premium.

The Elliotts mostly hung onto the Magics on the wind and tended

extended budget provision) by reducing expenditure

and there is more to come over the next few

elsewhere. However, this will stretch us for the rest o f

months. I hope a growing number o f members

theyear. Professional advice is that the increases in

will take advantage o f this.

insurance costs thisyear will be followed by further

The highlight of the first half of the season, after

substantial increases in out-years.

the ACT Dinghy Championships, was the City o f

Members will be aware o f media reports o f some sporting

Canberra Regatta and ACT Trailable Yacht

clubs having to close already because o f the size o f the

Championship. For me this regatta had the special

increase in premiums. We don't see so dramatic a fate

pleasure of sailing with two of my children.

for the CYC, but members need to recognise that the

Together with a friend with whom they sail in

days o f cheap sporting administration are over.

Sydney, we've teamed up for the Travellers' Circuit

Government action may provide some relief, but we

Matthew Owen in a Status 19 (Team Sail Canberra) started the

this season. It's been deeply satisfying for me to

should not kid ourselves that it will be more than

series in fine form with a win in Race I followed by Ross Wilde-

sail with three veiy talented and vibrantyoung

marginal. The fundamentals have changed. The halcyon

people. Forgive a father's pride, but Huntress is

days o f cheap insurance and freedom from litigation are

not uniQue. The increasing number o f families

gone.

The Eagle, Hot Gossip, was always a threat and Magic Trick was
dogged in mixing it with the fleet.

cost o f insurance, (which has doubled upon the already

cruising opportunities over the past few months -

Brown's Sonata Ultra (Scooter), with a tie for third place

to make ground when the

11 LA 1

between Keith Middleton Castle

wind went aft to give them

650 from Sydney (He's

the advantage on corrected

Dreamin) and Peter Taylor's

time. Any one o f Huntress,

Adams 21 (Pathfinder).

f

i

Race 2 unfortunately was

series. Serious Fun from

abandoned due to confusion

Wagga was not as

over the number o f laps sailed.

consistently at the front, but

The evening race was sailed H

picked the patches of

an easing breeze and proved

breeze better and won the

exciting for those who had

season, especially among the trailables.

v

o
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"break even". As we move toward the five year mark from

keys to our future growth. It's good to see the

the take-over, we need to settle whether we are going to

family orientation also having such an effect in the

continue to fund the Club for a "hand to mouth” level of

rejuvenated Youth Sailing Academy. A ll this makes

operation or whether we are going to fund the Club to

the development o f a senior dinghy class all the

achieve the goals set in the strategic plan that was

more important. We need to work on this.

developed and adopted unanimously by members at the

One conclusion from the two ACT Championships

last AGM.

never sailed a night race

we have run recently is that we need to broaden

The Committee will be looking at how to implement the

On Saturday afternoon,

the base of volunteers who join in the work o f our

Strategic Plan for the coming eighteen months in a

Races I and 2 saw Huntress

Castle 550 (What The) single

Club. A number o f regulars and some new

special planning meeting at the end o f Februaiy. Upon

and Seventh Wave with a

handed, provided entertainment

volunteers worked very hard to make these events

the outcomes o f that meeting we w ill then prepare work

win each on corrected time

when caught on port tack. The

after much changing of

race was won by Serenity
followed by Scooter and

The finishing margin in

Ross Wilde-Brown

Race 2 was 2 seconds. A ll the boats carried big jibs and kites,

sailed the race with an injured hand which reQuired stitches

which pushed crew work to the limit. No Quarter given. Huntress

after the race.

had a spectacular wipe-out in Race I. With all four boats gybing

With all races to count, Race 4 shaped up to be critical for final

down-wind and mixed up among the Magics and the Eagle, mark

results. After a short postponement to allow the breeze to

0
u

the success they were. But we need to spread the

plans for each portfolio, followed by the budget needed

load. It is the obligation of eveiy member to

to implement what is decided. The budget will be the

assist the Club in some way in return for the

main issue for discussion at a members' consultation

substantial subsidies all o f us enjoy as members.

meeting in late April, prior to the Committee setting

More than this, there is real pleasure in being

subscription and fees in May for the next financial year. I

involved in a common endeavour with friendly and

hope all members will participate in this process

are the losers. I hope that doesn’t apply to you.

U
>
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Meanwhile, on behalf o f the Committee I hope each of
you and your loved ones had a veiy happy Christmas and

roundings were haiiy stuff and the best position on exit went to the

settle, a good sailing breeze arrived. The race was won by

The Club continues to track to budget and the

Trilobite, from Scooter with Peter Harvey in a Castle 650

summer trading for Sail Canberra has been good.

Seventh Wave having better boat speed on the wind, but Huntress

(Solitaire), third.

We have been able to absorb the steeply increased

picking the shifts better. Pretty Woman took a while to get their
wind.

o

like-minded people. The people who don't join in

brave. The overall impression at this stage o f the regatta was of

crew combination sorted out, but had good boat speed o ff the

u
0)

much longer we can continue in the funding paradigm of
The growth in family participation is one o f the

before. Ben Lieske sailing a

Trilobite.

a

Beyond this, there is a looming issue for members o f how

night race convincingly.

places between the four.

C

racing together has been most noticeable this

Pretty Woman or Seventh
Wave could have won the

O

we wishyou God's richest blessings for the New Year.
Sincerely,
N e il P rim ro s e

In the end, three points separated the first three boats.
Matthew Owen took out the honours by one point followed by
Ross Wilde-Brown and Peter Withington third. Castle 650's filed

On Saturday evening. Race 3 ended up being a procession after the

the next four positions with He's Dreamin beating Solitaire

first windward leg. Sausage Magic waltzed away to cross the line

home by just half a point.

ahead by a country mile. Serious Fun picked a streak o f new
breeze veiy nicely on the first reach in the falling twilight and held
the lead the rest until the finish and won on corrected time.
On Sunday, Race 4 was another tussle for clear air and best
position at the marks until the final passage between Experts Point
and the island. Sausage Magic and Hot Gossip punched through
the lee to go clear ahead. A ll four Elliotts and Magic Trick ended
up clumped together, gunnel to gunnel in the circulating zephyrs.
Huntress played the local conditions better from the windward
berth, set and dropped kite several times as the light breeze
oscillated and grabbed a small lead which she held into the new
breeze and thence to the finish. A ll four Elliotts finished within I

Divison 3 - R eport by Don & Libby Shortbridge
For Race I our small but noisy Div.3 fleet o f 9 followed the
faster boats across the line on a simple "there and back"

Race 2 started soon after, again with plenty o f good natured shouting and rapid direction changes. The breeze remained fresh, with the

_Q

usual confusion at the shortened-course finishing line and frantic sailing instruction reading. Similar sailing to Race 1 but with a different

=3

winner. Good to see ]en Koche swapping the results computer for a fast ride on Hydrogem. After a brief social interlude the fleet took to
moon and the city lights were a pleasant distraction for the crews. Once again a different winner in Div 3.

course..The pre-start tension was not helped with the sight of

On Sunday, a good nights sleep on the waters o f Loftus Bay after a tiring days sailing was followed by the 'best value' breakfast and then

several sports boats with masts lying parallel to the water up

an hour's delay due to light conditions. When finally started, time only allowed for a short course. The breeze filled Quickly resulting in

ahead. However the race was over all too Quickly with the lead,

last minute sail changes and an exciting triangle /return race to round-off the weekends sailing. Dodgem was fortunate enough to have

changing amongst the Gems, in the usual highly competitive

been in front at the finish for two o f the four races to take out Div. 3.

manner. Weight on the rail had the advantage in the lighter
boats, and this was reflected in the results. The large number of
entries and the fresh conditions led to some exciting sailing on
the tight courses. There were many close calls and some of
those were too close.

Continued on page 3 . . . —

u

the water for the night race. Again extremely close racing amongst the Gems, with the breeze dropping as the race progressed. The full

U
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A well attended presentation followed with a table full o f great prizes and trophies. Congratulations to all the winners and a thankyou to
the organisers and volunteers for a job well done. A thrill to see the efforts o f the cast and crew o f the good ship Nellie rewarded with the
Div 3 handicap trophy. I'm sure they will be back next time. And so will we.
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M edia Coverage

of Sailing

Twofold Bay Regatta

16-17 February

T h e Sailing Season September to December 200
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Recent discussions with the Canberra Times and their coverage

The Hobie Class Association has competed in the event for many

One short o f 100! There were 99 entrants in the summer season

I want to thank all o f the PROs, the rescue boat drivers, race

o f the City o f Canberra Regatta have paved the way for a new

years and it has recently been discovered by the Flying Fifteens.

pointscore up to the Christmas break. In Division I there were

results processors and the many other club members who have

26 entrants with 16; 5; 13; 26; 2 and II competitors in divisions

helped in various ways to make these events work so well. A lot

2-7, respectively. Eight o f the 10 scheduled pre-Christmas races

o f people have given a lot o f their time to see that events such

were completed but two had to be abandoned because of

as these work smoothjy.

stage in the promotion o f sailing. From now on, we have the
opportunity to provide material on Club Championship heats,
special events at the Club and on members sailing in state,
national and international events. There will be increased
photographic coverage of Club events by the Canberra Times.
We expect that lifting the profile o f the Club in the sporting
section o f the paper will flow on to coverage in the front sections
o f the paper with items o f interest on business, community
affairs, young achievers and the like. It is likely also to make the
Club more desirable to radio and TV producers in the longer
term.

In my opinion, Twofold Bay is the best sailing venue this side of
Sydney and TBYC have an excellent track record of running a
professional regatta. The Hobie Association will hold its

new demands on the Club as a whole. Class associations, our
PROs, the Youth Sailing Academy, all the Club's Directors and
volunteers will need to be constantly thinking about interesting
occurrences that can be turned into stories. It's up to all o f us to

a respected institution in the community.

The Regatta will be held over four races during the weekend,

in the pointscore series based on their aggregate points up to

1100 and 1400 on the Saturday and 1000 and 1300 on the

and including race 6. Unfortunately, there had at that time been

Sunday. Five divisions are catered for Div I Cats VYC <88, Div

too few entrants to Quality in divisions 3 and 6.

2 Cats VYC>89, Div 3 VYC<II9, Div 4 Flying 15s, Div 5 mono

The winners were:

hulls VYC>I20. The mono-hull fleets include trailableyachts

Division I
_
^ )s t:

race.

2nd:

standard o f coverage and I hope you will all assist me to use this
opportunity to grow our sport. Please dont hesitate to call or
email with stories and suggestions or drop a message into the
office.

Delta Lady, Castle 550 - David Kent
Gomezf Adams , 21 - Paul Scrivener

The 2002 ACT & NSW Southern Zone Hobie Cat Association
Titles will be held in conjunction with the regatta and a large

Division 2

Division 5 Laser

Weather

Ffinal Ffling - John Hosking

1st

Windswept - Martin Linsley

2nd

Blue Beet - Roger Ramsey

Division 7

permitting the big Hobie cats will do a marathon in race 2 using
a mark o f north head, one o f the large structure at the chip mill

P e te r M a n le y

to date sailing program and latest results, notice o f race for both

1st

Bullet P ro o f, Hobie 20 - Mike Dunn

NOR on the CYC Web site - www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Lasers
A group o f Canberra Laser sailors are also planning to head to
Eden for this regatta hoping to get a minimum o f 10 Lasers for a
class start and separate prizes. Already )ohn Tracey, Phillip

L_

n e w s le tte rs ? find them at
w w w .canberrayachtclub.com .au
plus duty rosters,
N O R and more.

get some transportation) and Anita Faulks have indicated a start.

up with 6-8 other rostered members to ensure that there are
sufficient people to cope with the tasks reQuired to be done by
each team. Each rostered team member (including all o f the
crews that normally sail with each listed skipper) must turn up
or find a replacement if they absolutely cannot make it on the
day. The only person who needs to know about any such change
is the PRO o f the day but it is desirable that the records be
amended to show that changes have been made. For this

Tw ilight racing
ix twilight races were run, mostly in good conditions. The
average fleet size was 30 (18-41) with our best evening turn out
being the second race on 14 November. We have continued to
use the traditional twilight racing method o f random selection
from the finishing sheet to determine the lucky winners o f the

purpose a short e-mail to me would be helpful
(fullagar@mac.com). I ask each PRO to record on the race
report who actually turns up for duty. I need this to confirm that
duty has been performed and this record may be important if a
competitor is to seek redress at the completion o f the season based on missing a race due to the rostered duty system.

several bottles o f wine on offer each week. Prizes for the

If there are problems with the availability o f rescue boat drivers

Twilight races are sponsored by Georges LiQuor Store o f

these issues should be taken up with the Director Operations,

Woden. The other reason for the draw each week is to

Graham Giles (ggile@ cyberone.com.au). Graham will also need

determine who it will be that has the job o f running the race on

to be informed about boat maintenance and performance,

the following Wednesday!

although it is best to bring any problems o f this nature directly

O th e r events

to the attention of Matty Owen (director@sailcanberra.com.au).

Russell, Stuart Allan, Steve Leicester, Martin Linsley (if he can

M issed o u t on p revio u s

available to me at the time. There are two veiy important

with larger round shaped swells if the easterly set is in providing

Hobie 17s taking 100 minutes. Great fun in the big swells!

N ic k H ild y a rd -D ire c to r, C o m m u n ic a tio n s

I have drawn up the duty roster on the best information

Qualified rescue boat drivers on duty. The team is then topped

not have looked in for a while, if not, you will find some major

u

races during the course o f the season.

The course is in the inner fold o f the bay in semi protected water

Tiger 75 minutes to cover the distance with the slowest o f the ^

archive. Other suggestions welcome.

one o f the Sunday Pointscore or Pointscore and Championship

weekend and the other is to ensure we have at least two

the CYC Web Site - www.canberrayachtclub.com.au - You may

newsletter archive, latest weather update, and later, a photo

competitors, skippers and crew alike, have to assist in running

1st

covered some 60 Km in sailing distance and took the Hobie

our prefeered classes and other sailing sites. There is also, a

Sailors will appreciate that races do not run themselves. A ll

Division 4 International Flying Fifteen

On another note, I encourage all members to make regular use of

club and other regattas, highlights from the newsletter, links to

activities. This has occurred despite the roster list being posted
well before the season started.

selections I have to make. One is for an appropriate PRO each

wharf and mark 3 o f the inner course. The last marathon

changes and improvments with more to come. Things like, an up

club members to ’ run our Sunday afternoon pointscore racing

warm up for their Nationals later in theyear.

great fun on the 110-120 degree reach to mark 3. Up and down

Vegemite, Gem 550 - Nick Hildyard

when we have come close to having an insufficient number of

1st

wind legs are a great test o f boat and sail handling.

Q

T h e D u ty ro ster

contingent o f Victorian and NSW Hobies will be attending as a

perfect surf/sailing on the reach to mark 2 set at 90 degrees and
Our efforts need to be well co-ordinated to ensure a high

u
Q)

Unfortunately there have been several occasions this season
Special awards were given to the skippers o f the leading yachts

make this work. The workload will be considerable, but the
results w ill contribute significantly to making the Club once again

SI) with our best day occurring on 21 October.

has been there.

and fixed-keel boats. Entiy is a $30 for the series or $10 per

Achieving a higher profile in the media will be make substantial

dangerously high winds. On average the fleet size was 45 (37-

nationals at TBYC in 2003, which will be the third time the event

n

Any matters concerning the running o f the bar or other

We need more so come down and join in on a good weekend.

A deferred (from March 2001) 2000-01 ACT Flying Fifteen

catering activities should be taken up with the Director Member

Another 6 would make a even dozen and what a great turn out

Championships was finally held over the weekend 29 September

Services, Peter Dalton (peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au) .

that would be from the Canberra fleet. So let us know ifyou are

- I October, attracting a good fleet o f 15 boats. The ACT dinghy

coming along, be Quick as accommodation will go Quick. Contact

Championships were held 3-4 November and the first City of

Phillip Russell or |ohn Tracey asap, NOR as above.

Canberra Regatta, a Championship event for trailableyachts,
was successfully run over the weekend o f 1-2 December.

P e te r Fullagar, D ir e c t o r Racing
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You never know what kind o f weatheryou're going to get. Is it

The rest of the day was spent either lazing around (most),

The others were well into the de-rigging process and getting

going to rain, blow like crazy, overcast or sunny? The weather

sunbaking (two), escaping the sun (most), sleeping (most),

ready for the long haul home. Time for a (cold) shower and

outlook on the days leading up to the Friday was not optimistic.

telling tall stories (all those not asleep), ty in g to find a pub

lunch and we were all on the road again.

Last_year we called it o ff on the Friday because rain was forecast.

(several wives!) - who says they're not well trained?! Generally

We booked into some cabins in Sth Durras instead - not a

speaking, much idleness.

single drop all weekend! This time we decided unless it was

it wasn't for the mosquitos, we would have had a perfect end to a

raining at time o f departure, we’d go. We did, along with 7
other boats and we had a wonderful weekend. Plenty o f sun,
wind, warm weather and no rain.

anchorages and plenty o f variety in the things we did, so it has to

Everyone came home with different memories, and I’m sure,

next morning, in single file across a smooth lake to the other

mostly good. |ohn and W illy Woods (Farr 6 ’Farrnominal') will

the Basin View ramp, on Friday afternoon. Before dusk 5 boats

side to enter the Inlet. We negotiated the shallow entrance and

certainly remember the importance o f a working outboard motor.

had been rigged and sailed/motored around to the Aloha

proceeded to motor with the outoging current several miles to

Dave Kent and Chris Irvin (Castle 550 'Delta Lady') will probably

Caravan Park wharf, safer and secure for the night. They

our rendezvous at the tea house. Too early. They don't open

^ ^ r in g a navigator, preferably female, next time. Graeme Wykes

included 3 Farr 6s, a Gem and a )arcat. Two boats were still

10am. Nothing else for it but to motor further down to where

and Kathy Davies ('... she'syoung enough to be my daughter');

missing. Apparently the Castle got lost en-route and the last

the Inlet meets the sea, and 'crack a wave' - bodysurfing that is;

she's still muttering something about having missed the live

Farr couldn't get their outboard started. One other Farr got the

not in trailersailers.

entertainment on the Saturday night. Bill and Marg Wattam (Farr

weekends mixed up and stayed home. After the rest o f the gang

managed to secure our boats on a sand spit and although the

6 'Do Re Me') will be pleased they took Marg’s advice and

had settled in, 2 lights appeared from around the headlland. It

tide was running out the water level remained steady. Some

motored home from the Inlet). 'Swampy and Lorraine Marsh (Farr

was David Kent's Castle 550 giving )ohn Woods' Farr 6 a tow to

swam in the fast flowing current; others went across the dune

6 'Leumas')? He enjoyed the beers 'Lis' and Barb walked 3

Sailors - the results team have a few requests to make sure we

the wharf. The motor problem was solved the next day when

and into the surf. A great spot. On previous occasions we have

miles to get but they didn't appreciate the blisters. Dave and

get the results out quickly each Sunday or during special events.

|ohn realised the outboard works better when the petrol lead is

done much the same thing slightly further upstream but been

Helen Hutcheson and kids (larcat 'Skimble) will consider

actually attached to the motor!

caught by the falling tide. Here, close to the mouth o f the Inlet

themselves fortunate to have known someone with a speed boat

that wasn't the case. But we still had an appointment at the tea

who facilitated a retrieval in Sussex Inlet. Dave and Drude

house. Up anchor and back up the Inlet. We managed to tie all

(Careel 18 'Vallyrie') w'on’t regret having stayed an extra day,

8 boats to the timber retaining wall in front o f the tea house and

sheltered from the wind. Us? Well, amongst other things, I'm

announced our arrival to the tea house proprietors. After having

still wondering where those screws went when the traveller lifted

got over the shock o f the grottyyachty invasion, we were

o ff the deckl! We all got home safely.

tables. There are proper toilets in the reserve next door.

It turned out to be well worth it. We

provided with tea, coffee and scones.
See you all next time.

Alternatively, the caravan park provides excellent hot

Over the next hour or so, did anyone notice the wind getting 0

show'ers/laundry /toilet facilities, for a small fee.

stronger? I think we all did. What now? If it was blowing hard

We awoke the next morning to a clear sunny day and wind
building up again out o f the NE. The forecast was for
strengthening winds, swinging to the NW. Although we would
have been reasonably well protected at the caravan park, it was
time to hoist sail and head a couple o f miles east to Palm
Beach. Palm Beach also offers great protection from any wind
with ’N’ in it. In a steady procession, "Imagem", "Delta Lady",
"Finesse", "Do Re Me", "Leumas". "Farrnominal" and "Skimble"
headed up the lake, enjoying a brisk wind and gaining in
strength. On the way we picked up the distant radio call of
"Vallyrie" who had come out into the bay looking for us. After

L_

a brisk sail It was nice to reach the protected waters of Palm

CU

Beach, with its w'hite sand and clear, smooth water. An

u

but good company, no rain, no drama filled nights, secure
It was agreed,... O.K. I made everyone agree we would leave the

spent a quiet night up the river. Most o f the others arrived, at

Bay It has a good sized wharf, a grassy BBQ_area and picnic

rd

perfect day.

rate with the best o f them. The test will be how many go again.

not familiar with the area, the Aloha Caravan Park is in Home

C

how did this one rate? No two cruises are ever the same. This
time we had (more than) enough wind, warm weather, smallish

next day at 8am sharp, to travel across to Sussex Inlet for a

everyone had had their fill o f food, drinks andyarns. For those

_Q

Having enjoyed more than twenty November cruises at the Basin,

Devonshire Tea, and so it was, a flotilla o f boats motored lazily

the northerly, thus assuring all a restful sleep, but not before

<_

O

"Valkyrie" (Bob and DrudeTow'nsend) arrived on Thursday and

The caravan park foreshore and wharf were well protected from

ct3

We all gathered around at night and if

u
<D

excellent place to swim, but not sufficiently warm for most o f us
on this occasion,... except for Chris. They breed ’em tough in
NZ!

where we were, what was it like in the Basin?

m

in a rtin and B a rb van d e r H o e k - 'Finesse'

protected from a wind which was now blowing hard from the

change on the sign on sheet and we will change in the
computer!
2. Ifyou are sailing a different boat or have not sailed before
then a new entiy should be written in with your full name,

and it will appear on the next weeks sign on sheet.

2-3 Februaiy

is no finish time foryour boat.

St Georges Basin Regatta

16-17 Februaiy

Port Kembla Regatta and NSW State
Championship

_Q

happened to you and we are not searching foryou when there

u

4. Ifyou sail a race but don't enter it is manners to start and
finish the wrong side o f the start & finish buoy, this indicates
to the Race Officials that you have not entered and are

Notices o f Race and entiy forms available from the Office

having a practice.

u
rti
>-

5. When you are on duty please fill out the form with all details

those w'ho decided to sail into it with a full main - bad move!
How bad? Well, the traveller got ripped out o f our deck within

Marlay Point O vernight Race

the hour, with another hour to go. We managed to find shelter

9-10 March

ofyou andyour boat - your PRO has the form, we can then
enter your duty day in the computer.
Thankyou

in one o f the bays and did w'hat we should have done in the first

two days earlier. A somew'hat climatic end to a great weekend.

boat name and sail number. If anything has changed then

counter in the Sailor's Cabin. This is so we know what has

headsail - O.K.,you still had time to furl it or get it down. For

place. Wet and bedraggled we arrived back w'here we started

sign on sheet is correct for the boat you are sailing that day,

T Y A Events in February

those who decided not to risk it and get eveiything down and
motor into it - good move! Those that decided to do it under a

When you sign on - make sure that the information on the

or finish the race there is a sign off sheet foryou at the

West. How hard we were to learn soon enough. A t that stage
the waves and the white caps didn't look too formidable. For

1.

3. On the day o f the race, ifyou have signed on but dont start

option but to retrieve from the Basin View ramp, that day, it was

upstream. Arriving in the Basin, the headland offered some

help needed to prevent post race
delays!

boat name and sail number, we will enter in the computer

For those with no

time to get moving. Six boats shoved o ff and headed back

Race Results -

Notice of Race and entiy forms available from the Office and
the CYC Web site - uovw.canberrayachtclub.com.au

C a ro l W y ld e -B r o w n e fo r th e R esults Tea m
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Infrastructure
Development

Stuart Shimeld set the pace
at Flying Fifteen Nationals

QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS

Cnmng Pk
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and ( j r eat b a rrh r f t e f
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A t the time o f writing, the joint ACT Government/NCA master
plan for the whole Lotus Bay area is being finalised by the

u
(D
Q

Stuart Shimeld, sailing with Peter McNeil on Stiff Upper Lip, provided the highlight o f the Canberra fleetfs performance at the Flying

consultants. There has been good consultation with the Club and

Belconnen Marine and
Boating Supplies

all the other stakeholders running boating activity from the site. A
draft report was presented at the end o f November.
The Club has undertaken the task o f co-ordinating responses from

Fifteen Nationals, which was held at Gippsland Lakes, Paynesville from 1-7 lanuaiy. The conditions were moderate to heavy winds.
Shimeld won both the Invitation Race and heat 6 to finish 4th overall behind the eventual winner, Nick Jerwood and Graham Lillingston

A Division o f

all stakeholders on 3 December and Club members were briefed in
detail on the draft report at the Members' Consultation meeting

Belconnen M etal Centre

on 6 December. The results o f those meetings were fed back to

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

from Western Australia, sailing Spot the Difference, lerwood and Lillingston are previous British and World Champions in the class.

Following the great turnout by Canberra boats to Pittwater last year, an even stronger Canberra contingent travelled south to join 36
other competitors. The Canberra fleet included Peter Fullagar and Bill Causbrook (State o f the Ark), John Hosking and Matthew Gleeson
(Final ffling), Peter Forster and Geoff McDougall (Relience Ffeighteen), Colin Brown and Nigel Grimes (Super Snabb), Matthew Owen

Phone 6251 301 I

the consultants and have been acknowledged.

and Andrew Reed (Morna I) |ohn Kennedy and Rod Gardiner (Rag Dolly), Peter and Philip Russell (Rustler), Peter and Tim Dalton

We will respond to the final report when it is available and report

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are proud

(Flying High), Graham Giles and Hugh Taylor (Ffenominal), Mark and Christopher Gillettte (Wirraway).

to members on the next steps.

to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club, and

The Invitation race, with its over 25 knots southerlies, was like a wake-up call. Many sailors stayed on shore to protect their boats from

congratulate all those who were successful in your 2001
competition.

0

for a second safety ramp and construction is expected shortly.
The Southern Cross Club has offered to install air conditioning in
the Sailors' Cabin for us. We are consulting on the timing o f that.

We look forward to being o f assistance to the members of
the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects of

O u r business provides:
Matthew Owen and Andrew Reed, sailing in the older boat, Morna I, finished 13th overall, proving that good sailing skills rather than a

will be further helped by the installation o f an irrigation system.

♦

Stainless steel, Aluminum and General Welding

This is a service to sailors in which the Southern Cross Club has

♦

Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication ♦

invested, well beyond the requirements o f its lease.
It is a pity that this work was soured by someone (it is not clear

action o f pulling a gatepost out o f the ground to gain access to
the rigging area. Regardless o f what excuse that person perceived

relations between the CYC and the Southern Cross Club.
N e il P rim ro s e

flash boat will still produce results. Altho, Mattie would probably do well even sailing a bath-tub!

and Repairs and maintenance.

Rustler had a couple o f low placings to finish 14th overall. John Hosking showed glimpses o f speed in the lighter stuff but spent a bit of
time filling up with briny. Graham Giles showed guts in sailing in Heat 6 as did Colin Brown. If only their boats could talk! Probably fall

♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

apart in the next drifter on Lake Burley.

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

|ohn Kennedy and Peter Fullagar showed that winners are grinners by bringing home trophies. )ohn picked up the Handicap Prize for heat

♦

A General range of Chandleiy. Safety Equipment and

5 and Peter Fullagar collected second overall in the Classic Division. A large number o f entries contested the Classic Division which is

general

for older unmodified hulls. Peter Forster, Peter Dalton and Mark Gillette all had stories to tell, some o f which are unprintable here.

♦

Boating requirements.

The Canberra flying fleet is o ff to another venue soon. This time to Eden on 16-17 February to contest the Eden Regatta. A large turnout

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

they had, such arrogance shows a monumental lack o f judgement
and is completely unacceptable. It was not helpful to good

iped back like shot planes during the Battle o f Britain. This was the same scene in heat 6. Broken masts and booms were the order o f

the day.

10-15 knots. Most Canberra competitors did relatively well in these conditions and showed that we are still a competitive fleet overall.

Members will be enjoying the re-furbished grass in the rigging

whether it was a CYC member or not) who took the high-handed

•

mage and after all, they wanted to last the entire series. After about half an hour, a large number o f those boats that did ventured out,

After the Invitation Race, the first two heats were blown out due to strong southerlies. These heats were resailed in subsequent days of

Boating.
area o ff the red gravel car park, which is now growing strongly and

Q

Shimeld particularly showed superior boat speed over the eventual winners in the 20 knot breezes

all the stakeholders to the consultants. The Club ran a meeting of

Meanwhile, the Canberra Southern Cross Club has allocated funds

(J

0

expected.

If a required product is not stocked we w ill endeavor to
locate and supply your request.

Congratulations on a successful season and best
wishes for 2001-20 02.
Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f
Belconnen M arine and Boating Supplies

Elliott 7 News
The close class racing in the City o f Canberra Regatta, where only seconds
separated the E7s for most o f the series, has dramatically increased
interest in the class.
David Smith lashed out immediately and bought a good E7 "Under

_o
D

u

Pressure" from Cairns, which arrived in Canberra in early lanuaiy. This
makes four E7s in Canberra and is the basis for lift-o ff as a popular fleet.
Other potential owners are already looking seriously.
“ Under Pressure" is in almost new condition and is rigged to the veiy

n3

simple Sailing Scene racing layout. Sailing with Shayne Russell-Smith on
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DEAKIN HEALTH SPA

board, the team has already had several outings and is well advanced on
sorting out the gear. David is planning to sail the rest o f the TYA
Travellers' series, starting with the St Georges Basin Regatta on 2/3 Feb
and is planning to compete at Marlay Point.
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gun and in clear air which gave us a good

10

jump on the rest o f the fleet who were
stalled in the light fickle wind. It didn't

<N
O

take too long for the faster race boats to
overtake us, but at least we beat PAEA II

W elcom e to
New Members

(N
O

out of the heads and an old sailing partner
o f mine - Tony Mowbray from Newcastle
on-board Solo Globe Challenger.

C

u
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and those who are enjoying their first year with us, a warm

The sail down the coast was unpleasant as

welcome:

we were choking on the smoke and ash

Graeme Dowell

from the NSW bushfires. Even when we

Q

To the following who have joined the club in the last few weeks,

♦
Joanne Binkin

Kevin Murphy

Allan and Elspeth Gray

Ralph Westbuiy

Julian Pegg

As day 2 loomed, we heard the radio

Shaun Andrews

Thomas Smyth

reports about the leaders being chased by

lonathan Knorr

Peter Tolchard

terra firma. Wonder what Sue had to say when Steve

the waterspouts. For the first time in my

Russ and Diane Voysey

Marianne Desmond

launched the 26 ft boat 15 feet short o f the water, with her on

lohn McDonald

Richard Jefferson

board. Missing the start is one thing, but missing the

Peter Madew

Javier G-Larrache

water........?

Bill Nicol and family

Riccardo Rizzo

Doug Fraser

Richard Coveney

glow of the fires lighting up the horizon.

life (and probably the only time), 1was glad
that I was sailing on a sloweryacht. One

A view from the rail to H obart*

te n n is Callaghan

(or Airforce leads the Navy & Kiwis to Hobart)

sizzle after racing on Sundays, at the club, and we have twilight

their Sailing Master for this year's Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race.
The RAN has five Swarbrick S ill (II.Im)yachts which are used for
sail training and offshore racing. The yachts are not fitted out for
serious racing and hence are not fast for their size; however they
are one o f the nicest yachts that I have sailed in heavy weather.

o f our crew did not fare well the first night, so we had to head
back into Kiama to drop him o ff before heading south again.
This little detour cost us 14 hours (80NM), so we were dead
last. The skipper and I discussed what options were available
and we agreed to stick to our original plan and head back out to

u
a

while trying to raise his rudder blade. Might the screw

O

holding the rudder in place be a wee bit tight??

were 40NM offshore, we could see the

Once again I saddled up with the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) as

'Swampy' falling over the back o f his boat into the water

♦

♦

’Interaction' lived up to its name, this time interacting with

'Quick-draw Paddy1must have been anxious to get his Adams
21 out to the start line when he gave a Quickyank to start his
outboard only to find he’d pulled the choke cable and not

Please remember we have a social get-together and sausage

the starter cable. Ifyou want to know how far a choke cable
can stretch, ask Paddy. I’m told its about as long as your

racing at 6pm on Wednesday evenings. Ifyou want to sail, race
arm!

and/or socialise, come and join us. Ifyou want any further
details about club activities, ring the Office Manager on

♦

62737177 Wed-Fri or send an email to

Racing might have been abandoned for the day but ’Minder’
was not to be deterred. Tim was told he might tear his sail

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
to shreds. The pundits were right - Tim survived the sail but

sea to pick up what little o f the East Coast Current there was.

then drove over the mainsail on his way back to the boat

This proved to be a good decision as we also picked up great
Thisyear, the 8-person team o f Lady Penrhyn' consisted o f six

weather. In what eventuated as my easiest trip south, we two sail

Canberra Yacht Club members; Paul lones (skipper), Tanya Howe,

reached down the NSW and VIC coast (albeit 60NM offshore)

ever do.

(onathan Beatty, Peter Tolchard, Dave Barton and myself. The

and across Bass Strait. Once we were across the strait, we

other two crewmembers were from Sydney.

popped a kite for the run to Tasman Island. For the fifth time,

Besides the usual racing preparation program, we lived on-board

Tasman Island proved frustrating for me to round. Once we were

theyacht in the week prior to Christmas. This allowed us to set

free of the Island, we had a very pleasant sail across Storm B a v ^

the boat up for offshore sailing and get rid o f all the unnecessaiy

and up the Derwent to finish in Hobart at 1015, 31 Dec 01; some

comforts o f home. Whilst the S ill is not a pure racingyacht, the

I5hrs ahead o f the Kiwi's. (I'm going to enjoy those rum and

crew prepare themselves and theyacht so that we can be as

cokes!)

competitive as possible. The pressure to perform increased this

As usual, the Tasmanians provided a warm welcome to all the

administrative support for its meetings. This involves arranging

year with the Royal New Zealand Navy entering their Chico 40

yachts finishing the race. The local hospitality in Hobart is

the meetings, working with the Commodore and members to

'PAEA IF in the race. As the Kiwi's were moored alongside us in

unbeatable and helps make the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race one

develop the agenda, ensuring that papers are circulated,

Sydney, we spent a lot o f time training (drinking) with them. Now

o f the best Ocean races in the world.

participating in its work, taking minutes o f the meetings and

Sailing on a smallyacht like the S ill proves to be just as wet and

supervising the keeping and the distribution o f the Committee's

woolly as sailing a Laser, but broaches and wipe outs are not as

records.

much fun. Whilst I thoroughly enjoy offshore racing and wish I

The job requires some experience in policy work, good

the Kiwi's don't drink a lot o f beer, but they do enjoy their rum.
Subsequently, many bets were made on who would be in Hobart
first and who would be buying the jugs o f rum.

rC

park, making more o f a mess o f his sail than the winds could

♦

soriy for Brokkie; he and Julian managed to work Ting 2'
from 'nowhere' to first only to sail past the finishing buoy,
the wrong side. Moral? Know the course and pay attention

Secretary to the C o m m itte e

to the flags. By the way, the size o f the smile on the faces o f

The Committee needs an experienced person to provide

the guys behind was worth the entiy fee!

As Boxing Day arrived, our crew were starting to get a little

could do a lot more, I miss the sailing, competition and social

interpersonal relations skills and the ability to work with minimal

serious, as the thought o f losing to the Kiwi's was an unbearable

occasions o f the Laser fleet.

supervision as part o f a small, high-level team. This is an

Ifyou would like to see the sailing track o f 'Lady Penrhyn' and

honoraiy position.

results, use the Sydney to Hobart link on the front page of CYC

Would members who are interested in this position please

Web Site - www.canberrayachtclub.com.au - ED.

contact Neil Primrose (Contact details on the back o f this

Rob Saunders

newsletter)

board, I was given the helm for the start o f the race. Choosing

be near the sailing apartment blocks (the maxiyachts). Though
the western end was not the favoured end, we started right on the
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thought. As I was one o f the most experienced racing sailors on

where to start on the line wasn't difficult as I knew I didn't want to

'Snatching defeat from the jaws o f victoiy'. You have to feel
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As mentioned in the last “ Spotted” edition - the photo says it all!

u

S u n d a y
Pointscore 13

2 7

)an

(w) 62959154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0 4 12 0 15 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

W e d n e s d a y

30

cd

Vi ce

S a t u r d a y
2 Feb
CCYA Lady Skippersf Race

CD

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au
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P r i m r o s e

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

H a r v e y

D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

CD

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(h) 6293 2732

cmi@cyberone.com.au

D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D i r e c t o r

N i c k

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

o
u
u
>u

D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

F u l l a g a r
fullagar@mac.com

D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

&

M a r k e t i n g

D a v i d

Q
CD
oo

CD

3

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight 10

Feb

6

F eb

S a t / S u n
9- 10
TYA Cruise Port Kembla

Feb

S u n d a y
10
Feb
Pointscore 15 & Championship 5
13

Fe

S a t / S u n
16- 17
Fe
TYATravelersi Series Port Kembla
NSWTrailableYacht Championship
Twofold Bay Regatta

Rac i ng

(h) 62814808

rd

S u n d a y
Pointscore 14

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight I I

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au

E
E

S a t / S u n
2-3
Feb
TYATravellersf Series St Georges Basin

00

S e r v i c e s

Ian

Twilight 9

S u n d a y
Pointscore 16

17

Feb

S m i t h

(w) 6243 5165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 271 778
dsmith@lansystems, com.au
D i r e c t o r
G r a h a m

O p e r a t i o n s
G i l e s

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight 12
S u n d a y
Pointscore 17

24

20

Feb

Feb

Contact Details:
(W ) 0412 507 061 (h) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight 13

D i r e c t o r .

S a t u r d a y
2 M a r c h
CCYA Hi'cap Start/Springbank Is BBQ

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

27

Feb

Su n d a y
3 M a r c h
Pointscore 18 & Championship 6
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February

2002

The club, as a integral
part o f the lake
- O

community, came to the
rescue when a Careel went

3

down in a localised squall
on Lake Burley Griffin. A

u

father, his son and another
man swam 100 metres to
Spinnaker Island when
their boat capsized on
February 16. The trio, who
were not club members,
used the intercom that
connects to emergency

u
n3

services, who in turn
^contacted the club 's
sailing director. Matt
Owen. A storm warning
that had been issued
earlier had prompted Matt
to cancel an adult evening

d

sailing class. Matt and

L -

01 lie Merz rescued the
wet trio from Spinnaker.

L .

The Careel was anchored

(L)

to shore the next day. The

for the evening and towed

picture shows Ollie and
_ Q

C
cd
u

the owner.

And the news is
The news inside is cheerier than the photo above. On the following pages, you.H read that
club members have been busy travelling to regattas, as well as racing on Lake Burley Griffin,
taking gentle cruises and catching up with friends in the sailors cabin.
You,II read that Peter Taylor did well at Port Kembla, while |osh Paine writes about going
round the buoys in Albany, Peter Dalton relates his experiences on Twofold Bay, Neil

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600

Primrose reports on the club.s growth and Rob Bain turns us a shade o f green with his tale o f
cruising the Bay o f Islands.
You can find out ifyou.re on the duty roster in the near future, and check the calendar on the

G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
O ffice Manager: M artin van der H oek
Email: admin@ canberrayachtclub.com.au
W eb: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

back page-for the next races and cruises.
Other club members would be interested to hearyour sailing experiences - racing, cruising or
falling over the stern. Ifyou.d like to contribute an article, contact the office. The deadline
for the next newsletter is March 13.

A _______
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O
O

<N
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D

Parents are often slow to realise

A major area o f work going on behind the scenes is to improve

how much their children have grown

the welcome we give new members and the support available to

- change can be imperceptible when

them in the early stages o f developing their sailing skills. Under

you're close to it. We need a

the direction o f Peter Dalton, George Reeves, assisted by David

birthday or some other way point to

Townsend, Martin van der Hoek and Matthew Owen, has

focus attention on the progress. So

developed a series o f initiatives. These will need the support

it is with organisations.

and involvement o f longer-standing members and George will be

The fifth birthday o f ACT Sailing
Inc. t/a Canberra Yacht Club later
thisyear will be a good time for us

03

6&

seeking your involvement soon. I hope everyone will engage
enthusiastically in the program George will put to us.
Meanwhile, February has been another feast o f sailing, both on

Australia, from December 31 to lanuaiy 7. There were 65 entries

YC in Perth from lanuaiy 9-13. The AYF uses this championship

in the radials, 60 in the full rigs and five entries in the 4.7s. The

along with respective class championships to select Australia's

series was sailed on Princess Royal Harbour with breezes ranging

representatives for the ISAF Youth Sailing World Championships.

from 10 knots to a gusty 25 knot Sou-easter (a sea breeze in

I competed in the single handed boys division sailed in laser full
rigs.

new club in late 1997 and early 1998

cold place to sail. The series was run veiy well, and principal

Best wishes,

race officer )ohn McQueen, regatta organiser Helen Cooksie and

Neil Primrose

juiy chairman Grahame Owens all deserve special
congratulations.
In the radial fleet lake Batrom of New Zealand was the stand out
winner, with Australians Richard Howard and Aaron Gregory

with new birth. We can stop
hankering over the past and take
pleasure in the new, while at the

HEY!

same time taking pride in the
achievements o f the old Canberra
Yacht Club Inc. and the exploits of
its members.

You tw ilight
sailing
gourm et lot

Dec 28 to (anuaiy 5. Hopefully some more

However, it's been noticeable in the

barbecue Wednesday february 27, at

Canberra Lasers can attend. You can drive there

committee's work o f recent months

7.45 pm. The marQuee is booked for us so we need your

in one day!.

that, at last, we have been able to

booking too! Now please.

Josh Paine

The club has traded well over the December/Ianuaiy period.
Income is up to budget and a tight reign has been kept on
expenditure. As Shane commented in his report to the
committee, the results have been achieved in the boardroom with
the making o f tough decisions and in the management o f Sail
Canberra with significant efficiency gains.
We expect to finish theyear in modest surplus. This will allow
us for the first time to establish a contingency fund to get

from around Australia for free to both these
championships. Next year's championship is at
Adelaide SC from lanuaiy 6-10, P and O
Nelloyd will again be supplying free shipping.

Josh Paine

for the choice BBQJare o f chicken or beef, with salads. Beer
and bottled wines are available for members at the CYC bar an^_

W

I have made provisional arrangements with the weather gods f o l ^

W

fair winds and a fine balmy night.
Please call or e-mail the d u b yo u r name and numbers attending
as soon as you read this so that you don't miss out on the night.
PLEEEZE don't just turn up expecting that I don't need to

TY A Regatta at St Georges Basin

jD

D

prepare sufficient food in advance. Any profits go to help
runningyour club.

The latest leg in the TYA Traveller Series was held at St Georges
Basin, from Palm Beach, on the February 2-3 weekend.

Some of the directors o f the Southern Cross Club are visiting us

Summary of results:

Thiriy three boats competed, in three divisions. There were six

Pathfinder (Peter Taylor) eQual 2nd in Div 3 (nine boats); Best

chosen sport as participants and supporters o f sailing.

boats from Canberra: Huntress (Div I, five boats competing): I

result in Div 2 was I Spyder (Dariyn Knights) 4th in race 2.

Spyder, Wisdom and Micro (Div 2. 19 boats) and Pathfinder and
Can 1 please have some help with the preparation? Three
volunteers would be great to help with the food serving , bar and

Seranade (Div 3, 9 boats).

undertake a small number o f initiatives to improve sailing

cooking. My contact details are in the committee listing on the

The regatta consisted o f two long races, one on Saturday; one on

services. However, critical as it is, we will not yet be able to

back page.

Sunday. Saturday's conditions were perfect - sunny weather, 10-12

Peter Dalton, Director Member Services

knots o f breeze. Sunday was even more perfect - overcast and 20
knots plus wind. It was too much for some - half the entire fleet
pulled out o f the Sunday race.

u

Huntress (Neil Primrose) 2nd overall Div I (five boats) ;

that night andyou are encouraged to convince them to join our

beyond the nail biting situation o f scrambling each year to break

priority for the new financial year.

Finally, a big thankyou to P and O Nelloyd for

You will be relieved to know the cost is only still $15 per person

even with a $1/4 million operation. We w ill also be able to

appoint a part-time general manager. That will be a budget

was third. I battled with other lighter sailors to finish 14th.

I enjoyed the nationals a lot and would

Come to the twilight apres race balmy

but the signs o f steady maturing are clearly there.

Tom Slingsby won the lasers from Tim Austin and Stuart Wells

shipping my boat and many other youth boats

like drinking from a fire hose.

and we are seeing a greater Quality in the services

breezes o f over 30 knots at times. The series was again well run

laser worlds later thisyear.

championship is in Adelaide at Largs Bay SC from

we provide for members. There is still a veiy long way to go,

raced before lunch in not much breeze and after lunch in sea

These three automatically Qualify for the open

years, managing the club has been

seeing a greater depth to our decision-making

<1)

breeze then passed through south to a sou-west sea breeze. We

as juiy chairman.

Ben Lamb won from Tom Slingsby with Brendan Casey third.

-O

typically a strong easterly in the morning dying out by lunch. The

^ r c ) championship and 36th overall. Anita Smith also travelled
from Canberra and finished around where I did. In the full rigs,

3

water (a bigger part o f the Swan River). The weather was

with |ohn McQueen as pricipal race officer and Graham Owens

recommend it to any laser sailor. Next year's

future directions and policy. We are now

<N

We sailed two days in Freshwater bay and two days on Melville

^^■cond and third respectively. I finished 2nd in Sub junior (under

For much o f the past four and a half

deal in a more measured way with

(N

O
©

rj

Albany). Princess Royal Harbour wasn't very deep and was a veiy

o f the death o f the old club and

rd

The 2002 AYF Youth nationals were held at Royal Freshwater Bay

the lake and at venues away. This is what we are about. It's

should be able to relax with the fact

u

The 2002 Laser nationals were held in Albany, Western

good to see so many people out enjoying our sport.

We are now at the stage where we

=3

Championship

to take stock and celebrate. Those

come.

_Q

Championships

who remember the early days o f the

will appreciate how far we have

w

Australian Laser

AYF
Australian Youth

-C

u

rd

A great weekend. Congratulations to the Canbera skippers and

>-

their crews. Full results are on the notice board in the Sailors

rd

Cabin and on the CYC website.
The Marley Point Regatta is March 9-10. For further details and
entiy forms, see me.

Martin van der Hoek
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Pointscore Series
2001-2002
Special awards (CYC polo shirts)

Duty Roster
Extras (crews)

PRO:
lohn Tracey

7

62664177

Drivers:

Division 1

n

D

Delta lady

Castle 550

David Kent

1st aggregate

Stephen Cox

62888404

Brian Worth

62470710

Adams 21

Paul Scrivener

1st aggregate

Team:

Wisdom

Castle 650

David Bizant

PS 10

Leigh Nielsen

What the

Castle 550

Ben Lieske

PS 12

Finnian Lattimore 6282 3237

Ting II

Castle 650

Ian Brokenshire

2nd aggregate

Robert Fisher

0413845424

lust Posh

Timpenny

Matt Gillingham

2nd aggregate

JoshPaine

62496414

Following the close racing at the ACT Championships last

+1

0409217308

December, eight E7s competed in the NSW State

Nick Hildyard

1st aggregate

Hydrogem

Gem 550

Leigh Nielsen

PS 10

Powder monkey

Sonata 6

Jeff Mitchell

PS 12

Gem Fever

Gem 550

Imogem

Gem 550

Trevor Hippisley
Graeme Wykes

2nd aggregate
2nd aggregate

Division 3
Slot Machine

Pointscore 19 & Cham pionship 7 - M arch 24
Extras (crews)
62867625

+1

Drivers:
Geoff Howarth

62473704

Patrick Keily

62812972

41

Mathew Francis

2nd aggregate

+1

Canberra boats. We have some work to do, which will be helped

Wagga and Canberra, Taylor and his crew overcame a string

fciy the latest news that Matthew Owen and Andrew Reid are

o f fifth places in the early heats to win the final heat in the

teaming up with Don Walter on Quik Styx. It's interesting that

strengthening breeze. This was sufficient to put him equal

* ^ c la s s has become the choice o f top-flight dinghy sailors. It's

second on points which was resolved on a count back to give

interesting how many married couples are buying E7s for

the Pathfinder team second place. Micr" (Shane Kershaw)

Wisdom skippered by Dave Bizant was ninth.
In the Elliott 7 class, the Canberra boats were outclassed for
the first time in the series o f trailable regattas this season by

1st aggregate

Hamish Nicol

State o f the Ark

Peter Fullagar

PS 10

Team total: 9

an extensive sail development program and dramatically

Stir fiy

Bernard Broughton

PS 12

Pointscore 20 - March 31

improved their boat speed. Nevertheless, Huntress (Neil

Reliance Feighteen

Peter Forster

2nd aggregate

PRO:

Ffenominal

Graham Giles

2nd aggregate

Primrose) and Under Pressure (David Smith) engaged in

Extras (crews)
62959154

+1

seconds separated the boats in many o f the finishes. The

1st aggregate

Blue Beet

Roger Ramsey

1st aggregate

A li Achbah

Alastair Gellaty

PS 10

Defacto

David Holt

PS 12

Cheetah

lohn Tracey

2nd aggregate

Oliver Merz

Choas

|ohn Sullivan

2nd aggregate

Team total: 10

Division 6

Tony Harman
Roger Ramsey

l

62826464

+1

Hobie 18
Hobie 18

Mike Dunn
Robert Redfern
Peter Manley

1st aggregate
PS 12
2nd aggregate

A p ril 7
Extras (crews)
62 754549

folder lives in the Sailors Cabin and has recently been culled and
updated. Eveiy ad is current and has been given a stamp.

+1

Dai Thomas
Team:

62604929

+2

408483354

Team total: 10

0417254647

Kembla SC; 4. Micro. Shane Kershaw, Canberra YC; 9.
Wisdom, Dave Bizant, Canberra YC.

Elliott 7s
I. Pretty Woman, |ohn Dransfield, Pittwater; 2. Ice Bucket,

There are standard forms for selling or purchasing, found in the
front o f the folder. Alternatively, you may e-mail the details and

Pittwater; 7. Huntress, Neil Primrose, Canberra YC; 8.

they w ill be placed in the folder. The club's e-mail address is

Under Pressure, David Smith, Canberra YC.

admin@canberrayachtclub.au

Neil Primrose

Currently we have on offer 15 dinghies, four cats and II
trailersailers.
For further details contact our office manager, Martin van der
Hoek.

X)

zs

Steve Brajkovich, Pittwater; 3. Centari Systems, Greg Ebling,

Peter Madew
Campbell Scott

I. Serenity, Tod Curiy, Port Kembla SC; 2. Pathfinder, Peter
Taylor, Canberra YC; 3. Katie2's Magic, Ray )ones, Port

ad.

Tony Ryan
Stephen Warild

Division 3

folder for one month, unless a further extension is requested, or
less if the boat is sold/found or if I get a request to remove the

62488083

Results:

and their boating needs in the folder. An ad will stay in the

[Nick Hildyard]

Paul Scrivener
Peter Fullagar on behalf o f the CYC race committee

•

Members and non-members are invited to advertise their boats

Drivers:
Hobie 20

M
i\

for sale or wanted

The CYC maintains a folder of boats for sale or wanted. This

PRO:

Division 7

NSBTF

+
62391133

Tania Gorman

NickHildyard

Canterbury

62921787

Team:

Pointscore 21

Bullet Proof

Under Pressure team were the steady improvers of the series.

68881878

|ohn Primrose

Martin Linsley

u

close racing in company with Serious Fun from Wagga. Only

Drivers:

Windswept

> -

the group o f Elliott 7s from Pittwater which have undertaken

0403083272

John Hosking

Division 5 Laser

U

sailed consistently to come in fourth and

Ffinal Ffling

Martin Kilpatrick

Q)

Championship at Port Kembla over the Februaiy 16-17

Competing in a fleet o f 29 boats from Sydney, Wollongong,

Neil Primrose

Primrose

jO

this space!!

Ben Carvalo

Neil

i—

weekend in a tightly fought series.

the Pittwater fleet and they are now a jump ahead o f the

women are sailing in the class, including on top boats. Watch

Bernard Broughton 6205 6469
I Woods

Division 4 International Flying Fifteen

from Wagga to all the TYA events. A t least three potential new

their combination o f cruising and class racing and how many

Team:
Contender

Peter Taylor skippering the Canberrayacht vathfinder

There has been significant investment in new sails among E7s of

PRO:

in N S W State "titles
grabbed a second in the NSW State Trailable Yacht

+1

Team total: II

Ben Lieske

3

Fitzgerald travelling in a very committed way with Serious Fun

owners are talking seriousjy about joining the class.

Ed Kruzins
Gem 550

n

Championships - see separate report. This includes Danny

I Knorr

Vegemite

Pathfindei

There has l^e n ^ s trS n g resurgence in the class this season.

Gomez

Division 2

<N
O
O
(N

Pointscore 17 - February 24
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A View from the Shore:

Flying Fifteens race at Twofold Bay

Flying Fifteens at Eden Regatta
A record number o f Flying Fifteens turned out for the Eden Regatta, hosted by the Twofold Bay Yacht Club over the weekend o f Februaiy

a
o
_Q
0)

A full dozen

looked very possible.

International Flying

Richard Morcom, now

Fifteens graced the

an Eden resident, was

beautiful waters of

unable to use local

Twofold Bay for the

knowledge to improve

Eight boats from the Canberra Club, three from Victoria and one from Twofold Bay Yacht Club provided Quite close racing in lightish

club's 28th annual

the position o f his

winds and a lumpy sea. Twofold Bay had experienced big seas earlier in the week with Quite strong winds, causing lumpy conditions over

regatta.

Lean Enough in

16-17.

the weekend.

conditions more

Stuart Shimeld in
The Saturday's first heat was won by the Rainey brothers from Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club in Grin and Bare It. Close behind was another

Stiff Upper Lip was

Victorian, Bill Shandy in Reliance Frenzy with CIC's Stuart Shield in Stiff Upper Lip, third.

there to eagerly

In the second heat, Graham Giles showed that speed skater Steven Bradley factor was alive and well even in sailing. Graham was well and

defend his 2001 title

truly dragging the chain coming up to the finish line where competitors before him only had to fall over the line. The wind dropped

along with seven

leaving Graham finding his own private wind to skirt around the becalmed and unamused sailors, struggling to finish. This meant that

other ACT FFI5 fleet

Graham shot to third place and with it, his fifteen minutes o f glory. Graham had been training for twenty years for this moment o f gloiy,

members. This year

just like Steven Bradbuiy had.

we succeeded in

On Sunday morning, the weather was light and dropping. My view o f the racing, sipping a cappuccino from the Eden wharf (of course,

U

what else do you do on a Sunday morning?) showed that the front-runners o f previous heats were at it again. This time, Stuart Shimeld
with his sumo wrestler crew, won the heat from Bill Shand, and - wait for it - |ohn Flosking and crew Matthew Gleeson in Final Fling. JoF7
reminds me o f a terrier, always snapping at the leaders. Sometimes he gets in front o f the leaders, leaving the snapping to others.

> -

J

Burley Griffin weather.

sailing fate "Hughey"
decreed that the
racing was done for
the afternoon.

encouraging four

As so often happens,

Victorian yachts to

coinciding with the

^ ^ J e n on the pretext

hoisting o f the

o f great sailing

dreaded race

conditions on

cancelled flag, Hella
and I spotted the dark

The atmosphere at the Twofold Bay Yacht Club is veiy friendly and I think that all competitors in the Fifteen class enjoyed themselves and

waters. Included

lines o f an easterly

were the doyen of

breeze coming in from

over that terrain. Maybe I will be ready next year to drag my boat down to Eden, via Bombala. The results are below for all to see.

this class, Bill Shand

the Tasman Sea.

Barnacle Bill

in Reliance Ffenty,

Consequently Stuart

the Rainey brothers'

Shimeld was beaten

Grin and Bear It,

on a count back by

u

pleased that I didn't have to drag my boat up

Results for the Flying Fifteen Division of the
Twofold Bay Yacht Club 28th Annual Regatta February 2002
Boat
Name

Skipper

Club

Sail
N um ber

Race
1

Race Race
2
3

Final
Points

Place

Hep
Race 2

Brian Carrolls'

Hep
Points

G rin and Bare It

Craig Rainey

GLYC

3663

1

1

4

6

1*

1

12

13

Stiff U pper Lip

S tuart Shimeld

CYC

3710

3

2

1

6

2*

4

1

5

Relience Ffenty

Bill Shand

GLYC

3709

2

4

2

8

3*

10

2

12

Final Fling

John Hosking

CYC

3687

4

Taking a break between races at the Eden regatta are Libby and Don Shortbridge and Nick Hildyard.

Supertoy, all good

Hep
Race 3

Hep
Place
6

supporters o f regattas in the ACT. Despite the sailing conditions

4*

5

3

12

4

7

3

10

20

5

2

7

9

3*

Ffenominal

Graham Giles

CYC

3306

10

3

7

Lean Enuff

Richard M orcom

TBYC

331 1

6

7

9

22

6

8

10

18

= 10

Super Snabb

C olin Brown

CYC

3657

8

10

5

23

7

9

4

13

6

F n 'F

Jim Callahan

GLYC

3103

7

6

11

24

8

6

11

17

9

Super Toy

Brian C arroll

RYCV

2761

11

8

6

25

=9

3

5

8

2*

>-

Snabb Fisk

Tony Harman

CYC

2905

5

12

8

25

=9

12

6

18

= 10

rd

W irraw ay

Mark G illette

CYC

3745

9

9

10

28

11

5

9

14

8

Flying High

Peter Dalton

CYC

3060

12

11

12

35

12

11

8

19

12

U
u

really get to bare it and Bill Shand added another creditable
third place to his countless successes. Happily Hella and I,

The Gippslanders were giving our Stuart a real tussle and the

followed by Graham Giles and Richard Morcom quietly sailed off

-O

c
rd

u

Race 4 was abandoned prior to the start due to lack o f wind, with the series result decided on all three races sailed counting. Since there
were only two results for races in the handicap competition, prize winners in the scratch results were ineligible for handicap prizes.

heading out to the sea eastwards, to the breeze, to seek the

series in the bag. |ohn Hosking in his Final Fling was tiying

dolphins and in search o f the humpback whales that adorn the

eveiything in fourth place behind the Reliance and the rest o f us

glossy tourist brochures. Reluctantly we returned to Quarantine

were already out o f the money and now had to content ourselves

Bay and the welcoming Twofold Bay Yacht Club to applaud the

with the view astern o f the newer yachts.

victors and to promise to return next Februaiy. A ll the fifteeners

On Sunday morning Stiff Upper Lip struck back with great speed
in the very light conditions. This Quickly took the grin o ff the
faces o f the Rainey boys and the prospect o f another ACT win

join me in thanks to the generous volunteers o f this fine little
yacht club at Twofold Bay for another fine regatta.

Peter Dalton, F lyin g H ig h
_C
u

rci

CU

Rainey. So the
Gippsland Yacht Club brothers finally grinned but actually didn't

not being "as described in the tourist brochure", the lighter airs

_Q

rs

Craig and Ian

didn't prevent some good close racing on the veiy large course.

^fca ineys won both races on Saturday and looked to have the
5

-D
<U

That great decider of

sparkling blue

Quietly

O
O
rs

similiar to our own

The wind just about died on Sunday afternoon, with officials abandoning the heat to allow competitors to pack up and head for home.

after all, it was salt-water experience! As I drove home via Brown Mountain, I was

04

DEAKIN HEALTHSPA
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to Lord Howe Island
L_

c3
D

If the sailor's idea o f paradise is an endless reach across

Dunn, who had also

Quite a few journeys. We considered departing that afternoon

sparkling waters, we came close to it, at least on the outward

flown over for a holiday.

with a brisk northerly, but with our small crew and lack and

passage to beautiful Lord Howe Island - a 409 nautical mile

These resorts became the

George being unfamiliar with the boat, Peter opted for a good

reach on the starboard tack.

venues for happy hours, a

night's sleep for all followed by plenty o f daylight to settle in.

y

This was to be the first visit to Lord Howe Island b Canberra,
Canberra Ocean Racing Club's magnificent Bavaria 42. The
cruise took place between October 20 to 30 last year.

delightful dinner at one and a fun do-it-yourself barbecue at
another.
Eveiyone on the island seemed to know about us, except the

always sparkling. Rainy sQualls,
with some gusts over 40 knots,
were not infreQuent. But it was
great sailing. We certainly got
our money's worth, because
while the GPS said the distance

Canberra Ocean
Racing Club

was 409 miles, on arrival we had
logged about 500. This we put
down to an optimistic log and
mostly adverse currents, which
bore no relationship to the most

Immigration and Quarantine

after a SSW change peaking at 24 knots. But early next morning

representative, anyone planning a

more had come adrift, including the headboard slides. No option

LHI voyage would be well advised

but to furl the main and continue with engine assistance. The

to give him a call. One islander

wind was now right on our nose but fading so we changed to the

stopped Garth in what passes f o r ^ ^

^ ^ 1 although running the engine most o f the time to maintain

congratulate all those who were successful inyour 2001

NW at 15 to 18 knots, maintaining 7 knots for nearly 8 hours.

competition.

The weather was delightful, seas calm and the wind not helping

We look forward to being o f assistance to the members o f

crumpled?” was the reply.

much. On three successive sunsets those on deck clearly saw the

Nevertheless, Canberra displayed

built in Germany. She is based at a marina in Pittwater.

Bikes were hired (another Clive

a grand bow wave most o f the

Members have cruised her up and down the east coast

Wilson enterprise) and the island

skies. Still, it was mainly plug, plug under engine. Barrenjoey

time and recorded a top o f 15.5

between Jervis Bay and the Whitsunday Islands, to New

explored, which doesn't take long,

was sighted right where it should be and we entered Pittwater at

knots in one burst. Average

Caledonia and Lord Howe Island, as well as competing in

but is veiy pleasant. A highlight

speed over the ground was 7.3

the Sydney-Southport ocean race. She has averaged about

o f our stay was a climb up

knots, a respectable outcome,

300 days sailing each year, a phenomenal rate o f use. This

prodigious Mt Gower, the highest

given the generally rough seas

winter the club is planning to sail her in enjoyable stages to

point on the island and Quite an

and the fact that we carried the

the Whitsundays, New Caledonia, the Loyalty Islands and

achievement. The guided climb

No 3 jib and the main was reefed

back home via Norfolk and Lord Howe islands.

took about eight hours and

Gregory and David Townsend.
Because o f the unhelpful current, we realised on the third day

CORC representatives were Garth

the traditional happy hour accompanied by glorious colourful

1100 on 30 November. Average speed over the ground was 5.4

♦

Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication ♦

Sightings on the voyage included several species o f whales and

even a small greenish-yellow bird like an oriole or noisy miner
^ ^ u t 200 miles from the nearest land.

Dunn, Tony Hughes, Peter Wain,

excellent way to experience deep-sea sailing. Navigating by GPS

lack Haslam and George Imasheff,

is magical, especially steering by cross-track error instead o f

both o f whom had flown in for

compass, although one had to learn not to get fixated about
staying on the line and to concentrate on getting the best out of

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

♦

A General range o f Chandleiy. Safety EQuipment and
general

♦

Boating reQuirements.

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

the boat. Some o f us had been worrying when about 50 metres
to one side or the other o f the course o f more than 400 miles.

If a reQuired product is not stocked we will endeavor to

Footnote: Sadly, the passage to Lord Howe was to be the last

locate and supply yo u r reQuest.

cruise for CORC stalwart and ocean sailing aficionado Brian Hill,

Crew for the return was Peter (skipper), David Townsend, lack

who died in Canberra on December 31. Brian is greatly missed.

and George. We spent part o f Friday 26 October preparing the

David Townsend

the airport, loading fresh bread, milk etc. and the last o f the
water. We had made a point o f filling two or three 10-litre

planning the day's activities. Garth and Tony were joined by their

containers o f excellent rainwater from the tank at the jetty eveiy

wives, Ros and |udy, and moved into veiy pleasant

time the dinghy went back and forth, but 210 litres represents

accommodation ashore. They were joined by Mike and Lyn

♦

up Malabar Hill at the other end o f the island, enjoying dramatic

climbers struggled to the top to enjoy a fine view o f the inside of

Early next morning Clive had us snug on a mooring and we were

and Repairs and maintenance.

views o f Mt Gower, its summit wreathed in swirling cloud. The

boat, getting detailed forecasts from the Met Bureau people at

U

dolphins, including a killer whale, a great variety o f seabirds and

the cloud.

another rainy night at sea, joggling around under reduced sail.

O u r business provides:

knots.

Clive Wilson (the harbour master and just about eveiything else

showers, a LHI fish feast and a Quiet night's sleep, we spent

Boating.

Stainless steel, Aluminum and General Welding

LHI is a beautiful place, well worth the visit. The cruise is an

on LHI) was unwilling to guide us through the narrow channel

> -

the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects of

♦

and Ros Brice, Mike and lyn

the return passage. I undertook a much more comfortable stroll

y

green flash (Peter even while wearing sunglasses) while enjoying

that we would not reach the entrance to the lagoon before dusk.

into the lagoon in the failing light Postponing the delights o f hot

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are proud

progress. Those pesly currents still weren't helping. We had one

you get your clothes so

Hughes and Peter Wain (watch

Phone 6251 301 I

good engineless sail under jib when the breeze went around to

1984 and has operated a number o f ocean-goingyachts.

leaders), Brian Hill, David

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

the main street and asked a

asked Garth. "How else would

Garth Brice (skipper), Tony

Belconnen M e ta l C e n tre

Question about the boat. "How
didyou know I was o ff theyacht?”

at 6.30pm on the first Thursday o f each month.

A Division o f

to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club, and

In December 1999, the club bought Canberra, a Bavaria 42

Crew for the passage out were

B o a tin g Supplies

hour the next one had come free scattering plastic ball bearings
over the deck. The sail still set acceptably so we carried on, even

Canberra Ocean Racing Club is ayacht-owning syndicate

0)

Belconnen M arin e and

track as one had come loose on the outward passage. Within an

from. As he is also the Customs,

with membership limited to 25 shares. It was formed in

Members meet informally at the Southern Cross Yacht Club

jO

Departure was 0615 on November 27 with 15 knots NW and a

recent CSIRO current chart.

more often than not.

D
L.

reef in the main, keeping an eye on the luff slides on the mast

policeman, who made a point o f finding out where we had come

Unfortunately, the waters weren't

a
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Congratulations on a successful season and best
wishes for 2001-20 02.
Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f
Belconnen M arine and Boating Supplies
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Smiles Please
Anzac Cove
Yacht Rally

m a club
volunteer
today

The name o f the Anzac Cove Yacht Rally has been changed to
the Gallipoli Yacht Rally.

The next timeyou visit the CYC bar or
The program, contacts and all other arrangements for the 2002
event remain the same as published.

Teki Dalton, Rally Director
0411 498 232

greet the cook for a barbecued sausage after
your day's racing remember to greet your fellow volunteering

life, boating brings with it some

seamanship, rolled o ff a different trailer sailer, into the drink, in

risk o f personal injury, whether

successive races. Maybe that fundamental rule o f sailing, ie,

on board or working ashore.

when in trouble stay with your boat, might need to be further

Then there was the other graduate who on seeing a crew member
fall overboard but still hanging on by his fingers, stood there

granted.

Cabin, and most situations should be able to be accommodated.

making all the right signals until someone suggested that hauling

However, when an accident does occur, the assistance o f people

him back on board might be his foremost priority.

with first aid skills may make a very beneficial difference.

make the job o f a member taking race entries or calculating
To make it easier for such assistance to be provided, it is
^^D p o se d to make available in the Sailors' Cabin, on club boats
us. You could even occasionally give some rare praise to the

suggestion or new idea that will be useful.
A ll o f us would rather be sailing o f course - but eveiyone's
friendly courtesy makes the task o f our own turn on the race duty
roster seem much more enjoyable.

About three hours drive north o f Auckland,
the Bay o f Islands provides great cruising

that night with a trailer sailer broaching on the start line, causing

and who would be prepared to be included in this list are
requested to provide Martin van der Hoek at the club office, or

weekend and enjoyed cloudless weather until the final morning,

Great Escape Yacht Charters provided the Noelex. They have a

.O
13

u

good range ofyachts, although not as upmarket as the
Whitsundays and much more casual in approach, however,
efficient, friendly and helpful.

Imagem never imagined it could slice a Laser in two, but did tiy

Your assistance may be very much appreciated by some
unfortunate member at any time!
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and is easy to navigate. With only a small tide o f about Im and
no coral reefs the area is less demanding than north Queensland
but on the other hand the water is colder and the diving less

January
at Sail Canberra

PS : G.W. is an expert in fibreglassing, as we discovered, when

etc Bay o f Islands cruising makes a great holiday.

nail address?

he volunteered to repair the damage. Maybe he's done this more
often - the fibreglassing, I mean.
Was it the Hand o f God' or some prankster on the party boat
Vengaboat that sent Delta Lady sailing backwards at a rapid rate

The majority o f club members are now on the CYC email address
list but newsletter printing and postage costs are still a
considerable cost to the club. We expect there will always be a

receive their newsletter in the mail. For those members we will

Over the school holidays 184 children completed AYF courses at

photocopy the required number o f newsletters, in-house. Those

the Sailing School. Twenty five adults also completed the learn
to sail courses in January evening classes.

receiving the newsletter by email get theirs sooner and in colour.
Also, by havingyour email address you will also receive the
latest club news and advices.

We need places for all adult graduates on Wednesday or Sundays

myself.

Matthew Owen

to reach the top mark in a tight pack or maybe they didn't like
the music coming out of his boat. Anyway, nice steering David,
not hitting anyone going from 4th to 10th place, in reverse!

small number o f members who don't have email or who prefer to

races so ifyou have a spot please see George Reeve, Martin or
Followed by a few days touring, white water rafting, abseiling,

the Laser. I don't know who got the biggest fright. I dare say the
Laser sailor. Who wouldn't, with a trailer sailer inyour lap.

The January period was very busy for the team at Sail Canberra.

spectacular. There are no towns among the islands so you need
to start out well supplied.

was aware o f the other until the Gem went right over the top of

in a recent Wednesday evening drifter? It obviously doesn't pay

The cruising area is roughly triangular with each side about 30
nautical miles. It is dotted with islands and protected anchorages

more sensible option.

awfully hard recently. The scary thing was that neither skipper

10k to 20k breezes, good anchorages, great sceneiy and top New
Zealand wine.

discouraging others from flying their kite, which was clearly the

qualification, and boat name.

J>o we have your

Robyn and I chartered a Noelex 30 for five days around New Year

spinnakers make wonderful pennants. A t least it had the effect o f

by e-mail to admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au, their name,

Your smiling "Head Barman", Peter Dalton.

for a few days as part o f a trans-Tasman

before starting. Spinnaker starts are always interesting, especially

some consternation and Lady Bay demonstrating once again how

This happy club spirit is in risk o f catching on.

holiday.

during rigging and a mighty wind springing up 30 minutes

can be called on if required while participating in club activities.
Members who have first aid, nursing or medical qualifications

favourite beer at the bar if we can and welcomeyour friendly

A recent Wednesday night race will be remembered for no wind

and in the PRO's kit, a list o f members who have such skills and

poor stressed PRO for a well laid course!
We try to please our members and endeavour to stock their

<D

emphasised.

servant. None o f us like to feel that we are being taken for

A "Hi Mate or Bill or Hariy " to the rescue boat crew is easy f o r

-O

happen.
Club boats are equipped with first aid kits, as is the Sailors'

results feel much more appreciated.
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Two recent graduates from the Mattie Owen school o f

Rules and work practices aim to avoid this, but accidents do

O
O

d
D

In common with most activities in

club member on duty roster as a sailing friend and not as a

A smile and a friendly word o f gratitude is all that it takes to

Cruising
the Bay of
Islands

Jted, and
or gotten!

First aid
support
needed

Ifyou are not currently receiving emails andyou wish to be
included on the CYC email address list, please send an email to
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au and include your name.

Oh, and George on Lady Bay would like everyone to know he
crossed the start line first and enjoyed watching the drama
unfold behind him.

The C Y C th an ks
Derek Kelly ...
for the printing of the newsletter.
Contact Derek on 6254 1226 for large
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and small printing jobs.
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S u n d a y
Pointscore I 3

C o m m o d o r e

N e i l

P r i m r o s e

(w) 62959154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au
V i c e

P e t e r

td
Q

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au

H a r v e y

tj

S e r v i c e s

4—1

(h) 6293 2732
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c
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u

a
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S u n d a y
Pointscore 14

R u s s e l l - S m i t h
M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D i r e c t o r

Hi l d y . a r d

F u l l a g a r
fullagar@mac.com

D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

&

S m i t h

(w) 6243 5165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 271 778
dsmith@lansystems.com.au

G r a h a m

S a t / S u n
9-10
TYA Cruise Port Kembla

Feb

S u n d a y
Pointscore 16

M a r k e t i n g

D i r e c t o r

Feb

13

Feb

S a t / S u n
16- 17
Feb
TYA Travelers! Series Port Kembla a n ^ ^
NSWTrailable Yacht Championship
Twofold Bay Regatta

Rac i ng

P e t e r

6

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight I I

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I
hildyard.nick@abc.net.au

(h) 62814808

Feb

S u n d a y
10
Feb
Pointscore 15 & Championship 5

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

D i r e c t o r

3

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight 10

D a l t o n

D a v i d
g

Ian

S a t / S u n
2-3
Feb
TYA Travellers! Series St Georges Basin ,

cmi@cyberone.com.au

D i r e c t o r

N i c k

30

C o r p o r a t e

S h a y n e

P e t e r

W e d n e s d a y

S a t u r d a y
2 Feb
CCYA Lady Skippersf Race

'f d

D i r e c t o r

| an

Twilight 9

o d o r e

Co

2 7

O p e r a t i o n s
G i l e s

i

17

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight 12
S u n d a y
Pointscore 17

24

Feb

20

Feb

Feb

Contact Details:
(W ) 0412 507 061 (h) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

W e d n e s d a y
Twilight 13

D i r e c t o r .

S a t u r d a y
2 M a r c h
CCYA Hicap Start/Springbank Is BBQ

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

27

Feb

Su n d a y
3 M a r c h
Pointscore 18 & Championship 6
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Andre Webster: David Smith and David Senior; taking a break on Under Pressure at Marlay Point.
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And the news is

• • • •

The summer sailing season is rapidly draw ing to a close. Soon it w ill be tim e for
the annual champion o f champions race and after that the w inter races.

U

Inside this edition yo u w ill about the club hosting its firs t corporate sailing event,
and how E llio t 7's perform ed at the Marlay Point overnight race. A nd
congratulations to Ben Lieske who won line honours and on handicap in division A
on his Castle 550!
The folder o f boats fo r sale is grow ing in popularity. Members can advertise their

A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA C ITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtdub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

boats in the folder and visitors to the club can be assured every ad is current.
Ify o u w ould like to receive the latest news from the club by email, send an email to
admin@ canberrayachtclub.com.au and include y o u r name. You w ill be sent an email
w'hen the next edition o f this newsletter is posted on the CYC website.
O ther club members w ould be interested to h e a ryo u r sailing experiences - racing,
cruising o r fa llin g over the stern. Ify o u 'd like to contribute an article, contact the
office. The deadline fo r the next newsletter is Wednesday A p ril 10.

Once again the Summer and

allocated to it. We are considering extending the ambit o f the

Twilight Seasons are drawing to a

present Sailing Committee to cover programming and the like

close. Peter Dalton is again

(see separate article elsewhere in this newsletter by Peter

A fte r the AIS went sailing

organising a celebratory

Fullagar).

with the CYC team, top

gastronomic delectation for our
enjoyment. Not sure it will be
exactly the Olde Tyme Music Hall,

u

but just as thespian, knowing Peter.

!_

row from left: Marty

This leads on to the logical Question o f whether this might be an

by one

Nathan W ilm ot, Malcolm
Page, Brendon Todd, Katie

organisation at Lotus Bay. Members may care to be aware that

C3

Understand Marlay Point was hard

the CCYA, the Canberra Southern Cross Club and the CYC are

work, but rewarding. Skyfire was

consulting about this presently and are looking for an outcome

O
O
<N

Watson, Craig Ferris,

opportunity to invite the CCYA to consider melding its work with
the work o f the CYC to have sailing services managed

r-4

Culbert, Adrian O ’Loughlin
(CSCC), Sue Thompson,

rS
z

Jack Rice (CSCC), and Neil

terrific for those o f us who took it

that will meet the objectives o f the three parties involved.

easy and anchored by the bridge for

Referring to this consultation in this column has been cleared

ringside seats.

with Ross Wylde-Browne and appears with his concurrence.

The club hosted the first corporate

We have decided not to hold the proposed ANZAC Day event

Belinda Stowell, Mike

sailing event recently (see separate

this year, because our major events leaders are overstretched.

Fletcher; Victor Kovalenko,

report from David Smith). We hope

We've run out o f steam and need a break.

'Bunny’Warren, Adrian

Members w ill recall that Angus Houston has taken up the issue

Caddy (CSCC).

Primrose. Bottom row:
Darren Bundock, Jenny
Armstrong, Kristen Kosmala,

to develop this kind o f activity
further as part o f the club's
relationship with the wider
community. It's an income earner
for us but, more than that, it's a key
to encouraging more people into
sailing and into club membership.
From this first event there has
already been interest in sailing
courses and hiring boats.
George Reeves and his team have
been hard at work developing a

with the NCA o f allowing trailableyachts to use their outboard
motors with the same scope as is allowed on other estuaries and
waterways. His letter was on the notice board for several months
late last year. The proposal seems to make eminent sense, for
The twilight race on February 27 was followed by a 'banquet' in

It was agreed that the above athletes and coaches would sail on

the club's advice. A draft response is on the notice board for

the marque, with the CYC hosting members and family o f the

designated boats in the race and 14 o f them were duly assigned

any comment members may want to contribute. Please let me

CSCC Board. More than 80 tickets were sold and it was a great

to trailer sailers, dinghies and multihulls. We tried to match

occasion but what made the evening even more memorable was

athletes to boats and it worked out pretty well. The only one to

that I can finalise the response to the NCA.

the attendance o f the AIS sailing squad, who asked if they could

miss out was |osh, who had been assigned Erik Stibbe - National

With best wishes,

participate in the race. They were to be in town for the day,

Laser and Europe Class Coach, who failed to arrive due to ill

attending a course at the AIS in Bruce. This was simply an offer

health.

safety as well as recreational reasons. The NCA has asked for

have any comment by Wednesday March 27 (email preferably) so

work plan for linking Sail Canberra

too good to miss. They were invited to sail and eat with us,

graduates and clients into

stretching the capacity of the marquee to the limit.

membership o f the club and also for
attracting members o f the wider
community. Exciting initiatives

together with the committee minutes, is posted
on the notice board.) There is also growing

for sale or wanted,

interest in non-racing sailing from club members. Already,
activity is under way. A recent BBQJor Sail Canberra adult
graduates attracted more than 50 people and kept the Sail
Canberra boats flat out all afternoon taking people for short

u

sails.
We believe it is now time to develop the management structure
o f the club to support the rising demand for informal, non
racing sailing. (In doing this, we do not intend to duplicate the
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work o f the CCYA.) We need to look carefully at how we

Manager Sue Thompson, Sports, Medicine Coordinator Chris
Downs, and the High Performance Administrator, Katie Culbert.

Champion (Tornado class)
Melanie Dennison - Olympian and current world number I
(Yngling class)

The CYC maintains a folder o f boats for sale or wanted. This

Fiona Herbert - Current World number I (Yngling class)

folder lives in the Sailors Cabin and has recently been culled and

Kristen Kosmala - placed 6th at World Championships (Yngling

updated. Every ad is current and has been given a stamp.

class)

Members and non-members are invited to advertise their boats
and their boating needs in the folder. An ad will stay in the
folder for one month, unless a further extension is requested, or
less if the boat is sold/found or if I get a request to remove the
ad.

National Head, Coach Victor Kovalenko, High Performance

lenny Armstrong - Olympic gold medallist and 2001 World

Darren Bundock - Olympic silver medallist and current World

agreed by the committee. (The report,

Also in attendance, but not sailing were the AIS Head Coach and

The AIS squad was:

Championship silver medallist (470 class)

proposed in the report have been

_Q

The night the A IS sailing squad came to town

We were lucky with the weather and a great twilight race it
turned out to be. Most o f the club members were extremely
pleased with their allocated athlete, judging by the feedback
during and after the race. The race seemed to over all too soon
which no doubt had to do with the level of expertise on board
and the good winds we had that night.
First boat over the line was an Elliott7, the Walter and Turnbull

Malcolm Page - 2001 World Championship bronze medallist

Quickstix, with Belinda Stowell, Malcolm Page, Mattie, Readie

(470)

and Ollie on board.

Belinda Stowell - Olympic gold medallist and 2001 World
Championship silver medallist (470)
Nathan Wilmot - 2001 World Championship bronze medallist
(470)

After the race we all adjourned to the marquee and the
combination o f good food, good company and some entertaining

enjoyed themselves and I'm told they are keen to come back and

There are standard forms for selling or purchasing, found in the

recreational sailing. It may be that we look at establishing a new

front o f the folder. Alternatively, you may e-mail the details and

Coaches were:

recreational sub-committee to manage the initiatives o f the

they will be placed in the folder. The club's e-mail address is

Brendan Todd - National Mistral Class Coach

Thanks go to Peter Dalton and his band of volunteer organisers

Reeves Report and respond to the developing demand for the

admin@canberrayachtclub.au

Craig Ferris - National 49er Class Coach (NSWIS Coach)

for a fun evening and a job well done.

Ian "Bunny" Warren - National Coach Victorian High

Martin van de Hoek

A t the same time, we are conscious that the Sailing Users Group
is no longer in demand from members or class associations and
we need to make other arrangements for the work that was

Currently we have on offer 15 dinghies, four cats and II
trailersailers.
For further details contact our office manager, Martin van der
Hoek.

do it all again. We certainly look forward to that.

Performance Coach
Mike Fletcher - National Tornado and Finn Class Coach
Marty Watson - Scholarship Coach

zs

U

speeches rounded o ff a very successful evening. The athletes

resource and manage what is, in effect, a heightened profile for

pleasures o f "mucking about in boats".
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Future of the

Flying Fifteen News

Sailing Users’ Group

Vesting in
crew safety,
JK style

Members will have notice that in the minutes o f the last meeting

U
s-

o f the Canberra Yacht Club committee (Februaiy 19) it was

C3

members to do the job it has been given. This seems to be part

pointed out that SUG is not getting sufficient support from club

o f a wider trend, ie that members do not see the need to attend
regular consultation meetings. This may be a mark of
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confidence that the elected directors are doing a good enough
job for most members to be comfortable for the directors to get
on with executive decision-making on behalf of members. It
seems that it is now time to put the programming functions of
the SUG into the sailing committee and focus all management of

Yachts at Marlay Point

We are often reminded of safety in sailing by our class stalwart
John Kennedy. This season we have seen first hand lohn's

Well, the 2002 Marley Point regatta was a reminder o f the old East coast races where hours on end were spent on the ''rail" cold, wet and
totally uncomfortable. As a few Canberra Marley Point veterans would agree, Marley Point was a hard slog. Approximately 130yachts
competed with four E7's coming in the top 12 positions.

interesting attempts to test the buoyancy o f his Flying Fifteen in
actual race conditions.

our club racing in that forum.

The race started in 20 knots and stayed-in for the majority o f the course. Four E7's competed in this year's Marley Point, (ohn Dransfield's
On March 10 we sailed our deferred Championship Race thanks

I will remain the main contact point as chair o f the CYC race
committee (at present: |ohn Tracey, )ohn White, Philip Russell,
Matt Owen and Martin van der Hoek). However, any member of
the race committee can be approached for assistance with a
problem concerning the conduct o f club racing. In addition the
race committee would welcome comments on ways to improve

Petty Women (Pittwater) finished first among the E7's with Stuart Loft's Seventh Wave"(Pittwater) finishing 10 minutes behind, a great effort

to the support o f PRO Angus Houston and his duty crew. These

by both competitors. Next over the E7 finishing line was Danny Fitzgerald's Serious Fun (Wagga Wagga) and bringing up the rear in true

better breezes were enjoyed by the dozen Fifteens and racing

rear guard fashion was Dave Smith's Under Pressure (Canberra) finishing five minutes behind Serious Fun.

was veiy tight and tense in the 5 to 8 knot conditions. Tony
E7 team had a demanding Marley with 20 knots plus o f breeze on the nose all the way to Paynesville. Full mains were in order at the

Harman with his new crew Belinda in Snabb Fisk was leading t h ^ ^
race for the first four laps and looked likely to pull o ff an upset

start o f the race and all craft stood up to the demanding conditions. Under Pressure had its fair share o f experiences with two “ lay downs"

win.

around two o'clock in the morning and an instinctive reaction by "Ollie" to jump on the centreboard as the boat went over. Well done Ollie

our program o f events and suggestions that might provide better
ways o f conducting our racing activities.

- glad to see your dingy instinct taking over.
As it was a NE breeze, Angus placed the leeward mark on the
southern shore not far from Experts Point. Police divers were

A ll E7's had a few stories to tell after the race. Most had touched bottom at some point and Quick reactions saw them back in deep water

also busy searching the lake in that area for evidence and clues

fairjy Quickly. The wind also started to drop close to the finish and this frustrated a few E7's when it was finally time to put the spinnaker

to the recent sad murder o f ayoung Canberra woman.

up and there was little breeze to fill it. A ll in all, it was yet another great opportunity to get away and sail E7's with a great bunch o f sailors.

In mid-race our intrepid skipper |K did a little unplanned

Already looking forward to next years race.

necessary, can seek a more comprehensive opinion from

prawning at this mark and sent his fearless crew Steve Baker to

David Smith

members by calling an occasional meeting o f the interested

the bow o f his fifteen to check out the catch and stow the

parties.

spinnaker away. We all have done this on occasions and we hate

Peter Fullagar

sailing past the bottom mark with our prawn net still set. On

In future I will take the programming and other race
management work o f the SUG into the present race committee
and shortly I will prepare new terms o f reference to reflect this
decision. It seems more likely that the race committee, when

Do we have your

X

the bow suddenly whisked from beneath his feet, possibly due to

)

some exuberant helming. Our lake welcomed Steve's departure

J

from the fishing tackle. A ll this excitement led to the usual crew A
boat rounding ritual o f re-acQuainting the accidentally misplaced
crew with the skipper and the subsequent conversation about the
correct place of crews on a yacht.

ail address?

Ifyou are not currently receiving emails andyou wish to be
included on the CYC email address list, please send an email to
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au and include your name.

To our great satisfaction Steve Baker had now passed the uniQue
Kennedy Crew Buoyancy Test and the nearby police divers

dropping in to visit. Thanks to our safety regulations these soggy
entertainers Quickly resumed racing again and |ohn managed a

The Race Result? The CYC "light weather expert" |ohn Hosking
with crew Matthew Gleeson brought Final Fling over the line just

(D
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Entry
ensign
exits

returned to their afternoon duties without further CYC members

good apres race laugh.

03

Several seasons ago Cynthia Bartlett close to act upon a CYC magazine advertisement which drew

hearing the raised voices we witnessed our poor Steve finding

attention to the range o f ways that even non-sailors could contribute enjoyably and productively to
fulfil the broad spectrum o f club life.
Almost eveiy twilight and frostbite since Cynthia punctually reported for duty as your entry ensign.
Whatever specific, critical though unfamiliar Question - eg, financial status, AYF membership - had
been designated by whichever RC/S to be blitzed, Cynthia conscientiously and doggedly asked it o f at least initially - virtual strangers, not necessarijy a pleasant or easy task.
Many concerns o f the sailing committee were allayed as she politely but firmly insisted upon legibility
and accuracy. This lightened the load of the sometimes timid and/or tested teams, and enabled each
o f these races to get underway, foryour pleasure.

A warm welcome was invariably accompanied by a humorous snippet. Over her time many a good acQuaintance was made as she mixed

X I

=s

U

easily and this was appreciated by eveiyone involving with racing.
Cynthia volunteered also to stay on and help with tower tasks. She could be depended upon to meticulously check off boats as they
nudged through from Lotus Bay and to diligently monitor and record their progress. Her consistency was treasured by each ROD.

u
rd

While folk dancing now precludes Cynthia's participation in these particular aspects, she offered her time and companionship in the

rd

a spinnaker brace under their hull and their single mistake

monthjy “folding family". This will afford her opportunities for some seriously stress-free socialisation with another cross section o f

i“

dropped them to third place. The coming ACT titles might be a

members.

in front o f a fast finishing Rustler. Snabb Fisk unluckily slipped

veiy close contest.

Peter Dalton, F lyin g H ig h

Many thanks Cynthia and happy days.

Terrie Ebrill
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now be sailing a trailer sailer I would have

JZ

Christmas, preparing to venture some 450 kms

and the Ninety Mile beach. Even better, the

The Citrix Corporate Sailing event was held on March 6 at the

u

to Metung village on the Gippsland Lakes in

owner has left us several couples o f bottles of

CYC. The event was sponsored by the Citrix Corporation and

rS

Victoria for my first trailer sailer 'away' experience. The plan is

i_

If someone had said five years ago that I would

laughed. But here I am, a week before

or Bust!

to have some time sailing the Lakes before Christmas, leave the
boat at Metung and return in the New Year for a few more days
exploring.
Since purchasing Solitaire, a Castle 650, at Easter 2001 Kerrie
and 1 have been working up to going away. The boat has been
checked, the trailer bearings greased and a new master cylinder
for the brakes fitted along with new light truck tyres. The car has
had a service and a transmission cooler fitted. Time to go.

An inspection o f the house we have rented
reveals great views from the top o f Metung

fine red wine to help us unwind.
The next day the boat is rigged and we all sail to Barrier Landing
and walk on the Ninety mile beach. It is a wonderful place and

anchor o ff nice beaches, swim and explore sheltered anchorages
such as Chinaman's Creek and Box Creek. We also sailed the 9

Heeler) leave Canberra mid-morning and make good progress to

Metung. This was followed by a circumnavigation o f Raymond

Cooma. No dramas. Filling up with petrol gives us the first

Island (famous for its mosQuitoes and koalas) and the wonderful

shock - 6km to the litre. The boat must be a bit heavier than

experience o f being surrounded by a pod o f dolphins for 20

Bomballa. Everything seems fine so it's on to Cann River.

minutes.
Metung has good facilities including a couple o f launching
ramps (and a hoist), ayacht club and excellent hotel and

It's not long before Cameron says something smells and his seat

restaurants. Ice, supplies and boat bits are available. When it

is warm. We stop and find that the rear muffler pipe has come

was time to return to Canberra we de-rigged the boat and left it

away from the muffler and is moving around. We are out of

at lohnsonville (near Metung) in a boat storage yard after using

mobile range - no problem. |ust pull the pipe o ff and keep

the boat wash down facilities.

going. A little further on Cameron again says he can smell

Systems is the distributor o f the Citrix and other IT products.

Systems) with operational assistance from Matt Owens. The

During the course o f the next week we had the opportunity to

Our trip home was uneventful.

something burning and his seat is even hotter. Better to be sure

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

Phone 6251 301 I

selling software solution to business enterprises and LAN

leave the boat moored in Chinaman's Creek in Metung with a
stern anchor out and the bow on the sand tied to a tree.

Belconnen M e ta l C en tre

LAN Systems. Citrix is an information technology company

The event was organised principally by Dave Smith (LAN

km to Paynesville for lunch arriving after a fast kite ride from

the 1160 kg I thought. No wonder we didn't win the Trailable

A Division o f

seems to make the effort all worthwhile. A t night we decide to

My sons Cameron and Nigel, Kerrie and I (and Tillie the Blue

Yacht Regatta. We leave Cooma and head for Nimmitabel and

Corporate Sailing

east across Bancroft Bay to Lakes Entrance

corporate event commenced with a lunch time seminar in the
marQuee adjacent to theyacht club followed by yacht racing

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are proud
to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club, and
congratulate all those who were successful in your 2001
competition.
We look forward to being o f assistance to the members of

using three Elliott 7's pre-positioned at anchor in front o f the

the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects o f

marQuee for aesthetic appeal prior to the match racing. After the

Boating.

presentation, Citrix clients were transported by power boat to the
three E7's rigged and ready to sail. After a Quick safety brief and
familiarisation o f theyacht by the skippers, the count down for
the first windward/leeward race was on. After the race the client

Ou r business provides:
♦
♦

0 w s were swapped over with the next group and another match

Stainless steel. Aluminum and General Welding
Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication ♦
and Repairs and maintenance.

race was commenced.
♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

Citrix clients were impressed with the concept o f combining

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

corporate yacht racing with product seminars. Special thanks to

♦

A General range o f Chandlety, Safety EQuipment and

Apart from lights winds the event was a total success and all

Matt Owen and his team o f skippers and crews for being

general

responsible for the operational aspects o f the event and thanks
also to the owners o f the E7's, Neil Primrose Huntress, Don
Walter QuikStix and Dave Smith Under Pressure for making them
available for the event.

than soriy, keeping in mind the tank o f outboard fuel is in the

After Christmas, Keriy and I returned to explore new areas and

boot, we stop to investigate. Sure enough the hot exhaust

camped on the boat for four nights. We joined up one evening

The event has also proven the CYC's ability and capability o f

gasses are melting the back bumper bar and its surrounds and

with members of the veiy strong Sonata Association (about 20

conducting events o f this nature in the future. Please direct any

the boot metal is hot to the stage o f sizzling when water is

boats) who were having a Christmas cruise around the lake. We

enQuiries regarding corporate sailing events to Dave Smith, (m)

poured on it. This sets the scene for the next 130 kilometres or

were also able to visit areas o f the National Park along Bunga

0408271778 (w) 62435165.

♦

Boating reQuirements.

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

If a reQuired product is not stocked we will endeavor to
locate and supply yo u r reQuest.

Congratulations on a successful season
and best wishes for 2002.

so. Drive 20 km, stop, open the boot to let it cool down, pour

Arm and enjoy the natural beauty o f the area which includes a

water on bumper and surrounds, then o ff we go again.

huge variety o f birds.

No one can help at Cann River so it's on to Orbost, another

We even managed to watch several heats o f the Flying Fifteen

70km. Finally, we arrive and find a veiy friendly repairer who has

Nationals at Paynesville giving encouragement to our Canberra

a replacement muffler and can fit it while we wait - if we pay

contingent. It must have worked as Matt Owen got his best

cash. This gives us an opportunity to fill in time and explore

result - a third!

Orbost. We find a nice house in the main street for $78,000.

The 9km back to Metung on the one tack was also a new

Perhaps we could retire here!

experience. Thankfully, coming home towing the boat 'uphill' to

Finally, it's off again. We reach Metung an hour after the agent

Canberra in 38 degree heat turned out to be uneventful.

in considering the timing that many members would be out o f town for the weekend and I apologise to those not on the club email

has closed her office but she has kindly left the key to the rental

Was the effort worth it? The answer is definitely yes. We can't

address list that they were not afforded the opportunity to participate. However, the work could not wait. But don't woriy; there w ill be

U

property in a place we can find it. Some eight hours after we left

wait for the next time.

further similar opportunities!

nj

Canberra, we drive up the driveway and park the boat. The
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drama is over - we have arrived.
Not

Q u ite .

Peter Harvey

The response to the impromptu working bee to clean up and cariy out essential repairs and maintenance to the race

Significant repairs and improvements were made to the outside veranda decking and access doorway floors, many spiders were made at

(wear your sunnies next time you go in), deck access door operation was improved, and a general clean-up was done.

DEAKIN HEALTHSPA

r)

control tower on Saturday March 9 was just adeQuate, but the effort by those who attended magnificent. I recognised

least temporarily homeless, most upstairs window surfaces were cleaned, stair anti-slip strips were replaced with an enhanced product

inspection reveals a split power steering hose and no fluid left in

decision.

Working bee
X)

vVe then notice fluid on the grass. A Quick

the pump. Top it up and leave it till tomorrow is the unanimous

Russ Voysey & The sta ff o f
Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies
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Our sincere thanks are due to all who put in their time (five people, nearly 30 man-hours), and a very special thanks is due to Allan Green
who, with his specialist building skills and tools, innovation, and great industiy over a full eight-hour day, was critically responsible for the
excellent progress made on the decking repairs and improvements.

Graham Giles, Director Operations
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C o m m o d o r e

N e i l

S a t - S u n

P r i m r o s e

(w) 62959154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0412 015 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au
Vi ce

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

2 3 - 2 4

TYA traveller series Pittwater
S u n d a y

M a r c h

24

Pointscore 19 & c’ship 7 (except Div I & 2)

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au
D i r e c t o r

M a r c h

27

Twilight 17
F r i - M o n

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717 (w) 6230 4885
cmi@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

W e d n e s d a y

C o r p o r a t e

S e r v i c e s

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D i r e c t o r

N i c k

M a r c h

u n i c a t i o n s

Co

H i l d y a r d

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808

fullagar@mac.com

D i r e c t o r

TYA national c'ship Sandringham
Sun

M a r c h

P r o m o t i o n

31

Pointscore 20
S a t u r d a y

A p r i l

6

CCYA Googong cruise
S u n d a y

T u e s d a y

Ra c i n g

P e t e r

2 9 - A p r

A p r i l

7

Pointscore 21 & c'ship for Div I & 2

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
D i r e c t o r

Mar

A p r i l

9

Committee meeting
W e d n e s d a y
&

A p r i l

I0

Newsletter deadline

M a r k e t i n g

D a v i d

Su n d a y

S m i t h

(w) 6243 5165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 271 778
dsmith@lansystems.com.au
D i r e c t o r

G r a h a m

O p e r a t i o n s

G i l e s

(w) 0412 507 061 (h) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

A p r i l

14

Youth Sailing Academy c’ships
S a t - S u n

A p r i l

20-21

TYA Pittwatter
Su n d a y

A p r i l

21

Champion o f Champions
D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News
Print Post Approved
PP229200/00022

S a t - S u n

A p r i l

2 7 - 2 8

Bateman’s Bay Anzac Day Regatta

4
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A p r i l

2 0 0 2
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A hectic scene on the lake

L-

Champion of Champions

Q)

and Try Sail Day

-O

The Champion o f Champions race w ill be held on Sunday, A pril 21, with the first heat

C

starting at about 11.00 am.

a

year the race series w ill also be combined with the Tiy Sail Day. The day promises to be a

Last year, this was a fantastic event, sailed on a glorious day - but with very little wind. This

U

real highlight and the culmination o f a good hard year o f sailing.
The winner o f the C o f C race w ill receive a magnificent silver trophy second only to the real
America's Cup! This is a perpetual trophy donated by the president, council and members of
the Australian-American Association. The trophy will be presented by the president,
Bromvyn Halbisch, with a fair bit o f pomp and ceremony - ask Teriy Ebrilll.

A C T SAILIN G IN C
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
CAN BER RA C ITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

The race is restricted to the winners in each championship class. It will decide who is the
best sailor among them. Last year it was sailed in Gem 550s with two heats and a final over a
short course. Thisyear w ill be similar but in different boats which should bring the trailersailor skippers down to size.
To get more interest in the race and promote the club, a try-sail day will be held at the same
time. The day will be given a fair bit o f publicity and we are hoping for a big crowd. Several
boats will be tied up at the jetty and their owners will be able to take interested people out
for a Quick sail. Other boats will be parked on the green lawns in
__ c o n tin u e d o n p age 3
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This w ill be my last Commodore's

the demise o f the old club has allowed us to create an

Column. As foreshadowed last

organisation that is well able capitalise on the rapid changes in

November, I will step down on A pril

the way people take their sport and leisure. We are now

12. Peter Har

strategically positioned to play a key role, in conjunction with

appointed Commodore and I wish

the Canberra Southern Cross Club, in developing Lotus Bay into

vey has been

Peter as Vice Commodore and chair

8:00 pm on Tuesday May 21, 2002.

o f the Sail Canberra Board will be

bed for clubs to plug into the AYF database as the platform for

increasingly frequent pollution crises with the lake.

advised in due course.

their own administration.

his work, as well as his family and

facilities and the services we enjoy as members are light years

the management o f sailing services at Lotus Bay in one

other commitments and will need

on from November 1997.

organisation.

D

Briefing on the design of the boat hoist.

substantial help in taking on the

The challenge for the Canberra Yacht Club now is to match the

We are finalising our strategy for up-grading our boats and

□

Outline o f the work planned for the club.

role o f Commodore for us all.

professionalism o f the Southern Cross Club by the time it

supporting equipment through the capital program with the

Changes will be needed in the

□

Outline o f the work planned for the AYF/YAACT.

commences re-development o f the facilities at Lotus Bay

Southern Cross Club and applications for grants from the

allocation o f work among members

Indeed, the speed with which the Canberra Yacht Club can

ACT and Commonwealth Governments.

□

Major cost centres o f the club.

o f the committee and more work

attain that standard o f performance will affect decision-making

The program o f major events to be run by the club in the next

□

Resources needed to run the club.

w ill be delegated to people as

in the Southern Cross Club Board about the priority it gives to

specific projects.

18 months is coming together.

re-development o f the site. The keys to the future are largely in

□

Relating the club to the wider community.

New delegations include the

our own hands.

We are working up the structure for a new Sailing Services

There w ill be plenty o f time for discussion. A ll members should

•Committee to lead, alongside the Sail Canberra Board,

assist with the completion o f the

unanimously at the last AGM, and what resources are required

committee's work planning,

to do that will be addressed at the next members' consultation

developing the club’s budget for the

meeting (see notice elsewhere in this newsletter).

the club’s input to the development
o f infrastructure at the Lotus Bay
site. These delegations add to the
project work already being done by Dave
Bizant as Co-ordinator o f Major Events,
George Reeves on linking new members into the
club and, now, Kathy Davies on supporting women

committee that our good people get moved on by their
employers. We are losing David Smith, who has been moved to

attend.

p ro m o tio n and management o f the full range o f sailing
activities that people want as they pursue their "competitive
spirit and recreational adventures" (Canberra Yacht Club,

Preparatory papers w ill be available from the bench in the
Sailors’ Cabin from a week before the meeting.

Strategy and Business Plan, 1998 to 2001. page 5).
George Reeves and his team are hard at work on initiatives to
help welcome new members and encourage a heightened
fellowship among members.

Melbourne to run the LAN Systems office there. This is a
significant promotion for David within the company. He and

Kathy Davies is leading discussions about how the club can

Elizabeth had to move at short notice, but intend coming back

improve the welcome and support it gives to women in

to Canberra at some time in the not too distant future. We wish

sailing.

them well in this new adventure.

George reeves is organising the Tiy Sailing Day.

David played a significant role in taking the club out into the
business community and lifting our profile with government.
His contribution to the style and Quality o f the inaugural City o f
Canberra Regatta was substantial. Other work was just as

Gallery
of the
C YC

D Stuart Allan is assisting the committee with its work planning,
budget preparation and the reporting for the AGM.
With best wishes,

Soon to be mounted in the clubhouse and ready for the Winter

his short time on the committee and has set a cracking pace.

. .. continued from page I

do with veiy mixed emotions. It has been an honour and a

The promotion o f good people out o f Canberra is a fact o f life

front o f the clubhouse and open for inspection by members o f

club. Hopefully this w ill be a good reference board for people

privilege. The last fouryears, firstly leading the strategic

in running any organisation in this city. Notwithstanding the

the public. There will also be a free sausage sizzle and salad

to put names to faces and improve club friendship.

planning for the club, then as Vice Commodore and Chair o f the

work that has to be done to find and appoint a replacement,

lunch before the final o f the Champion o f Champions race.

Sail Canberra Board and finally as Commodore have been richly

talented new people also move into town and we gain the

satisfying. I have had the great joy o f working with fine people.

benefit o f their energy and abilities. Arrangements to replace

We have done a lot together. There is great potential to do

Dave as Director Promotion and Marketing will be advised in

much more. However, my professional work is breaking new

due course.

ground in the art and practice o f leadership, particular with the

nd

before November 3. 1997. Traumatic though it was at the time.

13

to new members o f the club so that they can more quickly get

spectator to Canberra's own “America’s Cup” .

to know who's who around the place.

We are looking for boats to put on show. Ifyou can help please

Martin and I still have a lot o f picture taking to do but we have

Meanwhile the work keeps rolling:

give George Reeves a call on 6248 6699 (work) or 6281 3S3S

made a good start. Ifyo u have a good standard sized portrait o f

D The Winter Series w ill get under way shortly (see the

(home) or email at greeves@thecie.com.au. For further

yourself, could you please let us have it? Otherwise, we will

information on the Champion o f Champions race, please call

continue doing the rounds with our cameras.

Peter Fullagar (6281 4808), Martin van Der Hoek (6254 6568)

George Reeves

program elsewhere in this newsletter).
□

Finalisation by the NCA o f the master plan for the Lotus Bay
foreshore is only weeks away.

D The Southern Cross Club stands ready to commence the

-O

So often we tend to know everyone in our division, but are not
group o f friends, have a picnic, support the club and be

raised the new Canberra Yacht Club from the ashes o f the old.

on, but we are a veiy different organisation to that which existed

committee members and prominent people associated with the

too good on names beyond that. It should be particularly useful

It’s been a particular privilege to be a part o f the effort that has

The traditions and reputation o f the old club have been carried

Series and next season w ill be a portrait galley o f club regulars,

It should be a great day out for the family so come along, bring a

mentoring o f executives. I need to focus on this.

u

Primrose

effective behind the scenes, such as gaining the ACT

Champion of Champions and Try Sail Day

Stepping back from the position o f commodore is something 1

u

It is indicative o f the level o f talent attracted to the club

<

Lotus Bay

Government grant to re-engine our powerboats. He did a lot in

in sailing (see separate article).

Cd

The practicalities o f developing the sailing infrastructure at

Association and the Southern Cross Club about rationalising

organisation and to continue to lead

£Z

CL

□

Though there is much that we need to continue improving, the

the management o f sailing into one

CL>

The program w ill include:
Consultation is continuing with the Canberra Cruising Yacht

Peter has a heavy commitment with

CCYA and the CSCC to rationalise

_Q

fS

A consultation meeting will be held for in the Sailors’ Cabin at

continue the consultation with the

S_

o
o

Concerted action is being arranged with the Yachting

committee has commissioned me to

L_

consultative meeting

Association o f the ACT to engage the authorities about the

How we go about continuing to lift our game, as agreed

fS

Southern Cross Club.

one o f the most advanced sailing services centres in Australia.

o f reports for the AGM. The

u
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Design o f the new boat hoist is being progressed by the

Members*

Already the AYF is talking to us about using the CYC as a test

next financial year and preparation

U

master plan is released.

him well. Arrangements to replace

commissioning o f Stuart Allan to

-O

design o f the finger w'harf/crane/hardstand as soon as the

or Matt Owen (6273 4777)

George Reeves

u
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grabbed a rope
hanging over the side
fS

o f the boat. With Pat

o
o

hanging on, this little
procession then

(S

<N
O
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zigzagged its way
around the moored

L_

s_

boats and eventually

Q.

out to open water. A

<

Cl

<

bedraggled Pat was
manhandled into the
duck and as I climbed
aboard the wayward
trailerable Pat's guest
asked: "Hopeyou can
sail this thing". We
managed to get the
boat and occupant
safely back on a

■

here and elsewhere!

Every race day club members run up the flags to start your division. Here Craig Tucker takes on this im portant role.

This column has a habit o f dwelling on mishaps ... and not to

Support for W o m en in sailing
The committee has commissioned Kathy Davies to advise it on
how to provide better support to women in sailing. She is to

her on email through the club office, or by phone on 6282 2673

plan to make the club a more welcoming community - especially

or mobile 0402 326 393.

women into sailing and allow parents caring for young children
to engage in sail training".
Kathy will report directly to Peter Harvey as Commodore and will
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life. Her parents built a 14-meter Alan Payneyawl between IQAk
and!979 on the family pineapple farm on the Sunshine Coast.
Her family cruised the Queensland coast for several years until in
1988 they headed overseas. Nine years later they were still

encourage Sail Canberra clients and people from the wider

cruising overseas - definitely victims o f the 'cruising bug'. Kathy

community into club membership. This is a serious task to

moved to Canberra for work purposes in lanuary 2001 when she

which the committee has allocated serious priority. We

finished university. She has been involved with the CYC on a

recognise it w ill involve changing attitudes in ways we may not

regular basis since )une 2001. She is one o f the Sailing School's

be able to clearly identity at the moment.

senior instructors, is a regular supervisor in the boat hire

the club can do to support and encourage more women to sail
and participate in its activities.

>rd

About Kathy - she says she has been involved in sailing all her

work in close conjunction with George Reeves in his project to

Kathy's first task is to consult women in the club to find out what
u

to discuss ideas. Ifyo u would like to be involved please contact

take a key role in implementing the ambitions in the strategic

the KRA i.5 to “ Research and develop programs that encourage

-O

Following that, Kathy would like to get a contact group together

operation and crews regularly with David Kent and the team on
Delta Lady.

Neil Primrose

mooring. Pat could see the funny side o f things ... I'm not

disappointyou, this month's edition follows that tradition.

so sure about his guest.

I.

Ross and Carol's cruise on St Georges Basin came to a

The adult sailing class standing on the wharf with life jackets

crashing end when Scooter's mast dueled with a street lamp

on and waiting to go out, got a lesson they hadn't bargained

in the rigging area at the Basin View ramp. His mast came

for. I can't guess how many good and bad aspects o f

o ff second-best, but check the sign! The lamp stayed up

sailing/rescue were demonstrated in that 30-minute session

but Scooter's rigging made short work o f the sign as it went

and it would have made an instructional video even John

past. Having damaged the mast while de-rigging after the

Cleese would have been proud of. Sorry, no photo. What a

New Year's cruise on the Myall Lakes, it pays to have your

pity!

camera at the ready when Scooter comes ashore.
3.
This one will really crack you up! Sorry Pat, but this little

If only that was the end o f it. lust to test their respective
patience, Ross stubs his toe soon after the mast-snapping

incident will take some beating. Pat and friend (i.e. a non

incident and breaks it! I guess ify o u r boat is out o f action

sailor) took the Court 650 from its moorings in Lotus Bay

for a few weeks, you might as well put your body out o f

on a Quiet midweek morning, and went drifting down the

action as well!

lake. An easterly SQuall came up and shortly after the Court
was seen doing 'controlled' figure eights in the middle o f
the lake. Eventually the boat made its way back into Lotus
Bay to hook on to its mooring. Next minute, the author
gets an urgent call from Matt, the master rescuer, to come
and assist. On racing out o f the Sailors Cabin I was met
with the sight o f the Court 650, with a full main, heading
back out into the middle o f the lake with Pat's guest

Kathy wants to find out “what women want" from the club and

hanging on to the tiller and the unmistakable shape o f Pat

then implement slowly any reouired improvements. The first

hanging on to a rope, being dragged through the water. The

step is an initial survey o f all female club members. This w ill be

rubber duck was launched and we raced out. In between fits

distributed in the near future by email and in hard copy from the

o f laughter, I heard that Pat, having grabbed hold o f the

office. More details in the next newsletter.

mooring and not wanting to lose it, had been dragged
overboard when a gust pulled the boat away. He in turn not
wanting to lose the boat, had discarded the mooring and

4. Pat must have wondered what he did to deserve all his
misfortune. Short|y before he went for his eventful sail, he

-O
Z5

discovered his boat had been broken into and amongst other
things, thieves had pinched his outboard. (One o f five
outboards stolen in one week from around the club). His
theory is if he had had his outboard he wouldn't have ended
in the water! Maybe. Just to prove things happen in threes,
in the same week someone (who shall remain nameless)

U
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drove past Pat's car and sheered o ff his side mirror. Incident

rd

no three. Poor Pat. My suggestion is to keep your eye on

s_
s_

Ross. I'm keeping my camera ready just in case!

Martin van der Hoek
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Bateman’s Bay
2002 Regatta

Motors
being stolen

The Bateman's Bay Sailing Club invites entries for its regatta on

^/Velcome to
new m em bers
A warm welcome is extended to the following new members who

A pril 27-28.

A ll members who have boats moored in Lotus Bay or in the

The regatta consists o f three races over the weekend, sailed over

outside boat park, be aware that five outboard motors have

triangular courses. Entries are welcome from dinghies, multi

been stolen recently.

hulls and trailables, spread over six divisions.

Some motors were visible, others were locked up inside the

Sounds like a fun weekend, particularly ifyo u like saltwater,

cabin. The club has been told three were taken from moored

swells and sea breezes -yeah! The CYC would like to get an

boats and two stolen from the boat parking area.

early indication o f interest to pass on to the Bateman's Bay

Quite o f few owners have advised their locks have been

Sailing Club organisers.

tampered with and others have had their stormboards smashed

The Boats for Sale folder is attracting lots o f interest from club

joined in the past few weeks:
|ohn Milthorpe

Barbara Cooper

The Kruzins family

David Buckley

|ohn Aige

Simon Feeney

Grahame McKinnon

Graeme Lee

Christopher Emery

Lee and Shelli Scifers

Richard McDonald

The Perez family

close officially at 10:30 am on A pril 27.

Some owners have lost both outboards and boating equipment,

Mel Clark

Oskar Schlegl

Martin van der Hoek

including radios, fire extinguishers, first aid kits and boxes o f
boating shackles and ropes.
The police have been notified. Ifyo u have anything o f value in
your boat, take precautions and remove the items.

members and visitors to the club. Whether that interest results
in boat sales i don't know. There is a wide variety o f dinghies,

>

multihulls and trailerables on o ffe r... or are they? I remove
notices as boats change hands that I am aware of. To ensure that
all boats shown to be for sale are indeed for sale, would all

and various odds and ends stolen from inside their boats.

Please let me know ifyo u are thinking o f participating. Entries

Buying
a boat?

^ ^ T h e Tridgell family

John Hiscock

those who have advertised their boats and who haven’t spoken
to me recently, please confirm the continued availability o f their
boats. As a rule, if reaffirmation is not received eveiy two
months, the notice(s) will be removed. It costs nothing to
advertiseyour boat, but it does reouire a phone or email
message from time to time to say you want the message left
there.

Fiona linman

Serina McDuff

The Wrigley family

Megan Gogol I

There is nothing more frustrating than when you find the boat

|ody Mudge

n

Having joined we hope to see you at club functions, including

Z5

racing, cruising and/or socialising. Ifyou feel a little intimidated

J

by just turning up. please don't feel that way. Tap someoneyou

that meets your requirements, to ring the number on the ad and
be told that it was sold several weeks earlier.

Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
L

know on the shoulder, or the Office Manager, and we'll soon

n
u

have you introduced to the others.
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W in te r racing
The Winter series is about to get underway. Check the calendar
on the back page for race days. However please note all race
dates are provisional. Confirmation or changes w ill be given in
the next newsletter.

The C Y C th an k s

QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS

Cntising tte
tsb n is
aadfymat Bzrrkr R m f

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA

Derek Kelly ...
for the printing of the newsletter.
Contact Derek on 6254 1226.
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During the afternoon the wind started to come up and blow on

After breakfast, a bit o f a read and a cup o f coffee, it was 12.30

to the beach. The boys were all talking about wind directions

and we had to head home. We set o f for the ramp in a steady

and if we should stay or move to a more sheltered place.

<N
O
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The wind stayed in and the clouds looked a bit grey, so the
decision was made to move back to the same place as last night
- this time a very pleasant sail back to the protection o f One

Again a lovely night with happy hour, dinner, campfire. Lorraine

<

see Scooter's mast twisted and broken on the ground. Ross had

That not being enough, out came the portable gas stove. The
cylinder had run out so in went a new one. Bob went over to
help. Next thing we see is a fire ball and the whole thing hoisted
into the water to Quell the flames. Seems a screw had come

The other boats were retrieved without incident. It was so hot -

under the trees, then o ff home to all meet again at Braidwood
for coffee.
A cool trip in the air conditioned cars so we did not notice the
extreme heat outside going up the Clyde - never seen so many

Suzie and Kerrie's smoked trout were both a hit.

going up the Clyde in convoy - probably just as well that didn't

to another lovely day - Peter and Kerrie wanted to go
for a sail and explore the area as this was the first time they had
been to the Basin, and it was Kerrie's first cruise on Solitaire.

eventuate!
Kerrie was a bit worried about dragging the boat up the
mountain in her new second hand car for the first time, but no
worries. Sat in the cool at Braidwood and finished a great
weekend with refreshments, pies and cakes.
Thanks to Martin and Barbie for another well organised cruise.

gone home early as th g ' did not have a holiday. David, the girls,

They are leaders who have the trust and experience to give us

and the dog also set o ff for home.

such a safe weekend.

>"

Carol Wylde Browne
One tree happy hour

This was to be my fourth cruise and I felt more experienced in

overnight stay, with both sails up. 1 skippered the boat - 1 did

the preparation and what would be needed in the way o f clothes,

feel proud o f myself.

linen and provisions.

boats ready for an overnight stay and putting up boom tents

! spent a busy day on Friday shopping and then cooking, packing
and making the boat ready for an early start on Saturday. We
were to meet Interaction (Suzie and Steve Langlands) at
Bungendore, both leaving home at 8am.
The magic o f mobile phones when travelling - phone call from
cruise director Martin and Barb van der Hoek: "Where are you?”
This is so we can all have a morning coffee at Braidwood, our
first stop. They also check with others they know are coming on
the cruise; it certainly sets the scene for a friendly weekend.

u

On arrival we all set about getting our

and, just to be on the safe side, mosQtiito nets. Great, Barb has
sounded the hooter for "happy hour".
We set up camp bringing our chairs, nibbles and drinks ashore.
Gosh, here comes the Princess My Fair Lady with David, t w o ^ k
young daughters, and yes, the dog. Princess the dog proved

zi

great success, veiy friendly and just loved the water, but when
wet her tail wagging was a bit damp to be near. Suzie's bowl o f
macadamia nuts were the hit o f the night. The two girls wanted
a campfire and we all thought that would be great - it would

_o

keep the mozzies away.

D

We all arrived at the basin soon after lunch to launch at Basin
View. Nice surprise to find a new double ramp since we were
last there, sealed areas and more lights - more about that later!
jC
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Lovely calm night, and not too early we all greet each other as

<J

we have breakfast on our boats and do the washing up from last
night.

Bob and Lorraine Marsh on Leumas had already launched, Peter
Harvey and Kerrie on Solitaire were rigging up.

What to do? Martin decides we should sail up Palm Beach for

U
ft)

lunch and a swim. Sails are raised, but no wind! We putt-putted

>rd

<

36 degrees the locals told us. After finishing packing up, lunch_

cars pulled over to the side in unusual places. We had talked o f

Steve and Sue followed shortly after. Our Sydney friends had

U
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loose in the stove and there was no way to stop the gas. Oh

the night gentjy rocking the boat, giving us all a good sleep.

>■

O
O

time to get a new one.

well, there goes the roast dinner! That night, mixed nuts from

Another peaceful sleep with a little wind swinging round during

i j

fS

Insurance claim - hope it does not take a long

took the fire a bit more seriously when she turned the metho
stove up instead o f down and had a nice little bonfire on board.

-O

waist deep water helping with Finesse when I looked around to

mast - bugger!!

Q_

I was standing in

not seen the high street lamp and clipped it with the top o f the

Tree bay.

U

breeze. We all arrived together to help each other get the boats
out. First out was Solitaire, then Scooter.

>-

CCYA Sydney friends Lesley and |ohn Briard in a Farr 6 Flora

across a smooth, broad expanse o f water to a white sandy beach.

along with friends lima and Ron in a cabin cruiser plus a Farr 6

Boats secured, a Quick swim and chairs placed in the shade.

Gypsy Caterpille1 from the Nowra area arrived soon after. It

Relaxing became the order o f the order o f the day. Members o f

s_

looked like a good time was ahead.

the Princess Association kept dropping in, either by boat or by

It was a lovely day, sun shining and a light breeze. After a short

car - this weekend is generally their PYA Regatta but rises in
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sail around the area, we headed for One Tree, our proposed

rd
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third party premiums put paid to that. Where have I heard that
before?

rd
Boats moored at Palm Beach
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Boat Hoist
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A number o f members have asked about future arrangements for

hoist into operation as quickly as possible. However, given the

a boat hoist facility.

issues to be covered in the design and construction o f the new

Following discussions between the CCYA and the Southern

Q.

Cross Club, the boat hoist that was constructed by Bruce Evans

<

facility, it is unlikely to be in operation much before the
beginning o f the new summer season.

in 1985 and owned by the CCYA, was removed to make way for a

The club w ill keep you informed o f progress. When the design

fast food outlet.

has got to a reasonable stage o f development, I expect that the

The club supported the CCYA by confirming to the Southern
Cross Club that access to a boat hoist that is both convenient
and safe in its operation is an important part o f the sailing

Southern Cross Club w ill make arrangements for an open
consultation with all users.

Neil Primrose

infrastructure at Lotus Bay.
With a significant number o f boats on its register, including
many which are not also members o f the CCYA, the club has a

B elconnen M arin e and
B o a tin g Supplies

close interest in both the convenience and safety o f what is to
replace the old hoist. Accordingly, we have made suggestions
fo ^ ^ e s ig n , as has the CCYA. We have also supplied

J

references to similar hoists in other locations that can be

A Division o f

studied as patterns. Discussion by the CCYA and the club with

Belconnen M e ta l C e n tre

the Southern Cross Club's engineers is proceeding.

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

What is emerging from this process is a concept that includes:

Phone 6251 301 I

Marlay Point - boats sheltering from the 15-20knot winds up the 'creek, dug out o f the mud. The boats in the foreground are Canberra boats
including Ben Lieske’s boat "W hat the..", the eventual winner

0

A four-point lift to take a maximum weight o f boat o f 2,000
kg, plus a central lift to 500 kg for extracting centreboards.

Boat storage
at the club

D

Provision for boats to use the hoist with their masts up.

D

Provision for the perpendicular distance between the slings

demand for boat parking that we have at least 4 boat owners on the waiting list. T hg' have all indicated a desire to sail more often and

0

to be associated with the Canberra Yacht Club, and
congratulate all those who were successful inyo ur 2001
competition.

to be varied for different length o f boats, preferably with the

We look forward to being o f assistance to the members o f

adjusting mechanism being operated from the ground.

the Club, in the supply and service o f most aspects o f

D An electric-powered lifting system controlled from one point

Despite what might appear to be lots o f vacant boat parks, all outside boat parking spots have been allocated and paid for. Such is the

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies are proud

Boating.

on the ground.

Ou r business provides:

Use o f the present trestle equipment owned by the CCYA.

♦

Stainless steel. Aluminum and General Welding

♦

Stainless Steel Aluminum and General Fabrication ♦

would do so if their boat was able to be stored at the club.
with all the other sailing facilities and assets at Lotus
With demand exceeding supply, club members with a parking spot should be acutely aware that parking is subject to conditions and that

Bay, the Southern Cross Club w ill own the assets and have

the privilege o f parking one's boat at the club is reviewed annually. It is obvious to visitors and members alike that a number o f boats

them managed for the benefit o f sailors.

are in a poor state o f repair. These are invariably the boats that aren't being sailed or are used sparingly. Some boats are in a deplorable
state. Boat owners should be aware they have an obligation to maintain their boats and to keep the area around their boats neat and tidy.

JD
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Once we know what the cost w ill be, the club w ill consider

and Repairs and maintenance.
♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

♦

A General range o f Chandlery, Safety Equipment and

having the construction o f the new hoist included on the
We are fast approaching the end o f the financial year and boat parks will soon be up for renewal. Owners who use their boats, either for

Southern Cross Club's Capital Program with the club.

social sailing or racing, who keep their boats in good shape and who wish to retain a boat park, have little to fear. Owners who have not

u

used their boats in the past year - and they are easily identified, w ill be asked to take their boats elsewhere. As far as the remaining boat
parks are concerned, preference will be given to those who sail as opposed to those who look upon their boat slot as convenient, long
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♦

Boating requirements.

Trained staff will supervise the up-lift and down-lift o f boats.

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

□

If not usingyour boat you might consider selling. The club is happy to assist. We have a Boats for Sale folder in the Sailors Cabin.

D A formal operating agreement, akin to the agreement for the

rd

s_

developed.

term parking. When club renewal notices go out, you w ill be advised as to whether you have been offered a parking slot.

Please contact me via phone or email for further details.

general
D A professional set o f operating instructions w ill be

boat hire operation, will be concluded between the Southern

To assist with planning, we kindly ask all those seeking outside boat storage for 2002-03 to send me an email to

Cross Club and its appointed operator to ensure safety and

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au,. No message required; just put your name and the boat details in the subject heading. Alternatively,

good practice.

ifyo u wish to discuss, please contact me.

We believe this w ill provide club members with the level of

Martin van der Hoek, Office Manager

convenience and safety commensurate with today's requirements.
A ll the parties are conscious o f the need to get a replacement

If a required product is not stocked we w ill endeavor to
locate and supply your request.
Congratulations on a successful season
and best wishes for 2002.
Russ Voysey & The s ta ff o f
Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies
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(race dates are provisional)

C o m m o d o r e

N e i l

S u n d a y

P r i m r o s e

A p r i l

21

(w) 62959154 (h) 62950980 (m) 0 4 12 0 15 125
neil@primrosesolutions.com.au

Champion o f Champions race and Try
Sail day

V i c e

S a t - S u n

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

H a r v e y

S e r v i c e s

S u n d a y

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717 (w) 6230 4885
cmi@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

S u n d a y

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

D a l t o n

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

T u e s d a y

12

May

S u n d a y

fullagar@mac.com
P r o m o t i o n

May

19

M av

2 1

Members consultation meeting 8pm

R a c i n g

(h) 62814808

15

W inter race 2

D i r e c t o r

F u l l a g a r

May

Newsletter deadline, 5pm

T u e s d a y

P e t e r

14

Committee meeting

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 5 71 1
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

D i r e c t o r

May

CCYA Handicap event

S u n d a y

N i c k

5

W e d n e s d a y

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D i r e c t o r

May

W inter race I

C o r p o r a t e

S h a y n e

2 7 - 2 8

Bateman's Bay Anzac Day regatta

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peter harvey@ag.gov.au
D i r e c t o r

A p r i l

1u n e

2

| u n e

16

| u n e

3 0

1 u 1y

14

1 u 1y

2 8

W inter race 3
S u n d a y
&

W inter race 4

M a r k e t i n g

D a v i d

S u n d a y

S m i t h

(w) 6243 5165 (h) 62958999 (m) 0408 271 778
dsmrth@lansystems.com.au

W inter race 5

D i r e c t o r

W inter race 6

G r a h a m

O p e r a t i o n s

S u n d a y

G i l e s
Su n d a y

(w) 0412 507 061 (h) 6288 6990
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

W inter race 7

D i r e c t o r .

Su n d a y

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407389
director@sai!can berra.com.au
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Sail Academy members, family and friends at a recent get-together at the club
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CYC Annual
Presentation Lunch
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D a te : Sunday June 23

Trophies w ill be presented to all class and
division champions and annual pointscore

T im e : 12.00pm fo r 12.30pm
Dress: Smart Casual

winners. Bookings are essential and a pre
payment is necessaiy to CYC by Sunday June 16
to secure y o u r seat. To book, please pay CYC at

Place: club dining room
C ost: $25 pp for meals

the office w ith M artin Van D er Hoek and support
y o u r champions.
The best fleet or division table decoration w ill

receive an special award so start organisingyours now. Some fleets w ill possibly have
more than one table but size w ill not count . The table dress theme can, ify o u wish,
be based upon a "International Culture" concept, eg Italy, Spain , Fiji, and we w ill

ACT SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla ACT 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

look forward to y o u r imagination and creativity.
It is not intended to be a costume party but any wearers o f grass skirts m ight be
given a "bulla bula" braveiy award if the weather is unable to exceed 10 degrees on
the day. If it's over 10 degrees they w ill merely be freouently harassed.
So all yo u salts out there, start organising.

P e te r D a lto n
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My thanks go to the CYC committee

My appointment as Commodore has necessitated some changes

admit that the seaworthiness of

for giving me the opportunity to

to the Committee. 1 am pleased to advise that Peter Dalton, the

the 2.4 never ceases to amaze

represent you. the members, in the

former Director of Member Services, has been appointed to

me, nor the courage of those

position of Commodore.

replace me as Vice Commodore and Chairman o f Sail Canberra.

men and women who sail them.

As Vice Commodore and Chairman
of the Sail Canberra Board. I was

n

able to obtain a valuable insight

o

Queensland, has joined the committee as Director, Promotion

Hobson's Bay. We changed to

be relevant to my current role. I

and Marketing. He replaces David Smith who has left Canberra

short course racing of four

intend to maintain my close interest

to take up a job in Melbourne. Adrian's marketing experience

laps, sailing four races on the

with Kellogg's should be invaluable as will be his long

Saturday day and three on

association with sailing. We welcome Adrian to Canberra and

Sunday. This was veiy

look forward to his participation in club activities. The revised

demanding both physically and

among all sailors within the club. I

mentally. The wind remained

newsletter.

veiy strong and ranged from 15

inclusive and responsive to the

Sail Day held in conjunction with Champion of Champions Race

needs of all members from racers to

on April 21. A great day was had by all. Further details are

cruisers. This presents a challenge

available elsewhere in the magazine. Many thanks to eveiyone

to the committee but also relies

who contributed to its success especially George Reeves, T e r i y ^ ^

heavily for its success on the

Ebrill, Bronwyn Halbisch, President of the Austral ian/American

attitude of members. Together, let's

Association, john Kennedy as starter, Peter Fullagher and the

The short courses kept the

make the club a place that all

Gem owners who provided boats. The weather was kind, allowing

racing very intense where eveiy

sailors, and people with an interest

all races to be completed. Congratulations to Ben Lieske (Div 2)

in sailing, are comfortable to visit

who became our 2002 Champion of Champion defeating Peter

with family and friends.

Russell (Flying I5's) in the final race.

There remains much work to be

While the racing was being conducted we had many potential

done if we are not to lose

boat owners inspecting boats parked around the shore. Many of

momentum. This includes

those inspecting boats were considering upgrading. Thanks also

implementing the Lotus Bay re

to the Ian Brokenshire (Ting II) and David Bizant (Wisdom) for

development plans and resolving

making their Castle 650's available for Tiy Sail participants.

issues such as the relocation of the

Some 70 people were able to experience sailing using Sail

1 intend to broaden the membership of the
Sailing Committee to include racing, cruising and
recreation sub-committees. Nominations are being sought to fill

Finally, can I take this opportunity to thank Neil Primrose, on

ensure control on the next beat and ultimately your finish

championships. The club made us very welcome with an

position. This kept the fleet much closer on points with the

informal barbecue on the first night to popping champagne

exception of the first two places that were being dominated by

corks for us at the presentation, not to mention the fantastic job

CYC's Michael Leydon and Peter Thompson respectively. Third

on the water, under veiy extreme conditions.

place went down to the wire in the last heat with Peter Russell,

races to count. The 10 competitors came from Victoria (5),
^asm ania (I) and the ACT (4).

would reach 35 knots, with big seas on a rising swell. The 35

members prepared to commit personal time to makingyour

Lotus Bay site.

knots hit the fleet on the first downhill leg giving some o f us the

hobby more enjoyable. Can we all support these members so

Peter Harvey

rides o f our lives as the 2.4 drove her bow into the wave ahead,
submerging the deck, flooding the cockpit and popping out

rd

offer members improved services, suggest to me that it would be

QUEENSLAND

prudent to have some financial reserves. The almost inescapable

YACHT CHARTERS

conclusion is that membership fees will need to be increased.
These and other matters are being considered as part of our

u

mistake cost a place. Positioning at marks became paramount to

tradition of sailing, was truly an inspiring venue for thisyear's

a role in club affairs particularly the ongoing development o f the

U

rd

The Royal Yacht Club of Victoria, Williamstown, steeped in the

started the first race in a building 20 knot sou-west front that

As eveyone would know, the cost and availability of public

budget considerations under the direction of the Director,
Corporate Services.

Cruising the W ^ s rn i'h f Is fa ils
artd Q r& t B arrier R & f

u

ACT Sailors dominate 2.4mR Nationals

dedication, energy and commitment to club affairs over the l a s t ^ ^

liability insurance is having a dramatic affect on many sporting

C

the buildings.

The eight-race regatta was sailed over three days with seven

and community organisations. Such issues, plus our desire to

_Q

from down the streets and over

challenges. I am pleased that Neil has agreed to continue to play

that their experience servingyou is rewarding.

CD

with as the gusts came at us

From the first day, Friday, the conditions were veiy tough and we

Fortunately for the club, there are many skilled and able

rd

now had bullets to contend

fouryears. Neil has positioned the club well for the future

these positions.

>-

we were on the course. We

Canberra boats or the boats of members.

behalf of all committee and club members, for his leadership,

rs

to 30 knots depending where

The winding down of the summer season was marked by the Try

inclusive approach to sailing from Lotus Bay

u

contact details for all committee members are at the back of the

believe the club needs to be

boat hoist. To accommodate our

Z5

the course was moved in under

I am sure that this experience will

at Lotus Bay and co-operation

_Q

the club and their contributions will be most welcome.

the lee of the RYCV's marine in

the consolidation of sailing activities

<N

for the remaining two days so

Adrian Reed, a newcomer to Canberra who recently arrived from

As Commodore, I wish to promote

o
o

This weather pattern settled in

Member Services. Both Peter and Steve are active sailors within

into the many issues facing the club.

in Sail Canberra activities.

I

Consequently, Steve Langlands has been appointed as Director,

CM

YMCASC, coming through to beat Michael McLean to make it a
trifecta for the ACT. Kim Williams did a fantastic job in
supporting Peter and finished sixth.
Congratulation must go to the whole fleet for their outstanding
effort in the heavy conditions. A t the presentation, the president
of the Victorian Yachting Association informed us we were the
only class to race on the bay that Saturday as the dinghies had
been unable to launch o ff the beaches because o f the conditions.
Congratulations to Michael for successfully defending his

surfing down the face of the wave and smashing into the front of

national title with an impressive seven wins from eight races,

the next one, over and over again. The beat to windward in

sailing the new generation 2.4, built by Stuart Shimeld and to

these conditions was very challenging as the seas had now built

Peter who maintained his dominance as the country's top 2.4

to one and a half metres and at times I was unable to see

paralympian. With the new generation boat looking so good it

anything but the crests o f the waves seemingly towing over me,

can only bode well for Australia at the next Paralympics.

threatening to capsize me. My hull speed had reduced to about

u

Results: Michael Leydon I, (7)

U

u
rd

V
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two knots making it incredible difficult to keep the boat driving
so that it would not be swamped by the storm like conditions.

Peter Thompson 2, (13)

Thankfully the course was shortened at the top mark and we all

Peter Russell 3, (27)

_Q

Kim Williams 6, (39)

cd

CD

went ashore for the rest of the day and told tall stories of doing
at least 15 knots down the face of some of those waves. I must

C

u

John Tracey leading the
Flying Fifteens fleet
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Schools Regatta

John Hosking and Matt Gleeson

Flying Fifteens
cruising in the vineyard
l^was a class act. The faithful fleet of flying fifteeners gathered

U

^ ^ t h e mountain top vineyard of |ier Creek Wineiy and put the

^ Lotus Bay infrastructure plannin
U

The National Capital Authority held its final stakeholders'

be an open consultation meeting to which everyone will be able

consultation on the Lotus Bay Master Plan and is expected to

to contribute. The team will also be responsible for the work

release the plan by the end of this week. A ll the initiatives that

involved in applying for grants and supporting the negotiation

the CYC has proposed over the past 18 months have been

processes that will be involved in getting the infrastructure into

supported. Members will be briefed on the detail of the plan at

com m ission.

the consultation meeting on May 21 and a copy of the master
plan will be kept on the library bench.
This will now become the basis for assessment by both the NCA
and the ACT Government of the detailed development
applications that are submitted by the Southern Cross Club.

_Q
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The goal is to have the finger wharf/crane/hardstand in
commission by the City of Canberra Regatta next December.
There is a great deal to do.
I would welcome expressions of interest from members who h a ^
a substantial interest in the use of the facility, are prepared to

The next step will be for the CYC to work with the Southern

commit serious time and who have experience with infrastructure

Cross Club to develop the detailed engineering drawings for the

planning. Expressions o f interest should be emailed to me at

finger wharf/crane/hardstand. Once this is done the proposed

neil@primrosesolutions.com.au by Friday May 24 please. The

facility can be costed and capital sought from sponsors. This
level of planning will entail considerable cost to the Southern

work team will be appointed by the club committee.
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Anyone who attended the Tiy Sail and Champion of Champions
Day on April 21 would have to have had a good time. It was a
glorious autumn day with light to variable winds - just ideal for

which we have now become accustomed. The usual suspects were

spectators of the racing and visitors wanting to look at various

present to communicate with "Baccus" on this first weekend after

boats and have a Tiy Sail. A big thanks to all those who opened

our summer racing season had concluded and this location was

their boats for inspection or took visitors for a short sail. There

able to provide inspirational mountain views to accompany the

is no doubt that the combination of the Tiy Sail and champion of

2000 Murrumbateman Pinot and Shiraz.

champions race made for a really interesting and, at the end,

The full complement of FFI5 Peters were there and it was good to

really exciting day. The club is also veiy grateful to the

see Laurie and Pam Magee. The 36 members and guests included

Australian American Association for its donation o f the

the Van Der Hoeks and Wylde Browns just so that they can

'America's Mug' which is truly a magnificent trophy. As always

confirm the good healthy lifestyle that all we fifteeners enjoy.

Bronvvyn Halbisch , the ACT president, did a splendid job of

u
>■

u

presenting the trophy to the Champion o f Champions Ben Lieske
The day's proceedings commenced with a surprise offering of

and the runner up Peter Russell.

German style "Federweissen" made from Sauvignon Blanc grapes
harvested only weeks earlier. Hella and I conducted a tasting

Now for some statistics. There were 98 registrations and at least

session and ensured that all was safe to enjoy. Ailsa Forster was

half of these went out for a sail. How did they find out about it?

^enthusiastic supporter and even the Colin Brown and Russell

Well, 25% just saw the signs, while 37% saw the add in The

mily "heavy red brigade" gave it the nod o f approval. In fact

Canberra Times. Some heard about it on the radio or by other

•

there was a deal more "nodding" done during the entire

means.

afternoon.

Some 64% o f those registering were adults. 32% were children

Food to accompany the BBQ_was contributed by many of our

under 12 but only 4 % were teenagers. We may need to think a

ladies and the long lunch ran the usual five hours. Winemaker

bit more about how we attract teenagers.

Rob Howell offered a full tour but the fifteeners were starting to

Have you tried sailing before? 45% said yes.

succumb to the effect of a certain gravity force that is peculiar to

C o m m o d ore’s Footnote

these functions.

Commonwealth and ACT Governments to include provision for

In the interest of maintaining continuity in negotiations and

We concluded the afternoon with a glass of Westering Port from

capital works at Lotus Bay and environs in future budget. In the

momentum in this important area, Neil has agreed to lead the

the old Lake George Vineyard of our recently departed friend and

meantime, the NCA has sought specific advice on extension of

planning team for issues associated with the Lotus Bay

Commodore Geoff Hood. That charismatic character had always

the apron to the launching ramp at the head of Lotus Bay for

infrastructure. He reports directly to the Commodore and briefs

been in attendance as an enthusiastic wine critic at these fleet

inclusion in its maintenance program.

the CYC committee as necessaiy.

annual occasions. Despite being 20years old the wine was intact

I will be drawing together a team o f experts from the club to

Peter Harvey

_o

u

Wouldyou like further information about club sailing? 53% said
yes.

A t the same time, consultations will be continued with both the

and we all saluted the life and memoiy o f such an interesting

u
Wouldyou like to join a sailing club? 40% saidyes.

rd

>Wouldyou like to have sailing lessons? 30% saidyes.
rd

We have all names and addresses and will be doing a fair bit of
follow up work over the winter.

Australian.

In short, a veiy good day was had by all!

Peter Dalton

G eorge Reeves

manage input to the Southern Cross Club's design work. When
the design is at a reasonably developed stage. I expect there will

a great successs

stamp on another successful sailing season in the true manner to

N eil Prim rose

Cross Club and the CYC's input needs to be tightly managed.

Try Sail Day
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Runner-up in the

Pointscore winners 2001-2002

Champion o f

<N

Champions Regatt
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O
O
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- Peter Russell
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Divisions
and classes

Season's
entrants

N um ber of
'boat starts’

Average
fleet size

Fast Trailables

22

79

II

Flying Fifteens

13

64

9

Lasers

15

49

7

Gem 550s

8

41

6

Catamarans

11

36

5

Slow Trailables

7

24

3

Laser Radials

6

21

3

Fast Dinghies

6

18

3

Slow Dinghies

3

6

I

91

338

48

Totals:

U
Racing Season 2001-2002
U
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u
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Paul Scrivener

Adams 21

Gomez

3

David Kent

Castle 550

Delta Lady

4

Ben Lieske

Castle 550

What the

1

Trevor Hippisley

Gem 550

Gem Fever

2

Leigh Nielsen

Gem 550

Hydrogem

3

Nick Hildyard

Gem 550

Vegemite

Contender

Slot Machine

Division 3
1

Matthew Francis

Division 4 (International Flying Fifteen)
Reliance Eighteen

series but we averaged a veiy good 48 boats for the competition

3

Peter Fullagar

State of the Ark

as a whole. Clearly, we need to think about the suitability of

Division 5 (International Laser)

cannot do better than an average of three or worse for this

I

Martin Linsley

Windswept

event.

~>

John Tracey

Cheetah

3

Nick Gellie

Not my fault

David Holt

Defacto

races. A relaxed mid-week evening sail has been run on 15

with 47 from the trailableyachts.

Division I
Ben Lieske sailing a Castle 550, What the

A Wattle Day regatta held on September I was disappointing

but we still need to find better and cost effective ways to ensure

Division 2

because weather conditions did not encourage many to enter.

that those listed for duty do in fact turn up or at the very least

Ian Hawke sailing a Princess, Windsong

Two ACT Flying Fifteen Championships were hosted by the club:

make some arrangement for their substitution.

the first, over the long weekend of Sept 29 - Oct I was the

Championship races

Gem 550
£ o n Shortridge sailing Dodgem

u

D iv is io n 6
1

Sue Youngman

Seafly

Anyway

D iv is io n 7
1

Robert Redfern

Hobie 18

Canterbuiy

2

Mike Dunn

Hobie 20

Bullet Proof

Division 3

March 16-17 this year. A veiy successful new style ACT trailable

seven races - five to count. The best fleet size was for the fast

yacht championship was held over the weekend of December 1-2.

trailableyachts closely followed by the Flying Fifteens and the

Matthew Francis sailing a Contender, Slot machine

Sincere thanks to all of those club members who volunteered to

Lasers. The numbers competing in each of the races are shown
in the following table.

Division 4 - International Flying Fifteen

be part o f race management to ensure that these events ran so

A veiy successful twilight series of 15 races (of 17 scheduled)

Peter Russell sailing Rustler

was achieved this season with racing each Wednesday evening

smoothly.

Note: The highest and lowest race fleet size for each class or

Twilight races

Sunday Pointscore and Championship series 20012002

division is shown.

Division 5 - International Laser

The next table shows the number o f entrants, number o f boats

Martin Linsley sailing Windswept

with an average o f 30.

Laser radial

Peter Fullagar, D ire c to r Racing

Dinghy and small keelboat sailors still dominate over the

starting and the average fleet sizes in these championship races.

trailableyachts in our club racing activities - despite a commonly

I have calculated the 'number o f boats starting' as the sum o f the

held notion to the contraiy!

entrants recorded as starting each race, disregarding the fact that

Lasers and Flying Fifteens accounted for 327 'boat starts'
compared with 325 for trailableyachts. 'Boat starts' is a measure
of overall performance of a fleet and is defined later in this
account. Taking into consideration an extra 59 'boat starts' from
the two handicap dinghy divisions and another 75 from our

some may not have finished the race (DNF) or may have been
disqualified (DSQ). Also, I have included those delegated for
duty as part o f their normal fleet for that day, so long as they are

X

n
Z

Division 2

Peter Forster

there were 48 entrants from Lasers and Flying Fifteens compared

This season 91 entrants competed in the championship series ot

2

2

catamaran division, the margin is considerably increased. A ll told

second was the 2001-2002 Championships run over the weekend

Ting II

Our best fleet sizes (55) occurred early and midway through the

o f 19 races in combination with a Championship series of seven

j

Castle 650

Ffinal Ffling

The division and class champions were:

2000-2001 event postponed from March last season and the

Ian Brokenshire

John Hosking

racing championship events for divisions and classes that

The duty roster system was again used with further refinements,

1

1

This season we have successfully run a Sunday Pointscore series

occasions during the period of daylight saving.

Division 1

between November 7 and March 20 (during the period of
summer daylight saving). Fleet sizes ranged between 18 and 46

-O
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Stephen Leister sailing Belle amie

>-

Division 6
Sue Youngman sailing a Seafly, Anyway

shown to have competed in the championship series on some

Division 7

other occasion.

Peter Manley sailing a Hobie 18, NSBTF'

rd

<s_
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Bronwyn Halbisch presenting the Champion’s trophy to the winner Ben Lieske

Thanks Geoff for so capably organising this fleet of boats ready at the jetty when we wanted them! George Reeves put a lot

(N
O
O
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O
o
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of effort into co-ordinating the Tiy Sail Day run in conjunction
with this champion of champions' day and Terrie Ebrill did the
same for the Australia-American Association. Thanks to you
both.

cd

|ohn Kennedy with Sarah and Daphne did a magnificent job as
the core team involved in race management under tyin g
circumstances. Thanks especially to you |ohn, as PRO. for so
successfully ensuring that we had a fleet race series and three
match races!
I want to thank especially the boat drivers and their crews. Matt
Owen, Chris Kenyon and Paul Black and also |ohn Whitfield for
umpiring the match racing finals.
The results were as follows:

Pointscore series
The number of entrants in the Pointscore series was 127 with an
average fleet size o f 43 from the 19 (but for some only 18) races

U

completed out o f the 21 scheduled. We had the unusual
circumstance of abandoning a couple of races at the end of 2001

Another busy year winds up
>-

u

because some excessive windspeeds produced unsafe conditions
on the lake.

- or does it?
It is great to now to have sufficient time to recollect over the last

the Club as Commodore. Peter has been a fantastic influence

eight crazy months at the Sail Canberra Sailing School. We are

with the board and personally a great individual to have worked

already well into planning for next season's courses, boat

for. We wish Peter good luck with the new job.

purchases, budgets and a review of this year's results. Around

Our courses are now coming to an end for the time being but we

95% of Sail Canberra's activities are conducted outside the

have a large amount o f work to do. People often ask me what we

normal hours that most CYC members are around, so I thought i

will do over winter! Well here it is:

would give you some detailsyou might have missed.
1.

u

The number of boats competing in each race is shown in the
Ian Hawke (Champion Smaiil Trailables) Champion o f Champions Regatta

>■

following table. Our best fleet size was 53 (lanuaiy 20) followed
on the next weekend by one o f our lowest with only 28! Overall

Champion of Champions

U

Remember what my wife looks like.

Sail Canberra has conducted courses for 305 children over the
school holidays this season, and around 60 students from mid

2. We have a rescue boat handling course on the third weekend
in [une (see ad elsewhere).

week school lessons. Girls Grammar and Marist College have
been using the Canberra Yacht Club for electives, with groups

3. We will be conducting a women's racing course, including A
instructions on spinnaker handling, rules, sail trim and witty

arriving for lessons each Tuesday and Wednesday.

elsewhere)

must thank all the CYC boat owners who went out of their way to
-O

ZD

u

these new graduates. Thanks to George Reeves and Martin van
der Hoek, who are continuing to look at new ways to keep them
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compared with those of the New Year (39) but the number of
races involved was slightly different (8 versus II) because of the

I think this regatta went especially well and I am sure this was
lending a hand to make it work the way it did. I want to thank the

5.

Instructors’ course and TL3 courses in August and

seven Gem 550 owners and their crews for the essential part they

September.

played by supplying the fleet for this year's event:

doing the ACup)

Hodgman's tireless work organizing the parents roster allowed

I must personally thank the members of the Sail Canberra board

handling, pow'erboat driving and administration, w'hich meant I

for their hard work guiding me through theyear, and a person

had the time to coach and not woriy where the sausages were.

the sailing school would not function without, Ollie Merz.

as Chairman of Sail Canberra. He has now taken the top job at

100 Midlife Express Ron Ashpole
102 Gem Fever Trevor Hippisley

In the pointscore series the Laser fleet was our largest with an
by the inclusion of Laser radials. Again, the fast trailables came

M a tt O wen

Fifteens having a slightly better average than the slower

D ire cto r Sail C anb erra

class). In may be time for us to recognise a separate class fleet

113 Dodgem Don Shortridge

for the Gem 550. The catamaran fleet was consistent but
numbers within the fast and slow dinghy divisions were very

127 Nirvana lames Robertson
128 Imagem Graeme Wykes

u

high up in the fleet size ranking (average of nine) with the Flying

109 Vegemite Nick Hildyard

116 Stratagem Geoff Gillett

_o
D

average of II. In the pointscore series the Laser fleet benefited

trailables (which included the consistent support of the Gem550

around six parents to be active!)' involved each week in boat

It was with regret that we said goodbye to Peter Harvey recently,

abandoned races.

due to the splendid effort made by many CYC members - all

7. Buy a new boat.

Thanks Paddy.

average fleet size for races scheduled before Christmas (43)

to Peter Russell the runner-up. Well done both ofyou!

4. Maintenance on 31 sailing boats and five power boats.

6. A holiday to NZ to see the inlaws (and catch up with mates
endeavour to attract new young sailors to the sport. Paddy

we had an average o f 43. There was a slight difference in the

^ Ig ra tu la tio n to Ben Lieske for winning the America's Mug and

active in the club, therefore boosting our membership.
The Youth Sailing Academy was a shining example of the club's

u
03
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helped make this a most successful day!

replies to husbands and suitable onboard remarks, (see ad

As for the adults, 96 have passed the course this summer and I
accommodate these students on club races. It meant a lot for

This event was run on the April 21. Thanks to eveiyone who

disappointing, suggesting that a revision of our program is
probably need to simplify what we offer for these sailors.
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Steve
Langlands
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After your
boot..

Steve Langlands has been a member of the

J

Canberra Yacht Club and the Canberra Cruising

X

n

Yacht Association since 1995 and is a regular racing

X

member sailing his Sonata 26, Interaction in most

Whafs your

club events.
Steve is currently a senior adviser with AusSAR, the

a

national coordinator of search and rescue
operations in the Australian region. He is happy to
answer any Questions that members may have about

most
Important

Office: 6287 4577
Fax: 6287 4588
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A Division o f

Belconnen M e ta l
C entre

Email;
td@realestateaustralia.com.au

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT

m

extended off shore or coastal cruising.

^

,au

Phone 6251 301 I
We at Belconnen Marine and Boating

With a large trailer sailer, Steve has a vested interest in the
services being provided to members and is therefore veiy keen
to do well in his new position as Director Member Services. He
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Mobile: 0403 953 056

SAR or eQuipment carriage if they are planning

will be looking for assistance from other members and knows

Belconnen
M arine and
B o a tin g
Supplies

Call Tim Dalton for an
obligation free market
appraisal of your property.
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Your
home!
2}

Supplies are proud to be associated
with the Canberra Yacht Club, and
congratulate all those who were
Lady skippers

that the volunteer spirit o f the club will make his task much

successful inyour 2001 competition.
We look forward to being of

easier.

W o m en ’s racing course - June 22

assistance to the members of the

The aim is to help female crews and skippers learn the finer parts of racing and spinnaker

most aspects of Boating.

U

Club, in the supply and service of

handling.
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The course will cover: Tactics, Starting, Spinnaker handling, Rules, Sail shapes

A letter to

U

CCYA Members
sailing related activities into the CYC through this committee

Rescue boat handling - June 15

CYC regarding the possible merger of the two organisations so 1

that will have the dual effect of reducing duplication of effort

A ll TL3 holders. Sail Canberra is conducting an AYF Rescue boat handling course. This is the

would like to bring members up to date with the progress so far.

and removing the reQuirement for us to cariy public liability

next Qualification above TL3. june 15, 9am to 4pm, lunch provided. The course will teach the

insurance.

correct way to rescue a boat and persons in distress. This is a very important part ofyour TL3

deal with a single organisation with regard to sailing activities at
Lotus Bay. The CCYA currently has its own public liability policy

The future role of the CCYA is also under discussion, however

log book. Cost $80. A ll CYC members receive a $40 subsidy. For details call Matt Owen on

no changes will be made to the current arrangement without

6273 4 777

to cover its activities, and with the current situation it is unlikely

approval of the full membership. We feel it is preferable to

that insurance will decrease in the foreseeable future, and is

the new sailing arrangements in place as soon as possible so mat

likely to increase. Both organisations have difficulty filling

any problems can be ironed out well before the next sailing

committee positions, so the advantage of merging the activities

season. To this end we are calling an extraordinaiy general

should lead to a more vibrant organisation.
The CCYA was originally formed because the CYC was not

out what direction members would like to see the CCYA take.
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committee now assures us that CCYA reQuirements will be
addressed with the formation of a new all-encompassing "Sailing

barbeQue lunch, and you can either BYOG or buy upstairs. This

services sub-committee" and they welcome CCYA input into the

meeting is crucial to the CCYA, so 1 hope to see you all there.

structure and formation of this committee.

Yours in sailing,

The CCYA committee has agreed that this committee is a step
forward with the management o f sailing, and has nominated
|ohn White as the recreational sailing representative, and Martin

CL)
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van der Hoek as the cruising representative. I have agreed to be

c

nominated as a general club member for the committee. The

rd

recommendation of the CCYA committee is that we roll all our

u

Please put this date inyour diary - the CCYA will provide a

Stainless steel, Aluminum and

Canberra Laser sailors were well represented at the Bateman's Bay regatta sailed over the Anzac
weekend. It was a well run, fun event and attracted about 90 yachts and cats. The conditions
on the reaches and runs being the highlight, josh Paine decided to sail the run conservatively
after spotting a large shark beside his boat!

Stainless Steel Aluminum and
General Fabrication ♦

and

u

Repairs and maintenance.
♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some
Swaging

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and
Servicing

Club News: Lasers
were mostjy southerly and up to about 15 knots. Race two was the pick with high speed surfing

providing for the needs of the CCYA members. The CYC
U

♦

♦

meeting of the CCYA for lunchtime on Sunday May 26 to report
to members on the progress of discussions to date, and to find

♦

General Welding

The CCYA Committee has been having discussions with the

The situation is that the Southern Cross Club would prefer to

_o
Z3

Start time 10am Finish 4pm. Call Matthew Owen on 6273 4 777 for details.
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O u r business provides:

A General range of Chandler)',
Safety EQuipment and general

♦

Boating reQuirements.

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and

-O

Fittings
If a reQuired product is not stocked

U

we will endeavor to locate and supply
your reQuest.
u

On Sunday during race three the wind backed significantly in a SQuall, then shifted 180
degrees, then dropped out completely leaving the fleet rolling around in a big tide- affected

Ross W ylde-B row ne

swell. The race was abandoned when the time limit was reached.

Ifyou have any Queries please do not hesitate to contact

The overall result in the Laser full rig was |ohn Hanrahan tied for first with Frank Walsh
(MHASC) with Stuart Allan second. The Laser radial was won by Dave Holt with |osh Paine

Steve Langlands at:
w: 6279 5743, h: 6288 0110, m: 0427 880 110
Email: steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au

second and Steve Leicester third.
Dave H o lt

rd

Congratulations on a successful
season

>-

and best wishes for 2002.

rd

Russ Voysey & The staff o f
Belconnen Marine and Boating
Supplies
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Sun

C o m m o d o r e

e t e r

H a r v e y

May

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au

Sun

Vi ce

W inter race 3

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

2 6

Extraordinary CCYA general meeting
I u n e

2

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(w) 62304885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418539717
cmi@cyberone.com.au

I u n e

15

Rescue boat handling course
Sun

S e rvi ces

S h a y n e

Sat

I u n e

16

W inter race 4
Sat

lune

22

Women's racing course
D i r e c t o r

S t e v e

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

L a n g l a n d s

Sun

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 62880110 (m) 0427880110
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au
D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

&

Sun

D i r e c t o r

30

Sun

Sun

Raci ng

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808 fullagar@mac.com
D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

G r a h a m

M a t t h e w

Sail

If^cm are not currently receiving
emails and_you wish to be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admin@canberrayachtdub.com.au
and mcludej'our name.

A u g

II

W inter race 8
Sun

Aug

25

W inter race 9
S un

S ep

I

Wattle Day festivities

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 62734777 (m) 0419407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

CYC Sailing News

28

G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412707061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r .

I u Iv

W inter race 7
Sun

D i r e c t o r

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601

14

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

P e t e r

I u Iy

W inter race 6

(w) 62754549 (h) 6258571 I
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

Site

| une

Re ed

(m) 0409 4 16 485
ausreedyno I @hotmail. com.au

N i c k

23

W inter race 5

M a r k e t i n g

A d r i a n

lune

CYC presentation lunch

Sun

Sep

Pointscore I

22

Sailing News
J u n e

♦
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Martin being'a good sport after the rescue boat had to be rescued.

L -

GEM rescues
rescue boat

L _

o
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This just in from the “whoops, oh well" desk.
Spotted on Mothers Day, the day o f the handicap cruise race, the CYC office
manager with veiy best friend in tow, set about launching a ducky to support
the dinghies and lay buoys as reouired.
Next thing we notice is the ducky heading o ff across Lotus Bay by itself.
Luckily, G eoff G ille tt and his Gem were close at hand and sent the rescue boat
back to shore into the hands o f said embarrassed launcher.

A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA C ITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

This reporter had to go see what had happened, a mechanical failure or
something like that o f course. "It was tied to the trailer! But not the boat ... "
said the launcher, while the said partner was reluctant to say anything and hid
behind a hand. Shows that even the spotters can be spotted!
Well done Martin, thanks for helping out by the way!
N ick Hildyard

Youth sail academy
students at high
school regatta
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The member's consultation meeting

program for next season, considering the design for the new

held on May 21 was informative for

hoist, organising the presentation lunch, searching for sponsors,

those brave souls who ventured out

applying for grants and the numerous other operational matters

on a cold midweek evening.

that arise on a weekly basis. Ifyou have matters you wish to raise
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The main issues discussed were the
Lotus Bay foreshore development
^ - ■i
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about any aspect of the club's administration please contact me
or the responsible committee member.

proposals following agreement

I hear that a number o f boats have changed hands including

being reached on the master plan by

those of Don McMichael, Rob Bain and Matt Owen, while

the National Capital Authority and

Shayne Russel-Smith has boosted the Elliot 7 fleet by purchasing

other stakeholders. This will now

a boat from interstate. I hope that members will warmly welcome

allow proposed developments such

the new owners and their crews to the club. Ifyou are looking for

as the crane, fingerwharf and

a boat, start by referring to the club's 'For Sale' book held at the

hardstand, along with an additional

Sailor's Cabin.

safety launching ramp and boat

c

Peter H arvey

hoist, to be considered against an
agreed master plan.

Y outh Sail Academy

Discussion also centred around the
2002/03 budget and the need to
carefully consider our membership
fee structure in light of the need to

D u rin g the Easter holiday break II Youth sail academy students traveled up to Newcastle to compete in

improve member services, build up

this year's C om bined High schools regatta.

a reserve fund and the likely

M yself and six other parents journeyed up w ith the group as the support crew fo r the week. We took a

increase in public liability costs.

H obie 16, 29er, 470, two club Lasers and a club Corsair.

Various scenarios were considered
and the members present accepted that
modest increases in membership fees were
prudent in the circumstances. These views have
been taken into account in framing the fee structures for next
year. Further details are provided in this newsletter.

Mathew generously allowed me to take a w hite rubber duck as a rescue/coach boat, from which I film ed

After your
boat...
What's your

smiling faces turning up for the Winter Series. While many
boats are secreted away until sunnier days return, there is a hard

u
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and coached the team during the week o f racing.
The group improved th e ir skills over the week and enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere o f the event. The YSA
^ ^ i u p varied in experience from regular interstate com petitors to regatta first timers, but everyone agreed
that the trip away was a fun, learning experience.

Office: 6287 4577

M

Around the club, it is pleasing to see the growing number of
_Q
D

t

Call Tim Dalton for an
obligation free market
appraisal of your propert^^
■

We had two successful results from the week. Andrew, Ben, lulia were the first interstate boat and also

Fax: 6287 4588

the second Corsair. M artin and |osh came in a close second in the interstate categoiy, sailing the 470.

Im portant

Mobile: 0403 953 056
Jf ilk
Email:
td@realestateaustralia.com.au

accomm odation fo r the group and being the event manager fo r the th ird annual YSA CHS trip .

O

asset?

www.realestateaustralla.com.au

A lso a big tha nkyo u to those club members that purchased sausages from the YSA BBQ. The money

^

most

1 w ould like to thank all the parents who were involved in making the trip away such a success. On behalf
o f all the parents and m yself I'd like to especially thank H illa iy G allagher fo r organising the splendid
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core o f enthusiasts and volunteers who come to enjoy those
_c
u
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crisp winter Sundays out sailing and to catch up with friends

raised went towards subsidising the group's accommodation.
afterwards. Let's keep it up.
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Though winter is here, your committee members are still
beavering away on your behalf. Issues being pursued include
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finalising the budget, getting membership renewals out, working

O live r M erz

Your home!
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UcereedAQerf
87 008 643 650

on improving facilities in Lotus Bay, developing the sailing
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Pointscore series
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Bill Shand and
Dave Parish -

In the article last month on the pointscore series, we omitted

There was a slight difference in the average fleet size for races

the following table which shows the number o f boats competing

scheduled before Christmas (43) compared with those o f the

o

c

in each race.

New Year (39) but the number o f races involved was slightly

D

Our best fleet size was 53 (lanuaiy 20th) followed on the next

different (8 versus II) because of the abandoned races.

weekend by one o f our lowest with only 28! Overall we had an
average o f 43.

Lasers
Fast Trailables
Flying Fifteens
Slow Trailables
Catam arans
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies

I
11
11
8
10
6
2
0

Num ber of boats c o m p e tin g in e a c h p o in ts c o r e
3
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
13
11
15
ABN ABN 12
13
9
5
10
ABN ABN 1 1
13
12
7
2
9
ABN 8
ABN ABN 8
8
3
9
9
10
ABN ABN 9
7
3
6
ABN 6
ABN ABN 3
1
4
2
ABN 3
ABN ABN 3
1
0
0
ABN 0
ABN ABN 0

race:
10
7
12
10
8
2
2
1

11
8
9
10
6
3
2
2

Totals:

48

33

42

40

41

47

37

52

ABN

ABN

46

John W hitfield
and the Americas Cup
John Whitfield and the America's Cup share a common feature: they are both big. To his credit, |ohn has been invited to

Lasers
Fast Trailables
Flying Fifteens
Slow Trailables
Catam arans
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies

12
12
12
9
12
4
1
3

-O

Num ber of boats c o m p e tin g in e a c h p o in ts c o r e race:
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
19
3
7
9
5
8
7
1
7
8
5
6
11
8
11
9
8
3
8
8
7
9
7
8
10
12
9
6
10
10
8
5
7
7
11
7
3
0
4
5
1
4
6
4
6
5
1
3
3
3
4
2
1
4
1
1
2
3
1
0
1
1
0
1

=5
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Totals:

53

28

39

48

30

u

42

24

47

35

America's Cup.
I caught up with |ohn in his office recently where he was nursing a terrible cold and he kindly gave his impressions o f the
enormous task ahead.
lohn has been an international umpire through ISAF for the past two years and has been involved at the highest level of
match racing in the Southern Hemisphere during that time. In the early years, |ohn had umpired a number o f Grade I
^ P :n ts including the America's Cup regatta held at Cowes recently. (I remember the Cowes event because I
noticed some friends, including Alan Bond, on Australia II - that's another story). |ohn was also part o f the umpire team
at the pre-Olympic Regatta and was named the Rules Advisor for the Australian team at the Sydney Paralympics. It is
Quite an impressive record given that umpires generally clock upyears o f experience before they reach the level of
America's Cup umpiring, john is literally the 'baby' o f the team!
lohn has not achieved this level through being an armchair rules person. Having sailed at the highest level for two

_Q
D

decades, including a pre-Olympics campaign in the Star class, he felt that umpiring was the next logical step in the
sport.

u

lohn achieved the first step towards being in the final makeup o f the umpire team o f the America's Cup. through being
shortlisted from 23 other international contenders. The final list of 17 jurors, including three Australians, were selected

QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS

<D
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C
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42

join the Louis Vuitton Cup umpire team in Auckland, New Zealand, where racing will commence on October I thisyear
with the final race about March 3, 2003. The Louis Vuitton Cup is the selection series to find the challenger for the

Cntisi/q Pk
Isbnte
a id (jr& t B a rrkr F & f

through recommendations from the defender and challenger teams as well as from ISAF. John s first appointment will be
from September 7 2002 to November 7 2002 when he will undergo classroom training and be involved with the
preliminary round robin races. If selected, |ohn will then be involved with the serious end of the America s Cup later in

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA

theyear.
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It is true that lohn sleeps with the rules book under his pillow and we wish him well.
Barnacle Bill
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W o m e n ’s racing
course June 22

The women’s
rsi
O
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racing course is
being held on
Saturday June 22.

_ Q
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Elliott 7

The aim is to help female crews and skippers learn the finer parts o f racing and
spinnaker handling. The course will cover:
. tactics

presentation
lunch is on
Sunday June 23.

u
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A coaching day
>■

u

for trailable yachts

The Magic 25 Nationals were held at the Cronulla Sailing Club in

QJ

turnout o f boats in Canberra, complemented by a strong fleet at

Sydney on March 1-3. The line-up was mostly from Sydney sailing

C

Pittwater, Danny Fitzgerald sailing Serious Fun at Wagga and

> clubs with Mark Hillis from Wagga Wagga and the Canberra

Magic sailing out of the CYCA in Sydney.

entrant, Sausage Magic. Sausage Magic was blessed to have

Division at the ACT Trailable Championships, four out o f the top

five in the TYA National Championships and two out o f the top
• Sail shapes

five in the Marlay Point regatta.

Start time 10am - Finish 4pm

Stuart Loft in Sailing Scene Seventh Wave won the TYA

Call Matthew Owen on 6273 4777 for details.

Travellers' Series overall, with Neil Primrose in

J

Saturday, August 3.

to prepare for
summer racing.

annual

(T3

L_
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Darren jones racing
Lousia/Racing Line
had just returned

and Magic are currently doing

won the Mumm 30
worlds and then

on Sydney Harbour. Huntress

won the Magic 25

skippered by

breeze, and won. lames Roach sailed

Matt Owen

debrief over a few beers.

For the coming season the class is expecting

spots in Victoria, NSW and Queensland, Robyn and I have sold Warringa.
A combination o f factors such as children growing up, property at Merimbula
and job pressures have taken their toll on sailing time. Hopefully, we may get

August 28. - C

£

Thanks Again
Rob and Robyn Bain

against Darren. Third was Neil
Murphy in Shaken Not Stirred with only two
point separating second and third position.
A ll up there were 10 Magics racing over the regatta period.
Winds were a constant 10-15 knots and a one metre swell kept it
interesting. Races were around 30 minutes each. Most races

the class continues to grow. Boats are presently available at veiy

ended with all boats going through the line within 20 seconds,

reasonable prices. Watch the internet or talk to Stuart Loft at

with places swapped right to the end.

Sailing Scene.

The journey to the start line was also a challenge from a nautical

The class association is producing a tuning manual for new

perspective. The trick for new players was to avoid the obvious

owners, carries regular discussions on boat handling and tuning

sand bar on the way in after racing when it was low tide. As the

on its email and is organising a tuning weekend for the coming

rest o f the Sausage Magic crew would agree Dave Smith

season. Talk to |ohn Dransfield at john@hifraser.com or 02 9977

demonstrated the amphibious qualities of the Magic 25 after an

0895.

afternoon's racing. From a Team Sausage Magic point o f view it

top boats on the circuit had mixed crews and many have been

U

after some close knit racing

boats. Shayne Russell-Smith has just bought E7

A notable feature of the class this season is that almost all the

us. Without this dedicated few this would not have been possible.

second place

#52 Predator to add to the Canberra fleet and local interest in

back to it in the future.

the CYC and the CCYA who have made the last decade of sailing so great for

took out

continued growth, based mostly on top

^ ^ e rie n c e d crews together on second hand

> -

Sausage Magic

day o f 22 degrees with 8-15 knots of

School graduates!

After lOyears of veiy enjoyable trailersailer sailing on LBG and many great

m eeting will be

Nationals.

sailed in a sparkling Sydney winter

The morning will be on shore and three video races early afternoon and a

g

from Europe having

well in the CYCA Winter Series

himself - great people these Sailing

In the meantime, we would like to offer our utmost thanks to the stalwarts at
rd

usual high standard.

Sailing Scene Seventh Wave

handling.

Vale Warringa

general

on Wednesday,
>-

racecourse was at its

seventh.

mainsheet for the day and excelled

A greatly way to get ready for the coming seasons racing.

z;

u

The talent on the

«

The day will include sessions on crewing, sail shapes, starting and boat

Cost $40 per boat. Please call Matt on 6273 4777 for bookings.

u

the next three days racing.

ian third. Serous Fun

skippers from dinghy backgrounds putting

.O

and felt totally prepared for

and |ohn Dransfield in Pretty

The Sailing School will be conducting a coaching day for all trailableyachts

Saturday August 3

7 The
I

The team had practised together on the way out to the start line

rolled up for one heat in late May,

will be held on

rM

Webster on spinnaker. Andrew Reed on headsail and me
generally doing what I was told on mainsail.

Huntress second in the Div I CBH results

Trailable coaching
day

3

five in the NSW Trailable Championships, three out o f the top

■Rules

Z5
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The resurgent Elliott 7 class has had a great season with a good

E7s finished in four out o f the top five places in the Sportsboat

• Spinnaker handling

O

<N

world class talent on board with Matt Owen on helm and Andre

• Starting

The annual

Magic 25s

was a fun filled regatta with some close competitive racing.
Dave S m ith
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used for cruising as well as racing. Confirms the E7 as an all
round top value class.
N eil P rim rose
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Stuart Shimeld

8

and Col Durra
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Members will soon receive their CYC subscription notices for season 2002/03.
The CYC heads into 2002/03 with growing strength and confidence. Our business plan is
a blueprint for the future that will deliver exciting outcomes at the Lotus bay site for
members.
We are most grateful for the magnificent and continuing support o f the Canberra Southern
Cross Club to the CYC and, through us, to the development o f sailing in the ACT. This

u

support includes, rent free club space, free utilities, the provision and maintenance o f

cm ^

UPPER LIP

u

power boat fleet, the Sail Canberra sail boat fleet, and access to the boat storage in c o m ^
stream. The level o f sailing services we enjoy as members o f CYC would not be possible
without that support and without a much higher level o f member financial contributions.
We are responsible for our own running costs.

>■

The 2001/02 year has seen significant progress for CYC. Some details are provided

Progress toward improved

below. The tight control o f our running costs has meant that CYC and Sail Canberra have
achieved a modest operating surplus despite rising costs. With continuing careful
management Sail Canberra will sustain its growth as a successful provider o f sailing

u

services in Canberra and as a positive contributor to CYC finances. But further savings in

services for CYC members

the cost o f running our club without causing a substantial deterioration in services is no
longer a viable option. On the contrary, your committee is committed to progressively

^

building the value and Quality 0f our services to members generated from our 2001/03
business plan and to commence the building of a prudent level o f reserves to ensure the

♦

The NCA master plan for the Lotus Bay foreshore has been finalised with considerable CYC input led by Neal Primrose.

♦

The Southern Cross Club stands ready to commence the design o f the finger wharf/crane/hardstand.

financial security of our club going forward.
For season 2002/03 there will be an increase in membership fees in the order o f $50 per
member and a small increase in boat storage fees and race entry fees. These increases

^ ^ D e s ig n o f the new boat hoist is being progressed by the Southern Cross Club and it is making arrangements for rigorous
supervision. Both will improve safety and ease o f operation by users.

to make some provision for anticipated substantial increases in insurance costs (at the
time o f writing we don't know what that will be), a start to the building o f our reserve fund

♦

and improvement o f services to members. Following the member's consultative meeting in

Concerted action is being arranged with the Yachting Association o f the ACT to engage the authorities about the freouent
pollution crises with the lake.

May your committee has been mindful o f the circumstances o f sailing seniors in our
JD
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Bay in one organisation.

special situation o f non-sailing members, including non-sailing volunteers. To this end it

We are finalising our strategy for upgrading our boats and supporting eouipment through the capital program with the

has introduced a new concessional Associate membership.

Southern Cross Club and applications for grants from the ACT and Commonwealth Governments.
♦

adventures”. (Canberra Yacht club, Strategy and Business Plan, 1998 to 2001, page 5)

Finally, I am pleased to announce that one o f our valuable sponsors, Deakin Health Spa
has agreed to provide one month's free membership, worth $115, to CYC members.

♦

C

rd

D ire c to r C o rp o ra te Services

Georges Reeves and his team are hard at work on initiatives to help welcome new members and encourage heightened
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fellowship among members.

Deakin Health Spa vouchers will be issued to CYC members on renewal o f membership
thisyear. We are most grateful to the company for their very generous sponsorship.

We are working up the structure for a new Sailing Services Committee to lead alongside the Sail Canberra Board, promotion
and management o f the full range o f sailing activities that people want as they pursue their "competitive spirit and recreational

least match the rise in the CPI to cover the steadily increasing costs o f running the club.

Shayne Russell-Smith

u

management of sailing services at Lotus

will be considered on a case by case basis. The committee has also had regard to the

In future years, the committee anticipates that our income from members will need to at
u

Consultation is continuing with the Canberra Cruising Yacht Association and the Southern Cross Club about rationalising the

membership who may face financial hardship as a result o f these fee increases. Such cases

♦

Kathy Davies is leading discussions about how the club can improve the welcome and support it gives to women in sailing.

♦

Increased office services for members

c
rd

u
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repaired during the school holidays, that boat went on to

Profile -
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participate in the 1966 Worlds in Adelaide w'on by )im Hardy
and later picked up a 4th in the 505 Nationals in Canberra with

Belconnen
M arine and
B o atin g
Supplies

my father crewing. A succession of 505's followed including

Peter Harvey

BRUMBY-TOO, which was the most successful. My crew
Richard Norris and I won two National titles in 69/70 and 71/72

Q)

plus coming second in the Nationals about four times

C

I later ventured into the 470's for the Olympic selection trials in

D

1976 with Peter Thompson as my crew. I was happy to get into
the top 10 in most regattas.

(N
O
O
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Then followed a few years on Flying I5's with the highlight being

A Division o f

a 4th in the Nationals, a period in Lasers, followed by a period

Belconnen M e ta l C en tre

learning to master a sailboard before once again swapping back
to Lasers.

4 Park Street Belconnen ACT
Most m em o rab le sailing experience?

Phone 6 2 S I 301 I
Without doubt my time sailing 505's against wonderful friends,

Around the
Buoys

u

top competition, getting good racing results and travelling

We at Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies

around Australia and overseas. This culminated in the

are proud to be associated with the Canberra

opportunity to represent Australia in the 505 Worlds in
^ ^ i o u t h . England in 1970 and again in Hong Kong in 1973.
The 1973 Worlds allowed me the opportunity to bring back

Yacht Club, and congratulate all those who were
successful in your 2001 competition.

radical new ideas such as spinnaker shutes and different rig set
ups which allowed the 505 fleet to come up to world standards.

W h o would you m ost like to sail w ith, a p a rt from

- getting to
know a
fellow member

We look forward to being o f assistance to the
members o f the Club, in the supply and service of

your curren t crew?

most aspects o f Boating.

Anyone who enjoys a challenge, sails hard but at the end of the

O u r business provides:
♦

Commodore, Peter Harvey.

Welding
Nothing surprises or annoys me any more.

u
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lust being on the water and experiencing new places and new

before. On reaching Singapore my family joined the Royal

friends.

Changi Yacht Club. I couldn't wait to pass my swimming test

Previous positions held include Vice-Commodore and Chair Sail

be eligible to participate in club events and get the basic training
to take out the club's International Cadet dinghies in races on my

Measurer.

own. 1 sailed every spare minute and after school.

fit' sessions.

♦

W h e n did you start taking sailing seriously?
When I started sailing 505's in Canberra with my father as crew in

Fabrication ♦

and Repairs and maintenance.

♦

Stainless Steel Cable and some Swaging

♦

Trailer Repairs, Modification and Servicing

♦

A General range o f Chandleiy, Safety

^ ^ h a t kind of boat would you like to be sailing in 10
years time?

Equipment and general

Probably another Castle 650. Although having a go at the Laser
Grand Master title is appealing!
♦

Boating requirements.

♦

Stainless Steel Fasteners and Fittings

Any regrets?

1965. I realised that I loved the competition and the challenge to

I should have sailed more and seen the world rather than take

little background information. We gleaned he was

make a boat go faster.

on a mortgage when I had the time and the opportunity.

If a required product is not stocked we will

♦

Born November 2, 1950.

W h a t boats did you own or sail? Any success?

Thankyou. Peter.

endeavor to locate and supply your request.

♦

Came to Canberra from Singapore in 1964 (before the LBG

I think I have owned about 15 boats o f various types with most of

filled) when his father Colin was transferred with the RAAF.

my time being spent in 505's, 470's, Flying I5's and Lasers

Joined the CYC inl964 when sailing was held on Lake

My first boat was an International Snipe purchased by my father

George. Shortly thereafter the CYC took over the former

while in Singapore. We raced that in club events with good

clubhouse o f the Royal Canberra Golf Club which was

results. It came back to Canberra and is still here.

♦

located behind the Hotel Canberra (now the Hyatt).

W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?

written o ff after being holed by rocks on the lake. After being

_o

o
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Congratulations on a successful season

>-

and best wishes for 2002.

s_

Russ Voysey & The sta ff o f
Belconnen Marine and Boating Supplies

In 1965 we purchased an old 505 called YA-TOO that had been

u

Stainless Steel Aluminum and General

We put a series o f Questions to Peter and began by asking for a

V
rd

Before moving to Singapore I had never been on, or near, a boat

Canberra; CYC Sailing Committee; Protest Committee; 505

Currently sails Solitair, a Castle 650, and has a Laser for 'keep
-Q
D

Stainless steel. Aluminum and General

W h a t annoys you m ost when racing?

you enjoy m ost about your sailing?
CYC members. Who better to start with than our new club

>"

days can sit back and say they had fun.

W h a t gives you the greatest satisfaction o r w h a t do
This is the first o f a regular series o f interviews o f individual

u

rd
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C o m m o d o r e

Sat

P e t e r

Women's racing course

H a r v e y

Sun

Vi ce

CYC presentation lunch

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

23

Sun

)une

30

W inter race 5

C o r p o r a t e
Sun

S e r v i c e s

u
rd
4 ->

lune

D a l t o n

D i r e c t o r

J

22

(w) 6250 6 186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0 4 19 4 14 485
petenharvey@ag.gov.au

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
1

l une

S h a y n e

R u s s e M - S m i t h

(w) 62304885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418539717
cmi@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

M e m b e r

S t e v e

S e r v i c e s

L a n g l a n d s

) u Iy

14

W inter race 6
Sun

) u I y

28

W inter race 7
Sat

Aug

3

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 628801 10 (m) 04278801 10
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au

Trailerable coaching course

D i r e c t o r

S u n

P r o m o t i o n

&

M a r k e t i n g

A d r i a n

D i r e c t o r

W inter race 8
Sun

Aug

25

W inter race 9

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

(w) 62754549 (h) 6258571 I
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

II

R e e d

(m) 0409 416 485
ausreedyno I @hotmail.com.

N i c k

A u g

W e d

Aug

28

Annual General Meeting

Ra c i n g

F u l l a g a r

S u n

S e p

I

Wattle Day festivities

(h) 62814808 fullagar@mac.com
Sun
D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

G r a h a m

G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412707061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 62734777 (m) 0 4 19407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au
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Canberra Yacht Club
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Having fun at the presentation lunch (from left): Barbara van der Hoek, Chris and Karen Kenyon.
w

a
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Around your club
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♦ Tuesday July 23
Members are invited to a meeting to give their views on the new boat hoist
and the finger wharf and crane.

♦ Sunday July 28
W inter race 7

♦ Thursday August I
Come to the first session of the powerboat training course; more details
inside.

A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla AC T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtdub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

♦ Saturday August 3
Skippers and crews o f our trailerable fleet are invited to a coaching course.

♦ Sunday August II
W inter race 8

3
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The Presentation Lunch held on

honest and blunt assessments. The club's financial future is, I

|une 23 was an appropriate

believe, more certain thanks to the contribution that Shayne has

conclusion to a successful 2001/02

made. I hope we can find Shayne a less time-consuming job

sailing season. About 90 people

around the club.

\y

attended and were entertained b

the antics o f the Vice Commodore,
Peter Dalton, seeking answers to all

O
O
<N
X
3

Yet another Gem has arrived in Canberra from South Australia,
this time owned by Matthew Owen, our Director, Sail Canberra.
It seems to me like a Gem virus has hit the club!

things nautical in order for a table
Work continues on the new boat hoist with revised design
to receive liquid refreshments. A
drawings and costings to be finalised within days followed by
good time was had by all.
consultation with members.
It was particularly pleasing to see a
P ete r H arvey

solid representation from the Youth
Sail Academy and the instructors.
Congratulations to all the prize
winners and especially to those
recipients o f special awards.
The Yachtsman o f the Year was
awarded to |ohn Whitfield whose
expertise and knowledge o f the rules

Trailable
coaching day

Sailing School

The Sailing School will be conducting a coaching day for

Boats must have

o f sailing has been recognised by
his selection as one o f five senior
umpires for the Americas Cup to be
held later this year.
The Annual General Meeting will be

all trailableyachts Saturday, August 3.

liability insurance

The day will include sessions on crewing, sail shapes,
An outcome o f a review o f insurance requirements 0f the club has been a realisation that a small number o f our participants may not

starting and boat handling.

be adequately protected against possible third party personal injuiy and property damage liability claims.
on Wednesday August 28 at 8pm at
the CSCC, Lotus Bay. Members are encouraged

The morning will be on shore and three video races early
afternoon and a debrief over a few beers.

^

to attend. Light refreshments will be provided.

A greatly way to get ready for the coming seasons racing.
Most ofyour committee are intending to stand for re
appointment.
JD
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’ ludes coverage o f members not acting in a specific role on behalf of the club. Members participating in events are therefore
tside the club's liability insurance coverage and the committee believes that it would be failing members if it did not ensure that all

participants are adequately covered.

Cost $40 per boat Please call Matt on 6273 4777 for

The committee has therefore determined that all boats entering events conducted by the club, whether racing or social activities, must

bookings

be covered by third party personal injuiy and property damage liability insurance to a minimum of $5 million before their entries will

Unfortunately, Shayne Russell-Smith has indicated that after 18

be accepted.

months in the position o f Director, Corporate Services, he

Most boat insurance policies include third party liability coverage. Members with boat insurance should review their policy to check

intends to stand down in September to devote more time to his

whether their coverage is adequate, and if not, consult their insurer. Members without boat insurance should consider standard boat

to be discontinued. To fill the insurance gap, the AYF is introducing a separate 'AYF Portable Third Party Liability' insurance policy,

>-

the Club and this has been demonstrated by the financial results

QUEENSLAND
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and outcomes achieved thisyear.

YACHT CH ARTERS

who do not wish to insure their boat or who see a need for coverage when sailing or crewing on a variety o f boats.

His determination to personally control processes and

CntisingPhi
tebnls
rjfd threat Bnrrkr F&f

A t a recent AYF Risk Management and Insurance Seminar, it was stated that NSW is second behind California as the most litigious

u

within the committee. I have, however, always welcomed his

(j

In recentyears the AYF 'Gold' membership has provided personal liability coverage. However, AYF advice is that Gold membership is

positive contribution to improving the financial management o f

expenditure have, at times, have made him less than popular

-O
ZJ

insurance as an approach to meeting this requirement.

business, young family and his new Elliot 7. Shayne has made a
U

As an entity the club insures against a range o f risks but its liability coverage under the AYF insurance arrangements specifically

which at a cost o f about $75 will provide $5m coverage. Details will be available soon. This may be a suitable approach for members

body o f people in the World.

^
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Remember, your entiy for CYC 2002-2003 season sailing events will not be accepted unless you have $5m third party personal injuiy

c

and property damage liability insurance.

03

Members*
Consultation
Meeting
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A meeting will be held in the Sailors' Cabin at 7:30 pm on

Notice of
Annual General
eeting

Powerboat
training course

A ll menTB^wre advised that the Annual General Meeting of
(a) boat hoist, and

the Canberra Yacht Club will take place at 8pm on Wednesday,

(b) finger wharf/crane/hardstand.

August 28 2002 at the CSCC, Lotus Bay.

A ll members are welcome to attend.

Members are reminded that nomination forms for all committee

training course in August on Lake Burley Griffin. This Australian
Yachting Federation course (TL3) give the participants a

entitles them to automatically obtain a NSW Waterways licence.
The course involves practical and theoiy components which will
give the student all the necessary skills to safely skipper a
powerboat.

arrangements for the boat hoist and to sign off on the project

completed and returned at least seven days before the date fixed

The course includes:

U

for the AGM.

Safety

Passage planning

boat hoist has been developed considerably over the past couple

The proposed agenda is:

Radios

Man overboard

of months, principally by using a commercially available truck

(a) Confirm the minutes of the last preceding Annual General

Navigation

Anchoring

management, a simpler aesthetic and a lower cost.
Following the consultation meeting, detailed drawings will be
finalised and arrangements made with the Southern Cross Club

>■

to proceed. Once the decision is made to start, construction
time is expected to be about a month.
Following the consultation meeting, the project brief for the

u

Meeting;
(b) Accept the reports o f committee members since the last

^ ^ ^ th e r

developed in concert with the brief for the feriy landing stage.

The race support function relies on a mix o f non-sailing

Boat handling
Ropework

Towing

Powerboat Drivers. Using a Q

Launching

(c) Election of committee members: and
(d) To receive and consider the statement o f accounts.

Terrje Ebrill has

availability for the coming 12 months, and responses are
promising. However, numbers are not yet sufficient for us to
start to put together a draft roster.

business to be brought before the meeting, no business, other

powerboat safety.

u

sought advice from past race support powerboat drivers of their

in August. All instructors and examiners are Australian Yachting
Federation approved with a comprehensive background in

Mem bers who have received the Questionnaire from Terrie but
not responded, are reQuested to do so promptly.

Cost is $330 which includes all manuals, log books and
equipment supplied

Rules Night

u e s tio n n a ir e ,

The course will conducted over five evenings and two Saturdays

Given that no member has given notice in writing of any other

than that specified in the notice above, will be transacted.

the start and support boats. A ll sailors will be rostered once for

Engine Maintenance

Members who have not received Terries Questionnaire but are, or
plan to be, Qualified as powerboat drivers (ie AYF TL3) are

the Southern Cross Club for the preparation o f working

Once the cost has been defined, the Club will lead approaches

support and rescue functions effectively.

either the race support, or race management teams over theyear.

AGM;

finger wharf/crane/hardstand will be finalised and fowarded to

drawings that can be costed. The draft project brief is being

management and support volunteers being available. Qualified

volunteers and rostered sailors to meet the needs o f operating

want, with the added advantage o f greater lift capacity, the
benefits o f a proprietaiy product for maintenance and safety

A ll club sailing activities, racing or other, rely on enough event

must be supported by boat crews to allow them to perform the

brief for the finger wharf/crane/hardstand. The design for the

hoist and adapting it to our needs. This gives us everything we

Power boat drivers and
crew urgently needed
powerboat drivers are critical to the support function. These

positions can be obtained from the CYC Office and must be
The objective o f the meeting is to gather final comments on the

rs
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Canberra Yacht Club will be conducting a powerboat handling

competency-based course for handling o f powerboats and also

Tuesday July 23 to consult club members on:

Race support
volunteers

Early bookings are essential as there are limited places. For more

reQuested to contact Terrie (6254 8491) or myself as soon as

information please call Matthew Owen at the Canberra Yacht

practicable. (Note that the club will be conducting an AYF TL3

Club Sailing School on 6273 4777

Powerboat Handling Training Course in August - see notice
elsewhere in this newsletter.)

to possible sponsors for funding.
Our veiy own ISAF rules guru |ohn Whitfield will once again
N eil Prim ose

inform us on the do's and don'ts ofyacht racing rules.
The format will be over two nights with coffee and nibbles, from

Put Your Name Down: A blank Race Support Unit roster for the

^Schedule of powerboat course in August
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Theory 6pm to 9pm

Thursday 8

Theory 6pm to 9pm

Saturday 10

Practical 9am to 4pm

Thursday 15

Theory 6pm to 9pm

Saturday 17

Practical 9am to 4pm

a view to the completed roster being placed on the notice board

Thursday 22

Theory 6pm to 9pm

by mid-September, and published in the September newsletter.

Saturday 24

Practical 9am to 4pm

Thursday 29

Theory 6pm to 9pm

Saturday 30

Theory Exam 6pm to 8pm

cu
-Q
C
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u

Bringyour rule book.

For all inouires call Matt Owen on 6273 4777

bus. A donation o f $5 to the Youth Academy is included in the

♦

Bus Fare and Park Entiy for 'Social Sailing' - $55

be satisfied - if not, alternative dates/roles will be negotiated.
Positions on the roster not 'claimed' in this way by September I
^

In a similar way, the roster for the second half of the season will

Sunday, August 18. Book now, and ensure your seating on the

Bus Fare, Park Entiy, Ski Hire, Lift Pass - $95

wish to be rostered for. Where possible, these preferences will

will be filled by rostering non-sailing volunteers and sailors, with

Cost $20 for both nights.

Sailing Academy members to enjoy a day at Perisher Valley on

♦

write their names against specific dates and roles they would

Booking are essential - last year was booked o u t!!!

Racing and cruising divisions will get together with the Youth

fees:

notice board in the Sailors' Cabin, and members are invited to

Thursday 1

6pm to 8.30 pm on two Tuesdays, August 20 and 27.

Snow
Regatta!

period from mid-September to Christmas has been placed on the

DBAKIN HEALTHSPA

Sunday 31

Practical Exam 9am to 12pm

be developed before Christmas.

u
rd

Need More Information? Please call or email me ifyou want
more information or have a Query on the club's race support

rd

function. (Contact details on back cover.)

s_

G rah am Giles

cu

D ire c to r O perations
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Book now at the Sailing School - telephone 6273 4777.

u
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Presentation Luncheon
23 June 2002
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Our Champion of Champions winner Ben Lieske, with Director Racing, Peter Fullagar

Sam Gallagher is congratulated by Matthew Owen for the
Junior Achievement Award.

>■

U

John Whitfield receiving Yachtsman o f the Year award
from our Commodore, Peter Harvey.
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A t the Laser table (from left): Nick Gillies, David Holt, Stuart Allan and Peter Fullagar
Having a good time (from left): Leigh Nielsen, Mel Clarke and Graeme Wykes
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Profile -

W hen did you start taking sailing seriously?

Gallipoli
Yacht Rally

Never have! But I tiy to at work.

This rally will take place in Turkey from A pril 12

W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?
An Optimist Dinghy in the Philippines and Dad tiying to drown
me on an old Moth scow in Adelaide.

Matthew Owen

W h a t boats did you own/sail?
Cherubs, 505's, Sharpies, Elliott 5.9, the famous Endeavor 24
Venga Boat, 18 ft Skiffs, 49ers.

Any success?

O
O
<N

to 29 next year.
It will be held in chartered yachts starting at
Cesme on the Turkish Aegean Coast and
finishing at Anzac Cove on the
afternoon o f April 24. The yachts will
be moored in a small harbour

Winning the Olympic Classes Belly Sliding Championships at

close to the Anzac

the SPA Regatta Holland 1999. A few regatta titles, but happy to

Commemorative site where

make up the numbers.

the Dawn Service will be

Most m em o rab le sailing experience?

held. The Australian
service at Lone Pine

Winning the 18ft skiff Grand Prix with Chris Nicholson and Ed

and the New Zealand

Smyth in 1999 on Club Marine and sailing on the America's Cup

service at Chunuk Bair

boat Young Australia in Auckland.

is held later in the

< # o would you m ost like to sail with, apart from

day.

your current crew?
Claudia Schieffer, Elle McPherson and the Chairman of Lion

>-

Around the
Buoys

Nathan Breweiy.

Funniest thing seen sailing?
Ollie falling o ff an Elliott 7 and turning it into a career. Martin
vdH saying "Don't backchat me boy, I know boats" as he sailed
off in a Cat with no bungs in.

- getting to
know a
fellow member

W h a t annoys you m ost when racing?
Running out o f beers and Gems in light wind.

XI
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^ ^ i a t kind o f boat would you like to be sailing in or
Moved to C anberra, when?

Anything with a big fridge that goes fast.

In and out of Canberra with Dad's work all my life, settled in 1988.

W h en did you join the CYC?

Ifyou hadn't already guessed, it's Matthew Owen.

1973

U

>■

Cappadochia will be available at the end o f the rally.
More details on costs and the final program will be available

g

on 0411498 232 or teki@ozemail.com.au

Positions held?

M artin van der H o ek

a floating caravan (Karen's wish) and his desire for

Skiff, Olympic 49ers, Canberra Hospital A ''a' lv

outright performance. That notwithstanding, no one

theater wardsman, deputy director then

is in any doubt that Matty and 'Reedy' will give the

director of the Sailing School.

fleet a shake.

W h a t are you currently sailing?

jtugt aph
clubhouse on

Elliot 7 Quick Stix with Don Walter, my

After your
boat..

Help wanted

Lake George
The club needs help from a person with electronics experience.

Call Tim Dalfon for an
obligation free market
appraisal of your property.
Office: 6287 4577

What's your
most

Rep for AMEX, professional sailor 18 ft

Fax: 6287 4588

-O

Mobile: 0403 953 056

Important

Email:
td@realestateaustralia.com.au

asset?

www.realestateaustralla.com.au

If anyone with these skills could help out with the radios on the
Yacht Club power boats, please call Matt Owen on 6273 477

Z5
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Your home!

R ea! E s ta te

.'

a u stra u a
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trusty crew Andrew Reed and Ollie
('Splash' ) Merz.

I/I 1/69, Beirut, Lebanon. Dad was a diplomat.

be the provision of a bus as land transport for those participants
who do not wish to sail the rally legs. An optional tour to

Any regrets?
Not having enough time to play bad golf.

veiy own Gem. The Gem is a compromise between

D O B , place, country?

cruising or additional sightseeing. A feature o f the program will

Quickly winning and getting back to my beautiful wife, Karen.

and by the time this goes to print, he'll have his

u
rd
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Istanbul and Ephesus, official functions and days free for

you enjoy m ost about your sailing?

larrikin, into a corner to tell us more about himself.

He's been known to sail anything and eveiything

sightseeing, visits to the many cultural and historic sights in

W h a t gives you the greatest satisfaction o r w h at do

this time I managed to back the head o f the sailing
school, one o f our top sailors and number one

u

soon. For further information then please contact Teki Dalton

on in 10 years time?
After interviewing the club commodore last month,

The program will include
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An early photograph showing the clubhouse
on Lake George
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Mildren made up the first membership

The first race day at Lake George was held on

committee that was formed in May, I960. A

Sunday 19 Februaiy, 1961 using the RMC boatshed

Mr. G. Twibill of the Royal Sydney Yacht

as an H.Q. Visiting yachtsmen and members were

Squadron spoke to some 26 members in July,

entertained on the Saturday at the Harman Naval

I960 about possible future developments for

Base in Canberra.

the Club, having visited Canberra for a

Subsequent to the regatta, it was agreed to develop

club historian Peter Forster if he could provide me with some items of

weekend at the Club's expense. A t the same

the Lake George site as the Club's interim sailing

historical interest for inclusion in the newsletter. Not only did he send me

meeting o f II July, I960, the first Flag Officers

area, but with it being the possible permanent

the following letter, but a package o f old newsletters and photographs we

and General Committee were elected in

location for all "larger" sailing craft. A lease for the

would like to share with you in the coming months. Being a newcomer to

accordance with the recently adopted

occupancy o f the RMC shed was signed on 17 April

Canberra (well, 1980 - still a blow in, compared to some...), I was

constitution. The following members were

1961 and arrangements were made to repair and

fascinated to read about how the CYC started in 1959.

elected: Commodore Teriy O'Neill, Vice

recondition the shed, using voluntaiy labour. A

Commodore Max Hinchliffe. Committee,

number o f donations from business firms were

R,Anderson, C.Nicol, lack Deeble, |.Black ,

received. In May 1961 following a competition

W.Pederson, Steve Maugeiy, R.Warren, W

among the members, the General Committee

“ In my role as club historian, I have access to a range o f material on which I

accepted the design for a Club burgee. Early

will draw to provide items that I hope will be o f interest to current members

Brill, T.Scott, Treasurer B. Meek.

U
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The General Committee met for the first time (again at the H l ^ ^

from CYC News, November 1975

decisions to include power boats in the Club, with the types to

will discuss aspects o f the histoiy o f the Canberra Yacht Club.

Mr. Bill Moran, on behalf of his father, advised the

celebrating 50years as a club. The CYC has played a significant role in the

Initially at least, they will be based on old records, such as

to review suitable classes ofyachts, with a view to the Club

General Committee on the formation of, and

social and sporting histoiy o f Canberra and I am hopeful that the club

minutes o f meetings, that have been found at the club. Maybe

fostering no more than three classes initially, an entrance fee of

requirements for, a Sailing Committee, the first of

committee w ill commission a group to work together over the next seven

there are other source documents to which I do not have access

five guineas, with the annual fee to be set later, the General

which was subsequently appointed at a meeting on

years to produce a 50year history booklet about the CYC. It will be useful to

at the moment but which may be brought to light as a result of

Committee to meet fortnightly if possible and all the members to

15 |une. The members were: Ron Moran (Chairman)

analyse and document the significant social changes that have so affected the

these writings. As a member since only 1966 I found the early

meet monthly.

Ron Tuckwell, Allan Swinbourne, )ohn Pigeon,

situation o f the smaller, single purpose clubs like ours over theyears, as well

history interesting; hopefully both old and newer members alike

In August, the Committee decided to plan the Club on the basis

Peter Russell, Bill Moran. The Committee was

as to record the changing nature o f the sailing scene over the period and

o f an ultimate size o f 400 members and 400 junior members,

given the task o f organising the opening o f season

record the achievements o f our members.

T h e first tw o years - Sep 1959 to Sep 19 6 1

and to provide facilities for 100 boats. Fees were determined for

regatta and the Club sailing activities.

the various classes o f members, with adult male members having

The Club was accepted as a member o f the

life for many Canberrans but the introduction of poker machines in 1975/76

a $30 entrance fee payable over three years, and a $24 annual

Yachting Association o f NSW in June 1961, subject

spawned what have now become a few mega-clubs, one o f which came to our

to a clause being included in the Club's

aid and allowed us to stay afloat, albeit on a different basis from the past.

1959. The minutes o f the meeting

subscription.
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For instance, until the early I970's, clubs like ours were the centre o f social

The Committee also agreed in August I960 that an attempt

^ M s titu tio n to provide for races to be run under

And some o f the dinghy classes that were the foundation o f the club into the

would be made in the near future to sail on Lake George, w it h ^ ^

^ ^ I Y R U rules. A t that time incidentally, the Club

I970's are hardly to be seen on the lake these days.

'the register' to be open to all classes with encourage-ment o f

had some 95 nominal members.

Mr. O'Neill was elected Chairman, Mr. Smith as provisional

two classes. (The restriction on two classes was subsequently

The role o f a 'women's auxiliary1 in the Club is first

longer established members to search their personal papers for any

Secretaiy and Mr. Periy as provisional Treasurer. The meeting

changed).

mentioned in the minutes o f a meeting o f 29 |une

documents that could add to the club archives. Class association records as

In pursuance o f that conclusion, Mr. Ron Moran, a former

1961 where it was agreed that the objective should

well as CYC records all help to make up the picture." Peter Forster, honoraiy

President o f the Yachting Association o f WA, addressed

be "to cover an open approach" to the provision of

historian.

levy o f two pounds. The second meeting was held some two
months later, on that occasion and subsequently at the Hotel

c

As members will be aware, we are only about seven years away from

will also find my summary o f interest.

agreed to draw up a draft constitution and to impose an interim

<D
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news o f what happened in the past.

be specified when the details o f the Lake Ordinance were known,

Smith

L_
L_

o f the club - for some o f us, as a reminder o f the past, and for others, as

This is the first o f what 1 hope will be a series o f articles that

M. Hunter R. Kitchin C. Nicol T. O'Neill R. Periy M. Shaw G.

<x!

he writes:

season regatta to be held at Lake George on the

record the following people as being present:

U
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Some will recall that Peter is a past Commodore o f the CYC, but as historian,

weekend 30 September to I October 1961.

Wellington on 14 September

u

^ ^ ^ n i n g was also carried out for an opening of

Leaning on the rather pointy nose o f a Flying Fifteen one afternoon, I asked

Ainslie Rex) on 25 |uly, I960 and made several signi-ficant

The club saw its genesis in a meeting held at the Hotel

JD
Z5

years away from
celebrating 50 years

members about aspects ofyachting in WA.

Ainslie Rex. Mr.O'Neill was elected Commodore. Mr. Kitchin

general club amenities and to the raising o f funds,
with their attention being directed to improving the

Secretaiy, Mr. Perry Treasurer and Mr. Nicol Public Officer, all

In subsequent months, the Committee had discussions with

on an interim basis. By the time o f the next meeting in April

officials o f the N.C.D.C. concerning 'the lake scheme' in

interior o f the clubhouse.

It may be too, that regular reference to events o f the past will encourage

As Director o f Communications, I add to Peter's plea - perhaps former
members o f the Seafly Association, the 505s, the Gwen 12s, the Herons,
Moths, Mirror Dinghy and others, might know o f documents and

In the weeks leading up to the opening o f season

photographs that add to the collective histoiy. Material that might enhance

I960, the officers o f the Club had had discussions with the

Canberra including such matters as a site for a Clubhouse,

National Capital Development Commission about an allocation

courses for racing etc. 'In principle1decisions were also made

regatta, the Committee devoted the majority of its

the 50th year book that might be lost or forgotten in years to come, so

o f land for a clubhouse site. The meeting also decided to

about the types o f boats to be sponsored by the Club as follows:

time to preparatoiy work, including the completion

please - contact Peter Forster or myself via the office ifyou have things to

increase membership to a minimum o f 25 persons and then to

that the Club "take in almost any type" including motor and

o f renovations to the Club's facilities at Lake

contribute.

power boats, that the Heron and Moth be encouraged for racing

George. This regatta was to be the first major

- they w'ere seen as being easily handled, popular and reasonably

sailing event conducted by the Club.

apply for registration o f the Club.
By |une, I960, membership had reached the required 25
members for registration, and a constitution was discussed and
accepted. Messrs. J. Deeble, M. Hinchliffe, S. Mauger and A.

priced, a third class (about 14 feet) was thought to be essential,

By the way, providing members with a potted histoiy o f the club is not a new
thing for Peter, the article extract on the left is from the November 1975
edition.

but no conclusion was reached.
N ick Hildyard

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

T u e

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au

Vi ce

I u I y
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H a r v e y

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

Members' consultation meeting

Sun

I u Iy

28

W in te r race 7

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

T h u

A u g

I

Powerboat training course first session

C o r p o r a t e

D i r e c t o r

Sat

S e r v i c e s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l -

Au g

3

Trailerable coaching course

S m i t h

S un

A u g

(w) 62304885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418539717
cmi@cyberone.com.au

W in te r race 8

D i r e c t o r

M on

M e m b e r

II

A u g

12

S e r v i c e s

S t e v e

N ewsletter deadline

L a n g l a n d s

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 628801 10 (m) 04278801 10
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au

D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

Re e d

A u g

13

Com m ittee meeting
S un

M a r k e t i n g

A d r i a n

&

T u e

A u g

18

Snow regatta

(m) 0409 4 16 485
ausreedy I @hotmail.com

T u e s d a y

D i r e c t o r

Rules night

Aug

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

N i c k

H i l d y a r d

(w) 62754549 (h) 6258571 I
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

W in te r race 9

Tue
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808 fullagar@mac.com

D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

G r a h a m

Aug

2 7

Raci ng

G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0 4 12707061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

Rules night

W e d

Aug

2 8

CYC AGM

Sun

Sep
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W attle Day activities
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Canberra Yacht Club
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CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Ifyou are not currently receiving
emails and_you wish to be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admintScanberrayachtclub. com.au
and includeyour name.
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Matt talking mast and mainsails.

Photo: N ick Hildyard

That winning know ledge
A Trailer Sailer tuning day was held recently with a small, but enthusiastic
group gathered around their rigged boats to get some tuning, steering and
crewing advice from D irector o f the CYC Sailing School, Mathew Owen.
Some class room work on tactics was augmented with practical boat by boat
advice on mast tensions and rigs, sail set up and trimm ing, steering in
heavy weather, spinnaker work and race tactics, particularly relating to the
lake environment. Unfortunately, lack o f breeze required postponement o f
the on-water coaching side (to be held in coming weeks) but M att spent
several hours answering Questions about how to get the best out o f a boat
and what he has learned as a national and international representative
yachtsman. Ify o u would like a one on one lesson, contact Matt on

A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

6273 4777.

Inside this issue
Report to Members for the Financial Year 2 0 0 1-2002
2002-2003 Sailing Program
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I had to pinch myself when I read

others please contact me. I am sure that they could add some

The Canberra Times o f |uly 14 and

value to our archives and our 50years celebration.

the article titled 'Plan for footbridge
oo
D
txO

over lake'. At first I thought this
was an A pril Fools' Day trick but on

=3

closer inspection it appears that

<

some proponents actually feel the
proposal has merit.

Race
Duty

On this theme, I would like to see the Canberra Yacht Club
Race management relies on volunteers. We need people to set
burgee again flying from the flagmast whenever we are operating

the course, run the race, man the rescue boats and record the

as a club. There used to be a large burgee for this purpose but

results, plus assist in cooking sausages and operating the bar.

my efforts to uncover it have failed so far. I have a smaller

Ifyou race, your name will be put on a roster andyou will be

burgee in mint condition which could be used as a master by a

asked to help run one race peryear. Participants w ill not be

Foreshore
planning volunteers
needed

rs

o
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disadvantaged by their non-participation in the race that day.
flag maker if necessaiy. I hope that members would agree that it

Conversely, those who don't show when rostered and who

We have previousjy heard about a

is important to maintain and foster a sense of pride and identity

haven't arranged substitutes, w ill lose race points.

possible pedestrian bridge over the

in our club. I also intend to assess the level o f demand in again

Volunteers are not limited to those who race. We are grateful

Lake from Lennox Gardens to help

making available club items such as tie pins, ties, burgees,

interested in hearing from members who wish to act as Principal

newsletter.

solve the parking problems o f the

windcheaters etc. Let the office know ifyo u would support such

Race Officer (PRO). Appropriate assistance/guidance will be

In the meantime, A lan Green urgently needs the follow ing

National Museum and now this idea

an initiative.

provided to those who are keen but feel they lack experience.

W ork is progressing steadily toward fin alising the design
o f the finger wharf/crane/hardstand. A full report on

u

for a footbridge. It could be fun in
a spring gale! Perhaps a tunnel
should be considered!

>u

It was great to come down to the club a few weeks ago and to

for assistance from any club member. We are particularly

nsewhere in the newsletter is a draft sailing program. Please

envelopes, folding newsletters and sending out membership

we will need you from Sunday midday to late afternoon. The

by the crane designer.

enjoyment o f racing is based largely on the success o f a well-

A land surveyor to p lo t the location o f significant objects

undertake such tasks. Their work has contributed to this year's

drinks afterwards.

our activities into a smaller and

trading surplus being in the order o f $50,000, the best ever.

We are fortunate that Don McMichael and his experienced team

smaller area o f the Lake. Already

The surplus has on[y been able to be accumulated by rigid

o f race organisers have offered their services for some o f the

the laying o f permanent buoys for

financial management and control over expenditure. This surplus

rowing in Yarramundi Reach limit

will go towards building up our financial reserves and ensuring

the use o f that part o f the lake for

the future o f the club.

that area which adds to Canberra's vitality. Fortunately, the

managed race and the availability o f cooked food and cold

in the vicin ity o f the proposed hardstand and finger wharf,
relative to the existing club house and lake wall so the
proposed site layout can be completed. W ould any club

races but we can't expect them nor would we want them to front

member who has these skills and w ould be prepared to

up each week.

assist please contact A lan on m obile 0416 231 143 or

i will be drawing up duty rosters very shortly. Please let me

email: admin@ canberrayachtclub.com.au

know when you and your regular crew are available and in what

N e il Prim rose

Finally, can I urge members to attend the Annual General
Meeting on Wednesday August 28 and participate in the a f f a i ^ ^

individuals nominated to turn up on the day or find suitable
^jbstitutes. It is now in your hands. The duty roster will be
pinned on the notice board in the Sailors Cabin before the first

o f the club.

scheduled race on September 22.
P eter H arvey

Please email me at: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au to let me

Boats
for sale

know your preferred date.
have to be approved by Parliament only after consultation with
X)

u
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capacity. Once the duty roster is drawn up, it will be up to the

National Capital Authority has said that "...the bridge would

13

u

bearing capacity so appropriate footings can be calculated

to assist. We need a minimum o f six people per race day and

proposals such as this could limit

sailing generally and take away current activity in

o f classifying the lake shore soil and determ ining its

see a happy and hard working band o f volunteers addressing

renewals. It is often too easy to forget our fellow members who

and the Central Basin would be detrimental for

assistance:- A structural o r geotechnical engineer capable

cast your eye over it and decide when you are willing and able

With increasing weed congestion,

competition. Restricting access to Acton

progress w ill be included in the next issue o f the club

M a rtin van d e r H o ek

the public and stakeholders, such as boat users on the lake".
O ffice M anager

This is, however, a timely reminder o f the need for members to

_o
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actively participate in issues that affect the lake and our use of
U

it.
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On another matter, I am keen to identify those Life Members
who might still be in Canberra. Because they pay no fees, our
records do not currently record contact details. I know o f one,
lack Townsend, who was an active Mirror and Flying Fifteen
sailor, who is in his 90's and still in Canberra. Ifyou know of

QUEENSLAND

lohn Burgess advises he has # 63 for sale. For a full

YACHT C H ARTERS
Cruising Pht
tehttls
(VkMjr&t barrkr R&f

www.optusnet.com.au/jaburgess.

u

inventoiy, pictures and pricing details go to web site

DEAKIN HEALTHSPA

rd

Other E7s for sale are known-to Stuart Loft, who may be
contacted at sloft@ozemail.com.au

0)

N eil Prim rose
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A delightful
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downwind delivery
Left Airlie Beach
A t journey's end, a
pleasant view o f Airlie

oo
D
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D

Beach from the
Whitsunday Sailing Club.

<

Below Bill and his albacore

The motley crew

Bill Leslie proudly displays the
Canberra's crew, from

only fish we caught. Made a

left, David Townsend,

nice lunch.

Frank Lehman,
Tony Hughes (skipper),
Bill Leslie and

g

Mike Matthews

0945 on May 23, 2002: we take our departure from Barrenjoey
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to take forever but eventualjy we turn more north-west and
In 70 hours we are at the entrance to Mooloolaba looking

and head northwards, rolling in lumpy seas before a brisk south

forward to hot showers, dinner at theyacht club and

westerly. Canberra's winter cruise has begun. By the time she

reprovisioning. We are pleased with the average over the ground

head for Lady Musgrave Island, part o f the southern-most bit o f
the Great Barrier Reef. This is a classic coral atoll, uninhabited
except for visitingyachts and occasional tourist boats, with a

returns to her base in Pittwater in November, she will have

o f 6.7 knots. We are visited by Don's elderly parents, who are

logged over 5000 nautical miles on passages and had 13 crew

intrigued by the “tiny bedrooms and bathrooms”, and by former

changes.

club members Ed and |an Becket, now living at Noosa. Other

Six o f us make up the first crew and our job turns out to be an

yachties drift in and what was to be a restful day turns into a

easy and delightful one. We are delivering the boat to A irlie

roaring party. Next day we buy more beer and wine.

Beach, popular gateway to the Whitsunday Islands. Tony Hughes,

We must repair a small tear in our new mainsail and need to

strongly and we let out more chain, aware that whatever the

our skipper, with a record o f choosing this time ofyear to go

reach the sailmaker at Lawrie's Marina, up a Mooloolaba canal.

wind direction, we are on a lee shore. Departure next morning

north, puts his reputation on the line, declaring: “ I promise you

Mike has been busy with the large book o f tide tables. He says

in 30 knots from the south-west is an anxious time, as we

fair winds all the way." He is almost as good as his word, and we

we will enough enough water by 8am to get there but we must

cannot see coral with the sun in our eyes. We are soon out

forgive him when, only a few miles from A irlie Beach, a wet

leave by noon or spend the rest o f the day stuck in the mud.

northerly descends on us.

unbend the sail and lug it ashore and while the sailmaker is at

Other club members making up the crew are Mike Matthews,

work we check out the many live-aboards in the marina. They are

navigator extraordinaire, Frank Lehman and Bill Leslie,

mostly seniors and their boats look as though they haven't been

experienced sailors and fixers of things mechanical and nautical,

to sea in a long while. Indeed, some appear incapable o f such

small, sandy island at one end. We enter through the narrow
channel keeping a sharp eye out for 'bommies' and are soon
anchored among a group ofyachts. The rubber dinghy is
Quickly inflated and we enjoy a pleasant day o f swimming,
snorkelling and exploring the island. That night the wind blows

^ ^ a f e ly and booming along with just a double-reefed main.

reef tucked
in for the
first time
and veiy comfortable, too, with gusts over 40 knots: Thomas
Island, again after using the third reef in rain and poor visibility,
reaffirming next morning that it is one o f the prettiest anchorages
in the Whitsundays.

Several days later we learn that a day after we left two yachts

From there a rain-soaked short haul to Hamilton Island, where

were wrecked on the reef and their crews rescued by helicopter.

next morning we embark with Bernice Hill and in Cid Harbour

From now on, we enjoy day-sailing and choosing a pleasant
anchorage each night. Not always easy sailing though, as twice

scatter the ashes o f our late shipmate Brian Hill in an area he
loved.

and Don Beaumont, who is on his first offshore passage. We

things, the boats that is. Not exactly the romantic nomadic life,

split into three watches, three on, six off, an arrangement I am

we conclude. We also wonder why people pay so much to live on

grateful for as I am seasick on the first night and appreciate the

the canal, staring at each other's ugly houses across a narrow'

extra time o ff watch. I am pleased at how Quickly my appetite

muddy stream with hardly a tree or shrub to soften the view.

showers, dinner at the friendly Capricorn Cruising Yacht Club

dispersing on various flights back to Canberra but I must wait

returns the next day so perhaps the rest helps. Don has to leave

We retrace our course safely on the falling tide, bend the main,

where the members cook and serve the drinks. Other overnight

around for my cheap flight. The stoiy o f how I spend two nights

we tuck in the third reef and with a scrap o f jib unrolled can

From there it's a short hop (albeit partjy upwind) to Abel Point

maintain 8 knots easily. We overnight at Cape Capricorn on

Marina where the task o f cleaning and packing up begins for the

Curtis Island, then Rosslyn Bay Marina (Yeppoon), more hot

handover to the first Whitsunday contingent. The crew begin

J~
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us at Mooloolaba, which is our first stop.

fill the water tanks and depart. From here we work two watches

anchorages: vast, uninhabited Port Clinton where we decide to

in a backpackers' hostel room with five beautiful young women

rd
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On the second day sailing improves with 20-25 knots from the

with Tony on call. Four hours on, four o ff during the day and

call an unnamed bay Monica Inlet (the area is uninhabited for

will have to wait for another time.

south-east and our trusty GPS says the noon to noon run is 165

three at night. This works well although steering Canberra

good reason: the militaiy occasionally attack it and landing is
forbidden because o f unexploded bombs): beautiful Pearl Bay,

*Canberra is the Canberra Ocean Racing Club's Bavaria 42. She
is scheduled to sail from the Whitsundays in late August to
cruise in New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands. She is expected
to call at Lord Howe Island on her way home.
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miles. Veiy good going, despite the southerly current, and the

downwind with her fin keel and long spade rudder demands

best 24-hour run for the trip. In 30 hours from departure we are

great concentration and Quick reactions when the wind is piping

a couple o f hours sailing to the north where we barbecue the

o ff Coffs Harbour. Bill, Frank and I recall the pleasant seven days

and the seas rough. Half-hour tricks are about enough in such

only fish we catch on the trolling line - a sizable bonito; South

we took last year to sail Canberra with our wives from Coffs back

circumstances.

to Pittwater, including visits to Trial Bay, Port MacQuarie and

We settle in for the last two nights we will spend at sea. Getting

Port Stephens.

past Fraser Island and its dangerous shoals to the north seems

Percy Island, after a rough sail reefed down in 30 knots or so:
Scawfell Island - another rough sail, this time with the third

David Townsend

I am pleased to say that from a Financial Director's prospective,

Reports to Members
for the Financial Year 2001-2002
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Sail Canberra is a viable little business and valued asset.
Congratulations to those involved.

without running out o f money. Frustrated by this continuing

We spent $107,000 this financial year to keep the 'doors open'

The income is received from: (figures are approx. to nearest

and undertaking the membership activities including racing and

$1000)

figures the Committee could accurately determine the level of

U
>■

♦

Grants $17,000

♦

Race and regatta entiy fees $ 19,000

♦

Sundiy $4000

partly to cover the employment o f a Member Service Manager,

to deliver a result, w'hich has relieved them of the continued
effort and stress experienced by all Directors.

coordinating the social and sailing programs.

u

year have produced an outstanding result.

)

The combined preliminaiy surplus for the Membership Services

)

From the audited accounts, you will see a cost item for

ACT Sailing Incorporated with the performance o f each area
being monitored and managed by the directors.

Below are some examples o f the individual efforts that have
made a huge difference:
♦
♦

Dave Bizant, has run regattas at no real cost to the club

In May 2001, tenders were called for the outsourcing o f this task

Nick Hilldyard, has cut printing cost to a fraction what they

to business consultancies. This process achieved the reduction of
administration costs. The consultant engaged completed the

The full scope o f statutoiy accounting requirements such as

Where do we get this money?

♦

How much do we spend running the Club?
S a il C a n b e rra

>-

♦

(T3

The Board o f Sail Canberra will be reviewing their operations,

Forward Planning: Do we need to put anything away for a

the business ensuring that the same cost controls and accounting

rainy day?

protocols were applied to Sail Canberra as that instituted with

Have we made any money?

(Subject to audit)

When I started as Director Corporate Services some eighteen
months ago, the main concern o f the committee in respect o f the
financial management was endeavouring to get through theyear

Canberra Southern Cross Club, Capital Equipment Grants are
not included in the Club accounts.

u

have provided funds to purchase all the power and sail boats for
the exclusive use o f this club.
If the club failed to secure this level o f grant funding theyear-

Member Services.

resulted in the committee having the advice and resources that
assisted them in achieving this year's excellent result.

under some pressure this year. The intention was to see if the
business could actually work, or was it going to develop into an
area that placed strain on the financial resources o f the Club.

Unfortunately, thisyears membership increase coincided with the

$26.50. Therefore, all CYC membership amounts include this

cards as the AYF card is being adopted as the Club card. AYF

half of this being met by the members and the balance of

will save the Club significant money in the administration o f the

$15,000 being paid for by the existing Management Grant

AYF Fee, card issuing costs, and contact data base for members.

these services for the 2002-2003year.

zs

u

fee. Consequently, the CYC will not be issuing membership

has provided the MyClub Data base for the Club to use. This

provided by the Canberra Southern Cross Club. A t the forward

-O

all members o f ayacht club to pay the national affiliation fee of

The cost o f this consultancy was approximately $30,000, with

planning meetings the Committee resolved to call tenders for
Admittedly, the Club Directors put the Sail Canberra operation

levels?

Australian Yachting Federation passing Rule 46, which requires
A ll areas o f the Club's business systems were reviewed and

Corporate Services responsible for the financial administration of
the club, I have been an active participant in the management of

CD

>-

Business Activity Statements, salaries and superannuation where
completed under the outsourcing agreement.

changes made to improve the productivity o f these areas. This

increased?

maintenance.

W h y have th e m e m b ersh ip fees increased to th e n ew

some serious numbers, so keep drinking!.

2002-2003 Fee Structure...Why have the membership fees

The Canberra Southern Cross Club also provided a $10,000
grant, which was assigned to Sail Canberra for boat

The New Fee Structure

And o f course Peter Dalton's bar, this little enterprise does

♦

♦

services that integrated the membership data, accounts, and

♦

u

Grant $3,000

^ ta b lis h m e n t and maintenance of the financial and computing

statements it may be helpful to review some o f the issues:

Accounting and Administration Costs

Canberra Events & Tourism Corporation, Canberra Regatta

end result would be greatly reduced.

financial reporting systems.

♦

♦

Club, however it should be noted that the Southern Cross Club

However, to assist members in understanding this year's financial

How much is spent running the Club?

ACT Government Sport and Recreation Equipment $7,000

The assets are the property o f the Canberra Southern Cross

Peter Fullagher has stretched a dollar with the racing cost

♦

♦

Furthermore, when office staff is found, as in the case in the

♦

Have we made any money?

Canberra Southern Cross Club, CYC Management Grant
$15,000

2000-2001 year, the annual cost exceeds $45,000 peryear.

Neil Primrose and David Smith have obtained grants

-C
u

u

The seasonal nature o f the Clubs' operations makes securing

were

please see their Report to Members. However, as Director of

rd

assistance to members.

♦

♦

-O
c

Accounting and a short explanation o f this item may be of

financial office staff for long-term appointment difficult.

available to all members at the Annual General Meeting.

s_

with the aim o f retaining a modest year end surplus will require a

Sail Canberra $37,170

The entire committee past and present should be congratulated.

♦

^ ^ e s e costs, together with the other operational expenses and

♦

The Audited Financial Statements are not complete but will be

s_

in the 2002-03 budget.

Accounting and Administration Cost

increased insignificantly over that o f the previous year. The profit

rd

Included in thisyears-operating surplus are a number of grants:

CYC Membership Services $19,841

this year is a direct result o f reduced operating costs.

u

increasing insurance costs. How much? We have not been

♦

has been completed in one.

<

formally advised, but have allowed for some significant increases

1.

It is important to recognize that the total turnover o f $276,135

ZS

G ra n t Funding

total budget o f $146,000.

for the combined operation o f ACT Sailing Incorporated has not

-Q

The remaining additional funds are ear marked for the clubs

This is represented by:

Therefore, a task that we intended to take three years to achieve

fcO

who will relieve the committee o f day to day activities, ie

The two activities are divided into the operations:

The separate operations are cost centers within the accounts of

D

There is a need in the comingyear for an additional $20,000,

and Sail Canberra is $61,583. (The financial have not been

Hire and Sailing School

Boat Storage $47,000
Function and bar sales $14,000

audited and this figure could change).

2. Sail Canberra activities. Including Youth Sail Academy, Boat

♦
♦

during 2001-2002 and beyond.

regattas

00
D

prevented any form o f expenditure not committed in the planned

resources required to achieve a profit from the Club's activities

Membership Services. Including racing, social activities and

Membership $25,000

budget.

the membership's interests. The Directors formulated a strategy

rs

♦

over a three-year period. This is to free them of these concerns

club's business on a sound financial footing, the Directors this

Now having the experience with the previous years trading

<N
O
O

Canberra figures are not included)

The concerted effort to drive the operating costs down has

Through their hard work, and the clear objective o f putting the

Introduction

The income o f the Membership services was $126,000. (The Sail

situation the Committee decided to build a cash reserve fund

and allow the committee's energy to be directed at other areas of

ACT Sailing Incorporated t/as Canberra
Yacht Club
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M e m b e rs h ip Services

social.

g D irecto r C orpo rate Services
▼Shayne Russell-Smith

W here do we get the money to run the
Club?

JZ

u
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It was drawn to the attention o f the committee that there are a
number o f couples in the club where one partner sails and the
other does not. To reduce the cost to these people the
Committee established the new “Associate Member Type fee” at
the rate of $90. calculated as: AYF Fee $26.50, CYC
membership$63.50 ($57.75 + GST).
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Volunteers are the lifeblood o f this Club, without their tireless

relation to an alleged incident that occurred when the Canberra

work this club would not get much done. The committee is

Yacht Club was the owner o f the building. The value o f the claim

endeavoring to offer the significant volunteers the Associate

is $50,000. The Canberra Yacht Club had at the time o f the

Membership o f $90 with the addition o f racing at no cost. The

alleged incident a Public Liability Insurance Policy with H1H.

Member Services Manager will be administering these
arrangements.

Despite the successful years trading the weather and unexpected

available time and resources to respond to your needs. We are

lake closures had a deleterious influence on the Februaiy income

trying to balance costs and services in a business environment

from Boat Hire and Sailing lessons. Boat Hire is not yet as

andyour courtesy to Martin in his sometimes difficult role has

successful as first envisaged and there remains a need for further

been welcomed

ACT Sailing Incorporated is waiting on further advice from our

marketing initiatives to capitalise on the potential of that section

Boat parking is still in strong demand and we will continue to

legal team and H1H Claims Management. Without Prejudice, a

o f the Sail Canberra activities.

reouire your assistance to maintain your treasured possession in

To maintain the number o f families and racing couples in the

sum o f $5,000 has been incorporated into the audit documents

club, a generous discount is being offered with the family

and reported here, for costs that relate to the administration of

membership now set at $245. This generous discount is a
strategy to encourage the juniors to join the club, the Youth
Sailing Academy (YSA) and make use the club's other activities.

Do we need to put anything away for a
rainy day?
♦
♦
♦

Lake Closures and the Sailing School
Legal action and the Club
The Cash Reserve Fund

this action.

Asset V alu ation

Social activities are often suggested but sometimes actual

value o f $10,000.

Past Vice Commodore Peter Harvey and his Sail Canberra

support by volunteers and attendees has been lower than we

In ayear where there is a surplus, this reduction can take place

Committee has functioned well in the past year and I pass on my

would have desired. Some successful after race functions were

without adversely affecting the overall value o f the club and set

gratitude for a job well done by all the many volunteers both in

held on Twilight Race occasions and we encourage more o f you

the Youth Academy , in the sailing school staff and the

to stay on and mix.

enthusiastic Sail Canberra board members. I inherited a fine

There are a number o f loyal club volunteers that I wish to name

team.

this time. The magazine mailing gang headed by Terrie Ebrill,

regards to the financial management o f the Club. You may be

by the club, and as such, it is subject to the vagaries of weather,

aware this is will be my last AGM as Director Corporate

water Quality and economic conditions. These risks need to be

Services, although I have nominated for the committee position

The Vice Commodore served on the CYC planning committee

mitigated by having the required funds to manage and continue

o f Director Communications.

and has worked in conjunction with that committee on design

During my time in the position o f Director Corporate Services, I

and approval matters for a second boat ramp for dinghies, a new

This is especially acute with the sailing school, as it achieves

have enjoyed the support o f an effective and committed group of

club boat h o is t, boat parking alterations and hard stand , master

most o f its income in a short intense period during the summer

people, making it a privilege to serve^on the committee.

plan approval, foreshore preservation / stabilisation and finally

summer “wool cheQue” during the rest o f theyear. Any adverse

those matters has been well documented elsewhere.

event that restricts trade in this period jeopardizes the sailing
schools ability to meet its yearly financial commitments.

= Vice C om m odore
^ Peter Dalton

these club improvements.
providing executive assistance to the Commodore are carried out

re-opening o f the lake.

Furthermore, the club is an incorporated body with no

rd
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that together form Sail Canberra were both in veiy good order
due to in no small way to the veiy good results achieved by

J > ir e c to r M em b er Services
^ ^ e t e r Dalton

Matthew Owen and his loyal supporting staff and volunteers.
The CYC members at large are to be congratulated for their
patience with the club committee in its endeavours to operate

overcome any short-term cash-flow problems. Therefore, it is

The management committee o f Sail Canberra meets usually

the organisation in a very frugal manner this past year. The most

important that the club retains a significant amount in a

monthly in the week prior to the CYC Committee and is pleased

important goal has been that o f CYC financial security and in

contingency fund that allows the committee to manage such

to report a successful years achievements both from the point of

achieving that result some service levels were temporarily

circumstances without raising money from member levies or

numbers o f students as well the development o f a suitable

reduced or curtailed.

commercial sources.

friendly and safe environment for junior sailors to be introduced

The Bar Sales have been a success and each beer you drink

to the sport o f sailing. I have to commend the CYC Sailing

contributes around a 40% profit to the club , so well done all

The value o f this fund should be $50,000, which represents six
weeks o f the sailing schools operating costs, and an additional

My three interesting years duty as Director o f Member Services
are now concluded. 1 am certain my enthusiastic replacement,
Steve Langlands is well suited to bringyou all some new

shown a strong desire to restore theyacht club spirit in the
process o f the merging o f our trailer sailer interest groups.

School for achieving a record profit from its activities and

Family Membership
Members have made noted that the renewal notice for 2002 -

you thirsty people. The range o f drinks has been as wide as we

Membership requires THREE members. The CYC Committee
confirms that the reouired minimum number of family members
is in fact only TWO, as in previous years. The fee for two will be
$245.

Racing Fees
entiy for Point Score, Twilight, Championship and also for
Winter Series racing.
The committee regrets any concerns that members may have

Quenched. Please always remember that the person servingyou

experienced and trust that members will now be clear to forward

underpin the financial security o f the CYC.

food and drink is a fellow CYC member and that you should treat

renewals for 2002 - 2003 on the above basis.

The Youth Academy continues to impress and there are

them in the same manner that you would enjoy yourself when it

Legal action has been commenced in the ACT Magistrates Court

indications o f a development process o f better sailing training

comes your turn.

against ACT Sailing Inc, trading as Canberra Yacht Club in

activities planned for the coming season in Canberra and travel

Martin Van Der Hoek is to be again commended for his personal

to interstate regattas.

attention to members services and he has done all within his

U

The racing fee listed o f $175 per annum shall be inclusive of

can fit into the fridge and most seem satisfied that their thirst is

Legal A ctio n

X

Z3

trading surplus that has been contributed from the school to

monetary loss associated with membership operations.

g

| C Y C Membership
▼ Renewal notice corrections

members will be particularly impressed with the 2001 - 2002

amount for other unforeseen costs resulting from any unforeseen

> -

enjoyment at theyacht club, in particular now that we have all

2003 has indicated that the eligability status for Family

Sail Canberra

substantial assets. This limits our capacity to raise finance to

u

of duty just to try to help all you CYC members enjoy your sport.

areas o f responsibility for the tasks outlined above and 1 trust

The principal roles o f Chairman o f Sail Canberra and also

by the Vice Commodore. Peter Harvey handed the task to me in

an adverse period.

and Matty " who are always going well past their own CYC hours

will enjoy the results of the work o f the volunteers that created

course program sales took four weeks to recover fully after the

funding reouired to sustain this valuable asset during and after

Members should be comfortable in the progress made in the

3

<

Carol Wylde Brown and Co. The Chardonnay Set headed by
Barbara Van Der Hoek and finally that great team o f " Martin

the club finger wharf and boat crane. The successful progress of

March 2002 . The CYC Sailing School and the Youth A c a d e m y^^

>-

^ ^ e c u tiv e support to the com m odore

season. I have used the analogy the sailing school spends the

Given this experience, the Committee has resolved to secure the

rd

to active CYC sailing members who will swell our sailing

The sailing school and boat hire is the small business operated

income being immediately evident. Additionally, the hire and

X
u

better boats has already been covered in past newsletters but

assets are primarily storage racking and office fittings with a

lake closure with the negative effects on the sailing school's

u

txo

regularly looking at using all possible resources to maintain and

This risk was demonstrated last year when we had a two-week

ZD

to future club membership growth. The acquisition o f new and

upgrade the fleet o f sail and power craft under its care.

after any crisis.

X

3

Club. We continue to prefer to give boat parking space priority

be re-valued to effect a reduction o f the asset values. These

This year has seen some positive changes and achievement in

u

own club and also to our hosts the Canberra Southern Cross

numbers on the water in racing and recreational sailing. Please

the asset value to a realistic level o f $2,500.

>■

year to endeavour to increase our numbers in that important link

continue to co-ordinate your parking changes with our office.

L ake Closures a n d th e Sailin g School

u

Sailing classes for mature persons will be changed in the coming

clean and safe manner. This will show pride and respect to our

members can rest assured that the board o f Sail Canberra is

The Balance Sheet o f the Club has a number o f assets that could
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O th e r D irectors reports will be available a t the
A G M o r in forthcom ing newsletters. Ed.
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A ro u n d th e Buoys
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■etting to know a fellow member
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‘and Another One
Seen the face and wondered

W h e n did you start taking

who she is? One o f our newer

sailing seriously?

club members, Katharine

I had no choice but to take sailing

Davies, is doing her best to

seriously from a young age. My

dispel the notion that the CYC

and salts. Katharine was put
in the hot seat, given a set of

prodding, came up with the
following responses.

>■

D O B , place, country?

all.

other difficulties, enjoying the long sail.
Howard said that, having spent time in Fireballs, Lasers and the

with me aged from I 1/2 onwards and

odd 29er, they decided to move into a boat that doesn't reQuire

we moved aboard permanently when

c urren t crew?

a wet suit - well not often. Earjy issues have been ironed out

^ ^ 1 1 sail with anyone passionate about sailing. Eventually I

18/09/1978; Sunshine Coast,

would like to sail with professional offshore racers.

the middle.

W h a t boats did you own/sail?

W h a t annoys you m ost when racing?

"We saw the Elliott7 class as a natural progression from the

We own a 48 foot (14 m) Alan

Pet hate is when there is no wind!! Also rounding buoys and

Payneyawl and cruised 3/4 o f the

the confusion that often results.

years. Theyacht is currently stored
in South France. In Canberra I have

Moved to C anberra,
when?

with Robbie in the back and Howard up the front and Anita in

I returned to life on the land.

u

performance dinghy, which is what the boys in family (Old and
young) were looking for" said Howard. The family's intention is
to sail the regular Sunday club races, twilights, the NSW State

way around the world over eight

QJd

U

to take the plunge and graduate to the biggest dinghy o f them

towards Sri Lanka. We continued onwards and experienced no

W h o would you like to sail w ith, a p a rt from your

I was eight years old. I was 17 w j^ ^

Questions and, after some

The Faulks family is the latest bunch o f hot-shot dinghy sailors

fell behind and trailed us for about an hour before heading off

parents sailed ouryacht regularly

is made up largejy o f old farts

y

board us and that we had nothing to trade. Disappointed they

W h a t gives you the greatest satisfaction o r w h at do

Champs at Lake MacQuarie (already booked in), the ACT State

you enjoy m ost about your sailing?

Champs, Marley Point and as many o f the Travellers' Series that

been sailing on a Castle 550 and a

Getting theyacht "in the groove" where eveiything is working

Gem, gaining experience in learning

well and you are getting the most out ofyouryacht. Winning is

how to handle trailer sailers.

also enjoyable!

>-

they can fit in.

g

2001, to commence

Most m em o rab le sailing

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be sailing in or

experience?

on in about 10 years time?

W h e n did you join the

I have many memorable sailing

I would like to be sailing my own yacht which will perform well

CYC?

experiences but one highlight is the

employment with the
Department o f Immigration.

Profile -

July 2001

Positions held?
Senior Sailing Instructor with
_Q
Z3

u

Sailing School & willing crew

Katharine Davies

member

W h a t are you currently sailing?

12 day passage from Thailand to t l ^ ^ t )
Maldives in the Indian Ocean. We

in its racing field whilst doubling as a cruisingyacht for those
J te k e n d s away, hopefully.

Any regrets?

sailed downwind for about eight days
with the trade winds hardjy needing to

No regrets. I prefer to look forward and be optimistic about the

touch a sheet and averaging about

future.

seven knots with the current.

Thanks Kathy.

I. Fish (Maihi maihi, mackerel and tuna) seemed to throw
themselves on our trolling line. A scaiy moment in the passage

U

Currently sailing as a crew person.

was when we were accosted by two Sri Lankan fishing boats.

W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?

This was a bit hairy as we had no manoeuvrability with the genoa

rd

>rd

polled out one side, the main tied back on the other and the
Probably at age I 1/2 when I was helping Dad winch on the jib.
Our Barlow 36 winches were almost bigger than 1 was
(photographic evidence available) and yet I was still telling Dad

CU
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Rules Night

most

Fax; 6287 4588

Mobile: 0403 953 056

one on each side, tiying to board to 'trade', hoping we had
cigarettes.

Email: w
td@realestateaustralia.com.au

U

asset?

www.realestateaustralla .com ,au
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The second session with our own ISAF rules guru |ohn Whitfield
will be held on Tuesday August 27 from 6-8.30pm with coffee
and nibbles. Bringyour rule book.

Your home!

Real Estate >

austra lia

rd
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Fortunately the hand held VHF and Dad's smooth talking
persuaded them that given the swell it was too dangerous to

JD
rs

Im portant

propeller disengaged so it would spin freely. They flanked us,

that they were not big enough for the job. Those that know me
realise that not much has changed over the years.

J

Call Tim Dalton for an
obligation free market
appraisal of your property.
Office: 6287 4577

What's your

Dolphins regularly played around our bow, thrilling my sister and
M a rtin van d e r H o ek

After your
boat..

CD

For all inQuires call Matt Owen on 6273 4777 or email
director@sailcanberra.com.au
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Sun

(w) 6250 6 186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0 4 19 4 14 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au
V i c e

Aug

2 5

H a r v e y

o d o r e

Co

P e t e r

W inter race 9
Tue

Aug

2 7

Rules night

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

W e d

Aug

2 8

CYC AGM
D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e
Sun

S e r v i c e s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

S e d

I

Wattle Day activities

C

(w) 62304885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418539717
cmi@cyberone,com.au

S a t - S u n

O

D i r e c t o r

TYA traveler series Brisbane Waters

U
o
o

S t e v e

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

L a n g l a n d s

Mon

Sep

S e

Newsletter deadline

D i r e c t o r

T u e

P r o m o t i o n

&

A d r i a n

S e p

7-8

9

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 628801 10 (m) 04278801 10
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au

M a r k e t i n g

d

10

Committee meeting

Re e d

(m) 0409 416 485
ausreedy I @hotmai!.com

Sun

Sep

22

Pointscore I
D i r e c t o r

N i c k

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

(w) 62754549 (h) 6258571 I
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

Sep

29

Pointscore 2

Rac i ng

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808 fullagar@mac.com
D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

G r a h a m

Sun

G i l e s

S a t - S u n

O c t

ACT FF c'ships, Pittwater/Hawkesbury
cruise, TYA traveller series Lake
Macquarie
S a t

O c t

12

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412707061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

Round the lake rally

D i r e c t o r .

S u n

M a t t h e w

Sail

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

5-7

O c t

13

Pointscore 3

(w) 62734777 (m) 0419407389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 203S
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Ifyou are not currently receiving
emails and you wish to be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
and include your name.

Peter FORSTER
16 Douglas PI.
CURTIN ACT 2605

Your Committee, however, remains committed to improving the Club’s financial
position so that we are less reliant on funding from the CSCC. We wish to encourage
a spirit of self help and self reliance within the Club.

Lotus Bay foreshore development
Throughout the year a number of Members’ Consultative meetings have been held to
advise members of progress. In addition, regular articles have been included in the
Club magazine.
Of particular importance was the approval in May 2002 by the National Capital
Authority of a master plan for Lotus Bay and the foreshore. This has allowed us to
pursue plans to build a finger wharf and crane, a new rescue ramp and replace the
boat hoist.
Coherent work on developing the Lotus Bay foreshore commenced in October 2000.
A top-level meeting between the Club, the Southern Cross Club, the National Capital
Authority (NCA) and the ACT Government set in motion a master planning project,
jointly funded by the NCA and the ACT Government. This took account of comment
from all the user groups that operate from the site. The Club coordinated input and
significant guidance was provided over the period to the consultants on matters of
operational reality. Club members were extensively consulted during the course of
the project. Neil Primrose, assisted by Peter Dalton and me led this work.
The master plan includes all the facilities that were sought by the Club, as well as
acknowledgment of the need to provide against erosion to the foreshore. However,
this is only the start of the work. We now have to proceed on an item-by-item basis to
negotiate funding for each facility. That requires significant work by volunteers. It
will be a long process and the extent to which we succeed will be directly dependent
on Club members being prepared to volunteer to assist.
A planning co-ordination group was formed in May 2002 to ensure timely progress in
implementing the master plan. This is led by Neil Primrose and presently composed
of Alan Green, Philip Russell, Matthew Owen and Peter Dalton, together with
Matthew Walsh and Alan Hocking from the Southern Cross Club. Work is now
almost complete on the project brief for the proposed finger wharf/crane/hardstand.
The group is consulting with Sailability for it to use the facility as Sailability moves
into trailable yachts.
The next step will be for the Club, working closely with the Southern Cross Club, to
negotiate a capital grant from the ACT and Commonwealth Governments.
Consultation is under way with other strategic partners to support an application for
grant funding.
As well as that, we need to start negotiations with the ACT Government to make
budgetary provision for re-alignment of Alexandrina Drive and the NCA to make
budgetary provision for extending the apron of the launching area and for erosion
containment.
At the same time, on-going consultation with the Southern Cross Club on
development of the club house area has resulted in relocation of the storage container
and marque. This has cleared the area in front of the Sailors’ Cabin and made a huge
difference to our outlook. Preparation work has been completed for the construction
of the second safety ramp and the Club has been closely involved in the design of a

substantially safer and more capable replacement boat hoist. Other improvements
around the area are being discussed with the Southern Cross Club.
Plans and costings for the new boat hoist have been presented to the CSSC for
approval and work is expected to commence in September/October.

Member Services
The Committee increased fees by $50 for 2002/03 to ensure that a sound future
income stream was available to insulate the Club against cost pressures beyond our
control (such as public liability) and to be able to provide additional member services
by way of increasing staffing in the office. The increase will allow us to maintain and
improve services to members while retaining a reserve. We also re-introduced an
Associate concessional membership category for non-sailing members and volunteers.
Any claims for financial assistance based on financial hardship arising from these
increases will be considered on a case by case basis by the Committee.

Sailing participation
Participation in our Sunday race fleet remains solid as indicated in the Director
Racing’s report. There were 91 season entries received. Sunday fleets averaged 48
starters with 55 starters being our largest fleet. Twilight and winter sailing remains
popular with the twilight entries averaging 30 starters. It is proposed to introduce
additional recreational and cruising events into this seasons sailing calendar.
I agree with the Director, Racing that the duty roster system needs further refinement
to ensure that those rostered turn up or make appropriate arrangements. Too often the
numbers of sailors turning up for duty is insufficient to efficiently run the event.
Perhaps thought may have to be given to again rostering the individual Divisions and
Classes for duty to ensure the necessary minimum roster level. Alternatively, a
regular or paid full-time Race Officer or team may have to be considered to ensure
that high race management standards are maintained.
Our special events and regatta’s have been successful but a lack of volunteers on the
day continues to be a concern. The success of the ACT Dinghy titles and the City of
Canberra Regatta were largely due to the enormous effort of David Bizant, the
Director, Special Events and the sponsorship received by the Canberra Tourism and
Events Corporation. The Try Sail and Open Day were well supported thanks largely
to the effort of George Reeves and the Australian American Association.
There is continual work needed to promote the Club and compete successfully with
other organisations for sponsorship of events and grants. The marketing of corporate
sailing days is to be further explored.
The ongoing support from sponsors such as Queensland Yacht Charters and more
recently the Deakin Health Spa and Real Estate Australia is welcomed.

Club Operations
The achievements for the year included:
• A review of the Club’s risk management approach in terms of the Australian
Standard, and preparation of the basis for a Club Risk Management Plan.
• Review of the Club’s insurance needs, which in the present environment is a
potentially critical issue. Attendance at the AYF Risk management and Insurance
Seminar provided some insight into the issues involved, and AYF directions for
the future. The AYF Insurance Working Party is being monitored.
The Committee accepted a recommendation that from the start of the new season all
boats participating in Club activities must have $5M third party liability insurance.
This will ensure that our members have adequate insurance to cover any potential
liability they may incur.
• Monitoring, support and review of the Race Support Unit activities, with
scheduling managed by the combined activities of the Director Racing and Terry
Ebrill, and with support also from Ian Brokenshire. Discussion led to a
recommendation being accepted by the Committee that the Director Operations
oversight all Race Support Unit issues, including rostering of drivers and crews
for all Club sailing activities. On rough calculations our rostered and volunteer
RSU boat drivers and crews, many not sailors, put in over 700 hours of effort in
support of our sailing activities over the past summer season.
• A measure of essential maintenance being completed on the Race Control
Tower, principally to eliminate a number of potential risks to members, and to
ensure adequate performance of the tower radio.
Activities proposed for the coming year include:
Ensuring an effective process for rostering RSU Drivers and Crews (in
conjunction with Director Racing and our Member Services officer in their
management of the PRO and his support teams, and the rostering of members to
support the entry and social aspects of our Club sailing days respectively).
Implementing a wider risk management process across the full spectrum of the
Club’s activities. (Note that at the AYF Risk Management and Insurance
seminar it was indicated that only about 1% of claims against the AYF’s
liability policy used by most Clubs arose from on the water incidents.)
Maintaining awareness of developments in the insurance environments affecting
our Club, and working to ensure that we maintain appropriate cover at the right
price.

Challenges
There are many challenges facing the Club and your Committee in the forthcoming
months. These include:
• Reviewing our business plans;

• Finalising the 2002/03 budget with a view to containing costs while at the same
time improving member services;
• Selecting a preferred service provider to maintain the Club’s accounting services;
• Seeking approval and constructing new facilities in Lotus Bay such as the boat
hoist, additional rescue ramp, finger wharf and crane;
• Providing increased support for women to join and participate in Club sailing;
• Increasing membership numbers;
• Increasing participation levels in all sailing events, particularly by juniors;
• Increased marketing of Sail Canberra (and the Club) within the community,
particularly to the adult population; and
• Continuing to provide high quality and well run sailing events.

Thanks
As you know, Neil Primrose resigned as Commodore in April 2002. I would be
remiss not to acknowledge tonight the enormous contribution made by him to the
Club. I am pleased that Neil continues to direct a team committed to improving the
Lotus Bay foreshore facilities.
Finally, may I thank my Committee for their efforts this year. I believe that they can
be proud of their achievements and that members have been well served.
May I also offer my appreciation to Matthew Owen, the Director, Sail Canberra, and
his instructors, for their contribution to the effective management of Sail Canberra
and the positive contribution this has made to the affairs of the Club. The Sail
Canberra Board and the Youth Sail Academy parents have also played an important
role in providing a positive Club environment and in shaping the Club for the future.
Ross Peake deserves a special mention for all his ongoing work in editing the monthly
edition of the Club Newsletter. This often includes tight deadlines and late nights.
Finally, to all the other volunteers who work behind the scenes in various roles may I
give my thanks. We are a better Club for your presence.
THE END
August 2002
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TO THE MEMBERS OF
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB

DAWSON & WOMACK
Chartered Accountants
Level 2, 40 Brisbane Avenue
BARTON. ACT. 2600

Telephone : 02 6273 8166

Fax: 02 6273 8177

To the Members
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
Independent Auditor's Report

_______________ _________________ for the year ended 30 June 2002
Scope
We have audited the financial report of Canberra Yacht Club for the s ear ended 30 June 2002.
as set out on the tollowmg pages. 1lie Com m ittee ot the Club is responsible tor the presentation of
the accounts and the intormation contained therein. W e have conducted an independent audit o f the
accounts in order to express an opinion on them to the M em bers o f the Club
Our audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards to provide a
reasonable lex el ot assurance as to w hether the accounts are tree ot material m isstatem ents Our
procedures included examination on a test basis ot evidence supporting the amounts and other
disclosures in the accounts, and the evaluation ot accounting policies and significant accounting
estimates. I hese procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion as to w hether, in all material
respects, the accounts are presented fairly in accordance with Australian Accounting concepts
and standards and statutory requirements so as to present a view o f the Club which is consistent
with our understanding o f its Financial position and the results o f its operations
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis

Audit O pinion
In our opinion, the financial report presents a true and fair view of the financial position of
Canberra Yacht Club as at 30th June, 2002, and the results o f its operations for
the period then ended, m accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards and to comply with
the provisions o f the Associations Incorporation's ACT, 1991 o f the Australian Capital Territory

P eter W om ack
DAW SON & W O M A C K
C h artered A ccountants
Canberra
Dated

C A N B E R R A Y A C H T C l,I B
s t a t e m e n t o f f in a n c ia l p o s it io n
as a t JO J u n e 2002

2001

2002

s

s

23.185
(2.324)
20,861

20.861
46,815
67,676

C u rren t Assets
Cash at Bank
Petty Cash imprest account
Trade debtors
GST inputs account
T otal C u rre n t Assets

9.380
660
17.075
0
27.115

40.151
1.771
48.074
4.975
94.971

Non C u rre n t Assets
Plant and equipment (@ cost)
Accumulated depreciation
Lease Assets (@ cost)
Accumulated amortisation
T otal Non C u rre n t Assets

16.841
(7.764)
7,899
(1,702)
15,274

17.355
(17.355)
7.899
(6.102)
1.797

T otal Assets

42,389

96.769

C u rre n t Liabilities
Trade creditors
Canon Finance
Provision for entitlements
T otal C u rre n t Liabilities

13,083
2,616
4,101
19,800

23,324
1,466
4,303
29,093

1,728
1,728

0
0

T otal Liabilities

21,528

29.093

N et Assets

20,861

67,676

M em bers C apital & R eserves
Opening Balance
Profit (Deficit) for Year
Closing Balance
R e p re s e n te d by

Non C u rren t Liabilities
Canon Finance
T otal Non C u rre n t Liabilities

CANBERRA Y A C H T C L t’B

S T A T E M E N T OK FIN A N C IA L P E R F O R M A N C E
f o r th e y e a r e n d e d 3 0 th J u n e 2 002

C A N BERR A \ A C H T C L U B
Incom e
Race I'ntrs Fees
Boat Storage Fees
M embers Subscriptions
Grants
Grants (CSCC)
M em berships (AYF)
Interest received
Sundry income
Unreceipted Income
Club Functions
T otal Incom e
E xpenditure
Accountancy tees
Administration
Advertising & Promotion
Affiliation fees (AYFs)
Audit fees
Bank charges
Cleaning
Com missions paid
Consultancy fees (M VH & GM )
Com puter costs
Com mittee member entitlements
Depreciation & Amortisation
Discounts allowed
Entertainment
Fees and permits
Filing fees
First aid supplies
General expenses
Hire o f plant and equipment
Insurances
Lease Fees
Licence fees
Postage
Printing and stationary
Repairs &. Maintenance:
Furniture and fittings
Plant and equipment
Race Sail Canberra boat hire
Subcontractors
Sundry expenses
Superannuation contributions
Telephone
Trophies
Uniforms
Volunteer expenses
W ages
T otal E xpenditure
NET P R O F IT (L O SS) C A N B E R R A Y A C H T C L U B

Notes

;

2001

2002

15.752
40.487
14.791
0
8.093
.'.766
121
.192
0
9.971
93.373

18.666
47.281
24.545
3.000
14.249
4.038
219
317
4.570
13,616
130.501

0
8.743
7.903
0
1.585
1.336
0
0
0
0
0
4.311
0
6.054
0
0
0
540
0
5.852
246
0
0
10.334

19.476
0
1.387
3.955
1.418
314
290
1,328
3.558
567
1,285
13.991
230
9,378
31
50
138
2,431
440
8,105
0
53
1,152
6.073

0
9.735
1.130
0
0
0
1.579
2.716
0
176
3 1.826
94.266

206
3,654
12,960
114
775
975
3,839
8,222
189
89
14,183
120,857

(893)

9,644

CANBERRA Y A C H T CLUB
S A IL C A N B E R R A

S T A T E M E N T OK FIN A N C IA L P E R F O R M A N C E
f o r th e y e a r e n d e d 3 0 th J u n e 2 00 2

Incom e
Boat & race boat hire
Course and training fees
Fees
Functions
Grants (CSCC)
Profit on sale o f fixed assets
Sundry income
Salary Reimbursement
T otal Incom e

2001

2002

12.784
0
88.639
0
17.101
0
0
6,403
124.927

24.865
105.550
0
1.608
10.450
455
7.277
0
150.205

E xpenditure
Accountancy fees
Advertising
Audit fees
Com puter costs
Entertainment
First aid supplies
Freight and cartage
Fuel and oil
General expenses
Insurances
Printing & Stationery
Reference materials
Registration fees
Repairs and maintenance:
Furniture and fittings
Plant and equipment
Rescue running race
Staff Training costs
Subcontractors
Sundry expenses
Superannuation contributions
Telephone
Travel and accom odation
Uniforms
Volunteer expenses
W ages

0
971
1.584
0
186
0
0
0
84
1,762
3.345
0
0

10.01 1
1.540
0
90
191
138
23
1.684
500
6.644
2.048
1.114
632

0
2,142
3,146
1,034
0
0
6,477
3.994
884
1,145
52
99,552

85
7.681
100
55
458
13
5,616
1,936
2,077
1,049
0
69,352

N E T SA IL C A N B E R R A

(1,431)

37,171

SU M M A R Y B O TH O P E R A T IO N S
Canberra Yacht Club

(893)

9,644

Sail Canberra

(1,431)

37,171

TOTAL

(2,324)

46,815

C A N B E R R A Y A C H T Cl.I B

N O T E S T O AND F O R M IN G P A R T O F FH F A C C O U N T S
______________f o r
Note 1

th e y e a r e n d e d SOlh J u n e 2 00 2

ST A T E M E N T O F A C C O U N T IN G P O L IC IE S
1'he club operates as a social and sporting club in Yarralutnla A C T 1'he accounting policies
adopted by the club tn its accounts are in accordance with the accounting standards issued bv
the Australian Accounting bodies and generally accepted accounting principles
I his year, the classification and presentation o f cost centres has been altered and this has impacted
on the presentation o f some com parative amounts

a)

H istorical C ost A ccounting
The accounts have been prepared under the Historical Cost Convention and except where stated,
have not been adjusted to take into account changing values

b)

D epreciation
Depreciation is provided on all non-current assets so as to write them o ff ov er their expected useful
lives. Non current assets are reviewed annually and unserviceable or obsolete assets are written o ff
The rate of depreciation used ranges from 2 0 % to 33°/i>.This year non current assets were revalued
to Directors valuation as at 30 June 2002

Note 2

IN C O M E TAX
The Income Tax Assessm ent Act, 1997 (am ended) provides that under the concept o f
mutuality clubs are only assessed for income tax on the proportion o f income derived from
non-members In view o f the above it is not considered appropriate to compare income tax expense
w ith the operating result as disclosed in the Income & Expenditure Statement No income tax is
payable for the Club this year.

Note 3

E X P E N D IT U R E C O M M IT M E N T S
Finance leases:
not later than one year
later than one year and not later than tw o years
later than two year and not later than five years
Total minimum payments
Future finance charges
Lease liability
Current liability
Non current liability
T otal

2001
2.885
1,728
0
4,613
269
4,344
2,616
1,728
4,344

2002
1,516
0
0
1,516
50
1,566
1,566
0
1,566

Note 4

A U D IT F E E S
Amounts received by auditors for audit services
Amounts received by auditors for other services

1.400
0

1,963
0

C A N B E R R A Y A C H T Cl I B

N O T E S T O AND F O R M IN G P A R I' O F T H E A C C O U N TS
Note 5

f o r th e y e a r e n d e d 3 0 th J u n e 2 0 0 2 _____________________________
U N R E C E IP T E D IN C O M E
’
1 his relates lo income received during the year over amounts formall\ receipted

Note 6

C O N T IN G E N T L IA B IL IT Y
A claim has been lodged against the Club in the M agistrates Court (which has a limit o f $50,000)
by a Plaintifl w ho slipped and fell in the Club carpark The Club has adequate insurance and
exposure should be limited to no more than 10 ° o o f the claim

Note 7

ST A T E M E N T O F C A SH FL O W S
C ash Flows from o p era tin g activities
Receipts from patrons
Interest received
Payments to suppliers & employees

2001

2002

207,679
121
210,610

248.369
219
215,974

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities

(2,810)

32,395

C ash Flows from Investing A ctivities
Net Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Payment for Plant and Equipment

(434)

(514)

Net Increase (decrease) in cash held

(3,244)

Cash at Beginning o f Year

13.284

10.040

C ash at end of the y ear

10,040

41,922

31,882

N O TES T O T H E S T A T E M E N T O F C A SH FL O W S
a) Reconciliation o f C ash
Cash on Hand
Petty Cash
T otal C ash

9,380
40,151
660
1,771
10,040__________41,922

b) Reconciliation o f N et C ash P ro vid ed by O p e ra tin g A ctivities to O perating Loss
Operating Profit/(Loss)
Depreciation & Am ortisation

(2,324)
4,31 1

46,815
13,991

C hanges in A ssets and Liabilities
Increase in Creditors & Provisions
Decrease in Current A ssets

5,703
(10,500)

7,563
(35,974)

C ash Flow from O perations

(2,810)

32,395

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
Statement by M anagement Committee
In accordance with the Associations Incorporation's Act 1991. the management Com mittee of
Canberra Yacht Club state the following in regard to the vear ended 30 June 2002
A Ihc names ot the management Com m ittee members during
Peter Harvey
Graham Giles
Shayne Russell - Smith
David Smith

the financial vear were
Peter Dalton
Nick Hildvard
Peter Fullagar
Ad nan Reed
Steve Langlands
Neil Primrose

No Management Com mittee member received either directlv am fees, salaries or any other benefits
with the exception o f the following.
Peter Harvey Free boat storage value $320.
Peter Dalton Free boat storage value $320.
Nick Hildyard Free boat storage value $320
Shane Russell-Smith Free boat storage value $320
Neil Primrose Free boat storage value $320
David Smith Free boat storage value $320
B The principal activity o f the Club during the financial period w as the promotion of sailing activities
and facilities
During the year there was no change in the principal activity
C The result of the Club's operations for the year was a surplus o f $46.815
I) The attached profit and loss account gives a true and fair view o f the Club's profit for the
year ended 30 June 2002.
E The attached balance sheet gives a true and fair view o f the Club's state of affairs as
at 30 June 2002 and
F There are when this statem ent is m ade, reasonable grounds to believe that the Club will be able to
pay its debts as and when they fall due.
Signed in accordance with a resolution o f the Com mittee

Dated

,2002

Sailing News
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The team who ran the winter races (L to R): Helen McMichael, Arthur McManus, Jenny Koch,
Barbara van der Hoek, Don McMichael, Gerard Buker and Carol Wylde-Browne.

a

Thanks to our W inter series
race management team

L .
L -

0)
- O

The club has just concluded a very successful Sunday Winter Series racing program, thanks to

c

a dedicated team of volunteers. Don McMichael as Principal Race Officer, with his trusty
team of tower helpers, Arthur McManus and Gerard Buker, ensured a well-run series of races
through the winter months. The success can be gauged by the consistent, high number of

u

r

competitors each fortnight, despite the lack of wind on many occasions.
If the racing conditions weren’t always to everyone's liking, the post race hot soup and rolls
certainly were welcome. Our thanks go to Helen McMichael, Barbara van der Hoek and Carol
Wylde-Browne for making sure there were always several big pots of hot soup ready for the
competitors when they came off the water, awaiting results. That's where lenny Koch made her

A C T SA ILIN G INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600
G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
W eb: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

considerable contribution, entering the competitor and race details into the Top Yacht
program to produce results in a timely fashion.
To volunteer to do this work for every race of the Winter series calls for great dedication and
they can rightly take a bow. Absent on the day but only once throughout the series was the
ever reliable Terri Ebrill. there to plug the holes and guarantee nothing was left undone.
Thanks too to 'Lis’ Marsh, Libby Shortridge and Mel Clark for jumping into the breach when
needed.

Continued on page 5

M ost m e m o ra b le sailing exp erience?

Around the
Buoys -
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getting to know a
fellow member
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1would have to do this in two parts, the first was
sailing with |ohn and Eileen White and Stephen
Cox when the w'ind which was forecast to get to
15 knots and piped up in the straits to over 50,
dead astern, so we couldn't reduce or drop sail,
stuck about six abreast on our own wave,
catching the row of boats in front and with the
row behind catching us. When the mast bowed
forward about a metre in the middle we thought

3

Calling all

%

mid-week
sailors ! ! !

Z

the whole rig was coming down on top of us!

o

J
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The other part was as a volunteer with Carol in

00

the sailing results at the Sydney Olympics. That
was a really interesting and exciting time, and
something we will treasure all our lives.

Profile
Ross Wylde-Browne

U

a p a rt fro m yo u r c u rre n t crew ?
Stephen Hay (former sheet hand on 18 foot
Grand Prix skiff Prudential), and Adam Scott.
rted to take up long distance canoeing, and
at least Stephen is now a son-in-law.

his is a face you are bound to recognise. Ross Is a club

Cassy for 13years. Positions held? Former Secretary and

Fu n n iest thing seen sailing?

T

stalwart and together with wife Carol forms one of the

President of the Southern Zone Committee of the Yachting

hardest working duos in the club. Never known to voice a harsh

Association of NSW (forerunner of the YAACT). CYC Rear

Pathfinder to swing on the centerboard to get

word about anyone and with his infectious laugh, he is going to

Commodore Sailing for two years. Currently Secretaiy of the

the boat to right itself after a knockdown in front

be missed when he and Carol move to their retirement home on

YAACT and President of the Canberra Cruising Yacht

of the control tower on the lake.

Lake MacQuarie jn the next couple of months. The camera caught

Association.

him minus his usual smile - he must've been worried about what

W h a t annoys you m o st w h en racing?

Currently sailing a Sonata 760 Sports Ultra, Scooter.

infringe the rules.

W

W h a t is y o u r ea rlie st sailing exp erience?

W h a t gives you th e g rea test

owners from going sailing is the belief they are too frail to launch/sail their own

satisfaction o r w h a t do you enjoy m o st

boat and/or they don't have crew. There are also those who can sail but no longer

ab o u t y o u r sailing?

have a boat. Some just like to come down to the club and see what's going on.

W h a t a re you c u rre n tly sailing?

was in store.

D O B , place, co u n try?
At the age of about eight during family holidays in Auckland.
29 /4/I942; London, England. Parents were New Zealanders who
got caught in England at the outbreak of World War II and

Mother had previously done some sailing and was friendly with a
number of families in Auckland w'ho were involved with sailir^ ^

remained for the duration, and both my sister and I were born
during that time. Father was an architect and worked in

People who don’t take a penalty when they

M oved to C a n b e rra w hen?

the end of my secondaiy school years. Initially was friendly with
a schoolmate whose father had an old keelboat, the Logan built

Orroral Valley Tracking Station. Had previously been a technician
with the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation, initially in

JZ

team at Head Office in Wellington. Seemed an opportunity to

u
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become involved with the ultimate in hi-tech of the time.

radio in Auckland, and finally with the TV transmitter installation

rd
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^^inaker runs on a nicely balanced boat in a
stiff breeze. This is the sensation 1think about
when I think of sailing. Similarly with a broad

Started sailing seriousjy when we moved to Auckland towards

u
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W h e n did you s ta rt taking sailing seriously?

amunitions factoiy during the war.

Early in 1968, to work in the space tracking industry at the

>-

Seeing Peter Taylor swim around his Adams 21

Good heartedly he answered the following Questions.

_Q
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fn has sailed with me in the past but has now

«

U
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W h o w ould you m o st like to sail w ith ,

Gloriana, a 33 foot gaff-rigged cutter built in 1896. This had a

reach in a fast multihull.
W h a t kind of b oat w ould you like to be
sailing in o r on in 10 years tim e ?

bowsprit and twin headsails, and running backstays, which made

A fast multihull, but it will probabjy have to be

fairly heavy work of sailing. Also had a small diesel, which never

someone else's boat!

started when it was needed, so we had to do eveiything under
sail.

e have in the club a core of "old salts" who enjoy mid-week sailing. This
group includes retirees, semi-retirees and shift workers. At present this

activity is non-organised and ad hoc. We know that what is stopping a lot of boat

We'd like to do two things:
1. Establish a register of members and friends who wish to sail during the week
and which boats are available for that purpose.
2. Arrange a regular mid-week get together of like-minded sailors in the Sailors
Cabin, with a view to going sailing if the conditions are right.

_o

We can start by getting together and discussing matters of mutual interest over a

—

cup of tea or coffee. This way we can get a feel for what is wanted or reQuired

U

zs

from members who, for one reason or another, are not getting out on the water

A n y regrets?

enough.

Only that I would have liked to have competed

Ifyou are interested, send me an email or ring me and let me know ifyou want to

Original|y intended to return to NZ (a bit like Tasmanians) but

W h a t boats did you own/sail?

more at an elite level, however that would

be part of this group. Once we have a core of people on the register, I will

after a time got to enjoy the Australian lifestyle and lost any

Sailed in various dinghy classes and owned a 12 foot skiff for a

probably have meant I would have had to

contact each ofyou and set up a meeting in the Sailors Cabin.

incentive to return permanently.

time. Some success in races at a club level in New Zealand, but

sacrifice other aspects of my life, so on balance,

W h e n did you join th e C Y C ?

nothing spectacular at that time. Success improved after

no regrets.

resuming sailing in Australia, with some regatta success in
loined the CYC in 1984 having previously sailed catamarans with
the Canberra YMCA Sailing Club. This was following a move to
the Tramp Trimaran Cassy to sail with the TS fleet. We owned

Hobies, and several wins in Cassy at the National Trailable
Multihull Championships, and a win in the NSW TYA
championships.

Also, ifyou have any further suggestions along these lines, please let me know.
Email - admin@canberrrayachtclub.com.au telephone - 6263 7177.

Thanks Ross,
M artin van d er H o ek
M artin van d er H oek
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1. C lu b m e m b e rsh ip and b o at storage fees
The 2002-2003 fees are now overdue. Ifyou haven't renewed

CD
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please do so soon. Remember_you must be a club member to
enter a race and/or store a boat at the club. Crew members who
sail or intend to crew for more than three races must be club

It was pleasing to have some 50

I also welcome Bob Quodling to the club who has purchased a

members attend the AGM held on

very well set up Castle 650 from Sydney. This brings the local

August 28. 1 presented a summary of

fleet number to eight. We look forward to him actively

my annual report which is printed in

participating in our club racing and recreational events.

full elsewhere in this newsletter. The

windward leeward course. We will have two race officers with
one operating from the tower and the other from a starting boat

report illustrates the wide range of

on the water. At time of writing there was some discussion as to

issues and tasks that the committee

whether both dinghy races would count or whether one race

has had to deal with this year and the

would be a practice exercise.

challenges that lie ahead.

E
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members to participate. The race committee has the power to

There are also changes to the start for the other classes. The

The club's audited financial statements

Cl

penalise boats that don't comply.

FFs will start first, followed by the trailables and then the cats.

were accepted by the meeting.

CU
uo

There will be one start for the trailables but with three divisions:

2. A Y F m em b ersh ip s

A number of matters were aired at the

fast trailables (CBH 0675 plus), the Gems and the third group
AYF membership is now rolled into the club membership fee.
All club member details are now entered into the AYF website

meeting including a suggestion to

consisting of other (slower) trailables. The start line will be

prepare for our 50th anniversary. There
was also some discussion about the

Clearly, to accommodate the above changes we will need m o^^

issue of compulsoiy payment of AYF

updating and running reports that much easier. The CYC has

members on duty. Duty rosters are now being drawn up. Ifyou

fees by all club members. The general

3. R a ce p articip atio n

>■

5. R a ce d u ty ro ster

accessed by the club from an internet connection. This makes
done away with issuing separate cards for club members.

At sign-on there will be lists of current financial members and
those who have paid the 2002-2003 full season race entry fee.

don't nominate a day you will rostered by the race committee. If

consensus was that financial support

that date does not suit, it is up to you to find a suitable

for our peak sailing body was

replacement. Race points will be deducted for those who don't

appropriate.

comply: those who do will not be disadvantaged. Email your
Your committee was returned with only

preferred date(s) to me before the rosters are set in concrete.

Also, all skippers will be asked to list their crew members,

u

confirm their boat conforms to class rules and sign an indemnity

a few changes. I welcome Trevor
6. B o a ts fo r Sale/B u y fold er

confirming their have adequate ($5m) third party liability

Members and non-members are invited to list boats and parts

insurance (see |uly 2002 newsletter).

they wish to sell or buy. It costs nothing to advertise, using
forms provided in the front of the folder. Please help keep the

4. R a ce organisation

Hippisley's appointment as Director,
Corporate Services replacing Shayne
f _

.
"1

folder relevant by withdrawing outdated or superseded ads.

Summer Race Series. The trailables, FFs and cats will be racing
one of the traditional courses while the dinghies will sail two

Ifyou have any comments, suggestions or questions, please

V |

don't hesitate to contact me.

“V

Russel-Smith. Shayne has in turn been

us with our management of the web site.

and to look at our static display of boats and discuss the many
activities provided by the club and Sail Canberra.

zs

Having just returned from visiting Airlie Beach in the
U

Whitsundays I can recommend it to members. My visit included
skippering the original 80 foot Ragamuffin from Shute Harbour

JZ

k YACHT CHARTERS

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA

to Whitehaven Beach, sailing a 36 footer some 70 kilometres to
the Hook Islands to snorkel and crewing for Teki Dalton on the

CD
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It would be remiss of me not to mention the other volunteers on
the day who manned the rescue boats, laid the marks, put the
equipment to bed afterwards and who manned the bar. Thanks to
all those who participated and gave freely of their time, often

U

without being asked. It's amazing just how many people are
involved in making sure the competitors get the full value of
their race entry fee.
All this augurs well for the Summer race program, although with

>■

so many more races in this program we will have to call on more
people to assist and give eveiyone an equal opportunity to
participate in the sailing, and that's what it's all about.

U

M arrtin van d e r H o ek

After your
boat..

What's your
most
Important
asset?

Call Tim Dalton for an
obligation free market
appraisal of your property.
Office: 6287 4577
Fax: 6287 4588
Mobile: 0403 953 056
Email:
td@realestateaustralla.com.au
www.realestateaustralia.com.au
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65 foot carbon fibre everything Moonblue 2 for a social sail.

aj
Congratulations go to Teki Dalton and his crew, which included

_Q

(cont from page I)

thanks to Nick who has stepped down

visited the club to participate in activities provided by the CSCC

rd

race m anagem ent team

productive service. Nick will continue to assist

M artin van d er H oek, O ffice M anager
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appointed Director, Communications

Wattle Day was held on September I. An estimated 700 people

QUEENSLAND

W inter series

after many years of constructive and

short races over a separate course. This will generally be a

u
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replacing Nick Hildyard. I pass on my

The race committee has agreed with the proposal to hold
separate races for the dinghy classes as part of the CYC

cu

club racing events and the need to

This database is accessible by the AYF and authorized members

U

_Q

experienced members able to conduct

available by the timeyou read this newsletter.
of the CYC. By being on the web, this information can be

a;

Peter H arvey, C o m m o d o re

officials to broaden the pool of
The new arrangements will be detailed in the Notice of Race
and Sailing Instructions for the Summer Series, which should be

new additions to the club/AYF.

the first race of the season on September 22.

provide specific training for race duty

extended according to the number of starters.

as the new membership/renewals are received. At the end of
each month the AYF does a print run and posts AYF cards to all

Finally, I look forward to seeing eveiyone out on the water for

<N
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club members Matt Owen, Andrew Reed and Tania Gorman, for

Your home!

Real Estate > v

a u s t r a l ia
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winning their class in the Hog's Breath Regatta with results of I,
2, 3, 4 and 7. It's good to see our sailors performing well at
such events.
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Music and sausage sizzle provided by the C& CC
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ommodore’s Annual Report
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It is my pleasure to present to members my report on the
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Lo tu s B a y foresh ore d evelo p m e n t

club's activities for the 2001/02 year.

E

Throughout theyear a number of members' consultative

C
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Theyear has been one of consolidation.
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meetings have been held to advise members of progress. In

Financially, the club and Sail Canberra have performed well with

addition, regular articles have been included in the club

a combined surplus (after asset write-downs) of some $47,000.

magazine.

This result has been achieved largely through solid trading
results by Sail Canberra, access to grants and strict control over
club expenditure and staffing levels. This is an excellent result
and means that the club has the ability to build its reserves to

Q_
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Of particular importance was the approval in May 2002 by the
National Capital Authority of a master plan for Lotus Bay and the
foreshore. This has allowed us to pursue plans to build a finger
wharf and crane, a new rescue ramp and replace the boat hoist.

ensure its future.
Coherent work on developing the Lotus Bay foreshore
This result is a culmination of five years of growth for the club
(ACT Sailing Inc.) and caps five years of strong, though at times
A i c u l t growth, based on careful planning and a lot of hard work

U

by many people, plus the support of the Canberra Southern
rom April 22-28 thisyear we had the use of a Hunter 29.5

Day three began with a failed attempt to motor through Solway

Cross Club. Underlying the period has been the fragility of the

from Queensland Yacht Charters. Each year, QYC offer a

Pass as the tides defeated us. After an hour of only being able

club's finances as we rolled out our strategic plans and invested

free charter to the club and we won this at the presentation

to just hold our position, we headed north around Haslewood

in growth. We have also had to work our way through the

lunch last year. QYC is based in Airlie Beach and is one of the

Island in our attempt to get to Hamilton Island. Another superb

inevitable tensions and sensitivities that go with promoting and

leading charter operators in the Whitsundays.

day’s sailing saw us arrive at Hamilton in the mid-afternoon. We

managing change. We have now clearly emerged from this

were guided to our berth at the marina, followed by a trip to the

period.

pool bar.

There are positive signs that the club is functioning in a more

For our second day at Hamilton Island we indulged in the

cohesive way for the benefit of all members. There is a sound

jp
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As a part of a sleep-aboard deal offered by QYC we stayed in

U

Abel Point marina for our first night. Following this, we were
thoroughly briefed on both the area we would be sailing in and
theyacht itself. The area briefing was

hired a golf cart for a tour of the island. Due to the

strong tides and currents present in the

Beach in the m id-afternoon

low mooring fees at Hamilton it is actually far

and bommies in the water surrounding the
majority of the islands. Following this, we
were fitted out with stinger suits to combat
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various ways. To all those people I say thankyou.

“ W e arrived at W hitehaven

warned of the large number of shallow reefs

Z3

club spirit and many members are volunteering to assist in

informative and proved useful due to the
Whitsundays. In the briefing we were also

-Q

numerous watersport activities available and also

and dropped anchor. A fter
this a lazy afternoon was
spent relaxing on the

cheaper to charter a yacht and moor at the island
than it is to stay at the hotel. The highlight of our

The financial reports of the Director, Corporate Services;

time at Hamilton was a night kayak session in which

Director, Member Services and the Chairman, Sail Canberra have

we paddled out to Plum Pudding Island to watch tl^ ^

pristine w hite sand follow ed

the variety of jellyfish in the water which had

by another night o f wine on

recently been discovered to be lethal in

deck. E a rly in the m orning

some instances.

D ire c to rs ' re p o rts

sunset.
For our final full day of sailing, we headed North-

published in the August Newsletter. The Director, Racing
presented his report in the May newsletter.
A u d ito rs re p o rt

commenced in October 2000. A top-level meeting between the
club, the Southern Cross Club, the National Capital Authority
and the ACT Government set in motion a master planning
project, jointly funded by the NCA and the ACT Government.
This took account of comment from all the user groups that
operate from the site. The club coordinated input and significant
guidance was provided over the period to the consultants on
matters of operational reality. Club members were extensively
consulted during the course of the project. Neil Primrose,

The master plan includes all the facilities that were sought by the
club as well as acknowledgment of the need to provide against
erosion to the foreshore. However, this is only the start of the
work. We now have to proceed on an item-by-item basis to
negotiate funding for each facility. That reQuires significant work
by volunteers. It will be a long process and the extent to which
we succeed will be directly dependent on club members being
prepared to volunteer to assist.
A planning co-ordination group was formed in May 2002 to
ensure timely progress in implementing the master plan. This is
led by Neil Primrose and is presently composed of Alan Green,

The accounts have been audited and endorsed without

we were treated to a display

Philip Russell, Matthew Owen and Peter Dalton, together with

From here we headed to Bauer Bay again, in a

Qualification. A copy of the auditors report has been posted on

Matthew Walsh and Alan Hocking from the Southern Cross Club.

On the first day of our charter we headed

o f W hitsunday sea life, with

freshening southerly. We moored mid-afternoon

the club notice board.

south-east to South-Molle Island where we

sea turtles frequently rising

before motoring to shore to visit the island. Later

anchored at Bauer Bay. After a night of

near our yacht.”

that night we returned to have a drink at the

proposed finger wharf/crane/hardstand. The group is consulting
with Sailability for it to use the facility as Sailability moves into

We continue to receive strong moral and financial support from

raised anchor and headed to the beautiful

entertainment.

the Board of the CSCC. This allows for the purchase of capital

Whitehaven Beach. This day's sailing was easily the best of the
trip with superb weather and excellent wind conditions. We
arrived at Whitehaven Beach in the mid-afternoon and dropped
anchor. After this a lazy afternoon was spent relaxing on the
pristine white sand followed by another night of wine on deck.

Finally, we returned to Airlie Beach where we were thoroughly
debriefed by theyacht’s owner. We left theyacht and were
considerably disappointed that our five night charter had passed
so Quickly. All in all w'e had an excellent week and highly
recommend both the Whitsundays and QYC to eveiyone.

Early in the morning we were treated to a display of Whitsunday
sea life, with sea turtles frequently rising near ouryacht.

H am ish N icol
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Work is now almost complete on the project brief for the

C a n b e rra So u th e rn C ross C lub

Crocodile Club Bar and were treated to some island

>■

assisted by Peter Dalton and myself, led this work.

West to Henning Island for a morning of snorkeling.

champagne and fine culinary delights we

u

u

trailableyachts.
u

eQuipment to maintain the high Quality of eQuipment for the

The next step will be for the club, working closely with the

learn to sail and hire program, the provision of race support

Southern Cross Club, to negotiate a capital grant from the ACT

boats and for other improvements around the site such as the

and Commonwealth Governments. Consultation is under way

cd

launching ramps and the boat hoist.

with other strategic partners to support an application for grant

s_
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Your committee, however, remains committed to improving the

funding.

club's financial position so that we are less reliant on funding

As well as that, we need to start negotiations with the ACT

from the CSCC. We wish to encourage a spirit of self-help and

Government to make budgetaiy provision for re-alignment of

self-reliance within the club.

Alexandrina Drive and the NCA to make budgetaiy provision for
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extending the apron of the launching area and for erosion

There is continual work needed to promote the club and

containment.

compete successfully with other organisations for sponsorship of

At the same time, on-going consultation with the Southern Cross
Club on development of the club house area has resulted in
relocation of the storage container and marouee. This has
cleared the area in front of the Sailors Cabin and made a huge

<D

difference to our outlook. Preparation work has been completed

_Q

for the construction of the second safety ramp and the club has

E

been closely involved in the design of a substantially safer and

<u

more capable replacement boat hoist. Other improvements
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around the area are being discussed with the Southern Cross
Club.
Plans and costings for the new boat hoist have been presented to
the CSSC for approval and work is expected to commence in
September/October.

events and grants. The marketing of corporate sailing days is to
be further explored. The ongoing support from sponsors such as

u

Spa and Real Estate Australia is w'elcomed.

♦ Reviewing our business plans:

Club Operations

♦ Finalising the 2002/03 budget with a view to containing costs

T h e ach ievem en ts for th e y e a r included:
♦ A review of the club's risk management approach in terms of
the Australian Standard, and preparation of the basis for a
Club Risk Management Plan.
♦ Review of the club's insurance needs, which in the present
environment is a potentially critical issue. Attendance at the
AYF risk management and insurance seminar provided some

a sound future income stream was available to insulate the club

start of the new season all boats participating in club

against cost pressures beyond our control (such as public

activities must have $5m third party liability insurance. This

liability) and to be able to provide additional member services by

will ensure that our members have adequate insurance

way of increasing staffing in the office. The increase will allow us

cover any potential liability they may incur.

membership category for non-sailing members and volunteers.
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Any claims for financial assistance based on financial hardship
arising from these increases will be considered on a case by case

received. Sunday fleets averaged 48 starters with 55 starters
being our largest fleet. Twilight and winter sailing remains
popular with the twilight entries averaging 30 starters. It is
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activities. On rough calculations our rostered and volunteer
RSU boat drivers and crews, many not sailors, put in over
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largely due to the enormous effort of David Bizant, the Director,
Tourism and Events Corporation. The Tty Sail and Open Day
and the Australian American Association.

^^j:he community, particularly to the adult population; and
♦ Continuing to provide high quality and well run sailing

Now, following an email from the CYC Office Manager, members

Finally, may I thank my committee for their efforts this year. I
members have been well served.

crews (in conjunction with Director Racing and our Member
Services officer in their management of the PRO and his
support teams, and the rostering of members to support the
entry and social aspects of our club sailing days
respectively).

full spectrum of the club's activities. (Note that at the AYF
risk management and insurance seminar it was indicated that
only about \% of claims against the AYF's liability policy
used by most clubs arose from on the water incidents.)

The web site has also undergone some improvements including
our sailing programs, notice of race, newsletter archive, links to

Sail Canberra, and his 'instructors, for their contribution to the

performance of the tower radio.

by email of coming events and changes to activities.

believe that they can be proud of their achievements and that

the past summer season.
♦ A measure of essential maintenance being completed on the

members and for distribution at our reception and through the
CSCC. This process has also brought about earlier notification

May I also offer my appreciation to Matthew Owen, the Director,

Special Events and the sponsorship received by the Canberra
were well supported thanks largely to the effort of George Reeves

$3,000 per year even with the generous support of Derek Kelly
and Sons with the printing at cost.

700 hours of effort in support of our sailing activities over

♦ Implementing a wider risk management process across the

of the ACT Dinghy titles and the City of Canberra Regatta were

members. The costs of this process were significant, over

improving the Lotus Bay foreshore facilities.

♦ Ensuring an effective process for rostering RSU drivers and

of volunteers on the day continues to be a concern. The success

folded each copy, adding the address label for posting to

recommendation being accepted by the committee that the

make appropriate arrangements. Too often the numbers of sailors

Our special events and regattas have been successful but a lack

♦ Increased marketing of Sail Canberra (and the club) within

a print run of 500+ followed and a stalwart band of volunteers

run of hard copies are still mailed and made available for

high race management standards are maintained.
U
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levels in all sailing events, particularly by juniors;

the monthly newsletter was designed and laid out electronically,

pleased that Neil continues to direct a team committed to

A c tiv itie s proposed for th e co m in g y e a r include:

Race Officer or team may have to be considered to ensure that

♦ Increasing membership numbers: - Increasing participation

distribution of the club's newsletter, saving on costs. Previously,

support also from Ian Brokenshire. Discussion led to a

needs further refinement to ensure that those rostered turn up or

minimum roster level. Alternatively, a regular or paid full-time

participate in club sailing:

CU
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The major change was the introduction of the electronic

to provide better graphics and layout for our sponsors. A small

potential risks to members, and to ensure adequate

individual Divisions and Classes for duty to ensure the necessaiy

♦ Providing increased support for women to join and

external communication of the club's activities.

enormous contribution made by him to the club. I am

into this season's sailing calendar.

Perhaps thought may have to be given to again rostering the

and crane:

CL

in April 2002. I would be remiss not to acknowledge the

Race Control Tower, principally to eliminate a number of

turning up for duty is insufficient to efficiently run the event.

such as the boat hoist, additional rescue ramp, finger wharf

■M

activities of the Director Racing and Teriy Ebrill, and with

proposed to introduce additional recreational and cruising events

I agree with the Director, Racing that the duty roster system

♦ Seeking approval and constructing new facilities in Lotus Bay

The last 12 months has seen some significant
achievements brought about in the area of internal and

activities, with scheduling managed by the combined

including rostering of drivers and crews for all club sailing

in the Director Racing report. There were 91 season entries

accounting services:

cu

have access to the newsletter days earlier, via the club's web

Director Operations oversight all Race Support Unit issues,
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♦ Selecting a preferred service provider to maintain the club's

site. The newsletter now has full colour photos and we are able

Sailing p articip atio n
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while at the same time improving member services:

events. As you know, Neil Primrose resigned as Commodore

♦ Monitoring, support and review of the Race Support Unit

basis by the committee.

Participation in our Sunday race fleet remains solid as indicated

Report by retiring
C Director
lications
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future. The AYF Insurance Working Party is being monitored.
The committee accepted a recommendation that from the

reserve. We also re-introduced an Associate concessional

the forthcoming months.
These include:

The committee increased fees by $50 for 2002/03 to ensure that

to maintain and improve services to members while retaining a

There are many challenges facing the club and your committee in

Queensland Yacht Charters and more recently the Deakin Health

insight into the issues involved, and AYF directions for the •
M e m b e r S e rv ic e s

Challenges

effective management of Sail Canberra and the positive
contribution this has made to the affairs of the club. The Sail
Canberra Board and the Youth Sail Academy parents have also

other sites and on-line membership/boat storage forms. The web
site was also used to attract boats from interstate to sail in our
regattas, and follow up pages with photos have been provided.
This has been made possible with the generous support of David
Bizant of Biztech Office Systems.

^^jed an important role in providing a positive club
environment and in shaping the club for the future.

Externally we have been able to attract good local media interest
particular for the City of Canberra Regatta and CYC Sailing

Ross Peake deserves a special mention for all his ongoing work
in editing the monthly edition of the club newsletter. This often

School activities. Mainly print but also some radio and
television.

includes tight deadlines and late nights.
For personal reasons I did not renominate for the committee at
Finally, to all the other volunteers who work behind the scenes in
various roles, may I give my thanks. We are a better club for your
presence.

the AGM. I would like to take this opportunity to thank those
club members who have helped me over the last three years
with various activities including Try Sailing/Open Days,

-Q
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newsletters, marketing, signage and the web site. Some of the
helpers have been: David Bizant, Ross Peake, Monique Wilding,
Terri Ebrill, Martin Van der Hoek, David Townsend, Rob
Saunders, Leigh Nielson, Neil Primrose and of course my fellow
committee members.
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♦ Maintaining awareness of developments in the insurance
environments affecting our club, and working to ensure that
we maintain appropriate cover at the right price.
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C o m m o d o r e

S u n

P e t e r

Pointscore I

H a r v e y

S e p

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au

S u n

V i c e

Pointscore 2

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

S e p

2 2

29

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

S a t - S u n

O c t

5-7

A C T FF c’ships, Pittwater/Hawkesbury
cruise.TYA traveller series Lake
Macquarie

S e r v i c e s

T r e v o r

H i p p i s l e y

S a t

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
D i r e c t o r

S t e v e

O c t

12

Round the lake rally

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

L a n g l a n d s

Sun

O c t

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 6288 01 10 (m) 0427 880 I 10
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au

F r i

D i r e c t o r

Twiling fun sail 1

P r o m o t i o n

13

Pointscore 3

&

O c t

18

M a r k e t i n g

A d r i a n

O c t

Sun

R e e d

(m) 0409 416 485
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

S a t - S u n
D i r e c t o r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(w) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cmi@cyberone.com.au

20

Pointscore 4 & c'ship I
O c t

^
26-27

TYA traveller series Botany Bay
S u n

O c t

27

Pointscore 5
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

R a c i n g

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808 fullagar@mac.com

F r i

N o v

I

Twilight fun sail 2

D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

G r a h a m

G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 707 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

S a i l

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 62734777 (m) 0419 407 389
director@saitcanberra.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 203S
C A N BE R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
C Y C Sailing News

lf_you are not currently receiving
emails and_you wish to be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admin@canberra7 achtclub.c0 m.au
and include_your name.

S a t - S u n

N o v

A C T dinghy c’ships
W e d
Twilight I

N o v

6
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Rounding a buoy on Lake Burley Griffin
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It’s rewarding to see the sailing

CYC Handicaps

season in full swing. Already CYC
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O
O
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members have been competing in the
Flying 15 Titles. The Youth Sail

Handicaps are usually a sensitive topic about which some have strong views. This article attempts to provide a clear explanation of

Academy also sent a number of our

the different types of handicap, their purpose and use at the CYC. There are two basic categories of handicap and as a result, this

younger sailors to the NSW Youth

article is spilt into two main groups namely boat handicaps and personal handicaps. If you have any questions about the information

Titles held on Lake lllawarra on the

in this article, please contact Geoff Gillett by EM AIL to gem550@hotmail.com or at home on 6288-7474.

weekend of October 11-13.
I was lucky enough to be able to get
out on the water and observe some
of the 140 boats racing for the NSW

B o a t H and icaps

Personal H and icaps

Yardsticks and Class Basic Handicaps (CBH) are both handicaps

A personal handicap is for the skipper sailing in a particular

that apply to a boat type irrespective of the skipper that sails the

boat. Its purpose is to allow skippers with different skill and

At the Annual General Meeting of the ACT Flying Fifteen

boat. These handicaps are used in championship events where

sailing different boats of the same or different classes in different

29ers, Flying Ms, Lasers, Spirals,

Association, held on Wattle Day, last year's committee members

different types of boat compete together to take account of the

states of development to compete together and have an eoual

Flying Ants, Manly Juniors, Sabots

were re-elected for another term of office. Graeme Giles

differences between each boat. This means that if a Laser, a

chance of winning. Another major difference with personal

and catamarans. Based on what I

continues his role as the Fleet Captain with |ohn Hosking as

Flying Fifteen a Castle 650 and an Elliot 7 compete in the same

handicaps is that they change from race to race depending on

observed, our sport is in good hands

Secretaiy and Matt Gleeson as the Treasurer.

race, experience precisely the same conditions sail exactly the

how the skipper sails in relation to other boats in the fleet in

for the future. The standard of tactics

Barn acle Bill

same course and have skippers of eoual skill, even though they

which he or she competes.

and boat skill levels across the fleet

have different elapsed times, the Yardstick or CBH should give

was very high. Our sailors

them the same corrected time.

competition and large fleet starts.
After much work, the replacement
club boat hoist is soon to be a reality.
The hoist mechanism has been

Condolences

relation to the fleet including the time margin between boats.

^rompetes, then there is no need to use theyardstick or CBH as

As a result, a boat that wins by a large margin on corrected time

the results will be the order in which the boats finish. No

will suffer a greater penalty than a boat that wins by a small

correction of time is reouired. In this case only the elapsed time

margin.

is reouired.

While the start personal handicap is based on CBH or Yardstick,

The committee and members of the Canberra yacht Club wish to

be poured by the time this newsletter

extend our sympathy to all those who have suffered loss or

1.

prepared a detailed report for members
which is published in this edition.

for championship events involving mixed fleets. The annual

What is a successful personal handicap system? One that
adjusts each skipper in the fleet each race, does not allow one

previously raced or where the CYC decides to start a series

settling down with short course racing

using the CBH.

together and sailing the same course. The

The C Y C thanks . . .

committee is happy to consider any feedback
received from members on these arrangements.
Membership and boat storage renewals, along with season

boat to dominate the results and gives eveiy skipper a fair
chance.
The objective of each type of handicap is:

It is important to understand that the Yardstick or CBH does not

1.

CBH and Yardstick - to reward the best skipper. Linder this

change from race to race and is generally set by a State Sailing

handicap the best skipper should always win. Because

Authority such as the Trailable Yacht Association of NSW and

skippers have different skills all skippers in a championship

^ ^ e ACT although it can be reviewed based on race results over
Derek Kelly for the printing of the newslettter.

boat close to its correct handicap.

different types of trailableyacht compete together.
2. to set the start Personal Handicap for a skipper who has not

being trialed for Lasers and youth

it only takes about three races for the computer system to have a

Trailable Yacht Championship is a good example where

Our new race format for this season is

sailors. All trailables are starting

The computer system used at the CYC sets personal handicaps

^ W ie re a championship race is held where only one type of boat

delivered and footings are expected to

injuiy as a result of the deplorable attacks in Bali.

o

after each race taking into account each boats performance in

How are CBH's and Yardsticks used at the CYC? They are used:

is distributed. Neil Primrose has

o
<->
u

Youth Titles. The fleet included

from their exposure to high level

a period of time.

race do not have the same chance of winning.
2. Personal handicap - to reward the skipper who improves the
most. Linder this system the best skipper will not necessarily

Contact Derek on 6254 1226 for large and small printing jobs.

race entiy fees, have been coming in steadily. A limited

win and each skipper in the race has the same chance of

number of storage spaces are available for all types of boats

u

cu

-O

represented the club well and learnt

JD
ZJ
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O
O
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Trailable Yacht Series and the ACT

winning. It is this handicap that is used in pointscore and

from trailables, Flying 15s and dinghies. Ifyou are interested

winter series races at the CYC.

JD

please contact the Office Manager as soon as possible. We
do not expect the vacancies to last long.

u

Steps are also in train to remove a small number of boats
U
rd

>rd
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C
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from the boat storage area for which storage fees have still

u

not been paid. Ifyou wish to retain your spot please

rd

>-

arrange payment immediately.
Finally, I hope to see a strong contingent of club members
participating in the ACT Dinghy Titles to be hosted by the
YMSC on the weekend of November 2-3.
Pe te r H arvey, C o m m od ore

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA

Queensland Yacht Charters offer 10% discount

QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS

nj

to CYC members booking holidays with them.
If you’re going north, please support our
sponsor by giving Q Y C a call.
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Up-date on

Infrastructure Development
B o a t h o is t
The hoist columns and electronics have arrived at Woden Engineering. Final design work for the modification to take the
boat slings and for the mounting frame is being completed by Northrop who are the Southern Cross Club's consulting
engineers.
Alan Green is project managing the work of preparing the footings and the trenching for the services from the clubhouse
building. He expects to pour concrete in the next week. Following a two-week cure time, Woden Engineering expect to need

Sailing
4 - i 2002-2003
Sailing - fun and excitement
Program
& dates to
remember
■v

only a couple of days to have the hoist installed and operational.
The operating instructions are being prepared at present in conjunction with Matthew Owen.

N o vem b er 2002

The hoist will be operated by the CYC under a formal agreement with the Southern Cross Club that makes responsible

Canberra Yacht Club
(ACT Sailing IncT/A)
A BN 93 090 967 514

provision for managing the risks of the facility. Details of how the hoist will be managed and who will be trained to do that
are being worked out by the committee at the moment and will be advised to members shortly.

_

F in g e r w h a rf/ c r a n e / h a rd s ta n d

G PO Box 2035, Canberra ACT 2601
Tel (02) 6273 7 177
Fax (02) 6273 7 177
(Mariner Pl.Yarralumla ACT 2600)
email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

The project brief for the finger wharf/crane/hardstand is complete and the details of costings are being finalised. Once the
costing is available, a formal approach can be made to the Southern Cross Club to join with the CYC in seeking grant
funding for the facility.
Meanw'hile Phil Jones, Chief Executive of the Australian Yachting Federation, has been briefed on the project and has offered
his support in our approach to the Australian Institute of Sport and the Federal Minister for Sport, as well as the A C T

1

FRI

Twilight fun Sail 2, 6pm

2-3

SAT-SUN

ACT Dinghy Championships, run by YMCA

6

WED

Twilight race 1, 6pm

9

SAT

Night race, 8pm

10

SUN

Pointscore 6, Championship 2 race &
National Tiy Sailing Day

13

WED

Twilight race 2, 6pm

15

FRI

Twilight fun sail 3, 6pm

16

SAT

CYC cruising course fun race/sail

17

SUN

Pointscore race 7, 2pm

20

WED

Twilight fun sail 3, 6pm

Government. Phil spent over an hour on site talking with the club about the project and our capacity to be used as a centre
of excellence for the high performance sailing program.
N e il P r im r o s e

Se p te m b e r 2002
1

SUN

Wattle Day festivities incl. informal race,
BBQ, music, etc, 2pm

23-24 SAT-SUN

CYC St Georges Basin Cruise weekend

7-8

SAT-SUN

TYA Traveler Series. Brisbane Waters

24

SUN

Pointscore race 8, 2pm

22

SUN

Opening of Season Race; Pointscore race

27

WED

Twilight race 4, 6pm

29

FRI

Twilight fun sail 4, 6pm

2pm
29

SUN

Pointscore race 2, 2pm

O c to b e r 2002
5-7

D ecem b er 2002
30-1/12 SAT-SUN

championships

Pittwater/Hawkesbuiy cruise; TYA Traveler
Series, Lake Macouarie
12

SAT

13

SUN

Pointscore race 3, 2pm

18

FRI

Twilight fun sail 1, 6pm

20

SUN

Pointscore 4 & Championship 1race, 2pm

CYC 'Round the Lake Rally

26-27 SAT-SUN

TYA Traveler Series, Lake Illawarra

27

Pointscore race 5, 2pm

SUN

City of Canberra Trailable Yacht
Championships/TYA Canberra/Elliot 7

SAT-MON ACT FF Championships; CYC

4

WED

Twilight race 5, 6pm

8

SUN

Pointscore 9 & Championship 3 race, 2pm

II

WED

Twilight race 6, 2pm

13

FRI

Twilight fun sail 5, 6pm

14

SAT

CYC Cruising Course fun race/sail, 2pm

15

SUN

Pointscore race 10, 2pm

26/12- 0/1

Myall Lakes Christmas Cruise

Updating our honour boards

2002-2003
Sailing Program
Ja n u a ry 2003

M arch

10

i

FRI

Twilight Fun sail 6, 6pm

12

SUN

Pointscore race II. 2pm

15

WED

Twilight race 7, 6pm

18

SAT

CYC cruising course fun race/sail, 2pm

19

SUN

Pointscore 12 & Championship 4 race, 2pm

22

WED

Twilight race 8, 6pm

24

FRI

Twilight fun sail 7, 6pm

2

SAT
SUN

Handicap start fun race /Springbank Is. BBQ.
Pointscore 18 & Championship 6 + Sea Fly
Trophy race, 2pm

WED

Twilight race 14, 6pm

7

FRI

Twilight fun sail 10, 6pm

26
29

SAT-SUN
SUN
WED

8-9

SAT-SUN

2

SUN

SAT-MON FF Championships Vic, Apollo Bay

9

SUN

Pointscore race 19, 2pm

10

WED

Twilight race 15, 6pm

^

Pointscore race 13, 2pm
Twilight race 9, 6pm

Twilight race 10, 6pm

7

FRI

Twilight fun sail 8, 6pm

9

SUN

Pointscore 15 & Championship 5 race, 2pm

01/02

NEIL PRIMROSE

02/03

PETER HARVEY

Pointscore 20 race, 2pm

ROBERT SAUNDERS
TANYA STACPOOLE

NEIL PRIMROSE
w oo

01/02

NICK HILDYARD

NEIL PRIMROSE

02/03

00/01

SHAYNE RUSSELL-SMITH

KAREN PAXTON/STUART ALLAN

01/02

PETER HARVEY

02/03

PETER DALTON

D IR E C T O R C O R P O R A T E S E R V IC E S

99/00

TOM AYRTON

00/01

|OE COLBERT/IOHN PRIMROSE

01/02

SHAYNE RUSSELL-SMITH

02/03

TREVOR HIPPISLEY

27

WED

Twilight race 17, 6pm

D IR E C T O R M E M B E R S E R V IC E S

30

SUN

Pointscore 2I& Championship 7 race, 2pm

97/98

19

WED

Twilight race 12, 6pm

6

SUN

Pointscore race 22, 2pm

21

FRI

Twilight fun sail 9, 6pm

^ 9 9

A p ril 2003

13
18-20

20
24

SUN
FRI-SUN
SUN
THU

26-27

SAT-SUN

27

SUN

Youth Sailing Academy Champs.
National Trailable Yacht Champs, Botany Bay
CYC Champion of Champions Race
Canberra Anzac Day Regatta

D IR E C T O R R E C R E A T IO N A L S A I L I N G
97/98

KEN BETTS

98/99

KEN BETTS

99/00

DAVID TOWNSEND

01/02

MARTIN VAN DER HOEK

YAC H TSM AN O F T H E YEA R
96/97

|OHN TRACEY

97/98

PETER THOMPSON

98/99

MATTHEW OWEN

99/00

PETER RUSSEL1/MARTIN LINSLEY

01/02

JOHN WHITFIELD

ANITA FAULKS
JULIE BARNES/ROBERT TOWNSEND

99/00

PETER DALTON

00/01

PETER DALTON

02/03

STEVE LANGLANDS

D IR E C T O R R A C IN G

YAC H TSW O M AN OF T H EY EA R
97/98

KATE RUSSELL

98/99

ELLEN RUSSELL

99/00

ANITA SMITH

00/0

not awarded

TREVOR HIPPISLEY

98/99

TREVOR HIPPISLEY

00/01

ROBERT MARSH

01/02

PETER FULLAGAR

02/03

PETER FULLAGAR

C LU B M EM BER OF T H EY EA R
u
97/98

ROSS WYLDE-BROWNE

98/99

TREVOR HIPPISLEY

99/00

TERRIE EBRILL

01/02

PADDY HODGMAN

D IR E C T O R O P E R A T IO N S

P r o p o s e d W i n t e r S e r ie s r a c e d a te s :
4, 18 May; 15, 29 June; 13, 27 July; 10 August

3-4

SAT-SUN

JZ

u
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Please let me know if anly corrections need to be

M ay 2003

_o
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97/98

Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta
CYC cruising course fun race/sail, 2pm

D IR E C T O R P U B L I C

00/01

SAT-SUN NSW Trailable Yacht Championship, Pittwater
SUN

o

ROBERT BAIN

99/00

22-23

23

<
d
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O
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P R O M O T IO N & M A R K E T IN G

DAVID KENT

Twilight fun sail II, 6pm

CYC Googong Cruise

Twilight race 13, 6pm

ADRIAN REED

FRI

SAT

WED

02/03

21

5

26

NEIL PRIMROSE

CAROL WYLDE-BROWNE/IAN SMITH

Pointscore race 16, 2pm

Pointscore race 17, 2pm

00/01

98/99

SUN

SUN

DAVID SMITH

Twilight race 16, 6pm

16

23

01/02

WED

Twofold Bay Regatta, Eden

22-23

ROBERT BAIN

ROBERT REDFERN

19

SAT-SUN

TYA Traveler Series, Lake lllawarra

99/00

99/00

CAROL WYLDE-BROWNE

15-16

SAT-SUN

ROBERT REDFERN

97/98

Twilight race II, 6pm

CYC night race, 8pm

98/99

CYC cruising course fun race/sail, 2pm

WED

SAT

98/99

SUN

12

22

ROBERT REDFERN

16

Pointscore race 14, 2pm

WED

97/98

FRI-SUN Canberra Day Long weekend; St Georges

TYA Travelers Series, St Georges Basin

5

D IR E C T O R

97/98

Basin Cruise

SAT-SUN

COM M ODORE

Marlay Point Overnight Regatta, Gippsland

8-10

14-16

1-2

L-

R E L A T IO N S / C O M M U N IC A T IO N S

CYC Wyangala Dam cruise

Feb ru ary 2003
i
SAT
Lady Skipper Race

I have been provided with the following details and before the boards are taken down and taken away for inscrip

V IC E C O M M O D O R E
Lakes

2S-26

W e need you r help. The honour boards in the Sailors Cabin are out of date and we want to rectify that situation.

O
O
c-i

tion, it would be appreciated ifyou would cast_your eye over the lists one last time.

2003

5

04

01/02

GRAHAM GILES

made. Please send your contributions to Martin van

02/03

GRAHAM GILES

der Hoek, 6254 6568, 6273 7177,

TYA Traveler Series Flinders Is. Race,

vdhoek@bigpond.net.au

Wollongong

admin@canberiyachtclub.com.au
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7 - NSW State Titles
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Brajcovich (Ice Bucket) was 5th followed closely by Paul

them on the final run. Luckily for Pretty Woman, they caught the

With the top four boats lined up at the boat end of the start, the

u

Kassebaum (Tinta Madeira) the lone South Australian entrant.

last gust to nip Excellerate by the width of a spinnaker sheet

leeward boats were able to make a jump when the wind shifted

Notably, Excellerate (the eventual series winners) and GNT (the

right on the line. Tinta Madeira and Rum Runner sailed really

left up the first work. GNT, No Regrets and Dog Gone led

current National Champ) had shockers finishing 10th and 12th

well for 3rd and 4th to hold off Seventh Wave at the finish.

o

respectively. In the second race, Steve Brajkovich (Ice Bucket)

much to their chagrin, the wind dropped to six knots for the first

and rounded the first mark about 9th but caught a few places and
ended up in a tussle with No Regrets right on the finish line for
4th place. Pretty Woman was soriy to see No Regrets recorded as
a non-finisher as a conseouence of that incident.

exceptional, the course area fair and the races extremely well
organised. Even the weather came to the party with bright blue
skies and 25°C each day.
Races one to three on Lake Macouarie were sailed back-to-back
on Saturday afternoon in a steady 15-18 knots NE with a short,
sharp chop. The races were a bit on the long side with three laps
of a l.2nm course. Greig Ebeling (GNT) and lohn Dransfield
(Pretty Woman) shared the honours with Greig being the
.a
ZS

u

Quickest upwind and )ohn the Quickest downwind. The top five
boats snatched all the top race placings on day one, which
indicated how important crew work was in the windy conditions.
Clearly many crews were still finding their feet after the long
winter layoff. The highlight of the day was seeing Seventh Wave
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Chinese gybe right in front of us while in third place. Fortunately

Ron Naughton (No Regrets) and Rob Faulks (Casper). Steve

with good starts, tactics and crew work. They showed us what it

l^^eira, Pretty Woman, Seventh Wave and GNT. Places changed

takes to win. From the smiles on their faces, I'd reckon they

s R down the run and up the next beat with Ice Bucket building

thought the trip south was worthwhile!

and Seventh Wave at the final windward mark. Halfway down the

four back-to-back races of only two laps. In the first race,

run to the finish the wind became patchy before filling in from

Excellerate won narrowly from Pretty Woman, Seventh Wave,

the NE at 12-15 knots. Remarkably, Seventh Wave came from the

GNT and then Ice Bucket. In the next race, Pretty Woman was a

most leeward side of the fleet to win from Ice Bucket who lost

bit over-ambitious on the start line and was disqualified after

first place when they had trouble dropping their spinaker. Tinta

finishing first. Accordingly, Seventh Wave were awarded first

Madeira finished third from Under Pressure (he obviously had

place. No Regrets, Ice Bucket and Dog Gone filled the next three

pressure!) and series winner Excellerate. Unfortunately for Pretty

places in a tight bunch. Excellerate fought back well after going

Woman, they were the second closest boat to the new wind line

A final thanks goes to the sponsors; Sailing Scene, Quantum

back at the start and doing a 360° penalty as well to finish 5th.

(next to Tinta Madeira) but watched helplessly as the wind filled

Sails, Greg Elliott Marine and Polyfoam Australia.

Excellerate and Pretty Woman fought a two-horse race in Race

This was a fantastic regatta sailed by 15 competitive boats. On
their day, most boats had top five placings with a mixture of
older and newer boats, heavy and light crews at the front. It was
great to see such a turnout, especially from the interstate
travellers and some of the new owners. Wangi Amateur Sailing
Club ran a tight schedule in a professional manner and I for one
would go there again.

V

in around them, eventually finishing 9th.

Let's hope we can have a similarly good regatta at the ACT State

eight from middle of the line starts next to each other. Pretty

The points going into the final race were veiy close between the

Titles in Canberra Nov 30-Dec I.

Woman eventually won from Excellerate, Seventh Wave and a

top three boats. Excellerate led by a point from Seventh Wave

John D ransfield (P re tty W o m a n )

fast-finishing GNT. Rum Runner was back up there for 5th.

with Ice Bucket only a further two points adrift.

In Race nine Ice Bucket and Excellerate came off the middle
the line and sailed to the left hand side where they picked up a

Race Results

left hand shift (the true Northeasterly had finally come in at
4pm). A bunch of boats including GNT and Pretty Woman
started at the boat end and took a hitch to the right which was
ultimately doomed. Pretty Woman recovered somewhat to round
the last mark 5th but was overtaken during a sloppy hoist by No
Regrets. Excellerate won with Ice Bucket just pipping Seventh
Wave on the line after luffing over them. Dog Gone completed
an excellent day with a 4th place.

shift right on the starting signal which meant that no-one could

Pretty Woman took the first race from Gaiy Doggett (Dog Gone),

& Scott) all the way from Yepoon. They sailed consistently well

Ice Bucket had the best start, closely followed by Casper, Tinta

14-16 knots - a little less than the previous afternoon. There were

lost a couple of places.

Easterly and it was a chance to see some new faces at the front of

work leaving them battling to round the mark in the top 10 boats.

a good lead from a tight bunch of Pretty Woman, Tinta Madeira

Sailed in a 10 knot Northeasterly, Race 10 saw a major left hand

the fleet. Starting from the pin end and with a left hand shift.

Congratulations to Mai White and crew (Simon, Gavin, Andrew

On Sunday afternoon, the winds increased to fairly steady ENE at

they got sorted out Quickly and didn't hit any other boats, but

On Sunday morning two races were sailed in a steady 6-8 knot

7th. GNT won with No Regrets 4th and Dog Gone 6th.

sensing a windy race, opted to go with the #2 jib. However,

to win a pretty close race. Pretty Woman had a boat end start

Titles in October as accommodation was plentiful, the hospitality

holding pattern continued to the finish with Excellerate finishing
2nd to Seventh Wave's 5th, Ice Bucket's 3rd to Pretty Woman's

before the start and increased to around 15 knots. Excellerate,

Rum Runner, Seventh Wave and Excellerate. Ice Bucket went on

Wangi Amateur Sailing Club was a great venue for the State

nicely, leaving Excellerate to cover Seventh Wave with Ice Bucket

Woman's regatta. Under darkening clouds, the wind swung NW

left hand side to lead at the top mark from Casper, No Regrets,

o

keeping a close eye on Pretty Woman back in 7th place. This

Race II was a schemozzle and sounded the death knell for Pretty

got a clean mid-line start, picking up some good breeze on the

u

lay the line. It was a lucly shift for Seventh Wave. Rum Runner.
Tinta Madeira, Excellerate and Pretty Woman who were all at the
leeward end of the line. They were able to tack onto Port and
virtually lay the windward mark. Excellerate led at the first mark
but Pretty Woman snuck by on the run and led at the last
windward mark before Excellerate stole their wind and sailed past

Sail #

B o at N am e

Skipper

Club/H o m e

1

Excelerate
Seventh Wave
Ice Bucket
Pretty Woman
GNT

Mai White
Stuart Loft
Steve Brajkovich
John Dransfield
Greig Ebeling
Ron Naughton
Gary Doggett
Paul Kassebaum
Neil Primrose
Grant Snowden
David Smith
Danny Fitzerald
Howard Faulks
Mel Graham
Karl & Sue Warner

Yepoon QLD
Pittwater
RMYC Pittwater
Pittwater
RPAYC Pittwater
RMYC,Toronto
Melbourne
Goolwa SA
Canberra
RPAYC Pittwater
Melbourne
Wagga Wagga
Canberra
CYC, Sydney
Botany Bay

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

7
33
64
45
58
22
55
56
54
5442
44
50
62
39
27

No Regrets
Dog Gone
Tinta Madeira
Huntress
Rum Runner
Under Pressure
Serious Fun
Casper
Magic
Over the Edge

1

2

3

4

2
5
3
1
4
14
12
6
8
10
13
7
11
9

3
4
5
2
1
10
8
9
6
7
13
11
14
12
16

4
5
3
2
1

10
7
5
1

16

6
7
16
8
16
11
9
10
16
16

5

3
2
1
4
12 5
3 16
2 11
6
8
13 9
14 7
11 12
8 10
4
6
9 13
16 16

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

T o ta l

1
3
5
2
4
9
7
11
6
14
10
8
13
12
16

5
1
3
16
7
2
4
13
10
6
11
9
8
12

2
3
7
1
4
6
14
8
11
5
9
10
12
13
16

1
3
2
6
11
5
4
10
8
7
12
14
9
13
16

2
5
7
1
8
6
12
3
9
4

5
1
2
9
7
6
11
3
8
13
4
16
12
10
16

2
5
3
7
1
4
6
8
11
16
9
16
16
10
16

40
44
46
52
65
87
98
101
107
119
128
128
129
140
192

16

13
10
14
11
16
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With the new sailing season now

o

underway and the Canberra Yacht
Club insisting that participants in its
races cariy adeQuate insurance, it's time to review your third
part liability cover.

to June 30) and can be obtained by completing the application
form available at the club and faxing it to Robert Masterman
Insurance.
This policy insures the individual member's legal liability up to
$10 million, for death of, or bodily injuiy to, another person

All AYF members are covered against personal injuiy arising

and/or loss or damage to property belonging to someone else

from their sailing activities as one of the benefits of

arising out of the use of a boat that is not already insured.

membership but unless you have other insurance, you are not
covered for third party liability, that is, injuiy you may cause to
iomeone else or to their property, eg another boat.
T t he AYF has organised a special personal Marine Third Party
Liability insurance scheme, available only to AYF members aged

O

We strongly recommend this policy to members but remember,
it's only available ifyou are a paid up member of the AYF (which
is now automatic when you pay your club membership fee).
Contact Martin Van der Hoek for further information.

lOyears and over. The cost is $75 for the financial year (|uly I

Elliott titles

- a personal perspective

With great excitement Team Casper set off from Canberra on
October 4 for the Elliott 7 NSW Titles on Lake MacQuarie, with
the prospects of good weather and lots to learn about our
recently acQuired Elliott 7, Casper.
Anita and I had taken the opportunity for a rare day off from

The Saturday racing started with some nice steady breeze with

something to look at in this. I recall during one race on the

places were separated by a couple of metres. Apart from our 4th

Casper being a little cautious on the start line. Being dinghy

Sunday afternoon with Huntress behind us, we watched the

one of the most memorable moments was a downwind broad

sailors and not Quite certain how we would go in I5-I8kts after

Primrose boat power over the top of us as we looked at his sails

reach with Huntress and shrieks of delight coming from both

our extensive training in 2kts on Burley Griffin, we were a little

and compared ours and shook our heads.

boats.

On the Monday we were looking at lighter breeze again so

Finally I would like to thank the members of Team Casper for

decided the big kite and light sheets were the way to go. Well,

putting up with a veiy excitable forward hand, particularly

tentative. After three races we got the idea and started to get on

work and set off early on the Friday morning with a

the line as we found that while there was a mixture of

view to settling in, putting the mast up and getting

" A p a r t from our

ages in terms of the boats, eveiyone seemed to be verv

to know some of our fellow sailors. Robbie and

4th one o f the

close, so it was critical to be on the line. So Saturdaj^P

Flamish Nicol were to drive up after work (ifyou

m ost m em orable

finished with lots learnt and ready for the social

get an opportunity ask Robbie or Hamish about the

m om ents was a

activities organised by Lofty. I must admit that team

route they took - Quite scenic we understand).

dow nw ind broad

Casper did not get as involved in the Karaoke as others

Pulling into Wangi we spotted a couple of Elliotts

reach with

did.

and proceeded to get acQuainted. The first thing

H untress and

With renewed confidence we hit the water for six races

with Robbie and Hamish keeping it under control (Hamish, I am

we learnt was that we could almost treat ourselves

shrieks o f delight

on the Sunday. For the older in the crew the prospect

tiying to source some ear muffs).

as locals as the first two crews we spoke to had

com ing from both

of the four back to back races in the afternoon seemed

come from Yeppon in Queensland and South

boats.”

a bit daunting. We couldn't believe our luck - the first

Australia. For people to come such distances for
nj
L_
S_
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the NSW Titles meant that this was going to be a regatta to

big shift. Needless to say we managed a 4th, The energy on the

remember.

boat was now pretty high with a 6th in the next race.

With the mast up - seems to be getting easier each time - we

C

parked Casper and started the usual pre-regatta discussions

rd

about the social events etc.

u

race on Sunday was pure Burley Griffin, light with a

Unfortunately for Team Casper we then had to come ashore for
lunch and the winds started to increase. Our place numbers
started to increase with wind strength - I think there is

^ ^ t e r doing a 720 at the top mark when we got a bit close to
^Uave Smith, we got hit with a large shift and lots of breeze.
Needless to say the forward hand (yours truly) found some

Hamish who experienced the Faulks family at close Quarters.
We are now looking for some close racing on the lake and
particularly the regatta in Canberra on November 30.

colourful language (that I am sure I learnt in Fireball Nationals)
and was attempting to tell the rest of the crew what should
happen to the spinnaker. The end result was a bit of a wild ride

Our final race saw us get a great start (don't know why those
letters OCS appear against the score sheet). It did show that we

Howard Faulks
_Q
13

u

_c
u
03

had become a lot more confident with the boat and that it is

>-

just a large dinghy with a large piece of lead on the bottom.

03

Overall we had a great time and found the closeness of the
racing a real positive. On most occasions the difference between
first and last seemed to be less than five minutes and many
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C o m m o d o r e

F r i

P e t e r

Twilight fun sail 2

V i c e
"rti

4— 1

CD

o

H a r v e y

(w ) 6250 6 186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 04 19 4 14 485
peterharvey@ag.gov,au

P e t e r

D a l t o n

(w ) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
C o r p o r a t e

D i r e c t o r

T r e v o r

H i p p i

C

(w ) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au

O

D i r e c t o r

U
o
o

S t e v e

6

Twilight I
N o v

9

N o v

10

Pointscore 6 & c'ship 2
National Try Sailing Day

L a n g l a n d s

(w ) 6279 5743 (h) 6288 01 10 (m) 0427 880 I 10
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au

W e d

N o v

13

Twilight 2
D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

&
F r i

R e e d

S a t

D i r e c t o r

Co

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

u n i c a t i o n s

(w ) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cmi@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

S u n

M a t t h e w

S a i l

17

20

N o v

St Georges Basin cruise

C a n b e r r a

N o v

24

Pointscore 8

O w e n
W e d
Twilight 4

C Y C Sailing News

and include your name.

N o v

S a t - S u n

G i l e s

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G P O Box 203S
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601

please send an email to

N o v

Twilight 3

(w ) 62734777 (m) 0419 407 389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

16

Pointscore 7

S u n
D i r e c t o r .

on the CYC email address list.

N o v

Cruising course fun race/sail

W e d

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62886990 (w ) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

lf_you are not currently receiving

15

R a c i n g

D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

emails and you wish to be included

N o v

Twilight fun sail 3

(m) 0409 416 485
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

G r a h a m

u

2-3

S e r v i c e s

(h) 62814808 fullagar@mac.com

u

N o v

S u n

M a r k e t i n g

o
u

N o v

Night race

I e y

M e m b e r

A d r i a n

E
E

W e d

S a t

S e r v i c e s
u

S a t - S u n

I

A C T dinghy c'ships

o d o r e

Co

N o v

Peter FORSTER
16 Douglas PI.
CURTIN ACT 2605

N o v

27
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Katie Bradley, Louise De Waal, John Bradley and Shayne Russell-Smith having a good time at
the Friday fun face, an innovation proving very popular with Canberra sailors on summer
evenings

Contents
n this month’s edition
In this edition of your club’s newsletter, read about:

A C T SA ILIN G INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600
G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

♦

the Friday fun sail - the picture above shows how it's done;

♦

a fascinating winch by winch account of racing on Lake lllawarra;

♦

the Flying Fifteens A C T championship;

♦

the Tasar championship;

♦

a profile of a club member; and

♦

news from the Commodore and the sailing school.
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Members would notice that

take up residence at Lake MacQuarie. George is an

the car park bitumen has

active club member and contributes his time

been cut and earthworks

generously for the benefit of all members. I look

have begun in preparation

forward to continuing to work closely with him.

for the concrete pour for

s_

a>
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The club suffered a break-in the early hours of Sunday

E

the foundations of the new

at
>
o

boat hoist. My thanks go

Z

<N
O
O
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E

November 10. A window was broken but fortunately

cu

>

only a small amount of money was stolen from the

to Alan Green for his

o

vending machines. An attempt to enter the offices

continuous practical input

was unsuccessful.

into the project.
The National Try Sail Day was held on Sunday,
The first Friday night social
sail held on November I

November 10. Many thanks to those members who
provided boats and gave up their time to give people

proved extremely popular

an introduction to sailing. In the afternoon a jazz

with some 20 boats sailing
a course around the islands.

band provided a nice backdrop for sailors who had
finished heat two of the club championship.

The night was made
interesting when a solid

The racing course for some trailableyachts has b e ^ ^

t

easterly arrived half way

shortened following concern that the courses were a

was, according to the participants, a great event. There were 14

through the event, catching

little long. It is always difficult to match the course

boats entered, including 12 trailables and two dinghies. Most

length to the performance characteristics of the

boats had more than their usual complement of crew, with lots

many with too much sail.

I

heard reports that a little

various boats and abilities of individual sailors.

I

red wine was spilt on some

hope the compromise is acceptable to the majority of

boats owing to the

competitors.

The first Friday evening Fun Race was held on November I and

of friends and kids on board. The course took the boats up to
Yarramundi Reach, back to Deep Water and then boats had the
choice of either way around Springbank Island. Those who took
the latter option gained substantially on those sailing the more

conditions. A ll participants

Final preparations are under way for the City of

conservative course - but it wasn't meant to be a serious race?!.

agreed it was a very

Canberra Trailable Yacht Championships to be held on

By this stage the wind had freshened from 8-10 knots to gusts of

enjoyable event which augurs

the November 30 - December I weekend. David

well for the future.

Bizant has put a lot of effort in to making sure the

Approximately 50 people
socialised afterwards.
George Reeves has been elected
President of the Trailable Yacht
Group of the CYC (formerly the CCYA)
following Ross Wilde-Browne's decision to

15 knots or more. From the round-ups, you could tell which
crews were trying to hang on their glass of wine with one hand
while easing the sheets and steering with the other.

After

event is a great success. An increased number of

rounding the Museum point it was up to the mark near Dobels

interstate competitors have indicated they will attend

boat hire and back to the tower for a finish. The photos tell the

thisyear.

^ y . or at least part of it.

Good sailing.

Peter Harvey
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- getting to know a fellow member
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"My name is Daphne Fullagar.

Z

a op;

Most memorable experiences mostly relate to Port Phillip Ba\y,
either howling gales or burn out conditions. One national

too old

Bom: England, small village in Buckinghamshire but
moved early to Staines on the River Thames. Now
famous on TV as the place "Ali G" hails from!
Moved to Canberra in September 1964, significant
because the Lake had been filled only months
before (April ’64). Peter had a job at CSIRO
Wildlife. We came for three years and are still

u

here.

Lotus Baly in 1964. It was a really good thing to do

-O

U

identity Daphne Fullagar. Daphne may have been surprised w'hen

C

u

and 12-18 for the two afternoon races. There were 15 competitors

collision course with him. We yell 'Starboard1!! He looks

in the Laser full rig and two in the radials.

ncerned and yells back to us, Quite happily, 'I am only

•

I guess that might

cover the funniest and the most annoying.

The courses included the traditional triangle-sausage and an

woman could not be a full member!).

the moment to sail. Any boat would do, but perhaps a

interesting windward-leeward course featuring a veiy short reach

lot of time debating menus (peas or beans) for the

comfortable one, ie not a Laser, too much like hard work.

of 50-100 metres from windward mark I to mark 2 to separate

numerous functions we supported. And lots of

The greatest satisfaction is undoubtedly teaching lots of boys to

We spent a

more useful things.

sail. I remember one failure, but it is easy, in the right

I have never held an official position in the Yacht

conditions, to have a kid who does not know which end to put at

Club and I currently do not sail regularly as I do

the front in October and then to have them sail solo in a

not like crewing on a FF in Canberra. No crane to

direction of their choosing by March. Have been proud to be

launch the boat - found wading up to one's neck in

Yachtswoman of the Year in 1976 (I think) and joint Club Person

cold winter water of no interest!

of the Year in the nineties sometime.
from the water I like to travel. We have been very lucky to

at uni a long time ago. He then owned a boat called

go to lots of interesting places.

a Yachting World Dayboat that lived on Poole

Australia - it certainly makes you appreciate Canberra. I also like

harbour in Dorset. However, we were at uni in

to read, go to the theatre, garden, generally do as little as

London.

possible. Perhaps that will change in 2004 when I have more

When we got married we lived in London

and did not have a boat as any boat one might sail needed to be

Lucly also to come home to

time we both crewed on a Merlin Rocket from time to time.

I enjoy entertaining people. I guess lots of possibilities come to

Way back, before we had children, we sailed on both days of the

mind but a man I greatly admire is Nelson Mandela. A truly

weekend. That was in the early days of ever building fleets of all

remarkable man - the world needs more of his kind.

sorts of dinghies. We sailed a Seafly, one of the most numerous

interviewee's response. This time. Daphne has set out the

sailing a Seafly and made so many friends. We originally sailed

answers in such a way the narrative would be spoilt by breaking

w'ith a friend who owned #78. We then had two of our own

it up with Questions. So we'll just let Daphne tell her story. You

Seaflies. #130 and #260.

will notice that we've added a few' more Questions to the usual

won a couple of National Championships.

list.

one not so proud to be Australian!

Sailing regularly has always been a part of our life in Canberra.

boats in the initial days of Canberra sailing. We had a lot of fun

We had some good successes and

the traffic. The leeward end of the course was a port and
starboard gate. The finish a short and rapid reach from the port
leeward gate to the committee boat. The CYC will host the ACT

Thankyou. Daphne.

>■

u

Dinghy Championships in 2003.

Results:

Full rig
1. Brett Beyer 1,1,2,1,1
2. Sean Feeney 2,4,1,2,2
3. Martin Linsley 5,6,5,9,4

opportunities to do just that!

actively sailing these days, is often in and around the club to

u

was raised significantly with five interstate Laser sailors

I would like to have more time, which I am extremely short of at

Favourite book or film? Hard to say but my least favourite film

end to this lady's talents?

the coveted Bethewaite prawn bucket. The level of competition

nobody. I was a member of the Associates. (A mere

was, without doubt. "The Road to Nihil" - terrible film, makes

is often in entering race details into the computer. Is there no

Once again top Sydney sailor Brett Beyer won the Laser title and

hotly pursued by the rapidly improving |osh Paine (4th).

on a trailer and therefore you needed a car to tow the trailer.

Normally we would spell out the Question, followed by the

rd

weather pattern with a gusty 15-25 knots for the morning race

We could not afford both so we had an old car. During that

rd

0)
_Q

One of the funny situations that I remember was in the early daj's
of windsurfers. In a brisk breeze we met one; we were on a

be in the minority. Daphne is a club stalwart and although not

racing and club management. In more recent times, her support

were frustratingly light Easterlies and only two of the scheduled
three races were sailed. Sunday was a completely different

asked to be this month's club member in focus, but she would

lend support. She has proved herself in all facets of sailing,
u
rd
>-

of time watching an Ashes series on the TV!

November 2-3 at the YMCA Sailing Club. The winds on Saturday

attending. Martin Linsley (3rd) was the best placed local sailor,

I learnt to sail when I first met Peter w'hen we w e ^

This month’s reluctant interviewee is another well known club

We spent a lot

do so at the moment, is the camaraderie of sailing people.

people: when we came here we knew absolutely

D aphne Fu llag ar

such that we never took the boat off the trailer.

The ACT Dinghy Championships were held over the weekend of

The enjoyment I have always gained from sailing, even if I do not

as through the club and sailing we met lots of

u

championship we went to at Mount Martha where the conditions
were so appalling. It blew for three days straight, day and night,

ing - I have not covered 'starboard'yet'!

loined the CYC, then in the old Golf Club across

>-
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Radial rig - (General Division 1)

—

1. Anita Faulks 1.2,1,2,1

^
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2. Tom Austin 2,1,3,1,2
David Holt
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Fifteens ACT Titles
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to about 8 knots lifting to just over 10 knots in the

Scratch Results:

afternoons, tending to westerly.

1. Stuart. Shimeld/Peter

Shimeld was never far from the eventual winners in

Hellwig, Stiff Upper Lip

each heat. In the first heat, he was pipped by one

2. Craig Rainey/Ian Rainey,

second into second place by |ohn Tracey. In heats 2

Grin & Bare It (GLYC)

>

o
Z

& 3, he was edged out by less than 30 seconds. In
heat 5, he was a minute behind the eventual winner,
Grin & Bare It. Certainly a series of consistency.
The highlights of the series were the battles to the
first mark, with an ever present degree of

u

uncertainty and inconsistency on whether the
preferred option was to go right or left of the
rhumb line. The short course meant also that
simple mistakes or bad luck sent sailors "down the

>u

3. Nick Carew/Harley Kruse,
Fizz (RVYC)
4. Peter Russell/Philip Russell,
^^stler

u

5. |ohn Tracey/(various), Wings
6. | Hosking/Matt Gleeson,
Final Fling

mine". Good positional placement paid off for

Eq7. Peter Forster/Peter

some sailors and for some spectators watching from

Strauch, Reliance FFeighteen

the shore. It was copy textbook stuff.

Eq_7. Graham Giles/Hugh

Nearly eveiy boat had its moments of glory,

Taylor, Ffenominal

whether famous or infamous. Peter Dalton and

9. Brian Carroll/Lyn Wallace,

Hella Moebus in Flying High won a race to the first

Super Toy (RYCV)

>u

Jockeying for position at the start line

mark and were among the front bunch for a while
until the sirens of bad luck wafted over from the
reeds. John Hosking and Matt Gleeson in Final
Ffling, went bird watching in the reeds on several

11. Colin Brown/Nigel Grime,

occasions and had good moments at times. A few

Super Snabb

others were having tug-of-war competitions with^^
their spinnaker retrieval ropes.
Fleet captain, Graham Giles with Hugh Taylor in
Peter Dalton and Hella Moebus on Flying High

10. Regan Burton-Bear/Les
Kearney, Euffamism

Ffenominal, decided that attack was the best policy
and showed a clean stern to some of the hot shots

Peter Dalton/Hella Moebus,
Flying High
13. Peter Fullagar/Ross Pover,
State of the Ark

-O

In one of the closest and strongest competitions for years, Stuart Shimeld and

for a while. Tim Dalton in that floating ark, Ondine,

14. Tim Dalton/David

Z5

crew Peter Hellwig, sailing Stiff Upper Lip, fought off strong contenders from

sailed credibly to win the Encouragement Award. In

Robinson, Ondine

-O
D

Victoria and the ACT, to edge out Craig and Ian Rainey in Grin and Bare It,

any event, eveiyone was a winner for having sailed

14. Mark Gillette/Aaron

u

(GLYC, Paynesville) and Nick Carew and Harley Kruze in Fizz (RVYC,

in a perfectly-run series.

Gillette/|ana Gillette,

-H
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u

u

Melbourne) in winning the 2002-2003 ACT Flying Fifteen championship.
U
ft!
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The two Victorian boats shared four first placings, with local newcomer (to

sailed fairly consistently to win the handicap prize

Flying Fifteens) |ohn Tracey, in Wings, winning the first heat. Shimeld was able

from Brian Carroll and Lyn Wallace from Melbourne

to put together four second placings and discard a third placing from the fourth

in Super Toy and Peter and Philip Russell in

heat.

Rustler.

i_
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Held on Lake Burley Griffin over the October long weekend, the championship
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was conducted in near perfect sailing conditions, with a short triangular course

rd
u

Peter Fullagar and Ross Pover, State of the Ark,

set between theyacht club and Springbank Island. Northerly winds settled down

Wirraway.

rd

Handicap Placegetters

>I. State Of The Ark

rd
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2. Super Toy
3. Rustler
Bill (Barnacle) Causbrook

Handicap winners Peter Fullagar and Ross Pover in State of the Ark.

Photos: Martin van de Hoek
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Dead run'll be fun and games. Elliott likes to tack down w'ind. Stuffs

8

the crew, but much faster. Time to see if pre-race review of gybing
technique really works. Set it up. Do it controlled and slow. James,

<N
O
o
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Getting better each time. Lose count of the number of gybes.
Smooth. We cut the corners on the Lyons. Breeze dropping a bit.

E

the main man. One-cheek leg for the front people. Dragging the

Breaking with a past in which the ACT Tasar

£

Lyons back more. Breeze knocks and strengthens when he's almost

Championship was sailed together with the

0

on the mark. Damn. He SQueaks around, sets and leaves town. We

dinghy championship, the 2002 event was held

0

're left to work for it.

at Batemans Bay over November 9-10.

plane. Beautiful set. Pole right forward. We go into orbit. Pull off in
the big stuff. Keep us flat. Can't make the island. Tough. Dapto,
here we come again. Sail on the luff of the kite. Make up height to
windward when we can. Main gently flagging. On a touch for
balance. Get it off Quick in this puff. Don't let her heel - Quick and

u
>■

What price good winches! Rick and James get a well-earned rest. Sit

Three short races were sailed in 10-12 kt NE

bunch partying |

l^^and enjoy the ride. Spray hard and flat. Jetting out from about

into the night.

under the mast. Rolling over the gradually building waves.
Rocketing. Steer to keep the boat flat. Let the girls keep the sail on
Nice decision as to when to drop kite to claw up to mark. Staff
discussion on VMG. Settled by new front. Really kicking in. Up jib.

breezes on the first day of competition. The
Quality of the fleet was high, as demonstrated by
the different boats winning placings in each of
the races. Last year's title-holder, Canberrabased sailor Rick Longbottom, with Paul
Kinghorne as crew, was consistently good
though, and finished the day well in front on

Hate gybing on a lee shore. In a channel is even worse! One shot,

couldn't see the next mark from the beginning of a leg - and

him back onto us. We're in range - let's see what an Elliott can

gentle people.

points.

Go. Wham. Correct. Crew out. Bow up. Warpspeed. Two sail

Back ashore the 'champagne class' lived-up to

reach. White water. Play the waves. Lyons rounding last mark way

its name with drinks at the club before most

ahead. Can't see ityet. Under that clump of trees half way up the

sailors enjoyed a Thai meal. Some then retired

effective. Easy drive from Canberra and the pleasure of being

really do. Rick doing good things on mainsheet. Rest of us
think heavy thoughts. We're sailing higher. Slightly faster. He
tacks. Hasn't seen us. Yell. Tacks back. Slow choice - got him.
He ducks. We cover. Drag race. Roll him. Out to the lay line.
Overstand. Gas him.

with old friends, plus a great venue.

First round the top mark. Chuffed. Can't last. The Lyons sets

Saturday blew dogs off chains. The race committee wisely

big (as in seriously monstrous) asymmetric. Rumbles off to

cancelled. Good one, Rob. The Canberra mob take in the gokarts at Dapto, play pool, finish off with ten pin bowling. Didn't
take too long to figure out Dave, Matty and Martin have done
this before. Prize for triple strike to Xanthe. James and Teriy
also woriyingiy accurate. Back to Port for slap-up dins and
reminiscences. Some people falling over themselves for more.
Great night.

leeward and planes away. Our kite twists. Oriella and James
innovative work up front. Sets with a bang. Mast still there.
Boat takes off. Supposedly three-Quarter run. Gusting over 20
on the clock. Apparent right forward to shy. White water. Flat
wake. Boat on the edge. Gust, pull away. Work it. Next mark
is reef with five cardinal marks. Navigators check the course.
Follow the Lyons - can't miss the pink kite. Reef in view at last.
Count the cardinal marks. Four. Count again. You're sure?

Sunday breeze down to 15-18 knots SW to SE. Sea rack and
white caps. Passage race from one end of lake to the other

rti

Navy Tasar crewed by Nick Grey, represented

onto new breeze. On|y the big Lyons in front. Further lift drops

Bay because of construction work at the host club. Port Kembla

u

BB Sailing Club sailors. Martin Linsley, sailing a

Big breeze and a round-the-lake course with the legs so longyou

SC came to the rescue with typical hospitality - low ke_y and

u

Lake MacQuarie, Sydney, Canberra, to join local

The Canberra

Down kite. Close reach for the reef mark. Gybing around it this time.

The TYA Regatta of October 26-27 had to be moved from Botany

_Q
=>

champions. Boats came from the north end of

the CYC.

edge. We've made up some height, but still well below the mark.

How can a whole cardinal mark get lost? Follow the Lyons. If we
hit something, it's heel right, spin left. Heart in mouth time.

(literally) and back. Quite a contrast to LBG.
We slog out the other side -still intact. Tight lead. Rick and
H u n tre ss ’ p ersp ective

Xanthe working jib and main in sync. Traveller paying dividends.

hill. Steer for that. Rick and Xanthe do their "ease together and pull

to homes and motels, whilst others drifted-off to

away" thing again. Keep the intensity. Gybe at the end. Find finish

tents, cars, or the beach for a night's rest.

line off the clubhouse. Keep her flat. Cross. No rest - still got to
')ack through that seawall.

«

Sunday's winds were lighter and from the South.
Another short race preceded a long race, a

out for room. Motor on. Jib down. Get it off the deck. Reduce

windage. Almost back to the racecourse. Katie II flys by with kite up.
Mad. Screaming. Great sight. Main down. Turn for the entrance.
Too much sea rack - can't find it. Look for the roof of the fish shop.

Wall coming up fast. There it is. Less than a metre depth. Board up
three-Quarters. Rudder out. Hope the motor does its job. Into the
surf at the gap. Eveiyone back in the boat. Keep the motor in the
water. Hang on. Hard right.

Travellers Interclub race. It was the turn of the
other ex-world champion to feature. Russell
Ford, crewed by Nicole Kidman (true, the Tasar
is the boat for all!) won the short race, but Rick
and Paul's second place meant they retained the

_o

championship. The last race was won by Martin
and Nick. It was enough for them to clinch third

(J

placing overall, just behind Russel and Nicole.
Into another world. Calm water. Gentle breeze. We motor up to the
ramp. Manoeuvre the boat onto the trailer. It's hot ashore. Stand
around dazed. Weaiy. Pack the boat up for home. Hot shower.

Martin Linsley
rd
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Interesting conditions. Chop and gusty breeze. Start goes kaput

Keep at it, guys. Punishing work. Pegging the Lyons back

A surfeit of memories, pressed down and overflowing. They'll warm

s_

in last minute. Someone knocks the timer. Read the body

w'ithout his kite. Red mark eventually heaves into view ahead.

us all a long while. This is why we sail TYA. This is why we sail

language. Get in close to the start boat. Watch those bargers!!

Oops - that's a channel marker. Check the locals behind. Sailing

Elliotts.

Which rule turns on here? Stuff that - solid glass beats foam

low'er - must know something. We and the Lyons spot the mark

Neil Primrose

sandwich any day. Evade. Survive. Go for clear air. SQueak

another km ahead. Spring sheets at same time. Get the barber

across a Magnum 850 - gee they're big! Pick up the shift. Tack

haulers w'orking. Flying when we keep her flat. Peg the Lyons
back some more by the end of the leg.

z

Sixteen Tasars entered, including two past world

ugly if we lose her. Oriella working the kite hard. Xanthe in support.

- Lake lllawarra
planing downwind for half an hour at a time!!!

u
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Now the leg we all came for, 8 kms of flat-out kite ride. Constant

rti
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Tight fetch to top mark. Veiy end of lake. Keep the boat flat. Rick

Z
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Championship

Quick leg. Superb drop gybe to finish off.

o
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Oriella and Xanthe getting the rhythm together. Talk about it.
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Tasar
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Sailing School
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The origin of
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the club burgee

After a cold winter the Sailing School is winding up to another
0)
_Q

(U
-Q

hectic summer season. Here are a few things that have been
happening over the last month.

E

E

Q)
>
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The kids holiday program was run over the October break with 50

I am sure that many of you have noticed our club burgee flying from the flagpole

young sailors completing the course. Importantly less Breen, Sally

when our club is conducting events. It is a unifying feature and has a bit of

Goleby and Luke Wrigley obtained their Assistant Instructor

histoiy too. Have you ever thought what the burgee means?
With that thought in mind I asked the club archivist, Peter Forster if he could find

The Youth Sailing Academy started on October 20.

some background about the burgee. Veiy Quickly Peter was back to me with
information extracted from the Canberra Yacht Club News of November 1966.

With the advent of the small dinghy course there will be a number
of YSA members who will participating in their first racing at the

Below is an extract from the article:

club. Please give them your support with a wave or a bit of

Early in 1961, proposed designs for a CYC burgee were called for by the

encouragement.

Commodore, Mr Teriy O'Neill. Six designs were submitted and after

To boost our ever growing fleet we are in the process of purchasing

extensive debate a design prepared by Mr |. Deeble was accepted by the

two modern Corsairs, four Spirals and two 420s for the coming

General Committee.

season. We thank the Canberra Southern Cross Club for their

The design motif incorporated the official colours of green and gold, ie. they

continued support with purchasing new boats.

were Canberra's colours and furthermore Australia's colours, the gold

Martin Linsley has volunteered to become the Laser and Spiral coach

>■

representing wattle. The Club's association with the national capital was

for the program thisyear leaving me to coach the Flying Ms,

important, conseQuently Mr Deeble had incorporated the 'Portcullis' from the

Corsairs and 420's.

Canberra Coat of Arms in the design. Permission to use the Portcullis' was
granted by the college of heraldiy and it is noteworthy that a 'Portcullis' is

Ifyou would like to be involved helping in the program by coaching,

also part of the Coat of Arms of Westminster.

driving the rescue boats or help theyoung ones rig their boats

u

please call me at the club.

Incidentally, a 'Portcullis', is a heavy fortress gateway which slides up and
down. This motif was beautifully balanced by the addition of a gold cross

The Sailing school has moved sheds, our old shed was becoming far

based on the shape of the St George Cross. Should the CYC ever be granted

too small for the amount of boats and the activities it conducts. The

the honour and favour of a Royal prefix, the crown will surmount the

new shed will alleviate a number of problems, mainly not disrupting

'Portcullis' as in the Canberra Coat of Arms.

Martin VdH's work da\y with 35 screaming kids in the sailors cabin. I
like to let him into my “ best job in the world" experiences from

First appearance of our Club burgee occurred when the Governor-General,

time to time.

Lord de Lisle, honoured us by breaking the burgee from the masthead at Lake
George during the opening of the Annual Regatta in 1962. You may therefore

It was amazing to see the amount of boats and bits of the Sailing

look with pride upon a burgee which has been torn, stained by weather and

School on the lawn. Some of the gear found had been put there by

flood, charred by fire, given three homes in its short lifetime and held with

David Kent lOyears ago. A big thanks to all who helped in the

honour during the trials and tribulations of the Club's early growth.'

move, cleaning, painting and playing "what type of boat is that
under the dust”.
_Q
D

When sailing, the burgee is flown from the rigging usually the crosstree.
Where a crosstree is not carried the burgee may be flown from the shrouds or

With the racing starting to get busier the powerboats are being

stays, but in either case the masthead must be left available for the display of

readied for the season. Thanks to Arthur McManus who has been
u

a racing flag when needed.

helping me in preparing safety gear, launching and fixing a million
jobs that is part of having fully operational boats for each Sunday

u
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The burgees belonging to the Commodore, Vice-Commodore, Rear-

race. There are a number of retired members helping out, with their

Commodore and Club Captain are Quite distinctly different from the regular

enthusiasm and skills supporting the operation of the club. If anyone

burgee. These are swallow-tailed, not triangular and have other

wants to help, from folding newsletters, scrubbing powerboats to

distinguishing marks.

just talking sailing, call Martin at the office.

1can recall that the Commodore's burgee had two red circles and the Rear-

As always we are looking to members to take adult graduates out for

Commodore one. Would anyone have information or an example of the various

a sail on Sunday, Friday and Wednesday. Ifyou have a space please

flag officers' burgees stored in a cupboard?

give me a call.

The club is tracking down a flag maker with a view to ordering some burgees for

C
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Qualifications during these courses.

u
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Matthew Owen

purchase by people who may be interested in flying them.
Peter Foster on Relience FFeighteen

Photo:Martin van de Hoek
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C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

H a r v e y

S a t - S u n

(w) 6250 6 186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0 4 19 4 14 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au
V i c e

CD

S u n

D a l t o n

N o v

24

Pointscore 8

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
D i r e c t o r

2 3-24

St Georges Basin cruise

o d o r e

Co

P e t e r

N o v

W e d

N o v

C o r p o r a t e

Twilight 4

H i p p i s l e y

S a t - S u n
D ec I

27

S e r v i c e s

T r e v o r

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
D i r e c t o r

S t e v e

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 6288 01 10 (m) 0427 880 110
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au
P r o m o t i o n

T u e

D e c

3

Committee meeting
D e c

4

Twilight race 5, 6pm

R e e d

D i r e c t o r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(w) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cmi@cyberone.com.au

P e t e r

s/)

W e d

(m) 0409 416 485
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

D i r e c t o r

Elliot 7 c’ships

&

M a r k e t i n g

A d r i a n

30-

Trailable yacht c'ships

L a n g l a n d s

D i r e c t o r

N o v

R a c i n g

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808 chifley@fullagarorg

Su n

D ec

8

Pointscore 9 & c’ship 3, 2pm
W e d

D ec

II

Twilight race 6, 2pm
F r i

D e c

13

Twilight fun sail 5, 6pm

D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

S a t

G r a h a m

Cruising course fun race/sail, 2pm

G i l e s

D ec

14

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

Su n

D i r e c t o r .

Pointscore 10, 2pm

M a t t h e w

S a i l

C a n b e r r a

C Y C Sailing News

Ifyou are not currently receiving
emails and_you wish to be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admin@canberra^chtclub.com.au
and indudeyour name.

15

O w e n

(w) 62734777 (m) 0419 407 389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C ITY A C T 2601

D ec

D e c

2 6 - l a n

Myall Lakes cruise
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Hydrogem - a C Y C boat on the Gippsland Lakes
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Photo: Martin van der Hoek
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In this month’s edition

A C T SAILIN G INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600

in this edition, you will read about:
♦

How to interpret the rules in a new section. Rules Comer

♦

the City of Canberra regatta

♦

the cruise to St George's Basin, and

♦

the multi-hull national titles.

G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtdub.com.au

We wish all members a Meriy Christmas, a safe and happy New Year and good sailing.
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it was yet another busy

his typing processed through the typing pool at

month for the club.

Treasury! There were some very long stories,

Members will note that the

especially from the Marsh's.

boat hoist is nearing

<
11
n

completion with the

E

footings poured and the

a>
u
<u

lifting frame installed.
Water and electrical
services will be connected
and slings fitted, shortly.
Thanks to the staff of
Woden Engineering for

ramp on the Monday in a hot 25 knot gusty westerly
breeze. Solitaire led the way while others wisely
dropped sail and motored in. The temperature hit 41

The 20th National Trailerable Multihull Regatta was held at

in the newsletter.

Wangi Wangi on Lake Macquarie on November 16-22. Multi's
competed in four divisions: 12 in Div I for fast trailerable multi's,

interstate, competing over a four race event. This

had by all. It was a very
sociable event and some

Three Canberra trimirans competed in Division 2 , Tinkerbell

included two short course races, a night race and a

(Wayne, Pat and Dean) a Trailertri 680, Cirrus (Marty and John)

cruising course. There was plenty of variety in the

a Haines Hunter Tramp and Trilobite, (Peter and Tory) a

wind including a SQuall that saw many boats flattened

Trailertri 620. Division 2 also had Trifle, a Trailertri 720 from

and one broken mast. Results are provided later

Melbourne, 3Sum, a Trailertri 680 from Sherperton. Rastus, a

the newsletter. Many thanks to Dave Bizant, Peter
Fullagar, Graham Giles, Peter Taylor and all the other
club members who contributed to the weekend being
such a success.

wonderful stories were told

U

local Trailertri 680, Coco, an Ostac Tramp from Northern NSW.
Sailing conditions were terrific with building Easterly sea breezes
to about 25 knots eveiy day. A change to a Southerjy brought
some rain on Thursday and lighter winds for the last race on

Photo: Martin van der Hoek

Trilobite

Friday but strong steady breezes, ideal for sailing.
Sailing is never just, as Wayne had generously loaned Tory to

over a wine as to how

It was with some sadness many members and friends

various club couples came to

said farewell to the Wilde-Browne's and the

meet their partners. I must

Gallagher's on the evening of Wednesday December

say that Matt Owen was

5, as both families are leaving Canberra. Collectively,

followed by Trifle and Cirrus. Tinkerbell and Trilobite were next

clearly the most romantic

both families have made a significant contribution to

followed by 3Sum and Rastus. Much boat tuning and adding

fellow in the group recanting

the club and sailing in the region generally. W e wish

crew continuously improved racing performance, so on handicap

Canberra's trailerable multihull sailors maintained our club's

placings were not clearly decided until the last race. With one

reputation of skillful sailors and fast boats. All sailors were

race able to be dropped, Tinkerbell and Trilobite were eoually

thankful for the great effort put in bv the Wangi organisers and

his marriage proposal to Karen at
dawn, by the sea, with whales
passing by. I cannot name the
member who proposed with $1.53 to his name
and then took his wife out to buy her own
engagement ring on the pretext that his bank

o
Z)

was closed on Saturday! Martin van de Hoek

J

told us how he met Barb while trying to get

them well for the future and hope that they return one
day.

The competition in Division 2 is less hectic than the cut and

crevv on Trilobite. Division 2 also enjoyed a close friendly social

thrust of the fast boats in Div I but a serious rivaliy was soon
established. For the first three races. Coco was fastest, closely

atmosphere off the water and Wangi is a great place to relax with
great facilities. Marty and lohn won the Trailertri Trophy as the
leaders of Division 2.

placed for third at the start of race six. Tinkerbell although

look forward to returning in 2004 to compete again. The 2003

Finally, can I take this opportunity to wish my

faster, had to beat Trilobite by about six minutes and was about

Nationals will be held in Morton Bay in September. We call on

committee, fellow members and their families a

eight minutes clear at the end of the third last leg, but a slight

all the other Division 2 trailerable multihulls gathering dust to

change in wind direction and some current saw Trilobite make up

start planning to attend now. You'll have a great time.

six minutes to finish just over a minute behind on the line.

Peter W ithing t on

merry Christmas and a safe and happy New Year.
Peter H arvey

Division 2 Handicap Result

C
u

Name

Skip/Crew

Handicap

Race Results

CIRRUS

Marty, |ohn

.7072

2 2 1111

1

COCO

Gary, Tony

.7745

112 2 2 2

2

TRILOBITE

Peter, Tony

.7389

333653

3

TINKERBELL

Wayne, Pat. Dean

.7723

444334

4

3SUM

Clyde, Neil

.7479

555475

5

Result
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the Clyde Mountain. More details are provided later

trailerable racing multi's and two large cats in the cruising Div 4.

cruise. A great time was

E
9Z

seven in Div 2 for smaller boats, three in Div 3 for non-

November 23-24 for a

<u
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still showing 35 degrees as we made it over the top of

December I had 40 trailables, including 10 from

Basin on the weekend of

rs

degrees as we set off for home with the thermometer

their efforts and Alan

headed down to St George's

O
O

Division 2 From the deck o f
Trilobite

Green for his supervision of

Some 12 CYC trailables

fS

It was an interesting sail coming back to the launching

The City of Canberra Regatta on November 30-

the project.

O

Trailerable Multihull
National Titles

DEAKIHHEALTHSPA
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TRIFLE

lan. jim, Vince

.8217

666 766

6

C

RASTUS

Ron, Sharron

.7488

7 7 7547

7
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Missing

St George’s Basin cruise
z>
3
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took five of us to lift and secure the heavy dagger board keel
but I guess snapping the centerboard cable is better than
wrapping the mast around a light post as happened to
someone else on the previous occasion at the Basin View

<1)
a

ramp. We've since dedicated that post to you, Ross.

E

♦ Matty not displeased about the 41 degree heat on the return
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mirror mast
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At some stage over the last fewyears a mast from an unused
Mirror dinghy has gone missing from the CYC internal storage
area. It was an aluminium mast with all rigging and spinnaker

v
jd

fittings. Theyoung owner of the boat has finally finished

E

reconditioning the hull and was looking forward to sailing it this

0

trip home, with the old Lexcen close to boiling. He's now

season until discovering that the mast has gone missing. Ifyou

been given permission to get a Pajero and replace the '4x60'

have borrowed the mast or have any idea of its whereabouts

cooling with air conditioning. Well done Matty. Does that

please contact Martin at the CYC office.

^
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mean 'no floating caravan?
♦ David Shiers suffering a trailer wheel puncture half way up
the Cjyde and no spare or wheel brace! There's a lesson
there, Dave.
♦ Not content with losing a centerboard, Colin then lost a
wheel not far from the ramp, thus causing a further 24 hour

Changes to Club Marine
Pleasurecraft Insurance

stay at the Basin. I don't think that boat wanted to leave the
area. Steep learning curve for first time cruisers but

All trailer boats insured with Club Marine in New South Wales,

fortunately not put off by their experiences.

Victoria and Queensland now attract a "Theft Excess" of $1000 if

Thus a couple of negatives but mostly positive.
Saturday Happy Hour at Palm Beach, incl David. Elfie. Bill.Teme. Peten Keme. Sue. Steve. Colin/Lis', Noeleen. Marg, Barb,'Swampy1. Karen and Pillow
For most of the weekend we had steady winds and none where
For the upteenth time a November cruise on the basin was
organized. For us this is always the first cruise of the season
and one we always look forward to for that reason but also
because it is such a nice place to sail and relax for a few days.

♦ Matty sailing with a reef in the main in less than 30 knots of
breeze:
♦ Matty sailing at the tail of the fleet. I guess he wanted to
know what that felt like;

This time was no exception.
♦ David Shiers sailing his Princess on his own in 20+ knots of
Also part of the party were Steve and Sue Langlands plus Terrie
Ebrill ('Interaction' - Sonata 26); Peter Harv^ and partner Kerri
('Solitaire' - Castle 650); Matt and Karen Owen ('Gem-a-tools' -

instructions on how to use it), plus a whistling kettle.

David Shiers ('My Fair Lady’ - Princess); ’Swampy' and ’Lis’

Maybe it was all that extra weight that slowed him down??

Farr 6); lohn and Willie Woods ('Farmominal' - Farr 6); Alex,
Reno and Nick ('Farrscape' - Farr 6); Bariy Matson and partner
Elfie ('Ibdob' - Farr 6); lohn and Lesley Briard ('Flora' - Farr 6);
Barb and I ('Finesse' - Farr 6) and a couple of ex-sailors, Ron
and lima Cunnew in a ’stink boat’. Gems take note, the Farrs

J

♦ 'Gem-a-tools' sailing with a porta-potty (with video

Gem), Colin and Noelene Green ('Shearwater' - Ultimate 18);
Marsh (’Leumas’ - Farr 6); Bill and Marg Wattam ('Do-Re-Me' -

O
zs

breeze without a reef:

decided it was time to show the flag.
Most of us took the Monday off and made it a long-weekend.
arriving at the Basin View ramp mid-morning on Saturday and
returning mid-afternoon on Monday. During that time we

♦ Peter and Kerrie sailing with two watchdogs on board;

we camped for the night. On Sunday, while sailing back from

be expensive, Matty. He started thinking about how to n ™

little warning but eveiyone seemed to handle it OK. This made

last lOyears. Appropriate anti-theft devices can be inspected at
Bartondale Marine. Prices are in the order of $35 to $50

Another successful cruise. There was talk of motoring down the

Peter H arvey

that didn't happen. Maybe next time. For those who haven't

Commodore

done it, it's a 'must do' thing.
1thought 1knew eveiy inch of the basin but I was recently told
by a local about a little known secluded anchorage tucked away
^ | s in cruise is March 14-17, the Canberra Day long weekend.
Suggest you mark it on your calendar.
The next scheduled CYC/CCYA cruise is on the Myall Lakes,

♦ Many secrets being divulged in a 'show and tell session'

north of Port Stephens, from Boxing Day onwards. Stay a few

under the rain tarp at Palm Beach on Sunday night - there is

days or a fortnight - it's an opportunity to completely lose any

nothing like a few drops of rain to get people to huddle

notion of time. This is a holiday removed from civilization, at

together, drink wine and tell tall stories. Good thing we

least where we go. and that means you must bring all your needs

could remember little of it on Monday morning!

with you. Most important, a decent anchor, a boom tent and

♦ One intrepid cruiser arrived at the ramp for a first time

plenty of reading material, and something to Quench the thirst at

cruise and managed to avoid us the whole weekend. Ray,

Happy Hour, watching the sun disappear over the horizon.

Beach on Sunday morning and managed to sleep, swim, party

you are running out of excuses for not wanting to put the

Eating is optional.

ca

and relax till mid-morning on Sunday. Some of the highlights:

boat in the water - that's what boats are for and St Georges

l_
1_

Anyone needing further information, contact me at the club.

♦ First time cruising for a number of boats and crew, including

Basin is an ideal start. Maybe the Myall Lakes is moreyour

Otherwise we'll see you there!

J

and Elfie;

Tide’s out
at Googong Dam

it go faster.

shore at the Aloha Caravan Park that night, cruised up to Palm

♦ First time their 'new' boat has been in the water for Barry

depending on the type selected.

inlet to Sussex township and the beach on Sunday morning but

rd
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This change is the result of the increased level of theft over the

made the retrieval of boats that much easier.

cruised around Home Bay on Saturday, had Happy Hour on

Matty and Karen and Colin and Noelene:

anti-theft devices.

getting back to Basin View a bit of a struggle but once there

u

(U
Q

device sold through a recognised retail outlet. Combinations of
padlocks and chain and padlock and cable are not acceptable

Palm Beach a 10 knot NE’er turned into a 25 knot Westerly with

in Swan Bay. Must check it out next time. The next scheduled
♦ Karen eying off some of the 'floating caravans'. That coiM

the boat is stolen and not fitted with a recognised anti-theft

thing?
♦ Colin learnt the advantage of flotilla sailing when his
centreboard cable snapped coming back to Basin View. It

Googong is currently a 'no go' area for trailer sailers and
dinghies. Current water level is down eight metres which

-O

translates into around 40 metres between the water and the
original lake edge, with lots of mud exposed. Both the public

U

ramp and the Rangers ramps are unusable and the only way to

-m

eet anv sort of craft into the water is to carry it by hand. This
J
situation is not likely to change in a huriy, even if we get

u
^

substantial rain in the catchment area.

>~

Ifyou have any Queries, call me 6281 3471.

rd

John W h ite

Martin van der H o ek

Editor's note: Wyangala is down to almost 20 per cent:

Finesse

http:/Avaterinfo. dlwc.nsw.gov.au/srAVyangala.html
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The best book to consult for an explanation of the current racing
rules is without doubt: The Rules in Practice (fifth edition) 20012004 ty Bryan Willis ( Femhurst Books: Arundel, Sussex. UK)
112pp. ISBN I 898660 77 8
Buy it ifyou haven’t got it. Again, we will often give the relevant
page numbers and Quote from this source when covering the
issues being discussed in this column.

has an obligation to keep clear) to give room to pass below the

Have a browse at www.isafrules.com and run the animation at

committee boat so long as the leeward boat does not alter

Cases 13, 51, 53 and 63. Umpire Call book examples given under

course at a time when the windward boat cannot respond.

umpl3 are also worth looking at.

[Willis p22 lower example].

If the first leg of the course is not to windward then the

This example in Willis is crucial to the problems of alleged

obligation to sail a proper course (after the start signal is given)

barging at the windward end of the line. A leeward boat

can make a difference.

approaching the start line close hauled on starboard tack does

Halcyon

not have to bear away to allow another starboard windward boat
You will need to consult either or both of these sources to fully
benefit from Rules Comer.
The first problem we'll look at is a situation that happens almost
every time we race on LBG. particularly when boats decide t h e 0

room to clear the stem of the Committee Boat irrespective of

PS : Ifyou have a particular problem or situation you would like

how the overlap between them was created so long as room to

to have clarified, please email admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

keep clear was given once the overlap was created. Digest the

or write to the Office Manager, CYC. Your message will be

^ ^ ill implications of the situations that Willis illustrates - in

windward/starboard end of the line is favoured and th^ all mill

particular his second and third dot points when you are boat B!

around that end in the countdown period.

This is where the confusion often occurs!

passed on to Halcyon .

“ Barging” - right of way at windward end
of a start line
The problem here is the confusion that sometimes occurs at the
windward (usually Committee Boat) end of the start. On a typical
start line set with a windward first leg it often happens that
several boats approach on broad starboard reaches expecting to

C Y C Bar & Amenities

SQueeze' across the line close under the committee boat but

Rules Corner

V

o
xS
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You come into the Sailors Bar after a gruelling couple of hours

Mark up is Quite reasonable and I believe is at a mix that is both

room.

tiying to find the wind on the lake, being frustrated by the

profitable for the CYC but still Quite inexpensive to members.

The crucial issues are
♦ the obligation of a windward boat to keep clear of an
overlapping leeward boat and
♦ the right of way obligations before approaching the start l i ^ '

Quirks and foibles of the hill induced wind shifts, still trying to
figure out how come you were passed on a spinnaker run by
another boat on a spinnaker run going the other way. What do
^^you want? - A cold one.

Cask wine is sold at a $1.50 a glass but there are also some
bottles of wine at fairly reasonable prices for groups who want to
share a bottle. Again, ideas on favourites, both cask and bottled
wine will be considered and, provided the prices are right, could

The CYC bar is there for members following sailing activities

be added. Generally the white wine available is in the fridge but

particular rules issues for club members to think about. We will

to start compared with right of way obligations when

and other social events. The liouor permit allows the bar to

there are some reds in the store room and these can be made

not go into details but instead we will draw on some very easily

approaching to start.

operate from 1200 to 2200 any day when there is sailing or a

available on reouest. This is the same stock that prizes will be

related social function.

drawn from for the Sunday and Wednesday racing.

The idea of this segment of the newsletter is to highlight

j

find they are shut out because a leeward boat refuses to give

accessible material that should be read or consulted to sort out

At all times a windward boat must keep clear of a leeward boat

the worst of the rules infringements observed during racing.

but the leeward boat if it alters course must give a windward

The problem I have is knowing what you, as members, want

I need all the help I can get to make the bar both worthwhile to

Ifyou have access to the internet then the following web-site is

boat room to keep clear. This is crucial.

from the bar. Obviously we are not a big concern so there are

the members and profitable for the club. 1believe most know

highly recommended: www.isafrules.com

Before the start signal it is possible for the windward boat to

This is an ISAF approved website with the latest version of the

obtain room to pass to leeward of the committee boat so long as

ISAF Racing Rules available on-line together with superb on-line

it is NOT approaching the line to start (ie. preliminary

animated diagrams of the case book examples. lust about every

manoeuvres well before a final approach) [Willis p.20 upper

possible rules infringement situation is illustrated interactively!

example but also note the lower example!] The key issue is the

Tiy it. It is well worth spending some time browsing the material

Rule 18 exclusion (a) given under 18.1. Once boats are on their

presented on this website. We will be referring to the case book

final approach to the start line there is no obligation for a

examples and this excellent website.

leeward boat to give room to a windward boat (which of course

only so many lines of drinks that we can support at any one

me but look for the guy on the Sonata 26 "Interaction" and watch

time. I have concentrated on Cascade Light and VB as both

out because the name of the boat has some meaning if past

good sellers and low cost options. 1 have also increased the

events are to be taken seriously.

soft drinks available so that you can purchase stocks to take on
the lake during races. The lines are Coke, Solo and Orange
selling for $1.20. For those who need to

Q u en ch

a thirst in a

"healthy" way, I have added Powerade to the lines but at a
slightly more expensive cost (still cheap at twice the cost)
because of the cost to us.

Steve Langlands
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City of Canberra Regatta
asrasasBBBiroxHnHi;
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The results of the four races in the City of Canberra Regatta are
as follows:
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H AN DICAP RESULTS

Division 1 - 7 boats

o
Agg score

Race 1

Race 2

Race 3

Race 4

Place

Boat

Skipper

1

CASPER

ROBBIE FAULKS

11.0

2

I

3

5

2

UNDER PRESSURE

DAVID SMITH

12.0

3

6

2

1

3

HOT GOSSIP

MICHAEL LEYDON

13.5

4

3.5

4

2

Agg score

Race 1

Race 2

Race 3

Race 4

Division 2 - 23 boats
Place

Boat

Skipper

1

WISDON

DAVID BIZANT

19.0

1

3

7

8

2

HARMONY

CRAIG TUCKER

20.0

5

9

1

5

3

GOMEZ

PAUL SCRIVENER

27.0

12

8

3

4

Agg score

Race 1

Race 2

Race 3

Race 4

Division 3-11 boats
Division I

with some clear air managed to increase the lead, followed by

While there was a smaller number of boats in Division I than was
anticipated, the results indicated some very close racing with
individual race winners being different on each occasion.

Serious Fun and Hot Gossip. Unfortunately, Huntress and Under

patterns. As boats rounded the top mark (Casper unwinding from
a port rounding) and headed down, the wind strength increased
considerably, with some large bullets hitting the fleet. With
spinnaker up the ride for Casper was hold on and go with the
gusts, particularly as we saw boats pulling spinnakers down.

l_

hadn't run aground but that's Canberra. Huntress steamed away

Serious Fun the next beat was definitely hard and at times

circles. For all those who didn't manage the night race it is a

overpowered to the extreme. By the last downwind leg the wind

fantastic sight!

inexperienced crew and journalist onboard that a withdrawal was
the best option. Huntress. Under Pressure and Hot Gossip
powered on to the finish.
The second race, also windward leeward was set with very short
legs to avoid some of the local racing. A shift just prior to the
start made for an interesting start with several having to tack

Sunday dawned with a good breeze and a running start from the

4.0

1

1

1

1

2

VEGEMITE

NICK HILDYARD

12.0

3

3

3

3

3

DODGEM

DON SHORTRIDGE

15.0

2

5

4

4

[B ]
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Agg score

Race 1

Race 2

Race 3

Race 4

D iv is io n

■S

i

Place

Boat

Skipper

1

CASPER

ROBBIE FAULKS

11.0

2

1

3

5

2

UNDER PRESSURE

DAVID SMITH

12.0

3

6

2

1

3

HUNTRESS

NEIL PRIMROSE

14.0

5

5

1

3

D iv is io n 2
Agg score

Race 1

Race 2

Race 3

Race 4

DAVID BIZANT

15.0

1

3

7

4

HARMONY

CRAIG TUCKER

16.0

5

8

I

2

PATHFINDER

PETER TAYLOR

25.0

4

2

5

14

Agg score

Race 1

Race 2

Race 3

Race 4

4.0

1

1

1

1

Boat

Skipper

Casper decided to round a mark intended for other than Division

I

WISDON

I. From there on the racing was reduced in half with Under

2
3

Pressure doing very well, with Hot Gossip and Huntress. Serious
Fun and Casper did see the error of their ways and chased, but
all a bit too little, too late.
I believe eveiyone enjoyed themselves and proved that you can
never say that there is no breeze in Canberra. It is always

onto port to clear the pin. With the wind strength increasing, the

C

short legs and the local cats and others coming through the

H ow ard Faulks

middle, the racing was exciting and close. Casper got away and

Forward Hand Casper E7-62

J

MATT OWEN

Place

tower. It was looking to be good race until Serious Fun and

(U
Q
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GEM-A-TOOLS

in a great result for the Primrose boat.

of times? We got used to removing our flashing friend and doi^f

skipper washed overboard and Predator decided with an

rrj
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the race. It may have been closer at the front if Hot Gossip

was one to remember. Closely followed around the mark by

seconds on the finish line. The Magic, Flocus Pocus had the

C
U
rO

maintaining this through some patchy breeze towards the end of

Did I mention that Casper decided to relocate the mark a couple

good down wind speed passed Casper with a margin of six

1

breeze. The race was decided to some extent within the first 30
seconds with Huntress and Hot Gossip getting a great start and

Moving from around fourth to first by the bottom mark the ride

strength had dropped dramatically and Serious Fun with some

Skipper

interesting and on occasions darn right exciting!

D iv is io n 3
Place

Boat

Skipper

1

GEM-A-TOOLS

MATT OWEN

2
3

VEGEMITE
DODGEM

NICK HILDYARD
DON SHORTRIDGE

10
15.0

3
2

3
5

2

2

3

3
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obvious indication that we were in for some interesting wind

Following a nice break, the night race got away with some good

Boat

•r a

The cloud formations at the start of the first race were an

Pressure decided to do another lap.

Place

CD
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♦ Three yellow buoys with associated night light
fittings, and

1

-

1.

These assets should be useful to all members of the

With recent comings and goings several vacancies have arisen in the outside

CYC.

boat storage area, ifyou want to store your boat at the club, please ring,

Tallaganda Forest in early Februaiy and are working on

Unfortunately inside storage is full. There is such a demand for inside slots

has already volunteered, as has Eric Adriannese, a

regularly, for either racing or social sailing. Boats that don't get used or used

'hotshot’on Brindebella.

sparingly will only be accommodated if there is room left over.

Membership forms are in the Sailors Cabin. It’s only S5

2.

of the CYC

Also our thanks to Steve Langlands for his hard work as
secretary and to all the previous years' committee members.

will remain the CCYA. This means we don't have to change our
constitution or go through heaps of red tape. But we will
henceforth 'trade' under the new name. This was decided at the
first meeting of the new committee and there are good reasons
for the change. For legal, insurance and several other reasons we
need to be part of the CYC and be recognised as being part it.

J

There is no charge to advertise but we would askyou to remove the ad once
the boat has been sold or bought. Ifyou haven’t got time to come and fill in
one of the appropriate forms, send me an email and I will enter the details for

sailing and may the winds be fair.

you.

G eorg e Reeves

3.

Ifyou have been down to the club recently you would have noticed the new
available for members' use. There are still some minor engineering things to
tidy up and we’re hopeful of having instructions on the use of the hoist

Try Sail Day
The last trysail day was held on November 10 and
attracted over 50 adults and 17 kids. Everyone had the
opportunity to go out on a boat in absolutely perfect

and jenn Nielsen as Treasurer (6201 5344), Arthur McManus as

weather conditions (for first triers). We also had

Vice President (62585736) Don McMichael as Chief Honoraiy

several boats on trailers on the grass and provided a

Advisor (62951436), Ed Harris (62516313), Daren Knights

free sausage sizzle.

(62419994), Trevor and Deb Hippisley (62428499) Martin van
der Hoek ((62737177) and Pat Kiley (62812972) who will be our
representative on the Yachting Association of the ACT. If
trailableyachties have any Questions please give any of us a Q
I can be contacted on 6248 6699.

Our sincere thanks to all those who generousjy chipped
in by taking people out, making their boat available for
inspection or helping with registrations and cooking.
^ ^ Jv e r a ll it was a great day and was followed by our club
championship - to the sound of a jazz band. Also, our

4.

Getting people to do duty on Sundays is like pulling teeth but the roster
want to be PRO". Despite the fact that detailed guidelines have been written
to assist the Principal Race Officer, there is a marked reluctance to accept this
responsibility. (Ifyou want me to email you a copy of those instructions,
please contact me).
To overcome this problem and to familiarize members with race procedures,
Peter Fullagar has agreed to hold a session one evening in the Sailors Cabin to
run through race and race management procedures plus answer Questions.

Please mark Tuesday Februaiy 4 at 8pm in your calendar. This session would
suit those who haven’t raced yet and want to get into it as well as regular
racers who are still unsure of flags, signals and race issues.
By the way, skippers who do duty will get (better than) average points. It is a

The TYG has now officially handed over the assets listed below

sincere thanks to the Southern Cross Club for all their

affairs of the club, just as the flying fifteens or the lasers have

to the CYC. Last week 1wrote to Peter Harvey officially offering

support. Very much appreciated.

their own groups. In many ways we have entered 3 new era very

the assets and explaining that we are now truly part of the CYC.

competently started by past president, Ross Wylde-Browne.

The assets are:

sail day through the newspaper, with only 25% hearing

♦ All the equipment associated with the previous boat hoist.

about it over the radio. Over 90 % of those registering

5.

Some statistics. Most people found out about the try

P R O D uties and R a ce Procedures

system is working, just. Almost invariably the response is "OK, but I don’t

to represent all trailableyacht owners and their crews in the

And so it is with great pleasure that I take up the reigns in this

B o a t H oist

hoist. You can hardly miss the bright, twin tower structure. It will soon be

The TYG has a fantastic committee. Leigh Nielsen as Secretaiy

Times change and we need to change with the times. Our aim is

Q
r;

complicated averaging formula but the worst results are not taken into account
when compensating skippers for 'volunteering' to assist in running the
pointscore/championship races.

new era. Let me first thank Ross for the admirable way he has

Three blocks and chains, two steel trestles, the lifting bars

had sailed before and about the same number would

A reminder that racing crews who sail three races or more need to be

u

steered the Association (now the TYG) through difficult times, in

and associated heavy straps

like further information about club sailing. And 34 said

members of a sailing club, preferably the CYC, with AYF affiliation, i.e. be a

this he has shown great courage and leadership. Both he and
Carol have now left for the smoother waters of Lake Macquarie

rd

and all of us wish them the veiy best in their new life. Ross and
Carol have made an enormous contribution to the TYG and the

(U
Q
C
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CYC over many years and their presence will be surely missed.
Of course their new place on the Lake will now be a good port of
call foryachties visiting that part of the world!

♦ The mooring barge
♦ A three part swaging/crimping set now in the CYC office

that they would like to join a sailing club. Also 32 said

member of the AYF. Don't run the risk of losing hard won racing points if

that th^ would like to have sailing lessons. All this

your regular crew members are found not to meet these requirements.

to do, as we have all their names and addresses.

♦ Two sewing machines which are in my possession at the

G eorg e Reeves

moment. One requires servicing and I will take it in within
the next few days.

u
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sound encouraging . We have a lot of follow up work

♦ A high pressure hose now in the possession of Ed Harris

_
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prepared soon. We will keep you posted.

(CCYA) may be wondering what the above title of this article is

Group of the CYC. For legal and other reasons our official name

£
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As you know we have a Boats For Sale / Wanted folder in the Sailors Cabin.

Finally, I’ll take this opportunity to wish you all a veiy

Our

Some members of the Canberra Cruising Yacht Association

but from now on the CCYA will be known as the Trailable Yacht

<D

B o a ts for Sa le/W an ted

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. Enjoy your

A gathering of friends to say good-bye to Ross and Carol W ylde-Browne. Chris ('Brutus') and Karen ('O live ') Kenyon and Hilary and Sam

all about. Well there has been a change of name, not officially,

rs

storage fees are now half price, i.e. $165

that next year offers for ground slots will be made to those who use their boats

President TYG

O
0

email or come and see me. We are now at mid season and outside boat

speakers on topics of interest to members. Matty Owen

to join or renew membership and I hope all trailable

Trailable Yacht Group

O u ts id e boat parking vacancies

some lunch time or after work meetings with guest

yachties and their crews in the CYC will join.

Gallagher; on Wednesday evening Decem ber 4.

_____________________________________________________________________

♦ A flood light.

On the social calendar, we are arranging a trip to the

m iWt

Office news

I!

Good sailing and have a safe Christmas.
M artin van d e r H o ek

Office Manager (Wed-Fri)
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P e t e r

Myall Lakes cruise

H a r v e y

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 4!4 485
peterharvey@ag.gov.au

F r i

V i c e

Twilight fun sail 6pm

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

Su n

D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

S e r v i c e s

T r e v o r

H i p p i s l e y

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
D i r e c t o r

S t e v e

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

L a n g l a n d s

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 6288 01 10 (m) 0427 880 110
steve.langlands@am sagov.au
D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

D i r e c t o r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(w) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cm@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

R a c i n g

F u l l a g a r

D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

G r a h a m

G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

S a i l

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 62734777 (m) 0419 407 389
d irector@sai lcanberra.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 2035
C A N BER R A CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

e-mail

address
If you are not currently receiving
emails and you wish to be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admin@canberray3chtclub.com.au
and include your name.
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Cruising course fun race/sail 2pm
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Ian
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Twilight race 6pm
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(h) 62814808 chifley@fullagarorg
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admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Pointscore race 11 2pm
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D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 738 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
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Twilight fun sail 6pm
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Pointscore race 2pm
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February

An 18 cutting through the water is a great sight on Lake Burley Griffin

In this month’s
edition
Welcome back from the holiday season. Inside this edition
you will read about:

A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumia A C T 2600

♦

TYA racing at St George's basin;

♦

news from the sailing school;

G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA CITY AC T 2601

♦

a member profile; and

♦

sailing on Sauvignon, a welcome addition to the lake.

Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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My thoughts, and those of

hanging the equivalent of one Castle 650 on each of

the committee and fellow

four arms amounting to a total weight of three tonnes.

members, go out to the

An operational manual is soon to be finalised and

X

Canberra community and

new slings have been ordered. Future bookings and

our fellow yacht club

details on usage should be made through the Office

members who were

Manager.

Lrd
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affected by the horrific

CD

bushfires that descended
on Canberra and the
surrounding region on
Saturday, January 18
destroying some 500
homes.

J

E

our club community spirit
will support those members

return to some sort of
normality in their life.
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^

improve our understanding of the racing rules. We
propose to offer more rules nights catering for all
sailing skill levels from basic beginners to the most
advanced sailors competing at national or
international levels. From my observations, many
incidents on the water could be avoided if crew

Sauvignon being loweredinto the lake.

the likelihood of unnecessary damage or physical

diversity of handling characteristics, some give and
take is also reouired at times. W e must remember we

In uncertain times, it is

are not playing a contact sport!

important that we maintain the

Many members are on the move in the next few weeks

club's momentum and keep the club

competing in the Twofold Bay Regatta at Eden and t ] ^
Marley Point overnight event on the Gippsland Lakes.
Success and good luck to you all.
Peter Harvey

You can take th e sailors aw ay from th e big w a te r
-

but you can never get the big water out o f the sailors!

Living in Canberra for five years without sailing just got too
^ rjc h for Anthony and Faye Powell, new members of the

Anthony and Faye have sailed (not very well) everything from
but they got realty twitchy and had to get the wind in their hair

Bay. You will see them sporting black or red "Sea Wolf" T-shirts
and decided to bring an E26 Sauvignon from Cronulla Sailing

as sea wolves is a nick name they picked up in another life.

Club to have a go around the buoys, probably on Wednesday

members are returning to Canberra ready for

and Friday nights.

the second half of the local sailing season

_Q
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u
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u

after holiday cruising or competing in national

For a couple of weeks they were busy in Lotus Bay putting the

competition. Our congratulations go to

boat back together again after it was dismantled for transport.

tests having been carried out. This included

Sabots, NSI4s, Lasers, Flying ISs, Etchells, Solings and deep
keel Sonatas in various clubs around Sydney Harbour and Botany

With the holiday season at an end, many

The hoist is complete with the compliance

boats is the order of the day.

Canberra Yacht Club. The call to sail got put aside for a while

Looking around the lake they spied a few Endeavours moored

a common bond.

these accounts in the newsletter.

good wine (or cold beer) afterwards and just mucking around in

again - so they brought a yacht down to Lake Burley Griffin.

knowledge they are among true friends sharing

in the Spiral Class. I look forward to reading

Photo: Faye Powell

members were more observant. This would minimise

you in this process.

Martin Cox for his National Championship win
_Q

There is also a continuing need for all of us to

are special ways we can assist

we can give people moral support in the

u

the end of thjg day, we are attempting to provide the

injury. Given the range of boats that we sail and the

and as a place for people to meet. In this way

JZ

committee representatives should be discontinued. At

Please let me know if there

a focal point for sailing in Canberra

u

way suggests that regular and informal feedback to the

how to improve the range of our current activities.

necessary to assist them to

JD
3

representatives to succeed. Its reintroduction in no

homes and others who were

property loss. I am sure

\* ?

Group should be reactivated. While having no
objection to this, it needs the active support of class

always ready to listen to constructive suggestions on

suffered stock and other
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There has been comment to me that the Sailing Users

type and variety of events that members want. We are

|^ j|
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members who lost their

in whatever manner is

u

n
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There are some club

under direct threat or
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O
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QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS
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As there is no room in Lotus Bay for a new mooring their home
will be in Yarralumla Bay near the other Endeavours.
Sailing these days for this pair is not too serious and is best
summed up by the name of the boat - Sauvignon - having fun, a

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA
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Sailing
School
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Mattie and Ollie enjoyed their

JD

battle in the 18s on a beautiful

<D

day on the lake.

News

Huntress won Division 1and Harmony won Division 2 at the annual TYA regatta at St

our Kids Holiday Sailing Program during the

and Pathfinder was fourth in Division 2.

holidays. Around 50-60% of the kids had

Beach was as inviting as ever. Passage race on Saturday. SE breeze that went NE

done a course with the school before gaining

during the race. Long legs, interesting navigational choices and lots of tight

a higher AYF Qualification, some then heading

reaching. Olympic-type course on Sunday for the Travellers' Series heat. Breeze

straight into the Youth Sail Academy which

swapping from SE to SW - made for plenty of two sail reaches and good windward

Kembla. Hot Gossip always a threat to the leaders and locked in close combat with
Jim Cuny's new Ross 780, Rostered Off. Harmony was competing with the gaggle of

have a spot available please call Martin or

Magnums and trying to keep touch with Hot Gossip. Pathfinder mixing it with the

myself.

regular rivals.

The TL3 Powerboat course will be conducted

The passage race saw Huntress first around the top mark. Picked up by the two big

soon. See the Sailing School web site

boats with their asymmetries, but kept close on the works and tight reaches. Hot

www.sailcanberra.com.au for details.

Gossip in a close tussle with the big Ross, including a tacking duel to the line.

call me.
Youth Sailing Academy member Martin Cox
won the Australian Spiral Championships
^ ^ e r the lanuaiy period. This is an
^Outstanding result and with Charlie

u
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Harmony had a consistent race, but Pathfinder seemed to be out of sorts - which is

After the race on Saturday, the boats mostly anchored in the shelter of Palm Beach.
Pathfinder looked like "party central" as old friends homed in from all over on the
Bundy and port. The Hot Gossip folk had rented a shack right over the beach and
spread gear all round. Plenty of swimming and surfboarding for all. Balmy night and
crystal clear morning to wake up to.
Sunday was a test of character, with two general recalls before the fleet got away.
Huntress up with the big boats throughout the race. Interesting process of discoveiy

be very proud of these guys.

setting the kite out of the forehatch. Overtook the Lyons on the SQuare run and

members and are fantastic boats for the
young sailors who found Lasers just a bit too
much.
We have purchased two 470 dinghies to have
a two-handed trapeze and spinnaker for the
YSA.

y

unusual for them.

Bellwood's 3rd in the juniors, the club should

The club has purchased four Spirals for YSA

nent Compaq

Closest competition for Huntress was a Magic 25 and the Lyons 740 from Port

on a boat for twilight or Sunday racing. Ifyou

would like to help with this great event please

U

legs. Great practice for Marlay Point.

The adult graduates will be looking to jump

the ACT Youth Regatta on April 12-13. Ifyou

LL.

delightful contrast to the fires of the previous week in Canberra.
Conditions were moderate on both days, with clear skies and sparkling water. Palm

On the youth scene, the CYC will be running

ZJ

3
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The racing was tight. The off-the-beach style of this regatta was totally relaxed -

Qualifications over a five-week period of the

arted in the last weekend of the school

JD

>v
L.
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Georges Basin over the weekend of Februaiy 1-2. Hot Gossip was fifth in Division I

Rolidays.

Photos: Graeme Wykes

at St Georges Basin

School activities at the club. We conducted

children and 23 adults gained AYF

J

o
o

CU

classes in the evening. The result was 192

>

Canberra does well

January is the biggest month of the Sailing

day and continued with the adult learn to sail

J

r<i

chomping at the stern of the Magic. Hot Gossip again locked in battle with Rostered
Off. Harmony again dicing with the Magnums and Pathfinder having a much happier
race.

X)
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Overall, another great regatta at St Georges Basin. Shows the diversity of the venues
on the TYA circuit, as well as the pleasure of competing against different boats from

JZ

various clubs in the region. Next TYA regatta is the Port Kembla on Februaiy 22-23.
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Neil Prim rose, Huntress
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We thank the Canberra Southern Cross Club

rti

for their fantastic support of sailing at the
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club.
M atthew Owen
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of an 80ft ocean racer when hit by a Southerly Buster off Gabo

Profile:
m
O
O
fN

Island. Sailing a dinghy for two years with Noel Robbins who
went on to win 14 state, national and world titles, skippered an
America Cup challenge, and won a gold medal at the Sydney

John Tracey

Paralympic Games. Winning the Tasar grandmaster title in USA.
CYC Yachtsman of the Year 1996/7.
W h o would you m ost like to sail w ith, ap art from

c3
3
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Contact Details
C o m m o d o r e

Brian Lewis, who was an Olympic medal winner in Tornadoes -

P e t e r

breathing.
Funniest thing seen sailing?

ro
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o
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1 I I 1 1 S I

your c u rre n t crew?

he is the calmest person you will ever meet and still be
LL.

CYC
Committee

*—

H a r v e y

jD

(w) 6250 6186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 414 485
petenharvey@ag.gov.au

V i c e

ffl
3
O
LL.

C o m m o d o r e

Novices launching and retrieving trailer sailers on a windy day.

P e t e r

W h a t annoys you m ost w hen racing?

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

D a l t o n

Sailors who only do 360 of their 720-degree penalty.
W h a t gives you the g reatest satisfaction o r w h a t do

y

D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

you enjoy m o st about your sailing?

T r e v o r

H i p p i s l e y

Sailing a near-perfect race in the laser - and as hard as I tiy, it

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com,au

*>esn't happen often.

S e r v i c e s

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be sailing in o r
on in 10 years tim e?

M e m b e r

L a ng l a n

S e r v i c e s

A new laser radial that is the class for great grand masters.

S t e v e

A n y regrets?

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 6288 01 10 (m) 0427 880 110
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au

d s

That I didn't accept an invitation to sail on "Bluebell" an SS34 in
the Parmelia Yacht Race (Portsmount to Fremantle). It went on to

u

win the race on handicap after sailing on 'bare poles' for three

D i r e c t o r

days across the Indian Ocean.

M a r k e t i n g

W h e n aw ay from the w ater, w h at you enjoy doing
most?

P r o m o t i

A d r i a n

on

&

Reed

(m) 0409 416 485
adrain.reed@kellogg.com.au

Renovating houses.
Photo: Martin van der Hoek

N a m e of yo u r favourite book and/or m ovie?
^ h e Prophet by Kahlil Gibran

“ ...The sea that calls all things

Background info

and VJs. First represented WA at national V| championships

I was born on July 16, 1945 and grew up on the banks of the

when 13.

Swan River, Perth, 200 metres from the South Perth Yacht Club.

W h a t boats did you own/sail?

dinner, past o r present?

Pram dinghy, V|, Moth, 14ft dinghy, sheethand on I8ft "Tasker

Roily Tasker to hear how he won his medal at the Melbourne

Sails" in 1976/77, corsairs, owned RL24 "Wide Horizon" and

Olympics and then his transition into Flying Dutchman and

Wm\to her calls me, and I must embark ..."

the other side of the river to make way for the Kwinana Freeway

Z3

U

S h a y n e

C o m m u n

i c a t i o n s

Rus sel

1- S m i t h

(w) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cmi@cyberone.com.au

W h o and why would you m ost like to invite to

It became the South of Perth Yacht Club when it was moved to
_Q

D i r e c t o r

D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

_Q
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R a c i n g

F u l l a g a r

(h) 62814808 chifley@fullaganorg

I was a shipping agent when conscripted into the Army in 1966,

sailed it for many years in Townsville and Sydney, Hobie 16,

winning the world title, his sail making, multihull racing, and the

gained a commission, served in South Vietnam and I was posted

Lasers and Tasars.

ocean racing.

A n y success?

You can see now why |ohn is never short of a ride on any boat,

D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o

and why that boat then does so well. I can say, from personal

G r a h a m

experience that the calmness |ohn was talking about while

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
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to Canberra several times.
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I first joined the CYC in 1972 and again when I returned to
Canberra in 1986. I think it was 1995 when I became a life
member. I have served on the committee on several occasions.
Currently I sail the laser "Cheetah" and the flying fifteen
"Wings".
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Won the odd club, Defence Force, and state championship, the
1996 Tasar World Grandmaster Championship in USA, and the
Singapore Osprey championship.

with Brian Lewis must have rubbed off on him. A great sailor

Weekend racing on the Swan River, from the South Perth Yacht
Club on the cruiser "Blue Waters" and later in Pram Dinghies

u

Gi l e s
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and great club member. Thankyou |ohn.

L-.

M ost m em orab le sailing experience?
M artin van der Hoek

W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?

JZ

n s

Wet. cold and alone on the heaving foredeck of an S&S 34 at
2am and 10 miles off WA coast, beating into a 45 knot
Souwesterly, and changing down to the storm jib. On the helm

<u
D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

S a i l

C a n

O w e n

(w) 62734777 (m) 0419 407 389
director@sailcanberra.com.au
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You,d be looking as
relaxed as these club
members if you were at
Myall Lakes over
Christmas and New Year
They swam, socialised and
sometimes sailed. Mark it
in your calendar for next
summer

Photo: Martin van der Hoek

Reserve
F r i

Feb

these Dates!
W ed

21

Feb

S a t

22

Feb

22-23

TYA Traveler Series Lake Illawarra
Su n

Feb

M ar

23

Pointscore race 17

Sun

M a r

1

2

Pointscore 18 & Championship 6
W ed

M ar

Twilight race

F r i

M ar

7

Twilight fun sail

Handicap start fun race, /Springbank 1. BBQ

CYC night race
S a t - S u n

2 6

Twilight race

Twilight fun sail
S a t

Feb

5

S a t - S u n

M a r

8-9

Marlay Point Overnight Regatta
W e d

M a r

10

Twilight race
F r i - S u n

M a r

14-1

St Georges Basin Cruise

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA CITY ACT 2601
C YC Sailing News

If you are not currently receiving
emails and you wish lo be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
and include your name.

Peter FORSTER
16 Douglas PI.
CURTIN ACT 2605
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Des Searle having a good time in the Whitsundays on a trip won by a C YC member: Read more
on page 8.
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In this issue_you will read about:
♦

your club hosting the Masters Games in November;

♦

a CYC win in the Spiral national championships:

A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600
G P O Box 2035

the Twofold Bay regatta;

+

ACT boats at the Tasar Championships;

♦

the Marlay overnight race; and

+

cruising with the Canberra Ocean Racing Club.

C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
Email: admin@canberrayachtdub.com.au
Web: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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As the season draws to a

project emphasises the rich diversity of skills that are

doseyour committee is

available to the club from its members to complete tasks. To

already working hard on

everyone who has assisted, I offer my thanks.

events planned for next year.

_c

u
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Training users in the operation of the hoist will commence

The Canberra Yacht Club has

mid-March and continue until we have a reasonable number

agreed to host the 2003

of members able to provide the basis for safe use. I am sure

Masters Games to be held in

the hoist will be a major asset for members in the future.

Canberra on November 1-7.

Bookings can be made through the Office Manager.

This is a wonderful
opportunity for the club to
showcase itself and Canberra
to other sailors from around

m
O
O
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The final twilight race is scheduled for Wednesday March 26
which is to be followed by a barbeQue. Let's make it an event
to be remembered. Dinner bookings can be made with the
Office Manager.

Australia and to enjoy
competitive sailing along

Peter H arvey

with excellent social events.
My thanks go to Graham
Giles, Director of
making the arrangements

commissioned

with the Games' organisers.

By the timeyou read this, the new boat hoist is likely to be

Further details will be

in use.

Operations, who has been

forthcoming over the next
few months leading up to the
event. I hope many members
will join in the event.

U

Boat hoist to be

training and the like have been time-consuming but are
essential aspects of putting in place this valuable service for

I'm sure most club members would be aware that Canberra

into the night. The digital camera worked overtime. Nice

Obviously such events cannot

members. Several members of the club have been working

has its own ocean racing club. Next year CORC will

photos, but to avoid embarrassment none were submitted for

be conducted without

closely with the designers, manufacturers and installers,

celebrate its 25th anniversary. Some of its past members

publication.

volunteers. I hope that

Workcover, our insurers, and the Canberra Southern Cross

include Teki Dalton and George Snow (of'Brindabella'

members will either

Club to ensure that the hoist will be an effective and

fame). Current CORC members within the CYC are Mike

participate directly or help

property managed, maintained and supported facility.

Dunn, David Townsend and lohn Hiscock.

with the organisation. Let
Graham know ifyou are
available to help in any
capacity. It would be a shame for
the success of the event to be
compromised by apathy from members.
The event coincides with our desire to

Members wishing to use the hoist should talk to Martin at
the CYC office. There may be a Queue, so please be patient.
Only those who have completed the formal training course
will be able to operate the hoist but we plan to conduct
training for a number of members Quite Quickly.
G raham Giles, D irecto r O perations

recarpeting and painting the interior of the clubhouse and
generaljy freshening up our environment. We will do this as

u

our budget allows.
The Marlay Point race was again well supported by club
boats with a number taking out top placings. Details are
provided later in the magazine.

u

It is good to see the numbers of members participating in

cd

club events rising once again. lanuary/February was an
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course
Dates for the course are:
T h e o ry : three hour sessions on Tuesday nights:
29/4, 6/5, 13/5, 20/5 and 27/5
T h e o ry Exam : Tuesday night 3/6, resits 6/6.

and look around. As far as the others were concerned, we

'Portobello'. I'm advised that the 'Canberra' is one the most

could see what we wanted from the boat and there were

traveled yachts in private use, reflecting the enthusiasm of

other more important things to do, such as lazing around,

the syndicate owners and their adventurism. In the short

eating and making a dent in the wine supply.

to be long in its home port of Pittwater.

However, with all of us anxiously watching the anchor line

3-day cruise around Port Stephens. Other CYC members,

coming in, we decided there were more comfortable and

'Lis' and 'Swampy' Marsh plus Nancy Mills, regulars on the

safer places to drop anchor. Moving further out meant

'Canberra', were also invited. Unfortunately, Nancy couldn't

swimming was not an option for most of us. Another excuse

make it. It was a complicated logistical arrangement with

to tuck into some fine food and wine. I must say the

one syndicate group sailing the boat up there, us sailing

catering was excellent.

unusual weather and many members away on holidays. This

May 10, 17, 24 and 31

across from the marina. Apart from one set of keys not

Practica l Exam : Saturday June 8 (rolling program).

being found, it worked out pretty well, thanks to some good

contributed their time and skills to complete the task. The

tucked in close to the headland and dropped anchor.
and nervously glancing at each successive series of rollers

Practical: 4.5 hour sessions x 2 groups on Saturdays:

The hoist is finally ready for active use. Many members have

the boat near a beach and catching some waves. Body
surfing that is. We got to a position outside the breakers,

members Mike and lynn Dunn to join them and others for a

around the area, another group sailing it back. It involved
sharing cars, swapping cars, hiding keys and renting a unit

The 3 days and 4 nights were over before they began. Tying
up to a marina each evening certainly has its advantages and

the marina in Pt Stephens is one of the best eQuipped, in

Thanks to the Dunns for inviting us and to all those on the

Director, Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School

On the first day there, group A and B enjoyed a day together,

Phone 6273 4777

during which a dozen of us cruised, swam, ate and drank our
way around the bay in Pt Stephens. Party time spilled over

_Q
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beautiful surroundings and with a variety of eateries.

organisation by Mike and Lynn Dunn.
For further details contact Matthew Owen

y

On the third day we headed south, with the aim of parking

Barb and I were pleased recently to be invited by syndicate

unusual period with Canberra experiencing massive bushfires,
resulted in a number of events being cancelled.

15 knots and we enjoyed a wonderful sail there and back.

'Canberra'. Previous boats have included 'Nadia 4' and

area and continually renewing the crews. It just never seems

TL3 Powerboat

out of Pt Stephens to Broughton Island. Winds were up to
Mike was the only one to brave the elements, swim ashore

Witsundays and Noumea, spending a long time exploring the

>-

The second day we had the boat to ourselves and we sailed

CORC has 25 shareholders who jointly own a Bavaria 42,

time I've been watching its movements it's been to the

improve the image of the club. We propose to start by

_Q
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Finalisation of the various tests, approvals, sling
configurations, operating manual and checklist, operator

boat and in the syndicate for such a wonderful time.
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Martin and Barb van der Hoek
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Point over night race 2003
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Hi is years" race might well be described as near perfect. From the clubhouse balcony and along the foreshore at Marlay Point, a good
crowd of spectators enjoyed the uniQue sight of 125 white sails reflecting the bright sunlight from the western sky against a black,
threatening easterly sky. The photographers were in paradise clicking away happily. With the build up of a nice South Westerly as
rt

predicted by our intrepid weatherman after a slow drift across Wellington, all boats enjoyed ideal conditions in an exhilarating sail

Z

virtually free of incidents.

z

The first boat to complete the long course finished at 3.36am with the Quickest short course boat arriving at 4.18am. Everyone was
home by 7.42am in time for a beaut breakfast from our hosts Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club. We hope to see all the winners at LWYC's
presentation night later in theyear.
Overall: 137 entries, 12 Did Not Start, three Did Not Finish, four disQualified (no log), 118 finishers.

Trophy W inners:
As always in March we head off to compete in the Marlay Point
overnight race on the "Victorian Riviera”, the Gippsland Lakes.
Thisyear the mighty Gematools was the mode of transport for
Andrew Reed, Ollie Merz and myself. In Division A we did the
shorter course from Marlay Point straight to Painesville with all
of the smaller boats of the fleet, so hopefully back to the bar
Quicker.

>
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As always we left at Thursday lunch to get to Painesville around
6pm to make sure the beer was still running at the Old Pub.
The trip down was no dramas with the petrol guzzling Pajero, I
was very happy to be supplying enough funds for the Arabian
Sheik who produced the fuel with a new horse or plane or both.
The beer was still on at the Old Pub and at 10 o'clock as the
word went around that Saddam Hussein was going to poison all
the rum in the world, we thought it our duty to remove all
stockpiles in Painesville - which we did with great expediency
and much courage.
On the boat to Locksport a kilo of prawns seemed to make the
crew better from their last night's exploits, but alas we were
heading to another establishment where they sold the devils' fire
water.
Locksport put on their usual great feed and entertainment as
those work-conscious Canberra sailors who worked all Thursday
trickled in during the evening.
Down to Marlay Point at 2pm the next day re-enforced with five
steak sandwiches, off to the river for some sleepy bo bo's before
the race.
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The good ship Gematools flew off the start line on the pin
which had a 50m bias and off we went. There were large storm
clouds out to sea on the right which in normal systems would
lift us the whole way to the narrows. This was our first mistake
but the good Lord was looking down at us and gave us a couple
of great shifts from the north to be in phase with the wind. At
the start of the narrows we had one hand on the trophy as we
were with the Clubman 8s, Ross 780s and Harmony. The
standard call was "what the hell is a Gem doing up here" but it
was there the prodigious sailing ended. We sat in the narrows
as all and I mean ALL came zooming up behind with great
breeze, spinnakers up. Nick Hi (yard's team took the Gem lead
as we sat and watched the great procession of all types of boats
from the Elliott 7s to a bath tub sailed by a six year old! Not
happy |an!

But Hughie the wind god sought pity on the lads and we
started moving slowly. It was all too much for Reedy who went
downstairs to sleep ... crying.
I am a great believer ifyou can send someone downstairs to
snooze, it will rest the crew for the drive home and they can
not tell you how to steer if they are asleep!!
But with wind Gematools was rocking - or was it Reedys'
snoring? - weaving through all the boats we had waved past
over the last hour, muttering my old sailing motto, "Good
always overcomes evil at the end”.
A great event was happening as the skipper for the first time
was seen on the bow of the Gem! Not pretty but very effective
and we could not see why there should be any grip tape put
there as reQuested by said bow man.
Into the next lake Reedy popped upstairs with some food and
was amazed that there were some boats behind us. Off to
sleepy bo bo's went the skipper as the breeze came in on a
beam reach. The problem for us was it was not strong enough
to plane so it became a waterline drag race and being 5.5
metres long we were carrying a knife in a gun fight.
I awoke with Reedy explaining to helmsman Ollie he had to go
around a pylon marker not through it! Ollie, I discovered,
sleeps with his eyes open. Quite disconcerting when sleeping in
the next bunk and having a 10 minute conversation with no
reply. This has explained a lot in my dealings with Ollie over
the last threeyears.
Reedy claimed he was asleep on the wheel but Ollie said he
was doing a great tactical maneuver. Who to believe? Great
sledging ensued.

Line H onours

Division A
Division B
Division C
Division D
Division M

Gem a Tools
Sou-Wester
Rosstered Off
Rush
Full Bore

M Owen
G Hill
j Curry
G Coffey
D Snow

u

H andicap Placings

Division A

Division B
Division C

Division D
Division M

1st
Tarquin
2nd
Rachel
3rd
No Rush
No award due to insufficient numbers
I st
Pathfinder
2nd
Gomez
3rd
Kindred Spirit
I st
Pretty Woman
No award due to insufficient numbers

Hartley 18
Explorer 16
Hartley 18

RVan Dyk
F Strickland
G Martin

Adams 21
Adams 21
Castle 650
Elliot 7

P Taylor
P Scrivener
E Phillips
J Dransfield
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A d a m Brin to n Trophy (C lub Team )

Won by the Hartley 18/21 Yacht Club. I I points
Tarquin
Hartley 18
No Rush
Hartley 18
Hobbit
Hartley 18

RVan Dyk
G Martin
R Lad ley
JD

Ollie headed downstairs with eyes open to go to sleep as Reedy
helmed with me on the kite sheet, tying to warm up. Around
the last mark and into Painesville gaining line honors for Div A
(our new claim to fame!), we were happy to beat the Adams 21s
and most Castle 650s to Painesville who then went around
Raymond Island as we headed to theyacht club for bacon and
eggs with a beer.

Class Team Trophy

As I have always said ... the race wrecks a great long
weekend!!!! See you there next year.

In terstate Challenge Trophy

M att O w en

Gem 500
Hood 23
Ross 780
Thompson 8
Farrier F9R

=3

Won by the Adams 21 team 8.8 points
Pathfinder
Adams 21
Gomez
Adams 21
Serenade
Adams 21

u

P Taylor
P Scrivener
G Howarth

U
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Won by the ACT team 18.3 points
Pathfinder
Gomez
Gem a Tools

rtf

Adams 21
Adams 21
Gem 500

P Taylor
P Scrivener
M Owen
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after the first day. A good performance was put in by Steve
m
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Division 2: no CYC boats

Leicester who sailed extremely well in his new boat, despite

Division 3 (dinghies and E llio tt 7); 18 boats. Nick

having lost his crew to seasickness and having to recruit a

Faulks (Elliott 7) - 2nd; David Holt (Laser) - 6th; Stuart

scratch crew on the beach. Those bushies' in 'Dodgem' put

Allan (Laser) - 7th; |ohn Hanrahan (Laser) - 12th and Ian

in their usual solid performance.

Salau (470) - 13th. Winner on handicap was Nick Faulks and

Memorable moments? Many, not to mention 'happy hour' on

crew on the fun ship 'Casper'.

the Saturday. Enjoyed watching Casper mixing it with the

Division 4 (F F ): six boats. Winner was |ohn Hosking

dinghies; seeing a beach full of cats and skiffs; watching in

(Final Fling); Colin Brown (Super Snabb) - 2nd and |ohn

amazement as Casper headed for the gutter on a runaway

Kennedy (Rag Dolly) - 3rd.

trailer prior to launching and seeing 'Pillow' leap from the
cockpit, sprint to the front and yank the trailer brake. What
an amazing turn of speed, the Clark Kent of the sprint world.
Howard didn't seem too perturbed, maybe he knew

Division 5 (G e m s and o th e r dinghies): 14 boats.
Winner was Graeme Wykes (Gem); Don Shortridge (Gem) 2nd and Stephen Leicester (Gem) - 3rd.

something about Matty's turn of speed in a crisis.

Winner on handicap was Nick Hildyard (Gem).

Oh, and the race results? See below.

Martin van der Hoek

Division I (cats): 14 boats. Peter Manley (Hobie 18) 4th; Bob Watkin (Hobie 17) and Mike Dunn (Hobie 20) tied for 5th; Robert Redfern (Hobie 18) - 8th; Darryl Riding
(Hobie 17) - 9th; Simon Lyddieth (Hobie 16) - Nth; julian

u

Evans (Hobie 16) - 12th. Winner on handicap was Mike
Dunn.

Twofold Bay Regatta
Heard Quite a lot about this regatta and was pleased when

The regulars to this regatta had booked cabins and after the

asked by Nick Hildyard to crew on his Gem 'Vegemite'.

racing adjourned to their comfy chairs and chilled drinks on

Heard mention of ocean swells, sea breezes and a yacht club

the porch. What a hard life! The meal put on by the club

in a bush setting. It was all they said it would be.
Arrived on the Saturday morning to see a whole bunch of
familiar faces. It seemed half the CYC was rigging up. Word

13

Next day woke to find the weather had clouded over and the

Fifteens, an Elliott and a whole bunch of Gems.

wind had dropped to nothing. It felt like rain was coming.

swell. The forecast was ominous but conditions didn't
deteriorate. Surfing down a swell in a Gem was a new
sensation. What good fun. Spinnakers? After seeing

u

'Hydrogem' round up several times and sailing a zig-zag
course downwind we decided to forego the spinnaker and
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laughter others were ready to party.

had obviously got around. There were cats, dinghies. Flying

The first race was sailed in 15 knots plus wind and a decent
-O

that night was typical county fare. Big and tasty. Most
sailors crashed early although judging by the howling and

keep well clear of them. Soriy Leigh, but what a great show.
Consistent wind and swells - Quite a difference to sailing on
LBG. Our result, however, was not matched by thegrins on
our faces.
The winds and swells eased slightly for the second race but
some of the Gems were 'on fire' and again we didn't really
get a look in. Nick and I consoled each other with the
knowledge we weren't there for line honours.

The forecast was still talking about the 'big southerly'. We
didn't know what to expect. Should never have listened to
the forecast. The first race was sailed in veiy light to
nothing winds, on a flat sea. Quite a change from the
previous day. Thankfully it was completely overcast and we
were in no danger of getting sun burnt. It was genoa and
spinnaker weather, the bigger the better. Veiy different to the
weather in Canberra where we learnt the racing had been
called off because of strong winds.
Race four was sailed in a reasonable breeze and a slight
swell, sort of average condition of all previous races.
Although brought back to the field by the light conditions,
Graeme VVykes in 'Imagem' had the regatta all but sewn up

The Gem group at the regatta (below) and relaxing on the funship Caspar (left).

While chatting with the crew it was decided that
m
O
O
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the highlights were:
m
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♦ Snorkelling at 6 am in Manta Ray Bay of
Hook Island. The sea life was prolific and
the coral eouated to that seen on the outer

u

reef;

L.
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♦ Those islands, ever silent, patiently

z

watching over us;
♦ The sunsets, particularly at Macona Inlet;
♦ The view from Tongue Point over
Whitehaven Beach, and;
♦ The perfect sailing conditions each day in 15
knots of breeze.
The most unusual conversation heard over the
VHF radio was when a voice unsure of its
authority stated that "we have swum under the
boat and discovered that the propeller has
fallen off".
The gem for the trip: “Each day got better than
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David Kent

- cruising in the Whitsundays
Loud SQueals 0f delight were heard from the pulpits as the

to this sector would give us greater flexibility with sailing

ocean spray showered their fair skin.

and sightseeing, plus provide alternate arrangements if the

Every plunge of the Elite 4000 catamaran bows reminded the

weather changed dramaticaljy.

ladies of the rides in sideshow alley at the Easter Show.

On November 23 last year, eight people arrived in Airlie

Never before had they felt such exhilaration. Never before
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C Y C to host
Masters Games Sailin

Beach to crew this prized catamaran. They flew in from

The CYC is to host the Australian Masters Games Sailing Regatta on November 5-9 thisyear.

had they played like this in the ocean waves. Never before

Canberra, Sydney, Brisbane, the Sunshine Coast and

The Healthpact 9th Australian Masters Games are to be held in Canberra from October 31 to November 9. The Games website, at

had they experienced the Whitsunday Passage.

Townsville, all eager to tiy the life of a yachtie', a life which

www.amg2003.com says: "An expected 10,000 local, national and international competitors will come together to participate in

The Queensland Yacht Charter Company operating from

they said later was “so easy to accept ... and so difficult to

Australia's largest multi-sport festival and compete in world class venues.” We have the challenge to make sailing a memorable part

Airlie Beach donated to the Canberra Yacht Club a charter

give back".

of the Games.

vessel for a week. The CYC offered this charter as a prize

As soon as these wannabeyachties left Airlie Beach, setting

When last held in Canberra in 1997, sailing attracted 61 boats and 90 individual participants. We aim to improve on those numbers.

for a lucky dip. By chance (some might say, deservedly)

a course due East, the waves started teasing them to sail

David Kent's name was drawn from the hat. “Crikey, I'm

closer to discover the majestic beauty of those islands. And

excited," was all that he could muster.

like a newborn cradled by its mother, we would anchor in

Competition will be held for trailableyachts, off the beach multi-hulls, dinghies, Flying Fifteens and Access 2.3 Dinghies. Within
each division, there will be separate classes for helmspersons aged 35 to 44, 45 to 55, and over 55. Separate results will be provided

their lee, seduced by the marine life and the tranouillity of

Islands look like a little slice of seventh heaven and the

each inlet and bay. For seven days and seven nights we

Eight races are scheduled, with competitors also being invited to join in the preceding weekend's CYC club racing. A range of boats

boats, well, they seemed just too good to be true. The

swam, snorkelled, fished, sailed, wind surfed, climbed,

will be available for hire by competitors from the CYC.

brochures didn't lie ... really! Take a look at our

sunbaked, explored and just soaked up life.

photographs. Although these pictures reveal all (well almost

During daily cocktails we would reminisce about that day's

all), they do not convey the feelings of total relaxation

activities, never imagining that tomorrow's adventures would

constantly felt throughout this cruise.

surpass today's. Sailing was easy. Life was easy. Cooking was

Of the 74 islands that make up the Whitsunday group, we

easy. The QYC looked after the victuals and stocked the

planned to cruise around the northern sector. This included

catamaran to its fullest. The only time we wanted for

the main islands of Hook, Whitsunday, Hamilton, Hayman

anything was at Hamilton Island ... we refilled the 900 litre

and Haslewood, which were to be our sanctuaries. Keeping

water tanks!
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for class fleets over 10.

The brochures accompanying the prize made the Whitsunday
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YACHT CHARTERS

the last".

U

The Games registration booklet was recently distributed in the Canberra Times and copies are available at the CYC. Additional
information is available from the Games website, together with on-line registration. Have a look!
The Games offer much more than the regatta and your involvement as a competitor or volunteer should prove very rewarding. This is
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an opportunity for sailors to again enjoy a great series, as I am told the last one was, and for the CYC to demonstrate its ability to
present a top class event.
G raham Giles, C Y C 9A M G Organising C o m m itte e
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Office News
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The following items are not in order of importance.
1.

By the time this newsletter reaches you the hoist should
be in operation. At time of writing a training session

z

The Trailable Yacht Group

was being organized. Contact me ifyou want to use the
hoist.
2. Stickers are being issued for all cats, dinghies, sailboards
and kayaks in storage. This is being done because we
have more boats than payments received, ie, some craft
are parked in and around the club without permission. I
am having trouble identifying them all as many of them

sending emails to all (financial) members or the CYC. I

The big news this month was that there were heaps of TYG members heading down for the Marley Point overnight race. And of course

use it frequently. Ifyou don't want these messages, don't

the Gems feature prominentjy once again - Matty Owen in Gems a Tool, Trev and Deb Hippisley in Gem Fever, Nick Hildyard in

u

open the email. That's better than havingyour email

Vegemite - and Ian Hawke in Windsong and me in Lady Bay.

^

address removed from the data base. One day you may

The TYG is pushing ahead on several fronts. We will release a lengthy newsletter after Marley Point and include all the news from that

receive a message you really wanted!
8. Don't forget about the boats For Sale/Wanted folder in
newsletter because there are too many of them. Ifyour

these. They are excellent reads.

boat has since been sold, please let me know and I will

On Friday May 2 we will be holding a dinner with Erik Adriannse as guest speaker. For many years he was a club member. He has

Martin van der Hoek, Office Manager, W ed-Fri, I Oam-

parked their craft anywhere they can because someone

5pm

else has pinched their spot. I suspect that the 'illegal'
boats belong to non-members and the owners are not

y

area contact me if they have not already done so for a

sailed on Brindabella, George snow's yacht for about I5years and will talk of his experiences in the big time of ocean racing. So keep
this date free inyour calendar. More will be said on this later.
In the forthcoming newsletter there is a feature article on boat trailer maintenance. If there is enough interest we will organise a
Saturday morning event where an expert will come to the club and take those attending through all aspects of trailer maintenance.
The social sailing events, apart from the first Friday night social sail, have been veiy poorly attended this season. Several have had to

going to receive this message. Therefore it is important
that those legally in the storage area or outside parking

plus several feature articles. The committee has decided to further explore, with the idea of going ahead, the concept of a small high
properly maintained. Donations of books will be gladly received. I have a few that were given to me for Christmas and will be donating

look alike and have no names. Also, some owners have

Z

class libraiy in the Sailors Cabin. We will buy a few first class books each year and keep them in a glass cabinet in the room. It will be

the Sailors Cabin. We can't advertise boats in the

remove the ad.

.c

DEAKINHEALTHSPA

be cancelled through lack of attendance. We will no doubt have to 'finger' someone to organise, run and drum up support for these
events if they are to continue. They are really good fun and we should all make a bit more effort to join in. Ifyou have some ideas on

sticker/number. Before too long the illegal craft will

how to get greater interest please let me or lohn White or David Townsend know.

become obvious. All boat parking spaces are up for

G eorge Reeves

renewal on July I.
3. With parking so tight again, boat parking allocations next
financial year will be on the basis of use. If not used,

Spiral National Championship
Win

no parking. Boats raced/sailed regularly will be given

u

prime spots. We have been lenient this year because we
were worried we wouldn't be able to fill the existing
outside boat parking spaces following the increase in
membership fees. No such fears now.
4. The committee has agreed to upgrade the Sailors Cabin.
We will be replacing the carpet but before we do we want

Over the Australia Day long weekend the 2003 Spiral Dinghy National Championships were held on Queen's Lake, Laurieton, NSW. A

to repaint the ceiling and walls. The call will soon go

fleet of 40 entrants contested the championship regatta, conducted over three days with eight heats sailed.

out for volunteers prepared to lend a hand.

The championship was won convincingly by Martin Cox, 16years old, a member of the CYC Youth Sailing Academy. His finishing

5. I'm still having difficulty finding sufficient race

^ 'cord from this regatta was 3,3,2,1,1,5,2,4 - a veiy consistent performance in a regatta sailed in conditions ranging from light air

management volunteers for Sunday afternoon racing. If

drifters to 20 knot sea breezes, and which had seven different heat winners.

you are available and want to help, please contact me.

Martin is having an impressive season, having defended his NSW lunior Championship title earlier in the season in the Intermediate

We can usually do with an extra pair of hands in the
_Q
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Single-handed Division sailing his Spiral. Martin backed this up by finishing 7th overall and first junior in the Radial Class of the

tower or on a start/rescue boat, not to mention manning

NSW Laser State Championships sailed two weeks after the Spiral Nationals.

the bar or cooking sausages after the race. Our thanks
go out to those non-sailors who regularly turn up to

Martin has been sailing Spirals for five years now - his first taste of Nationals was in 2000, where he finished 30th. With the benefit of

assist including jenny Nielsen, Suzie Preston and Cynthia

experience, practice, coaching plus 'a lot of growing up' his performance has steadijy improved over theyears to its current level.

Bartlett.
u
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Charlie Bellwood from CYC YSA who finished 18th overall and 3rd junior in his first ever Spiral regatta. More about Charlie in a

6. Thanks to the skippers who take on extra crew. The

cd

successful in building up club membership.

Martin's win re-inforces Canberra sailors' dominance of the Spiral class - the trophy now back in the ACT for its 6th consecutive year.

u

Well done Martin.

receiving regular emails from me, please send me an
M artin van der H oek

email. Each current member of the club is also a current
member of the AYF. The AYF provides a facility for

U

cd

future edition.

newcomers really enjoy it and this is proving to be very

7. Ifyou have a current email address and you are not
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Other Canberra sailors to do well in this regatta were Ryan Tutt from the YMCASC who finished 13th overall and second junior, and
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Martin Cox, Spiral Dinghy champion
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H a r v e y
P e t e r
(w) 6250 6 186 (h) 6248 6653 (m) 0419 4 14 485
petenharvey@ag.gov.au
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Last twilight race
Sun

M a r c h

30

Pointscore race 2 1
S a t

D a l t o n

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

Ul

2 6

o d o r e

Co

P e t e r

M a r c h

Su n
C o r p o r a t e

D i r e c t o r

A p r i l

5

CYC Googong Cruise
A p r i l

6

Pointscore race 22

S e r v i c e s

T r e v o r

Hi p p i s

e y

Su n

A p r i l

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au

F r i - S u n
D i r e c t o r

S t e v e

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

L a n g l a n d s

(w) 6279 5743 (h) 6288 01 10 (m) 0427 880 110
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au
D i r e c t o r

P r o m o t i o n

&

Reed

A p r i l

18-20

National Trailable Yacht Champs, Botany
Bay
Sun

A p r i l

20

C YC Champion of Champions Race
T h u

M a r k e t i n g

A d r i a n

13

Youth Sailing Academy Champs

A p r i l

24

Anzac Day Regatta

(m) 0409 4 16 485
adrian.reed@kellog.com.au

S a t - S u n

A p r i l

26-27

Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta
D i r e c t o r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(w) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cmi@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

P e t e r

R a c i n g

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullaganorg
D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

G r a h a m

Gi l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r .

M a t t h e w

Sai l

C a n b e r r a

O w e n

(w) 62734777 (m) 0419 407 389
director@sailcanberra.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CA N BERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News
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!f you are not currently receiving
emails and you wish to be included
on the CYC email address list,
please send an email to
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
and includeyour name.

Peter FORSTER
16 Douglas PI.
CURTIN ACT 2605

Sun

A p r i l

27

C YC cruising course fun race/sail 2pm

Sailing News
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A brisk downwind run at the recent Twofold Bay regatta
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In this issueyou will read about:
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A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarraiumla A C T 2600

♦

the Champion of Champions race

♦

the Youth Sailing Academy championship

♦

another in our “Around the buoys” series on a club member

♦

a tribute to two Foundation Flag officers, and

♦

the Tasar championships.

G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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It was pleasing to see a

There will be calls at various times for members to assist

capacity crowd of some 80

with working bees. This can reduce costs and is a great way

people celebrate the end of the

to build our club spirit and make good friends. I am sure

twilight series after racing on

that the support will be forthcoming from members when it

March 26 with a dinner in the

is reQuired.

marouee. The event, like the
evening race, was held with

Cl

much frivolity and

<

comradeship.

company. Adrian was on the committee for only a short time
but he was able to contribute in a positive way through

The following sailors were declared

Competition is scheduled to take the form of fleet racing in
uniformly-rigged Gem 550s for up to five races to decide a

the champion o f their division or

still have numerous events to

regattas.

class based on results achieved in the

I hope all members and their families have an enjoyable and

C Y C Championship Series 2002-03.

safe Easter.

Canberra Yacht Club on April
12-13 with some 40 competitors

Our juniors head off to Lake

compete in the Combined NSW
High School Regatta being held
at Belmont. This involves a big
commitment from Sail Canberra

support group of the Youth Sail
Academy. I wish them all well.
Many members are also heading

Div I Martin Linsley

Laser

Div 2 Matthew Francis

Contender

Div 3 |ohn Hosking

FF

Div 4 Robbie Faulks

Elliott 7

Div 5 David Shiers

Princess

been less than satisfactoiy. There are reasons for this, which

26-27. This has always been a

starts reQuire additional race management volunteers and

good regatta for celebrating the

they aren't always easy to find. To avoid losing active racers

end of the season.

we want the dinghy sailors to tell us what we can do to

Div 6 Peter Manley

Hobie 18

Div 7 Matthew Owen

Gem

JZ
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line as the other boats but to sail a course inside the main

class champion and to see the eventual winner receive the

dinghies would sail shorter legs. The more wind, the longer

perpetual America Mug presented by the

the legs.

Come down and watch the action. We'll tiy to bring the
sailing close to shore. Bringyour chairs, it should be a fun
day. Lunch will be served on the terrace or you can cook it

week.
Martin van der H oek

Team Predator have had a good season settling down to the

Elliott 7 News

crew are keen to stay together and to continue to enjoy the
fellowship of the class next season.

And another one! Ben Dagger is in the process of

"Huntress" will be looking for a couple of experienced hands

purchasing "Magic", E38, which has been racing in Sydney.

to join the team for Canberra sailing. Gender diversity is

I He intends sailing it in the TYA Nationals at Lake MacQuarie
over the Easter weekend and then bringing it back to

always an ambition. Someone who has skippered
centreboarders and can sail on the mainsheet would also be
most welcome. Chase Neil ifyou're interested. He intends to
start shake-down sailing soon (6296 0980 ah).

Please let me have your views. I will collate the responses

Ben was very Quick. "Magic” only came on the market the

Word is that Matthew Owen and Don Walter are getting

Your committee has been adopting a cautious approach to

and pass them on to the Director of Racing, Peter Fullagar,

day he visited the Sailing Scene yard. He knew a good deal

super-serious about campaigning "Quik Stix" together next

expenditure thisyear. Expenditure is well down on revenue

and keep you informed. If someone comes up with a novel

when he saw it and, as a result of careful research over the

season - club champs and the TYA circuit, plus Marlay Point.

to date. This will allow us to commit funds towards

idea, I will circulate it for further comment. Here is your

previous months, was able to snap it up. Rick Garner and

A new mast has been ordered from Goldspar to replace the

improving our amenities and surrounds. Improvements will

chance to have your say and set the club up for some

Chris Hansen will be sailing with him at Lake Mac and for

walking stick on deck at the moment. (Always suspected they

include new carpet and painting of the Sailor's Den,

exciting and enjoyable racing next season. If we need to call

the coming season. All three sailed on "Huntress" this

were a crooked lot! Now it's "straighten out and fly right".)

refurbishment of the tower and toilets along with improved

a meeting on this, we will, but at this stage we are canvassing

season, so "Magic" will have the core of a crew that is well

lighting and training eQuipment. It is hoped that some new

opinions and suggestions.

experienced in E7s. Ben is keen to sail the TYA series next

0)
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these changes in the very near future. Our contingency fund
remains intact.

year, as well as major regattas like Marlay Point and key club
Martin van der Hoek

J

sportsboat scene, after coming from sailing backgrounds as

E7s in Canberra.

Australian/American Association.

*

diverse as ocean racing boats and Lasers. Shayne says his

Canberra for the winter series at the club. That will make five

furniture can also be provided. I expect members to notice

u

One option is for the dinghy sailors to share the same start

course, i.e. the course flag would apply to all sailors but the

s-
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How the other skippers deal with Matty, well ...

In the event of no wind, the races will be postponed one

improve the situation.

urge members to come to the club from llam to support your

o

U

used. Each skipper will draw lots for particular boats. Each

The idea of separate courses is sound but its application has

would be obvious to those who participated. Also, separate

event will be held on Sunday, May 4. I

best of three series of match races. No spinnakers will be

Pointscore race format of separate starts for the dinghies.

off to the end of season

owners, the Champion of Champions

winner and a runner-up. Those two will then contest a final,

yourself on the club barbeQue.

The club is aware there is dissatisfaction with the Sunday

Bateman's Bay Regatta on April

Thanks to the generosity of Gem

X)

Calling
dinghy sailors

<

the race organizers deal with Matty will need to be decided.

and from the parent-based

>■
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boat will have the usual crew of owner and crewperson. How

The winners are :
Peter H arvey

expected.

MacQuarie on April 22-26 to

o
o

Q.

obtaining significant sponsorship for past and future

are being conducted by the

n

has left Canberra and moved to Wollongong with his

As the weather cools members

contest. The ACT Youth Titles
^11

Finally, Adrian Reed, our Director, Promotion and Marketing,

Champion of Champions race
Sunday May 4, I Iam

events.
"Casper"and "Huntress" are also heading to Lake MacQuarie
for the TYA Nationals.

X)
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There is also interest in the class from at least one other
serious prospective owner, possibly two. Anyone who would

>rd

like to look seriously at the class might pester Matthew. We
expect to soon have enough for a class start. Charter work
for business groups is also being investigated.
Neil Prim rose

CD
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A n y Success?
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I have been Club Champion in the catamaran class a few
times in recent years. Over a period I have been State
Champion (ACT & Southern NSW Zone) on the Hobie 16,

5

W h e n away from the water, w h at do you enjoy
doing most?

m
O

Travelling, anywhere, everywhere!

o
rs

N a m e of you r favourite book and/or m ovie?

18 and 20 classes. 1am the current Australian National
Champion on the Hobie 20 (for the second year in

Don't have much time for books or movies. I'm too busy

succession).

sailing and the pages become a bit wet on the cat.

M ost M em o rab le Sailing Experience?

W h o and why would you m ost like to invite to

CL

<

CL

<

dinner, past o r present?
Strong winds, rough water and speed are a lethal
combination. Sailing my Hobie 18 at a NSW Hobie State
Titles I was just behind the then World Hobie 18 Champion

extended period. I am sure they would have some interesting

Brad Sumner when he buried the bows in a big wave. He was

stories to relay on remote and unspoiled locations and how

half way through a cartwheel when my bows put a neat hole

they prepared and coped in almost unchartered waters.

in each of the underside of his hulls (and hobies don't break

Thanks Mike.

easily). It was a good protest hearing - 1didn't win!.

Mike Dunn as

Martin van der Hoek

W h o would you m ost like to sail w ith ap art from
your cu rren t crew?

y

Anyone who has cruised around the Pacific Islands for an

Around the
Buoys

Postscript: From what I’ve heard and from personal
experience on the 'Canberra', Mike is eoually at home on a

Darren Bundock (current Silver Olympic Medallist on

small cat and a big ocean cruiser. His Quiet manner belies a

Tornado Catamaran Class) sailed with me for a short race a

strong will to succeed and attention to detail. I also

year ago but I would like to spend more time on the water

discovered recently we were born four days apart: that for six

with him. I'm sure there’s a lot he could teach me.

months we both attended Penrith High School: were in the

Funniest thing seen sailing?

sameyear and both went on to study Civil Engineering,

#

ended up in Canberra and joined the CYC. Some unkind
In between races a catamaran left unattended at the edge of

souls would say that's where the similarity ends.

Lake Coila took off in a gust of wind. The rescue boat just

j

- getting to know a
fellow member

caught it as it reached the other side of the lake. It appeared

M.

to go faster across the lake unmanned then it did in the

y

previous races.
W h a t annoys you m ost w hen racing?
Poorly organised and poorly managed regattas.

I was born at North Sydney in 1946 and moved to Penrith at

about three years and I gradually became part of the racing

an early age where I was educated in what was then a small

team.

country town. Upon completing a university degree in Civil

W h a t gives you the m ost satisfaction o r w h at do

QUEENSLAND

you enjoy m ost about your sailing?

YACHT C H A R T E R S

I used to say "beating Bob Watkins". Then it was having the

W h a t boats did you own/sail?

fastest boat that regularly races at the CYC. Being national

part of the National Service Scheme. I then began a period of

As it happened, the owner of the boat at Lake Macouarie

champion gives you a buzz but I think successfully

about ISyears working on major construction projects around

sold his boat. There was a void in my life for Saturday

Engineering I endured a two year adjournment in the Army as

skippering "Canberra" on a challenging passage to an
unusual location gives me a lot of satisfaction.

T L 3 P o w e rb o a t

Australia where I lived for short periods in places like

afternoons. I had remembered seeing these things with two

-O
3

Brisbane. Darwin. Gladstone, Maroochydore, Lake

hulls zipping around the lake at break neck speeds. I had to

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be sailing in

course

Macouarie, Sydney and ultimately ended up in Canberra in

get one of these, so I bought one. It happened to be a Hobie

o r on in 10 years tim e?

u

Dates for the course are:

1984. While still very much involved in the civil construction

16. (At that stage I did not realise that there was more than
one type of two-hulled boat). I began racing the Hobie after

Without hesitation an ocean-going, cruising, live-aboard

T h e o ry: three hour sessions on Tuesday nights:

industiy, life these days has become less frantic. I have been
a member of the CYC for 18years.

I moved to Canberra in 1984. Since then I have progressed

catamaran, II to I2metres in length.

29/4, 6/5, 13/5, 20/5 and 27/5

through two Hobie I8's and have now been racing "Bullett

A n y regrets?

T h e o ry Exam : Tuesday night 3/6, resits 6/6.

Proof', a Hobie 20, for seven years.

I think sailing is a great sport/past-time and feel that I could

Practical: 4.5 hour sessions x 2 groups on Saturdays:
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W h a t is yo u r earliest sailing experience?
In about 1980 while at a social function at Lake Macouarie I
was invited to board a small monohull yacht for a race on a
Saturday afternoon. I was put in charge of rationing out the

<
L>
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beer. Well, I must have done a good job because I was
invited back again, and again, and again. This continued for

About fouryears ago I became a member of the Canberra

have gained improved skills and achieved greater satisfaction

Ocean Racing Club and had a share in "Portobello", a 40ft

had I been involved at an earlier age.

X)

May 10, 17, 24 and 31
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P ractical Exam : Saturday |une 8 (rolling program).

solid ocean going yacht. I have continued my share in the
club's currentyacht which is a Bavaria 42ftyacht named

For further details contact Matthew Owen

"Canberra".

Director, Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School
Phone 6273 4777
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section but we were able to juiy rig minutes before the start

result against Army (the grunts'). The next race, ‘birdies' v

of the first race. Strong throughout, the winds peaked at

'grunts' was closer, but Army's 1,3, 6 narrowly beat the

over 30 kts for the second race, favoring the heavier crews.

RAAF's 2,4 5. Competition was then abandoned for the day,

Nick and I were satisfied with a 6th and 10th, but if we hadn't

and the boats had an exciting downwind return to the

filled-up on that tack on the last leg ...

beach, culminating with rides through the surf.

And so the series continued, in more wind rather than less.

Two days later the conditions were perfect for team racing:

With many DNF and DNS, a decision to allow two drops

8-12 kts with near flat seas. A short elongated triangular

from the 10 results was made. That didn't serve the ACT

course was again used. Two circuits took about 13 mins to

boats well for our results were consistently good. After six

complete. In the first race of the day Navy beat RAAF

races Nick and I were leading but at the end of the series we

easily when a 'birdie' boat lost its mast (hounds shackle too

had dropped to fifth, one place behind Rick and Paul. Bruce

loose). The 'matelots' continued their winning form by then

and Mark, new to Tasars, finished 51st.

beating Army. This was despite some veiy strong team

The 2002-3 Australian Tasar Championship was well won by
last year's champions, Craig McPhee and Kevin Kellow from
SA. Second were Ben Thomas and Luke Owen from Darwin,
and third Russell and Damien Ford. (This meant that the
past world and national champions filled the top four
places.)
As with all Tasar events, the social life and camaraderie made
the championship an all-round pleasurable occasion. In
addition to the traditional post-race champagne, there were
daily prizes for embarrassing moments, a 'not-your-ordinaryQuiz' night (ever modeled a Tasar using potato powder?), a

U
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2 wins. 4 losses

crew, Nick, for the competition. (Yes, it meant me

Tasar Championship in Threes

becoming an honorary 'birdie' for a while. It marked the

state. The Quality of the fleet lacked for nothing though,

there for three events.

with three past world champions as well as the current
Australian, Vic and NSW champion racing.

Hale third.

first time I've crewed a whole series of dinghy races for...

2002-03 In terse rvice Dinghy Cham pionship

well, a veiy long time! The experience has led to my

skill of sailing slow is just as important as sailing fast. The
Australian Defence Force Interservice Championship uses
team racing in Tasars to find the top militaiy dinghy team.

Bruce Eddes with Mark lagers, and my crew, Nick Grey, with

The Invitation Race was held directly on completion of

The sport has the characteristics of war: a cause, individual

me. We are all ADF members, we all sailed Navy boats, and

measuring. Is it an ill omen to win those races? Probably,

endeavour, teamwork, logistical and administrative support,

we all competed in the ADF Dinghy Sailing Championship

for Nick and I sailing 'RAN' did so, and it proved to be the

tactics, strategy and the application of technology. The forces

that used the results from the open competition. We also

only race we won. The key to the victoiy was in trusting

use a standard format of three-boat teams with a round-robin

raced in the Interservice Dinghy Championship, fitting

predetermined compass angles and making a bold move to

series of matches. Two Services compete against each other

racing in the breaks from the ATC.

one side of the course on the first leg. It was a good job

while one rests.

The Tasars were hosted by Mordialloc SC, on Port Phillip
Bay, just to the east of Melbourne. It's a fine club, located

that the winds stayed in the 8-l0kt range, as both diamond
spreaders fell out during the race.

Thisyear was the first time that the ADF combined its
Interservice Championship with the Australian Tasar

between a sandy beach and the mouth of a small creek filled

The first day of championship racing featured building 20-

Championship. Mordialloc Sailing Club provided flawless

with small motor and hire boats. The club has a good,

25kt offshore breezes. Sailing to the start, goosewinged, a

race organisation, aided by umpire support from Yachting

family-based atmosphere, and the professionalism used to

stronger gust combined with an awkward wave caused us to

Victoria. (An indication was the seven support craft and over

run the racing was awesome.

violently capsize to windward. The shock broke our bottom-

18 staff running the event.)

mast. Fortunately racing was abandoned shortly after.

s_

including the lay day on New Year's Day. A surprisingly

Four hours later the wind had temporarily abated and the

Winds were still in the 20-24kt range though, and boat

small fleet of 54 boats attended, with a talented group from

series began with two short races, back to back. RAN's

handling was more important than team tactics and strategy.

Darwin, a few from QLD and SA, less than hoped for from

spreader problems continued, despite the new/old mast

A RAAF ('birdie') capsize in the first race enabled Navy to

u

Army

6 wins, no losses

Addendum:

<D
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RAN

reception. Altogether good stuff!

The ATC consisted of 10 races sailed over eight days,

c

2002-03 Champion service, as the following results show:

RAAF 1win, 5 losses

rd

JD

RAAF and Army but the 'birdies' scored their first victoiy
over the 'grunts'. The RAN 'matelots' were clearly the

Nick and me, with fellow Navy sailors Wayne and Danelle

Z3

u

In the final round of the competition Navy again beat both

To help make-up numbers, I swapped roles with my normal

There was Rick Longbottom sailing with Paul Kinghorne,

JD

narrowly beat RAAF.

the Defence Championship. Thus Rick and Paul won from

2002-03 Australian Tasar Championship, and they were

resolving to:
♦ never comment when the crew fumbles setting the
whisker pole or has problems rotating the mast:
♦ sympathise when the crew is hit harder by waves and
becomes considerably wetter than the helm;
♦ inform the crew what I'm doing, strategically, tactically
and immediately before implementing them, together
with planning these things more in advance;
♦ worry about just the things I'm responsible for, rather
than the crew's duties; and
♦ swap roles more often, it's fun and it helps build mutual

JD
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understanding and teamwork.
Martin Linsley
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The team racing began following a day's normal racing.

win with the perfect 1,2, 3 score. The 'matelots' repeated this

<

and his team-mates. In the third race of the day Army

New Year's party and a welcome night and prize-giving

Team racing: short, tactical, action-packed, and where the

Cl

valiant effort to slow all three Navy boats between himself

The results of the national event were used by the ADF for

NSW. we three from the ACT, and the bulk from the home

o
fN

tactics and boat handling by an Army boat that made a

Rick Longbottom and Paul Kinghorne are a study in concentration

Three boats can be said to have represented the ACT at the

m
O

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA
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increase. The season has also seen the emergence of YSA

Strong teams of YSA members will be competing in both

sailors' participation in the Wednesday night twilight series.

these events and, on the form demonstrated by some YSA

During this season, YSA members have sailed in a steadily
improving range of boats from Toppers, through to Flying I Is,
Lasers. Corsairs and Catamarans.

members this season, such as the excellent results achieved
by Martin Cox and Charlie Bellwood at the recent Spiral

m

o
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nationals, we can expect some very competitive
performances.
s_

New additions to the YSA fleet this season have been Spirals
and 470's. The introduction of both these classes of boats is

Youth
Sailing
Academy

proving highly successful and people are Quickty gaining and
developing skills in sailing them.

everyone involved. Apart from that, had Matt Owen ventured
within range, he'd have been able to experience some of the

In addition to taking on these tasks, there's been a group of
parents and others who have volunteered out of a desire to

finished for the season on Sunday April 15, marked by a

racing, so two shorter course races were run.

number of special activities.

Eleven boats raced in the event: three Lasers, three Spirals,

The morning was dedicated to getting as many YSA parents

two Toppers, two Flying Elevens and a Sabot. There could

as possible out on the water, preferably sailing with their

have been more, but some of the sailors of the 24 boats in

YSA family members. A total of 15 parents submitted

the morning session had 'read the weather'. The breeze had

themselves to the command ofyoung sailors and, hopefully

been light, veiy light - and there was little suggestion of

picked up a few of the finer points of sailing in the process.

YSA. A common feature has been the willingness of eveiyone
concerned to pitch in and help.

sailors augurs veiy well for the future of sailing in the ACT,
so the availability and willingness of so many people
prepared to pitch in and help must present a vital asset for
the operations of the CYC. If the club can attract and engage
the same sort of commitment for the longer term, our

The morning's sailing was followed by a short social

In the first race Charlie Belwood in his new Spiral had the
best start. He then sailed well clear of the fleet, leaving the

without whose invaluable help the YSA could not operate as

faster Lasers of Anna Linsley and Guy Hodgman in his wake.

it does. The CYC committee was well represented as well and

The wind was patchy though and strengthened towards the

it was a good opportunity for some of the people involved in

Laser pulled well clear of the chasing group but only until

Youth Sail
A cadem y ends
season on a high

-O
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the half-way through the second lap. when she stopped in a
wind hole'. Charlie and Guy both passed her. Again

As the summer 2002-03 Youth Sail Academy season draws

U

though, it was the slower boats that featured in the results,

to a close, the key impression must be one of great optimism

with the Topper of Peter Pedersen winning, from Charlie in

for the future of sailing in the ACT, and for the future
membership of the CYC.

Combining the two race results meant that the championship

Young sailors' participation in the Academy has been gone

placings were as follows:

from strength to strength throughout the season, supported

1st

Tristan Gamack

in Sabot 1295 on 4 points

2nd

Peter Pedersen

in Topper 8

3rd

Charlie Bellwood

in Spiral 854 on 5 points

During the afternoon, YSA members participating in the
CYC's regular short course dinghy races also competed for
the YSA 2002-03 Championships.

by a very strong contribution from an enthusiastic group of
parents and helpers.

on 5 points

With the end of the 2002-03 season, we'll now set about

y

preparing for more and better over the summer of 2003-04.
Over the winter, there'll be a reduced level of activity, with
shorter YSA training sessions held each
second Sunday on CYC Winter Series race days. There's no
doubt that the YSA this season has been a success stoiy in
its own right, as well as for the CYC. The sailing's been fun,
the development excellent and the shared commitment to
make it all work has been outstanding. Things are looking

Sailing skills have developed very strongly among the YSA

great for next season.

members over this season, and the result, in veiy light
conditions, was a closely fought competition. The PRO for
the day Martin Linsley has a report elsewhere in this

his Spiral and Tristan's Sabot third.

s_

YSA to get to know them.

47

lust as the enthusiasm and developing skills of the YSA

activities should be enjoyed all the more by all of us.
gathering for the nearly 30 volunteer helpers and parents

but the rest of the fleet was close behind. Anna's full rig

u

competitions.

support sailing, who have acted as safety boat drivers for the

autumn period. It was run in conjunction with normal club

It was Anna's turn to get the best start in the second race

rd

the BBQs at several regattas and related events and to
support YSA members going away to regattas and

the previous week’s twilight race.
The YSA's series of regular Sunday morning training sessions

from the F[ying Eleven of Yuri Wilks and Andrew Breen, with

<L)
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activities. These same people have also turned out to man

extra water benefits he'd shared with so many people during

held in the afternoon of the final session of the eight-week

Charlie third.

rd

are then returned to support the YSA members' sailing

great opportunity to broaden the sailing experience of

handicaps were applied Tristan Gamack in the Sabot won

>-

barbecue and sold sausages and drinks to raise funds, which

least some of the trailableyacht owners and skippers may

of YSA members out on the lake for the morning provided a

end. This helped the slower boats and meant that after

rd

pitched in to help with administration and to help theyoung

The season also included a trailables morning, in which at

them. The willingness of a number of owners to take groups

improvement.
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have learned even more than the YSA members onboard with

The 2003 CYC Youth Sailing Academy Championship was

w

out with rostered activities to support the YSA. People have
sailors get their boats out and rigged. They've also run the

Championship
y

Virtually eveiy family with a YSA member involved has helped

newsletter.

There are a lot of people to whom thanks and credit are due.
too many to name, but there's no doubt that the skill,
commitment, enthusiasm, sense of humour, talent and sheer
hard work put in by Matt and Ollie has delivered outstanding

The YSA Championship competition was also a useful

results. Everyone involved in YSA is veiy grateful to them,

preparation for two majoryouth sailing events coming up in

and to all the willing instructors, volunteers and parents who

April.

have helped over the season.

The first of these is the 2003 Capital Insurance Brokers' ACT
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>Paddy Hodgman

Youth Championships Regatta over the weekend of April 1213. There'll be a report on this in the next issue of the CYC

s_

Newsletter.
There has been a total of 27 YSA members sailing regularly
each Sunday over the summer season. Their participation in
the CYC Sunday afternoon racing has also shown a sustained

-O
Secondly, there's the NSW Combined High Schools Regatta
at Lake Macouarie on April 21-26 and there'll also be a
report on this event in the next issue.
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Our foundation Vice-Commodore,

My Am erica’s Cup
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Max Hinchliffe (Captain, RAN,
DSC) and foundation Rear
Commodore, House, lack Deeble,
OAM, VRD, both passed away on

Eveiy two years my wife and I head over to the land of the

as the boom does not fit between the two on its resting place

long white cloud to visit her family and to catch up with a

on the deck. On the Young Australia it was a good two

few of my old sailing buddies doing the America's Cup.

metres between wheels.

<

Saturday March 29, Max in Sydney
and lack in Canberra, lack was in

Q.

his 79th year and Max was 86. Max

<

had not been well for several
months but lack's death was

Three years ago at the last cup I was able to spend a few

All the working sails are now carbon fibre and amazingly

days on the Young Australia, Sid Fisher's cup campaign

light. The Young Australia took seven people to cariy the

which was run by my old adversaiy on the 18ft skiff circuit,

mainsail - it now takes just three guys strolling down to dock

Rob Brown.

with this huge sail.

Ed Smyth who sailed with Chris Nicholson and myself in the

The two One World boats had just been launched and were

the club was on |uly 30, 1997 at the

Club Marine 18 was the navigator of the team and being a

being tested for structural strength. No one was to step in

cocktail party to acknowledge the

local from Auckland was well suited to the job.

the areas with pink duck tape and to tiy and keep away from

(then new) commitment by the

the loaded winches and ropes ( impossible!!). Luckily I was

Canberra Southern Cross Club to

unexpected and sudden. (Max's
daughter Meredith, writes for The
Canberra Times)
The last time we saw them both at

The Young Australia was, to put it kindly, run on a
shoestring budget using a 1995 generation boat with a few
new sails and run from a leaky barge parked in the AC

U
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viaduct. I had great fun ploughing around the Haraki Gulf on
these monsters of the cup, huge spinnakers, massive lead

The winch system was amazing with all pedestals being able

There is not much on record about the contribution of either of these gentlemen to the early days of our club. However, I well recall

the sister ship to the oneAustralia that sank.

to drive any winch on the boat. All my so called "mates “

lack using the social facilities on a regular basis, especially in his capacity Assistant Secretaiy of the Australian Academy of Science,

shattering creaks and groans. On one of the spinnaker sets
on the Young Australia the brace was not winched on as

plenty of excited words from the crew to get the pole back
before the headstay foil busts but for these boats there is a
ear-splitting explosion on the foredeck as the pole snaps,
sending carbon eveiywhere and shredding a $15,000 chute.
How no one was killed with five guys on the foredeck still
baffles me.
Last winter we went over to Auckland to say hi again and
were invited out on the One World Challenge boat for the
day. Now, with the cup at an end, my confidentiality
agreement is over and I can tell the tale of my day with the
stars.
It was like old times as I had sailed against most of the guys
rd
>rd

on board in 18s and 49ers' campaigns. Ed was back on board
as the "naverguesser” with the McKee brothers calling the
shots and Morgan Larson and a few ex-Team New Zealand
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crew on board.
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stay the Oracle boat lost its keel and was just saved, having

boat where I am hiding and reminds me that this boat was

Quick as it should have been. In a normal yacht there are

U

Vale foundation Flag Officers

practised hull failure containment drill each week. During my

and in particular to the further development of sailing in the ACT.

boats take your breath away, eveiything makes earth-

-O
3

the back - carried the pumps if needed. Apparently they

the water pumped out lying on its side.

keels and 105ft plus masts, until Ed comes to the back of the

I've sailed Quite a few maxi yachts but the loads on these

u

told the chase boat - a 40 ft RIB with two 250 hp engines on

This photo was taken in 1997. Left to right: Jack Deeble, Max Hinchliffe and Peter Russell.

the long term future of the CYC

The first thing I noticed was the narrowness of the yachts.
On the tow out we had one of the steering wheels taken off

who are just a little bit fit. looked at my fine physiQue that
had not stepped into a gym since my retirement from
professional sailing three years ago, and thought the coffee
grinder would be good for a laugh. Ex-Team New Zealander

and with his then wife, Morna, at most club formal social functions organized by the Associates (the women members!), lack was also a
leading figure in the Scout movement in the ACT.
One lasting achievement of lack is our club burgee, the details of which were published in the November 2002 issue of Sailing News,
lack's design was accepted from six submitted in response to a call in 1961 for suggestions.

and Finn gold medallist Craig Monk, the grinder, looked over

Ron Anderson, who was also involved in those days (Commodore, 1965/66 and 1966/67) was a personal friend of both. He told me that

the handles at me and said if I was to faint from exhaustion

though they were both transitoiy in the life of the club, they were (probably) both sussed out by the foundation Commodore, Terry

or lose the spinning handles, to fall backward - it would hurt
less. He weighed 112 kilos and I tried to find bit of fat on him
but failed. On my left was a guy called Hank. He was 115 kilos
and before the cup was linebacker for the Dallas Cowboys.

O'Neill, as people who could be useful in the formative stages. And useful they were, Ron told me. The Academy of Science virtually
became the secretariat for the club and Max gave entree to the facilities of HMAS Harman which at one stage produced the first boat
to sail in Canberra - on the Cotter River and, Ron tells me. the boat sank!
Peter Forster

To say I was a bit apprehensive would be an understatement.
On my last trip the spinnaker was physically pulled to the top

My A m e rica ’s Cup

of the mast by two lads at the mast. Now the winch systems

I was summonsed to the back of the boat by my so-called

are so powerful they literally grind the chute to the top.

sniggering "mates" and put on the aft grinder as we headed

taking half the time.

upwind after a one hour run. Upwind is when you feel the

(cont)

Sailing has now become a big video game.
The boat came home floating, I was just alive. So, as all

-Q
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finely-tuned athletes do. we headed to a nearby pub to have

There was no warm-up to my challenge on the "pumps" - the

real power of the boats. Every turn of the handles resulted in

call for the hoist was followed by Craig saying "ready meat". I

a creak, groan or thud. The America's Cup is at the forefront

would like to say that I slowed him up a bit but that would be

ofyachting and they have all the toys. Upwind they have

a lie, but I did not come off. After the chute was up we then

cameras in the foredeck of theyacht, turning the speed

Unfortunately One World was eliminated in the semi-finals

ground the brace back and relaxed, ifyou could call it that.

stripes on the jib into a digital 3D image on a small screen

and ended the campaign. Looks like it will be heading to

The mast man was most impressed that I held on, but I

in front of the trimmer. They also have a 3D image

Swiss land and sailed on the Mediterranean, hopefully Palma

explained I was too scared to let go and retrieve my hands

overlapped on the screen of what the optimal shape should

in Spain.

intact from the blur of arms and handles.

be for the wind strength, wave state and mode they want.

M att Owen

a beer as the next day I would be lucky to walk let alone have
a light refreshing alcoholic beverage.
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Anzac Day Regatta
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CYC cruising course fun race/sail 2pm
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Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta
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April was another busy time for

hoist and an operating manual is available. An authorised

the Club and its members.

operator must be present when boats are being lifted.

The ACT Youth Titles was
successfully hosted by our Club
and supported by a strong

rJ

The Trailable Yacht Association

Our commitment to improving member services continues.

Nationals were held in Lake

Subject to the installation of an airconditioner/heater in the

Macouarie over Easter with

Sailors' Den, new carpet is to be laid and painting

A very entertaining and competitive Champion of Champions

their own way, as you can see by the results. Well done to

good support from our

completed towards the end of |une. Other improvements are

Regatta was sailed recently with both competitors and

all the champions, for a successful season. It all augurs well

members. The event was

proposed subject to funds being available.

spectators getting their full monies worth. The champion of

for next year.

event tested even our best
sailors. More on this can be
found later in the Newsletter.
By contrast, the Combined
NSW High School Regatta that
was also held at Lake Macouarie
the following week, was
characterised by very light
winds and long courses. Most
of the fleet in the faster division
failed to finish 3 of the 4 races
as no shorten course provisions

u

were included in the Sailing
Instructions. Even in such tying
circumstances, ouryoung Youth
Academy sailors showed
persistence and stamina and were
fine representatives of our Club.
The light winds continued for the
Bateman's Bay Regatta held over the
Anzac Day weekend.
Early May saw the Club's Champion of Champions event
sailed in Gems with a moderate south easterly breeze
providing exciting racing. With the windward rounding bouy
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set close to the Lotus Bay race control tower, the assembled
crowd enjoyed the day and had the chance to become
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Your Committee is already involved in discussions about next
seasons sailing calender, developing the 2003/04 budget and
the Triennial Capital funding program as well as making
arrangements for the Annual Presentation Night to be held
on the evening of Saturday 28 |une. The Presentation Night
promises to be a fun evening with music and dancing for

the Summer Series in each division again fought for the

and in stark contrast to past years, the Regatta was sailed in
moderate breezes and pleasant weather. This made for

who ran the weekly Sunday races and the winter series, our

behalf of all club members, a big thankyou to all the Gem

of spectators gathered on shore. With the finish line
inside Lotus Bay, the competitors were urged on by their

to those who cooked the sausages, manned the bar and who
tidied up the boats, buoys and club room afterwards. It was
a long day, but a memorable one. Last but not least, on

some lively racing, much to the enjoyment of a keen bunch

Finally, could I thank all the Club volunteers who have

season. This includes the PRO team under Don McMichael

Regatta, to all his assistants on the start boat, boat drivers,

Regatta consisted of 5 races, all windward-leeward courses

generally close to the tower and for the final race, actually

contributed to the operations of the Club over the past

A special word of thanks to Peter Fullagar for organizing the

overall title of'Champion of Champions', in Gems. The

those who wish to kick up their heels.

z

owners who once again made their boats available on the
day, rigged them, helped sail them and then de-rigged them
and put them away at the end of the day. At least this year

many supporters, friends and famijy on-shore. We couldn't

they didn't miss out on the sausages (although they missed

have wished for a better day and it made a fitting climax to

the Presentation and were a couple of drinks behind by the

the Summer Racing program.

present the America's Mug to the winner. The event was

U

time they made it back to the Sailors Cabin). They would

Wednesday twilight team managed by |ohn Kennedy and the

Congratulations go to Matty ('Pillow') Owen and his trusty

have missed seeing Matty in his funny hat, .. but he didn’t

Race Support group who gave their time to operate the

crew Andrew Reed. However this ace pair didn't have it all

escape the photographer. Well done Matty.

rescue boats. Peter Fullagar and his team successfully ran
numerous regattas and finalised the results. A strong band
of parents also provided leadership and support to the Youth

Skipper

Heat number

Total
Points

3

Sail Academy. A special project group ensured that the

Place

u

hoist was constructed and managed appropriately. Behind
the scenes there was an army of supporters taking entries,

2

3

1

1

3

10

I

4

2

5

2

14

2

Martin Linsley

5

I

4

7

I

18

3

a positive Club spirit. 1hope the experience was rewarding

Matthew Francis

4

2

5

4

7

22

4

for all.

John Hosking

3

6

3

6

4

22

5

Your elected Committee members and staff have also played

Peter Manley

D N F*

5

7

2

6

25

6

6

7

6

3

5

27

7

Matthew Owen

selling drinks, staffing the barbeoue, stocking the fridge and
making soup.
Everyone can be proud of there efforts that have helped build

a major part in contributing to the success ofyour Club

Robie Faulks

David Shiers

through providing leadership, maintaining financial stability
and services to members.

* average points = 5

armchair experts. Peter Fullagar, the PRO, did a good job
bringing eveiyone home in time to celebrate the event and
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The Winter Series began with Race I held on 18 May. All
sailors are welcome to come and join us.

say very strong, winds. The

>

Office Manager.
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contingent of interstate visitors.

marked by strong, some might

U

Champion of Champions
Regatta
Sunday May 4 2003

Bookings for use of the hoist can be made through the

X
D
u

Peter Harvey
Commodore

U

convincingly won by Matt Owen.
The CSCC has handed over management of the new hoist to

>-

the Canberra Yacht Club. It is operational and a number of

n3

boats have been observed using the facility following a
lengthy period without access to a hoist. A growing number
of members have been trained in the safe operation of the

QUEENSLAND
YACHT C H A R T E R S

DEAKINHEALTHSPA
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C Y C Annual Presentation Dinner
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Trophies will be presented to all class and division

D A TE

Saturday 28 June

T IM E

7 pm for 7:30 pm

and dancing afterwards. Bookings are essential and a

Smart casual

Sunday 15 )une to secure your seat. Why not organize a

a

champions and annual pointscore winners. Steve Langlands
has organized fine food plus music by 'Touche' for dining
prepayment is necessaiy to Martin or Matty at the club by

D RESS
PLA C E

table and get all your friends together. Prizes will be

Yacht Club
dining room

awarded to the best dressed table. We'll leave it to your
imagination to come up with a theme for your group/table.
Start organizing and see you there.
As a footnote, Steve would appreciate hearing from anyone

C O ST :

$30 pp
for meal and music

interested in Joining his social sub-committee. His group is
responsible for organizing the club's social agenda. Here's
your chance to influence the direction and nature of services
for club members, and assist in its delivery. Give him a ring
ifyou're interested, on 6288 0110 (h).

Seafly Trophy Day

The photo is of those attending the training session on 17 May. From L to R .: Graham Giles, Paul Pflugen George De W olfe, Matt Owen,
Jason Parkinson, Colin Brown, Graeme Wykes, John Hosking, Derk Swieringa, Lawrie Lee and Terrie Thoroughgood. In front Bill Causbrook
and Neil Primrose.

y

The inaugural Seafly Trophy Day, held on Sunday March 23

the winding-up of the National Seafly Dinghy Class

at the club, proved highly successful, with a big fleet of

Association have been donated to the club with the proviso

boats and a number of onlookers, including many ex-

that the money be used for a sailing event. After much

Seafliers, among them being John and Nath Gascoigne (past

discussion it was decided that a Seafly trophy would be

champions in the Class), Russ and Margaret Kennard and

awarded for the best performance on the day on personal

|im Yeo.

handicap corrected time. On that basis, the overall winner of

Records show that seven Seafly dinghies were entered for
the 2nd Canberra Day Regatta (March 7-8, 1964) organized
by the Canberra Yacht Club and sailed on Lake George
because Lake Burley Griffin was not sufficiently filled at the
time. The list of Seafly entries reads: G. Fowle (73); Mrs ).
Kimber (74); G. Kimber (75); J. Hamon (76); C. Mylne (77);
N.Robinson (78) and R. Hargrave (80). It is noteworthy that
JD
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amongst a formidable array of sailing celebrities (|im Hardy,

the Woollahra Plate was David Holt sailing De facto (Laser).
Three additional trophies were also awarded for best
performances in other divisions. These winners were: The
lasper Mylne Trophy (dinghies) - lan Salau sailing Robyn
Leigh (470); the Fullagar Bucket (trailableyachts) - Matt
Owen sailing Gem-a-tools (Gem 550) and the Alan Lister
Trophy (catamarans) - Mike Dunn sailing Bullet Proof (Hobie
20).

Craig Whitworth, Colin Ryrie, Frank Bethwaite) a certain P.

Commemoration Seafly mugs were awarded to all class

Harvey was also entered in this regatta sailing his Snipe

winners and also to any ex-Seaflier present on the day. The

dinghy 'Coleen'l

latter included |ohn and Eileen White, Peter Forster, Peter

The Seafly was the first class officially recognized by the

New Boat Hoist
The new boat hoist has been commissioned and a second group o f m em bers has now
been trained and accredited to use it, by Neil Primrose and Graham Giles.
I The hoist is now available for use but the operator must be accredited, ie keys to the hoist are given only to those who have
undergone hoist training. Ifyou are not accredited, talk someone into helping you who is. The operator must complete an
application form and, on conclusion, report on the operation of the hoist. The forms are available next to the membership and boat
storage application forms outside my office. As manager of the hoist I keep the keys, maintain the list of accredited users and store
the hoist equipment (the slings, shackles etc.). I also have an electronic version of the Hoist Manual if anyone wants it. Send me an
email.
Also, let me know ifyou want to attend the next hoist training schedule. It probably won't be for some weeks but let me know ifyou

^
^
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are interested.

Fullagar, |ohn Kennedy, Ross Pover, Mo Kalnins, Sue
To use the hoist will cost $25 per lift for the first day and $10 for eveiy subsequent day or part thereof. The cost is double for non
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veiy popular with club members but by the late 1980s the

It is planned to make this an annual event, with one

03

fleet size had dwindled such that further class racing was

suggested change to the format being to have just the one

Having attended the course, believe me, the hoist is simple and straightforward to operate and infinitely easier than the old hoist.

not possible and today the club register has only one

start and the same course for everybody. Other suggestions

However it is a powerful machine and there are certain things you must know and be mindful of, for your own safety and the continued

remaining boat - Anyway (80). The idea of a Seafly Trophy

regarding the format or timing are veiy welcome.

operation of the hoist. Neil and Graham do a good job of instruction and following their rules a boat can be raised by the press of a

s_

button and be on the trestles in a fraction of the time it used to take.
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Canberra Yacht Club for club racing. For many years it was

Day came about because many trophies from the class
remain in the CYC trophy cabinet and funds available from

Youngman (Hargrave) and Roe Bell.

members.

Jo h n W h i t e
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Did you know?
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In looking at aspects of the history of the CYC, it has come to my
notice that the Flying 15 class is the longest enduring class at the
CYC
The first Flying 15 appeared in the 1963/64 season on Lake George, sailed by Terry Hill. The first championship event for
the class, a NSW championship, was sailed on Lake Burley Griffin in januaiy 1969 with eight local boats and seven from
Pittwater, followed by the first ACT championships in November 1969 (won by the late |erty Hewson). ACT championships
have been scheduled every season since then. (The word 'scheduled' is used because on a couple of occasions the event
was cancelled due to lack of wind!).
The National championships have been contested on Lake Burley Griffin on four occasions over a period of nearly 30
years (first in januaiy 1974).
Seven other classes and two general divisions were established before Flying 15s caught on. For instance, a 1967
newsletter lists season 1966/67 results for the following classes:
505

Seafly

Gwen 12

NSW

OK dinghy

Heron

Moth

General Divisions I & 2

Charlie
Bellwood

Mirror dinghies gained a class start in 1967/68 and the Lightweight Sharpie in 1971/72.
It will be noted that in recentyears we have rarely seen any representatives of the original classes even sailing on the lake
let alone racing at the CYC.
The first trailable yacht on the lake was Odette, a modified Bluebird, owned and sailed by the late Alex Meldrum in the
1965/66 season.

Charlie had such a good time on his first Learn to Sail course in January 2000 that he

U
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immediately joined the Youth Academy and did sailing courses with the club whenever he could
every holidays over the next couple o f years.
He competed in his first regatta at the Combined High Schools Sailing Championships in April last year. This was a tough
introduction to competitive sailing. At I2years old sailing a Laser Radial around their huge courses was a big ask and Charlie only

It is interesting to note that some of the skippers from those early days are as enduring as the Flying 15 class. The results
for 1966/67 (first three placings only listed) include the names of Peter Harvey (505), Eric Adriaanse (Gwen 12), Martin
Brady (Moth), Peter Forster (Seafly) - and at least the two Peter's still race regularly today.
The records also show that Peter Russell (still a front runner in the class) first sailed a Flying 15 (that belonged to Alan
_q

Stewart) in the Winter series of 1968 and I am aware from personal knowledge that Peter Fullagar, Sue Youngman and
|ohn White, with Eileen as crew, have raced on LBG since the beginning. Perhaps there are some others, and if so, I
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completed one race. He got some more experience of large regattas sailing with Nigel Harvey in one of more than 40 Flying M's that
competed at the NSW Youth Championships in September last year.
Charlie's success in sailing really took off when he discovered at the beginning of this season, the joys of sailing a club Spiral, named
'Scjuealy'. He got some race practice, regularly racing in the YMCA races on Saturdays and club races each Sunday, and some great
inspiration from another YSA member, Martin Cox, who was having terrific success in the Spiral Traveller Trophy series of races. He
decided to tiy his luck in the National Spiral Championships held at Laurieton, NSW over the Australia Day long weekend.

apologise for not including them. I would be pleased to hear from any other members who have been actively sailing since

Martin Cox won the National Spiral Championships and Charlie came third out of II in the junior division and 18th in an overall fleet

those early days.

of 40 boats that competed in a total of eight races spread over the two days. Charlie followed this up with a second place out of 13
juniors who competed in the NSW State Spiral Championships at Patonga in March. Charlie says that the fun of competing in a fleet

I am beginning to think more actively about the preparation of the 50year histoiy of the CYC. Any members interested in

of 40 Spirals in pretty unbeatable and he's really enjoying the friendly atmosphere and getting to know the other people who regularly

helping with this project are invited to contact me via the Office.

turn up at Spiral regattas.

Peter Forster

At 13, Charlie reckons he has a number ofyears still to go in sailing Spirals and knows that he has a strong tradition to uphold as
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ACT sailors have won the National Spiral Championship for the last six years. He now has his own brand new Spiral and reckons the
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fun of owning and sailing a brand new boat is pretty incredible.
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Masters Games

Canberra Youth Regatta
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to accom m odate all com ers

35 years and over
9th Australian Masters Games

Thirty-five dinghies with VYC yardsticks ranging from 68.5 to 167
competed in the 2003 Canberra Youth Regatta. What were the
boats and which fared best?
The Regatta was organised by our club over April 12-13 and, thanks to Ian Ruff, was sponsored by Capital Insurance
Brokers. We assumed the management role from the YMCA SC, which had managed the event for the previous few years.
A large group of talented and enthusiastic volunteers worked together to run the event and, I think, enjoyed doing so. We
were keen to make it a little different from other regattas. We recognised that while there are a large number of ACT youths
who enjoy sailing, there are relatively few who are knowledgeable about and experienced in racing. Our aim, therefore, was
to run a regatta that would cater for eveiyone, with an emphasis on participation and fun. To achieve this, the regatta
consisted of two divisions: the ACT Youth Championship for experienced sailors, and the Canberra Fun Regatta for

i )
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youngsters with little or no background in racing.
The Healthpact 9th Australian Masters Games sailing to be conducted by the CYC over the period November 5-9 this year

The championship was run conventionally but for the fun regatta the rules and regulations were reduced to a minimum,

will offer something for everyone meeting the minimum age limit of 35years.

>

thereby making participation easier and less threatening. To encourage early entries to the regatta, the first 40 entries were
There will be separate classes for contestants in age groups from 35 to 44years, 45 to 55years and 55years and over.
rewarded by receiving a free promotional t-shirt. An additional l8youths entered, making a total of 58 competitors. They
Racing will be provided for trailableyachts, dinghies, Flying Fifteens, multi-hulls (off the beach) and Access 2.3 dinghies. In

u

fact, we will try to fit in any type of boat that can operate on Lake Burley Griffin. Separate sub-division results will be
provided for boat classes with 10 or more entrants.
The series will include an invitation race on November 5, and seven races over November 6-9, with medal presentations on
November 9 before the Games Closing Ceremony. We have also invited entrants to take part in CYC club racing on

represented the YMCA SC, the three ACT Sea Scout Groups, Twofold Bay SC as well as the CYC.

u

Six 'shorter course’ races were scheduled for the ACT Youth Championship, and four slightly longer races were arranged
for the fun regatta. True to autumnal form though, the lightest of breezes prevailed, and the program had to be reduced. It
was clear to see that skill and patience were needed to win and that the best sailors applied these Qualities well.

November 2.
The series has the potential to attract a wide range of classes and entrants and be a memorable event for the contestants
and the club.
Australia-wide promotion of the Healthpact 9th Australian Master Games by the organisers has led to inquiries from various
states on the planned sailing series at the CYC, classes to be raced, boat hire opportunities, accommodation and the like.

The overall winner of the ACT Dinghy Championship and its faster dinghy class was josh Paine, sailing a Laser dinghy. In
the slower dinghy class Martin Cox, in a Spiral, was almost as dominant. The catamaran class was won by Chris Malcom
and Julian Evans in a Hobie 16, although they probably would have liked to have raced against more boats.
The fun regatta attracted as many entries as the championship and it was pleasing to see the club's Toppers and Flying I Is

The following reports on one aspect of one inouiry. In asking about several matters, a lady advised that she and her father
_□

hoped to sail. In response, the inouirer was reminded that the minimum age for any competitor is 35. She replied:

=3

racing . The overall and faster dinghy trophies were won by Sarah Eddes and Kylie Mclnnes, who sailed an Envy dinghy as

_o

representatives of the Sea Scouts. The victors in the slower dinghies were Steve McMahon and Alexander Jackson in a

—
U

"My father is 88 and I will be 55 by then, so the age won't be a problem. We sail one up in Sabre dinghies, and I am
u

keeping my fingers crossed that Dad will be able to sail. As you can imagine at that age health can always be a
problem, so he will probably register nearer to the event. He sails most Sundays, so we are hoping all will be okay at

u
rd

C

rd

u

With a focus as much on participation as competition, the event's inter-club shield was awarded using a points system that
rewarded both the number of entries from a club/organisation and their performance. Following many years of the YMCA
winning the trophy it was the CYC that emerged the winner. Well done to all our youth members who contributed to this

eveiy Sunday at Cleveland Yacht Club which is about 40 minutes from Brisbane on the sometimes difficult Moreton Bay. All
manage to place at times against strong competition. They are hoping to get at least four boats from Cleveland to

^
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that time."
Further inouiry revealed that at 88years of age, Phil Briggs and his daughter Anne Mussett and her son Erin, all race Sabres

rd

Flying II. They sailed their boat particularly well.

participate in the Games.
With this type of contestant, the series will hold some real interest.

victory!
Martin Linsley
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by the Canberra competitors
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a

National Championship
Big conditions. Wild rides.
A fitting end to a season of rich experiences for the

have made the second race but the two old fellas flagging on

Canberra boats on the TYA circuit. Seven windward and

the job. Full report on UII9 and photos in next months

leeward heats over three days, except for the smaller

newsletter - ED.

trailables, who had a passage race on the Saturday. A
stationaiy high over Tasmania produced a week of fresh to
strong southerlies, scattered showers and cool weather.
Russell Cummings and his team from Lake Macouarie Yacht
Club did a great job of managing the racing (and the social

u

work in between).
Friday
Predicted 20 to 35 knots - blowing around 15 when we left

y

by another competitor, sails clear, searches for gusts.

rides. On edge at times, but stayed on their feet. Getting

"Huntress" obstructed in gybing back cover by houseboat

the conditions sorted out by the second race of the day.

sitting to leeward of the mark, runs deeper in flatter water,

Saturday

gets enough of new breeze to stay level; two boats sailing

Predicted 20 to 25 knots - blowing around 15 knots as we left
the Club and built within prediction through the day. Rain
regularly blotting out the marks.

Huntress - N Primrose 8th

Nail-biting stuff. "Huntress" around the bottom mark by a
boat length and goes right. “Casper" tacks. "Huntress"
covers. Tacking duel continues relentlessly for the entire leg.

(8.00; 7.00; 3.00; 7.00; (9.00); 9.00; 6.00; 40 pts)

((13.00); 13.00; 11.00; 9.00; 10.00; 11.00; 13.00; 67 pts)

expected. Wild rides. Flat out broaches the order of the

"Casper" seeming to point slightly higher. "Huntress" a

both boats. No advantage to either. “Huntress" vaiying the

day. Bottom mark generally littered with boats on their sides

fraction faster off the wind. "Casper getting consistently

position of cover to gradually push “Casper" to right hand

in the thrall of their spinnakers. Big chop. Plenty of

better starts and playing the early first beats better. Boats

lay line.

Gem A Tools - M Owen 6th

Boats round top mark within a length. "Casper challenges

(16.00; (18.00); LOO; ABN; ABN; 1.00; 1.00; 19 pts)

bruises. Top seamanship. Vivid impressions of incredible

generally within a hundred yards of one another, with

speed. Marginal control. Sheer power. Adrenalin junkies

"Casper" ahead in each heat. "Magic” learning fast and

by the end.

improving consistently throughout the day.

Survival sailing, with a hint of competition now and then.

Passage race for Div 2. "Gem A Tools" sorted out and dry in

slant, "Casper" sails higher initially. "Huntress elects to stay
lower. Touch and go. "Casper gybes two thirds of way down

on reach to distance mark. Dangerous. "Huntress" picks up
gust and just stays ahead. Both gybe and go left on SW

Boatspeed clocked on one E7 at 12.7 knots, but who knows

time. A lovely sail - wild reaches for miles. Held onto the

what the top speed was - no time for looking at instruments.

Castles in the breeze for the first time in the season (secret

leg. "Huntress" slides across under her bows - close call -

"Casper” in broach mode got too much for the crew. Two

tunning sessions) to take the win. "Wisdom" doing better as

and gybes to leeward berth. Less than a meter separates in

attempted to depart the scene. Dragged back (kicking and

the breeze moderated from mad to just wild. Close work

15 knots of breeze. Kite setting critical. Both gybe back to

screaming, so the rumour goes).

among the Castles. The need to pick the best course in the

port for the line. Cross within half a length. Knackered.

waves a particular challenge - applying skills not usually

Stuff of fond memories for a veiy long while! One-design

demanded in Canberra. Long kite rides great fun.

racing doesn't get any better.

Sunday

In Div 2, "Gem A Tools" too short and fat to enjoy the short

spinnaker, I x spinnaker halyard, I x trailer. Smiling. Lots of

each new front coming through. Two windward/leeward heats

learning.

for both divisions. First race a repeat of Saturday among the

Tools ". Speared down a wave during the first heat under full
kite in the middle of a gust and kept going. Enough of the
bow resurfaced to get a line on and tow the submersible
back to the club. Crew spent the rest of the afternoon
bailing the boat out on the beach by theyacht club. Might

D ivision 2

Wisdom - D Bizant 8th
(16.00; 7.00; 10.00; ABN; ABN; 7.00; 7.00; 31 pts)

-Q

fronts - conditions within forecast, though higher gusts with

Not a good way to start a major regatta for Gem - "Gem A

y

Magic - B Dagger 12th

count? Concentration intense. Crew work phenomenal on

the day before, decided they could write off I x headsail, I x

cd

(5.00; 5.00; 1.00; 5.00;(8.00); 7.00; 7.00; 30 pts)

"Huntress” about eoual boatspeed to windward, with

Predicted 15 to 20 knots with higher gusts ahead of new

u

Casper - H Faulks 7th

afternoon. Ended up with bigger breezes than people

“Magic", still doing inventory check after purchase of boat

_Q
C

Division I

How many tacks can you do in two miles? Who has time to

u

(U

Canberra results were:

parallel about 50 metres apart, Huntress has better angle.

up-right, split a headsail.

n3

mark, usual great set, goes left into new SW trend, fouled up

"Wisdom” having good tussle with the top Castles. Great

_Q
D
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Goes right, planing in gust. "Casper" gybes at distance

Four windward/leeward heats for the Elliotts. "Casper" and

get kite down. Blew up fore guy, cut brace away to get back

rd

Loose cover for the rest of first leg. "Huntress" around first,
away from the distance mark with good set on starboard.

the club and built beyond forecast in the gusts during the

"Huntress" broached avoiding oncoming boats and couldn't

U

Lake Macquarie, Easter 2003
Tight racing. Awesome stuff

Elliotts. “Magic” improving fast and progressively a threat.
Second race “Huntress” finally got “it" together on the start
line. Picked the new breeze on the right. Crossed “Casper"
two hundred metres out. And it was “on" - for young and
old. Cut-throat match racing for the remainder of the race.
Only boat lengths separate the two boats for the entire time.
No one else matters. Focus.

fat waves that Lake Macouarie is famous for. Almost had a
repeat of the "great roll" again as went over the finish line for

rs

<J

the last time. Overall, "Gem A Tools" won all races she
finished, but Friday's points where far too high to impact on
the leader board and she finished fifth overall. "Wisdom"

u
rd

continuing to improve. Consistently in the front third of the

>-

fleet for both races. Thoroughly enjoyed the series and will

rd
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definitely be back next time.
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P e t e r

H a r v e y

(h) 6248 6653 (m) 0439 486 651
peter.harvey@ozemail.com.au
V i c e

w i n t e r

Sun
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I

Sun
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28
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D a l t o n
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G r a h a m

Gi l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r
S a i l i n g

C a n e r r a

Y a c h t

C l u b

S c h o o l

M a t t h e w

O w e n

(w) 6734777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Martin Cox receives his Yachtsman o f the Year award from C Y C Commodore Peter Harvey.

Notice of

CU

•

Annual General Meeting

-O

c

8pm, Wednesday August 27, 2003
All members are advised that the Annual General Meeting of ACT Sailing Inc. trading as the
Canberra Yacht Club will take place at 8pm on Wednesday, August 27, 2003 at the CSCC, Lotus

u

Bay.
Members are reminded that nomination forms for all committee positions can be obtained from
the CYC Office and must be completed and returned at least seven days before the date fixed for
the AGM.
The proposed agenda is:

A C T SAILING INC
Mariner Place
Yarralumla A C T 2600

(a) Confirm the minutes of the last preceding Annual General Meeting:
(b) Accept the reports of committee members since the last AGM;
(c) Election of committee members; and

G P O Box 2035
C A N B E R R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

(d) To receive and consider the statement of accounts.
At the time of notice convening the general meeting no member has given notice in writing of any
other business to be brought before the meeting.
Peter Harvey, C om m o d ore

The annual presentation night
m
O
O
CN

held on |une 28 attracted a
capacity crowd of more than

for members to consider the future makeup of their
committee. Nominations will be called in August. Any
O
O
<N

special motions also need to be considered.

120 members keen to celebrate
the end of another successful
sailing season. It was also

D

encouraging to see a strong
representation from our

a;

Work continues on planning for the Masters Games in early
November and the NEC City of Canberra Trailable Yacht

X

Regatta in early December. Volunteers are needed to make

D

these events a success. Ifyou are not sailing please consider
helping.

<D

c

younger club members. With

D

the formalities over, several

It was with sadness that it was recently learnt that a former

hours of great dancing music

member, Rudi Klug, passed away aged 73. Rudi discovered

followed. Congratulations go

sailing relatively late in life and immediately became a

to all those who achieved

convert; He began sailing 505's during the late 60's and

during the sailing season and

Quickly became a competent and respected competitor.

to those who were recipients of

More recently he sailed a Mirror with his son, Christopher.

club special awards.

Our thoughts are with his family.

Martin Cox was awarded the

Peter Harvey

C
13

Yachtsman of the Year for his
efforts in the Spiral and Laser

u
>-

classes. Some of his

y

achievements include winning
the Spiral National
Championship and lstyouth/7th
outright radial rig in the
Seafly Trophy winner David Holt with ex-Seaflier Eileen W h ite (see report on Seafly Trophy Day in the May edition o f Sailing News).

NSW/ACT Laser championship.
Club membership and boat parking fees are now due.

y

Arthur McManus was named

y

.'*'

Members can download the forms from the club's website

Clubman of the Year for his

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au, pick up copies from the club

contribution to many areas of the

house or ask Martin van der Hoek

club activities. Further details of

(admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au) to email them to you.

results are given later in the

Our club renovations are proceeding.
New carpet and a trophy cabinet have been
installed and the room repainted. Some new

whole look and feel of the club surrounds. Work is
continuing on plans to renovate the Race Control Tower.

QUEENSLAND

Come and join us for the next round of the winter series to

YACHT CHARTERS

see the improvements.

>rd
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A small group of members (Anna Day, Don McMichael and

information that might add to our collection or to which we

Peter Forster) has been looking at the form that the final

might have access in the course of the project, or who might

product might take, especially bearing in mind the benefits

still be in touch with former members who may have such

of current and developing technology.

material. There may also be some situations where members

reflections and experience on tape.

media presentation that would include text, photos, video,
8mm movie film, oral histories etc together on disc, but with

We will also need a few people with research and writing

the opportunity for a booklet to be printed from the disc.

skills who might be prepared to help sift through the available

We have a reasonable coverage of the past 40years or so,
with printed material (main[y in the form of newsletters),
photo coverage of some of those years and a small amount

you are able to help out in any way.

gives our race officers more protection from the elements.

of 8mm movie film from the mid 60's but we are most

(annaday@netspeed.com.au or ailsa.peter@bigpond .com)

We also hope to be able to have facilities onboard which will

interested in locating any other source material that might

accommodating our racing management needs and which

more Quickly.
The AGM is to be held in late August so now is a good time

D
u

Please contact one of us or let Martin in the office know, if

allow us to bring the computerized race results to members

JD

information in order to put our story together.

purchasing a race committee vessel more suitable for
rd

We would be grateful to hear from any members who have

In particular, we are exploring the feasibility of a multi-

Big Red is for sale with the proceeds to be put towards
u

The 50year histoiy project for the CYC is gathering pace.

or former members would like to record their personal

furniture has also been installed. This has changed the

u

y

the other awards and annual

magazine.

JD
ZS

50 Y e a r history project

DEAKIN HEALTH SPA

be available. For instance, personal copies of documents

Peter Forster, H onorary historian

u
rd

V
rd

generated during the period ofyour involvement on one of
the club committees or with the RSU or as a class
association official etc, could be helpful.

CU
JD
C
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u

Annual Presentation

Dinner

m
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Everyone who attended the CYC Annual
Presentation Dinner on |une 28 seemed to
enjoy themselves, even with yours truly as the
somewhat tongue-tied MC. After several years

Awards
Yachtsm an of the year .......

<D

C
D

Martin Cox

of daytime presentation events it was a
welcome change to have an evening

Yachtsw om an of the year . . . Julie Bizant

presentation and a dance band. We had to

Club m e m b e r of the year

Arthur McManus

M ost im proved s k ip p e r .......

David Shiers

hang out the "full house" sign and based on
the positive feedback, we intend to have this
format again next year.
Presentations and speeches were well received.
)ohn Hoskins was not only crowned the Flying
Fifteen champion but also won the Queensland
Above: Director Member Services Steve Langlands congratulates Flying Fifteen
champion John Hosking. Below: Commodore Peter Harvey presenting the club
member of the year award to A rthur McManus.

C re w m e m b e r of the year . . Andrew Reid
M ost im proved junior .........

Charlie Bellwood

M ost outstanding junior

Nigel Harvey

Ju n io r achievem ent award

Michael Denny

Yacht Charters annual prize of a five day yacht
charter out of Airlie Beach.
On these pages are the award winners and
some photos. More photos are displayed on
the notice board in the Sailors Cabin at the
club. Congratulations once again to all the

Yachtswoman of the year Julie Bizant receives her award
from Commodore Peter Harvey.

u

prizewinners.
Steve Langlands

JD
D

u

Champions
Division I

...................... ....Martin Linsley

in re sp ective divisions

_Q
Z3

(Laser)

u

Division 2 ...................... .... Matthew Francis (Contender)
_c
U
rd

>rd
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Division 3 ...................... .... John Hosking

U

(Flying Fifteen)

rd

Division 4 ...................... .... Robbie Faulks

(Elliot 7)

Division 5 ...................... .... David Shiers

(Princess 18)

Division 6 ...................... .... Peter Manley

(Hobie 18)

V
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Division 7 ...................... .... Matthew Owen (Gem)

CU

Most improved junior; Charlie Bellwood, and most outstanding junior; Nigel Harvey, with Vice-Commodore Peter Dalton and Director
Sail Canberra Matthew Owen.
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Racing Report CYC Sumrr ier Racing Season

2002-2003
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Peter Fullagar, D irecto r Racing

x

Flying Fifteen skippers prove to be the most

3

consistent competitors during the 2002-3 Summer
pointscore sailing program! Flowever, Division 5

CD

(the slow trailableyachts) had the largest average

c
o

fleet size and in the Championship series this
honour went to Division 4 (the fast trailable yachts).
In 2002-3 we have successfully run a Sunday
Pointscore series of 19 races (22 were scheduled) in
combination with a Championship series of seven
races. Racing was abandoned on two weekends
following the chaos created by the disastrous bush
fires that engulfed Canberra on lanuaiy 18 and
racing was also abandoned on Februaiy 16 because
of dangerously high winds.

y

For the dinghies we tried out the idea of short
course racing, providing an opportunity for at least
two races per race day. Despite the considerable
race management complications involved we were

>

able to run a pre-Christmas series of 17 races and a
post-Christmas series of IS races. It was a little
disappointing that fleet sizes for these short course

y

races were often small but the exercise was
nonetheless well worth the tiy.
A relaxed midweek series of 17 late afternoon
Twilight races was run during the period of daylight
saving.
A Wattle Day Regatta, scheduled for September I,
was abandoned because of unsuitable conditions.

The 2002-3 divisional champions: (from I to r) John Hosking (sailing a FF); Peter Manley

•

An ACT International Flying Fifteen Championships
was hosted by the club over the weekend of October
5-6. (Sailing News, November 2002).
A veiy successful 2002 City of Canberra Regatta for
JO
D
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(Hob|e , 8). Mafthew Frands (Contender); David Shiers (Princess); Matthew Owen (Gem); Robbie Faulks (Elliott 7); Martin Linsley (Laser).

•

Table showing numl 3ers Qf competitors by divisions for the season 2002-3
/

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

November 30-December I. (Sailing News,

1 Slow dinghies*

8

10

8

10

12

7

7

4

7

5

-

-

6

6

-

7

9

5

2

6

4

December 2002).

2 Fast dinghies*

4

1

2

3

5

1

1

1

2

3

-

-

3

5

-

4

4

3

4

4

4

10

6
2
9

6

10

9

9

-

-

7

11

-

9

9

8

9

9

6

12

6

6

-

-

3

7

-

3

13

5

II

9

8

trailable yachts was held over the weekend of

Race
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The inaugural Seafly Trophy Day was run on March

3 Flying Fifteens

5

7

8

7

23. (Sailing News, May 2003).

4 Fast trailables

7

8

4

15

7

12

7

9
6

The 2003 Canberra Youth Regatta including the

5 Slow trailables

8

5

8

10

7

12

7

3

9

8

6

-

-

12

II

-

5

12

5

II

10

12

-t->
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6 Catamarans

4

5

1

4

2

8

6

7

3

5

2

-

-

4

6

-

6

8

6

8

5

4
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TO TALS:

36

36

31

49

43

49

34

33

39

37

31

35

46

34

55

32

45

43

38

ACT Youth Championships and the Canberra Youth
Fun Regatta was run over the weekend of April 1213. Sincere thanks to all club members who
volunteered their services to help with race
management, ensuring that all of these events ran
smoothly.
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*for multiple short course races the highest number starting on the day is shown.
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The Sunday Pointscore
and Championship series

Twilight races 2002-3

o
o
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A very successful Twilight Series of 16 races (17 were scheduled) was achieved this season with racing each Wednesday evening between
November 6 and March 26 (during the period of summer daylight saving). Special thanks to |ohn Kennedy who took on the weekly

>v

responsibility of running all of these races. Fleet sizes ranged between 12 and 33 with an average of 24. These figures are considerably less

D

This season 126 entrants competed in the Summer
0)

n

Pointscore series of 19 races with 13 to count. The best

c

fleet size was for the slow trailables (including the Gem

D

550s) closely followed by the Flying Fifteens and the fast
trailables. The number competing in each race is show in

Table showing number o f entrants, number o f'b o a t starts’
and the average fleet sizes in the Pointscore races for the
season 2002-3

Divisions

3

than those of last year (18, 46 and 30 respectively).
The average fleet composition for each race was II trailables, nine dinghies and five catamarans. However, there were 33 different

a>

competitors sailing trailables, 34 sailing dinghies and II sailing catamarans. Don Walter (ably assisted by Matty Owen!) unofficially 'won'

c

Seaso n’s
entrants

N u m b e r of
‘boat starts’

A verag e
fleet size

the trailables sailing an Elliot 7, Quickstix (with 13 points) from |ohn White in an RL24 Callisto (117 points), Robbie Faulks in another Elliot

28125*

7
3
8
8
9
5

In the dinghies Peter Fullagar 'won' sailing a Classic Flying Fifteen State of the Ark with an aggregate of 40 points from josh Paine sailing a

11/16*
16
26
20
20

129
56
157
149
161
94

126

746

39

3

7 Casper (124.7 points) and Steve Langlands sailing a Sonata 26 Interaction (127 points).

the table.
Flying Fifteens and the trailableyachts accounted for 467
'boat starts' compared with 279 ‘boat starts' for the
dinghies and catamarans. Boat starts' is a measure of
overall performance of a fleet and is the sum of the
number of boats starting each race - disregarding the fact
that some may not have finished in a race (DNF) or may
have been disqualified (DSQ). Also, I have included those

Slow dinghies
Fast dinghies
Flying Fifteens
Fast trailables
Slow trailables
Catamarans
Totals:
*Series 1/Series 2

boats whose crews were rostered for duty for that day, so

Laser (121 points), David Holt in another Laser Defacto (228 points) and lohn Tracey sailing a Flying Fifteen Wings (329 points).

Table show ing num bers o f b oa ts sailing in Twilight races 2002-3
Race #
^fcailables
^Wnghies
Catamarans

1
14
13
3

2
13
8
4

3
11
7
4

4
13
9
4

30

25

22

26

5
-

6
9
4
5

7
8
6
2

8
5
6
1

9
9
6
4

10
13
12
4

11
12
10
4

12
16
7
5

13
14
9
6

14
8
10
6

15
7
15
8

16
9
8
6

17
17
9
7

18

16

12

19

29

26

28

29

24

30

23

33

long as they are shown to have competed in the
Pointscore or Championship series on some other
occasion. All told there were 746 'boat starts' during this

>■
u

season's Pointscore racing (see Table).
Average fleet size for the season was 39 with a best race

The P o in tsco re w inners this season w ere:
Dinghies - F irst Series:
Division 1

M. Linsley

Windswept

Laser

Division 2

M. Francis

Slot Machine

Contender

No Name

Laser

fleet of 55 and a worst of 31. There has been a slight drop
in fleet numbers compared with last season. In 2001-2 for

Dinghies - Second Series:

the same number of races, we averaged a fleet of 43 with a

Division I

best fleet size of 53 and a worst of 28. Again, in 2001-2
the sum of boat starts (786) was 40 more than for this

J. Paine

O th e r Divisions

year.

Division 3 - International Flying Fifteen

The duty roster system was again used, with further

1. P. Forster

Relience Ffeighteen

2. P. Fullagar

State of the Ark

refinements. However, the bulk of the responsibility for
management of racing was undertaken by a dedicated team
under the leadership of Don McMichael. This team

3. ). Hosking

(usually including Gerard Buker, Arthur McManus, Terrie

Division 4

Ebrill, Mel Clark and Cynthia Barlett) took on the brunt of
the work. We thank them sincerely for their dedication to
this task and the improvement in race management
JD
D

u

Totals:

standards that can flow from a consistent and experienced

Com petitor performances
2002-2003
Figures shown in the following table give some idea of the contribution to the regular Sunday sailing program by yachts from each of the
^j|dsions. Slow trailables contribute the most to our fleet size with Flying Fifteen and fast trailables close behind. However, F|ying Fifteen

Ffinal Ffling

^Kippers are by far the most consistent competitors followed by slow trailables. Flying Fifteen skippers each turned out on average for 10
races of the 19 available, a very consistent effort.

1. R. Faulks

Casper

Elliot 7

Table showing the percentage o f fleet each division contributed to starts in the Pointscore series 2002-3 and the

2. I. Brokenshire

Ting II

Castle 650

average number o f times a com petitor in each division started (the maximum would be 19)

3. P. Scivener

Gomez

Adams 21

team operation. We still need to find better ways to ensure

Num ber
of skippers
in com petition

Total n u m b er
o f ‘boat sta rts”

% starting of
w hole fleet

Average
num ber of
individual starts

3

16

157

21%

10

that those listed to help on a duty roster do in fact turn up

Division 5

and that everybody sailing does in fact do a day of

1. L. Neilson

Hydrogem

2. D. Shiers

My Fair Lady Princess

5

20

161

22%

8

3. G. Reeves

Lady Bay

4

26

149

20%

6

Division
Gem 550

JD

Z3
u

rostered race duty. The club's band of authorized boat
U

drivers deserve a very special thanks for the efficient way

rd

they turn out every race day to assist the race officers with

>-

course management and rescue support. |enn Nielsen has

rd

(U
_Q
C

rd

u

mastered the use of TopYacht 6 this season and has been

Cole 23

Division 6

U

1

28

129

17%

5

rd

a wonderfully consistent supporter of the race day

1. M. Dunn

Bullet Proof

Hobie 20

6

20

94

13%

5

management team by entering and processing race results

2. R. Redfern

Canterbuiy

Hobie 18

2

16

56

7%

3

promptly on almost all race days. Thanks from me
especially |enn!

rd
>-

L_
s_
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Total = 126

Total = 746
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Championship races

Champion of Champions

CO

<N
X

ZJ

O

This year's end of season Champion of

Table showing heat results for the Cham pion o f Cham pions Regatta

Champions regatta was convincingly won by

2002-3. DNF given average points = 5

none other than our club's Director, Sail
<u

c
Z3

the Championship series of seven

Championships for the season 2002-3

races with five races to count. The

Race

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Slow Dinghies

10

6

4

6

6

10

8

Flying Fifteens with the slow

Fast Dinghies

3

2

1

3

5

4

4

dinghies and Gem 550s not far

Flying Fifteens

7

9

10

7

11

9

9

behind. The numbers competing in

Fast Trailables

14

11

11

3

7

12

9

each of the races are shown in the

Slow Trailables

2

3

2

3

3

2

5

Catamarans

4

8

3

4

6

8

4

Our best fleet size (54) was for race

Gem 550s

7

8

5

9

8

9

5

six but we averaged a veiy good 44

Totals:

47

47

36

35

46

54

44

1

2

3

4

5

Total

Place

Matthew Owen

2

3

1

1

3

10

1

trailableyachts closely followed by

regatta was postponed for a couple of weeks

Robbie Faulks

1

4

2

5

2

14

2

from the advertised date but was eventually run

Martin Linsley

5

1

4

7

1

18

3

Canberra, Matthew Owen. Congratulations
Matty! The runner up was Robbie Faulks. The

such a successful day!
For the second year in succession the regatta

Matthew Francis

4

2

5

4

7

22

4

John Hosking

3

6

3

6

4

22

5

Peter Manley

D NF* 5

7

2

6

25

6

David Shiers

6

7

6

3

5

27

7

went especially well and 1know that this was
due to the splendid efforts by many CYC

following table.

boats for the competition as a

this special event. Again, we have to thank the

whole. Again the numbers were a

eight Gem 550 owners who loaned their boats

little below those of the 2001-2

for competition between the Championship

season even after taking into

Table showing allocation o f boats for the Cham pion o f

winners from each of the seven divisions or

Cham pions regatta 2002-3. The 4th placed skipper did not

classes competing in this season's club

change boats between races but all other skippers were shifted

Championship event. Thanks to Ron Ashpole,

'top to tail'.

Leicester, Leigh Nielsen, Matt Owen, Don

Matthew Owen

109

128

140

102

Robbie Faulks

128

119

119

113

119

Martin Linsley

100

113

102

102

140

Matthew Franci;

140

140

100

109

109

season because we had intended to have

lohn Hosking

113

100

140

100

128

spinnakers used for the races and for that

Peter Manley

124

128

109

128

100

reason we had the owner or at least one or two

David Shiers

119

102

113

119

113

boat! The format was a little different from last

distribution of classes within

about the suitability of racing
Championship events for divisions

Shortridge and Graeme Wykes.
As it turned out we needed the backup spare

account the slightly different

divisions. We still need to think
102

members of the normal boat crew remain with

that cannot do better than an
average of three competitors.
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time to complete the intended match race

fleet sizes for the Club Cham pionship races in the season 2002-3
S eason’s
e n tra n ts

N um ber
o f ‘b o a t
s ta r ts ’

A verage
fleet size

Slow Dinghies

30

50

7

Fast Dinghies

15

22

3

Flying Fifteens

15

62

9

Fast Trailables

30

67

10

Slow Trailables

7

20

3

Catamarans

24

37

5

Gem 550s

13

51

7

Totals:

134

309

44

Division

The division and class champions were:

skippers from the heat results. However, the

Gemini

4

2

3

1

1

=11

heat results were convincing enough to

128

Imagem

1

5

1

2

4

=13

Division 4

establish a very worthy winner of the club's

119

Gem-a-Tools 6

4

2

3

2

=17

113

Dodgem

3

1

6

5

5

=20

102

Gem Fever

2

7

4

7

3

=23

The results are summarized in the following

Cham pion o f Cham pions regatta 2002-3?

tables which also show the boat that seemed
to be the best of the Gem 550s in the fleet.
Probably not!

M Linsley
P Baxter

Windswept
Red Dwarf

Laser
Laser

M Francis

Slot Machine

Contender

2.
3.

J Hosking
P Russell
P Forster

Ffinal Ffling
Rustler
Relience Ffeighteen

1.
2.
3.

R Faulks
D Bizant
N Primrose

Casper
Wisdom
Huntress

Elliot 7
Castle 650
Elliot 7

D Shiers

My Fair Lady

Princess

P Manley
R Redfern

NSBFT
Canterbury

Hobie 18
Hobie 18

M Owen
G Gillett

Gem-a-Tools
Stratagem

Division 2

140

prestigious America's Mug.

1.
2.

W hich Gem 550 had the best perform ance in the
Division 3
International
Flying Fifteen

finals between the best two performing

D

Table showing number o f entrants, number o f ‘boat starts’ and the average

conditions were deemed to be too strong for
safe use of spinnakers and we did not have

<D
C

Division 1

each boat throughout the heats. Wind

O
<N

best fleet size was for the fast

members who helped to organize and manage

Nick Hildyard, Trevor Hippisley, Stephen

U

Table showing the number o f com petitors per race in the club

H e a t num ber:

on May 4. Thanks to everyone who made it

U

This season 91 entrants competed in

109

Vegemite

100

Midlife Crisis 5

124

Hydrogem

7

4

7

=26

6

5

6

6

=28

DNC

DNC

DNC

DNC

DNC

DNC* 3

DNF

1.

D ivision 5
Division 6

1.

2.
Division 7
Gem 550

1.

2.
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Elliott 7s On The Surge

O
<N

Rejuvenation of the Elliott

7 class continues with the re-incorporation of the

Trailable Yacht Association News
“Casper” and “Huntress” represented the club at the AGM and

3

Association, enthusiastic people buying into the class and promotion of four

presentation of the TYA of NSW and the ACT in Mittagong at the end of

<U

key events for the coming season.

June. Nice lunch and a good time of reminiscing about shared experiences

c
ZD

Last season there were 15 E7s on the water together at the

families and supporters to join the crews at regattas and

Wangi Regatta, nine E7s sailed at Marlay Point and E7s are

enjoy themselves. Above all the class is oriented to being a

now the predominant Division I class sailing with the

"family friendly" group of people.

Trailable Yacht Association of NSW and the ACT. The close,

The Association is particularly keen to work with E7 owners

one-design racing throughout the season was the stuff of
memories for a long while to come.
The strategy of the class has been to get underused boats

U

and shape of the program for next season. The input from the club

Div I

the ACT. We want to build the E7s as a truly inclusive,

TYA on the notice board in the Sailors' Cabin). This has laid the
basis for building a closer relationship between the TYA and all the

ranging from $22,000 to $28,000. Second hand boats

N o rth e rn Z one
Div. I.

I. Huntress

events to one per month and to simplifying the format of the

Div. 2.

2. Wisdom

relations are also being developed with Elliott Marine and

Travellers' Series. The TYA is discussing the scheduling of an event

So u th ern Z o n e

the Association is arranging get-togethers with Greg Elliott

at Batemans Bay with the club there and is also considering

Div. I.

with the AYF about applying for national class status. Closer

boats changed hands in the last 12 months, with prices

I. Huntress

Div 2 2. Wisdom

clubs that host TYA events. There is a commitment to limiting TYA

about eveiy state and territoiy, the Association is consulting

has played a valuable role in this strategy. A half dozen

remain veiy competitive and the reasonable prices are

>■

Travellers’ Series ( C B H results)

formed a significant part of that (see Peter Harvey's email to the

With 42 boats around the countiy and E7s sailing in just

sale to new owners. The Sydney yacht broker, Sailing Scene,

Much of the discussion at the AGM section focussed on the style

who sail in locations away from the bigger fleets in NSW and

national class.

back on the water by re-enthusing owners or by encouraging

of the season past

when he in Australia during the season.

drawing a lot of interest. There are now five E7s sailing out

inclusion of an event at Twofold Bay, probably for the following

3. Huntress

Prospects are good for an increasing number of Canberra

of Canberra and four in Pittwater. The first E7 has arrived at

The immediate challenge is to get 15 boats together again for

the Port Kembla Sailing Club and numbers are growing in

the Wangi Regatta, as well as 15 for Canberra and Port

South Australia and Queensland.

Kembla, and 20 boats for the National Championship at

The Elliott 7 Association, which also made an input to the TYA

Inouiries to Dave or julie Bizant, phone 6280 6998 (w) or

Paynesville. Good numbers are also expected for the

about the coming season, will work in conjunction with the TYA for

6288 6844 (h) or email at bizantd@biztech.com.au

The new Management Team is Neil Primrose, Coordinator;

Australian Masters' Games and the Marlay Point Overnight

Howard Faulks, Secretaiy; Ben Dagger, Treasurer; Greig

season.

all its events. Discussions are well advanced for a grand prix series

Race.

Ebling, Measurer; Gary Dogget, |ohn Dransfield, Stuart Loft

within the Travellers' Series that will take in Wangi in October,

and David Smith. The strategy for the coming season is to

Anyone interested in the class should contact Ben Dagger on

continue to support owners in sailing their boats well, to

02 6262 8447 (h) or ben_dagger@netspeed.com.au

Canberra in December, Port Kembla in Februaiy and Paynesville in

boats to compete on the TYA circuit next season.

The City of Canberra Regatta will be run by the club on
behalf of the TYA on the weekend of December 6-7,
2003.

April. As well as this, the class will promote the whole of the

promote the class to new owners, to arrange for state and

N e il P rim ro s e

Travellers' Series. Other classes are considering the same

national championships to be held, and to encourage

arrangement.

A management team has been set up under the direction
of Richard Webster to run the event. Peter Fullagar will
be the Race Officer. Albert Cutajar, Anna Day, )im Dunn

_Q
13

u

D oma H otels C anberra

Dave Bizant was elected to the new committee of the TYA to
provide a CYC perspective to the TYA and to promote the TYA to
the club. Ben Dagger was elected to the committee to provide an

v

*

Elliott 7 perspective.

and George Reeves have already joined the team. Dave
Bizant and Graham Giles will assist in an advisoiy role.
Richard needs three other people to take on specific tasks
as soon as possible. Anyone who would like to volunteer

sz
u
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in n a c l e
H E R IT A G E

Canberra boats did well in the wash-up for the season:

should call Richard on 6275 5122 (w) or email

Travellers’ Trophy ( P B H result)

rwebster@westpac.com.au

1.

Katie’s II Magic, Flay Jones, Sonata 760 Sports

N e il P rim ro s e

2.

Stress Factor; John Parkes, Castle 650

3.

Huntress, Neil Primrose, Elliott 7

4.

Wisdom, Dave Bizant, Castle 650

I 4

rs

Tasks for volunteers at the Masters, Games regatta.

Be a Masters Games Regatta
volunteer

Approx N o

D ate Fro m

D ate to

S t a r t T im e

Finish T im e

Registration (all tasks)

10

5 Nov

6 Nov

9 am

5 pm

Merchandising

1

7 Nov

9 Nov

1 hour before and after racing

Results Team

2

5 Nov

9 Nov

As required after each race

Race Officer Team

4

5 Nov

9 Nov

Task

Noon

8 Nov

-

D

Games Regatta will qualify to be
a part of the Healthpact 9th

O
O

rvl

7pm

<D

C

D

(or Noon if no resail)

People who volunteer to assist
the CYC in running the Masters

8 am

m

7pm

cu
c

I 5

Race Support Unit

8

Beach Marshal Asst.

2

Race Office Asst.

1

Protest Team

3

Social Events Team

3

9 Nov

7 Nov

8 am

5 Nov

9 Nov

As required after racing

1 pm

As Required - Events planned 5,7 and 9 Nov

Australian Masters Games

u
>u

An eagle,s view of the Canberra Yacht Club.

supporting the CYC
SAI L DESI GN G t Q I P

C a n b e rra M ilk V olun teer Prog ram

(Stop Press: Opening Cerem ony entertainm ent Kate Cerberano concert! O ther free entertainm ent

Quantum Sail Design Group has generously agreed to be the

the price of maintaining the boat, and that's how I found

Volunteers will play an integral role in conducting the sports

will be available each night over the Games period

principle sponsor for the Australian Masters Games.

myself shopping for sails.

for the Healthpact 9th Australian Masters Games. Without

30 O ctober to 9 November, and at other m ajor

Quantum will also be a sponsor of The City of Canberra

volunteers' assistance the Games would not be possible.

Games events.)

Regatta.

The Games will have a volunteer force of some 2000 people

As a volunteeryou will receive comprehensive training and

The Canberra Yacht Club is grateful to have a major

and WE want YOU!

be part of an incentive program, the Games' way of showing

international sail maker support these events. The committee

The role of the volunteer will be both challenging and

its appreciation, and saying thankyou.

would like to express its appreciation to Geoff Couell,

rewarding. It is a terrific way to be involved in the biggest

The Canberra Yacht Club will conduct the Games regatta

event to hit Canberra thisyear with over 10,000 participants

over November 5-9, 2003.

in 57 sports. As part ofyour roleyou will also be provided
with:

Volunteers are

r e o u ir e d

for a|| normal regatta management

and support roles, on the water and ashore.
-

voucher book for products and services and tourist
information)
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of the needs, in addition to the CYC management team.
Ifyou are interested in volunteering for the sailing event
please contact the Canberra Yacht Club office on 6273 7177

Volunteer T-shirt

-

Volunteer hat

contact Graham Giles on 0412 507 061. Please advise your

-

9AMG Accreditation

preferred task, likely availability, and any particular

or at e-mail amgsailing@canberrayachtclub.com.au or

Entry into the Games Opening, Closing and Melbourne
Cup celebration

>rd

The range of tasks is wide, the table below being an estimate

-

-

these important sponsorships.
1There are a number of Canberra of boats competing with
Quantum Sails and all the skippers are veiy pleased with
Quantum's product. Sailing School Director, Matt Owen,

Games kit (drink bottle, sport and leisure product
samples, official games guide, participant discount

General Manager of Quantum Sydney, for helping us secure

experience (although none is necessaiy for many tasks).
G ra h a m G iles

describes Quick Sticks' Quantum running kite as an
"absolute cracker". “Even though the kite is huge, it is veiy
stable," Matt says.

The first Question I asked myself was, will I get the black
sails or the white sails? The second Question asked was, do
they come in any other colour?

Quantum Sail Design Group has a first rate website where
most Questions regarding cruising and racing sails are
answered, including the stupid ones above. The site has an
excellent section on sail fabric selection and a discussion on
pros and cons of fully battened mains. Quantum has also
provided sail trim guides that can be downloaded.
These fundamental guides make a handy ready reference. For
instance, we have all sailed at one time with a Captain
Tyrant, the skipper whose head is at the point of exploding
from the blood that's rushing to it as he watches the

Having done most of my sailing as foredeck crew on other

spinnaker disappear under the bow. Before he starts the

people's boats, the purchase of sails was always someone

verbal flogging of the crew, Quote a paragraph from the

else's concern. All I had to do was change them, flake them,

Quantum Guide, More Than Meat, the Fine Art of Crewing.

change 'em, flake 'em ... then haul them below. Naturally

"A good crew is made, not found. Skippers should

while doing all this, I accepted the blame for the last tactical

encourage, train, and appreciate ..." Then swim.

error, selecting the wrong size jib, or any other problem on

More on Quantum Sails next month.

the boat. This is the standard employment condition for
-

Invitation to the volunteer recognition function

-

Catering during the shifts you work

anybody working up at the pointy end.

Quantum Sydney Loft

After years of abuse I decided to buy Predator, an Elliott 7,

Geoff Couell 02 99973779
Email: gcouell@Quantum.com

and join the other "gentlemen" in the "Beer Garden" at the

Web site: www.Quantumsails.com

back of the boat. However, like all exclusive "clubs" it has
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C o m m o d o r e

Sun

P e t e r

W inter race 6

H a r v e y

(h) 6248 6653 (m) 0439 486 651
petenharvey@ozemail.com.au

Sun

1u I y

2 7

A u g u s t

10

W inter race 7
V i c e

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

D a l t o n

Mon

D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

T r e v o r

H i p p i s l e y

S e r v i c e s

(w ) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
D i r e c t o r

S t e v e

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

D i r e c t o r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

(w ) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cmi@cyberone.com.au
R a c i n g

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

Gi l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r
S a i l i n g

C a n e r r a

Y a c h t

Clu

S c h o o l

M a t t h e w

O w e n

(w ) 6734777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA CITY A C T 2601
C YC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Ross Peake,
lay-out design by Monique Wilding
printing by Lasercolour.
Several articles have had to be held
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
All members are advised that the Annual General Meeting of ACT Sailing Inc. trading as
the Canberra Yacht Club v/ill take place at 8pm on Wednesday, 27 August 2003 at the
CSCC, Lotus Bay.
Members are reminded that nomination forms for all committee positions can be obtained
from the CYC Office and must be completed and returned at least 7 days before the date
fixed for the AGM.
The proposed Agenda is:
(a) Confirm the minutes o f the last preceding Annual General Meeting;
(b) Accept the reports o f Committee members since the last AGM;
(c) Election o f Committee members; and
(d) To receive and consider the Statement of Accounts.
At the time of notice convening the general meeting no member has given notice in
writing of any other business to be brought before the meeting.
Peter Harvey
Commodore

Commodore’s Annual Report
2002/03 Financial Year
It is my pleasure to report to members on the activities of the Canberra Yacht Club for
the 2002-03 financial year.

Financial report
The accounts have been audited and a copy posted on the notice board. Copies will be
available for perusal at the Annual General Meeting.
It has been another year of consolidation. We have traded profitably but there is no room
for complacency.
The Club has made a surplus of some $15,000 - $10,000 of that has been allocated
towards upgrading the Race Control Tower in the financial year 2003/04. Our reserve
investment fund stands at $50,000.
The most significant saving has come from our decision to bring accounting services
back in-house. This has resulted in savings in the order o f $17,000. My thanks go to our
fellow member Helen Hutchison from Computerized Accounting Systems for her efforts
in this area.
In addition, my promise o f last year to improve services to members has been met. Some
$10,000 has been spent on refurbishments for the benefit of members. The Club house
has been painted - new carpet laid and some new furniture purchased. All out o f last
year’s revenue.
While this is a good result, it would not have been achievable without the ongoing
assistance of the Canberra Southern Cross Club (CSCC). The provision of capital
funding to maintain and renew our training fleet and safety boats, as well as offset the
costs of the Office Manager, are a result of an ongoing mutually productive and co
operative relationship with the CSCC.
Rod Badgery, a partner in the law firm Dibbs Barker Gosling, is currently representing
the Club against a personal injury claim for damages arising from an alleged incident in
December 1996.

Sailing School
The commercial side of the Club, the Sailing School (trading as Sail Canberra), has
traded profitably and met its targets. It has provided some $29,000 income to the Club
over and above the income required for its own operations. It'has also been able to
purchase additional training aids including a laptop computer and Light Pro to improve
the delivery o f our training products and improved lighting in the storage area.
The kids school holiday Learn to Sail classes remain very popular with some 250 pupils
attending during the year. The hire business remains seasonal for much o f the year.
Adult classes did not attract the level of support we might have wished
The challenge for the Sail Canberra Board and the Director of the Sailing School remains
how to ‘grow’ the business in the ‘shoulder periods’.
The Youth Sail Academy was very successful with some 50 students enrolled throughout
the year. It is an active and vibrant part of the Club scene and represents an investment in
the future o f the Club. Consideration is being given to introducing a mentoring scheme
for those young sailors who show particular promise. I would hope that members, if
approached, would give their time and advice freely to support the junior members of our
club.

Sponsorship
Queensland Yacht Charters again sponsored the Club and provided a five-day yacht
charter prize in the Whitsundays. Bartondale Marine supported the City of Canberra
Trailable Yacht Regatta, as did DOMA Hotels. Capital Insurance Brokers provided
much needed support for the ACT Youth Regatta along with the ACTYA. The Deakin
Health Spa provided members with membership incentives to keep everyone in shape. I
thank those sponsors for their support.
The 2003/04 financial year again looks promising with Queensland Yacht Charters,
Bartondale Marine, DOMA Hotels and Capital Insurance Brokers offering continuing
support. NEC has agreed to sponsor the City o f Canberra Trailable Yacht
Championships in December to the tune of $5,000 and Quantum sails has agreed to be a
principal sponsor of the Masters Games to be held in November.

Sailing report
Peter Fullagar, the Director, Racing has already published his report in the June/July
Newsletter, which includes a comprehensive analysis of the Club’s sailing activity in
2002/03.
The Club has recently purchased a used 6.5 metre cabin cruiser for use as a start/finish
boat. This should assist the Club in setting improved courses and encourage more on the
water finishes. The boat offers improved amenities for our start/finish teams and the
potential to process final results while on the water.

I remain concerned that dinghy participation in the Club’s activities appears to be
declining from its peak of some years ago. This is particularly so in the Laser class and is
a challenge for the class representatives and the incoming Committee. Dinghy and
catamaran sailing in the Club must be actively fostered and encouraged. However, class
representatives have the primary duty and responsibility to en'courage their class and its
members. The Club will support those moves wherever possible.
Any view that the Club is only interested in promoting trailable yachts is false.
As always, our challenge is to provide high quality race management all the time. I think
this has been largely achieved in 2002/03 but there is always room for improvement.

Member Services
Improving services to members has been a priority in 2002/03. In addition to the
improvements for members outlined earlier, the office has been regularly staffed to meet
demand, the website upgraded and food and beverages made available to complement
sailing events.
Air-conditioning will be installed in the Clubhouse before Christmas and the change
rooms will be progressively upgraded over the next 2 years.

Director, Operations
The Director, Operations has also published his report in the August edition of the
Newsletter.
The Club has operated in an effective and efficient way. Thanks to the efforts of the
Sailing School, the race support boats have been available and serviceable when required
and members have met their roster obligations.
The commissioning of the hoist was a major milestone and has greatly added to the
facilities available for members.
All major events were supported without incident.
More attention needs to be given in the next year to producing an improved risk
management strategy for the various aspects of the Club’s operation.

Challenges Ahead
There are a number of challenges facing the Club this year. These include:
• Encouraging additional sponsorship to offset operating costs;
• Increasing Club membership numbers and participation rates through ongoing
promotion and marketing;

• Supporting dinghy and catamaran classes and encouraging representatives to
participate in Club activities and the committee structure;
• Examining ways to ensure that the Sailing School can continues to grow;
• Mobilising member support to enable the Club to showcase itself during the
Masters Games and the NEC City of Canberra Championships;
• Actively seeking Commonwealth and Local Government funds to implement the
approved Lotus Bay Development Plan to enable the Canberra Yacht Club to be
the premier base for sailing in the ACT; and
• Encouraging more women to participate in, and enjoy, sailing.
Our achievements this year have been the result o f efforts by many club volunteers and
the ongoing work of the Canberra Yacht Club Committee and its staff. This broad
involvement is what gives me encouragement that the Club is well positioned for a bright
and solid future.
Most of the Committee is standing for re-election. This will give a large degree of
continuity for the future. Shane Russell-Smith and Steve Langlands are standing down as
Director, Communications and Director, Member Services respectively. Both have made
a significant contribution to the Club over their terms in office. Adrian Reed, Director,
Promotions and Marketing left Canberra earlier in the year
The Club needs to maintain a positive profile in the community if it is to gain
sponsorship, market its programs effectively and ensure ongoing support from the CSCC.
Finally, I would like to thank Matthew Owen, the Director of the Sailing School, and his
instructors, along with Martin van de Hoek, our Office Administrator, for their
contribution to the Club’s success this year.
I commend the report to members.
Peter Harvey
Commodore
August 2003
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AUDIT REPORT
2003

TO THE MEMBERS OF
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB

DAWSON & WOMACK
Chartered Accountants
Level 2, 40 Brisbane Avenue
BARTON. ACT. 2600

Telephone : 02 6273 8166

Fax: 02 6273 8177

To the Members
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
Independent Auditor's Report
for the year ended 30 June 2003
Scope
We have audited the financial report of Canberra Yacht Club for the year ended 30 June 2003,
as set out on the following pages 1 to 6. The Committee of the Club is responsible for the presentation
of the accounts and the information contained therein. We have conducted an independent audit
of the accounts in order to express an opinion on them to the Members of the Club.
Our audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards to provide a
reasonable level of assurance as to whether the accounts are free of material misstatements. Our
procedures included examination on a test basis of evidence supporting the amounts and other
disclosures in the accounts, and the evaluation of accounting policies and significant accounting
estimates. These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion as to whether, in all material
respects, the accounts are presented fairly in accordance with Australian Accounting concepts
and standards and statutory requirements so as to present a view of the Club which is consistent
with our understanding of its Financial position and the results of its operations.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.

Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the financial report presents a tnie and fair view of the financial position of
Canberra Yacht Club as at 30th June, 2003, and the results of its operations for
the period then ended, in accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards and to comply with
the provisions of the Associations Incorporation's ACT, 1991 of the Australian Capital Territory.

Peter Womack
DAWSON & WOMACK
Chartered Accountants
Canberra

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

as at 30 June 2003
2003
$

2002
S

68,251
34,088
102,339

20,861
47,390
68,251

Current Assets
Cash at Bank
Term Deposit
Trade debtors
OST inputs account
Total Current Assets

57,230
50,806
757
326
109,119

41,922
0
48,649
4,975
95,546

Non Current Assets
Plant and equipment (@ cost
Accumulated depreciation
Lease Assets (@ cost
Accumulated amortisation
Total Non Current Assets

31,763
(19,515)
7,899
(7,899)
12,248

17,355
(17,355)
7,899
(6,102)
1,797

Total Assets

121,367

97,344

5,094
0
10,000
3,934
19,028

23,322
1,466
0
4,303
29,091

0
0

0
0

19,028

29,091

102,339

68,253

Members Capital & Reserves
Opening Balance
Profit (Deficit) for Year
Closing Balance

Represented by:

Current Liabilities
Trade creditors
Canon Finance
Provision for capital expenditure
Provision for entitlements
Total Current Liabilities
Non Current Liabilities
Balance
Total Non Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets

Canberra Yacht Club
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

______________________________________________ for the year ended 30th Jwie 2003_____________________________________
Notes
2003
2002
Canberra Yacht Club
Income
14,957
18,666
Race Entry Fees
*
44,653
47,281
Boat Storage Fees
34,355
24,545
Members Subscriptions
11,046
17,249
Grants
4,038
10,002
Memberships (AYF)
1,759
219
Interest received
317
2,127
Sundry income
0
4,570
5
Unreceipted Income
13,616
13,960
Club Functions
130,501
132,859
Total Income
Expenditure
Accountancy fees
Administration
Advertising & Promotion
Affiliation fees (AYFs)
Audit fees
Bank charges
Cleaning
Commissions paid
Consultancy fees (MVH & GM)
Computer costs
Depreciation & Amortisation
Discounts allowed
Functions
First aid supplies
Hire of plant and equipment
Insurances
Lease Fees
Printing,Postage and stationary
Repairs & Maintenance:
Race Sail Canberra boat hire
Registration Fees
Refunds
Subcontractors
Sundry expenses
Superannuation contributions
Telephone
Trophies
Uniforms
Volunteer expenses
Wages
Total Expenditure

1,264
10,308
1,963
2,799
0
0
0
1,941
3,957
0
15,073
161
0
8,246
310
5,389
5,804
10,290
198
1,002
180
8,320
1,585
2,255
10,102
1,511
0
17,601
117,834

19,476
0
1,387
3,955
1,418
314
290
1,328
3,558
567
13,991
230
9,378
138
440
8,105
0
7,225
3,860
12,960
0
0
114
4,051
975
3,839
8,222
189
89
14,183
120,282

NET PROFIT before Extraordinary item

15,025

10,219

Extra ordinary Item
Net Profit after Extra ordinary Item Canberra Yacht Club

7,575

7

10,000
5,025

10,219

Canberra Yacht Club
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

for the year ended 30th June 2003_____

i Yacht Club Sailing School
Income
Boat & race boat hire
Course and training fees
Functions
Grants
Profit on sale of fixed assets
Sundry income
Total Income

2002

24,435
106,087
0
14,953
0
1,400
146,875

24,865
105,550
1,608
10,450
455
7,277
150,205

4,296
2,123
2,193
401
20
2,220
8,456
1,769
2,770
0
9,909
90
0
2,900
5,820
3,086
607
614
662
69,876
117,812

10,011
1,540
90
191
138
1,684
6,644
2,048
1,114
632
7,766
55
556
536
5,616
1,936
2,077
0
1,049
69,352
113,034

29,063

37,171

2003

2002

5,025

10,219

29,063

37,171

.

Expenditure
Accountancy fees
Advertising
Computer costs
Functions
First aid supplies
Fuel and oil
Insurances
Printing & Stationery
Reference materials
Registration fees
Repairs and maintenance:
StafTTraining costs
Subcontractors
Sundry expenses
Superannuation contributions
Telephone
Travel and accommodation
Trophies
Uniforms
Wages
Total
Net Profit Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School

SUMMARY

2003

BOTH OPERATIONS
Canberra Yacht d u b
Canberra Yacht Chib Sailing School
TOTAL

34,088_________47,390

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE ACCOUNTS
Page 4

____________ for the year ended 30tli June 2003________________________________

Note 1

a)

b)

Note 2

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The club operates as a social and sporting club in Yarralumla A.C.T. The accounting policies
adopted by the club in its accounts are in accordance with the accounting standards issued by
the Australian Accounting bodies and generally accepted accounting principles.
Last year, the classification and presentation of cost centres had been altered and this has
impacted on the presentation of some comparative amounts.The Club has 2 operating
divisions.
Historical Cost Accounting
The accounts have been prepared under the Historical Cost Convention and except where
stated, have not been adjusted to take into account changing values
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on all non-current assets so as to write them off over their expected
useful lives. Assets are reviewed annually and unserviceable or obsolete assets are written off.
The rate of depreciation used ranges from 20 to 33%.In 2002 non current assets were revalued
to Directors valuation as at 30 June 2002. Leased assets are amortised over the period o f the
lease.
INCOME TAX
The Income Tax Assessment Act, provides that under its general sections and the concept of
mutuality, clubs are only assessed for income tax on the proportion of income derived from
non members. In view of the above it is not considered appropriate to compare income tax
expense, with the operating result as disclosed in the Income & Expenditure Statement. No
income tax is payable for the Club this year.

Note 3

EXPENDITURE COMMITMENTS
Finance leases:
not later than one year
Total minimum payments
Future finance charges
Lease liability
Current liability
Non current liability
Total

Note 4

AUDIT FEES
Amounts received by auditors for audit services
Amounts received by auditors for other services

2003
2002
0
1,516
0
0
0
50
0
50
0
1,566
__________ 0______________0
0
1,566
2,140
0

1,963
0

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE ACCOUNTS
_______________________________________________ for the year ended 30th June 2003_____________________
Note 5
UNRECEIPTED INCOME
This related to income banked during the year over amounts formally receipted in 2002.
Note 6

CONTINGENT LIABILITY
A claim was lodged in 2002 against the Club in the Magistrates Court (which had a limit of $50,000)
by a Plaintiff who slipped and fell in the Club carpark. The Club has adequate insurance and
exposure should be limited to no more than 10 % of the claim. No provision is made for this claim
as no payment is expected by the club.

Note 7

EXTRA ORDINARY ITEM
The Committee has approved a provision for 510,000 for capital Expenditure to be carried out in the
following years for refurbishment of the Race Control Tower.This provision is expensed this year.
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Cash Flows from operating activities
Receipts from patrons
Interest received
Payments to suppliers & employees

2003

2002

235,296
1,759
156,532

248,369
219
215,974

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities

80,523

32,395

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Net Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Payment for Plant and Equipment

(14,408)

Net Increase (decrease) in cash held
Cash at Beginning of Year

66,115

(514)
31,882

41,922

10,040

108,037

41,922

Operating Profit/(Loss)
Depreciation & Amortisation

34,088
3,957

47,390
13,991

Changes in Assets and Liabilities
Increase in Creditors & Provisions
Decrease in debtors and prepayments

(10,063)
52,541

(2,437)
(35,974)

Cash at end of the year
NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Reconciliation of Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities to Operating Loss

Cash Flow from Operations

80,523_________ 22,970

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB

Statement by Management Committee
In accordance with the Associations Incorporation's A ct, the management Committee of
The Canberra Yacht Club state the following in regard to the year ended 30 June 2003.
A The names of the management Committee members during the financial year were:
Peter Dalton * *
Trevor Hippisley
Peter Harvey
Peter Fullagar
Steve Langlands
Graham Giles
Shayne Russell - Smith
No Management Committee member received either directly any fees, salaries or any other benefits
with the exception of the following approved payments.
All management Committee members received $500 in benefits towards the cost of boat storage ,
membership and other benefits.
B The principal activity of the Club during the financial period was the promotion of sailing
activities and facilities
During the year there was no change in the principal activity.
C The result of the Club's operations for the year was a surplus of $34,088.
D The attached statement of financial performance gives a true and fair view of the Club's profit
for the year ended 30 June 2003.
E The attached statement of financial position gives a true and fair view of the Club's state of
affairs as at 30 June 2003 and
F There are when this statement is made, reasonable grounds to believe that the Club will be able to
pay its debts as and when they fall due.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Committee

Dated..................... August.

.,2003
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Charlie Bellw ood and Nigel H arvey (obscured) enjoying a down wind run in th eir Flying Eleven.

Contents
In this issueyou will read about:

♦

the draft 2003/04 sailing program

♦

Winter race

CYC's northern arm

The day Gem-a-tools went down

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M ariner Place
Yarralum la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
C A N BER R A C ITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7 177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Masters games update

Reports from the Commodore, and Directors, Operations and
Member Services, for the AGM

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous
assistance of the Canberra Southern Cross Club.
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Following a satisfactoiy marine survey, the committee has

of the Yacht Club is to take

purchased a used 6.5 metre cabin cruiser as a race

place at 8pm Wednesday

committee boat. This should enable more on the water

August 27, upstairs in the

starts and finishes as well as providing improved facilities for

CSCC, Lotus Bay. After the

the start/finish team. It is proposed that the boat will be

meeting light snacks and

operational from the beginning of the season. Big Red will

refreshments will be available.

be sold to offset the costs.

The club's financial result for

Finally, a former member (Dr) Dick Norris passed away in

2002/03 is being audited. I

July. Many longstanding members of the club would

expect that the result will show

remember the contribution made by Dick to the operations

&0
D

<

the club made a surplus of

of the club in the 1970's. Dick received the first Clubman of

some $15,000 and that our

the Year award presented in 1972 for his work as the race

reserve funds remain intact.

officer. His wife, Dorothy, was also an active member and

This is a sound result given the

organiser of the then Associates who hosted many wonderful

outlays made for member

club social events and helped raise money for improved

services during the financial

member facilities and to assist members competing overseas.

year that included painting and

Our thoughts are with Dorothy, Richard, Murray and their

re-carpeting of the clubhouse

families.

and purchasing improved

P e te r H arvey, C o m m o d o re

training eQuipment. More

u

details will be available in my

>■

I urge members to attend the
AGM and elect your committee
for the forthcoming year. It also

y

provides another opportunity to

.f

C Y C Website
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

relating to the management of

Have you visited your club's website recently? You’ll find a
lot of useful information and news there, including:
♦ club membership and boat storage application forms

financial members are eligible to
participate.

forthcoming season during the so-called
'Winter break’. The calendar of events is being finalised,

♦ winter series notice of race and sailing instructions
♦ racing results

rd

>rd

organisations such as the Trailable Yacht Association, the
2003/04 budget is being drafted and detailed planning
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The entry deadline for the Healthpact 9th Australian Masters

The Games management has acknowledged that

u

fraternity, and that this has been a feature of most

had stopped accepting entries on the advertised
cut-off date, total entries would have been about
one third of the total eventually accepted.

♦ draft 2003-4 sailing program

and we hope that acceptance of late entries may

♦ Masters Games registration forms and information

eventually be determined by the size of the various

♦ sailing school information and course dates

fleets. No limit has been set on entries, and the

♦ coming events

lake has in the past accommodated very large

My thanks go to Richard Webster who has enthusiastically

the growth of the trailable classes with big fleets

agreed to assist with preparations for the NEC City of

the water does get a bit more crowded than when

Canberra Championships in December to ensure it is the

we had big fleets of mainly dinghy type boats in

$5,000 is already assured and promotion is being targeted to

There are indications that some 80 boats may participate.

QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHAR T E R S

*

Volunteer nominations to assist in running the series are
still urgently reouired. It may seem a long way from

u

November, but we need to put our arrangements in
place as early as possible. Also, the Games
management need our names and other details to
register volunteers for Games accreditation, arrange

However, don’t let that lull you into a false sense

numbers of boats. However in recent years, with

most successful event to date. Sponsorship to the tune of

Volunteers needed now

there is a 'late entiy' culture in the Masters

continuing for the Masters Games in November.

encourage boats from clubs across South Eastern Australia.
CL)

60

=
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of security. Sailing registrations are accelerating

meetings are taking place with representatives of various

u

=>

9th Australian Masters Games

such events. If one recent major Masters event

club activities with your elected

The committee is actively planning for the

U

(N

Games has been extended beyond August 15.

raise any issues of concern

committee members. Only

rs

O
O

report and that of the Director,
Corporate Services.

JD

Masters Games
entry deadline

m

shirts ands other goods, and conduct the Games
volunteer induction programs. This needs early
nominations to allow an orderly progression of
activities.
Details of the volunteers sought were included in our
last newsletter but in short, we will veiy gratefully be
able to put anyone to very useful work. Don't worry if

_Q
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u

you are not an expert' - eveiyone will be one by the
timeyou are finished!

the past, and some limitations may become

People who are interested should contact Martin at the

necessaiy.

CYC office or myself. (See contact details for both on
the back cover.) Ifyou want information or are not sure,
please give one of us a call and discuss it.
G ra h a m G iles
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The hire business remains seasonal for much of theyear.

the Canberra Yacht Club for the 2002-03 financialyear.

Adult classes did not attract the level of support we might

challenge for the class representatives and the incoming

Financial re p o rt

have wished

Committee. Dinghy and catamaran sailing in the club must

The accounts have been audited and a copy posted on the

The challenge for the Sail Canberra Board and the Director

notice board. Copies will be available for perusal at the

of the Sailing School remains how to grow' the business in

Annual General Meeting.

the shoulder periods'.

It has been another year of consolidation. We have traded

The Youth Sail Academy was veiy successful with some 50

profitably but there is no room for complacency.

students enrolled throughout theyear. It is an active and

The club has made a surplus of some $15,000 - $10,000 of
that has been allocated towards upgrading the race control
tower in the financial year 2003/04. Our reserve investment
fund stands at $50,000.

u

The most significant saving has come from our decision to
bring accounting services back in-house. This has resulted
in savings in the order of $17,000. My thanks go to our
fellow member Helen Hutchison from Computerized
Accounting Systems for her efforts in this area.
In addition, my promise of last year to improve services to
members has been met. Some $10,000 has been spent on
refurbishments for the benefit of members. The club house
has been painted - new carpet laid and some new furniture
purchased - all out of last year's revenue.
While this is a good result, it would not have been
achievable without the ongoing assistance of the Canberra
Southern Cross Club (CSCC). The provision of capital
funding to maintain and renew our training fleet and safety
boats, as well as offset the costs of the Office Manager, are
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support those moves wherever possible.

vibrant part of the club scene and represents an investment

Any view that the club is only interested in promoting
trailable yachts is false.

in the future of the club. Consideration is being given to

As always, our challenge is to provide high Quality race

introducing a mentoring scheme for thoseyoung sailors who

management all the time. I think this has been largely

show particular promise. I would hope that members, if

achieved in 2002/03 but there is always room for

approached, would give their time and advice freely to

improvement.

support the junior members of our club.
Sponsorship
Queensland Yacht Charters again sponsored the club and

2002/03. In addition to the improvements for members

is what gives me encouragement that the club is well
positioned for a bright and solid future.

outlined earlier, the office has been regularly staffed to meet
demand, the website upgraded and food and beverages made

Most of the committee is standing for re-election. This will

Yacht Regatta as did DOMA Hotels. Capital Insurance

available to complement sailing events.

give a large degree of continuity for the future. Shane

provided members with membership incentives to keep
eveiyone in shape. I thank those sponsors for their support.
The 2003/04 financialyear again looks promising with

Air-conditioning will be installed in the Clubhouse before

Russell-Smith and Steve Langlands are standing down as

Christmas and the change rooms will be progressively

Director, Communications and Director, Member Services

upgraded over the next 2 years.

respectively. Both have made a significant contribution to
the club over their terms in office. Adrian Reed, Director,

D irector, O p eration s

Queensland Yacht Charters, Bartondale Marine, DOMA

The Director, Operations has also published his report in

Hotels and Capital Insurance Brokers offering continuing

the August edition of the Newsletter.

support. NEC has agreed to sponsor the City of Canberra

The club has operated in an effective and efficient way.

personal injuiy claim for damages arising from an alleged

Peter Fullagar, the Director, Racing has already published his

has greatly added to the facilities available for members.

incident in December 1996.

report in the June/)u[y Newsletter which includes a

All major events were supported without incident.

above the income reouired for its own operations. It has
also been able to purchase additional training aids including
a laptop computer and Light Pro to improve the delivery of
our training products and improved lighting in the storage
area.
The kids school holiday Learn to Sail classes remain veiy
popular with some 250 pupils attending during theyear.

Our achievements this year have been the result of efforts by
Yacht Club Committee and its staff. This broad involvement

The commissioning of the hoist was a major milestone and

It has provided some $29,000 income to the club over and

♦ Encouraging more women to participate in, and enjoy,
sailing.

provided a five-day yacht charter prize in the Whitsundays.

Regatta along with the ACTYA. The Deakin Health Spa

comprehensive analysis of the Club's sailing activity in
2002/03.
The club has recently purchased a used 6.5 metre cabin
cruiser for use as a start/finish boat. This should assist the
club in setting improved courses and encourage more on the

More attention needs to be given in the next year to

u

The club needs to maintain a positive profile in the
community if it is to gain sponsorship, market its programs
effectively and ensure ongoing support from the CSCC.
Finally, I would like to thank Matthew Owen, the Director of
the Sailing School, and his instructors, along with Martin van
de Hoek, our Office Administrator, for their contribution to
the club's success this year.
I commend the report to members.
_Q
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Challenges A head
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start/finish teams and the potential to process final results

These include:

activities appears to be declining from its peak of someyears

>■

various aspects of the Club's operation.

There are a number of challenges facing the club this year.

I remain concerned that dinghy participation in the club's

u

Promotions and Marketing left Canberra earlier in theyear

producing an improved risk management strategy for the

water finishes. The boat offers improved amenities for our
while on the water.

<

♦ Actively seeking Commonwealth and Local Government
funds to implement the approved Lotus Bay Development
Plan to enable the Canberra Yacht Club to be the
premier base for sailing in the ACT; and

Bartondale Marine supported the City of Canberra Trailable
Brokers provided much needed support for the ACT Youth

60
D

♦ Mobilising member support to enable the club to
showcase itself during the Masters Games and the NEC
City of Canberra Championships;

Improving services to members has been a priority in

Sailing re p o rt

as Sail Canberra), has traded profitably and met its targets.

♦ Examining ways to ensure that the Sailing School can
continues to grow;

many club volunteers and the ongoing work of the Canberra

members have met their roster obligations.

Sailing School

encouraging representatives to participate in Club
activities and the committee structure;

M e m b e r Services

sponsor of the Masters Games to be held in November.

The commercial side of the club, the Sailing School (trading
u

encourage their class and its members. The club will

Thanks to the efforts of the Sailing School, the race support

Gosling, is currently representing the club against a

JZ

representatives have the primary duty and responsibility to

boats have been available and serviceable when reouired and

Rod Badgeiy, a partner in the law firm Dibbs Barker

u

be actively fostered and encouraged. However, class

$5,000 and Quantum sails has agreed to be a principle

relationship with the CSCC.

Z3

ago. This is particularly so in the Laser class and is a

Trailable Yacht Championships in December to the tune of

a result of an ongoing mutually productive and co-operative

_Q
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It is my pleasure to report to members on the activities of

♦ Encouraging additional sponsorship to offset operating
costs;
♦ Increasing club membership numbers and participation
rates through ongoing promotion and marketing;
♦ Supporting dinghy and catamaran classes and

>rd
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Report Director Member Services
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When I took up the position of Director Member Services I

&o

was not sure just what was expected of me. That was over

D

12 months ago, a couple of months before the last Annual

<

General Meeting. When I first started to think about what
there was to report on I started to worry that perhaps I have
not done anything. Thankfully, I am happy to report that
there have been a number of changes and highlights during
my tenure. In fact I believe that the last year has been fairly
successful.
Most of my time seemed to be taken up with restocking the
bar and that's a good sign as it means that you, as members,
are helping to improve club facilities by keeping the bar
profits up. I did notice that the suggestions for varieties of
drinks in the fridge were few and far between. As with

y

anything, ifyou don’t make suggestions then little changes.

would have to be the Presentation Dinner/Dance, more so

Volunteers, many of the non-sailing variety, have again been

internal spiral stairway with external stairs, improving safety

all areas of our activities, and this has certainly been the case

and useable space on both levels. Maintenance on the roof,

continued for the next couple ofyears although I hope there

in the Operations area, and in relation to powerboat

cladding and doors will also be completed. Budget provision

will be a need for a larger venue next year with an even larger

operations.

family.

The veiy significant function of providing on-the-water
support to racing and other boating events has occurred over

u

changes to facilities include the new hoist and the latest

again managed the process of identifying and rostering

It was good year I think.

drivers veiy effectively and this has ensured that this critical

G ra h a m G iles

continued to grow throughout 2002 and 2003 and shows no

resource has been on hand as required. We all owe a great

sign of slowing in the near future. I wish the club eveiy

debt to Terrie for the effort she puts into this, which anyone

success next year and in the years to come and believe that

who has ever attempted such a task will realise, is not a

the Canberra Yacht Club can only go from strength to

trivial one! The accompanying rostering and sometimes on

strength with the people that are the club.

the spot volunteering of boat crews has completed the task

S te v e Langlands

of ensuring that the PROs have the essential resources

use and should make the running of regattas like the
Masters Games and NEC City of Canberra Championships
for Trailables far easier.

You are invited to participate in the 2003
Wattle Day Regatta on Sunday August 3 1
conducted by the CYC.
Results and prizes will be based on a combination of

provided on race days with the now traditional sausage

participation and performance. Race entry is open to ail
CYC and YMCA Sailing Club members.

after the winter races thisyear improved with the addition of
-Q
d
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hot dogs. Thankyou to Barbara van der Hoek and her band
of helpers for their continued support to the racing
fraternity. Also thankyou to Suzie Preston, Terrie Ebrill,
Arthur McManus and others for their tireless support and

There will be music and a sausage sizzle on the lawns
outside the club. On-shore Wattle Day festivities will be
around the foreshore of the club and the museum point.
Racing will be in view of spectators at both venues.

equipment are in good shape for sailing days. Thankyou
Arthur, and all others who put in that bit extra in this way.
A big thankyou also to all drivers and crews for their vital
contributions. Most of us have filled one of these roles over
than one occasion. Nevertheless, it is important that we
acknowledge the effort made by eveiyone in these ways, as
success of the club. I feel we do have a veiy healthy culture'

at the expense of the Canberra Southern Cross Club (a big
thanks here again too!), the major effort of planning and
coordination was put in by Neil Primrose, without which
perhaps little would have happened. Additionally Alan

report on Member Services, a thankyou to Martin and

beach multis. Racing will commence at Ipm.

the planning and actual installation of the hoist footings and

enjoyable by these and all the other volunteers who have

_Q
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helped me along the way.

Sailors Cabin from noon onwards.
Festivities are expected to begin by mid-morning so why not
make a day of it?

Members are reminded that
nomination forms for all

committee positions can be obtained from the CYC Office

The proposed agenda is:

n3
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at the CSCC, Lotus Bay.

installation and commissioning of the boat hoist. Acquired

Green, once again giving the club the benefit of his specialist

wattle or wattle colours. Sign-on sheets will be in the

take place at 8pm on
Wednesday, August 27, 2003

before the date fixed for the AGM.

skills and experience, made a veiy significant contribution to

My year has been made a lot easier and a lot more

*

the Canberra Yacht Club will

The other major activities over theyear included the

Racing will be conducted in three divisions: trailableyachts

Sailors are encouraged to dress themselves and their boats in

August 27
2003

of ACT Sailing Inc. trading as

task easier and more enjoyable.

and trailable multis; dinghies (including FFs) and off the

required hours to assist members and prospective members.

Wednesday

>■

the Annual General Meeting

and must be completed and returned at least seven days

Cabin on race days and during the week. Again, with any

rd
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8pm
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All members are advised that

in this regard in the club at present, which makes everyone's

u

Matty, the office duo who continue to put in more than their

AGM

this participation is so important to the operation and overall

ever smiling faces behind the bar and around the Sailors'

>-

Annual General Meeting

Matt and Martin in making sure that the boats and

the season, and a number of people have done so on more

Sailors have continued to take advantage of the food
sizzle during the summer season and the soup and kitchen

Notice of

available to do their job effectively.

addition, a new committee boat. Once refurbished and set
up for its new role, the committee boat will be put to great

practicable completion.

In closing I look back at what my predecessor had to say last

Another important inclusion to the Sailors' Cabin is the

where club members and guests can see them. Other major

approvals and get Quotes, with a view to the earliest

the season virtually without my involvement. Terrie Ebrill has

There are others who put in a big effort too, and particularly

now allows us to put the perpetual trophies on display

D
<

has been made and work is nearing completion to specify the

year and realise that the strongyacht club spirit has

W attle Day
Regatta

&0

work reouired and we will then proceed to gain any necessary

turn out of members to come along and make it a bigger and
better night for the trophy winners, and, importantly the CYC

D

improve overall utility, the intention being to replace the

at the heart of another very successful season for the club in

because of the obvious enjoyment that the 120 members who

Arthur McManus, our Club Member of the Year, by assisting

Trailerable Yacht Group and our thanks go to them. This

(N

attended appeared to have. I am sure that this format will be

the refurbishment and updating of the honour boards.
trophy/book case kindly donated to the club by the

O
O

00

Cabin, purchase of new tables and chairs, re-carpeting and

>-

m

I must say though, that the highlight of theyear for me

I am happy to report that a number of improvements have
been made thisyear including he repainting of the Sailors'

Report Director Operations

other ground work. We thankyou both very much for your
efforts, which see the club with a first class facility.
We have also done initial planning for upgrading of the 'Race
Control Station', as the tower was termed when approved and
built in 1975. The upgrade is intended to remove hazards and

(a) Confirm the minutes of the last preceding Annual
General Meeting;
(b) Accept the reports of committee members since the last
AGM:

_Q
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(c) Election of committee members; and
(d) To receive and consider the statement of accounts.
At the time of notice convening the general meeting no
member has given notice in writing of any other business to

u
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be brought before the meeting.
P e te r H arve y, C o m m o d o re
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Northern Arm
of the Canberra Yacht Club

Power boat drivers
urgently needed

s
"
o

D
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All club sailing activities, racing or other, rely on enough support volunteers being available.

<

Qualified powerboat drivers are critical to perform the support and rescue functions effectively.
The race support function relies on a mix of non-sailing volunteers and rostered sailors to meet
the needs of operating the start and support boats.

Using a Questionnaire, Terrie Ebrill has sought advice from

as soon as practicable. (Note that the club will be

past race support powerboat drivers of their availability for

conducting a Powerboat Handling Training Course later in

the coming 12 months, and responses are “promising".

theyear for those who would like to become a race support

However, numbers are not yet sufficient for us to start to put

boat driver.)

together a roster. Members who have received the
Questionnaire from Terrie but not responded, are reQuested
to do so as soon as practicable.
Members who have not received Terrie's Questionnaire but

Need More Information? Please call or e-mail me ifyou
want more information or have a Queiy on the club's race
support function.
(Contact details on back cover.)

are, or plan to be Qualified as powerboat drivers (ie AYF

TL3) are reQuested to contact Terrie on 6254 8491 or myself

u

Everything is going well in this northern arm of the Canberra

also has a Clansman, a beautiful boat to sail in. He has it

Nelson Bay where you can see for miles towards the Myalls

Yacht Club, both socially and sailing wise.

moored in front of his waterfront reserve property, and can

and up the coast. A cup of coffee on the deck turns into

Holgate three Quarters of an hour from Rathmines, so we feel

keep a watch on it as he sits on his balcony.

lunch as you watch the comings & goings on the Bay.

that we are all pretty close to each other and have many

are almost at the end of their renovations. We now have a

The Evans from Bartondale have a property at Rathmines up

Lawrie Hughes, dedicated crew to "Gazelle" and "Scooter",

wall of windows facing our panoramic view of Lake

the road from Frank and we await anxiously for them to live

has taken up permanent residence at Salamander Bay, down

Frank started the study interest with his Coxswain course at

here permanently.

the hill from the Lanes, and is much in demand as a crew.

Tech, so Ross and I along with our wonderful neighbour

Down at Dora creek, Angus Houstone has taken up

His crewing abilities are called on by the Ken and locelyn

M a c Q u a rie .

We extended the deck in front of the house, put

a cover over as it rains Quite a bit being coastal. We sit
outside when the weather is warm, and inside when
-O
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occasionally cold, and just take in the wonders of the lake.
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Betts who with their Farr 6 "Breezin", are at Corlette. They
have purchased a Winnebago and disappear up to Northern

modified of course in the Houstone tradition, is the pride of

veiy pleasant. The summer temperatures of course go into

the collection and can be boarded from the jetty at his

the 30's, but then we have the beautiful North-East winds

waterside property.

Queensland for a months at a time over winter.

They have sold their Sonata “Harmony" and purchased a new

Our Sonata "Scooter" has sold and gone to South Australia,

process of completing their new house at Sunshine at the

Stephens.

so now the hunt is on for the keel boat for us to moor in

southern end of Lake MacQuarie, and now have an Austral

front of the house, and when we feel like a sail walk down

Clubman moored on the lake where they can just see it from
their balcony.

Frank Downing, former commodore, is at Rathmines down

We then move to Port Stephens where Greg and Penny Lane

the road from us and still has his Adams 21 “Two Step", but

with their Gazelle have a property high up overlooking

social gatherings amongst us.

Barbara Mahon have joined the Coast Guard at Swansea,
have completed our Radio licence MROCP, and we are into
our competent crew course which at the end will have us

Down at Holgate we have Mac and Sue Stoiy with their boat,
a wooden traditional ex-fishing boat with sails, which they
sailed up from Tasmania, moored at Gosford in front of the
Gosford Sailing Club. They, like us, have a caravan and we
are planning a few trips off the water.

JD
r;

Qualifed as coxswain. 1also had to get my NSW Boat

Licence to start the courses - no practical, just theoiyl

keel boat in preparation for the permanent move to Port

and row out to it.

Rathmines is about one hour from Port Stephens and

Kathy and Craig Tucker have their property at Soldiers Point.

Hans and Anita Heck, ex-Farr 6 from Canberra, are in the

u

ft!

residence with his many and varied boats. However his
Norwalk Sharpie, which he bought while in Canberra,

The temperature for winter is ranging from 9 to 20 odd -

from the lake.

>■

G ra h a m G iles, D ir e c to r O p e ra tio n s

Carol and Ross W ylde-Brow n have joined the C oast Guard at Swansea.

The Wylde-Brownes have settled in well at Fishing Point and

u
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We are enjoying the work and the people of the Coast
Guard, a great learning curve for me. Yes, it really is me on
the boat with Ross at the bar at Swansea.
Quite a few of our sailing friends from Canberra have visited

j
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already and we have enjoyed their company, so email me on

rd

Carol@caros.com.au ifyou are coming this way or want

i_
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information on real estate up here.
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made it to the other gunwale and Reedy flew the spinnaker

jumped into a passing powerboat and laughed. The Gem

m

through the whole procedure. Super coach Paddo, aka

wanted to sink itself so I sat in my normal steering position

O

Anthony Patterson, famous Mumm 30 owner ,was taking

with only my head above water guiding our wounded ship to

notes of the skills involved in this tricky manoeuvre. That is

safety.

where the lesson stopped.
Down went the bow into the next (short) wave and to a

stubby holders and other floating stuff back in the boat when

txO

standstill we came. Ifyou have ever had the pleasure of

they emerged. We were lucky that Ben Dagger's crew had a

seeing a Laser Chinese gybe in 25 knots, it was like that but

camera, as Marty vdH said, to provide photos for the next

better!!!

three years' newsletters.

We lost Ollie under the mast/sail somewhere, I was dragging

The only damage other than the pride was the radio, two

out the back of the still moving boat hanging onto the

mobiles, the wiring of the boat and one stubby holder. The

backstay and Reedy “my name is Billy not Silly” stepped over

boat did enjoy a veiy comprehensive wash out and was back

the boat diy to get on to the centreboard. The feeling was

the next day to win all subsequent races of the regatta and

the ship would lie on its side for a while and then come up.

dominate the Champion of Champions regatta in other CYC

Not to be as the Windex disappeared below the surface.

sailors' capable hands.

I swam around to the keel as it went higher and higher until

Now eveiy time we gybe the Elliott 7, Don puts his life

pointing to where the mast previously was. Our coaches

jacket on, Ollie starts shaking, Reedy puts on a mask and

came to the rescue, we got the boat back horizontal to the

snorkel and I close my eyes.

<
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Gem-a-tools I 19 aka Subm ergem I 19

The day ‘Gem-a-tools* went down
morning tea, we proceeded up the course. But as Reedy aka

looking for glory in the world ofyacht racing.

Andrew Reed zoned into the shifts, Matt getting all the

The boat Gem 550 'Gem-a-tools' was all prepared for a
chance to take the elusive title of National Champion in the
trailer sailor fleet.

JD
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Nothing was left to chance: the stubby

holders were properly positioned so no weight was taken off

The wind increased as did the size of the waves as we

the rail when reaching for a cold one; the esky was of the

slogged up-wind. Blister and Paddo our faithful coaches and

lightest yet biggest within the fleet; the superbly tailored

reason for the 3.30 finish the night, before following in the

bunk cushions and table were left in the garage to save

RIB. The good ship 'Gem-a-tools' was in with the Castles

weight and help us gain those valuable seconds that could

650s at the top mark as we bore away to head downwind.

DOMA

AN BERRA

H

help us in our Quest. The scene was set for three days of

Ollie sprang into action on the foredeck, pole up then

battle on Lake Macouarie with boats coming from all over

straight to the back of the boat to keep the bow out.

-O

the land.

Crack!!!!!!!! one of the best sets allyear, Ollie starts

I3

Out to sea we went in a 20 - 25 knot southerly, short chop

mumbling the acceptance speech as we rocketed downwind.

that does not suit the short fat Gem going upwind or down,

Boats all around were broaching and dropping spinnakers

but we soldiered on. The first start showed that sailing an

(could have been on to something there!!!) We seemed to

Elliott 7 for a month before this race was not too good for

handling the waves and wind OK until we came to the gybe
point ... Carnage Land, population three, Mayor Matt C

mounted a start boat in an 18ft Skiff Grand Prix, bow pole

Owen, Sheriff Andrew P Reed and town jester Ollie B Merz.

$700 shot gun over the side.

We picked the wave to gybe on. It was the best gybe that any
sailor in the history of gybing has done, text book stuff (with

After we had made sure that all starters had safely crossed

U
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innacle
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scattering the start crew, abandoning all flags and dropping a

U
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fleet.

judging time and distance. This was the worst start since I

C
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drink we had 3.30 that morning, we started reeling back the

n3
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underwater a bit more. We tied a tow rope to the bow and

speed the little Gem had and Ollie thinking about the last
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of water (about three tonnes) wanting to see the lake

the start line and the starters were content sipping their

commence this sad tale of three young talented sailors

O

water and got the sails down, at this stage with the boat full

towed the ship in. Reedy not wanting to get his hair wet
"The sea was angry that day, my friend”, is the way we

O

Ollie was sitting on the keel case downstairs throwing all the
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flair). As we speared down this wave Ollie got to the mast, I
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Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin is not the nicest place to be when winter winds blow
strongly from the south-west. But the fortnightly winter race was scheduled and
there was no reason for it to be abandoned.
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Activity around the sailing club was slowly gathering pace

We haul the cat around off the breeze and the bows dip

and trailableyachts were congregating at the launching ramp

eagerly towards the water reminding me of two dogs leaping

like anxious signets before their first foray onto the lake’s

in for a swim on a summer's afternoon. The water level has

waters. Skippers and crews were taking off boat covers still

risen from recent rains and, with a gentle nudge, the cat slips

stiff with cold, releasing sheets and halyards from stored

off the grass into the water and begins sailing without

positions and sails made ready. As usual nervous skippers

rudders and centre boards down. Quickly we step aboard

and crews kept a close eye on wind gusts rattling dead leaves

and settle into racing trim.

in oak trees surrounding the boat park and launch areas.
"Let's be a wee bit careful, we'll reef the main and opt for
number two headsail," was a typical comment repeated from

g
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boat to boat.

the start line. They remind me of a military band performing

dampen anxious glances towards grey white-flecked water

intricate marching patterns. The flapping and crackle of

and scattered clouds racing overhead. The giant Australian

eased sails, the whipping sounds of sheets against cabins and

flag atop Parliament House flying proud offered sailors an

the hissing of hulls through the water complete the musical

omen of conditions to come. However a few of us began to

metaphor for me.
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shoulder confirms the third mark off Lotus Bay. Readying

hill to the finish. We make our way towards Springbank

the cat from downwind running to upwind mode, we jibe

Island on port and tack onto starboard picking up a strong lift

Before long the bigger yachts are well away working to

around the second mark and once again feel the wind in our

sweeping down from Black Mountain and around past the

windward in search of the first mark. Soon, the dinghy

faces. We are on the lay line with boats strung out ahead of

island's pier. Suddenly, the outhaul cleat gives way and the

there was wind. Sailing boats with trapezes perform best

main takes on more depth. We begin to struggle with the

classes follow. Lasers, Flying Dutchmen and Tasers make

us sailing line astern. 1can see that some are struggling

with a strong breeze and catamarans like the one I was

good headway up the course, leaving us alone head to wind

with a strengthening wind curving around the museum.

skippering race across the water like unfetteredyearlings

with mainsheet eased and rudders gently lifting the boat up

being readied for barrier trials. The boat on its trailer was

into a freshening breeze. With one minute left, the headsail
is unfurled and sheets slowly shortened. We reach towards
the starting line gathering pace and clip on our "dog bones".

detail, sails are hauled up forestay and mast, centre boards

A Quick glance at my watch sees that only a few seconds

inserted into hull cavities and mainsheet and traveller

remain - time to sheet on and max out. In unison, as the

attached.

start signal sounds, we hang out over the ruffled water, finish

First warning signal sounds and racing pennants indicate the

sheeting home sails and the boat settles into balance. Wind

course with starboard rounding. Time to leave. My crew,

gusts sweep down the lake at regular intervals lifting us to

one of the new boat owners, and I have already struggled

windward. It is good to be on the lake enjoying a facet of

into long wet suits and cold weather gear. Trapeze

nature that many prefer to avoid.

harnesses fit snugly and life jackets add an extra layer of
warmth and safety. The boom is attached to the mainsail,
the six to one downhaul tensioned, sending the sail into

On trapeze again, the cat leaps forward and the windward
hull begins to lift. A Quick glance down sees the centre
board slicing through the grey-green water. The mainsheet
is eased a tad, the boat lifts naturally to windward and soon
trailableyachts are overtaken one by one and left behind.
Our Hobie is grooving on one hull with two on wire. My
crew screams with delight and then fear as we soueeze
between the mark and a boat just to leeward. Hardening up,
another cap flies aft to join many of its compatriots in the
lake's murky depths.
Another lap is completed and again the leg from mark two to

With two tacks, the first mark is reached without incident.
The new owner is experiencing twin trapping for the first
time and demonstrating that she's a natural with good form

paroxysms of noise and like the last formality of a religious

and balance. The jibing run downwind to the next mark near

ceremony. Sailing gloves are slowly pulled over fingers

Commonwealth Bridge is fast. We overtake the back markers

already beginning to stiffen with cold.

but most of the fleet is still ahead of us. A look over my

.£>

C
rd

Gem-a-tools and Solitaire vying fo r honours at the finsh line in the last w in ter series.

Although the wind was cold and conditions looked bleak -

-O

u

g

fast Elliott 7s 10 minutes up on us, will be today's challenge.
We Quickly pass through trailableyachts manoeuvring behind

and settled onto the grass verge. Carefully, with attention to

-C

before us. The Flying Dutchmen five minutes ahead and the

predictions of winds rising to 50 km/hr, did nothing to

Quickly wheeled to the water's edge, slipped off its rollers

U

in the race but look forward to overhauling boats starting

Weather forecasts pointedly brought to our attention, and

prepare our boats with anticipation.

z;

We are disappointed to be the only off the beach catamaran

three is a highlight. The wind is now stronger but crew work
is coordinated and we begin to get a good look at the few
boats ahead. A capsized Flying Dutchmen is of passing
interest but note a rescue boat standing by to assist
interstate visitors if needed. One more work and then down

>U

extra pressure and desperate fumbling and scrambling drops
our traveller down to compensate. We find ourselves inside
the leading FD and an Elliott. But the lead boat rounds the
last mark 20 metres ahead and their spinnaker instantly takes
shape with a loud crack and they race directly for the finish
tower. Our rounding is good, picking up a strong puff and
we start broad reaching downwind. We go down on the puff
and jibe onto another lift crossing in front of the Elliott and

_o

finally intersect the finish line a few metres to the good and

D

receive a well deserved horn blast. Mission accomplished.

u

We Quickly put the cat away and enjoy homemade soup and
hotdogs. Club members and visitors fill the Sailors' Cabin
chatting enthusiastically about the day's racing and highlights.
Martin, as usual makes some important announcements using
his new megaphone - he seems Quiet attached to it. The day
is made complete when we win a participation prize. When
is the next winter race? Bring it on.
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2003/2004
Sailing Program
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Below is the draft 2003-4 CYC Sailing Program, for members' consideration. The committee would
like to finalise the program and have it promulgated as soon as possible. Please have a look at it
and send any comments to Martin van der Hoek on 6273 71

77 or

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au .

S / V W

August 2003
31

SUN

D ecem ber 2003

Wattle Day Regatta

3

Septem ber 2003
u

21

SUN

Opening of Season Race: Pointscore 1, 2pm

28

SUN

Pointscore 2, 2pm

October 2003
4-6 SAT-MON

March

TYG Myall Lakes Christmas Cruise

3

WED

Twilight 14, 6pm

6-7

SAT-SUN

Marley Point Regatta

7

SUN

Pointscore 20, 2pm

Bay Qjd

10

WED

Twilight 15, 6pm

13-15

SAT-MON

Canberra Day Long weekend; TYG St

SUN-FRI

Int.FFs National Championships, Tin Can

WED

Twilight 7, 6pm

Pointscore 5, 2pm

17-18 SAT-SUN

9

SUN

Pointscore 6 & Championship 2, 2pm

ZS

12

WED

Twilight 2, 6pm

u

15

SAT

Night Race

-Q

23

SUN

Pointscore 8, 2pm

26

WED

Twilight 4, 6pm

30

SUN

Pointscore 9, 2pm

18

SUN

Pointscore 13 & Championship 4, 2pm

21

WED

Twilight 8, 6pm

25

SUN

Pointscore 14, 2pm

28

WED

Twilight 9, 6pm

i

Twilight 3, 6pm
ACT Dinghy Championships;

TYA Traveler Series, St Georges Basin

February 2004

Pointscore 7 & National Try Sailing Day

St Georges Basin Cruise

u

Pointscore II, 2pm

14

9TH Aust. Masters Games

rd

Pointscore 19 & Championship 6, 2pn

SUN

Traveler Series, Pittwater

WED-SUN

C

SUN

14

Pointscore 12, 2pm

5-9

L
LCD
_Q

29

Champion of champion Heatl

SUN

Twilight 1, 6pm

22-23 SAT-SUN

H'cap Start/Springbank Is. BBQ.

SAT

II

ACT Catamaran Championships;TYA

WED

WED

SAT

13

Pointscore 4 & Championship 1, 2pm

5

19

28

Twilight 6, 6pm

26/12 - 10/1

November 2003

u
rd

Twilight 13, 6pm

WED

11-16

SUN

WED

10

Pointscore 3, 2pm

16

25

PointscorelO & Championship 3, 2pm

SUN

+->
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Pointscore 18, 2pm

SUN

12

SUN

SUN

7

January 1
2004

26

22

NEC City of Canberra Championships

TYG Round the Lake Rally

25-26 SAT-SUN

Twilight 12, 6pm

SAT-SUN

SAT

SUN

WED

f

6-7

II

19

>-

Twilight 5. 6pm

Pointscore 17, 2pm

Long weekend; ACT FF Championships;
TYA Traveler Series Wangi

y

WED

SUN

15

TYG

4

SUN
WED

Pointscore 15, 2pm
Twilight 10, 6pm

7

SAT

Lady Skipper Race

8

SUN

Pointscore 16 & Championship 5, 2pm

II

WED

Twilight II, 6pm

14-15

SAT-SUN

2004

Georges Basin Cruise
WED

Twilight 16, 6pm

21

SUN

Pointscore 21 & Championship 7

24

WED

Twilight 17, 6pm

f

27-28 SAT-SUN

ACT Youth Championships

28

Pointscore 22, 2pm

SUN

April
3
4
9-13

Kembla

The 2003 N E C
City of Canberra Championship u
for Trailable Yachts

• Includes one night race • Great club house on the
lake • Plenty to do for the team s non-sailors in the
national capital • Easy launching and parking facilities
• Full range of accommodation • Extensive social
program for sailors and non-sailors
Date: 6th and 7th December, 2003
Contact: Martin Van Der Hoek
Telephone: 02 6273 7177 Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin @canberrayachtclub.com.au
Website: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

SAT

TYG Googong Cruise

SUN

Pointscore 23, 2pm

FRI-TUE

Easter TYA National Championships

/Assoc

-O
z;

U

Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta in May
W in t e r Series dates m ost likely to be:
2, 16, 30 May; 13, 27 June; II, 25 July; 8, 22 August,

SUN

Youth Sailing Academy Championships

18

SUN

Champion of Champions Race Heat 2

25

SUN

Canberra Anzac Day Regatta

u

This is the A C T State Level Cham pionships
for Trailable Yachts and form s part o f the Travellers
Series and also hosted b y the Canberra Yacht Club
on b ehalf o f Trailable Yacht
o f N S W and ACT.
U n iv e r s a l T r u s s e s

Paynesville
II

>

ACT STATE LEVEL TRAILABLE CHAMPIONSHIP

2004

Twofold Bay Regatta, TYA Traveler Series
and NSW Trailable Yacht Champs, Pt

N EI

5 September.
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C o m m o d o r e

Sun

P e t e r

W inter race

H a r v e y

(h) 6248 6653 (m) 0439 486 651
peterharvey@ozemail.com.au

W e d

A u g

24

A u g

2 7

C YC AGM
V i c e

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

D a l t o n

Sun

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
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CD

D i r e c t o r

C o r p o r a t e

T r e v o r

H i p p i s

S t e v e

U
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M e m b e r

S u n d a y

e s

M o n d a y
LD

CD

S e r v i c e s

"cd
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(w ) 6279 5743 (h) 6288 0110 (m) 0427 880 110
steve.langlands@amsa.gov.au
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

S h a y n e

R u s s e l l - S m i t h

cu
ts
E
o

U

u
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S e p

S a t - M o n

S a t

0)

{/ )

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

tc
Q)

Y a c h t

C l u b

S c h o o l

M a t t h e w

2 I

Pointscore 1, 2pm

Pointscore 2,2pm

G r a h a m G i l e s

S a i l i n g

Sep

Opening of season race

Sun

R a c i n g

C a n b e r r a

Su n

CD

F u l l a g a r

D i r e c t o r

8

28

O c t

4-6

ACT FF C ’ships,TYA at Wangi

D i r e c t o r O p e r a t i o n s

£

S e p

Newsletter deadline

co

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

:• M B

7

CD

(w ) 6230 4885(h) 6293 2732 (m) 0418 539 717
cmi@cyberone.com.au

P e t e r

S e p

Last winter race

e y

L a n g l a n d s

D i r e c t o r

<U

S e r v i c

D i r e c t o r

3 I

W attle Day regatta

(w ) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
D i r e c t o r

A u g

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA C ITY A CT 2601
C YC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Ross Peake,
lay-out design by Monique Wilding
printing by Lasercolour.
Several articles have had to be held
over to the September edition.

Peter F O R S T E R
16 Douglas PI.
CURTIN ACT 2605

O c t

II

TYG Around the lake rally
Su n

O c t

I 2

Pointscore 3,2pm
Sun

O c t

I 9

Pointscore 4, C'ship 1, 2pm

Sailing News
September

2003

Read about M artin and Nick's campaign at the Tasar W o rld s on pages 12-13. H ere they are at speed during
practice near the Canadian Forces Base, Esquimalt.

Contents
In this issueyou will read about:
the final 2003/04 sailing program
Tasar Work Championships
Around the Lake rally
2003 NEC City of Canberra Championship

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M ariner Place
Yarralum la A C T 2600

Masters games update
♦

TL3 Boat Handling Course

G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA C ITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7 177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous
assistance of the Canberra Southern Cross Club.
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Some 30 club members

towards the ongoing replacement costs of our sailing school

attended the AGM held on

and hire business eQuipment ancj the associated support

Wednesday September 24. My

boats. My thanks go to the board of the CSCC for their

report to members for the

continuing support.

2002/03 financial year was
L_
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-Q

printed in last month's

E

the club website or from the

01
w

office.

CL

<U

00

newsletter which is available on

There are many sailing and club projects under consideration
at present. These include improvements to the change

Mike Dunn is finalising plans for the approval of a second

the more traditional titles

launching ramp adjacent to the dinghy launching area.

addition to the current use of

Commodore, we will

E
01
V*

Club funds have been allocated to renovate the race control

unanimously to revert back to

the titles Commodore and Vice-

(U
-O

rooms (funded by the CSCC) that should commence shortly

tower and approval is being sought to carry out that work.

bearers. This means that in

O
O
(N

and installation of air conditioning in the Sailors Cabin.

At the meeting, members voted

adopted for yacht club office

Vale
Dr K R (Dick) Norris D. Sc.

CL

0)
IS )

In addition, the National Capital Authority has been
approached about the dilapidated state of facilities on
Springbank Island. I have been advised that a new wharf is
to be built by February 2004 and that every effort will be
made to make the barbeQues operational without delay.

re-introduce the terms Treasurer
and Rear Commodore (instead
of Director).

The Lotus Bay Foreshore Development Plan is back on the
agenda with the aim to obtain funding approval for
additional sailing facilities and safety related matters.

The Treasurer's audited financial
report and other committee
member's reports were
presented to the meeting and
accepted.

Some 60 entries have already been received for the Masters
Games to be hosted by the club on November 5-9. On-line
entries are encouraged and should be made as soon as

competitors who would like to assist as volunteers are most
I am pleased to welcome to the
committee Anita Faulks (Rear-

welcome and should contact Graham Giles (Rear

Commodore, Communications). I
look forward to working with them
to advance the interests of the club.
Wattle Day was held on August 31
accompanied by a cold, gusty SW wind that

JD
D

u

U
03

The last Winter Series race was held on September 7 and
concluded a veiy successful series blessed with good winds.
Thanks to eveiyone who once again helped make the event
an enjoyable sailing and social occasion.

JD

c
cd

u

perhaps best known for being the Club's starter over a

applying his professional knowledge to ridding

that group. But the associates were critical to
the financial and social success of the club and

Dick was the
CYC’s first Club

Dick's involvement but they do show that he
Good Sailing

was elected to the general committee in each of
committee in 1973 and 1974. However, he

completed, flag masts are being fitted and cosmetic tidying

resigned from the latter committee in lanuary

Member of the
Year, in 1974/75

up and signage is soon to be finalised. The boat should be

1975, preferring to continue just to be the

fully functional in the next few weeks. Tooheys Red is also

starter for the regular Sunday races. And it is in

getting a repaint prior to the start of the season.

that role for which he will best be remembered by those of
us who were around in those days. Dick and a team of

I was veiy pleased to be advised by the CSCC that the CYC

and $39,000 respectively. While this is some $18,000 less
than the amount sought, it is still a major contribution

Dick's role in being the silent partner was
important. Dick was also supportive of the
sailing interests of their two sons, Richard and
Murray, especially Richard, who competed
nationally and internationally, mostly as crew for

1966, 1970 & 1974, and to the sailing

P e te r H a rv e y

undergoing maintenance. Minor mechanical work has been

over the next threeyears to the tune of $38,750, $46,000

'proper' members!) and I can hear Dick saying that he was

the Club of spiders & other such bugs'.
The records don't reveal a lot of detail about

y

the associates (in the days before women could become

terms on the General & Sailing Committees, &

on the club's website.
I look forward to seeing eveiyone on the water for the first

His widow, Dorothy, was very much involved with the work of

the long suffering and compliant spouse of the president of

period of several years, but has also had several
has been seen on occasions over the years

pointscore race to be held on September 21.

will receive ongoing capital funding for the sailing school
CD

served the Club in a number of different capacities. He is

The 2003/04 sailing calendar has been circulated and is now

>rd

spiders.

1974/75. The CYC Newsletter at the time ()uly 1976)

water. Many non-sailors enjoyed the foreshore entertainment

The club's new Committee boat (Crusader II) is presently

his entomology expertise to keep the club building free of

Dick was the CYC's first Club Member of the Year, in
recorded that 'since becoming a member in 1965, Dick has

tested all those intrepid sailors who ventured out onto the

provided by the CSCC on the day.

Dick Norris passed away in July 2003 at the age of 89years.

Commodore, Operations).

Commodore, Member Services)
and Nick Hildyard (Rear-

Caption: Dick N o rris (centre) receiving the first clubperson o f the year award, w ith Peter Forster on the left and Ken Jorgensen on the right.

possible to enable planning to be finalised. Non

U
>

helpers provided a no fuss starting operation for several

our present Commodore, Peter Harvey.
JD

The accompanying photo shows Dick being
presented with his award (in the form of a wrist

u

watch that had been donated by a friendly
sponsor) by the then Commodore, Peter Forster,
accompanied by Vice Commodore (the late) Ken lorgenson,

u

holding the honour board that the club had made to record

rd

recipients of the award.

QUEENSLAND

years, giving us the continuity and expertise that we have

Dick's ashes were spread on the lake, in Lotus Bay, on

YACHT C H A R T E R S

sought again in recent years.

Monday. August 4.

Dick was also seen working away behind the scenes, doing

P e te r F o rs te r

some of those essential maintenance tasks, including using
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On the other hand, I am the current ACT Dinghy Champion

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be sailing in

of Division I. I also crewed on 'Casper' for the summer

10 years tim e?

season and we won the pointscore and championship for
Division 4.

i—

M ost m em orab le sailing experience?
My first ever Laser Nationals in Adelaide will always be
memorable. I had never sailed in waves or strong winds. My
Radial was reefed (truly) and my 'trolley doljy' (Howard)

*->

I prefer to see them as future opportunities. Firstly, being

E
CD

and secondly, encouraging more women to sail.

pushed me off and wished me luck. The first reach was

<D

fantastic - I actual jy overtook two boats - the run is a

W h e n away from th e w a te r w h at do you enjoy

slightly different stoiy. Waves, Lasers, breeze and a skipper

doing most?

who has no idea are a good combo for spectator

Relaxing, exercising, catching up with extended family and

entertainment. Put it this way, I became skilled at righting my

pottering around home.

Around
the Bouys

<u
_o

able to pick wind shifts in my Laser as easily as in the Elliott

Cl
IS )
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A n y regrets?

E
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A newer Laser with a lighter trolley. I plan to sail a Laser in
the Grand Masters (a few years to practice yet!).
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boat in these conditions.
N a m e your favourite book and/or m ovie.
W h o would you m ost like to sail w ith ap art from
My favourite book is The Power Of One. My favourite movie

you r curren t crew?

is Papillon.
I would love to spend an afternoon cruising Pittwater with

- getting to know a

Kaye Cottee hearing her talk about her sailing experiences.

W h o and why would you m ost like to invite to
dinner, past o r present?

Funniest thing seen sailing?
My husband, because he's my best friend. I would also like to

fellow member

Matty, Reedy and Ollie water-logged after their Gem decided

invite Greg Elliot and Michael Blackburn - Greg to talk

to flip in the middle of Lake Macouarie at Easter thisyear -

Elliotts and Michael to talk Lasers.

but don't tell them I said it was funny.

Anita Faulks
U

Martin van der H oek

W h a t annoys you m ost when sailing?
People who don't know the rules - especially on start lines.
W h a t gives you the m ost satisfaction o r w h at do
Postscript: Anita has recently been voted on to the CYC

W h a t is you r earliest sailing experience?

you enjoy m ost about your sailing?

My earliest sailing experience was crewing a Sparrow for my

I love the sound of a hooter when it is for the boat I am on

Member Services, assuming the position previously held by

I am Canberra born and bred. The hospital I was born in is

Dad on Lake Burley Griffin in a YMCA pointscore race. I was

finishing first (not very competitive!) and reaching in my

Steve Langlands.

now a national museum - what does that say? I have spent

about 13 at the time. I was filling in for my brother. I was

Laser in a steady breeze. I also enjoy the social aspect of

39 of my 41years living in Canberra. I have lived in most

petrified - I wouldn't let Dad hoist the kite and told him I'd

sailing club life.

satellite cities of Canberra -yes, I have crossed those

never sail again if we capsized. I sailed a couple of times

'hallowed' borders. I spent the first few months of my life

more that season and we won the pointscore series.

Background

living in Kingston and then into a brand new home in

committee. She has accepted the role of Rear Commodore

W h a t boats did you own o r sail?

Watson (it is still the family home). I was educated at Watson

J2>
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U

Pre-School, Watson Primary School, Watson High School,

I first skippered a Topper at the YMCA Sailing Club about

and Daramalan College for Years II & 12. I enjoyed the

seven years ago. Robbie (who was a sailing instructor) gave

opportunity of being the girl captain of the college in Year

me a crash course one sunny Sunday afternoon. Not long

12.

after that I bought myself a Laser - I was hooked. I have
since handed that Laser to Robbie and have another one. I

Theyear after leaving school was veiy eventful for me. I
married Howard, completed a semester of a teaching degree
and had Robbie. Nic arrived in time for my 21st. I went on to
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will be sailing ''The Power Of One' in the Australian
Masters. I have been distracted over the last season on

D o m a

H o t els

C a n b e r r a
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Casper - the family's Elliot 7.

complete a Diploma of Teaching at Signadou (now the
Australian Catholic Uni) and scored a great job teaching

A n y Success?

primaiy school for ten and a halfyears at Trinity Christian

It depends what is meant by success. In one way I believe I

School. During fouryears of that I upgraded my

have achieved enormous success having the courage - in my

Qualifications to a Bachelor of Education.

thirties - to take up a whole new sport. I capsize far less in

I spent two and a halfyears teaching in Sydney not too long

my Laser these days and have just about figured out barber

ago. At the end of 2000 I moved back to Canberra and

haulers on Casper'. I have also completed a number of

changed my career to that of an Adult Learning and

Nationals, States and Masters in the Laser.

Development Consultant.

Visit your club
website

A

for information on all
coming events

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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SEPTEM BER

(National Tiy Sailing Day)

2003

Twilight 3, 6pm

WED

21

SUN

Opening of Season Race; Pointscore 1, 2pm

19

28

SUN

Pointscore 2, 2pm

22-23 SAT-SUN ACT Dinghy Championships; St Georges Basin
Cruise

O C TO BER
4-6

11
12
19

2003
SAT-MON ACT Flying Fifteen Championships; TYA

SAT
SUN
SUN

25-26 SAT-SUN
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23

SUN

Pointscore 8, 2pm

Traveler Series Wangi

26

WED

Twilight 4, 6pm

Round the Lake Rally

30

SUN

Pointscore 9 & Championship 3, 2pm

Pointscore 3, 2pm
Pointscore 4 & Championship 1, 2pm
ACT Catamaran Championships;TYA Traveler
Series, Pittwater

26

SUN

N O VEM BER
2
5
5-9
9

12

Pointscore 5, 2pm
2003

SUN

Seafly Trophies Regatta

WED

Twilight 1. 6pm

WED-SUN 9TH Aust. Masters Games
SUN

Pointscore , 3pm

WED

Twilight 2, 6pm

15

SAT

Night Race

16

SUN

Pointscore 7 & Championship 2, 2pm

D ECEM BER
3
6-7
7

10

14

26/12

2003
Twilight 5, 6pm

WED
SAT-SUN

NEC 'City of Canberra' Championships
Pointscore 10, 2pm

SUN
WED

Twilight 6, 6pm

SUN

Pointscore II, noon, & Champion of Pointscore

SUN

Pointscore 13 & Championship 4, 2pm

21

WED

Twilight 8, 6pm

25

SUN

Pointscore 14, 2pm

28

WED

Twilight 9, 6pm

I

SUN

Pointscore 15, 2pm

4

WED

Twilight 10, 6pm

7

SAT

Lady Skipper Race

8

SUN

Pointscore 16 & Championship 5, 2pm

II

WED

Twilight II, 6pm (SCCC race I)*

14-15 SAT-SUN Twofold Bay Regatta, TYA Traveler Series and
NSW Trailable Yacht Champs, Pt Kembla
Pointscore 17, 2pm (SCCC race 2)

19

WED

Twilight 12, 6pm (SCCC race 3)

22

SUN

Pointscore 18, 2pm (SCCC race 4)

Bay Q]d

25

WED

Twilight 13, 6pm (SCCC race 5)

28

SAT

H'cap Start/Springbank Is. BBQ.

29

SUN

Pointscore 19 & Championship 6, 2pm

Flying Fifteen National Championships. Tin Can

II

SUN

Pointscore 12, 2pm

14

WED

Twilight 7, 6pm

WED

Twilight 14, 6pm

SAT-SUN

Marley Point Regatta

7

SUN

Pointscore 20, 2pm

10

WED

Twilight 15, 6pm

6-7

2004

SUN

2004

3

13-15 SAT-MON ACT Team Racing Championship; St
^BRU A RY

15

Myall Lakes Christmas Cruise

11-16 SUN-FRI

TYA Traveler Series, St Georges Basin

18

Regatta

-10/1

JA N U A R Y

17-18 SAT-SUN

Georges Basin Cruise
17

WED

Twilight 16, 6pm

21

SUN

Pointscore 21 & Championship 7, 2pm

24

WED

Twilight 17, 6pm

27-28 SAT-SUN ACT Youth Championships
28

SUN

A P R IL

Pointscore 22, 2pm

2004

3

SAT

TYG Googong Cruise

4

SUN

Pointscore 23, 2pm

FRI-TUE

Easter TYA Nat Champs Paynesville; Careel

_Q

u
u

9-13

Assoc Cruise CBA
18

SUN

'America's Mug' - Champion of Champions
Regatta

25

SUN

-2 May

Canberra Anzac Day Regatta
Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta
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* A Southern Cross Club Cup series will be run in conjunction with five nom inated races over a tw o w eek period in February. Details to be advised.

Dates fo r the W in te r Series are m ost likely to be: 2, 16, 30 May; 13, 27 June; I 1, 25 July; 8, 22 August & 5 Septem ber
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Get your Masters Games entry in
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9th Australian Masters Games
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Present entries indicate that the Masters Games regatta we

period of the games, not just the period of their sport or

are to host on November 5-9 will be the biggest yachting

sports and will receive free ACTION public bus transport

event in Canberra for many years, with possibly more than 80

on established routes over the Games period also.

boats competing. This makes our final planning most critical.

♦ There is a Masters Games function or entertainment on

You can assist here by getting your entiy in now. Although

eveiy day/night of the games. Major events are the

the entiy cut off date for the Masters has been extended, we

opening and closing ceremonies with entertainment and

need to have as many entries, and particularly local ones, in

hoopla and a Melbourne Cup Day party from 1-5 pm on

as soon as possible. We need to get a good idea of the total

y

November 4 at the National Convention Centre (no

numbers and fleet composition, as this will affect our

sports are to be conducted over this period).

planning for both racing and social events.
♦ The Cup Day event will include sport fashion shows, live
On-line entry should be used if possible as, due to the initial

>■

music, multiple big screen viewing of the racing action,

August 15 cut off date, a backlog of 'paper' entries is still

on-site betting, bar and food. However, ifyou require

being worked through.

food, a food and one drink package is available now for

C rusader II, the club's new com m ittee boat.

the Melbourne Cup day event at a cost of $17.50 (limit of

Some important issues or points of clarification are:

2000) Order via www.amg2003.com or pick up an order

♦ Volunteers to assist us with the regatta are still required _

form at the CYC.

please see the |uly newsletter and/or contact Martin or me

TL3 Boat Handling Course

for details (see front and back cover for contact

♦

T h e o ry sessions:

Practica l sessions:

Wednesday evenings; Sept 24, Oct I, 8, IS & 22

Saturday and Sunday; Sept 27-28 & Oct 11-12

T h e o ry exam:

Practical exam:

Friday evening, October 24

Saturday, October 25

Paper form entries must be submitted to the 9AMG

part of our regatta to have a welcome BBQ_on
Wednesday November 5 after the invitation race, a mid

Each person sailing (helmsperson and crew members)

series casual social function on the evening of Friday
November 7 and a presentation lunch from about l-3pm

and pay the $88 Masters Games registration fee and then

on November 9. At present these will be participant-

also enter the relevant sailing division and class (which is

funded but as entries progress and our discussion with

based on the helmsperson's age, regardless of the crew's

sponsors proceeds, there is a good chance that we will

age as long as she/he is over 35). Only the helmsperson

Course content includes:
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♦ Only the 'person in charge' of each boat must be a
member of the YA (AYF). We have a dispensation that

asked to pay any additional fee for the that event.

♦ boating knowledge

♦

basic maneuvers

♦ safety gear and fire safety

♦

navigation and 1ALA

♦ boat handling

♦

coll. regs and ropework

♦

waives the normal requirement for all others on board to

Once registered, by paying onjy the extra sport fee you

♦ weather and engines

♦

inline hock^, lawn bowls, netball etc, etc.) subject to that

emergencies, coastal waters and exam

preparation
♦ on-water practical boat handling sessions

♦

to be the helmsperson.
However, if someone wishing to enter a boat is not a
member of a sailing club and Yachting Australia (the

timing.

Australian Yachting Federation), the Canberra Yacht Club

'volunteers' ('Accredited Persons') are eligible to attend
Contact Matthew Owen,Director, Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School - 6273 4777

♦

sport still accepting entries and sorting out conflicts in

All participants', 'accompanying persons' and
all of the free functions and entertainment over the full

D

u

be members also. The 'person in charge' does not have

can enter as many sports as you wish (eg golf, pitch and
putt, athletics, bridge, croouet, dance, hill climb, darts,

u
rd

be able to subsidise one or more of these.

entering the boat will be asked to pay the sailing fee of
$45. Crews when entering the sailing event will not be

y

♦ In addition to the official Games functions, we plan as

must enter the Australian Masters Games as a participant

_o
o

There will also be free entertainment at the Canberra
Labour Club. Belconnen, each night.

Registrations office, NOT to the Canberra Yacht Club.

The Canberra Yacht Club will be conducting a TL3 boat handling course during September and October. Cost is $200 per
student which includes YA log book, reference book and certificate.

♦

information).
♦

U

9

will make temporaiy club membership available at the
regatta registration for $10 and the 2003/2004 YA (AYF)
annual membership available for the normal $32.
G ra h a m G iles - 0412 507 061
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The 2003 N EC
City of Canberra Championship
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Planning is well underway for the 2003 NEC City of Canberra

CU

LO
The regatta on Lake Burley Griffin incorporates heats three
and four of the Trailable Yacht Association of NSW and ACT
Travellers Series. That increases the winners' chances of
becoming overall Travellers Series champion.
Two sponsors are supporting the weekend - NEC Business
Solutions which is expanding its already substantial
integrated communication systems business in the ACT, and

U

Universal Trusses based in Hume. Championship organiser,
Westpac's Richard Webster, says the substantial sponsorship
means the championship is being widely advertised and
promoted and facilities on the weekend will be the best yet.
To be held on December 6-7, the championship will include
four races including a night race on the Saturday evening.

u

Separate trophies will be awarded for one-design
competitors if eight or more boats of the same design are

Oh, for the good old days
After the AGM held at the end of August, it might be

NEC

The 2003 N E C
City of Canberra Championship
for Trailable Yachts

• Includes one night race • Great club house on the
lake • Plenty to do for the team s non-sailors in the
national capital • Easy launching and parking facilities
• Full range of accommodation • Extensive social
program for sailors and non-sailors
Date: 6th and 7th December, 2003
Contact: Martin Van Der Hoek
Telephone: 02 6273 7177 Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Website: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

time, the average number of starters in the various classes

years ago.

was as follows:

In the 1970's, the club, that is, the licensed club and the

NS 14

17

Mirror

14

Flying 15

13

Seafly

9

Moth

9

505

8

a treasurer and seven elected members. There was also a

Sharpie

8

OK

8

seven person, elected, election committee to deal with

GD 1

7

GD 2

6

sailing, was managed by a general committee comprised of

for any other classes wishing to pull together eight boats.
To entice you to stay for the whole championship, including
the trophy presentation, skippers will go into the draw for

m
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6

applications for membership, and a sailing committee
(trailableyachts)

arranged by the Vice Commodore.
For the AGM of August 1973, there was healthy competition
for the various positions. Numbers nominating for office

The end of season results show success for Peter Russell in
the NS 14, |ohn White, Peter Fullagar and Peter Forster in
the Seafly, Neil Primrose in the Lightweight Sharpie and

were as follows:

Peter Harvey in the 505 classes.
Commodore

4

In 1974, the annual presentation dinner was attended by 230

Vice Commodore

3

members and in 1977, by 220.

Rear Commodore

5

1972/73 was the first year in which we employed a full time
secretaiy manager (Graeme Hellier).

Club Captain

2

Treasurer

2

General Committee

19 (!)

Election Committee

7

u

We introduced what became veiy successful monthly dine-in
nights, with the support of our then caterer, Mrs Tania
Prosenik.
There was an overall financial loss for theyear of $909
(compared with a surplus of $8251 the previous year).

One member stood for four different positions and was

Membership totalled 1168, which included 434 'members',
that is. adult males, 191 'associates' (women) and 153 juniors

elected to none.

- not a lot of people to sustain a licensed club operating

entered. At this stage it looks like trophies will be awarded
for the winning Elliott 7, Castle, and Gem, but there is room

As a further demonstration of the health of the club at the

interesting for current members to reflect on events of 30

four Flag Officers (three of the four had to be yacht owners),

Championship for trailable yachts.

I I

ACT STATE LEVEL TRAILABLE CHAMPIONSHIP
This is the ACT State Level Championships
for Trailable Yachts and forms part of the Travellers
Series and also hosted by the Canberra Yacht Club
on behalf of Trailable Yacht
Assoc of NSW and ACT. U niversal T russes

In the previous year, the Flag Officers and the treasurer had

seven days a week, 10 to 12 hours per day.

been elected unopposed but 12 members sought the seven
P e te r F o rs te r

positions on committee.

three vouchers for Quantum Sails valued at $500, $250 and
$100. The sooner you book, and the more races you enter,

ing Fifteens

the more ticket entries you get. The skipper with the best
dressed crew will win a five ticket bonus.
_Q

A $20 barbecue with wine will be held in the big tent on the

u

waterfront on Saturday before the night race and the band

zs
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|ohn Hosking was elected unopposed at a recent AGM of the

will play on for those not sailing.
To enter the championship contact Martin van der Hoek on
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admin@canberrayachtdub.com.au.
A n n a D ay

DEAKINHEALTHSPA

|ohn Hosking is currently the class champion and brings to

ACT Flying Fifteen fleet as the new incoming President.

the position of President, years of LBG sailing experience at

Mark Gillette was elected Secretaiy/Treasurer and Barnacle

a high level. |ohn is a noted light-medium weather sailor

Bill Causbrook resumes his role as Publicity Officer after a

having served his apprenticeship in Mirror dinghies. In

lengthy sabbatical. Philip Russell and Laurie Magee continue

recent years, |ohn has travelled extensively with the Flying

their roles as measurers for the ACT class. Past President

Fifteen fleet to interstate regattas and national

Graham Giles and Secretary/Treasurer Matt Gleeson received

championships. We all wish him well in his new role.

a vote of thanks for their efforts in promoting the class in the
past two seasons.

B a rn a c le Bill
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3,5,1,2,1,2.4,1,6,3 and 4. The Buchans were second and

The B A R E A L L report

former champions lay and Lisa Renehan were third. Fourth

of the 2003 Tasar World Championship

CU

analyzing the wind, current, wave conditions and course.

while other Aussies finished fifth and seventh.

We could also have focused better on these things

Interestingly, each of the top three Tasar crews are married
couples and were eligible for the Masters Trophy (combined
over 100) went to Australians Graham Hanna and Liz

E

Kemmis (33 overall), the Super Grand Masters (combined

cu
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ages over 120) to a pair of Canadians, and the junior trophy

Cl
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(for helmsman under 21) to USA student Lauren Buchan
(ninth overall). There were 19 married couples and eight
parent/child crews in the fleet.
My crew, Nick, is a RAAF Flight Lieutenant from Newcastle.
Our race results were II, 3, 16, 40, 27, 25, 12, 36, 18, 12, 10,
and 9. To win the 2003 Tasar World Championship
therefore, we needed a 17 place improvement. How could
we have done it?
Certainly not by boat speed - we were OK in that area.
Before competition began we tuned boat-on-boat with the
three top USA boats. Both then and during racing there was

u

no indication we were sailing slower than the best. (The
Tasar being one-design, I reckon all the boats in the top half
of the fleet had similar boatspeed.)

>-

Seconds away from the gun, a good start fo r the fleet in the Tasar W orld s.

This world championship report is a ‘full monty’. It bares my problems, reveals my needs.

have reached the start-line earlier and spent more time

were Australian champions Craig Mcphee and Kevin Kellow,

age over 80). The trophy for Grand Masters (combined age

_Q

I 3
♦ laziness - one place. We tried but in retrospect we could

between races, rather than relaxing and socializing with
fellow sailors.
Tactics
♦ the start - four places. I was insufficiently positive, too
often just a fraction slow off the line, frequently
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sandwiched between known 'performers'. Consequently

0)

we were soon in dirty wind, faced with suffering it and

00

slowing or tacking, ducking sterns and seeking clear
wind. We lost strategic choice.
♦ current flows - two places. On one start misjudging a
contraiy tidal current at the pin necessitated looping
round and a port tack start. More importantly,
misjudging the flow at the windward mark necessitated
extra tacks, hitting the thing (was it twice or three
times?) didn't help either.
♦ judgements - two places. We made some good
decisions, particularly on the long runs but some
approaches to the windward mark were shockers.

u

Arriving there for the first time in a race in anywhere
between 10th and 40th places one had to be on

No, other factors are responsible and, although they overlap,

starboard tack. There were no gaps and bearing away on

they can be grouped as psychological, preparation and

port invited infringement calls. Yet joining the starboard

tactics. So here's my fault-card':

queue for rounding required judgement. Tack on the

Psychology

m
O
O
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layline and someone could be guaranteed to either leebowyou or tack in your wind. So when?

u

♦ lacking positive thinking - five places. My psych was
wrong. The single-minded, self-confident 'killer instinct'
I finished 18th in the 62 boat fleet of the 2003 Ronstan Tasar

of the group live in Seattle and had been training three times

was lacking. Instead 'enjoying the game' was more

World Championship, at least eight places lower than hoped

a week for the past four months.

important. I was reasoning that the lack of regular sailing

for and three worse than thought possible. (In the five
previous world championships I placed better than 10th.)
Some serious analysis is reouired! But first some
background.
The 2003 championship was held at Victoria, on Vancouver
Island, Canada. An attractive city of 350 000, it has a
climate and appearance comparable with Hobart. The local
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waters, home of the orca killer whale, stay coldyear round,
at about 10° C. Thermal breezes and sea fogs result, and
Quick capsize recoveries are encouraged.

national 470 champion. Other nations represented by their
national champions were UK. Holland and lapan. It was clear
that racing would be of the highest standard!
A full program of 12 short-medium length races were
completed during the six days of competition. Conditions
were excellent, with winds vaiying between 5-24kts and
prevailing in the 8-l5kt range. Windward-return courses were
the norm but were occasionally varied by the inclusion of

of recent big-fleet racing, and the serious training of
others should lower our expectations. I therefore sailed
passively: too risk averse at the start, lacking assertion
when infringed against, and too ready to accept others'
judgments.
♦ Inappropriate focus - two places. Too often my
concentration was fixed 'in the boat', considering sail and
boat trim, wind strength and waves. Too little did 1'get
my head out of the boat' and observe the race.
Consequently we hit lay lines early, over-stood the

triangles. Tide induced currents of up to two knots down the

Australian Defence Force boats. Joining me in this team was

course caught out many of the competitors, particularly the

CYC member Bruce Eddes and fellow Canberra sailor, Mark

Australians who lacked practice in such conditions.

Prep aration

As racing progressed it became clear that while the

♦ boat preparation - one place. My 'relationship' with the

Barnes. The USA had 20 entries, including two-time
Olympic medallist and America's Cup competitor lonathan
McKee, who sailed with his wife, Libby, and current world
champions Carol and Carl Buchan. That group included two
more Olympic representatives, two All American Collegiate

c

Champions and a former N American Laser champion. Most

U

included a two-time Olympic 470 skipper and a three-time

with Nick, the condition of the boat, our limited amount

There were 20 Tasars from Australia, including four

-Q
(TJ

Canada, the host nation, had 16 entries in the fleet. They

windward mark and missed persistent windshifts.

Australian boats had at least equivalent boat speed to the

boat was lacking. It was a government-furnished, Navy

Americans, the latter had better consistency. So it was that

Tasar, basically equipped and reflecting its training

Americans filled the first three places overall. Jonathan and

purpose. New sails helped and we did polish her but the

Libby Mckee won with individual race results of

hull was scratched, the foils were imperfect, the lines not
'just so' and the fittings not optimized for personal
performance.

So there they are, my faults, or more positively, my
opportunities for improvement. But I shouldn't ignore the
things that did work well and which need reinforcement for
future performance. Many things Nick and I did worked well
and our 'having fun' heads that list. So we're now looking at
the 2004 Australian Tasar Championship (Mission Beach,
QLD, July 2004) and the next World event (Darwin, May
05)! We're aiming to improve.
Before signing-off, I should report that, before the Tasar
event, the ADF Sailing Association convincingly beat the
Canadian Forces Sailing Association in a challenge match.
Multiple match races were sailed using the RAN Tasars, 2.4
'minikeelers' Access 3.5 and Marten 16 dinghies. The racing
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was good, the camaraderie great and we Aussies now look
forward to hosting the 'Canuks' some time in the future.

Martin Linsley
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Trailable Yacht Group
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Things have been a bit quiet over the last few months. Its not much fun
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cruising in winter and your president has been everywhere but in
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Canberra. With the spring/summer season starting and the weather
warming up, some pleasurable events have been planned which I hope
The
first
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will be well attended.

is the Rally Around the Lake on Saturday October

to be there.

II (see separate notice on this). This annual event

Many members will have noticed the very

is always good fun and a chance to take a whole

handsome glass door cabinet in the Sailors Cabin.

group of family and friends out for a fun day's

Not long ago, the opportunity arose to purchase

gentle, non-stressful cruise. At the start each boat

this for the club and your committee unanimously

will be given a set of Questions and there will be

jumped at the chance. It has been donated to the

prizes for the best answers. To make this a success

CYC and we will arrange for a donation plaQue to

we need boats and people to turn up.

be mounted to that effect. It can be used to house

The first night race of the season will be on

some of the elegant trophies and also a growing

Saturday November 15 and again, we need a

libraiy of sailing books on cruising, racing etc. If

reasonable roll up to make these events

you have any good books on sailing that you have

worthwhile. This will be closely followed by the St

read, why not donate them to the libraiy. I'm sure

Georges Basin cruise on the weekend of November

others will enjoy them.

23-24. Martin van der Hoek will be organising that

Our last dinner back in May was held at the Royal

one. Finally thisyear there will be the TYG Myall

Canberra Golf Club and was really a great night

Lakes Christmas cruise between December 26 and

out. Our special thanks to Erik Adriannse, our

lanuaiy 10. Again contact Martin.

guest speaker. He told us all about his I5years

Our Annual General Meeting is scheduled for

experience on the Sydney- Hobart yacht

Thursday October 30 at 7 pm in the Sailors Cabin.

Brindabella owned by George Snow. His

Notices will be going out shortly together with the

descriptions of the time they got line honours and

various reports. Light refreshments, coffee and

the infamous 1998 Sydney-Hobart disaster were

drinks will be provided after. Please make an effort

especially interesting.

Rules seminar

y
Boats in a twilight race create an excellent backdrop for a crew making a promotional video about Canberra early thisyear.

The Annual
Round the Lake Rally
Saturday

O ctober 11

This is a must for all those who
enjoy a fun sail around the Lake and
good social interaction afterwards.
Bring a picnic lunch and wines for on board and
someone with a smart brain to answer the Questions.

12 noon briefing

Afternoon tea/drinks on the terrace outside the Sailors'
Cabin afterwards plus presentation of prizes.
Please register ASAP with Martin van der Hoek 6273

in Sailor's Cabin

7177

Canberra's own rules guru john Whitfield will be conducting a rules seminar over two evenings at the Canberra Yacht Club, on

or George Reeves 6248 6699, greeves@thecie.com.au.

O c to b e r 21 and 28, from 6 to 8 pm.
This is a fantastic way to brush up on your rules before the Masters Games, major sailing championships or local racing.
Cost is $20 for the two nights with nibbles provided.
Please call Matthew on 6273 4777 for booking or inquires.

I pm start
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Everyone welcome!
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C o m m o d o r e

Sun

P e t e r

Opening of season race, Pointscore 1, 2pm

H a r v e y

(h) 6248 6653 (m) 0439 486 651
peterharvey@ozemail.com.au
V i c e

Sun

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r
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T r e v o r

Hi pp

R e a r

o d o r e

Co

24

S a t - M o n

S a t

M e m b e r

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

II

Ni c k

Sun

12

Poinscore 3, 2pm
M on

C o m m o d o r e

O c t

13

Sailing News deadline

H i l d y a r d

P e t e r

O c t

o d o r e

Co

(w) 6275 4549
(h) 6258 571 I
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

(m) 0419 627 064
Sun

O c t

19

Pointscore 4, c'ship 1, 2pm

R a c i n g

F u l l a g a r
Tue

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
o d o r e

Co

G r a h a m
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Faul ks

R e a r

R e a r

4-6

TYG Around the lake rally

O

R e a r

O c t

ACT FF c'ships.TYA at Wangi

S e r v i c e s

C

<D

Sep

YL3 course begins

e y

+->

V

W e d

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.faulks@dha.gov.au

U

28

T r e a s u r e r

A n i t a

rd
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D a l t o n

+->
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21

Poinscore 2, 2pm

(w ) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

00

Sep

O p e r a t i o n

Gi l e s

S a i l i n g

C a n b e r r a
S c h o o l

M a t t h e w

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

C YC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Ross Peake,
lay-out design by Monique Wilding,
printing by Lasercolour.

O c t

25-26

ACT cat c'ships.TYA at Pittwater
Y a c h t

C l u b

Sun

O c t

26

Pointscore 5, 2pm
Tue

O c t

28

Rules seminar 6pm
Tue

O c t

TYG AGM 7pm
If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA C ITY A C T 2601

21

Rules seminar 6pm
S a t - S u n

(h) 62886990 (w ) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

O ct

30
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The style o f a champion - M atthew Francis in his C ontender
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The 2003/04 sailing season is

November 5-9 now stands in excess of 80 boats. The

well underway. The opening

Lasers, Spirals, trailables and the Access dinghies (disabled

point score race on September

sailors) are well represented. The Yacht Club in conjunction

21 proved a challenge for many

with the CSCC, have plans in hand to ensure that all the

who sailed, with gusty NW

needs of competitors can be met and that visitors enjoy their

bullets' creating exciting

<U
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sailing. Numerous trailables
were sighted rounding up after
massive knock-downs and

o

several Flying Fifteens were
swamped. The dinghies

fleets how it should be done!

local sailor Peter Thompson for
a veiy creditable 4th in the 2.4
Class Championship sailed in

U

entiy into the next Olympics.

CU
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is proving popular with the starting team. Many thanks to

o

Col Durran for cariying out the repainting and general
refurbishment. Big Red has been sold to a new owner in
Melbourne.
There are still a small number of active sailors who have not
paid their 2003/04 membership dues and in some cases boat

club and the administrative costs incurred in chasing people

The 9th Healthpact Australian Masters Games Sailing Regatta met our target of 80 entries a couple of weeks before our internal cut
off date of October 22 and we expect a few more by that date. The fleet will be made up of about 50 open dinghies/Flying Fifteens,
20 trailables, 10 Access 2.4 Dinghies and 10 off-the-beach catamarans. Work is now beginning to hot up to ensure that we do make
this a great success.

over unpaid accounts is wasteful of our funds and diverts our
office manager from other important tasks that members and

Our timeline for the event is:

the committee want carried out.

October 28:

Greece in September. This
result gives Peter automatic

successful ACT Titles over the

close racing. The title was won

W

T

,

Games registration centre opens for
business at the Games Village/HQ_at the

and funds further improvements in member services. We

Belconnen Labour Club. All participants
must register for the Games at this office
before they can participate in their sports.

members want.
The first Twilight race is scheduled for November 5 so come

November 2:

by |ohn Hoskings and crewman

upstairs.

Matt Gleeson

Peter Harvey
November 3-4:

on Lake Macquarie over the long

Working parties at CYC to finalise
preparations.

November 5:

throughout the fleet under

Regatta registration open at CYC race

>

Medal presentation lunch at CSCYC
from Ipm to 3pm.
November 10:

Who cares!!

y

Early registration For CYC members. Please note that
Games registration opens from October 28 and also our
request for CYC member participants to complete early
regatta registration at the CYC on November 2, llam to Ipm,
if possible. The idea is to reduce the load we will have on
November 5-6 and to allow an initial trial of the registration

Regatta briefing at CSCYC marquee Ipm.

process with highly tolerant and forgiving people (as we

Invitation race 3pm

black eye after being hit by the boom along with numerous

Welcome BBQ_dinner at CSCSC

bruises!

marquee.

A number of the club's Youth Academy sailors including )osh

November 6:

Paine and Martin Cox (Lasers), Guy Hodgman and Stephanie
tj

Race 7 from 10am.

CYC members are) rather than kicking off registration for

returning to Canberra with an impressive

_0

November 9:

office 9am to 5pm.

demanding conditions. Stories include
one crew going overboard and another

Resail as required from 10am.
Race 5 and 6 from 1.30pm.

(they can register later also).

participate in CYC club racing.

weekend. Competition was close

November 8:

Sailing Regatta registration for CYC

Visitors for the regatta invited to

The Elliot 7's travelled to Wangi

CSCYC (upstairs).

entrants at the Sailors' Cabin llam to Ipm

along, enjoy the company and stay afterwards for dinner

Race 3 and 4 from 1.30pm.
Carvery buffet and nautical trivia night at

and receive their accreditation pass

prosper and continue to provide the level of services

October long weekend. Good
winds prevailed and provided

November 7:

A reliable cash flow helps keep your club financially viable

also need to grow the membership base if the club is to
The Flying Fifteens conducted a

m
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Crusader II, our new committee boat, has been launched and

storage fees, which fell due in July. We are a relatively small
Congratulations go to disabled

9th Australian Masters Games

time in Canberra. Come along and enjoy the spectacle.

revelled in the conditions with
the Lasers showing the other

Get your Masters Games entry in

3

Bacon (470's) and Charlie Bellwood and Nigel Harvey

everyone on November 5 'cold'.
To all those who have assisted, are assisting and will assist
with the regatta, a great big thanks for your efforts. I hope

Regatta registration open at CYC race

and believe that the CYC will present an event that we can

office 9am to Noon.

be proud of.

Race I and 2 from 1.30pm.

To the participants, good sailing and good luck.

u

(Spirals) attended the NSW Youth Titles conducted by the
_c
^
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race, count all, series. |osh Paine won the Lasers, Martin
Cox was 10th and Nigel Harvey 10th in their respective

big fleets and were excellent ambassadors for our club.
The entry numbers for the Masters Games to be held from

u
rti

October 11-12. Two races were blown out leaving a three

divisions. Eveiyone gained valuable experience competing in
(U

Graham Giles

Belmont Yacht Club, Lake Macquarie over the weekend of

QUEENSLAND
YACHT C H ART E R S

Visit your club website

rti

for information on all coming events
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www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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W h e n did you first s ta rt taking sailing seriously?
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Around
the Bouys

W h a t annoys you m ost when sailing?

For two seasons in the mid-50's I crewed for a bloke who, if

People who think size and speed are more important than

he was one lap ahead of the fleet (which we

the basic rules of racing. Oh, and Peter Fullagar beating me

sometimes were!) strove to be two laps ahead. The

home!

crew had to take sailing seriously! This was in a

W h a t gives you the greatest satisfaction or

locally-designed 16 foot dinghy called the Ferguson

w h at do you enjoy m ost about yo u r sailing?

class.

I crewed in a range of other boats in Hobart
including Gwen I2's, 12 SQuare metre Sharpie and a

weekly visits to the gym (Southern Cross, of course) to

own boats in Canberra, I have won national, ACT and club

A n y regrets?

championships in the Seafly class and club championships in
the Mirror dinghies andFlying 15s. I was CYC Yachtsman of

No

the Year for 1971/72. Over the years we have traveled to and

W h e n away from the w ater, w h at do you enjoy
doing most?
A range of activities including social tennis, lawn

Seafly class, my best placing was 5th in the Flying

bowls, playing Bridge, traveling, spending time with

15 nationals in Canberra in 1996.

Peter Forster and som e photos from his early sailing days

Background

u

the Iron Pot, into Norfolk Bay; seeing the finish of

Others, including my wife, might say I enjoy being a

the Sydney Hobart race as ayoungster (my first

masochist for such involvement!

photos, taken with a box Brownie, are from the fifth

F avou rite book/movie?

dinghy. Racing a former Canberra-based Seafly in Wewak on

were married!). We have three offspring and four

the north coast of Papua in 1971 was also great.

grandchildren. Andrew will be well known as "the head
gardener" of Floriade for the past five years or so and as a
Mirror Dinghy skipper and Sharpie crew (with Chris Ablett).

| W h o would you like to sail w ith o th e r than your

Hackett - some readers will remember Ioanna and Lindsay
and their boat building business in Queanbeyan), and
Climbing Liouid Mountains (David Adams). My taste in

curren t crew?

movies is of the lightweight, entertainment style,

I enjoy having any of my family as crew but I regret

especially of the musical style. High Society, The

now sails his own Sharpie at Balmoral. Kim did some

was never able to crew with me on Lake Burley
Griffin (we sailed together a bit in Hobart).

to 1973, including three years as Vice Commodore and three

provision that I had a hand in initiating during Malcolm

years as Commodore. I was again Commodore from August
1995 until November 1997 and had carriage of the
negotiations for the CSCC to become involved with the CYC.

good dramas and comedies (The Man Who Sued God
fits into the latter category).

Funniest thing seen sailing?
W h o & w hy would you m ost like to invite to
There must have been many but none in particular

dinner?

come to mind. I suppose the most bemusing
experience when one thinks back is our trip to

This is a hard call but people like Bert Newton and Ted

Broken Hill for the weekend in about 1970 with a couple of

Egan would appeal to me, for their entertainment value.

the sailing scene in Canberra. Initially, I became involved

I suppose I am best known now for my role as honoraiy club

Seaflys to encourage the locals to become involved - a

Thank you Peter, our dub historian with a rich history o f his

with the YMCA Sailing Club, helping with the task of

historian and for the work we are doing towards a 50 year

round trip of some 1200 miles and then 70 miles from the

own.

building the clubhouse that we now see. At the same time, I

histoiy. Incidentally, over the years, I was also president of

motel to Lake Menindee for the day's sailing. My wife would
add that the broken axle on the trailer on the way back, and

looked at the range of options for competitive racing and

the southern zone committee of the YA of NSW (the

decided to buy a Seafly dinghy. I bought Mrs Pankhurst from

forerunner of the YA of the ACT) and of the Seafly dinghy,

other broken axles and trailer problems in our inexperienced

joint owners, loan Kimber and |oy Warren. My first season as

Mirror dinghy and Flying 15 class associations.

years, were not funny.

a boat owner and on LBG was the winter of 1965, the first

E arliest Sailing Experience?

winter series conducted in Canberra, just by the Seafly fleet
at that time. I joined the CYC in that year. I have

Probably in an old Navy gig, at the age of about II, in the
Sea Scouts.

y

and most of his other books, The Reluctant Mariner (Ioanna

crewing but has not continued her involvement.

early from the public service in 1994, taking advantage of a

>

recent years include The Power of One (Biyce Courtenay)

Wizard of Oz, Chicago, Sound of Music and Priscilla

I was on the committee of the CYC for eight years from 1968

u

I can't isolate out favourites but some of the best reads in

come readily to mind but I have also enjoyed some

in the then Public Service Board. I eventually chose to retire

Fraser's time as PM.

race in 1949); sailing around Bruny Island on Mistral

that my brother, who passed away earlier thisyear,

Michael, who now lives in Sydney, was also into Mirrors and

With a prior history of sailing in Hobart, I Quickly sussed out

cd

organizations like clubs in which I have an interest.

Curtin that we moved into in October of that year (after we

I arrived in Canberra in January 1965 to accept a promotion

CL)

that sailed two Naval Whalers from Hobart, around

Ailsa and I married in 1966 and we still live in the home in

Administration.
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contributing to, and hopefully making a difference in,

II, a 65 foot schooner, and competitor in the first Hobart

Bachelor of Economics and a Diploma of Public

rd

would be being part of a group of Senior Scouts

race; and introducing my family to sailing via the Mirror

Tasmania. Over a period of six or seven years I gained a

U
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theyears, I guess I also have to say that I enjoy

15 (the duck egg blue one).

immediately began studying part-time at the University of

u

I guess there have been many but among them

say the marine influence was in the blood. Certainly, sailing

Commonwealth Public Service (before I was 17) and

-Q
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permits! Given my involvement in 'organisations' over

subseouently sailed Mirror dinghies, a 505 and now a Flying

since become funeral parlours!), I started work in the

the family etc - even doing some reading when time

M ost m em orab le sailing experience?

Having been born and bred in Hobart I suppose one could

matriculating at the Hobart High School (the premises have

o

give me a reasonable chance of doing so.

not) in all states except WA and the NT. Apart from the

back to at least 1859! But I go back only till 1938. After

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be

then Governor of Tasmania, Lord Rowallen. Since owning my

) competed in many national championships (moreyears than

on the Derwent has a long and distinguished histoiy, dating

*-)
u

A Flying 15! But I expect I will have to keep up my twice

involvement in the Sea Scouts, I skippered a
Derwent Class yacht, a 24 foot local design, owned by the

y

o

Winning used to be important; now a win is a bonus.

sailing in 10 years tim e?

30 foot keelboat. For a season or two, through my

Peter Forster

(U
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The cut and thrust of the race certainly turns me on.

Boats sailed/owned?

- getting to know a
fellow member
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M a rtin van d e r H o ek.
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Crusader

Bob Vanderlaan, G e rry H ew son and an unidentified helper preparing C rusader fo r a race start. C rusader has seen service as the
club's rescue boat from 19 6 1 to 1983.

Members may be wondering why our new committee boat has been
given the name Crusader I I .
The research we have been doing to put together information
for our 50th anniversary 'publication' allows us to tell a
fascinating story about the original Crusader after which this
more modern version is named.

meantime, the boat being rescued was nearing Bungendore.

were going to the trouble of hauling up the anchor etc and

motor is slightly more powerful than Crusader's four horses,

motoring downwind to help with the rescue work because

being a 150 hp V6 Evenrude.

Crusader's 4 h.p motor would have had no hope of pushing

Incidentally, a second 'patrol' boat was acquired as late as

her back up wind to lay a finish line!

the 1970-71 season - an aluminium De Haviland Hercules

Keith's father in law, and therefore, Mattie's grandfather, |ohn

which we named Saracen. The annual report for 1971-72

Watch, also became involved with theyacht club and

records that the club's rescue facilities would continue to be

Crusader. He tells the stoiy that his daughter was given a

supplemented by the regular rostering of a number of

Gwen 12 by a brash young man, Keith Owen, for her 17th

volunteers using their privately owned launches, seven in

birthday, lohn was veiy interested in every activity of the club

number. A Rescue Boat Division was formed in that year. A

but chose to stand back somewhat rather than intrude on

second De Haviland Hercules was acQuired in October 1973

Keith and Patties newfound interest. He remained a spectator

courtesy of the life members of the club at a cost of $1900

for a while but soon started helping to pull boats ashore etc

and named EL EM.

and as a result, became involved with Crusader, lohn's last

There is no information in the records about the ultimate fate

memoiy of Lake George sailing was the regatta of the great

of Crusader. By the end of the 1982-83 season, she had

storm when he ended up at about 9 pm chasing over much of

become a real problem as the boat was in such poor repair

the lake looking for boats that had been abandoned in the

that her use was extremely limited. We were living in

storm.

Adelaide at the time but I recall discussion about her

He continued his involvement with Crusader when sailing

mysterious disappearance and about of the possibility of a

moved to LBG in 1964. In fact, this writer remembers |ohn as

Viking funeral. There is reference in |ujy 1983 to Crusader

the Crusader guru. She was rarely easy to start, mainly

being able to be retired with dignity because another rescue

because the engine was more often that not covered in water

boat had been acQuired, this one funded by a capital grant

through a tendency of the hull to leak badly but (ohn's

from ACT Sport and Recreation (named Lionheart 11).Perhaps

perseverance and skill always managed to get her started

some of the members who were active at the time can tell us

when others had failed. And I recall working with lohn and

the stoiy of Crusader's final fate. We do still have her brass

others during the off season to recaulk the very leaky seams

steering wheel (on display in the club's trophy cabinet).

around the waterline.

I can't stop myself in finishing this article to again ask

Crusader was given a new lease of life in late 1971 when the

members to come forward with any information or memories

club gave her a new engine. We bought a 4 hp two stroke

from the past histoiy of the CYC which will help us in putting

Honda at a cost of $193 (by comparison, a Mirror Dinghy,

the story together. We also need people to help us with the

bought at the same time for training purposes, cost $300).

research and writing - Anna Day, Don McMichael and yours

Interesting to compare the basic details with our new

truly are not in a position to do it all ourselves!

committee boat. She is a 23 foot Savage Blue Finn of

P e te r F o rs te r
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Keith continues that one such rescue was of Greg Robinson
on a blustery afternoon. The 505 nearly sank offshore.
Charlie Nichol and Keith did the Crusader routine, as

foundation Commodore, Terry O'Neil, recorded that 'the

described, and went to the rescue. They got the boys on to

Club Patrol and Rescue Launch was a noticeable acquisition'

Crusader, then, in attempting to attach a tow rope to the

in that year, that it had already carried out a number of

505, managed to tangle the rope around the prop. They did

rescue operations and that its appearance on sailing days

not have a knife on board so Keith duck-dived under the

was a great morale booster.

boat to free the rope by hand. They then managed to return

recollections of the original Crusader. She was a 25 foot

fibreglass construction, purchased from Port Stephens. Her

who decided to take his two boys for a sail in his new 505

In his annual report for theyear ended July 1962, the

Keith Owen, Matthew's father, has given us some of his early

and Peter made the decision that there was no way that they

Greg and crew and the waterlogged 505 to the safety of
shore.

carvel built, timber hulled, ex-fishing boat from Bateman's

On race days, Crusader was used to lay the buoys. It was

Bay with a small (probably 4 hp) Chapman Pup motor. She

often joked that she actually had to tack up to the windward

lived on a mooring on Lake George, so was open to the

mark in order to lay the buoys. Peter Fullagar also recalls

elements. When a rescue was needed, the crew had to swim

being on Crusader for the Flying 15 Nationals in lanuaiy

U

u
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out to Crusader (no dinghy was available), bail out the

1974 (the records show that Peter was involved as a race

cd

inevitable water and then deal with the spark plugs. In order

official on LBG even before that!). Crusader was anchored at

l_
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to start the petrol engine, it was necessary to throw your

the top end of the course when a 50 knot line SQuall came

weight behind the big fly wheel in an anticlockwise direction.

through the fleet with the inevitable conseouences. The

The compression would 'bounce' the fly wheel the opposite

OOD (not sure whether it was Rod Dalgleish or Merv Aston)

way and, with a bit of luck, the engine would start. In the
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ampionships
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lead changing four times around the course in a reasonable

regatta on October 4-5. Some of the locals must still be in

breeze. Final Fling got the hooter by a whisker from Relience

winter hibernation or maybe it’s just a bit early in the season

Ffeighteen followed by another visitor Grin and Bare It sailed

to get a good fleet together.

by Craig and lan Rainey.

However it was a veiy well run series, the interstate visitors

Overal winner was current CYC Club Champion Final Fling

went away happy with the sailing and social activities and the

sailed by |ohn Hosking and Matt Gleeson, second was

locals took home most of the prizes!

Rustler sailed by Peter and Philip Russell and third was

■M
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Super Snabb, Colin Brown and Nigel Grimes. Handicap
winner was the ever consistent Relience Ffeighteen team of

by the PRO Trevor Hippisley and his able support team as

Peter Forster and Peter Strauch.

conditions were extremely light with the last race concluding

>■
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Four interstate visitors made up the fleet of II boats for this

To finish three races on the Saturday was a great achievement
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in rain and fading light .The final two races on the Sunday

The Saturday night social at the Sailors Cabin was good fun

finished in brighter conditions with increasing wind in the

for the 30 or so who made it through the welcome rain !

fifth race .

y

The new starter boat Crusader 2 looked a treat and early

Highlights of the regatta included a win in heat one for

reports indicate that it is going to be a great addition to the

Trevor and son David Williams sailing Good Thing from the

club's on water race management.

Gippsland Lakes in Victoria This is their first year in Fifteens.

Jo hn H osking

They were in a great position to take advantage of a wind

Sailing School News

shift right near the finish which saw the three leading boats
headed and nearly becalmed. So much for racing on LBG in

Se p te m b e r school holiday program

fickle conditions!
The CYC Sailing School had 29 students booked into the
The fifth race was the most exciting of the series with the

first week of the holidays and 35 students in the second
week, a large jump from last year. The weather on the first
week was terible with only one full day on the water. The
second week of the course provided fantastic conditions to
sail except for the last day.
Big Red

D oma H otels C anberra

The large Zodiac RIB Big Red has been sold to a gentleman
in Melbourne. This allowed the purchace of Crusader II, the
club's new start boat from year one of the capital expense
program from the Canberra Southern Cross Club. We thank

_Q

them for their continuing support.
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Introduction to racing sem inar
Around 45 members took part in a seminar conducted by
Martin and myself. The course was to encourage new and old

E

members who have been reluctant to race due to a lack of

HERITAGE

understanding of the principles of racing. Thanks to the
Faulks family for running the bar during the night.
Please remember that on October 21 and 28 we have the

The new start boat has been used in anger for the first time
during the ACT Flying Fifteen championships. All on board
enjoyed the cover and space of the craft as the Fifteens and
Tooheys Red sat in the rain for the afternoon. We are fixing
all the small problems we envisaged we would have and
thanks to Gerard, Arthur, Trevor, Peter Fullagar and Marty for
their help.
C a n b e rra Boys G ra m m a r School Sailing
The Sailing School has reached an agreement to conduct the
mid-week sail training courses for Boys Grammar at the CYC.
There will be around 27 students involved in four afternoons
of training. This is a significant step to our have the school
facilities utilised seven days a week.
Youth Sailing A ca d e m y
On Sunday September 21 the YSA registration took place
with 29young sailors enrolling to participate in the

u

academy's activities. This is close to the maximum number of
students we wish to have on the program to maintain a high
level of coaching to theyoung sailors.Ifyou are interested in
helping the new champions of sailing on Sunday mornings
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please give me a call.
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rules nights with Big lohn Whitfield at the CYC.
C ru sad er II
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Changing seasons
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It's not every day you see the club
grounds covered in hail.These photos
by Martin van der Hoek and Matthew
Owen show a different and varied side
of the club.
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_ady Bay skippered by
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George Reeves

Round the Lake Rally
The annual round the lake rally was held on October II in
somewhat blusteiy but otherwise fine and sunny conditions.
Each participating crew was given a list of Questions some of
which could only be answered if crews actually sailed to

y

The 2003 N E C City of
Canberra Championship
for Trailable Yachts

particular spots around the lake. The course chosen was
down to Scrivener Dam and back to East Basin with several
other points of interest along the way. Crews gathered at the
sailors cabin afterwards for a few drinks and nibbles and
prize giving.
-O
D

u

There was some drama too. One fellow was found swimming
in the middle of the lake - believe it or not he was after his

u

with really good sailing and good laughs afterwards. The

rd

only drawback was that only four boats took part, somewhat

rd
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When we picked him up he was Quite blue with cold.

For those who took part in the rally, it was a fantastic day

>-

Xl

football which kept on being blown further and further away.

disappointing considering the effort that goes into
organising these events.

ACT STATE LEVEL TRAILABLE CHAMPIONSHIP

Uiis cbarpicriship incorporates ta ts 3 4 4 c f the TraveDas
Series hosted by the C&rterra Yac±t CLifc cn fcdalf cf
TYA of NSW and ACT.
Date: 6th and 7th Decem ber,2003
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just a reminder that the TYG AGM will be held on
Thursday, October 30 in the Sailors Cabin starting at
7.30pm

Contact: Mar tin van der Hoek
Telephone: 02 6273 7177 Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: adrain0canberrayaciitcltb.aan.au
Website: www.carterrayactotclvfc.can.au

n3

George Reeves

U

Fan: races irr±rfirg a nicjt: race cn the picturesque and
challenging Lake Burfey Qriffn

U niversal T russes
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l a - z, d
ACT Cat c’ships,TYA Pittwater

o d o r e

C o

P e t e r

H a r v e y

(h) 6248 6653 (m) 0439 486 651
petenharvey@ozemail.com.au
V i c e

Sun
O c t
26
Pointscore 5, 2pm

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

D a l t o n

Tue
O c t
28
Rules Seminar 6pm

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

T h u
O c t
TYG AGM 7pm

T r e a s u r e r

T r e v o r

Hi ppi

e y
Sun
N o v
2
Seafly trophies regatta

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
R e a r

C o m m o d o r e

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

A n i t a

Faul ks

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.fauIks@d ha.gov.au
R e a r

W e d
N o v
Twilight 1, 6pm

5

W e d - S u n
Masters Games

Nov

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549
(h) 6258 57II
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

(m) 0419 627 064

Mon
N o v
10
Sailing News deadline

R e a r

R a c i n g

W e d
N o v
Twilight 2, 6pm

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagar.org
R e a r

o d o r e

Co

G r a h a m

O p e r a t i o n

Gi l e s

S a i l i n g

C a n b e r r a
S c h o o l

M a t t h e w

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

S a t
N o v
Night race

12

15

Sun
N o v
16
Pointscore 7, c'ship 2, 2pm

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
D i r e c t o r

National Try Sailing Day
Y a c h t

C l u b
W e d
N o v
Twilight 3, 6pm

19

2 2-23
S a t - S u n
N o v
ACT dinghy c'ship, St Georges Basin cruise
2 3
Su n
No
Pointscore 8, 2pm

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA C ITY ACT 2601
C YC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Ross Peake,
lay-out design by Monique Wilding,
printing by Lasercolour.
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Sun
N o v
9
Pointscore 6, 2pm

C o m m o d o r e

Ni c k

30
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Graham Giles, the chief organiser of the A M G Sailing Regatta and his crew Hugh Taylor
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♦ full results from the Masters Games Regatta
♦ a report on the Elliott 7 NSW Championships
♦ a report on the NSW Youth Championships
♦ and an announcement from the Commodore
*
The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the
C an b erra Sou thern Cross C lub .

Cross Club

As I put pen to paper, the 9th
Australian Masters Games

o
o

sailing has just concluded and I
am reflecting on where I could

rs

have made up two points to win
a gold!

<u
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Some 100 boats and 165

E

competitors enjoyed good

<D
>
O

competition over five days.
New friends were made and
old friendships renewed. I
couldn't help thinking how
some of my former competitors

3

expected, particularly from the Elliott 7 fleet.

m
O
O

Richard Webster has done much of the coordination work to
date, however I am sure he would appreciate hearing from
volunteers from amongst our dinghy fleet sailors to assist

CM

over the weekend in various capacities. Please help share

!_

the load.

01
-O

Members should be aware that Matthew Owen's title has

E

changed from Director, Sailing School to Club Manager.

o>
>

This reflects the additional club management responsibilities

o

he has assumed over the last 12 months particularly in the

Z

finance, staffing and co-ordination areas. He remains
responsible for the day to day operations of the Sailing
School under the direction of the Sailing School Board.

of more than 30 years ago had
aged! All sailors had nothing

Finally, I wish to advise that Kerrie and I have decided to do

but admiration for the sprightly

a 'sea change' and re-locate to Metung on the Victorian

Phil Briggs who, at 88years of

Gippsland Lakes around mid-December, where we have a

age, was still competent and

house. We intend to renovate the house and enjoy cruising

active in his Sabre dinghy. I

aboard Solitaire on a lake which stretches for more than 50

think his example exemplified

kilometres and is bordered by national parks, the nearby 90

all that is wonderful about our

mile beach and many beautiful anchorages. We are planning

sport of sailing.

to be away for at least ayear. Consequently, I will be

u

standing down as Commodore. Vice Commodore, Peter
I was also veiy proud to see
how our club spirit rose to the
occasion and sincerely thank all
our members and volunteers

Dalton will be taking over the club reins. Peter has

Hard day at the office! This houseboat was home to the crews of Casper and Quickstix during the Elliott N S W Championships, see

extensive experience in the management of the club at all
levels and I am confident that he will lead the club to new

report next page

heights.

who contributed, in any way, to
the success of the event. Our

I wish to thank my friends and colleagues on the CYC

club was showcased in a positive

committee and the Sailing School Board for their support

light as was our city, Canberra.

over a number ofyears. I have found holding the positions

Wangi Wangi T Y A regatta
- from a spectator’s point of view

of Vice Commodore and Chair of the Sailing School, and
.

Special mention must be made of
the work done by Graham Giles
over the last 18 months or so as

subsequently Commodore, personally rewarding. I urge
other members to become involved and share the satisfaction
of contributing to a sport that gives us all much pleasure.

the CYC Committee Chairman for
the Masters Games Sailing Regatta.
Graham's enthusiasm for the event rubbed

I wish the club and members all the best for the future.

The starts, buoy roundings, spinnaker sets and the final hooter were all part of a great afternoons' entertainment better than any TV

lohn Kennedy took on the onerous role of Principal Race

U

show.

DOMA

only one being abandoned because of an adverse weather
warning.
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After racing it was back to the club for dinner and much excitement for me catching up with all the Canberra people.

-O
Z5

On Sunday the Elliotts continued with their back to back racing while the rest of the fleet had a passage race covering the lake from

U

Belmont to Pulbah Island, taking about four hours. I saw quite a bit of the race as they traversed the lake.

The organisation was an excellent club effort that illustrated

Peter Taylor with his experienced crew won the series and Frank Downing with his rapidly improving crew came fourth, the prize a

the depth of club spirit that exists. Well done eveiybody.

bottle of red. This of course necessitated a celebratoiy barbeque at the Wylde-Brownes for all the Adams 21 sailors
C a ro l W y ld e - B ro w n e

includes a night race. Many interstate competitors are

rd

rd

its attention to the hosting of the NEC City of Canberra
the premier sailing event for trailables in the ACT and

_c
u
>-

Not resting on our laurels, the committee is now switching
Championship scheduled for December 6-7. This event is

<
L>
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Great interest for me as Ross was sailing on the Adams 21 "Two Steps" with skipper Frank Downing. They had picked up Steve the

To add to the interest there were three Elliotts from Canberra and CYC ex-executive member Dave Smith, now from Adelaide.

event leaving no issue to chance.

is to be commended for managing to conclude six races with

strong pair of binoculars I set myself up for the afternoon to watch some yacht racing.

Peter Taylor was out there on his Adams2l "Pathfinder" with his regular crew of Doddsie and Trevor, a well-tuned, experienced crew.

skilfully worked through all organisational aspects of the

Officer (with help from his daughter Sara) for the event and

The first race started at Noon on Saturday and much to my delight I could see the whole course from my balcony. Armed with a

barber from Wangi for the foredeck, being well qualified as he had done the Coxswain course with Frank.

P e te r H a rv e y

off on everybody as he methodically and

-O
u

The TYA regatta was held over the long weekend in October in delightful Wangi Wangi.
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HERITAGE
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Visit your club website

jO

for information on all coming events

QUEENSLAND

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

YACHT CHA RTERS
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2nd and GnT was third. Then followed Quickstix, Casper and
Under Pressure putting in a really good race, which we know
they're capable of.

o
o
rs

After lunch, the fleet sailed out to the start line in a much
fresher breeze - 18-20 knots NE. Many crews opted for the
smaller jib. On Pretty Woman, we knew we were a light crew
(290Kg) so were happy to use our #1 jib (approx 15% smaller
than the #1) while I noticed our main competitor Quickstix
sailing with a full weight crew (approx 340Kg) and their #2
jib (approx. 30% smaller than the #1).
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Race 6 began with Ice Bucket again making a clean break
from a perfect boat end start and leading for an all-the-way
win, again followed home by Pretty Woman. In terms of the
overall score, Pretty Woman was thankful to see GnT hold
out a fast-finishing Quickstix, thereby putting one more
point between them and Quickstix overall.

Z

Going into the final race. Pretty Woman held a three point
lead over Quickstix so if Quickstix won. Pretty Woman
needed to finish no worse than 4th. Ice Bucket held a five
point break to Casper for 3rd placing overall.
At the start of the final race (a triangle race), the main
contenders were too interested in each other to notice Pigs
Can Fly pulling off a copybook port tack start from the
leeward end of the line to cross the fleet and lead at the top
mark. Also in the leading pack were Doggone, Quickstix and
Casper with Ice Bucket and Pretty Woman not far behind. No
one tried to carry a kite down the first reach and instead
enjoyed a fast two-sail reach with a few gusts coming in just
over 20 knots. Quickstix executed the best kite launch of the
top boats just prior to the gybe mark and took the lead,
which they maintained easily to the finish.

y
■ H H Casper in full flight

>■ Elliott 7 - N SW State Championship
U
The championship was hosted again by the Wangi RSL
Amateur Sailing Club over the long weekend of Oct 4-5.
The series was held in perfect sailing conditions on Lake
Macouarie. Winds ranged from light and fluky to 20 knots.
A fleet of 12 Elliott 7's competed, drawn from NSW, ACT,
Victoria and South Australia.

Races I to 3 were sailed back-to-back on Saturday afternoon.
Races I and 2 were windward-leeward affairs with a
downwind finish, while race 3 was a triangle-windwardleeward-windward finish.
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The first race was started in a fluky 5 knot SE which veered
to SW up the first work then partially back to SE thereafter.
It was obvious to all that the Canberra guys were best in the
light and shifty breezes. Casper started with most of the fleet
working the small shifts up the middle of the course but were
the first to commit to the right side as the breeze veered that
way and ended up blowing away the rest of the fleet. Ice
Bucket and Quickstix had a good tussle and finished 2nd and
3rd respectively. Huntress and Pigs Can Fly had been with
the leading bunch most of the race but couldn't hold off a
fast finishing Pretty Woman on the last run to finish 5th and
7th. GnT soyeezed in front of Huntress for a 6th.
The breeze steadied and strengthened to 10 knots SE for
race 2. Pretty Woman, Quickstix and Doggone started well at
the leeward end of the line and hooked into the first shift
enabling them to cross the fleet and arrive I, 2, 3 at the top
mark. Places didn't change much from there although Ice
Bucket caught up and finished hot on Doggone's heals in 4th
place.

Race 3 (triangle race) was sailed in a strengthening 15 knot
SE. Huntress obviously liked the triangle courses and out of
the leading bunch was the first to notice that the first reach
was too shy to cariy the kite. Consequently she got past Ice
Bucket who was struggling with a flapping kite.
Unfortunately Huntress lost a couple of places on the gybe
mark but gained them back on the next beat. Quickstix's
crew work looked really good as they made their way up
through the fleet to win. Pretty Woman also took advantage
as others made crew handling errors in the stronger breeze
and finished 2nd. Huntress held off Ice Bucket right on the
finish line to finish 3rd.

After the Saturday racing, points were close with Quickstix
one point ahead of Pretty Woman, then Ice Bucket and
Casper.
Crews and their families enjoyed the spit roast at the Wangi
RSL, dressed to various degrees as pirates.
On the Sunday morning race 4 was sailed in a nice, steady
10 knot NE. Pretty Woman led all the way from another
leeward end start. There was a massive congregation at the
leeward mark when most of the fleet arrived at the same
time, some on port, some on starboard, some with
spinnakers up and only some with buoy-room rights.
Finishing strongly behind Pretty Woman was Quickstix who
overtook Casper literally on the finish line with the final
gust. GNT finished 4th and Pigs Can Fly 5th.
Ice Bucket blew the fleet off in race 5 from an excellent
boat-end start after luffing and almost pushing Pretty
Woman over the start line early. Pretty Woman held in for

At this stage of the race, Pretty Woman was in 5th place
trailing Doggone, Casper and Ice Bucket. This group raced

the rest of the race side-by-side, splitting tacks regularly and
sailing a really enjoyable, tight, nip-and-tuck race. Pretty
Woman, in third place at the last leeward mark, put a loose
cover on Casper and Ice Bucket as they fought a frantic
tacking duel. Pretty Woman was protecting its 3rd placing
which was enough to secure an overall win. Doggone placed
a loose cover on Pretty Woman but were finally pipped by
Pretty Woman on the last tack right on the finish line.
Casper beat Ice Bucket but couldn't overtake her for 3rd
place overall. Pigs Can Fly sailed really well in difficult
gusting conditions to cross 6th.
So the final placings were Pretty Woman two points in front
of Quickstix, then Ice Bucket four points in front of Casper,
followed by Doggone, Huntress and the new boy Ian
Richardson in Pigs Can Fly.
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It was good to see new faces at the front of the fleet
(Quickstix and Casper) and to see so many new owners
competing for the first time (Ian Richardson, Ben Dagger,
Peter Schooley and Tristram Carfrae). It was very pleasing to
see Quickstix come out of retirement and compete so well.
Their excellent crew work and consistently good tactics were
impressive.
Our thanks again must go to Phil Mayo and his organising
committee at Wangi Amateur Sailing Club who for the
secondyear in a row, put on a GREAT regatta with excellent
winds, race courses and hospitality.
The award for the most spectacular accommodation
arrangements goes to three Canberra crews (Huntress,
Quickstix and Casper) who arranged for houseboats to be
moored right in front of the club. They really had it figured
out with their E7's tied up to the houseboats and various
paddleboards, kayaks and windsurfers.
Jo h n D ransfield, P r e tty W o m a n , E45

>u

Results of 2003 Elliott 7 N SW State Titles
Boat
^^retty Woman

#

Skipper

Crew

From

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total

45

John Dransfield

Hugh, Steve B,

Pittwater

4

1

2

1

2

2

2

14

Steve H (Sat), Jenny (Sun)
2. Quickstix

57

Matt Owen

Don, Daniel, Oliver

Canberra

3

2

1

2

4

3

1

16

3. Ice Bucket

64

Steve Brajkovich

Warwick, Martin, Tim

Pittwater

2

5

4

7

1

1

5

25

4. Casper

62

Nick Faulks

Howard, Anita, Rob, Hamish

Canberra

1

6

6

3

5

4

4

29

5. Doggone

55

Lindsay Irwin

Gary, Andy, Paul

Melbourne

9

3

5

6

7

5

3

38

6. Huntress

54

Neil Primrose

Rohan, Sue, Oriella

Canberra

7

7

3

8

9

6

7

47

7. Pigs Can Fly

35

Ian Richardson

Ben, Paul, Scott

Port Kemblj

5

8

8

5

8

7

6

47

8. GnT

58

Greig Ebeling

John, Gordon, Lee

Pittwater

6

4

7

4

3

DNF DNS

50

9. Under Pressure

44

David Smith

Nic, Adrian, James

Adelaide

10

9

9

10 6

9

8

61

10. Need For Speed

F727 Tristram Carfrae

Phillip, Adam, Oliver, David

Pittwater

8

II

10

9

10

8

DNS

69

II. Joy Toy

39

Ben Dagger

Rick, Leroy. Boyd, Chris

Canberra

12

10

II

II

II

10

9

74

12. Fiasco

49

Peter Schooley

Richard, Stephen

Pittwater

II

12

12

12

12

DNF DNS

85
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Series results:

Gam es triumph for C Y C

9th Australian Masters Games CanberraYacht Club 2003
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Gary Humphries speaks at the medal presentation
9th Australian M asters Gam es

The regatta attracted 102

get a replacement shackle, first aid station, and even a free

yachts for the opening

session from a professional massage therapist to help with

invitation race and the

those aches and pains.

following four days of
competition. Sailors came
from far and wide, including the eldest competitor, Phil
Briggs, a sprightly 88years who with his daughter drove
from Queensland towing two dinghies.

Medals were presented by sponsors’ representatives and
special guests including Liberal Senator for the ACT Gaiy
Humphries, Doma Hotels sales executive Kim Phillips, Geoff
Couell from Quantum Sails in Sydney and Vanessa Dudley
from Australian Sailing magazine representing well known

From race one, the fleet was made up of 29 single-handed
Dinghies and eight off-the-beach catamarans. The boats
battled it out for Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals in three
different age groups, 35-44, 45-55 and over 55.
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Skipper
S LEICESTER
C DURRAN
R CHARLES
J MITCHELL

Agg Score
6.00
8.00
15.00
25.00

Skipper
Agg Score
D BIZAN T
9.00
D SHORTRIDGE
15.00
N HILDYARD
16.00
1NIELSEN
6.00
J KLESTADT
18.00
21.00
1BROKENSHIRE
A FINNEY
35.00
D KENT
35.00
C M ORLEY
42.00
SRUSSa_L-SMrTH
44.20
T RYAN
55.00
P MALYON
70.00
70.00
D W ALTER

Division 1C (O v e r 55)
Place Ties Sail No Boat Name
1
77
77
26
2
26
80
80
3
4
78
78
50
5
50
96
96
6
7
60
60
64
64
8
44
44
9

Skipper
Agg Score
N PRIMROSE
8.00
D C A RSW ELL
13.00
G REEVES
14.00
D G RAN T
17.00
1H AW KE
20.00
PWnHINGTON
26.00
R LEE
29.00
GMAZDONALD
49.00
A GREEN
50.00

sailing identity Bob Ross.
(full results at - www.canberrayachtclub.com.au )

Congratulations not only to all competitors, but to the CYC
Games organizing committee led by Graeme Giles and the
many volunteers and family helpers without whom we could
not have staged such a successful event. Comments from

u

Boat Name
61
33
28
69

Division I B (45-55)
Place Ties Sail No Boat Name
17
1
17
88
2
88
I.OS
53
53
3
72
4
72
59
59
5
21
6
21
79
7
79
5.0S
56
8
56
70
70
85
85
97
97
11
65
12
65
94
94
12

dinghies and Flying Fifteens, 22 trailables, II Access 2.3

_Q

Ties Sail No
61
33
28
69
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D IV IS IO N 2 - Single Handed Dinghies

D IV ISIO N I - Trailable Yachts

PROs John Kennedy (Divisions I to 4) and Teriy Peek

visiting competitors indicated we have staged one of the best

(Division 5 - Access 2.3 Dinghy) had to deal with a mix of

regattas going.

breezes from light E-NE to a fresh NW for race one, the

were Anita Faulks, Shayne Russell-Smith, David Bizant, Matt

courses often being altered before starts due to LBG's fickle

Owen and Martin van der Hoek. Margie Hildyard represented

breezes. Only one race was abandoned due to an extreme

the 9th Masters Games management organisation as venue

weather warning issued by the ACT BOM on Saturday

team manager. Many other CYC members rallied to help

The main organizing committee members

♦

a s t e r s

G a m

e s

R e g a t t a

Thanks from our committee
chairman

D ivision 2A (35-44)
Place Ties Sail No Boat Name
54
54
1
47
47
2
87
87
3
4
37
37
36
36
5
62
6
62
39
39
6

Skipper
D HOLT
J H AN RA H A N
C SCOTT
J FIN N EG AN
A FAULKS
N LEW IS
T FOSTER

Division 2B (45-55)
Place Ties Sail No Boat Name
1
63
63
2
I.OS
45
45
49
49
3
82
4
82
75
5
75
I.OS
35
35
6
29
29
7
2.0S
89
89
8
9
92
92
51
10
51
12
11
12
12
73
73
74
74
13
90
13
90

Skipper
Agg Score
M LINSLEY
12.00
A GRIFFITH
13.00
P HARVEY
13.00
K RO BIN SO N
14.00
G PHILLIPS
22.00
D EM O N SO N
33.00
G CO M FO RT
33.00
P SKINNER
33.00
M STUART
35.00
S H EXTELL
45.00
T AUSTIN
47.00
N O 'D O N N ELL
59.00
H OTTOW AY
75.00
P SMITH
75.00

D ivision 2C (O v e r 55)
Place Ties Sail No Boat Name
95
1
95
16
16
2
76
76
3
4
93
93
52
52
5
25
25
6
66
7
66
24
24
8
98
9
98
71
71
10
19
19
11
46
12
46

Skipper
J TRACEY
G BATES
B PO W N A LL
j TEMPLE
D HIGGINS
J Carroll
C MASTERS
L BR O W N
1H ALFORD
A MUSSETT
P BRIGGS
RHALE

Agg Score
7.00
9.00
12.00
21.00
23.00
40.00
40.0

As the CYC committee chairman for the Masters Games Sailing Regatta I want to express my great personal thanks to those many people,
both within and outside our club community, who contributed to making the regatta what was, I believe, a veiy successful and enjoyable

The 165 sailors and families were kept busy off the water with

Thanks also to our sponsors, Quantum Sails, Universal

a full CYC social program including a welcome B B Q drinks

aspects and particularly the friendly and accommodating environment the participants found at our club. Senior Australian Masters Games

Trusses and Doma Hotels Group. The CYC would also like

management people have also complimented us on conducting a fantastic event.

I have had only positive feedback from locals and visitors alike. Comments have been wide-ranging, covering sailing, beach and social

to thank the YMCA Sailing Club, Sailability ACT, the ACT
Yachting Association and the Canberra Southern Cross Club

managed by Anita Faulks who somehow also found time to

for their generous assistance with the 9th Australian Masters

race her Laser. Volunteers rolled up the sleeves earlier in the

Games Sailing Regatta.

week to turn the sailors cabin into a welcoming race office.
They provided registration checks, sign on and results, club
clothing for sale, tea and coffee, free sun cream, where to

In the next newsletter we hope to publish a montage of
photographs from this week - look out for it.
N ic k H ild yard
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event.

during the week, too many to list here.

great prizes and a packed farewell luncheon. This was all
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Agg Score
6.00
11.00
12.00
20.00
24.00
28.00
34.00
36.00
42.00
49.00
52.00
65.00

afternoon.

and food after each race, a nautical theme trivia night with

m
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This regatta was the product of the efforts of many people, some putting in up front, and others during the event. Many volunteered their
support well in advance, and as our Commodore commented at the medals presentation ceremony, others 'came out of the woodwork' when
needed. It demonstrated a great club and community spirit that all concerned should be very proud of.
Again, I express my sincere thanks to everyone who contributed and ask that ifyou know of someone who helped who may not normally see
this Sailing News, you pass on the sentiments that I have expressed.
G ra h a m G iles
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Martin Cox (in Laser Radial
16969) Charlie Bellwood (in
Spiral 854 Lord of the Winds,)
and Nigel Harvey (in Spiral
824 Rolling Stone,), getting

Guy Hodgman and Steph

ready for the start of the first

y
if

Bacon (in the 470 A U S 3 14

race on day one,

Elbow room)

m
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2003 N SW Youth Championships
Canberra and the CYC were well represented at the NSW

U

arrangements for this regatta, but its shorter duration didn't

Lake MacQuarie on October 10-12.

justify mounting the sort of pooled accommodation

Overall, our sailors

achieved good results, most notably |osh Paine's Division 3

arrangements which had characterised the ACT delegation's

series win in his Laser ACTAS, and Martin Cox's Division 5

expedition to the Combined High Schools Regatta in April.
That didn't stop members of the Canberra delegation from

Nigel Harvey also showed commendable determination and
skill in his spiral Rolling Stone.

He put in veiy competitive

performances in all three races, particularly in the Quite
challenging conditions which prevailed for the second and

u

racing.

A

casualty of a 'black flag' start in the first race, Charlie

Burley Griffin.

That said, a drifter' can be frustrating

anywhere, as can be the forced cancellation of racing due to
strong winds. Unlike the lack of wind in April, this regatta
started with enough wind and moved on to too much.
With hindsight, valuable sailing time was lost through the

bounced back to achieve a very creditable 9th place in his

delayed start of the first race, held on the Friday. Scheduled

next start.

for an ll.30am start, wind shifts (which might have been

Participating in their first away regatta in the 470 Elbow
Room, Guy Hodgman and Steph Bacon put in a strong, early
performance in the first race of the series.

Given the wind

Among the high points of the first race were |osh Paine's 2nd

performances, the series win over his nearest competitor who

place in Division 3 and Martin Cox's 3rd in Division 5.

had not achieved a competitive result in the first race of the

Both Martin and |osh were initially scored as DNC, possibly

series. Martin Cox finished 5th and Nigel Harvey finished

due to oversights in the processes for recording finishes, and

13th.

it became necessaiy to have the matter resolved through
protest action. Despite the potential frustration, the protest
process was resolved in a particularly positive, objective and
constructive way which reflected veiy creditably on the
competitors involved.

simply accepted here in Canberra) caused a succession of
repositionings of the course and the start line.
The first race eventually got away at 1.30pm in good

strength on the Sunday and their short experience in the

conditions, which eased a little during the course of the race.

boat, they decided not to tackle the strong conditions that

The net effect of the delay was that the second race

day. While a disappointment for them, it was a responsible

scheduled for the Friday was abandoned. This was all the

choice and a better option for their boat and for their own

more regrettable given the cancellation of racing on the

development in the boat.

Saturday.

I racing for that day.

u

The NSW Championships delivered a number of very
valuable lessons for the Canberra sailors as well as for those
of us who drove, helped and watched. The regatta also re
emphasised some lessons for the organising club and
highlighted some issues for the YA of NSW. As such, it was

Winds in excess of 25 knots on Saturday morning put paid to

open waters and generally less fluky conditions than on Lake

Charlie Bellwood in his spiral Lord of the Winds.

J2)
c
rd

w'hen the blustery conditions forced the cancellation of

Division 5 series placing of 15th.

credible effort characterised everyone's participation.

CU

and in the Lake MacQuarie area, particularly on the Saturday

Lake Macouarie is a great venue for this kind of regatta, with

Valuable experience was gained, and lessons learned by

rC

enjoying their time away - on the water, on the waterfront

third races held on the Sunday. Nigel achieved an overall

As well as those particular results, solid performances and

u
ro
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A number of the Canberra participants shared boat transport

Youth Championships held at the Belmont 16ft Sailing Club,

series 4th place in his Laser radial.

u

y

Once cancellation was confirmed,

people took the opportunity to explore some of the local
yacht clubs, marinas, chandlers and so on. For some, the
afternoon included a highly successful visit to the local
tenpin bowling alley - with results which do not belong in a

a successful and rewarding experience, well worth repeating.
Credit should go to the CYC Sailing School, particularly Matt
and Ollie for all the assistance they provided to the
participants but, most of all, to the participants themselves
for their efforts and for the results they achieved.

Paddy Hodgm an

yacht club newsletter.
On Sunday conditions were similar to Saturday but with the

-O
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u

wind sufficiently lighter than the preceding day to allow two
races to be run back to back.

Under the regatta's rules,

three races were sufficient to constitute a series.

Capital Insurance Brokers

In the first Sunday race, |osh Paine chalked up another

supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta

second placing in Division 2. Martin Cox placed 3rd in

P h : 02 - 6282 7666

Division 5, with Charlie Bellwood 9th and Nigel Harvey in
17th place.

This race was followed directly by the third and

final race of the series.

|osh scored his third consecutive

second place, securing through his consistently good
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C Y C regattas in the recent past
Now that we have enjoyed the second Seafly Trophy Regatta,
sailed on Sunday November 2, we can look forward to next

<D
_Q

E
CD

>

o
Z

seasons' event, which will mark the 40th anniversaiy of the
Seafly dinghy in Australia.
Thisyear, the event was conducted as a special event,
without being a pointscore or championship race. We were
therefore able to vary the normal racing arrangements so that

3M Company showing winners from 1969 to 1978.
♦ A junior Regatta was first held in March 1972.
♦ Inter-club competition was popular, with three trophies
available as follows:
-

we would have as fair as possible a basis for determining an

the CCYA as a separate body was not really viable and that it

between 1965 and 1978.(The large cup can be viewed

Sydney. Ten teams from around Australia competed, in the

catamarans) and we sailed one of the 1964/65 vintage

in the trophy cabinet upstairs - it is easily identifiable

CYCA's new Elliott 6.5s.

courses, using buoys that were formerly called Deepwater,

because it was blackened in the fire that destroyed

The ACT was represented by lain Davidson (skipper), Martin

Yarralumla, Tarcoola and Acton, in a figure eight

our original Canberra clubhouse in 1965.)
The Keedle Shield, presented by YMCASC stalwarts,

competitors generally enjoyed the course.

Norma and Ted Keedle in 1964 for inter-club teams

Trophy winners were as follows: The Woollahra Plate

racing, which was last competed for in 1975/76.

finished the first round robin in third place.

Trophy Wings' (Flying Fifteen) )ohn Tracey and the Alan

the CYC and the YMCASC in 1969; last competed for

Lister Trophy Silk' (Hobie 17) Daiyl Riding.

in 1983/84.
The Lindsay Rimington Three of a Kind Regatta
conducted by the YMCASC but competed for by

close races during the day. The eventual winners of the

are fortunate that one of our members, |im Lowe, with the

classes that raced at both major clubs.

-

virtually all previous Seafly owners so that we can make
contact when necessaiy. We are not aware of any other class
group that no longer sails in Canberra which has such

CYC since the outset. The premier event was the annual two
day Canberra Day Regatta. We have in the records an

The overall winner was Steve larvin (from CYCA) with Stuart
Pollard (from RSYS) the runner up. Unfortunately, in the end

the CYC in conjunction with the Police Boys Sailing

the inexperienced ACT team finished in last place. Other

Club.

inauguration of the lake in October 1964 and the Captain

I would like to thank the YAACT and the CYC for their
support which enabled us to experience a high level of

largest groups are Moths with 35, Herons with 33 and Gwen

Cook let was inaugurated by the Queen.

racing. I would encourage the YAACT and CYC to support

were visitors, mostly from the Sydney area, with a number of

Other regattas that were held on a regular basis over the
years, usually involving a donated trophy, were:
♦ An opening of season regatta, first held on Lake George
in 1962/63, continued on Lake Burley Griffin from the
outset and probably reintroduced for a period between
1983 & 1993 with the donation of perpetual trophies by
Schweppes.

Apart from the number of visitors that we used to attract, a
feature of all regattas was the range of trophies made
available for placegetters, usually both across the line and on
handicap. Perhaps the Seafly Trophy Regatta will encourage

To dissolve the CCYA a special meeting is needed and there
must be 21 days notice. Given Christmas coming on this may
be hard to organise but we will try to arrange the special
meeting, tentatively on the December 18. This will be
confirmed and a special resolution put to all members in the
next few days

U

G e o rg e Reeves

The 2 0 0 3 IMEC City of
Canberra Championship
for Trailable Yachts

through their YSA eouivalents.

Cook Bicentenaiy Regatta in April 1970 when the Captain

12 with 22, followed by 18 Flying Dutchman and 17 OK

CYC there is a good program for cruising and social sailing.

competitors had generally been involved in intensive youth

195 competitors listed, in 13 class/division groups. The

dinghies. Seven Seafly dinghies competed. Many competitors

would be better to work towards ensuring that within the

I match racing programs in the last 12 months facilitated

Day Regatta held on Lake George in March 1964. There are

Those regattas ceased some time in the I980's.

u

eventually cut short due to a significant storm.

officer in charge of the Water Police; conducted by

regatta, such as the regatta in Central Basin for the

rd

rd

regatta on LBG.

which includes the list of entries, for the second Canberra

our current Commodore, Peter Harvey, sailed his Snipe.

C

Sunday was finals day All the competitors fronted for a

competed for in Februaiy 1972, in memoiy of the first

o
Z

competition had a better time during the lighter conditions

series of races among the two halves of the fleet, which was

The Hariy Quartel Memorial Trophy Regatta, first

<u
>

and moved to the top of the table.

but open to all. The March 1964 event was the first

♦ And there has been the occasional special purpose

u
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A Lake Burley Griffin Marathon, again a YMSC event

original copy of the notice of race and sailing instructions,

high profile sailors such as |im Hardy. In the open division,

CD

-

E

in a light to occasionally moderate south-easter. These

former Seafly owners who visited the club for the event. We

racing, were an important part of the sailing scene at the

rd

The racing continued with another round robin, but this time
conditions were not to our liking, nevertheless we had some

Regattas, as distinct from pointscore and championship

>-

^ direction of the race committee. Our boat handling skills

based boat builder for an annual teams race between

camaraderie.

U

the strongest races being sailed without spinnakers at the

'Hydrogem' (Gem 550) Leigh Nielsen; the jasper Mylne

help of others, has compiled a veiy useful contact list of

_Q
ZJ

The racing commenced in a moderate to fresh southerly, with

and experience came to the fore in these conditions and we

After the race, it was great to meet up again with some of the

U

Cox (forward hand) and josh Paine (mainsheet).

The Brian Lay Trophy donated by the Queanbeyan-

-

CCYA/TYG should be dissolved but negotiations with the

and cruising events. Members came to the conclusion that

competition between ACT sailing clubs; competed for

Gemini' (Gem 550) Stephen Leicester; the Fullagar Bucket

At our AGM on October 30 it was agreed that the

The Australian Youth Match Racing Championship was sailed

overall and divisional winners. We had a massed start for the

rs

-O

mark the inauguration of LBG in October 1964, for

42 competitors (23 trailables, 14 dinghies and five

-

Trailable
Yacht Group
CYC should achieve a committee within the CYC for social

The Burley Griffin trophy, donated by the NCDC to
on October 3-5 from the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia in

configuration. Feedback after the race indicated that

y

♦ The Legacy Regatta, with the Legacy Cup donated by the

Australian
Youth Match
Racing
Championship

I I

-O
D

youth match racing in the future as it could improve the
standard of racing in Canberra generally and does offer a
team environment for youth sailors.
Josh Paine

Fair races including a nicfcfc race cn the picturesque and
challo-ging lake Bur fey Qrif&i
ACT STATE L E V E L T R A IL A B L E C H A M P IO N S H IP

This charpicnship incorporates heats 3 Sc 4 of the TtaveUas
Series tested by the Canberra Yacht CLifc cn behalf of
TYA of NSW and ACT.

us to consider a return to more special events rather than the
routine of pointscore racing.

Date: 6th and 7th D ecem ber,2003

P e te r F o rs te r

OUANTTUM

gpPEST-v S i IL I E i I ( N Gl OUf

Contact: Mar dnvan der Hcek
Telephone: 02 6273 7177 Fax: 02 6273 7177
Email: adm in^anberrayachtclijb .ocra.au
Website: www.cartenrayachtclii3.can.au
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C o m m o d o r e

S a t - S u n

P e t e r

ACT dinghy c'ship, St Georges Basin cruise

H a r v e y

(h) 6248 6653 (m) 0439 486 651
petenharvey@ozemail.com.au

Sun

N o v

N o v

22-23

23

Pointscore 8, 2pm
V i c e

C o m m o d o r e

P e t e r

D a l t o n

W e d

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

Sun

T r e a s u r e r

T r e v o r

H i p p i s l e y

C o m m o d o r e

W e d
M e m b e r

Faul ks

C o m m o d o r e

H i l d y a r d
(m) 0419 627 (

R e a r

R a c i n g

C o m m o d o r e

3

D e c

6-7

Sun

Dec

7

Pointscore 10,2pm
D ec

8

Sailing News deadline

(w) 6275 4549
(h) 6258 57II
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

P e t e r

D e c

S a t - S u n

M on

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

Ni c k

30

N EC Crty of Canberra c'ship

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.faulks@dha.gov.au
R e a r

N o v

Twilight 5, 6pm

S e r v i c e s

A n i t a

26

Pointscore 9, c'ship 3, 2pm

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9 102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
R e a r

N o v

Twilight 4, 6pm

Twilight 6, 6pm

F u l l a g a r

Sun

D ec

I4

Pointscore I I, noon

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagar.org

Champion of pointscore regatta
R e a r

C o m m o d o r e

G r a h a m

O p e r a t i

Gi l e s

T h u

D ec

I 8

TYG meeting (to be confirmed)

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

D e c 2 6 -I a n
C l u b

M a n a g e r

M a t t h e w

I

Myall Lakes Christmas cruise

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
G PO Box 2035
CA N BERRA C ITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News
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lay-out design by Monique Wilding
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Thumbs up for the Masters Games Regatta, as Imagen beats to the mark.
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C A N BER R A CITY ACT 2601
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Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
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♦

a report and pictures from the NEC City of Canberra Regatta:

♦

more results from the Masters Games Regatta:

♦

a report on twilight sailing: and

♦

how the gym can help your sailing.

•'iojthern
The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the CrcssUufc
C an b erra Sou thern Cross Club

Your Commodore Peter Harvey

another important event on the yachting national calendar.

has now taken his sea change

Richard Webster contributed much to the preparation of the

option and he and Kerrie are

NEC-sponsored event and his work, combined with the

currently setting up in their

efforts of so many CYC sailors and their family members in

home on a hillside at Metung,

their roles as volunteers, underpinned the enjoyment of the

overlooking the Gippsland

weekend on and off the water. In our sport you often get

Lakes of Victoria. Many fellow

back what you put in. Many did put in and these many are

Canberrayachties will know

again thanked.

these picturesque southern
waterways and will join me in
my envy of his new lifestyle.
Club members will have a
chance to farewell Peter and
Kerrie personally on the various
occasions of his several
planned returns to Canberra on
business when he will also race
his laser in several twilights in
the New Year.

The welcome action of the Canberra Southern Cross Club

conditioner in our area of the building is gratefully

with our sailing classes and other functions and this summer

water system has also produced some smiles of gratitude in
the showers post racing. The promised improvements in the
downstairs wet areas, particularly resolving the problems in
the now veiy cramped men's change room facilities, are
eagerly awaited and we hope to discuss an urgent program of

high priority.

improvements in club facilities.
Being a team player, he
motivated his committee to
achieve goals that were to the
benefit of all club members. On

Sailors should now focus on the coming inaugural Southern
Cross Cup Series that will be held over five races in
Februaiy. Comprising a two pointscore and three twilight
race series it will conclude with a twilight race “galah''
dinner. Some famous perpetual trophies will be re-activated
and are proposed to be awarded to the trailer yacht, dinghy
and catamaran sailors. This new series is all about social
enjoyment and the fun of sailing in the cool of the evening.

Gems heading for the line.

D IV IS IO N 3 - Multi-crewed Dinghies
and Flying Fifteens
D ivision 3A
Place Ties
1
2

(35-44)
Bow No
83
57

Division 3B
Place Ties
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(45-55)
Bow No
91
67
11
13
48
14
34
22
40
31

D ivision 3C
Place Ties
1
2
3
7R
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

(O v e r 55)
Bow No
Skipper
55
j HOSKING
23
C BRO W N
42
G GILES
38
P FORSTER
41
P FULLAGAR
68
C M ETCHER
84
1RUFF
99
P Dalton
86
TRUUT
43
B G O D D ARD
20
P BRITON-JONES

Skipper
K ROSENBAUM
B KERRIGAN

Agg Score
5.00
10.00

behalf of our entire membership I
thank Peter for his strong and

Speaking of cool, Hella and I wish all yacht club members a

popular contribution to the CYC

cool Yule, some great sailing wherever and in the New Year,

and happily I can tell you that he
plans to reside in Canberra again in
2005. I now hope to carry on Peter's good
work.
Warm congratulations from all CYC members must now go to
our own racing rules guru, |ohn Whitfield. Many ofyou will
know he was appointed an International Umpire and served

happiness and good health. To our sailors departing to
National Championships we wish them success, enjoyment
and safe travelling.
P e te r D alton

Skipper
P SMITH
1M CCROSSIN
C A RN O LD
J BACKW ELL
RHART
1S BARTLETT
B EDDES
B BRO UG H TO N
W FRANKCOM BE
D DIGNAM

Agg Score
7.00
9.00
15.00
17.00
23.00
29.00
33.00
44.00
48.00
55.00

in that capacity in the recent America's Cup. |ohn has now
been made an International |udge. We are indeed favoured to
have him assist us on occasions and thank him for his
continued support of our club racing and for his guidance
with protest hearings.
Visiting interstate yachtsmen were impressed with the sailing
conditions for our recent NEC ACT Trailable Yacht
Championships and the regatta was successful.
Your committee was toiling hard to ensure that the event
would develop further as a major ACT sporting event and as
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it will be more comfortable for us all. The club's new hot

works with the Canberra Southern Cross Club as a matter of

overseen some significant

D IV IS IO N 4 - Off the beach MultiHulls

appreciated. The confined area can be easily overcrowded

the restoration of our club

financial security and has

O

(continued from last month)

management in the installation of the excellent air

Peter has succeeded in leading

spirit, the improvement in our

Masters
Games sailing
regatta results

Agg Score
9.00
11.00
16.00
18.00
18.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
42.00
47.00
60.00

Division 4 A (35-44)
Place
Ties Bow No
1
30

Skipper
P M ANLEY

Agg Score
5.00

Division 4 B (45-55)
Place
Ties Bow No
1
18
2
44

Skipper
1BLACKADDER
P COTTERILL

Agg Score
6.00
8.00

Division 4C
Place
Ties
\
2
3
4
5

(O v e r 55)
Skipper
Bow No
27
A PERRY
B W ATKIN
15
81
D RID ING
M DUNN
32
58
N KINGSBURY-CARR

Agg Score
9.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
25.00

u
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D IV IS IO N 5 - Access Dinghies
Division 5A
Place
Ties
1
2
3

(35-44)
Bow No
2
8
6

Division 5B (45-55)
Place
Ties Bow No

Skipper
G CAIRN S
A STEW ART
C KEIR

Agg Score
5.00
9.00
15.00

Skipper

Agg Score
/.GO
11.00
11.00
13.00

_
2
3
4

7R

9
7
10

_

E W A IG H T
L SHEPHERD
C ELLIOT

_Q

D ivision 5C
Place
Ties
1
I.0S
2
3
4

(O v e r 55)
Skipper
Bow No
00
j H O W A RD
4
B GABRIEL
5
LL H O LEH O U SE
B DIGBY
3

D
Agg Score
8.00
8.00
11.00
14.00
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Visit your club website
for information on all coming events

ww.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Twilight sailing
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The wind apart from the first week has been kind to us with
East-North-Easters providing interesting starts. Everybody

there were some lighter patches close to Springbank Island.

seems to be enjoying the series and 1will continue to tiy to

We only saw one capsize and the usual number of snafus

set a few challenges as well as tiying to get most of the fleet

with spinnakers. It is most noticeable how quick the leading

home in a reasonable time. I will increase the length slightly

boats are in setting their spinnakers on rounding marks

Sydney Hobart
Race

Another yacht rally is being organised in Turkey to coincide

This year's race has attracted more than 60 ocean racers,

with Anzac Day.

including the two largest boats ever to contest the 627

on the better days as the daylight available lengthens.

compared with the majority. Quick, smooth, coordinated

The amendment to the sailing instructions allowing the

team work has considerable advantages. QuickStick sailed a

The Gallipoli Yacht Rally 2004 will consist of two groups in

nautical mile race, Skandia from Melbourne and Zana from

well coordinated race picking most of the wind shifts well

chartered yachts. The group one rally takes place along the

New Zealand. Both are newly launched 98-foot yachts.

before they arrived.

Turkish Aegean Coast with the final destination Anzac Cove

slower boats to complete one or two laps less seemed to
work well on Wednesday, November 26, and will allow some
slightly longer courses. All the fleet finished within a

We now have suitable prizes for those competitors under 18,

reasonable time span. Undoubtedly the wind helped at a

including some quality chocolates for those who might like a

reasonably consistent five to eight knots for most of the

change from a bottle of wine with the Christmas season on

race, if anything strengthening over the course of the race

us. With the reduced length course for the Laser radials,

and consequently slightly favouring the slower boats. There

Corsairs and Spirals and similar boats and smaller TS's

were some interesting challenges and few picked the

maybe we will see more out there.

deliberate bias to the start line favouring the tower end of
the line. The pin end was still crowded. Generally working

u

mark three to one was a challenge. With the wind as it was

Gallipoli
Yacht Rally

the shore side of the course from mark two up towards the
clubhouse then tacking across to the museum as soon as
they could lay mark three seemed to be advantageous for
most and whether to go wide or sail the rhumb line from

Many thanks are due to all the helpers eveiy week. If
somebody is available to help in the tower on a regular basis
I am sure the competitors would appreciate it. Only one
additional person is needed and training is provided.
Jo h n K ennedy

for the 89th Anzac Day Dawn Service at North Beach. The

George Snow is skippering Brindabella on her llth Sydney

group two rally participants will attend the Dawn Service and

Hobart. For his 21st time in the blue water classic, he is

take over theyachts for the cruise down the Turkish Aegean

racing with three of his adult children.

Coast. Both group packages include time in Istanbul for
sightseeing and shopping.
Apart from the special symbolism and emotion of being part
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You can track the boats on the race website:
http://rolexsydneyhobart.com

of the Dawn Service at Anzac Cove on April 25 and the
Commemorative Service at Lone Pine or Chunuk Bair, the

y

special cultural and sightseeing program being offered in the
program will provide all participants with an everlasting
memoiy.
A yacht rally is a series of short day passages, with at least

q u een :

YACHT CH

one day between each to allow for sightseeing. This type of
event attracts people who are not fully experienced sailors
and sailors who would not be happy with long races that may
incorporate night sailing or tricky navigation. For those who
may feel less competent, at an extra cost, a day skipper can
be employed. However, these yachts are easy to sail and

Sailing in the Whitsundays

can be handled competently by four people.

W hen the weather cools in Canberra, it’s still

Teki Dalton, an experienced international yachtsman and
businessman, is the director of the rally.

>
y

balmy in the Whitsundays. W inters in that part of
Queensland’s tropical coast are said by many to be
the perfect climate - warm by day and cool by

C o n tact details:

night.The trade winds usually blow slightly

Phone: 02 9966 1244

stronger from May to August. It’s a great place to

Email: info@marinerboating.com.au
For more information visit: w w w .m arin e rb o atin g .co m .a u

*
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C a p it a l In s u r a n c e B r o k e r s

supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta
P h : 02 - 6282 7666
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equipped and professionally maintained. Contact

S i l t E E31CH CRD J*

discount to C YC members.
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the prize of a free cruise from Q YC - have raved

rd

about their cruising experiences in the

s_

Whitsundays.

W inners are gnnners (from left): Billy Watson, George “Superman” Reeves and Martin van de Hoek who sailed Lady Bay to first on handicap
and second on championship in Division 3 o f the N EC City of Canberra Regatta.

D

the owners Adrian and Suzette Pelt who offer a

this company - or have been lucky enough to win

rd

JD

operated charter company.The boats are fully

Club members who have chartered a yacht from

>-
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islands.

sponsors, is the Whitsunday’s largest owner-

U
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among the Whitsunday’s 74 perfect tropical

Queensland Yacht Charters, one of our club’s
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forget Canberra's winter as you lose yourself

w w w .y a c h tc h a r te rs .c o m .a u
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N E C C ity of
C an b erra
Regatta
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The annual ACT Championships for trailable
yachts was conducted on Lake Burley Griffin on
the weekend of December 6-7.

O

Q

Forty oneyachts entered, with half of them coming
from interstate. The championships were sailed in
three divisions, based on size. Size generally
determines speed. There were four races, three
on Saturday including a night race and one on
Sunday. The wind was consistently good on
Saturday but was light and flukey on Sunday,
giving local sailors with local knowledge a slight
edge.

u
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The results are as follows:

Division I ( 12 boats)

boat and (below) Anita Faulks, M C for the regatta prize

1. Walter Turnbull, skippered by Matthew Owen
(Elliott 7, ACT)

presentation.

2. Casper, Nick Faulks (Elliott 7, ACT)

Mike Dunn (above), swapping two hulls for one on a Sydney

3. Pigs can Fly, Ian Richardson (Elliott 7, Melb)

Division 2 (19 boats)
1. Executive Suite, Herman van Ree ( Noelex 25,

^

Albuiy)
2. Solitaire, Peter Harvey (Castle 650, ACT)
3. Serenity, Todd Curiy (Castle 650, Port Kembla)
_o
D

u

Division 3 (10 boats)

JD
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1.

U

Gemini, Steve Leicester (GEM 550, ACT)

2. Lady Bay, George Reeves (Cole 23, ACT)
U
rd

u

3. Gem Fever, Trevor Hippisley (GEM 550, ACT)

rd

M a rtin van d er H o e k
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Scenes on the water during the regatta. On these pages are some of the pictures take by Geoff Com fort You can see all the regatta photos
at www.geoffcomfort.com

Vale Dawn Casley-Smith
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Long-time members of the club will be saddened to learn of

interests, which included sport and recreation. In those days

the death on November 2 of Dawn Casley-Smith. Dawn,

the CYC sailing results were always published in The

with husband Ray. sailed a Timpenny 670 "Aurora" during

Canberra Times and she never failed to insert a copy of the

c

the late 1970s and early 1980s with considerable success,

results into the clippings when "Aurora” had won and

n

winning the club pointscore series for Division I in 1981.

especially if she had beaten my boat "Serene II".

Dawn first sailed as Dawn Mulcahy before she married Ray.

Dawn contracted cancer in the early 1980s and underwent

u
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In that era, about five Timpenny 670s were competing

major surgeiy and prolonged therapy which forced her

regularly in the trailer-sailer division, alongside several

retirement from the public service. However she made a

Boomaroo 22s, which provided keen competition as the

good recoveiy and went on to lead an active life with a

boats enjoyed a similar rating. Other Timpenny sailors

strong church and community focus, including standing for

included Ken Plumb sailing ''Thimp”, Mark Hopkins sailing

election to both the Federal Parliament and the ACT

“Edra”, Gordon Davidson sailing “Stratagem'' and |ohn

Legislative Assembly at one stage. She did not resume

Stinson sailing "Dijon”. Both Ken Plumb and Mark Hopkins

competitive sailing however.

were class national champions so the competition was tough.

She was a veiy nice person and a great sailor. Our

Later Dawn joined the Canberra Ocean Racing Club and

condolences go to Ray and the children.

sailed regularjy on its first boat, "Meltemi".

D o n M cM ich ae l

The scene on shore during the Masters Games Regatta.

Dawn worked with me in the Department of Home Affairs
during that period and one of her duties was to prepare the
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daily press clippings that related to the department's

Profile of a crew

>-

One of the delights of sailing is that it's open to all comers,

order was starting to emerge about rules and tactics. Even

regardless of gender, age, income or experience. The main

more exciting, eveiyone was making huge leaps in learning

requirement is a sense of fun and preparedness to learn.

every time we got on the water. And a lot of laughing.

“Stickability helps. The excitement and the memorable

They're now all Gold Medal winners.

rides come as a matter of course with time on the water.
But there's more.
A year ago, most of the Huntress crew hadn't set foot in a
boat. Two did the adult sailing course about this time last
year. They started racing late in the season and one
competed in the now infamous Lake Macouarie Easter series.
Another, with no sailing experience, came down to the club
looking for advice about what sort of boats to sail with her
son and got snaffled. Yet another was mad enough to forego
-O
Z5

the Quiet life of the catamaran community for the challenge
of a mono-hull. Training started in early winter for a crack
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at the Masters. And a lot of reading. And a lot of talking
sailing. And sailing the Wangi regatta helped the middle
men.
By the end of the Masters eveiyone was starting to
understand broadly why boats work and a bit more about
how. Boat handling was settling into a satisfying rhythm.
Eveiyone was getting reasonably adept at reading the breeze
and working out what it was going to do. A semblance of

One member of the crew also won a Gold and a Bronze in
rowing (the RSU and Sailing School taxi service became
most adept at on-water transfers between events). She of the
technicolour face and shredded legs. Another member is
now organising the next major regatta being run by the club.
And a veiy professional job he is doing. An able successor
_Q
3

to Dave Bizant. Yet another is writing a book on learning to
sail from the perspective of a beginner, with several notable

u

contributors from the club. It will be accredited by Sailing
Australia and syndicated internationally. And she's helping
to write the history of the club as well. All are Quiet

u
rd

achievers.

>Of course, the skipper's never satisfied, but that's progress

rd

foryou!
N e il P rim ro se

Gemini won Division 3 in the N EC City of Canberra Regatta.
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Watching the wind and the competition in the N EC City o f Canberra Regatta

The crew of QuikStix (aka WalterTurnbull) winner o f Division I in the regatta.

The Modem Day Yachtsman

Have you thought about a
fitness program?
If not, then you should!
Richard Peil, manager of the Canberra Southern Cross Club
gym, wrote the accompanying article at my suggestion. My

Sports science has come along way. Today, the level of

feeling like you have gone 10 rounds with Jeff Fenech. People

research conducted on the human body is extensive. For

are often surprised that for the average person, two to three

decades we have known that a well-designed exercise

30 minute sessions per week is all that is needed to improve

program can enhance the performance of the sportsperson of

the overall performance of your body.

all levels. Research has now not only proven this but has also
given us an understanding of why. We now know the
biomechanical and physiological changes that are required to
improve sports performance. More importantly, we know how
to train the body to incite these changes.

As well as helping your body perform at a more efficient
level, exercising two to three times per week will have a
myriad of other benefits. Exercising correctly will help
improve your cardiovascular function, thus reducing the risk
of heart related diseases. It will also help improve glucose

wife and I have been regular participants at the CSCC gym
for the past five years (neither of us had any prior experience
of gyms) and we would encourage other members of the CYC
to become involved.

difficult, at the age of 60, to manage my Flying 15 in a breeze

planning to contest National championships in Brisbane the

exercise program, has been replaced by a clear understanding

benefits include increased joint stability, improved muscle

of what type of exercise will produce what results. Regardless

strength, improved bone density, improved posture and a

would be racing for up to two hours, (the class rules' at the

of whether you feel you are losing strength inyour legs or

higher level of self-esteem. Added to this, the modern day

time reouired a windward leg of 1.2 nautical miles!), on the

running out of muscle endurance in a longer race or getting

health and fitness centre provides the members with a social

water for longer and in breezes of 30 to 40 km/ph. Stamina

short of breath sooner than you would like, a Qualified fitness

outlet, filled with like-minded individuals, unlike the old style

instructor will be able to helpyou improve your performance.

gym that may have been Quite intimidating.

where you are now physically to a level you probably thought
was beyond you or beyond your years.
The best thing about the modern day fitness professional is
you are unlikely to encounter the Drill Sergeant of the past.
The people looking after your health and fitness will be
trained to helpyou progress at a rate that doesn't leave you

followingyear and from previous experience, I knew that we

would therefore be important.

fitness centre users already in the ACT, you might even enjoy
it!
R ich ard Reil, M anager, C S C C gym

CSCC gym, I have achieved these objectives. In previous
years, it took me a few races in the early part of the season
to get race fit. Now, I go straight into the first race, even like

u

the first one this season when we had Quite a blow, without
any after effects. There is the added bonus, of course, that a
disciplined exercise program that works on all parts of the

but probably suffers worse withdrawal symptoms than me
during weeks when we are unable to front up to the gym.
We are on the mornings only' program which is very
reasonably priced and we could attend seven days a week if
we were game. We usually go twice a week, which is enough

-O

for us, given our other activities. We continue to be amazed

13

at the range of shapes, sizes and states of fitness, including
stroke and heart and fracture rehabilitation cases, among

u

those who attend regularly. Anyone who is interested in
My goals for my program were first, to improve my upper

choice but to give it a go. You never know, like the 20,000

With the help of the professional and friendly staff at the

over 30 km/ph, especially in longer races. In particular, I was

metabolism, reducing the risk of Type II diabetes. The other

So ifyou want to keep up with the pack, maybe you have no

>

body is generally good for one's health. My wife doesn't sail
^ I first became interested because I found it increasingly

The guess work of the past, of how to design an effective

An experienced instructor will progressively take you from

y

body strength - managing the mainsheet on a Flying 15 in a

maintaining a reasonable degree of fitness should consider a
gym program.

breeze, especially in the gusty conditions of Lake Burley
Griffin, can be a handful - and second, to improve my
stamina, to help me 'hang out' on the long beats to
windward.

I hasten to add that I am not being sponsored for this
support of the CSCC gym! But it is worth knowing that this
is another great asset available to all members of the CSCC.
P e te r F o rs te r
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Myall Lakes Christmas cruise

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

S u n - F r i

Ian

I I - I i

FFs Nationals Tin Can Bay
V i c e
Vacant
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Sun
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W e d

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
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Faul ks

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.faulks@dha.gov.au
R e a r

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549
(h) 6258 571 I
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

(m) 0419 627 064

R e a r

R a c i n g

C o m m o d o r e
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C o m m o d o r e

G r a h a m

Su n

Ia n

I 8

Pointscore 13, c’ship 4 ,2pm

Su n

) a n

21

Ia n

25

Pointscore 14,2pm
W e d

Su n
O p e r a t i o n

Ian

18

Feb

I

Pointscore 15,2pm

Gi l es

(h) 62886990 (w ) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

W e d

C l u b

S a t

M a n a g e r

M a t t h e w

I 7 - I 8

Twilight 9m 6pm

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chif!ey@fullagarorg
R e a r

Ian

Twilight 8, 6pm
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TYA Traveler series St Georges Basin

W e d

o d o r e

Co

Ni c k

S a t - S u n

M e m b e r

S e r v i c e s

A n i t a

| a n

Twilight 7, 6pm

o d o r e

Co

I a n I I

Pointscore 12 .2pm

O w e n

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

Feb

4

Twilight 10,6pm
Feb

7

Lady skipper race
Su n

Feb

8

Pointscore 16, c’ship 5,2pm
Mon

Feb

9
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Relaxing on the Myall Lakes, January 2004
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We are now into the time of
the season where there is
absolutely no reason not to
sail. The CYC financial position

l—

is once again secured by

rs
U

putting the crucial period of

L_

January now safely behind us

_Q

with the summer holidays

0)

sailing school thankfully
uninterrupted by any
j

We are pleased to advise members of the firm intentions of
the National Capital Authority to replace the old jetty on
Springbank Island with a new one of superior design and

Spiral Nationals

capacity. Suggestions from CYC members were encouraged
at a recent meeting with the NCA. Furthermore, the NCA
intends to not only repair the damaged facilities on the

a
3

island but to introduce a program of adding to the number
and type of facilities available to Canberrans. Ifyou have any

L.
-Q

suggestions send them to me please.

a;

Enjoy your summer sailing.
Peter Dalton

difficulties in lake water Quality.
The numbers ofyachts racing
at this end of summer is veiy
high and all the boat park
places are fully booked.

DOMA H

y

ANBERRA

Those members guilty of not
sailing their boats should now

>■

dust off their pride and joy and

u

commit themselves to a race or
two. No crew ? Not a
problem!

;

I

Talk to us and see

P

how easy it is to find some

i n n a c l e
s m & m iE B

H E R IT A G E

The Spiral Nationals were held at Tanilba Bay Port Stephens

Nigel Harvey enjoyed the nationals so much that he

and busting themselves to get

over the Australia Day long weekend. The four-day sailing

purchased his own boat at the end of the regatta, becoming

into a regular crewing position.

program included an invitation race on the Friday and three

the third Youth Academy member to purchase their own

You will benefit and also do your

races on Saturday and Sunday with another two races run on

Spiral.

In this issue you will read some
' i

more good news about the regatta
successes of our club juniors,
particularly in the spiral class. We have had
a number of national champions over the

years but this time we have a champion that has successfully
defended his title. No mean feat indeed. Congratulations to
Martin Cox and well done all the YSA members, supporting
parents and it must be said, to the CYC coaching staff
spearheaded by Matt Owen.
Graham Giles has accepted the position of Vice Commodore
_c
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A buzz in th e air
MSG - Members Service Group
On Thursday Februaiy S, a group of seven enthusiastic,
caring CYC members gathered under the umbrella, sipped a
cold drink and created the MSG - Members Service Group.

club committee has been restored to full strength with the
appointment of a new member, Paddy Hodgman, to take on
the task of Rear Commodore - Operations. Paddy will have

<U

club equipment. Welcome Paddy!

responsibility for the Sailing School and YSA plus certain

the Monday.
For myself, the weekend was a great event with a friendly
Forty seven boats attended the nationals including seven

atmosphere with all competitors helping each other with

from Canberra, five of which were CYC boats.

launching and repairing boats. The high point for me over

The Saturday and Sunday had similar conditions with a light

the weekend was coming third around the top mark in race

easterly for the first race of the day which then built to a 10

one and race four and nailing the starts.

to 15 knot easterjy in the afternoon with a slight chop from

The Tanilba Bay Yacht club held a social on the Saturday

the out going tide.

which added to the party atmosphere of the event especially

On Monday morning the first race was run in a 0 to 6 knot

considering around 80% of competitors camped at the

north-westerly. Then the breeze finally kicked in from the

venue.

These people responded to a reouest to contribute their
ideas for improving members' services in our club. And did
the ideas flood in!!!!

south, finishing the event with a nice 6 to 12 knot breeze,
I am greatly encouraged by the contribution made by these

Also a big thankyou must go to super coach Mathew Owen

which saw all competitors returning to the beach with big

members already.

who was a great help to all of us as far as words of wisdom

smiles and very sore legs.

on the water and supplying the CYC team with much

It is not too late to join the MSG. Come and see me or call

The Canberra boats performed well with Martin Cox and Ian

appreciated refreshments in between races, and also not

me to indicate your intention to join in.

Davidson placing in the top 10 for the whole regatta.

forgetting the parents' cheers.

Watch this space for a regular update on improved member

CYC juniors Charlie Bellwood and Nigel Harvey performed

and I welcome his continued valuable work for our club. Your
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enthusiastic new CYC members

recent convert to sailing.

u

Martin Cox and Charlie Bellwood

who are sailing school graduates

bit to share your sport with a

ZD

On-the water coaching by Matt Owen

services.

well over the four days with Charlie coming first out the

Anita Faulks
Rear Commodore, Member Services

juniors and Nigel coming fourth in a sailing school boat.

O liv e r M erz
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After the eight races Martin Cox retained his National title in
the Open Division for the second year in a row with Ian
Davison coming fourth in a sailing school boat.
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I City of Canberra Regatta
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Results for 2003

ACT Elliott 7 State Titles

CN

ACT Elliott 7 State Titles
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Sail
No

Boat
Name

Skipper

1

57

Q U ik Stix

M Owen

1.00

1.00

2

62

Casper

N Faulks

2.00

3

35

Pigs Can Fly

1 Richardson

4

45

Pretty Woman

5

54

6

Place
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3.00

2.00

[3.00]

1.00

5.00

5.00

6.00

2.00

[8.00]

13.00

J Jagger

3.00

5.00

6.00

[10.00]

14.00

Huntress

N Primrose

[I3.00R]

7.00

4.00

5.00

16.00

727

Need for Speed

T Carfrie

8.00

3.00

[9.00]

6.00

17.00

55

Dog Gone

G Doggett

6.00

4.00

8.00

[9.00]

18.00

50

Serious Fun

D Fitzgerald

[10.00]

8.00

7.00

4.00

19.00

60

Gone W ith the W ind

D Smith

7.00

[I3.00Q ]

5.00

7.00

19.00

52

Aeolus

S Russell-Smith

9.00

10.00

[11.00]

3.00

22.00

4.00

9.00

10.00
lilii i

[I3.00S]

23.00

11.00

11.00

[12.00]

11.00

33.00

:•

39

12

27

joy Toy
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It was good to see such a large E7 fleet on Lake Burley
looked pretty mean and impressive against the other

Canberra Regatta on December 6-7. Once again, Canberra

up to the lead by the first mark and held it to the finish for a

took the lead by the leeward mark after Quite a bunch up at

Yacht Club turned on an excellent regatta, made veiy easy for

comfortable win. Casper came through on the second work

the wing mark. By the end of the second triangle, Quik Stix

trailerables. Well done to Matt Owen and crew on Quik Stix.

the competitors with B B Q lunches, spit roast dinner and

and finished second comfortably. Pretty Woman had a great

had a commanding lead while Pigs Can Fly and Casper had

Same for the Faulks family on Casper. Special mention to Ian

band on the Saturday evening and bacon/egg breakfast on

dice with Need For Speed (Tristram Carfrae), Joy Toy (Ben

their own close-fought race for second place, leaving the rest

Richardson (Pigs Can Fjy), Tristram Carfrae (Need For

the Sunday morning.

Dagger), Pigs Can Fly (Ian Richardson) and Doggone (Gary

" of us to fight out the minor placings. Sailing 3-up with only a

Doggett) who all finished closely packed. It was good to see

#2 jib, Ian Richardson in Pigs Can Fly showed the rest of us

It is so good to see the class in such good shape with new

Joy Toy and Need For Speed up at the front of the fleet and

the benefits of his experience in Tasers by holding off Casper

faces at the top.

so competitive.

for 2nd place. Huntress (Neil Primrose) just held off Dave

Race 2 started off veiy interestingly with both Quik Stix and

southeasterly to northerly.

Casper misjudging the start and having to re-round. However

Race 4 on Sunday morning was a light and shifty affair with

while the rest of the fleet, led by Pigs Can Fly, Need For

plenty of beating and running on eveiy leg of the course!

Speed, Doggone and Pretty Woman, headed into the middle

Casper had an all-the-way win from Quik Stix who had an

of the lake which seemed best in Race I, Quik Stix and

excellent tussle with Aeolus (Shayne Russell-Smith). These

Local boats Quik Stix (Matt Owen) and Casper (Nick Faulks)
were the standout boats. The only other boat to get a toptwo placing was Pigs Can Fly (Ian Richardson). Quik Stix and

Casper got back into the race by continuing left. Need For

three were almost half a leg in front of Serious Fun (Danny

Spred led at the first mark but was run down by Quik Stix

Fitzerald) who finished almost a leg in front of the rest of the

and Casper on the downwind leg. The first three placings

E7 fleet. Apart from the first four who were never going to be

stayed pretty much the same - Quik Stix 1st, Casper 2nd,

caught, the rest of the fleet had a ding-dong battle with many

In Race I, Quik Stix and Pretty Woman (steered in this

Need For Speed 3rd. In the minor placings, Doggone got

place changes. Huntress was first in the “other race” very

regatta by |ohn (agger) got an early jump on the fleet at the

past Pretty Woman on the final beat for 4th.

closely followed by Need For Speed and Gone With The

start and headed left towards the island. Huntress (Neil
Primrose) and Need For Speed (Tristram Carfrae) led a pack
of boats over towards the middle of the lake where they

After a lovely spit roast, Race 3 started at 7:30PM with a
downwind start in a delightful, warm 10 knot breeze. Timing
their kite hoist to perfection, Doggone got a scorcher of a

Wind. A special mention here for Carl and Sue Warner on
Over The Edge who mixed it with Huntress et al over the first
three laps.
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Speed) and Ben Dagger (Joy Toy) for their excellent results.

Thank-you to Canberra Yacht Club for their efforts in making

Smith's new boat Gone With The Wind and Pretty Woman.

southeasterly and the Sunday morning race in a 2 - 5 knot

good windshift sailing and good spinnaker work.

rd

[2.00]

Griffin. The Elliotts comprised by far the biggest fleet and

rd

c
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wrong mark. Quik Stix capitalised on Doggone's mistake and

back from bad starts with a combination of good speed,
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Agg Score

start to lead the fleet before unfortunately gibing away to the

U
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Race 4

picked up a good breeze line and easijy crossed Quik Stix

Casper generally got good starts but were also able to come

>-

Race 3

and Pretty Woman. Quik Stix managed to work its way back

Saturday evening race was sailed in a 8 - 10 knot

u

Race 2

Twelve Elliott 7's turned up to compete in the ACT Elliott 7

afternoon were sailed in 8 - 14 knot southeaster!ies. The

Z3

Race 1
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State Titles which were incorporated within the City of

And there was wind! The two back-to-back races on Saturday
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us all welcome and for putting on an excellent regatta. Thank
•

you also to the major sponsors including NEC and Quantum
Sails.
The next regatta we can look forward to is the NSW TYA
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States at Port Kembla on Februaiy 14-15, then Marley Point
Overnight Race March 6-7 and the TYA Nationals/E7
Nationals at Paynesville on April 9-11.
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Neil Primrose
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V isit your club w ebsite
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for information on all coming events
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Musings from Metung
It's been two months since Kerrie and I packed our

fairly new to racing. She looked up the Castle rating of .72

belongings and Solitaire (a Castle 650) and headed for

and I readily agreed. We decided not to give away Solitaire's

Metung on the Gippsland Lakes, having been ably assisted

full potential on the first day and opted to use the 'cruising'

by Geoff Howarth of One Man Removals', a passionate cat

sails and small jib.

sailor. Already waiting at Metung was our house and a
recently acquired 1946 classic clinker wooden four metre
fishing dinghy 'Nancy', built in Hobart from NZ kauri and
cedar.

Pindar, the international print and electronic media company

We can't hold these guys and cross in sixth place. What a

who sponsor British yachtswomen Emma Richards and

great race!

Hannah Mills, has launched an innovative, international

the starts - not a flag in sight!

head for the club. Dorothy has done a bit of intuitive

Membership of the Metung Yacht Club, which is sited on

There was no competition on the starting line so we made a

beautiful Bankcroft Bay, was arranged promptly to facilitate

good start on the pin and headed for Paynesville. A light

handicapping arbitrarily increasing our rating to .82 - my

breeze of 5 to 15 knots S-SE was forecast. On the nose the

and dining facilities that operate three days a week during

whole way. Up the shore we went through the Metung

summer and overlooks a large council operated marina.

moorings, keeping in the patchy wind. Around Shaving Point

Many of its members are based in Melbourne and commute

into Lake King well out in front of the competition. Those

to holiday homes in Metung. It has a strong fleet of keel

who had tacked away from the shore fell into a big hole and

boats including Etchells, Dragons, Hood 23's, Noelex 25's

tide.
Out on Lake King it was perfect Castle weather - light and
calm water. We steadily made our way towards Paynesville.

The Gippsland Lakes are also a solid base for wooden boat

It was not until half way there that the first of the Etchells,

supporters and many beautifully restored boats are to be

that had started 10 minutes behind, caught us. Before long

hopes for a place drop. Maybe the racing sails should have
gone up after all. Final result are announced - Solitaire 1st,
Cygnet (a large gaffer) 2nd and the |24 3rd. We have our
^ first Metung mug.
Peter Harvey

Busy Tim es
at the Sailing
School

found, some dating back to the I880's. The club has racing

we turned around the southerly Raymond Island channel

on Saturdays (Sundays for the Gaffers) and it is always

marker and threw a kite for the finish - a second Etchell and

exciting to watch the boats of olden days compete. Kerrie

a Spider 23 just overtaking us before the finish. Fourth into

The CYC Sailing School has had a busy period of training

has already crewed on one of the faster gaffers in the club

Paynesville was a good result as far as I was concerned.

over the last month.

Mooring up to the wharf completed, we set off to the club

Over the lanuaiy school break, 187 kids have passed through

On New Years Day 2004 we participated in the club's annual
sail past. Sail and powerboats participated. The
Commodore and Vice Commodore took the salute and all
crews shouted three cheers for the Commodore as they
passed! I can see Commodore Dalton adopting this bit of
tradition.

for a much-needed lunch and a few drinks.
Two hours later we were on the water again lining up for a
start between 'a blue flag on the balcony and a lamp post'
positioned somewhere on Raymond Island! Down the
channel we went, spinnaker up chasing a Flying Fifteen while
making sure to safely negotiate the chains of the vehicle feriy

Having done the basic essential maintenance on the house,

that runs regularly across to Raymond Island. Around the

the holiday program and 24 adults have passed the Yachting
Australia level one certificate. Most of them you can see
sailing the CYC's training fleet on Wednesday night twilight
graces. Many of these graduates have joined the CYC as
members and are looking for rides on Sunday or Wednesday

The YSA has started up again with around 30 young
champions taking part in the Sunday morning program. Boys

bushes, it seemed time to check out the racing scene.

beat home to Metung as the wind was now blowing 12 knots

Grammar have commenced their sail training program at the

from the SE.

Sailing School, Monday to Thursday, 4-6pm and Marist

Slowly the faster boats came into sight - first the Etchells,

College on Friday, 4-6pm.

Paynesville, some II kilometres away. The fleet would start

then the |24. Solitaire was grinding her way towards Metung

We will be conducting a TL3 powerboat training course in

u

about llam and race around Raymond Island to Paynesville,

but we were slipping back in the fleet. Nothing to do but

the April/May period, the date will be on the CYC web site

(T3

have lunch and race back to Metung.

keeping plugging to windward looking for a knock off the

in the next few weeks.

>(T3

Solitaire was hosed down and readied for competition.
On entering, Dorothy, the iconic starter and handicapper

CU
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interrogated me in order to establish a handicap. She asked
had I sailed before? Tiying to keep my handicap at a
sensible level, I replied 'a bit' - adding that my crew was

shore.

three abreast with the |24 within touching distance to
windward and an Etchell above him. This is for the brave.

the winner an opening into the world of ocean racing and an
opportunity to participate in some of sailing's most
prestigious offshore races.
The competition is open to anyone between the ages of 16
and 23. The selection process will begin with entrants
writing in 250 words why they think that they have the
attitude and aptitude to win. A panel of judges will interview
the leading 30 entrants, who will also undergo a number of

u

physical and mental tests. The judges will then select 10
finalists to attend a day sail in May 2004 with Emma
Richards on-board Pindar's Open 60, where the winner will
be chosen.
Emma Richards says: "This is a fantastic opportunity. One of
the biggest problems in ocean sailing is that it is really tough
for young sailors to find enough funding to break into the

u

sport."
Pindar, who has sponsored Emma Richards for the past four
years, has set up the competition to continue their support
of sailing and its positive impact with their customers. For
further information contact:

JD
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Matt Owen

Shaving Point came into sight. We were almost home but in
a fierce tacking duel with the |24. Around Shaving Point

Pindar team, sailing alongside Emma Richards. It will give

Camilla Green (camilla@pitchpr.co.uk).

pursuit of the FFI5, we rounded up for the long windward

reciprocal visit to the Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club in

team. The competition will provide one winner with a unique

your boat.

marker on the northern end of Raymond Island still in hot

<
D

three-year apprenticeship where they will work as part of the

Victoria Fuller (victoria@pitchpr.co.uk) or

fenced the block, cleaned up an overgrown three quarter of

_o

competition to find a new recruit for their ocean racing

races, please contact me ifyou can accommodate them on

an acre garden and planted some lawn and many native

A perfect opportunity presented itself with the annual

may beyour chance.

Bearing away to the club and the finish line, it's a drag race.

There were no sailing instructions or notice of race - just a

meeting the local community. It's an active club with bar

O
O
<N

jumped on the sand!

The scene was set for a sea change.

and found the experience a positive one.

u

one closest to shore. No point calling water. I could have

After tying up in Chinaman's Creek we leave Solitaire and

mainly sail Lasers and International Cadet dinghies.

D

display we rigged and launched from Shaving Point ramp.

Wanna be an ocean racer? This
Fortunately, it's deep water straight off the beach and I'm the

course map on the wall and a verbal briefing. Lights govern

and 30's, |24's and an ex-Canberra Spider 23. The juniors

_o

Having set the watch against the starters $10 digital clock

Talent Search

Capital Insurance Brokers
supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta
Ph: 02 - 6282 7666
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Sun

Peter Dalton
(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

W e d

Giles

Sat

(h) 62886990 (w ) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
T r e a s u re r

nj

Trevor HippisIey
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hipps@bigpond.com.au
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M a r c h
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Sun

CO

Pointscore 20,2pm

M a r c h

7.

M a r c h

8

M a r c h

10.
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Twilight 15, 6pm
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S a t - M o n
M a r c h
I 5
ACT Team Racing C'ship,

Racing

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
O p e r a t io n s

Paddy Hodgman
(w) 6279 1913 (m) 0401 929 018
hodgman_paddy@bah.com.au
M anager

t m

tC

St Georges Basin Cruise
W e d

M a r c h

17

Twilight 16, 6pm
Sun

M a r c h

2 1

MatthewOwen

Pointscore 21, c’ship 7, 2pm

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

W e d

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Ross Peake,
lay-out design by Monique Wilding,
printing by Lasercolour.
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Marley Point Regatta

W e d

Peter Fullagar

Club

29

M a r c h

S a t - S u n

Mon
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C o m m o d o r e

W e d

nj

Nick Hildyard

Rear

28

Sailing News deadline

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
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Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
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Feb

Twilight 14, 6pm

X5

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.faulks@dha.gov.au

C o m m o d o r e

25

Pointscore 19, c’ship 6, 2pm

S ri
00

4—1 (w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
R e a r C o m

Feb

H'cap start/Springbank Is bbq
Sun

00

22

Twilight 13, 6pm

V i c e C o m m o d o r e

Graham

Feb

Pointscore 18,2pm

M a r c h

2 4

Twilight 17, 6pm
M a r c h
Sat- Sun
ACT Youth Regatta

13-

SdilingNews
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Flying a hull on his Hobie 16, Nab a Rogue Trader; is skipper Peter Manley with his crew
Christina Anderson.
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In this edition:
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♦

the Marlay Point overnight race;

2600

♦

the inaugural Southern Cross Cup;
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♦

the 40th anniversaiy of Lake Burley Griffin.
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The sailing community in

Our club is fundamentally dependant upon the support of its

Canberra has been very active

volunteers. Ifyou are a new member or a member that has

in the past month or so, many

not fully engaged with the club we suggest that the best way

sailors travelling to interstate

to get to make more friends in sailing is to participate in the

regattas and winning at Marlay

voluntary activities such as race duty crews, youth training,

Point, Lake Illawarra and at

member services group, power boat roster and other on

s_

Twofold Bay. Your club

shore working bees. If many share the load the task is made

rJ

committee is already planning

easier for the whole. We are a little short on race duty

for the sailing season calendar

volunteers this time of theyear and a few members have had

of events next year. We would

to back up again and I thank them veiy much.. So can those

be very appreciative for some

members that have not “done time" at the CYC thisyear

U

feedback and suggestions for

please Quietly let the club office find them a task now in

future consideration from

order to clear their conscience and save their soul.

members in order to find out
what your own ideas may be.
We want a full sailing calendar
in 2005 and need to ensure the

ilil

major events such as the NEC
Regatta will continue to grow
and that the Flying Dutchman
Nationals are a success.
We particularly enjoyed the
company of two lady directors
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The ACT Youth Titles are set for the 27th and 28th of March
and Martin Linsley and his highly focused committee are
finishing off a well constructed planning process to make

u

sure the event is again a success. We are expecting a larger
number of entrants thisyear with the additional interest from
the Canberra Boys Grammar School and Marist College
crews. Support these endeavours and please come to see our
future club sailors in action on Lake Burley Griffin before
they head off interstate to the coming CHS Regatta.
Peter Dalton

of the Canberra Southern Cross
Club in the recent Southern
Cross Cup Series, on and off
the water. Kim Marshall sailed in
the safe and steady hands of
Paddy Hodgman. Maiy Laughlin

In the Zimmer frame race, our Martin van der Hoek (left) after two hip joint replacements, wins over a patient who had a total hip

wit

replacement.

't h a n k s

sailed on the Elliott 7 "Casper"

The Canberra Yacht Club committee and members would like

with the " e o u i p e Faulks". Both

to thank Ross Peake for all his hard work in being the editor

ladies have now issued a

of the newsletter over many years. Ross has been able to

challenge to their male board

orgainise the club to submit articles on time, an achievement

member counterparts to race them
in the Southern Cross Cup Series
next year.
Did many members notice the large
numbers of CYC Sailing School graduates
racing in the Southern Cross Cup Series? The CYC Sailing

Beth waite
Series
from th e C o m m itte e Boat

which takes a huge amount of time and effort. Ross puts a
tremendous amount of hours each month collating the
articles and photos to have ready an excellent newsletter.
We wish Ross good luck with his work and hope to see him
on the water soon.

The last regatta of the series was held at Wangi on February

Peter Dalton

14-15. The race committee of the Wangi Amateur Sailing Club

sailors in the 29ers and the mixed crews, many husband and
wife teams in the BI4s.

that raced were Tasar, 29er and BI4. The 49er's had a regatta

Ross and I were lucly enough to be on the committee boat, a
Beneteau 33 ft called Sub jude, veiy comfortable.

members and by all accounts the entire fleet was out racing

The 29ers and the BI4s were exciting to watch, theyounger

was responsible for the running of the regatta. The classes
in Sydney so did not compete.

School dinghy fleet was in great demand from these new club
XI

u

Martin easily won the Tasars and was as always a gentleman
in his acceptance of first place.
I am involved in doing computer results at the club and use
a system called Sailwave. I am enjoying being involved in

x

on more than one occasion. They seemed to be coping veiy

Our personal interest was focused on CYC Sailor Martin

doing results again as Ross is in running races. We run and

well with their introduction into racing and we hope to see

Linsley in his Tasar. It was hard to see it was Martin as he

do the results for a Friday night race/cruise for the club

was dressed for protection from the hot high 30's sun, neck

called the Sundowners and have 20 to 25yachts and

future.

to knee, or rather head to feet.

multihulls racing each Friday night.

u

The Anita Faulks MSG group is under the pump again to

There were five races on the Saturday, Martin performing well

Carol Wylde-Browne

rd

produce a top dinner to celebrate the final twilight race on

in all races, being the leader or well up in each race. Sunday

March 24. They respond well to pressure. Dress upyour

was a repeat performance with four races being run. It was

>-

crew, your boat and come and enjoy the after race dinner and

great to hear the remarks of our fellow committee members

cd

party in the marQuee. These MSG volunteers are doing a fine

commenting on his starts and sailing ability. He certainly was

Q UEEN SLA N D

the one to beat as he and his crew became part of the boat as
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our new conscripts to sailing in many more club races in the

job and we are all very appreciative of their efforts.
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it tacked and jibed over our beautiful Lake Macouarie.
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Clean sweep by Flying Fifteens
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The inaugural Southern Cross Cup
Series was run over the period
February 14 to 25.
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flj

Three twilight races and two pointscore races were used

u
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This trophy comes to us from the Seafly Association when it
was disbanded someyears ago.
The Legacy Cup will in future be presented for competition

competed in these races were assigned to one of three

between catamarans in the SCCS. The first winner was Mike

divisions - trailables, dinghies or catamarans. The elapsed

Dunn and Nancy Mills sailing Bullet Proof, a Hobie 20.

times were then adjusted by class yardsticks to provide race

Daryl Riding sailing Silk, a Hobie 17, came second and Ron

results. Participation was excellent with 78 entrants

and Tim Fisher sailing Catastrophe, a Hobie 18, came third.

providing strong fleets - 29 trailables, 38 dinghies and II

The Legacy Cup was originally used for competition between

catamarans. Three veiy splendid club trophies that have not

yacht clubs in Canberra and was part of an annual regatta

been used for many years have been selected for future

held on Legacy Day. The records on the cup indicate that it

competition in this series.

was won by the CYC every year between 1969 and 1979 after

between trailableyachts and the first winner to be engraved

L_

excess of 20 boats were not unusual at the CYC at that time.

from which race times were extracted. All boats that

The Shakespeare Trophy was selected for competition

u

sailing on Lake Burley Griffin. Class starts by Seaflies in

which time it seems to have remained unused!
Peter Fullagar, Rear Commodore Sailing

i

on this ‘new use' perpetual trophy was Casper, an Elliott 7,
sailed by Nick Faulks and team. In second place was Col

u

Durran and team sailing Micro, a Status 19. The margin after
five races with one discard was only 0.33 of a point! Third

Wings

U

Above: Stephanie Bacon and Jay Garvie were the winners in the dinghy division of the
Canberra Southern Cross Cup.

place went to Matt Owen and team in another Elliott 7,
WalterTurnbull Quik Stix. Originally the Shakespeare Trophy
was presented to the first boat in Division I in an Easter
regatta that was a regular part of the sailing program in the
early days of the CYC. At the time Division I was most likely
the fast dinghies.
lohn Tracey and Craig Murphy sailing a Flying Fifteen,

X
13
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Wings, won the dinghy division and they were presented
with the Harold Lang Cup. Flying Fifteens were also placed
second and third in this division, making it a clean sweep for

X)
13

u

this class against some very close competition. Peter Forster
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and Geoff McDougall in Relience Ffeighteen finished
comfortably ahead of Peter Fullagar and Ross Pover sailing
State of the Ark. It is worth noting that Harold Lang was the
first accredited boat-builder in Australia for the Seafly
Dinghy which was the first class officially selected and
sponsored by the Canberra Yacht Club during early days of
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New CYC members
in 2003-04
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The CYC currently has 365 adult members and 120 junior
members.
Erik Adriaanse; Rohan Armstrong; Peter and Denise Barter;

. .1 - - ■

Lorraine, Andrew and Michael Bayliss; Francois Beghin,
Nick Bolton; Evan Boyle; Peter Bradley; Sophie Brain; Chris
Burrett; Kate Campbell: Simon Chappie; Babar Chohan;
lack, Libby and Peter Colvin; Geoff Comfort; Les Cook; Ellis
Cottell; Tony Coulter; |amie Cregan; Carol Croxford; Lorna
Cuneo; Shane Curtis; Albert Cutajar; lampal Dawa; Anna,
Angus Reid and Ian Ruff are recent new club members. Angus
was Ian's crew on a Flying Dutchman but has since bought an

Ken and Susan Day; Peter, Richard Dear; Patricia and Leo
de Boer; Jonathan Emonson; |amie Ericson; Peter and Tom

Elliott 7.

Ethell; Nigel Ewels; Brent Freestone; Jason, Michelle, Tessa
Huntress

and Luke Gavin; Matthew Gibbins; Rona and Ben Greig;
Christopher Hansen; Simon Hawkins; Philip and Bronwyn

B o a t six in C an b erra

Hextell; Bettina Hiscock; Tony Hodgins; Derek Hoffmeister;

Dave Smith's boat Under Pressure E44 returned to Canberra

the boat surfing, running from the island most of the way

Meanwhile the Canberra E7 fleet has performed well at

Danielle Hutcheson; Douglas Jackson; Bevan and Lee Jones;

after Christmas, having been purchased by Peter Barter.

back to Sydney with 60 plus knots over the deck and very

recent trailable regattas. Huntress"won the St Georges Basin

Scean Kearns; Jon Keily; Ryan, Hugh and Rachel Kellow;

Now named Escapade, the boat is set to start a fashion in E

steep seas. That race was his fondest memoiy of blue water

Regatta in lanuary. WalterTurnbull Quik Stix was first and

names, as well as lifting the bar with commitment to having

racing. But he found he still hankered after planing

Casper second in the Port Kembla Regatta (eight E7s in the

fun at home and away.

dinghies.

fleet). WalterTurnbull Quik Stix was first and Casper third in

Since he bought it, Peter has worked enthusiastically to

Sailing was again interrupted when Peter and his wife moved

customise the layout to his own preferences and has

inland to Wagga

competed regularly, both at home and away. He enjoyed
some great sailing at the Port Kembla regatta in February and
did well in one of the fastest Marlay Point ONRsyet - Loch
Sport and all!

Wagga to set up a business, though he did race a Hydra
Catamaran on Lake Albert for a couple of seasons. A move
to Canberra brought him back closer to dinghy fleets but the
demands ayoung family and of business captured him until

Andrew Matusiewicz; Paul McConaghy; John and Liam

improver is Ben Dagger's |oy Toy. More of that next month.

McDaniel; Nick and Jack McDonald-Crawly; Jonathan

Meanwhile we know of three interested parties in Canberra

Medwin; Robert Micallef; Robert, Nicholas and Kelsey Mills;

who are searching for second hand E7s and are interested in

Matthew Miniotas; Stephen, Julian, John and Robyn

buying before the end of the season. Second hand E7s are

Musgrave; Jeremy Needham; Geoff Nott; Martin Ogilvie;
However, the moulds have recently been purchased by a

class. Peter started sailing in the early 1960s on Lake

school. Accounts of her experience and how much she

builder in Queensland and we expect to see new boats being

Macouarie in V|s, with occasional stints on Sixteen-foot

enjoyed it encouraged Peter to get back to owning a boat

produced again before mid-year. The class association is

skiffs. The strong south easterlies that regularly blow down

again. The E7 class suited his demand for a planing hull

the lake gave him the taste for boats that get up and plane.

that performs like a dinghy and is large enough to take his

crew position
came up on a beautiful 41-foot yawl. Peter raced in harbour

B o a t seven in C an b erra
Sydney E7 Fiasco has been purchased by Angus Reid who

races with the CYCA, interspaced with longer ocean races.

has been sailing on Brindabella and other maxiyachts, as

Theyawl was an ideal cruising boat, but unlike modern

well as crewing on FDs with Ian Ruff. The boat may well be

racers its heavy weight and displacement hull meant she

renamed! We'll profile the Gus-machine in the next

never planed. On one Montague Island race they did have

newsletter.

Milthorpe; Marcus Morley; Claudia Morris; Stephen

now pretty scarce.

recently when a family friend learned to sail at the sailing

A move to Sydney put a stop to sailing for a while until a

u

Lamb: Michael Little; Wendy, Matthew; Daniel Matthews

the Marlay Point ONR (nine E7s in the fleet). Major

It's interesting to see the sort of person who chooses the E7

family sailing.

Mary Kershaw; Karen Kincaid; Deborah, Jim and Stefany

>■

Grant O'Neill; Tina Patmore; Antoine Perrin; Jodie Poole;
Nick Post; Mark and Carol Quilter; Anthony Ramsay; Adrian

-Q

consulting with the builder to ensure compliance with the

Reed; Angus Reid; Paul Reynolds; Michael Roach; Charles,

=3

tight provisions in the E7 specifications and technical

Terri, Patrick and Hugh Roberts; Ian Salter; Ron Sandeman;

u

restrictions to preserve the strict one-design nature of the

Thomas Schild; Leo Schoevers; Rubin Schoots; Campbell

class.

and Kathryn Scott; Carolin Scutt; Duncan Searle; Judy

Neil Primrose

Sheppard; Malcolm Shying; Sam Skerritt; Tom Sloane; Justin
Sowry; Ben Spencer; Harry Thompson; Philip Toyne;

Capital Insurance Brokers
supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta
Ph: 02 - 6282 7666

Andrew Wade; Alexander Ware; Patricia Webb; Nicolas
Weber; Ian Weekley; Bill Weigall; Andrew Wernbacher;
David Wilkes; Peter Wilkins; Tobias Williams; Richard
Wood; Rauny Worm, Kevin Wren.
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Canberra Day Committee had requested our club (the

including clearance heights, so that skippers could make

There is a current trend among CYC members who have

(Canberra's watery phenomenon, 40years on, February 10),

YMSC) to stage a special event as part of the Canberra Week

their own decisions about accessing Central and East basins.

moved north to Port Stephens and Lake Macquarie to trade

thisyear marks the 40th anniversary of “our" lake.

celebrations and we planned an "Around the Lake Marathon"

The classes that raced that weekend were Moth, Heron, Finn,

up from the trailer-sailers they sailed on Lake Burley Griffin.

The article in The Canberra Times (by lan Warden) drew

for Lake Burley Griffin from II am on 15th March 1964. This

Gwen 12, OK, Seafly, 505 and 14 foot dinghy, with open

The nearby ocean beckons us, and the long-standing

attention to a talk to be given the next day by Dr Dianne

was the FIRST organized event on the new lake and, as it

divisions for catamarans and other dinghies.

members of the clubs here talk enticingly of coastal cruising.

Firth who is head of Landscape Architecture at University of

was not officially open for use, competitors had to sign

It is interesting to note that the only type of boat that

Kath and Craig Tucker now sail a 33 foot X-Yacht, Exalte, in

Canberra, based on the work she did for her PhD thesis

indemnity forms. Minus the departmental red tape of that

competed in that regatta that is currently seen racing

Port Stephens, Ross and Carol Wylde-Browne at Lake

about the creation of the lake. I was pleased to be among

event, the marathon set standards for future races ... long

regularly on LBG is the Flying 15. Teriy Hill of the CYC sailed

Macquarie have recently bought a Phantom 33, Frank

the 80 or so people who were present on that occasion and

courses (nine miles with Bill Moran's Moth “Kylie" clocking

was pleased to catch up with three people with prior

fastest time of 5 hours 17 minutes 17 seconds) ... light winds

involvement, including Lorelie Jorgenson, widow of former

and keen competition (only 200yards from the finish, inches

Commodore, Ken.

separated the seven leaders drifting to the line).

I didn't arrive in Canberra until earjy Februaiy 1965 so 1

Next event on LBG was the NSW Gwen 12 Inland Water

and second on Sunday, in his Snipe class dinghy called

missed the first sailing opportunities on the lake. However,

Championship at Easter '64, hosted by CYC, which was a

Colleen, with sister Christine as crew).

there is a useful and interesting record of those early days in

clean sweep for Rod Dalgleish.

took place in each of West, Central and East Basins,

"Friday 20th September 1963, the Minister for the Interior,

sailors went out for a burn in Force 4 winds (II to 16 knots)

according to classes, with more than 150 boats from 15 clubs

Mr Gordon Freeth, closed the valve on Scrivenor Dam,

... and had the Winter lay-off to make repairs.”

from the ACT, NSW and Victoria competing. Visitors

which holds back Lake Burley Griffin, and by Sunday

The Inaugural Keedle Shield for interclub teams racing was

included A| Muston, President of the NSW YA, Garth

won by YM as a fitting climax to the season there (that is. on

Thompson up front) and Rod Dalgleish in his Gwen 12

Lake George) before all activity shifted into town.

“ClassiQue" (with Stewart Richards up front) were out sailing

Membership (of YMSC) neared 400 and 67 boats, some

We have also acquired some great photos of that era, inc

on the new water. Shortly afterwards Mr Freeth announced

uncompleted, were on the register.

luding the construction of the dam, the official ceremony for

calendar. It was a tight squeeze rigging there and when a
nor'easterly blew a bombora at the entrance to the bay
dampened sailors' enthusiasm. Bill Abbott officiated as

“Mains'l” - on questions of lake administration, probable
date of filling, what sites and access water sports clubs

President of the Finn Class Association.

closing the valves, the first boats sailing on the lake as
described above, the first clubhouse we had on LBG (the
former Royal Canberra Golf clubhouse), and some of our
early members including Peter Harvey as ayouth (!), Chas
founder of the Seafly Class in Australia. Some of those

This season was highlighted in October by an "Inauguration

photos to Ralph Westen, the photographer and former

of the Lake Regatta”. YM handled part of the event, held

Commodore of the YMCASC for providing me with lots of
his 35mm negatives to sift through, and to former Seafly

Feb. '64 an ACT branch of the NSW Gwen 12 Association

official “Sail Past", which was highlighted by precision sailing

CD.

was formed with President Miss Patty Watch, Secretaiy (to

of Finns and OK Dinghies.”

>-

and Measurer Keith Owen (Miss Watch's fiancee and for'ard
hand).

literally.
The Bavaria is currently named Dream'n but we call her Wet
But first we have to sail her home. This is an exciting time
for us but it is tinged with sadness because this means our
beloved Gazelle is on the market. However, we know we are
not losing our last tangible link with the CYC because we
have the company of several friends up here who once sailed
with us in Canberra.
Greg and Penny Lane Gazelle

photos accompany this article. The club is indebted for these

skipper, |ohn Gascoigne, for burning the negatives onto a

become Mattie Owen's mother), Eddie Holt (David's father)

boat'. Greg loved it too and decided to interpret my words

Nicol, our second Commodore, and Gurth Kimber, the

shore near Commonwealth Bridge and Regatta Point for an

rd

Bavaria 34. We'd only been on the Bavaria for about 30
seconds when I said 'buy it!', meaning 'what a beautiful

for short and plan to change her name to something else.

mainly in Central basin, where a pontoon was moored at the

would have, etc.

They had two boats for us to look at, an X-Yacht and a

Sweeney, Secretary of the AYF and Roger Gale, Vice

morning Ralph Westen in his Heron "Riejac" (with Frank

In lanuaiy '64 Interior gave written replies - through

u

Tuckers had bought their X-Yacht there.

declared 'open to public use’ in early May 1964, several

season and the Co-ord. Committee put out the first sailing

and driving by Pittwater, Greg suggested we 'just call in' to
North South Yachting to 'see what boats they have'. The

sailors:

Both CYC and YM were sailing from Lotus Bay for 64/65

We had planned to upgrade from Gazelle at the end of this
year but when we were in Sydney recently for a family visit

Articles in The Canberra Times, written by reporter Peter
about the inauguration regatta give additional detail. Racing

Starter, off the walls.

C

all fishing.

regularly is Peter Harvey (he was placed third on Saturday

(The 25year anniversaiy booklet adds the following at this

of the lake.

<D
JD

skippers but the only one whom I believe is still sailing

point: "The first Sunday after Lake Burley Griffin was

final legislation would be passed to cover all matters on use

rd

Hughes has a Haines Hunter 19-footer powerboat to take us

have repeated below for the information of “modern day"

was filled and the dam gate testing period completed, then

U

Downing sails a Clansman 31 on the same lake and Lawrie

Luck who wrote regularly for the Times on sailing matters,

hazards would be created by trees becoming submerged,

u

Ophius, sail no. 548 (he had sailed it previously on Lake
George). There are a number of familiar names among the

the YMCASC 10th anniversaiy edition of Mains'l which I

debris rising, & no one was to go onto the lake. When it

13

from the C lu b ’s
N orth A rm

As we were reminded in The Canberra Times recently

that during the filling period of the lake some temporaiy

-Q

News

40th A nniver. ary

<N

Peter Forster

We are fortunate to have in our archives, an original copy of
the notice of race and sailing instructions for the lake

V isit you r club w ebsite

inauguration sail past and regatta (courtesy of a then

for information on all coming events

We (the YMCASC) had 21 members sailing in CYC's annual

member, Ken Fredericks, whom I would veiy much like to

Canberra Day Regatta on Lake George March 7-8 and

contact if any reader knows of his whereabouts). Those

several were damaged by the rough conditions.

papers include a sketch of the two bridges on LBG,

ww.canberrayachtclub.com .au
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Some impressions of

Marlay Point

someone in the bow calling the trees and someone calling

Swap more stories of the race to lie.

the depth constantjy.

Get away sometime after mid-day and team drive. Catch up

Don't see any other E7s.

Somewhere in the Straights the SW change comes through.
We're duelling with an Elliott 770. We get ahead as the
breeze goes aft and his veiy new and crackjy asymmetric kite
won't fill. Hollands Landing and the dreaded poles. Sea
grass brushing the keel. We spot Casper ahead and overtake
rapidly. Strange that! Found out later they had to stop

z

shortly after to clear weed. Out into Lake Victoria in IS knot
SW. 20 nautical miles of hard, three Quarter running. Swell

II

Pack the boat up.

T
O
O

with several boats at Cann River over lunch. Arrive back in
Canberra just after 7 o'clock. Diana has Chinese take away

<N

ready for us. Everyone starved for vegetables after all the
protein. Rationalise tangled gear of the boat into the Sydney

U

car. Crew get away in good time and arrive home around

s_

midnight. Great Marlay Race. Planning for next year

w

already.
Neil Primrose

building progressively down the length of the lake. Surfing
the boat in water swathed in the light of near full moon.
Evening surprisingly warm and most of the crew down to
polo tops and life jackets.

Xanthe and Bella swapping

regularly on the kite sheet. Working hard. Rohan and lames
handling the gybes. Timing of the gybes increasingly

Jt§|j|^§

Jf

Tales

about CYC members
at the Marlay Point Race

determined by the comfort of my backside. Pass Joy Toy at
some point in the leg. Mowing down the leaders of the early

A certain bowman on a high profile (and well dressed) Elliott

division. One white spinnaker looming at us - is it Casper?

7 who forgot to hang on when pointing to the skipper that

Turns out to be one of the big tris. Gets through us as we

boats that had run aground ahead. You guessed it.

close GLYC for the first time. Shy kite in light and shifty

U

breeze in the shadow of the land.
Dicing with the tri all the way through the Macmillan
Straights. Rock hopping at times to keep the kite setting.
Still overtaking the early division boats. Casper spotted in
the suburban lights that line the Straights. Seems to have a
dream run, while we struggle from calm to calm. But we get
breeze again. Give the channel pile a wide berth. Overtake
Before the Marlay race, some peace for Canberra boats Aeolus owned by Shane Russell-Smith, Matt Owen's
WalterTurnbull Quick Stix and Peter Barter's Escapade.

Huntress crew arrived in from Sydney late-ish on Thursday

moored in the creek just before the sea breeze kicks in,

evening. Great time of catch up for Diana. Earjy start next

register, final gear check, wander around among friends and

morning and easy drive down, changing drivers. Arrived at

sleep on the grass. Briefing, more steak sandwiches, prepare

Paynesville after lunch, rigged and circumnavigated Raymond

to depart.

Island under power, getting visual in daylight and plotting
depth and way points for the GPS along the track. Hit
ground once along the way - obligatoiy experience for this
event. Out to Point Turner to plot it and then on to Loch
Sport. Hour-long shy reach under spinnaker in good breeze
with the boat nicely balanced and moving fast. Arrived at
dusk to find about 30 boats at Lock Sport - some crews well
Z3

u

dug in by that time. Still space in the mariner and still
sustenance left in the bar. Good night of catching up with
old friends. Nine Elliott 7s entered - biggest of the classes.
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1. Boat in front stops
2. Boat he is on stops
3. Bowman tossed into the water to check actual depth.
The cream of the CYC pool playing team flogged on Friday
night at the Loch Sport pub by a team consisting of one veiy
drunk man and a one-legged veiy drunk man - 14 games
straight and only lost due to the fact they potted the black.

the tri again. Keep checking depth along this leg to King
Point to stay clear of the numerous sand bars en route.

The team of WalterTurnbull Quick Stix winning the award for

Round King Point and stand out on clearing leg under shy

having the smelliest boat (taken over from Pathfinder) and

kite. Prepare to drop kite at next way point only to find the

the whole crew finding other boats to sleep on.

jib sheet has come adrift. Find it on the cabin floor and re

A Castle 650 who sailed its first Marlay luffing boats after

thread. Casper catching us in the drama. We drop and

dark (illegal) and raising the keel all the way sailing

power up on close reach. Casper seems to have trouble in

downwind (illegal and very dangerous in wind/waves).

Start in the 8-10 knot residual of the sea breeze. Choppy in

the drop and we pull away. Phew! But as we get on the

the shallow water. Crowded start area. Sun setting among

wind, we seem to be going a bit sad. Check eveiything.

the clouds. Forecast of minimum of 14 degrees with SW

Could it be weed? Don't worry - crack on. Casper closes.

change in mid-evening. Long line. Start seouence based on

Tacking duel in the dark towards the green pile. They get

different coloured flares. Close reach on a compass course -

forgetting to pack any food and drinks (except for beer) for

Another Elliott 7 that lost navigation lights when sailing up

reach to mouth of the bay. Set kite again for a shy reach to

wind on starboard only to have a port tack boat who could

own game plan? Trust the GPS. About a dozen boats

the finish. Catching Casper, but not enough distance to roll

not see them in the dark removing the radio antenna off the

decide the same. Huntress lifts gradually away from most.

them. Charge past some of the smaller boats completing

stern in a full lock bear away to go behind; amazing what a

Pretty Woman down there somewhere. Loom of big tris'

their first leg. Finish in the floodlights of the club. Only

metre makes.

just after 2 am - surprisingly Quick Marlay. Drop sails and

Those who stood high come down to join the stream. Look

motor back to the launching ramp.

morning, heading for Hollands Landing somewhere over the

to have done well. Can't identify other E7s in the gloom.

horizon, plotting way points and depth on the way. Easy run

Pity, would like to know where the competition is. Good

under spinnaker - crew lazing around the deck reading or

entry into the Straights. Head up to close hauled at last way

Casper beats us by some 30 seconds. Bloody!

over six hours of racing, how close is the competition in this
class?

-Q
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Yet another Elliott 7 conducting light-hearted sledging and
abuse over the water to a mate on another boat in the dark

But hey, in

y

dinner during the race.

through us just before the pile. We all crack sheets for the

sails immediately around us, but we inch free of them.

>*

An Elliott 7 that prides itself on planning and logistics

many boats going high. Do we go with them or stick to our

loin departing stream of boats at leisurejy hour the next

y

for two hours, then finding out it was not his boat.

u
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>A veiy successful Marlay skipper having congratulatory

sleeping and much laughter. Passage through the McLennan

point and straight into a tight packed bunch of boats from

Straights under power. Spend a considerable time studying

the division first away. Gets a bit willing for a while,

Sort of pack the gear up and off to a shower and the bar.

was pushed back to second by a handicap burglar that

the entrance to the Straights on the Lake Wellington side.

especially from people on the shore shining lights at the

Swap stories of the race. Get to sleep before dawn. Arise

finished five hours later.

Arrived at Marlay Point in early afternoon. Get the boat

boats. Tacking close into each bank of the Straights -

for full greasy breakfast mid-morning. Everyone veiy slow.

drinks at the bar after the race only to wake up to find he

Anonymous
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odore
Peter Dalton
C o

Sun

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

Iy

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
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M a r c h

27-28

M a r c h

hipps@bigpond.com.au

S a t
M e m b e r

A p r i l

3

TYG Googong Cruise

Services
Anita Faulks

Sun

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492

Pointscore 23,2pm

anita.faulks@dha.gov.au

C o m m o d o r e

A p r i l

4

Easter
TYA Nat Champs Paynesville,
Careel Assoc Cruise C BA

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 i (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
Rear

Racing

Sun

April

Sun

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

Anzac Day Regatta

C o m m o d o r e

O p e r a t io n s

Paddy Hodgman
(w) 6279 1913 (m) 0401 929 018
hodgman_paddy@bah.com.au
Club

M anager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

u

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Ross Peake,
lay-out design by Monique Wilding
printing by Lasercolour.
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“America’s Mug” , Champion of
Champions Regatta

Peter Fullagar

Rear

28

Pointscore 22,2pm

Nick Hildyard

>-

S a t - S u n

Sun

Trevor Hippisley

Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

V

24

T re as u re r

R e a r C o m m o d o r e

i: ;

M a r c h

ACT Youth Championships

4—* (w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102

CU

W e d

followed by end of series pasta night

Giles

ggiles@cyberone.com.au

CO

21

Twilight 17,6pm

V i c e C o m m o d o r e

Graham

M a r c h

Pointscore 21, Championship 7 ,2pm

A p r i l
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25

May

1-2

Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta

Sailing News
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2004 Champion of Champions, Nick Faulks with crewmemben Hamish Nichol.

C o n te n ts
A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA C ITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

In this edition:
♦

Champion of Champions

♦

Call for award nominations & presentation dinner; and

♦

Hippy Hippy Shake comes to Canberra.

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the S o u t h e r n
C an b erra Sou thern Cross Club Cross Club
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The summer racing season has

proven world class new boats made at the Wamboin boat

now been fully sailed and won

building shed of Stuart Shimeld. Well done Stuart.

.It was a success due to the
many members and families
that played their part in
performing voluntary duties on
and off the water. A hearty well

Q.

<

done all those involved. We are
now looking at what
improvements can be made for
next year. In planning a range
of racing and social activities
for next year we can only do so
with your support in helping

t a naT ion

In a borrowed boat over the Canberra Day Weekend last
month Hella and I were pleased to see that despite all the

D in n e r

growth in Sydney, the Cowan Creek and Hawkesbury River
Estuary has remained almost unchanged since myyouth. The
big boys toys are now far more flash but otherwise, the fish
caught are still usually undersized, the sea eagles,
Apres Dinner up in the cockpit we also discovered that my

will be held:

own kids had become - "the people my parents warned me
about". Cruisingyachts seem to do this to you - don't they.

upstairs in the C S C Y C

It's still true that changes in latitude make changes in

sorry. It's just that almost all the

Bay once the mad crowds of summer have departed. I used

CYC regular and active sailors

this particular opportunity to show my own grown up

Planning is in it's early stages

1966

Mr Bill Northam

Gold Medallist 5.5 metre Class, Totyo Olympics

give help in various aspects and

children Tim, Tegan and their friends what life on a boat for

and more details will follow in

1970

Mr W Rice

USA Ambassador to Australia

the next newsletter.

1971

Mr Pat Taylor

President, YA of NSW

1972

Mr Eric Strain

Dragon Class Olympian for both UK & Australia

1973

Mr Gordon Ingate

Australian Olympian, owner/skipper Caprice of
Huon in Admiral's Cup etc

1974

Mr Bill Psaltis

Owner/skipper of Meltemi & originator of the idea
of the Canberra Ocean Racing Club

1975

Mr Kevin McCann

Chairman, AYF Olympic Fund Raising Committee

1976

Mr Chas Middleton

President, YA of NSW

1978

Mr Mike Fletcher

Australian Olympic Coach

1979

Mr Tony Mooney

Promotions Officer, YA of NSW

1980

Mr Syd Fisher

Owner/skipper of several 'editions' of Ragamuffin

sail a 40 foot yacht is rewarding for all concerned. Telling

Particular thanks are given to

potential sons in law and daughters in law to row into the

those persons such as Don Me

beach before breakfast at Cottage Rock to have a cold

Michael and his regular band,

morning shower under the waterfall was a useful and

to |ohn Kennedy and to Robert

essential relation building exercise. It also was an unsubtle

Redfern for their regatta work,

means of conserving a fast dwindling water supply on board

Terrie Ebrill and to all the other

"Mirage”.

PRO's and to the many that

There's always something happening out to sea off Broken

stood in for more than one turn

Bay ifyou get exhausted eating and drinking [B&Bing] in the

of race duty.

Quiet bays up the river. Saturday afternoons entertainment

The committee is designing

plan was to sail out to sea to the offshore windward mark

another new regatta series to offer

about three miles East of Lion Island. This was carefully

will celebrate the 40th Anniversaiy of the
opening of Lake Burly Griffin. We will be
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members. The Club also made it a practice, at least in the I970's, to invite the
Commodore of the YMCASC & the President of the lake co ordination

still enjoy to revisit the deepwater cruising areas off Broken

mid October. It should comprise of

u

as after dinner speakers but most joined in with the spirit of the evening, helping

felt taken for granted I am

two days of racing based and the event

=S

speaker. The following list shows that we have had an impressive range of guests
over theyears. I am reminded that several of them did not distinguish themselves

We suggest that some of you Canberran cruising types would

all the members do appreciate it

29th May.

The evening will follow a
similar format to last gear's

dinner organised by Steve
Langlands.
Please think seriously about
nominating fellow members for

Div 2 fleet racing in hot pursuit of ouryacht to the windward
them for a while in our fairly tubby but comfortable Dufour.
The full rig plus 20 knots from the S.E helped Quite a bit

encouraging the YMCA Sailing Club to join in with us to

with our boat speed but didn't help so much with the now

make the Anniversary Regatta a large and eventful experience

deteriorating health of some increasingly green faced guests

open to the entire sailing community of Canberra.

who had never previously set foot on a boat!.

Peter Thompson and Peter Russell |n. will be leaving for

Happily the spirited recovery session that followed later in

Sweden in July to race in the 2.4 Worlds and other pre-

the evening managed to bring forth some bold and well

Olympic Regattas. This intensive programme builds on their

fortified plans to sail even further out to sea next time. So

success in the 2003 Olympic Qualifying series held in

extended family bonding was the important goal of the long

Germany near Kiel. After Sweden they will then pack up to

weekend and we all awarded ourselves a gold medal in that

leave for Greece to prepare Peter Thompson and his AUS

regard. A sort of cruising gold medal anyway. The

30 [ Morna V ] to represent Australia in the Paralympic

commodores message here is that sailing together is highly

committee (now YAACT) to presentation dinners.

veiy successful presentation

timed to coincide with the Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club
mark. We tried of course to romp along in company with

<

to present trophies & having a chat with members, particularly our junior

on Saturday evening

attitude!

even if they don't always say so.

L_
Q.

over theyears but a popular format for manyyears was a dinner with a guest

tasks. If in the past you have

all CYC sailors. It will be raced in

JD

Presentation Dinner Guests
annual presentation dinner. These events have taken a number of different forms

Thisyear's Presentation Dinner

albatrosses, herons, penguins and others were still around.

four days is all about. The joy in teaching newcomers how to

o
o
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At this time of theyear, with the end of Summer racing, thoughts turn to the

with the many little and large

U

C Y C H istory
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1981

Mr Peter Shipway

America's Cup crew, &yachting commentator

awards given on the night, new

1982

Mr Peter Green

Ship chandler & Sailing Master extraordinaire

award ideas welcome!.

1986

Mr |ohn Byrne

Mastman on Australia III, America's Cup defender

1987

Captain Bill Coulter

US Naval Attache

They need to be received by

1990

Mr Neville Whitty

Champion dinghy sailor

any committee member by

1992

Mr George Snow

Owner skipper of Sydney Hobart race winner,
Brindabella

1995

Mr Gaiy Pratley

Chief Executive, National Capital Planning
Authority.

Tuesday 18 May or email to
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

Should we decide in the future to return to the format of having a guest speaker,

y
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perhaps we should seek to redress the balance and include some women! The
old Visitors Book, including one Prime Minister (Whitlam), several other

JZ
u

politicians, many prominentyachtspeople, the winning crew from Australia II in

>-

Club has had numerous other notable visitors over theyears, as recorded in an

rd

Games held there later in August. Their two boats depart

recommended as an essential pre-nuptial family admission

Q UEEN SLA N D

1983, & three Governors General (Lord de Lisle in 1961, Lord Casey in 1967 & Sir

soon in May. On behalf of all our members I wish them the

test that each ofyou can apply to your own family planning

YA C H T C H A R T E R S

Zelman Cowan in 1980).

rd
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success that they deserve and heartily hope that in Athens,

processes. If we perfect this selection process we may well
Peter Forster, Hon Historian

CU

Pete can complete his unfinished business that remained his

breed a whole new generations of sailors.

goal after the last games four years ago in Sydney. They both

I hope you all enjoy some warm winter sailing here and away.

L_

w w w .yach tch arters.com .au
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will be campaigning overseas in the now internationally
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R ace 1

Race 2

Race 3

Race 4

Race 5

Bronwyn H

Steve L

John H

Steve L

Nick F

Nick F
.
Bob W

John H

Bronwyn

Nick F

Nick F

John H

<

New C Y C
members

David S

Bob W

Nick F

Steve L

Bronwyn H

David S

following new

Bob W

Bronwyn H

members:

& I# t. .f

Steve L
David S
John H

Bronwyn H David S
:: V ■
■ ,
David S
Steve L
Bob W

Bob W
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W elcome to the

Robert, Aviva, Alana
SSvf
~ x'
Peter and Lyn Drake;

As you can see, the results varied markedly from race to race. Scoring I for a win, 2
for a second, etc, at the end of 5 races, Nick Faulks and lohn Hosking each had 13

>

y. %

points. They were followed by Steve Leicester on 15, Bronvyyn Hextell 18, David Shiers

Adam Holman;

22 and Bob Watkins 24. Nick and lohn won the right to sail off against each other in

John Jepsen;

the match race series.

ItsSlSSSs^P

S&‘ SS?;.

With |ohn easily winning the first and Nick winning the second by a similar margin, the

SftlMMfcaS

u

title of Champion of Champions was decided by the last race of the day. In a very
The Elliots mix it up at the bottom bouy

■I

John and Carolyn

,

y
>-

Kennedy;

closely contested third race, Nick Faulks emerged the champion on the day. Well done

Ian Nash;

to Nick and his crew member Hamish Nichol, sailing Trevor and Debbie Hippisley's

Dimitri Nikias;

u

recent acQuisition, 'Hippy Hippy Shake'.
After a season of close racing, the champion of each of the seven CYC racing divisions, were invited to
participate in an annual, one day regatta to determine the overall Champion of Champions. The date : Sunday
18 April; the prize; The America's Cup mug, a perpetual trophy presented by the Australia America
Association.

u

Association, assisted by our Commodore, Peter Dalton.
^Our thanks go the six Elliott 7 owners who made their boats available. Our thanks also

The champions in the various divisions were: Larger trailables - Nick Faulks, smaller trailables - Alistair Dally,

to the many members and friends who came down to support the racers, to those who

Gems- Steve Leicester, Flying Fifteens - lohn Hosking, fast dinghies - Matthew Francis, slower dinghies -

put on an elaborate lunchtime spread, and to all the participants and spectators who

Bronwyn Hextell, catamarans - Bob Watkins.

-O
D

Andrew Warton.
The America's Mug was presented by Terrie Ebrill, representing the Australia America

Unfortunately Alistair Dally and Matthew Francis were unable to attend. Alistair's place was taken by the
second place-getter in that division, David Shiers. The faster dinghy division was not represented. Various craft

collectively ensured an enjoyable day of sailing, racing and spectating.
Once again, well done Nick and crew.
Martin van der Hoek

have been used in past years, including Flying Fifteens and Gems. Thisyear the Elliott 7 owners made their
boats available, with each providing 2 crewmembers. The divisional champs were asked to bring their usual
crewmember or someone from their division. Thus each boat was sailed with a crew of 4. It was agreed that
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for information on all
coming events

spinnakers would not be used.
The format of the regatta was for the 6 boats to sail five short windward-leeward courses, with the 2 leading
boats to then sail off in the best of 3 match races.
Winds were light and fluky for the first 4 races, with a steady NW'er for the next 4, including the 3 match
races. Lots were drawn for the boats and the results of the first 5 races were as follows on the next page.

Visit
your club
website

Capital Insurance Brokers
supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta
Ph: 02 - 6282 7666

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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The Commodore, Peter Dalton congratulating the winner Nick Faulks and runner up John Hosking (plus their crew).

Ciose duelling in the final race
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Divisional champs', Bronwyn Hextell, Nick Faulks, Bob Watkins, Steve Leicester John Hosking, David Shiers.
Close Elliot match racing

8
[ What Ben doesn't say is that |oy Toy retired from the first
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W h a t are your aspirations for next season?

heat of the Lake Macquarie Nationals in 30 knots plus, which

I've started to put together a crew who are high on

was decidedly prudent in the circumstances. As the season

enthusiasm. Our aim is to improve our team work and

has progressed the boat has been getting progressively closer

improve our sailing skills. We'll participate in the Elliott 7

to Casper and Huntress. In the Marlay Point Race they were

regatta program as far as possible. We'd like to be

out of Hollands Landing in third place and finished ahead of

competitive with the mid fleet by the end of next summer. In

the Thompson 8, A Young 7.8, a Thompson 7 and two

addition, Teriy and I intend to do a bit of social sailing with

Elliott 770s, as well as three other E7s. Not too bad, guys! ]

friends and family.

T h e Gus M achine skipper profile

W h a t have you liked best about the boat so far?

o
o
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I love the look of the E7s. They look awesome when there
are a number on the water together. For a trailer sailor

We asked Angus Reid about the birds and the bees from an

they're quite responsive and come reasonably close to feeling

E7 perspective.

like a dinghy. The other challenge is putting together a team

W h a t is your previous sailing experience?

to sail the boat, which I'm enjoying immensely. We have a
long way to go, but have had a lot of fun so far and have

I sailed with Teki Dalton on Nadia 4 once about 3years ago,
which was my first experience sailing, lan Ruff then
reintroduced me to crewing on his FD about 15 months ago.
On the FD I discovered there was a lot more to sailing than I
thought and got the "bug",

u
. . . The monthly growth of the E7 fleet in Canberra continues.

Trevor and Deborah Hippisley have just taken delivery of E7 55 Dog Gone from Lock Sport and have already had it out on
the Lake exceeding the speed limit. The boat is rigged to the Sailing Scene Grand Prix layout and comes with great
inventory of sails. O ther Gem sailors have been out on the boat already. Several seen salivating. Strange mumblings about
graduation paths. W e welcome this newest addition to the fleet. More from the Hips in future editions.

T h e im provers
We promised to profile the fastest improvers of the fleet,

The Team: Chris (Kramer) Hansen, team tactician and all

who are, without a doubt the Joy Toy lads. In a modest

round Mr. fix it on the bow. Boyd (Boyd) Hilborn, mast

contribution to self revelation Ben writes:

hand, cool and calm the dark horse of the team. Lee (The

The Emergence of Team |oy Toy....... The stoiy thus far.

u
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is bending over backwards to help as much as they can. It's
been a great experience to date and I have not had a moment
of regret.

Axe) (ones, built like a boxer and doesn't need a winch in

Owen provided great support and coaching. I continue to

W h a t has been the best experience on the E7 so

sail with Ruffy on the FD. We're focusing on big regattas,

far?

having now competed in two Australian Championships, two

We are one leg wonders! A couple of starts have been better

NSW titles and one World Champ where we placed mid-field

than expected...so much so we have reached the first buoy

out of 60 boats. We hope to improve on this performance.

first. Then, since we thought we'd be trailing eveiyone else

In addition 1was asked by my friend lain Smith, who built

we took a while to figure out where we should be going next.

Bumblee 5, to sail in the IMS Worlds in Capri last May. BB5

This emphasised to me the one design concept and the fact

placed 5th out of 80 boats, many of which were much more

the boats are all as fast as each other. It's crew work and

high tech than us and specifically designed for

tactics that get you there or slow you down (excluding 5the

Mediterranean racing. We also did a major regatta in

weed, of course). So one of our priorities is to learn to get

Portofino, where we beat Alfa Romeo Shockwave on

the spinnaker up quickly and without tangles! Also owning

handicap. This was my first experience on a racing keel boat

the boat and being in charge has accelerated my education in

and was a steep learning curve over three weeks of racing.

sailing and, apart from being an enjoyable experience, it's

The BB5 crew were highly professional and they were all

increased my skill in the FD and hopefully will lead to even

willing to help me learn. Since then I have also sailed in a

better results in that boat.

u

number of short course races with Brindabella.

any breeze on the jib. Rick (Rico') Garner on the main,
famous for knowing 100% of everyone else's job and slightly

W h a t decided you on an E7?

delivery of the boat, we set out north to drive to Lake

less of his own, but a gun none the less. And the Skipper

I wanted my family to experience the joys of sailing and the

Macquarie. Keen as mustard and with a point to prove.

Ben (insert abuse here) Dagger, when not day dreaming I

FD was not suitable for even one passenger. I'd seen the E7s

-SD

Progress punctuated by two blown tyres (no spare),

occasionally drive.

on the water and liked the fact they looked like a mini ocean

D

Race Ninety Six: March 2004, Marlay Point, by this time we

racer. Peter Barter took me sailing on Escapade one day and

have no point to prove. We rig the boat for light weight,

gave me the helm. He probably didn't know at that stage I'd

Race One: April 2003, the Nationals. A day after taking

D

and crews have been very supportive and inclusive. Eveiyone

first Australian Championship veiy early. He and Matty

and then th ere w ere eight

JD

lan cruelly introduced me to my

hardly even scratched the surface yet. The other E7 owners

malfunctioning electrical equipment, failed brakes, 7 blown
fuses, missing trailer guide wheels, and driving rain. But,
even a distinct lack of beer was not going to keep us from
the agonising 14 hour road trip to get there. Finally on the
water and we got to the start line ahead of eveiyone in the
next start after our Division. As we went upwind it was

cd

obvious that we had been tampered with. We tore two jibs

^

and busted number of battens as well as the jib sheet system,

td

The final straw was sending the kite halyard up the mast sans

-Q

kite. The opposition breathed a sigh of relief as we headed

c

to the club for a quiet beer and some soul soothing karaoke.

spare sails and non essentials such as jumpers are offloaded

never steered a sailing boat before! But I enjoyed the

in order to optimise performance. On-load two cases of

experience and what I'd learnt as a crew seemed to keep us

beer to compensate. A great trailer, a superb boat and a

out of trouble. And I wasn't going to tell Peter about my

finely tuned team to follow as we set off into the night

inexperience, otherwise he might have tried to take the tiller

looking for them. What a race, as any in it will tell you.

away from me.

Perfect breeze and some great decisions by all the crew has

I have bought E49 (which was formerjy Bandito and then

us finishing in 6th place. No medals or glory after this race,

Fiasco) with Teriy Ring who is even less experienced than me

but something we are all Quietly proud of. Our best result

but very enthusiastic

yet and a great time to boot, this is what it is all about.

DOMA H

Canberra
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ribs and under the arms Quite surprising, I could imagine the extra weight
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of my wet clothing and jacket/harness adding considerably to this, let alone
the 80knot wind generated by the aircraft. Some bruising would be a small

CN

price to pay. We were briefed not to tiy and hang on when we got to the
door; just let the crew do their job and get you inside.
The helicopter is equipped as a flying ambulance with electronic patient

CL

Q.

monitoring eouipment, surgical instruments, folding stretcher, and various

<

<

flares, radios, beacons and floats that can be dropped or lowered to the
ocean. It normally carries a crew of four but this could alter depending on
the mission. On asking how many could they rescue? "We would stuff as
many in there as we can, it depends on fuel and power/weight ratio, pilots call" Not
eveiyone gets a seat and window.

Examing the equipment
on board the Southcare
helicopter;

We got to experience that 80knot wind shortly afterwards when the chopper was
despatched to Bega Hospital to do a transfer, standing beside the pad, we were nearly
bowled over as the machine lifted, rotated and headed off south leaving a big cloud of dust

u

Sydney to Hobart crew
member Finn Latimore is
lifted off the floor of the
Southcare helicopter hangar
as part of her safety training

off the surrounding paddock. The noise was incredible.
Many thanks to Grant, Shane and the team at Snowy Southcare for their time and advice.
It's good to have an understanding of what's involved but we hope we never have to meet
again in a professional capacity.

u

Nick Hildyard
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As part of our training and preparation for competing in this year's 60th Anniversary Sydney to Hobart
_q
zs
(^j

race, the crew of Canberra's entry - "Gillawa", (allocated sail number C2 by the CYC) paid a visit to

_o

the Snowy Hydro Southcare Helicopter base recently. Skipper David Kent and the crew were given a

Z3

briefing and a practical demonstration of how the chopper would rescue a crew or injured person from

u

either the deck, a liferaft or out of the water. Our hosts Paramedic Grant and Crewman/navigator,
_C
^
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Shane Paton went through the aircraft and the various slings and lines. The latest liferaft and rescue

_c

retrieval system from AMSA. yet to be deployed elsewhere in Australia, was also on show, it’s

u
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designed to be dropped from helicopters or fixed wing aircraft,
Next came a simulated lift off the hangar floor and each of us stepped up to put the sling over our

rd
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heads and be winched up into the chopper. CYC Youth Academy and Sailing School Coach, Finn

s_

n

Latimore is also off to Hobart with us and after a nervous glance at the crewman, she came off the

c

floor with ease, the usual confident grin soon returned. I found the pressure from the sling around the

u

CD

_Q
L-R Part of the "Gillawa’’ Syd/Hbt crew - David Kent Finn Latimore, Nick Hildyard, Jo Poole, Geoff Nott, paramedic Grant Hogan with son

Patrick behind and Crewman/Navigator Shane Paton.
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C o m m o d o r e

A p r i l

Peter Dalton

Bateman’s Bay Anzac Day regatta

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

Graham

Giles

16

W inter race

May

T re as urer

29

Presentation Dinner

T r e v o r H i p p i sIe y
(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au

May

30

W inter race
M e m b e r

Services
Anita Faulks

June

13

W inter races

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.faulks@dha.gov.au

I u n e 2 7
W inter race

Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

July

Nick Hildyard

W inter races

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 57! I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
Rear

C o m m o d o r e

M

W inter race

Racing

Peter Fullagar

A u g u s t

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

W inter race

Rear

C o m m o d o r e

25

M a y 2

May

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

R e a r C o m m o d o r e

-

W inter races

o d o r e

V ic e C o

2 4

O p e r a t io n s

A u g u s t

8

2 2

W inter race

Paddy Hodgman
(w) 6279 1913 (m) 0401 929 018

S e p t e m b e r
hodgman_paddy@bah.com.au
Club

W inter race

M anager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News
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"Fancy dress prevailed for the last twighlight race of the season David Santa Holt pulled by reindeer to windward"
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The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the / ^ o u th ^ rn
Canberra Southern Cross Club
Cross Club

ts four degrees outside

Over winter we also hope to complete the second safety

today and while our sailing

ramp. This concrete ramp will be used to assist with pulling

thoughts are possibly focussed

boats from the water in front of the club and reduce the wear

on dreaming of coral reefs

and tear to the earth bank at the shoreline. Cats and

I

o
o
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n

north of the Tropic of

powerboats will be handled easier and more safety. We are

Capricorn, your band of

also now well advanced in negotiating an expansion of the

committee members is

area of the change room facilities and the repair and

planning the sailing calendar

improvement of the Race Tower Building.

for next season.

Ifyou have

o
o
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I hope to see many ofyou out racing this winter.

any ideas simmering on any
aspects of club racing we

Peter Dalton, Commodore

warmly encourage you to come
forward with your suggestions.
We will be holding a meeting
for such a purpose on 15th July

Q U E E N S L A ND

but would particularly welcome

, YA C H T C H A R T E R S

any written note or email now

y

to Peter Fullagar or Matt Owen.

llp r

www.yachtcharters.com.au

u

Another project under way is to
modijy the club constitution.
The document has become

>

marginally out of step with

Sail T unine
•

changes some of our club

•

sighted off CYC Tower!

operations and we have drafted
a number of proposed

-

he CYC and Elliott 7 Association organised a Sail

order to accurately reflect the

T

method in which we now operate.

Despite the grim weather forecast (small boat alert and gale

amendments to the document in

These proposed changes are
predominantly matters of good

Tuning Clinic for all Club members on Saturday I May.

force winds), icy winds and threatened showers, a group of
hardy sailors turned up to see what they could learn first
hand from Geoff Cowell of Quantum Sails.

governance and housekeeping but
also include a change in our membership
renewal date. Vice Commodore Graham
Giles has prepared the full details and these will now be

Eight boats including Flying Fifteens and Gems were able to
take to the water for an on-water session in the morning in
conditions described as challenging but highly rewarding in

ZS

u

Meeting will be set for the 15th of |uly.
We welcome the appointment of Greg Mitchell, to the
position of General Manager of the Canberra Southern
Cross Club and wish Peter Head well in his retirement. Greg

u
rd

>rd

has already shown considerable interest in our sailing
activities at recent meetings held at the CYC. We hope to
lure him out to race on some occasions in the coming
season and particularly to participate in the Southern Cross

(U
-Q
C
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Cup 2005.

(J

parachute flares for a demonstration at the CYC, on Wednesday 12 May. The flares demonstration was

part of the TL3 course, but all interested club members were invited to attend. I was nice to see so many there.
"They are a lot brighter and hotter than I expected," said one participant. Red handheld flares average a burn
time of 3 minutes and orange smoke handheld flares average a burn time of I minute. The picture captures the
intensity of the red flares.
When handling flares please observe a few basic pointers:
♦ Be aware of the expiiy date stamped on each flare. Please ensure that the minimum quantity of flares as
required by the Waterways Authority are current and have not passed their "use by" date.

terms of the excellent sailing and advice offered.
♦ Be veiy careful in handling lighted flares when on board. When alight, they can easily burn through a deck

sent to you for consideration. The necessaiy Special General

_Q

M;I

any thanks to CYC members who donated either their orange smoke handheld, red handheld or red

Geoff presented an on-land session to a large number of
members who preferred their learning to be in warm and diy
surroundings. This view was subsequently also taken by the
Elliott 7 sailors who were due to take to the water for an

and keep travelling south to burn through the hull (particularly fibreglass).
♦ Depending on the make there are differing methods for ignition. Take your time to become familiar with the
operating instructions long before an emergency arises.

_Q
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afternoon session, and who instead benefited from specific
E7 advice.

♦ Always store the flares in a watertight container.

The Club is veiy grateful to Geoff for giving of his time to

♦ Always store the flares in an easily accessible position making sure that passengers and crew are aware of

CYC members in this way, and it was veiy pleasing to see the
many members representing a wide range of boat classes
who availed themselves of the opportunity to pick up tips at
first hand.

^
^

this position.
Special thanks to Matt for contacting the various authorities advising them of the demonstration time and for
making the area safe with lighting, by providing buckets of water and for having fire extinguishers at the ready.
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David Kent
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Capital Insurance and Finance Brokers
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Boat Name/Number

Charlie Bellwood

Spiral

Lord of the Winds, 854

rs

1 2

Nigel Harvey

Spiral

Sirocco, 835

j3

x
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Michael Denny

Spiral

Rolling Stones, 824

1

X
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- F a s t D i v i s io n

A C T Y o u th C h a m p io n s h ip s - S lo w

D i v i s io n

Place Names

Boat

1

Tristan Gamack (Skipper)

lampal Dawa

Flying II, Respect, 1246

2

M. Lymberiy

Sabre

Diago, 726

3

Spencer McMahon (Skipper)

Alexander lackson

Flying II, Enterprise, 245, 824

Boat Name/Number

A C T Y o u th R e g a tta

he 2004 Capital Insurance and Finance Brokers

T

Canberra Youth Regatta, comprised of the ACT Youth

weekend of 27 and 28 March. Although winds were light for

Joshua Owen won this event, and with it the BHP Transport

some races, there were also better conditions, producing a

Youth Cup.

who were most successful in the Championship event

participation and enjoyment through sailing.

following transfer from the Regatta competition. Spencer

It incorporated

two separate events, the ACT Youth Championship, and the

McMahon and Alexander Jackson, sailing a Fll were worthy

ACT Youth Regatta that was organised more with a view

winners of this trophy.

participated, with 46youths racing in 27 boats. They
represented most areas of the local sailing community,
including the YMCA Sailing Club, Sea Scout groups and, of
course the Canberra Yacht Club.
All six programmed races were sailed in the ACT
Championship, with the overall winner being Tristan Gamack
and jampal Dawa, who sailed a Flying II in the Slow
Division. They received the Hariy Quartel Memorial Trophy.
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The Fast division winner in the Championship was Charlie
Bellwood. sailing his Spiral dinghy 'Lord of the Winds'.
Once again, Oliver Merz and a number of parents and others
engineered an evening of social activity including a highly

i—
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competitive trivia Quiz. The Quiz was 'won' resoundingly by

0)

a team of highly gifted experts adults, who were deemed not
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1

Riley Owen (Skipper)

loshua Owen

Flying II, 1248

2

(onathon Anderson

Spiral

just Add Water, 270

3

Edward Owens (Skipper)

Chris Burrett

Laser, 169695

Boat Name/Number

Capital Insurance Brokers
supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta

Ph: 02 -6282 7666

Thisyear a new trophy was awarded, to the helm or crew

Once again the Regatta used a format aimed at increasing

Unfortunately, slightly fewer youngsters than last year

U

only the competitors fully involved, but many parents, who
watched from lakeside. The F[ying II sailed by Riley and

towards involvement and fun rather than competition.

JD

Boat

The ACT Youth Regatta proved itself once again, with not

Championships and the ACT Youth Regatta was held over the

good range overall.

Place Names

to have actually been in the competition, presumably by
virtue of being unfairly advantaged by their vast intelligence
and wisdom. Catering was provided by the Scouts and all
concerned seemed to survive the cooling evening.

Unfortunately, there weren't sufficient numbers of
competitors from other clubs to seriously challenge the CYC
for the trophy for the best performing club in terms both
numbers of representatives and their results. We hope to do
better next year!
The organisers of thisyear's Regatta, again veiy ably led by
Martin Linsley, feel that the aims of promoting participation
and enjoyment were well achieved. They know that
improvements can be made though, and a commitment to

JD
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u

doing so in 2005 is evident. Areas of improvement and
development have been identified for this purpose.

U

The organisers of the 2004 Canberra Youth Regatta and the

rd

Canberra Yacht Club are veiy grateful to lan Ruff and Capital

>-

Insurance and Finance Brokers, and the YAACT for their veiy

rd

generous financial support. Thanks are also due to the veiy
large number of hard working volunteers who organised and
helped run the Regatta.
Paddy Hodgman and Martin Linsley
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Championships and
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Results for the CYC
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Pointscor e Series

o
o

season 2003 - 2004

rs
>S.

n

he 2003-4 sailing season included 23 Pointscore races of which 7 were designated as Championship events. One race day was

T

abandoned and the Gem 550 class onjy raced on 6 of the Championship days. In the following tabulation the figures in brackets

indicate the number of boats entered and the number that sailed at least 5 championship races or 10 pointscore races during the

Pointscore Series

season.
A more detailed account of the calendar of events for this 2003-4 season will appear in a later issue of this newsletter.
Peter Fullagar, Rear Commodor e Sailing
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Division 1 [15/8]

3594

Relience Ffeighteen

Peter Forster

Flying Fifteen

2759

State of the Ark

Peter Fullagar

3492

Wings

John Tracey

3687

Final Fling

lohn Hosking

Chambionshtos
Division 1 [13/8]

3687

Final Fling

lohn Hosking

62 (Elliott 7)

Casper

Nicholas Faulks

Flying Fifteen

3492

Wings

lohn Tracey

67 (Castle 650)

Ting II

Ian Brokenshire

3594

Relience Ffeighteen

Peter Forster

57 (Elliott 7)

QuikStix

Don Walter

3607

Rustler

Peter Russell

58 (Careel 22L)

Wild Bird

lini Lamb
". ' ■.'t" -' ■ ■ V*.v-

Division 2 [25/7]
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Division 3 [19/131
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Division 3 [8/5]

2004 (Timpenny 670) Synergy

Alistair Dally

II (Princess 18)

Comfort Zone

David Shiers

840 (Cole 23)

Lady Bay

George Reeves

_Q

Division 5 [13/1]

D

199 (Contender)

Slot Machine

Matthew Francis

169678 (Laser radial) Chilly

Phil Hextell

854 (Spiral)

Lord of the Winds

Charlie Bellwood

9 (Europe)

Locomotion

Bronwyn Hextell

6359 (Hobie 17)

Chinchilla

Bob Watki

6411 (Hobie 17)

Silk

Darryl Riding

303 (Hobie 20)

Bullet Proof

Mike Dunn

Gem Fever

Trevor Hippislty

!40 (Gem 550)

Gemini

Steve Leicester

OS (Gem 550}

Imagem

Graeme Wykes

109 (Gem 5S0)

Vegemite

Nick Hildyard

II (Princess 18)

Comfort Zone

David Shiers

Division 4 {37/4]
1

Division 5 I20/1J
111

Division 6 119/5]

169678 (Laser radial) Chilly

Phil Hextell

199 (Contender)

Slot Machine

Matthew Francis

9 (Europe)

Locomotion

Bronwyn Hextell

1246 (Flying II)

Respect

Tristan Gamack

6411 (Hobie 17)

Silk

Darryl Riding

303 (Hobie 20)

Bullet Proof

Mike Dunn

o
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Division 7 [10/5]

140

Gemini

Steve Leicester

Gem550

109

Vegemite

Nick Hildyard

128

Imagem

Graeme Wykes

rd

D om a H otels C anberra
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Division 6 [14/5]
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Division 4 122/3]

102 {Gem 550)
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♦ Playing Silly Card Games with Multiple players including:

^r
o
o
rs

Egyptian Rat Snap (which after playing for hours Matt

O

Owen still didn't understand whv he was winning) and

j

Spoons and it many variations including tongues and

o

rN

'

i

x
cs
♦ Doing the food shopping with multiple trolley navigated

Z

by hyperactive teenagers.
The Group would like to thank all the people who assisted
the team with the regatta, including: Matt Gleeson. Scott
Denny, Bill Gamack, Al Dally, Ian Kildea, Matt "Super
Coach" Owen and especially Claudia Morris.
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The Canberra Yacht Club
Presentation Dinner has been re
scheduled to the following date.
Please note that tickets are limited
to 120. Tickets will be sold on a first
come first served basis

Results:

. '
Date:

46th overall (out of 153), 21st Division 2 (out of 84).

S a tu r d a y 3 Ju ly 2 0 0 4B

I st I interstate.

u
>■
u

I

Venue:

Nigel Harvey (Spiral):
57th overall, 28th Division 2, 3rd Interstate.

Combined High Schools
Re[

2004

u

Canberra Southern Cross
Club Yacht Club

I27th overall, 74th Division 2, 6th Interstate

(upstairs function area)

Tristan Gamack and lampal Dawa (Flying ll):

Time: 6 .3 0 p m

I03rd overall, 54th Division 2, 5th Interstate.

u

Roiy Gleeson and Adam Zissler (Flying ll):

O

n Easter Monday, 13 Canberra Yacht Club youth

continued to improve and refine their sailing techniques. The

sailors travelled to Lake Macouarie for the Combined

second 470, “Zim Ki" which was sailed by Michael Denny

High Schools' Sailing Championship (CHS). The week was

and Andrew Breen, had a slightly disappointing end to their

highly eventful and included some veiy enjoyable sailing as

regatta, breaking their centreboard in the second heat, with

well as some pleasing results.

the repair job unable to last until the end of the regatta.

The sailing was interesting, and there was a great team spirit

Hobie 16 "Snakes Alive" of lulian Evans and Alex Zeitlhofer

amongst all the sailors. Many of the sailors had never

-O

zs
U

attended an interstate regatta, and some were new to their
boats and crews. A particular mention must be made to
Lachlan Dally sailing the Spiral “Artful Dodger", who
managed to finish eveiy race regardless of the conditions and

u
rd

>rd
L_

i_

the number of capsizes. Also Roiy Gleeson and Adam
Zissler in their Flying II "Keep It Real" did veiy well for their
first ever regatta together. The second of the Club's Flying
M's "Respect" sailed by Tristan Gamack and lampal Dawa

CD

continued to improve on their competitive season following

-O

the ACT Youth Championships. The International 470 “Birds

C
rd

u

On A Wire" sailed by lay Garvey and Steph Bacon also

Cost:

135th overall, 79th Division 2, 8th Interstate

|aly Garvey and Stephanie Bacon (470):
69th overall, 30th in Division I (out of 48),
4th Interstate . 13th Australian Girls

(out of 37, 1st

$25 Adults (3 course meal)
$5 Youth Academy members
$10 Child - 12 years and under

from Division I).

had a fast and exciting time on the water using the new
Hobie 16 spinnaker set up. The best results came from the
other spiral sailors, who were backing up from the NSW

Music:

Michael Denny and Andrew Breen (470):
145th overall. 47th in Division

B a n d from 9pm - midnight

_o
~D

Spiral Championships, Nigel Harvey on “Sirocco" and
Charlie Bellwood on “NA7”. Both of the boys were part of
some close and competitive spiral sailing.
Non-Sailing highlights of the regatta included:
♦ The Gamack's disk brake falling off at the main round
about into Swansea with the oncoming traffic narrowly
missing the double trailer;
♦ The Wednesday night 10 pin bowling trip;

lulian Evans and Alex Zeitlhofer (Hobie 16):
I24th overall. 13th Divison 3 (out ol 20), 7th Interstate.

•

Ticket Sales:

C Y C S a ilo r s C a b in
Jampal Dawa and Jay Garvey

(Club Manager or Member Services
Committee members after C Y C
winter racing)
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Any regrets?

W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?
Sailing a Hobie 16 in the surf at Anglesea in Victoria for a

X

a

couple of summer holidays. This is some of the coldest
water in the country so it was perhaps not the best choice of
boat, but then again at least some of the time was spent on
top of the water rather than in it.

I'm still working on that - although I am seriousjy
considering doing a sailing course to try and work out what
I'm supposed to do.

, what do you enjoy

"spare time” being taken up on the water either sailing or
rowing) I would like to spend time with family and good
friends, travelling, cooking and entertaining, reading.
Name of your fav ourite book and/or movie?

W h a t boats did you o

wn/sail? Any

success?

My now ex-husband and I owned a Hobie 16 which we sailed
to varying degrees of success or otherwise on LBG. It was
generally considered a success when we managed to go out
sailing with only one of us trying to be the skipper.

u

W h e n away from the w ater
doing most?

lip m

In my non-existent spare time away from the water (the

W h e n did you star t taking sailing seriously?

Most m emorable

Lots - including not taking up sailing seriously (whatever
that is!) earlier, but life's too short to waste on regrets.

(N

Favourite movie: The Thomas Crown Affair - the original
version with Steve McQueen and Faye Dunaway.
Favourite book: any one of my 200+ cookbooks.
W h o and why w ould you most like to invite to
dinner, past or present?
Billy Connolly and Robin Williams - because life's also too

sailing e xperience?

There have been several, and each time I attempt to take the
helm of a boat, I add more to the list. Discounting the above
and the more recent experiences that resulted in the

short to have serious dinner parties.
Thankyou Sue.

technicolour face and the shredded leg, the two standout
memorable (read disastrous) experiences would be the post
midnight, New Year's Eve surfing experience on the boat
referred to in Question 2 above: not only did we roll the boat
down the front of a wave in the dark, but we somehow veiy
carelessly lost the bottle of champagne we had tied on to
celebrate what we were convinced would be a win in the race
we were engaged in.

Sue Bacon
Backgr ound information

Another successful season

u

at the Sailing school

The second extremely memorable experience was the after
work sail in the boat and with the person referred to in
Question 4 above - the one where we got to the exact
middle of LBG before remembering about the bungs!
Anyone who wants to know anything about the construction

W

ith the onset of cold weather the Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School slips into winter mode after another veiy successful
sailing season. The school has been growing each year with new programs to provide the CYC with new members and help

of the lake ''shoreline" should contact me! That was also the

getting the community of Canberra into sailing. The Sailing School also provides vital financial assistance to the Canberra Yacht Club

one occasion when neither of us claimed the skipper title.

to improve member services and facilities.

W h a t annoys y ou most when racing?

Thisyear the Sailing School operation conducted Yachting Australia Qualification courses for total of 522 with 412 kids and 110

I don't have time to be annoyed when I'm racing - I'm more

Adults. The School was used by Boy's Grammar and Marist Collage during the week for school sports with a total of 57 boys involved.

likely to be the cause of annoyance when the thing that

We also were utilised for outdoor education sessions for seven schools in the ACT/NSW area. Around half of these students are

masquerades as a bowline tied by me comes undone at a

members of the Canberra Southern Cross Club utilising the great facilities of the club upstairs and a large discount of course prices.

most inopportune time.

The Sailing School Board is already planing toward next year's dates and regattas.

W h a t gives you the greatest satisfaction or what
do you enjoy most about y our sailing?

The Adult program was particularly gratifying for the school as a number utilised school boats for the twilight racing at the CYC. With

Born in Greensborough, Victoria a very long time
ago - not quite when dinosaurs roamed the earth,

_Q
Z5

u

but not long thereafter. I came to Canberra in the
early 1970s when my father was transferred here
for work. I did my last couple of years school here
before going to the then Canberra College of

U
cd

Advanced Education - that should give you a clue

their enthusiasm overcoming lack of racing knowledge they where out there having a great experience with their new sport. The

>-

to the age question above. I joined CYC after I

Getting to the end of the race having made fewer mistakes

School will be heavily promoting this venture next year and we appreciated the helpful advice CYC members passed onto them during

n3

returned to Canberra in 1997 having spent the

than on the previous outing.

the race, sometimes abandoning their own race to mentor these new sailors around the course.

L_
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previous 16 years living in Sydney and the UK. I
have recently joined the Board of the CYC Sailing

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be
or on in 10 years time?

sailing in

School. I currently crew on Huntress, Neil

A Beneteau 56 - or perhaps, depending on the level of

Primrose’s Elliot 7.

finances and dementia, the QEII.

With my new role as the CYC Club Manager I have spent considerably less time teaching Sailing School courses spending more time
on CYC matters so I have to thank all my seventeen instructors who have conducted fantastic courses and kept a veiy high standard of
teaching at the school.
Matt Owen, C Y C Club Manager
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Commodore

lune

Peter Dalton

13

W inter race

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
| u n e 2 7
W inter race

ViceComm odore

Graham

Giles

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
J u l y
3
Presentation Dinner

T reasurer

Trevor Hippis I ey
(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
RearCom modore

juiy

Member

Services
Anita Faulks
(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.faulks@dha.gov.au

II

W inter race

July

25

W inter race

Rear Commodore
Communications

August

Nick

W inter race

Hildyard

8

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
Rear Commodore

Racing

A u g u s t

22

W inter race

Peter Fullagar
(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
Rear Commodore

Operations

Paddy Hodgman
(w) 6279 1913 (m) 0401 929 018
hodgman_paddy@bah.com.au
Club

S e p t e m b e r
W inter race

Manager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard,
layout design by Monique Wilding,
printing by Lasercolour.

Peter F O R S T E R
16 Douglas PI.
CURTIN ACT 2605
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N O T IC E FO R A G E N E R A L M E E T IN G O F
A C T S A IL IN G IN C
trading as
C A N B E R R A Y A C H T C L U B (C Y C )
Members are advised that a General Meeting o f A C T Sailing Incorporated, trading as
Canberra Yacht Club, w ill be held at the Canberra Yacht Club Sailors’ Cabin at 7:30
pm on Tuesday 15 June 2004 for the purposes of:
1

Considering special resolutions to amend the C Y C Constitution (Rules o f
Association) to:,
a.

align the C Y C membership year with that o f Yachting Australia
(previously Australian Yachting Federation), which from this year w ill be
from 1 October to 30 September in each year (noting that the C Y C
financial year is not proposed to change);

b.

provide for the Committee to recommend to general meetings that
particular members be granted Life Membership, specify that approval of
the granting o f Life Membership w ill require a 2/3 majority at a general
meeting, and to exempt Life Members from paying annual membership
fees;

c.

retitle Committee ‘Directors’ to be ‘Rear Commodores’;

d.

combine the Committee positions o f Director (Rear Commodore) Racing
and Director (Rear Commodore) Recreational Sailing into a single
Committee position o f Rear Commodore Sailing;

e.

revise the nomination for membership process to reflect the extant
practice o f application for membership, without nomination by a member
and approval by the Committee;

f.

provide for formal notices to members concerning general meetings to be
made to members via e-mail instead o f post, where the member has
provided an e-mail address to the Club; and

g.

correct several minor anomalies.

2

Subject to passage o f the resolution to revise the C Y C membership year, to
consider a motion to extend the membership o f all persons (other than Life
Members) who are members on 30 June 2004, to 30 September 2004, at no cost.

3

Subject to passage o f the resolution concerning Life Members, to consider a
motion to authorise the Committee to determine what other payments (eg for
race entry, boat storage etc) are to be made by Life Members.

Detailed texts o f these resolutions and the motion are attached.

Notice for General Meeting IS Jun 04 ( V3).doc

GENERAL MEETING OF
ACT SAILING INC
trading as
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB (CYC)
15 June 2004, 7:30 pm
RESOLUTIONS AND MOTIONS
Special Resolution 1
That sub-rule 7(3) o f the CYC Constitution be amended to:
“(3)

The annual membership fee is payable(a)

except as provided by paragraph (b), before 1 October in each
calendar year, except for Life Members who shall be exempted
from paying annual membership fees; or

(b)

where a person becomes a member on or after 1 October in any
calendar year, before 1 October in each succeeding calendar
year.”

Special Resolution 2
A.
That sub-rule 12(1) o f the CYC Constitution be amended to:
“(1)

The Committee shall consist o f the(a) Commodore;
(b) Vice Commodore;
(c) Rear Commodore Finance;
(d) Rear Commodore Member Services;
(e) Rear Commodore Communications;
(f) Rear Commodore Sailing; and
(g) Rear Commodore Operations;
each o f whom shall be elected pursuant to rule 13 or appointed in
accordance with sub-rule (4).”

B.

That sub-rule 12(5) o f the CYC Constitution, referring to the transition o f the
Committee from pre-incorporation to incorporated status, be deleted.

C.

That rule 15 o f the CYC Constitution be amended to:
“15.

Rear Commodore, Finance

(1)

The Rear Commodore Finance o f the association shall-”

(followed by existing text at (a) and (b))

Resolutions for General Meeting 15 Jun 04 (V3).doc

1

Special Resolution 3
A.
That rule 2 o f the CYC Constitution be amended to:
“2

Membership Qualifications

(1)

A person is qualified to be a member if -

(2)

B.

(a)

the person is a person referred to in paragraph 21 (s) (a) or (b)
o f the Act and has not ceased to be a member o f the association
at any time after incorporation o f the association under the Act;
or

(b)

the person has applied for and become a member in accordance
with rule 3.

The Committee may recommend to a General Meeting that an
Honorary Life Membership be conferred on a member. To succeed, a
motion for such Life Membership shall require the support o f a 2/3rds
majority o f members at the General Meeting.

That rule 3 o f the CYC Constitution be amended to:
“3

Application for membership

(1)

An application by a person for membership o f the association shall:

(2)

(a)

be made by the person seeking membership o f the association
in writing in the form set out in appendix 1, or as that may be
amended by the Committee;

(b)

be lodged with the secretary o f the association; and

(c)

be accompanied by the sum payable under these rules as the
entrance fee and the first year’s annual subscription.

The secretary shall, on receipt o f the application and payment o f the
amounts referred to in sub rule 3(l)(c), enter the applicant’s name in
the register o f members and, on the name being so entered, the
applicant shall become a member o f the association."

Special Resolution 5
That sub-rule 24(1) o f the CYC Constitution be amended to:
“(1)

Except where the nature o f the business proposed to be dealt with at a
general meeting requires a special resolution o f the association, the
secretary/treasurer shall, at least 14 days before the date fixed for the
holding o f the general meeting, cause to be sent by:
(a)

e-mail to each member at the member’s e-mail address
appearing in the register o f members, where such an
address has been advised by the member; or

(b)

prepaid post to each member at the member’s postal
address appearing in the register o f members, when the
member has not provided an e-mail address;

a notice specifying the place, date and time o f the meeting and the
nature o f the business proposed to be transacted at the meeting. “

Resolutions for General Meeting 15 Jun 04 (V3).doc
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Special Resolution 6
A.

That sub-rule 14(l)(c) o f the CYC Constitution concerning the responsibilities
o f the secretary be amended to:
“(c)

B.

That Rule 18(8) o f the CYC Constitution concerning conduct o f Committee
meetings be amended to:
“(8)

C.

all proceedings at committee meetings and general meetings.”

At meetings o f the committee:
(a)

the Commodore or, in the absence o f the Commodore, the Vice
Commodore shall preside; or

(b)

if the Commodore and the Vice Commodore are absent, 1 o f
the remaining members o f the committee may be chosen by the
members present to preside.”

That rule 26 o f the CYC Constitution concerning the presiding member at
general meetings be amended to:
“26

Presiding member

(1)

The Commodore, or in the absence o f the Commodore, the Vice
Commodore shall preside at each general meeting o f the association.

(2)

If the Commodore and Vice Commodore are absent from a general
meeting, the members present shall elect 1 o f their number to preside
at the meeting.”

Motion 1
Subject to determinations concerning Special Resolution 1 above, that:
“The membership o f all persons (other than Life Members) who are members
on 30 June 2004 is extended to 30 September 2004 at no cost.’
Motion 2
Subject to determinations concerning Special Resolutions 1 and 3 above, that:
“Determination o f payments to be made by Life Members, other than
membership fees, shall be made by the Committee.”

Resolutions for General Meeting 15 Jun 04 (V3).doc
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Stephie Bacon and Jay Garvey receive their award from Commodore Peter Dalton
and Sail School Chair Paddy Hodgman at the Presentation Dinner and Award night.
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In this edition you will read about:
Presentation Dinner and Awards Night
News from the Sailors Cabin & season fees
40 Years of Sailing on LBG
A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y arra lu m la A C T 2600

Cruising down south
CYC golfers slice for charity

G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA CITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

♦
The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the S o u t h e r n
C an b erra So u th ern Cross C lub Cross Club
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The mid - winter blues are not
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happening at the CYC this

o
o

year. The clubrooms are
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bursting at the seams on every

X
rs

second Sunday afternoon and

>-

we are in some need of larger

rs

z

space for our members in a
future club.
The Canberra Southern Cross
Club is considering its options
in its development of the

CYC m e m b e rs

Yacht Club site. Matthew
Owen and I have held recent
meetings with the chief

N e w s
from the mail

executive Mr Greg Mitchell

flf

where we were able to express

1BIPT

jlj

views on the future facilities
sought by the members of the
CYC. This process of

fc/i

l l l l i . 11
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consultation will continue but

u

there are no specific details
"he Committee has reviewed all fees for 2004/5. The

formulated at this juncture.
The discussions also give us a

outcome is as follows:
1.

important problems that the
the Southern Cross Club.

2. No change to the standard race entry fee ($15) and full

This summer we are hoping to

season entiy fee ($175)

attract more new members to
hoping to increase the numbers

U

ecently a team from the Canberra Yacht Club

R

participated in a charity golf day to help raise funds to

competing in dinghy racing. In an

help purchase resources & equipment for children involved

endeavour to attract both the

with the Monaro Early Intervention Service. The MEIS is an

novice and experienced dinghy
sailor we have packaged membership
and racing fees strategically to
encourage new dinghy sailors, many of
whom we hope will become important to the
ongoing success of our club in future years. Our trailer boat
parks are over full but the lakeside rigging lawns contain

organisation set up to provide a variety of services to
children between the age 0 - 5, who have a disability or

3. Race fee for dinghies and off the beach catamarans
reduced to $10 and their full season entry fee reduced to

$120
4. Race fee for juniors has been removed.

with the start of the peak sailing season. It means that
persons joining or renewing now will get an extra 3 months

The fee for the use of the hoist has been abolished for club
members. Usage is on the basis of availability. The same
rules regarding hoist training still apply, namely you must
have completed the hoist training course before you will
given keys and equipment. Otherwise, ask someone who has
been trained to help you. If stuck, contact Matt or myself at
the club.

These measures were introduced to encourage all dinghy and

Ifyou have any Queries or problems, please contact either

day was an enormous success in all respects; with $13,000

catamaran sailors, juniors and midweek race participants.

Matt Owen (Club Manager) or myself. Matt is at the club

being raised (a donation of $5,000 is included in this total).

The outside boat storage and inside, bottom rung dinghy

most days; I'm there at least every Friday (10am to 5pm) and

storage fee has increased by $10, to $350 p.a.

each race day during winter. My presence in the office is

All fees are now due. Application forms for membership and

subject to work pressures and is likely to increase in the

boat storage are now on the club website or available from

coming months. Always ring before arriving at times other

the Sailors Cabin. Ring me ifyou want them emailed to you.

than Fridays.

The key to the inside boat storage will be changed by I

M artin van der Hoek, Office Manager

built facility currently under construction for the MEIS. The

On behalf of the MEIS, and as Vice President of the

u

I hope all the members enjoyed their presentation dinner.

like to sincerely thank the Canberra Yacht Club & its

We apologise for the limited availability of seating. As it was

members, for supporting this very worthwhile community

we had already stretched the capacity of the room beyond its

organisation, by their donation of prizes.

maximum. Planning for next year is intended to look at

Libby Shortridge - “ Dodgem"

Management Committee & organiser of the golf day, I would

better options so that those ofyou who missed out will not

August. You will be issued with a replacement key on

be again disappointed.

payment for storage and return of the current key.

I look forward to our coming season of racing.

The 2004/5 club membership year runs from now until 30

C a p it a l In s u r a n c e B r o k e r s

September next year. From there on it will be from I

supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta
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Peter Dalton

y

developmental delay. Fund raising will assist with a purpose-

many empty places for our new members to use.
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membership.

5. Mid week twilight race fee reduced to $5
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No change to the adult ($150), family ($260), student
($95) and junior ($20) membership rate.

current building is causing to

our club and in particular we are

and many other_yacht clubs. For the CYC it makes a lot of
sense to align the start of the membership year more closely

better understanding of the

y

bring our membership year into line with Yachting Australia

Q UEEN SLAN D
YACHT CHARTERS

Com m odore

w w w .yachtcharters.com .au

October to 30 September. The club's financial year (I July to
30 )une) is unchanged. The reason for the change is to

*

P h : 02 - 6282 7666
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"I used to call the Fifteeners
the heritage fleet - I shall now
call them the lifestyle fleet"!

G eneral m eeting o f A C T Sailing Inc

y

Tuesday IS June, Sailors Cabin, 7:30pm
he General Meeting of ACT Sailing Inc (the Canberra

>-

y

T

Yacht Club) was attended by 21 members and chaired by

instead of post, where a member has provided an email
address. The motion as proposed was amended to also

improve governance and management of the Club, and to

provide for the notice to be displayed on the Club

correct anomalies or inconsistencies in the then current

Notice Board.

Constitution.
All Special Resolutions proposed to amend the Constitution
were passed unanimously (with a minor amendment to one),
as were the associated motions.
Special Resolutions were agreed to that:
♦ changed the CYC membership year to match that of
Yachting Australia, i.e. from I October to 30 September.
This was also seen to better align with the CYC sailing
year
♦ provided for Life Membership to be granted to a member

-O

ZJ

paying CYC Annual subscriptions.

U
♦ revised the nomination for membership process to reflect

he annual gathering of the FF faithful took place

present on the sidelines were treated to some unfamiliar

at the new and very well appointed Lerida Estate

sporting action over their dessert as daylight slowly

T

Winety at Collector on Saturday 17th April. Many
usual classic fleet sailors were in attendance and were

♦ Corrected minor drafting or printing errors and inserted
the correct tiles of Committee members in some clauses.

joined by some notable CYC characters who became
an honaiy fifteener for the day. The Fleet was the first

At the conclusion of the meeting the Commodore opened a
discussion session, inviting members to raise matters of

group to christen the winery BBQ.facilities and they

general interest. The Commodore began by providing an

are certainly the best available at in any winery in the

update on the proposed redevelopment of the tower,

Canberra region.

improvements to the toilet/changing rooms which were likejy
to be done before the start of the Summer sailing season,

Vineron |im Lumbers welcomed the 38 present and we

the soon-to-be constructed concrete ramp in the dinghy

enjoyed a tasting of his interesting range of fine wines

rigging area and a reouest to the NCA for extensions to the

crafted in his dramatic and well designed hillside

existing public jetty and ramps in Lotus Bay.

winery. The Pinot Gris was in hot demand. Over our

The Commodore advised that the Club was in a generally

long lunch Peter Russell and |ohn Hosking were able

sound financial situation. It had been possible to replace

to give |im some good background histoiy of the early

by a General Meeting, on the recommendation of the
Committee, and for Life Members to be exempted from

Winery Cruising 2004

general meetings to be made to members via email

consider proposed amendments to the Club's constitution to

the motors on 'Crusader' (aided by a Sport and Recreation
Grant), and 'Tooheys'. He advised that although a grant had

days sailing on Lake George. |im later treated a dozen

also been received to assist with the remodelling of the

u

membership, rather than the prior requirement for

tower, costs were likely to be higher than budgeted.

and gave a detailed insight into his winemaking

rd

prospective new members to be nominated by a member

Discussion addressed methods of reducing the cost. The

philosophy and knowledge.

and approved by the Committee.

Commodore also noted that in review of Club finances and
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♦ changed the titles of those Committee members titled
Director' to Rear Commodore', and combined the
positions related to Racing and Recreational Sailing into
one position, Rear Commodore Sailing.

members' contributions, the Committee had agreed that use

>■

dwindled into twilight.
This seventh annual wineiy BBQ_event was again a great
finale to our summer sailing season. We did our best to

u

carefully prime our champion F/IS skippers |ohn
Hosking and |ohn Tracey to make them ready to
perform at high level for the forthcoming Champion of
Champions Race and they veiy nearly succeeded, but
that's another story.
Thanks veiy much to all the contributors that made the
lunch a gourmet occasion. Particularly to Hella and to
Sue Hosking, Barbara Brown and most of the ladies in
the fleet. Paddy Hodgman's summation of the afternoon

J3
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at Lerida was " I used to call the Fifteeners the heritage
fleet - I shall now call them the lifestyle fleet!

U

well fortified sailors to a personal tasting from barrels

the extant practice of persons simply applying for

>-
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Flying Fifteeners

♦ provided for formal notices to members concerning

our Commodore, Peter Dalton. This meeting was called to

O
O
<N

After the main course a highly unconventional game of

of the new hoist would be now be free for club members.

petanoue broke out. F/IS sailors were observed using

See the Club Notice Board for full minutes of this meeting.

a bowling style that could only be called a pie
throwing action. Daphne Fullagar and the other ladies

Peter Dalton
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CYC Office Systems supported by Biztech 6280 6998

biztech@biztech.com.au
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Large/fast trailables Champions Nick

< B > S m a r ts :

Faulks and crew in Casper (Elliott 7)
o
o

Yachtsm an of th e Y e a r
Nick Faulks

04
a

Yachtsw om an of the Y ear

Bronwyn Hextell

C lub M e m b e r of the Year
Sara Kennedy

Most Improved Junior -Tristan Gamack

M ost Im proved Sk ip p e r
Ron Ashpole

© A n n u a l Presentation
and Awards Dinner

C r e w M e m b e r of th e Year
Oliver Merz

F a m ily o f th e Y ear
Faulks family

- winners are grinners I

y

M ost Im proved Ju n io r

he Annual Presentation Dinner held on Saturday July 3 was a sell out with a large

T

Tristan Gamack

number of members and guests enjoying dinner and dancing to celebrate the

season past.

M ost outstanding Ju n io r

The Commodore presented awards to the divisional champions and also to the many
volunteers and families that keep the club running from_year toj'ear. Below is a selection of

Yachtswoman of the Year - Bronwyn Hextell

Charlie Bellwood

photos from the evening. Manj thanks to the Members Services Group for organising the
evening, they included lan Hawke (MC), Rosemary Hawke, Tina Patmore, Sarah Kennedy and

X I
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MSG Guru Anita Faulks. The prize wrapping was a mammoth task, let alone the seating

Ju n io r ach ievem en t aw ard

arrangements - well done all.

Steph Bacon and Jay Garvey

k a m v io n s
- in respective divisions were:
Large/fast trailables

Nick Faulks and crew in Casper (Elliott 7)

Smaller/slower trailables

Alistair Dally and crew in Synergy (Timpenny 20)

Gems

Steve Leicester in Gemini (Gem 550)

>-

Flying Fifteens

)ohn Hosking and crew in Final Fling (Flying Fifteen)

rd

Fast Dinghies

Matthew Francis in Slot Machine (Contender)

Slower Dinghies

Charlie Bellwood in Lord of the Winds (Spiral)

Catamarans

Bob Watkins in Chinchilla (Hobie 17)

U
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Bob Watkins, Catamarans Champion in Chinchilla (Hobie 17)

Gems runner-up Graeme Wykes and crew, including Club
Member of the year Sarah Kennedy (L)

9
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G etaw ay Cruise the Gippsland Lakes
temporaiy berth if
The Gippsland Lakes is made up of three lakes:
Lake King, Lake Victoria and Lake Wellington
and stretch in east/west direction for 50
kilometres. They are bordered by the towns of
Metung and Lakes Entrance in the east,
Paynesville in the north and Sale in the west.
The 90 Mile Beach provides protection from
bad weather.
One can often sail on the same tack for hours
accompanied by pods of dolphins. Much of the
Lake borders national park. The only sea
access is at Lakes Entrance, which is the base
for a large commercial fishing fleet. There are

y

many protected bays and wharf facilities for
overnight moorings or one can tie up to the
shore. All are free. Porta-Potti disposal units
are positioned around the Lake foreshore for
the use of boaties. Environmental loos are
located onshore in many popular destinations.
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found behind the yacht Club. Nearby Box's Creek offers
protection in all weather. Places to go include picnicking,
swimming and fishing at Barrier Landing (which gives easy

system to Holland's Landing at the head of the McLennan

access to the 90 Mile Beach) or Lakes Entrance (visit the fish

Straits. This is a veiy tricky section of the Marlay Point race

Co-operative or buy direct from the trawlers).

that often makes or breaks competitors. Sailors should stay

If the wind is favourable, a day sail to Paynesville is easily
achievable with berthing available in front of the Waterfront
Restaurant that is close to the car feriy which links Raymond
Island to the mainland. Passengers (on foot) are free for the

some protected overnight mooring areas and good fishing.
At the western end of the Strait, Lake Wellington can be
found. Few yachties venture this far. Facilities are few and

terminal. The Paynesville Yacht Club offers toilet and

far between. The Lake Wellington Yacht Club (the start of

shower facilities to visitingyachties and some free public

the Marlay Point race) can be found on the distant western

berths are to be found there and on Raymond Island. These

shore.

berths can be a bit noisy in the peak periods.

won us over to such an extent that we purchased a house at

Paynesville.

from the water, they offer good protected moorings in all

Metung! The Lakes offer idyllic conditions to relax and sail

weather conditions either from a variety of fixed moorings or

as well as providing easy access to national parks that are on

just tying up on the beach.

your doorstep.

Metung and Paynesville, though these do

In the near vicinity of Paynesville is Bunga Arm, a beautiful

Ifyou plan to use a motor at any time then you must have a

become busy during peak times of the holiday

and protected location for yachties and Rotamah Island (a

current Boat Drivers licence, as the Water Police are very

season. Lifting hoists can be accessed at the

must for bird fanciers). Not far away is Sperm Whale Head

active, particularly in the summer months. A Recreational

Metung hardstand (which is operated by the

that has good barbeque facilities, swimming beaches and

fishing licence is also required for adults and these are

local Council) and at the Paynesville Yacht

walking trails. Sperm Whale Head can become veiy exposed

readily available at local boating and bait shops.

Club.

in certain weather conditions so some attention to the
forecast is recommended.

high quality yachts that can be chartered on a daily or weekly

Another day trip option is to sail from Metung towards

basis. For those who prefer a motor cruiser, these are

Hawkins book 'Creeks and Harbours of the

Paynesville and venture up either the Tambo or Nicholson

available for charter too.

facilities, various cruising destinations including along the

offer many opportunities to tie up to the riverbank and fish

also offers an opportunity to get away from it all,

many rivers that feed the Lake, its depths and the best

or just read and relax. Yachts can navigate up the rivers as

While we think the Lakes are one of the best-kept boating
secrets, why not come and make your own judgement!

far as the Princes Highway bridge crossings. At that point,

interested in visiting the area and can be contacted on

running aground is not an issue as the bottom is soft.

on both rivers, there are mooring facilities and access to the

www.peter.harvey@ozemail.com.au or on 0439 486651

towns of Swan Reach and Nicholson. Both have hotels,

Happy Sailing.

Kerrie and I (in Solitaire a Castle 650) have based much of
The Gippsland Lakes are situated in NE Victoria, about a 5-

our sailing around Metung, which offers plenty of variety for

hour drive from Canberra through Cooma and the Cann River

_o
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I would be happy to give additional advice to anyone

mooring areas in various conditions. As I can attest,

answer.

y

Ifyou choose not to bring your own boats there are plenty of

well advised to obtain a copy of Richard

Rivers. Once the entrances have been navigated one travels

y

We would argue that the Gippsland Lakes are one of the best

found at Lakes Entrance, Metung and

ooking for a different place to use your boat that

u
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accommodation and a general store if reouired.

rd

Peter Harvey

day sailing and provides protected night moorings at

For those who want to spend a few days on the water one

on a sealed highway (or 3 1/2 hours from Melbourne). They

Chinaman's Creek (listening to the Bellbirds) or in front of

can sail to Loch Sport (where many entrants in the Marlay

are the home of the famous annual Marlay Point Overnight

the Metung Hotel. The Metung Yacht Club can arrange a

Point race have stories to tell) or even further down the Lake

Race that attracts trailer sailors from around Australia.

will see you hard aground in shallow water! The Strait offers

koalas that are sometimes seen in trees close to the ferry

through peaceful farmland that border the river. The rivers

access national parks and yet has excellent on-shore

kilometre to the north of Holland's Landing. Failure to do so

five-minute ride to the Island that is inhabited by many

provides veiy useful information about the Lake and its

facilities? —then the Gippsland Lakes could well be the

in the channel close to the unmarked piles that run a

cruising areas for trailer sailors in Australia. The Lakes have

Gippsland Lakes and Eastern Gippsland'. It

Z3

hot showers and toilets, which are well maintained, are to be

Arm and Picnic Arm. While difficult to spot the entrance

Anyone thinking of cruising the lakes would be

-O

commercial operators. Free

lust south of Paynesville lie the sheltered moorings of Duck

trailer sailors, are available at Lakes Entrance,

<N

necessary, as can

Supplies, fuel and restaurants can be readily

Access to good launching ramps, suitable for

o
o

“We would argue that the Gippsland Lakes are one of
the best cruising areas for trailer sailors in Australia.
. . . The Lakes offer idyllic conditions to relax and sail
as well as providing easy access to national parks that
are on your doorstep”.
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years of Capital Sailing

Lake George Regatta
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uou k n o w ?
hat 2 sailing clubs were in existence before Lake Burley Griffin

T

filled, CYC formed September 1959 and YMCASC formed March

1962. Clubs that subsequently operated on LBG were ANU Sailing Club

(still in existence), Police Boys & Citizen's Sailing Club and the Army
Sailing Club.
Over theyears, many major regattas have been sailed on LBG including:
♦ Special regattas have included the annual Canberra Day Regatta, first
held on Lake George in March 1963, Intervarsity regattas, &, in
earlier years, interclub competitions.
♦ World C'ship for Tasars, Australian c'ships for 505, Mirror dinghy,

Governor General To Open Regatta

Heron, Flying 15, NSW & Seafly classes (each on several occasions),

g

THE CANBERRA V4CHT CLUB

His Excellency 'h e Righl Honourable Viscount De I'Isle,

& Cherry & Timpenny classes.

V.C., P C ., G.C.M .G., K .S tJ., w ill officially open the First
Sailing Season of the Canberra Yacht Club (Inc.) at Gearey's
Gap, Lake George, N.S.W ., at 2 p.m. on Saturday, 30th

The Canberra Yacht C lu b w as form ed b y a gro u p of

♦ The two major Clubs have provided regular racing on LBG since the

Seoterrber, 1961.

enthusiastic land-locked yachtsmen in September,
The formal breaking out of the Club burgee from the

J

mast-head of the flag pole by His Excellency Viscount De
L'lsle w ill be the signal for the commencement of the class

ohn and I drove down from Sydney to Canberra with our

Tt-e arrival o f His Excellency will coincide with s review
enclosure, commencing at 1.45 p.m.

and, at times steep hills to negotiate with our Quaint

It w ill be a proud and historic occasion for the Canberra
Yacht Club as this w ill be -he first occasion on which the

transport. We left Sydney, via Liverpool heading SW where

burgee will be seen in public.

we went through Camden and over the Razorback Mountain

persons.

A t this stage the mem bership w a s 26

M ow, 18 months later, the mem bership is 118.

Because the Canberra lakes will not be ready until

provide som e sailing facilities for members.

to see Class racing sailed by yachtsmen from Sydney and

obtained from the Royai M ilitary Coflege, Duntroon, of the

The Flag Officers. Committee and members of the
Canberra Yacht Club ana visiting officials and yachtsmen

highway.

from N.S.W . and Victorian CI ud * and Associations are
grateful to His Excellency Viscount De 1‘lsle for honouring

We knew Stewart and Rosemary Richards and Rod Dalgleish

A lease w a s

former R.M.C. Sailing C lu b house at Lake George.

b uilding w as renovated and re~modelied b y the voluntary
labour of club members, and a plan to beautify the area
w a s commenced.
The temporary d u b house will be used as the Canberra
Yacht C lu b headquarters until the Canberra

fact |ohn bought Stewart's Gwen when he and his family

That night we went out for dinner at the Chopsticks Chinese

moved to Canberra to develop a Motel, in which we stayed

Restaurant in the West Row basement. We had a fabulous

♦ Well known sailors who have had a Canberra base over theyears
include Michael Blackburn ( Olympic Laser rep.), Rod Dalgleish (of
Gwen 12, 505 & ocean racing fame), Teki Dalton (ocean racing
skipper), George Snow (Brindabella & others), & Peter Thompson
(Paralympic rep. in 2.4 metre).

lakes are

♦ Sailing conditions are rarely easy but 'experts' such as Jim Hardy &
Frank Bethwaite have, in the past, extolled the virtues of sailing in
inland waterways like LBG as excellent preparation for overseas
campaigns.

ready for yachting.
High on the priority o f club actfvities is a training
program m e for junior members w hich

wilf commence

|ohn Hosking, who currently sails a Flying 15 with the CYC, competed in
the Inauguration Regatta in October 1964 (& the first regatta on Lake

over that weekend. We found plenty of water in Lake George.

meal, the first time I had ever had Honey Prawns! It was

It was an enormous expanse and though veiy shallow at the

freezing cold, I had come with a lightweight two-piece suit

George in 1961).

edges deepened sufficiently for small sailing boats to sail on.

to wear for dinner and froze coming to and going from the

The Canberra sailing clubs are currently working towards a special

Because of its overall shallowness, it became veiy dangerous

restaurant.

celebratory weekend to be held 16/17 October 2004, being the nearest

The weather had changed and overnight big winds came up.

w/e to the first regatta. Invitation open to anyone who might be

in high wind conditions. Some time later a group of army
cadets out on a training camp, capsized their boat and

shortly after the current regatta.

Next morning, we went to the lake to see angiy waves, with

interested in competing or joining in social events especially people with

white caps. The bluish calm water of yesterday was but a

a previous connection to sailing in Canberra.

lake.

memory replaced with grey rough water. We rigged the boat

The CYC is also working towards celebrating its jubilee in September

drowned in the freezing conditions, on the other side of the

u
rd
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On the first day of sailing, the Regatta Opening Day, the

anyway and thought we might tiy it out, but came back veiy

wind was light. The Governor General of the time took the

Quickly, finding that the races for that day were cancelled! It

salute as the boats sailed past, flags flying, and standing on

was disappointing to all those who had come from far a field

sailing on Lakes George or Burley Griffin are also invited to contact the

cd

a wobbly platform which had been placed there temporarily

for the event, but we cannot change Mother Nature. All the

Yacht Club.

s_

for the ceremony. Then the serious business began and the

same we had a great time and were privileged to have taken

0)

various classes set out on their races. The Hosking boat did

part in the official sail-past and the first race.

fairly well, may even have got a place. I can't remember, but,

Sue Hosking, (visitor from Sydney’s Woollahra Sailing Club)

JD
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I was the only girl sailing in the entire fleet!

>

This

us with his presence and irjfcrmally opening the Regatta.

from the Gwen 12s Regattas we sailed in around Sydney. In

U

b od y in the A.C.T.

first tiire the citizens of Canberra w ill have the opportunity
Melbourne o r an Olym pic Course.

nerve racking journey has been replaced with the new

series (first pioneered by the Seafly Class in the Winter of 1965).

bean d raw n up, the club w a s registered as a corporate

m id-1963. The yacht d u b committee decided that it w o u ld
The event will have added significance in that tor the

to Picton, Mittagong and Goulburn. This time consuming,

Z)

Twilight racing has become a feature since 19?? as has a Winter

yacht club on the proposed Canberra lakes.
In Novem ber, i9 6 0 , after a suitable constitution had

of all competing yachts which w ill sail past the official

1964/65 season, with YM racing on Saturdays & the CYC on Sundays.

with the object of planning the developm ent of a first-rate

races io the two-day yachting programme.

Gwen 12, Pan II, stuck in the back of the famil/s Dodge

Ute. It was quite and experience, the road being tortuous

JD

1959,

2009. Any readers who might have been involved in the early days, or
subseouently,

who might have special memories/memorabilia about

Peter Forster, Club Historian

JD
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C o m m o d o r e

Peter Dalton

August

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

W inter race

V i c e C o

Graham

odore
Giles

A u g u s t

(h) 62886990 (w ) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

U1

T re a s u r e r

cd

Trevor HippisIey
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odore

S e p t e m b e r

5

M e m b e r

Services
Anita Faulks

S e p t e m b e r

(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.fauIks@d ha.gov.au

Pointscore 1, 2pm

Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

S e p t e m b e r

Nick

Pointscore 2, 2pm

19

Opening of Season Race

Hildyard

26

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au
Rear

C o m m o d o r e

Racing

Peter Fullagar

O c t o b e r

2-3

ACT Flying Fifteen Championships

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
odore O p e r a t io n s
R e a r Co
Paddy Hodgman

0 uo

2 2

W inter race

W inter race

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
R e a r C o r

8

(w) 6279 1913 (m) 0401 929 018
hodgman_paddy@bah.com.au
Club

M an a g er

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

u
If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing New s is edited by Nick Hildyard,
lay-out design by Monique Wilding
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40th LBG Anniversary Regatta
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Photo: Martin van der Hoek
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Paul Hatch, presenting the ‘Race Officials Course', 28 August 2004

Contents
T h is edition includes:
♦

Tayls of Pathfinder
Youth Sailing Academy - Registration Day

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
C A N BER R A CITY AC T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

2004-2005 Sailing Program & Dates to Remember
Tribute to Martin Linsley
Member Profile - Sara Kennedy

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the
C an b erra So u th ern Cross Club
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C ra s s H u b

3
With the start of the summer

o
o

sailing program before us we

<N

are pleased to be able to offer
a number of additional
sponsors to support ouryacht

CD
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club. The 2004 - 2005 CYC

E

sailing program will show a

CV

different sponsor of each club

w

yacht race umpiring. Certain events in Matthew Owen's

o
o
rs

international sailing career werele used on some occasions to
illustrate the various ways of attracting the unwanted attention
of the Race Officer. Our standard of race management should
improve as a result and I thank all those who gave their time
to attend a worthwhile day in the classroom. Thanks also

Paul Hatch and some of the attendees of the 'Race Officials Course'

should go to |ohn Kennedy for being the organiser of the
seminar.

championship race. There is
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also the sponsorship of the

See you on the water soon.

NEC ACT Trailer Yacht

Peter Dalton, C om m odore

Regatta, the CYC Twilight
Series, the ACT Youth Titles
13

and the Southern Cross Club
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Cup. Particular thanks go to
club members, Angas Reid, Ian
Ruff, Peter Barter and Neil
Primrose for their personal
support of sailing through their
respective companies.
Queensland Yacht Charters has
again confirmed continued

Busy season
for Flying
Fifteens!

support in sponsorship in
granting the fine prize of a
week on a bareboat in the
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busy round of Championships at various levels in the 2004-

warmly thank the Board of the

2005 sailing season.

Southern Cross Club for their
continued support of junior

0

sailing and of the sailing school
at the CYC together with their
valuable assistance with improved

Our aussie sailors sadly dipped
out at the Olympics and there will
now be some serious soul searching
about the reasons for their lack of booty.
Some of us here are wondering if part of
the reason may be a lack of light weather sailing skill.
Olympic racing often seems to be in somewhat lighter airs
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Score races, Canberra Flying Fifteeners can participate in a

Whitsunday Islands. We also

sailing facilities at Lotus Bay.

X

Additional to our club program of Championship and Point

than the World Championship regatta locations. Perhaps

Our own ACT Championship will be held at Canberra Yacht
Club on 4-5 October. This is always a good event - timed to
ensure good breezes and to allow those who may make the
decision to travel to get in some match sailing practice.
Away from the lake, there is a good selection of
Championships and regattas to think about.
A possible NSW Championship to be held on Botany Bay in
November.
The National Championship will be held at the Adelaide

In Februaiy, the Twofold Bay Yacht Club will be running their

as ours in their training schedule in the build up to China in

regatta. They have in recent years had a separate start for

2008.

FFs and the regatta is usually a memorable occasion.

A Race Officer Training Seminar was held on 28th August

On 12-14 March 2005, the Victorian State Championships

with almost 30 attendees. The majority of the sailors were

will be held at Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club. This is an easy

s_

anecdotes given in good humour to illustrate how to run

u

Principal Race Officer' accessible from the left hand column

rules expert to present a 'Race Officials Course' on 28

of the club website home page. For those new to racing in

August 2004 at the CSCC Woden.

the club, also check out the document 'Introduction to

Ifyou would like further information about any of these
events, give Colin Brown a call on 6282 5230.

Racing at the CYC'.
from the CYC, 6 from the YMCASC and one from the TLSC.

John Hosking

The 2004-5 Sailing Program has been finalised and is

At the end of the day, attendees were presented with a Race

enclosed. It will be placed on the website and laminated

Management Manual. It is hoped that we will be able to put

copies will be available from the Sailors Cabin. The first

on similar courses in the future.

race of the Summer Season, a Pointscore race, will be on
19 September, at the usual summer starting time of 2 pm.
Martin van der Hoek, Office Manager
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responsibilities will lose points. Without a full time, paid
PRO and crew, the club has to rely on volunteers to run the

u

races each week. Unless we all share this responsibility

u
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Capital Insurance Brokers

HT C H A R T E R S

last minute tips prior to his Quest for gold at the Athens
Paralympics, still tiying to fathom the depths of international

u

The one day course was fully subscribed with 26 participants

points for the race they missed; those who shirk their

03
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the CYC invited Paul Hatch, an international umpire and

www.ffisa.yachting.org.au

run from Canberra and the Gippsland Lakes are a great place

C

about running a race, I refer you to the document 'Duties of

this season. Those who do duty will be awarded average

to sail!

XI

Qualified race officers, Yachting Australia in association with

Race and Accommodation Guide are available on the website

they might need to include more inland sailing venues such

racing. Peter Thompson joined us for the day to get some

there will be no race program. Ifyou want to find out more

Skippers and crew will again be rostered to run Sunday races

from our club. Steve Hatch arrived from Sydney and gave us

CU

As part of the club's efforts to expand the number of

Sailing Club on 7-14 januaiy 2005. A preliminaiy Notice of

a veiy interesting day of facts, advice and some sailing

s_

from the Sailors Cabin

w w w .yach tch arters.com .au

*

supporting the Youth Sailing Regatta

Ph: 02 - 6282 7666
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This is me off the coast of
Fraser Island, QLD.

o
o

Youth Sail
Academy
2004-05

Success Factor - 4th place and

CN

lots of fun. What's next ? - The
Wintersun from Surfer’s to
Brisbane (August 6-8).
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You can contact me at
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Pathfinder@bigpond.com.au if
you would like to find out more
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about this adventure.
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N e w M em bers
and M em bers
re-joining in
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“Bigpond".... I love big ponds!!
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Amos, Roger; Aradi, Mohamed; Arthur, Nick; Barrett,
Kim; Black, Paul; Bolt, Bob; Bornas, Bill; Bradley, |ohn

3
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Tayls of Pathfinder
>■

Some of the local Canberra sailors probably have been

see the ocean. The next day we drove through to Hervey Bay

wondering where Pathfinder is or what it has been up to as it

stopping at Ballina for a prawn lunch for the team and the

has been sen less on the Canberra pond. Pathfinder was built
in Canberra and launched at the Canberra Yacht Club in 1985

u

and has been sailing and representing the club in many away
events over its I9years. I can only think of one other TS that
has been on the Canberra scene constantly that long, Who
can guess who that is? Certainly however, it would have
competed in more championship regattas, State Titles, TYA
traveler series, National Titles, Marlay Points, Bay to Bays
and other regattas than any other Canberra boat and possibly
any other TS in Aus.
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Pathfinder will tell its stoiy of where it goes and what it

ready for the start of the Bay to Bay Race on Saturday

does, hopefully inspiring others to join it in its adventures.

morning.

over the last year.
Fraser Island (April 22 - May 3) - The most recent adventure
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trip was to last 12 days. I was hitched up to the car well in
advance of leaving and finally left Canberra at lunch lime on
Thursday picking up Trevor at Mittagong. Trevor who has
been on the Pathfinder team since the start in 1985 delicately
graces my foredeck. We.drove via Newcastle picking up Tims

J 2)

(Dodds) the stabalising midshipman and then through to

C

Coff Harbour that night. Woooo what a ride. I even got to

rd
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and Martin; Cuneo, Lorna; Dagger, Ben; Dawson, Tony;
Denahy, David; De Wolfe, George; Dowling, Cathie;

Pat; Faulks, Anita, Howard, Nick and Robbie; Fisher, Ron

There will be a YSA registration day at the Canberra Yacht

Glover,

Bronwyn; Hildyard, Nick; Hippisley, Trevor and Debra;
Hiscock, |ohn; Hodgman, Paddy, Louise, Guy and Elizabeth;

registering all intended YSA members for 2004-05,

-

identifying their sailing preferences;

-

allocating boats and crew partnerships;

Hamish; Lyddieth, Simon; Manley, Peter, lanet, lames and

-

initial checking of allocated boats' condition, all before

Andrew; Manley, Stuart; McBrien, David; Me Bryde, Kay;

lames; Keily, Pat; Kellow, Hugh; Kemp, Peter; Kennedy,
John and Sara; Kershaw, Shane; Lamb, )im and lames;
Langlands, Steve; Leach, David, Greg and Sue; Lindsay,

the commencement of the first YSA term after the
October School Holidays.

McKay, Rod;

McManus. Arthur; McMichael, Don;

Micallef, Robert; Morris, Claudia and Charlie; Murray,
Kevin; Nash, Ian; Nelson, Stephen; Nielsen, Leigh and
lenny; Nowell, Debra; Paine, |osh; Pearce, Steve; Pfluger,

Island. I normally have a spinnaker ride most of the way. This

Paul; Primrose, Neil: Quodling, Robert; Redfer, Robert;

year was very light......a great day for a BBQ, and a

them along, completed and enrol on the day.

Richet, Sylvie; Robertson; Rummery, Gerard; Russell,

spinnaker run for most of the day. Finally, I was taken out of
the water on the Sunday for the 1,600 KM drive back to

u

Hosking, |ohn; Ingles, David; lepson, Timothy; lohnson,

-

distributed by eMail and post before the registration. Bring

windward climb on the Saturday. Sunday was also light but a

>■

Hart, Richard; Hawke, Ian and Rosemarie; Hayes, Angus
and Stephen; Head, lenny and Max; Hextell, Phil and

Enrolment forms for the 2004-05 YSA season will be

The race is over two days with an overnight stop on Fraser

u

and Tim; Forster, Peter; Frodsham, Brian; Fullagar, Peter;
Gil, lose; Giles, Graham; Gillingham, Matthew;

I have never seen, so it was outboard.........all day - 8 hours.

boys. The cruise lasted all week ending up at Tin Can Bay

<

Colman, Philip; Colvin, Peter; Conway, Patrick; Cox, Nigel

Tim; Green, Colin; Hadzi-Popovic, Ilya; Hanrahan, |ohn;

The aim of the day is to complete, as far as possible:

This was the start of a fantastic week of exploring, music,

Colin; Buker, Gerard; Cartwright, Stephen; Clark, Mel;

arrangements more thoroughly sorted out in advance.

histoiy going back to 1989. I had a friend to play with. We

was planned to take all day, however a glassier piece of water

3

Sundays with YSA members, their boats and their crewing

All intending YSA members and their parents should attend.

gourmet food, sailing, laughs and a little drinking by the

Did you know ?- Pathfinder did over 8,500 road kilometers

Academy season, we plan to start this season's series of

another Adams 21 from our Club who also has a long CYC

morning and set off for the top end of Fraser Island. This trip

Geoff; Brokenshire, Ian; Broughton, Bernard; Brown,

Chris; Elton, |udy; Ellliot, Kim, Nhung and Sam; Farnham,
To make the most of the summer 2004-05 Youth Sail

Club from 9:30 AM until 12:30 on Sunday 19 September.

were both launched in glorious sunny conditions on Saturday

Z3
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Durran, Col and Andrea; Eddes, Bruce, Shan, Sarah and

I found myself next to my buddy. Serenade my sister ship,

from the perspective of ayacht, after all we are ayacht club.

cruise and ending with the amazing Bay to Bay Race. The
rd
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On the Saturday morning when I woke up (do boats sleep ?)

This article is the first of a regular magazine article written

I (Pathfinder) had was a trip to Fraser Island for a weeks

u

afternoon at the beach.

Registration Day
Sunday 19 Sep 2004

and Peter; Breen, Andrew, Greg, jessica and |udy; Briggs,

Make a date now for Sunday 19 Sep. We'll look forward to
seeingyou at the Yacht Club then.

Peter; Ruut, Tony; Sandeman, Ron; Scerri, Ted;

-O
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Shortridge, Ben, Don and Libby; Schultz, Lance; Searle,
Duncan; Sheaves, Mark; Smyth, Thomas; Stacpoole, Tanya;

u

Canberra. I did over 180 Nautical miles during the trip. The

Ifyou have any Questions in the meantime, please call Matt

Stuart, |oanne and Alisdair Sweeney, Brian; Swieringa, Derk;

details of the cruise and race can be extracted from the

Owen at the CYC on 62734777or Paddy Hodgman on 0401

Townsend, David: Tridgell, Andrew; Turner, Tony; Walsh,

rd
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929 018 (m) or at home, on 62853694.

lulian; Weston, Terry: Wadley, Michael; Webser, Andre;

skipper over a beer at the club, and he might even show you
some of the 300 or so photos from the adventure.

White, |ohn and Eileen; Withington, Peter;

rd
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Whitford,

Happy sailing.

Denis; Wing, Tony; Wilson, |ohn; Wren, Kevin; Wykes,

Pathfinder

Graeme; Yates, Scott and Adele;

CU
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2004/2005 Sailing Program
& Dates to Remember
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Ja n u a ry 2005

Canberra Yacht Club

Pointscore series sponsored by Queensland Yacht Charters
Individual Championship races sponsored as indicated.
Twilight series sponsored by Angus Reid Homebuyers Inspections

19

CO

SUN

SUN

Pointscore 11, 2pm

12

W ED

Twilight 8, 6pm

16

SUN

Pointscore 12,2pm
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19

W ED

Twilight 9, 6pm

L_

23

SUN

Pointscore 13 & Championship 4,2pm
Sponsor: Ready Wall Retaining Walls

S e p te m b e r 2004
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26

W ED

Australia Day Race & Twilight 10, 6pm

30

SUN

Pointscore 14,2pm

3
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W ED

Twilight 11, 6pm

5

SAT

Lady Skipper Race

4->

6

SUN

Pointscore 15 & Championship 5, 2pm
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Pointscore 2 ,2pm

2-3

SAT-SUN
SUN
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Youth Sailing Academy - Start of Term 2

ACT Flying Fifteen & Flying Dutchman Championships
Pointscore 3, & Championship 1,2pm

9

W ED

Sponsor: Results Consulting

13

SUN

Race, 2pm, Southern Cross Club Cup race 2

W ED

Twilight 13, 6pm, outhern Cross Club Cup race 3

SAT-SUN

Twofold Bay Regatta

16-17

SAT-SUN

40th Anniversary Lake Burley Griffin Regatta

17

SUN

Youth Sailing Academy - Start of Term 1

19-20

24

SUN

Pointscore 4, 2pm

20

SUN

Pointscore 16, 2pm

W ED

Twilight 14, 6pm, Southern Cross Club Cup race 4

30-31

SAT-SUN

A C T Multi-hull Championships -YM CASC

23

31

SUN

Pointscore 5, 2pm

26

SAT

H'cap Start/Springbank Is. BBQ

27

SUN

Race, 2pm, Southern Cross Club Cup race 5

N o v e m b e r 2004
W ED

Sponsor Twilight series: Angus Reid Homebuyers Inspections

2

W ED

Twilight 15, 6pm, Southern Cross Club Cup race 6

6

SUN

Pointscore 17 & Championship 6,2pm

7

SUN

Seafly Trophies Regatta 2pm ‘National Try Sailing Day’

10

W ED

Twilight 2, 6pm

13

SAT

Night Race

9

W ED

Twilight 16, 6pm

14

SUN

Pointscore 6 & Championship 2, 2pm

12-13

SAT-SUN

Marlay Point Regatta

Sponsor: Honda Generators

13

SUN

Pointscore 18, 2pm

16

W ED

Twilight 17, 6pm

Sponsor: AC T Boating Repairs

17

W ED

Twilight 3,6pm

20-21

SAT-SUN

St Georges Basin Cruise

19

SAT

ACT Team Racing Regatta -YM CASC

21

SUN

Pointscore 7, 2pm

19-21

SAT-MON

Canberra Day long weekend; St Georges Basin Cruise

24

W ED

Twilight 4, 6pm

20

SUN

Pointscore 19,2pm

27-28

SAT-SUN

AC T Dinghy Championships -YM CASC

23

W ED

Twilight 18,6pm

28

SUN

Pointscore 8, 2pm

25-28

Easter

Careel Association Championships

i

W ED

Twilight 5, 6pm

SUN

Pointscore 20 & Championship 7, 2pm

4-5

SAT-SUN

N EC ‘City of Canberra’ Regatta

8

W ED

Twilight 6, 6pm

12

SUN

Pointscore 9, 2pm

I

A p ril 2005

Youth Sailing Academy - parents day - end of term one
15

W ED

Twilight 7, 6pm

19

SUN

Pointscore 10 & Championship 3,2pm

u
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M arch 2005

Twilight 1, 6pm

D e c e m b e r 2004

<

Twilight 12, 6pm, Southern Cross Club Cup race 1

16

3

IS )

Sponsor: Results Consulting

Sponsor: Reliance Capital Finance

1)
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O c t o b e r 2004
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SUN

Q.

•y 2005

Opening of Season Race; Pointscore I, 2pm
Sponsor Pointscore series: Queensland Yacht Charters

26
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Sponsor: Quality Hotel/Choice Hotels
9-10

u

SAT-SUN

D
u

AC T Youth Championships
Sponsor: lan Ruff of Capital Insurance Brokers

10

SUN

Youth Sailing Academy - parents day & BBQ - end of term two

17

SUN

‘America’s Mug’ - Champion of Champions Regatta

23-24

SAT-SUN

Sponsor: Universal Trusses

U
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Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta

26/12- 10/1

Myall Lakes Christmas Cruise

27/12- 2/1/05

N SI4 National Championships,YMCASC

** Please support our generous sponsors**

31/12- 5/1/05

FD National Championships, C YC

Dates for the W inter Series 2005 are most likely to be: 8, 22 May; 6, 19 June; 3, 17, 3 1July; 14, 28 August.
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M artin Linsley time for a well earned break
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Welcomed to the Board of the Canberra Yacht Club Sailing

Bringing a thoughtful, Questioning approach to the Board's

School (then known as Sail Canberra) in its veiy earliest

work, Martin's often lateral approach to issues regularly

days, back in November 2000, Martin Linsley has made a

exposed the Board's decisions to veiy thorough scrutiny. In

sustained and very valuable contribution to the Sailing School

dealing with the issues Martin raised, the Board came to a

over the three and a halfyears since then.

clearer sense of its own intentions, priorities and the effects
of the decisions it made.

His veiy broad and deep subject knowledge, covering racing,

13

<

u

dinghy sailing, offshore cruising and veiy substantial training

But he didn't just ask Questions. Martin has been a very

expertise, has added value to the Sailing School's direction,

capable and ready worker, in 2002 he took on the task of

planning and decision making. Martin has made a sustained

coordinating the 2003 Capital Insurance and Finance

and consistently outstanding contribution to the successful

Brokers ACT Youth Regatta. He undertook this task with

development of the School.

conspicuous success, involving a wide range of helpers and

accept his recent resignation from the Board.

Martin

advised that he felt the need for some time out and, in
accepting his resignation, the Board noted its hope that,

very considerable diversity of approach and expectation and
yet still deliver a very well coordinated and successful event.
And he repeated the same high[y successful approach and
Members will be familiar with the model of the schooner

However, in planning the 1980 renovations/extensions,

‘Bluenose’ in the glass case in the foyer of the main club

specific provision was made for the model, with construction

When it accepted his resignation, the CYC Sailing School

(upstairs). There is an information board with the model

of the glass case that has housed the model ever since.

Board passed a veiy heartfelt vote of thanks for Martin

about the schooner, but no information about the origins of

Linsley's very valuable and sustained contribution.

the model.

results for the 2004 Regatta.

once he's had some of that, Martin will be back.
Throughout his time on the Board, Martin has championed
high standards of performance, instruction, Qualification,
administration and planning. He made a leading contribution
to a veiy thorough review in 2002 of the School's

The CYC Committee has agreed that Martin's successor on

performance, and made veiy thoughtful and well considered

the CYC Sailing School Board will be Matt Gleeson, a

the lead on the Board in understanding and planning for the

schooner races that she first did in 1921 and for years

implications of YA's training policies, agreement,

thereafter.

course racing for youth and dinghy classes.

accreditation and instructor Qualification requirements. The
Board looks forward to working with him.
Paddy Hodgman, R ear Com m odore Operations
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schooners in the series of American-Canadian fishing

NEC
“City of Canberra Regatta”

biotech
biztech@biztech.com.au

remember, his father built model yachts, from Spanish
galleons through to the modern creations.
I admit to having a special interest in 'Bluenose'. Ailsa and I
were lucky enough to visit Lunenburg in |une 1998 and by
chance Bluenose 2', a full-scale replica of the original was
tied up at the wharf down the street from our B & B. She

Apart from the races, the schooners acted as mother ship for

training vessel. In fact, we were part of the crowd on the day

16 dories on the Grand Banks fishing grounds in the North

of her departure with a crew of trainees heading for

Atlantic, fishing summer and Winter.

Vancouver, via the Panama Canal.

But, to the model in the Club. The model was made by and

The ceremonial departure was Quite a spectacle - a large

donated to the Club by Mr David Gordon Edward. MVO,

crowd, the Town Crier with his bell and the local Senator and

who was an architect by profession and was the Liaison

other dignatories making speeches. Prior to departure we

Officer for the First and Second Royal Tours to Australia

were able to go on board and wander around on the deck - a

(hence the Member of the Victorian Order). DG Edwards's

fascinating experience. Incidentally, Bluenose' features on

son Allan Edward, was a member of the club at the time and

the Canadian dime.

Fifteen and was a photographer by profession. In more
recentyears Allan has been involved with model yachts.
The records show that initially, in May 1976, the General
Committee of the Club was unable to accept the model

CYC Office Systems supported by Biztech 6280 6998

Allan told me recently that for as far back as he can

was built for Expo '67 in Montreal and is now used as a sail-

in particular was Club Captain 1972-1975, skippered a Flying

rc3
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Nova Scotia, in 1921, specifically to try to beat the American

improvements flowing from that review.

has also persistently championed the provision of shorter

CU

beam, 285 ton fishing schooner. She was built in Lunenburg,

successful Flying IS sailor and YSA parent. Matt will take

CYC Sailing School's terms of reference and priorities. He

s_

Briefly stated, the original 'Bluenose' was a 143ft long, 27ft

contributions to the development and implementation of

Martin also instigated the recent review and updating of the

rd
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participants. In doing so, he was able to allow scope for
Thus, the CYC Sailing School Board was very reluctant to

because of size and space limitations in the clubhouse.

Peter Forster, Club Historian.
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W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be sailing in

See previous background information

o r on in 10 years tim e?

W h e n did you sta rt taking sailing seriously?

Perhaps competing in the America’s Cup, sailing a high

I I
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performance keelboat in the Mediterranean, cruising around
From a very young age. Although I also think it is very

s_
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important to enjoy and have fun!

E

W h a t boats did you own/ sail? A n y success?

L_

the world - the list is endless!
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A n y regrets?
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Life’s too short to have regrets!
Well where do I start???

4-*

Q_

The short version is: I have sailed

<
U

on numerous range of boats from Mirrors, Flying 15, Hobie

W h e n aw ay from the w ater, w h at do you enjoy

CO

18, Tasers, trailersailers, keelboats and a Sonata. I am now

doing most?

crewing on 'Hippy Hippy Shake' - Elliott 7.

I love (as most ofyou already know) travelling and exploring

I have competed in many National and State championships,

overseas countries. Next destination is: Cambodia, Vietnam.

13

school regattas, interclub teams racing regattas and coaching

N a m e of yo u r favourite book and/ o r m ovie?
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days. Too many to be specific - I'd need a few pages.
Photo: Martin van der Hoek

<

ALIAS.

That's a bit hard as there are many! Probably the most

W h o and w hy would you m ost like to invite to

different were:

dinner, past o r present?

1. Trying out for the Women on Water boat for Sydney to

Oprah to ensure conversation to flow:

Hobart, sailing on Teki Dalton's Nadia IVyacht with about 15

^

M em ber Profile Sara Kennedy
Background information
Born in Canberra, I was one month when I first attended Sunday afternoon racing at the Yacht Club
at that time my father sailed an OK Dinghy. At the age of I my family moved to England for two
years. I was next seen most Sundays at the Yacht Club from the age o f 3 when my father crewed
for Peter Forster in a Seafy. This has basically continued through until now (give or take a couple of

2. Being the only female in the ACT Lexon Cup team and

My first real taste of racing was at the age of 8 when I crewed (shared with my sister) in the
family Mirror Dinghy. For the next 13 years Mirrors sailing became a major focus in my life.

the following year they deleted the crew weight requirement).

couture; and

3. Tiying to drink heaps of water before weigh-in for a Taser

Richard Branson for ideas on the next 'hot' destination and

Regatta in order to make the weight requirement so that we

travel activity.

did not need take bricks in the boat.

Thankyou Sara.

4. My skipper neglecting to tell me that there were sharks

For member's information, Sara was awarded the 'Club

sighted at the top mark at the Taser Nationals, Port Lincoln,

Member of the Year’ award at the CYC Annual Presentation

SA.

and Awards Dinner on |uly 3, for her work with the Sail

5. Surfing waves in order to make the start line of the Mirror

Canberra Board and the club’s Members Services Group.

Nationals, Melbourne.

Ed.

I love sailing, in particular racing, so I’d have to say I don’t

—

the Yacht Club and interstate for over 10 years.

get annoyed. Although maybe a little bit when in a Canberra

u

drifter - I get pipped at the finish line by another boat I have
been beating for most of the race!!

was asked to join the Rescue Boat Squadron (I am not quite sure if this was due to the high
number of rescues I had accumulated over the years when the winds blew 20-25 knots!).
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CYC Website

do you enjoy m ost about your sailing?

I have been on the CYC Sailing School Board for the past 5 years and last season joined the

L.
L_

I love being on the water - I also get a thrill out of going

Member Services Group (Social) Committee, which I am enjoying.

really, really fast!

www.canberrayachtclub.com .au
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Have you visited your club’s website recently?
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W h a t gives you the greatest satisfaction o r w hat

rd
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W h a t annoys you m ost w hen racing?

At the age o f 11 my parents bought me my first boat (a Mirror) which I skippered and raced at

As a teenager I was often also seen on a Saturday afternoon instructing sailing. At the age of 18

Colin Firth for his Mr Darcy looks;
Stella McCarthy for the latest tips on European haute

j3

u

U

|ohn Bertram to discover his secret for winning races:

thinking I could double my weight for the regatta (although

years of living in England and Japan after school and uni).

<

Some of my favourites are: Bridget (ones's Diary, Wind, and

M ost m em orab le sailing experience?

females.
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You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.
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C o m m o d o r e

S e p t e m b e r

Peter

Last of the W inter race

D a l t o n

5

(w) 6280 7366 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
V i c e C o m m o d o r e

S e p t e m b e r

Graham

Opening of Season Race; Pointscore I, 2pm

Giles

19

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
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T re as u re r

S e p t e m b e r

Trevor HippisIey

Pointscore 2, 2pm

(w ) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
R e a r C o r

lodo re

-M
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(w) 6276 2554(h) 6262 4759 (m) 0407 934 492
anita.faulks@dha.gov.au
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O c t o b e r _____2-3

M e m b e r

Services
Anita Faulks

U

26

ACT Flying Fifteen Championships

CU

co

CD

Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

O c t o b e r

9-10

Pointscore 3 and Championship 1,2pm

Nick Hildyard

O c t o b e r

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

40th LBG Anniversary Regatta

Rear

C o m m o d o r e

4->
4->

Peter Fullagar

£
o
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Paddy Hodgman

Racing

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
Rear

C o m m o d o r e

O p e r a t io n s

(w) 6279 1913 (m) 0401 929 018
hodgman_paddy@bah.com.au
Club

M anager

MatthewOwen
(w ) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au

u

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing New s is edited by Martin van der H o ek
lay-out design by Monique Wilding printing by
Lasercolour.
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Dinner function with champion sailor

Chris Nicholson
W alterTurnbull presents a dinner talk by Volvo ocean racer
and Athens Olympian Chris Nicholson.
The evening will be a fund raiser for the CYC Youth Sailing Academy Wednesday 20th October
7pm at the CYC. Dinner tickets are strictly limited, $35 per person. See Matt or Martin for
bookings.
Chris' achievements include:

A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA CITY ACT 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

♦

Twice Olympian in the 49er Class:

♦

Three time World Champion in the 49er Class:

♦

Three time 18ft Skiff Grand Prix Champion;

♦

Four time 505 World Champion;

Helmsman Amer Sports One Volvo Race 2001/2.
Chris will talk and show photos re his experience during the Volvo Ocean Race, Athens
Olympics and his plans in the next Volvo Race. This is a great opportunity to support the CYC
Youth Sailing Academy.

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the // #anixw
C a n b e rra So u th ern Cross Club

C ra s s G u b
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Active CYC sailors will have

The September AGM passed with good attendance and with

already noticed that the Sailing

one change in the committee. We thank the membership for

Program developed by your

their recognition of the solid achievements of the CYC last

committee has provided you

year and their show of confidence that the committee and

with a full range of racing and

management will work to maintain the Quality and progress

-Q
O

sailing fun opportunities for

made so far in sailing matters both on and off the water.

the coming summer. From the

Much of our success is due to the efforts of Matthew Owen

*->

40th Anniversary Regatta this

and Martin van der Hoek as well as the efforts of about 50

month to the Americas Mug,

odd club member volunteers in so veiy many roles at the

Champion of Champions Race

CYC. Thankyou all. Anita Faulks is warmly thanked for her

in April 2005 the calendar is

great efforts to improve member services last year. She is not

Quite full.

standing for re-election and Ian Hawke has asked to be the

L_
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Please support the 40th
Anniversaiy Regatta in mid
October. Support for this
special event is an important

at least 50 potential PROs for the rest of the sailing season!

CYC histoiy and is also a show

and Peter Forster and other

0

|I

officiate, you get average points for that race, so you won't be

A k o y form er
CORC members!

October at the CYC. Don't miss

celebrate the dub’s 25th anniversary in December

involved, Matt and I are organising another Tntro to Racing'

and are trying to contact former members so they

session, at 7:30pm on Tues. 26 Oct. Eveiyone is welcome. This is

can join in.

n3

u

Festivities will include a dinner for past and present members
at the Federal Golf Club in Canberra on Saturday 4
December 2004, followed by a lunch party at the Canberra
Southern Cross Yacht Club on Sunday 5 December.

in the International 505 Class and he was part of our

Past members who would like to attend are invited to contact

Olympic Team in the 49er Class in Athens. Yachties will

the Secretaiy,

enjoy this evening with a sailing legend and at the cost of
$35 including dinner, your host Matt Owen has guaranteed a
top evening.

your opportunity to ask any Questions or seek help. We'll also put

R E P O R T S

www.jrachtcharters.com.au

Summer Series Sponsor

arbr.com.au

Twilight Series Sponsor

NEC
Call 13 16 32

City of Canberra Regatta
Sponsor

u

Capital Insurance Brokers
www.capitalinsuranebrokers.com.au
02 6282 7666

Youth Sailing Regatta
Sponsor

>-

If there is sufficient interest we will also arrange a practice race for a

Lastly but not least, membership and boat parking subscriptions are
now overdue. Its not good enough for the skippers to be members
- all crew members who participate in more than 3 races need to be
members for the results to count. You also need to be a YA member

michael.k.matthews@bigpond.com.

to race. It may come to a point where your entiy will not be
accepted ifyou haven't renewed your membership. Please don't let
that spot has not been paid for, we will consider it to have been

division of Canberra Yacht Club and there are many past and

'abandoned' and arrange for its removal.

constitution. Our boat parking space is in very high demand

present connections with both clubs.

welcomed by the reduced racing fees intended as an
encouragement for growth in that division.

Grahams Building Equipment
6297 4924

R eady W a ll
High Quality Pre-Built
Retaining Walls
lamie Cregan, 0423 379 4S5

reliance

CAPITAL
FIN A N C IA L GROUP

A C T Boating Repairs
Col Durran Ph 6288 1498

Rick Garner Ph 6281 7750

Club Championship Race Sponsors

_Q
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u

it come to that. Similarly, ifyou have a boat in the boat park and

changed to the 30th September under the amended

patiently on the list of applicants. Dinghy sailors will be

www.results.com.au
6260 5213

ifyou're interested.

Canberra Ocean Racing Club started life as the ocean racing

and sailors not actively using their boats will be asked to

n

Results Consulting ***&*
CaCAKlSAliON UMOve***' SfSC-AtiTS

Saturday afternoon, to give you race start experience. Let me know

Mike Matthews, on 6286 2920, or

The Club's website www.corc.com au also has details.

H O N D A

on some nibblies and stock the bar!

racing fees for the season. Membership renewal date was

make way for those who will sail regularly and are waiting

C

understand the flags and general race procedures. Email me at the

For those who haven't yet got the racing bug but want to get

Sailors are asked to now pay their annual membership and

0)

QUEENSLAND
Yac ht c h a r t e r s

club and I will send you all you need to know.

Members of Canberra Ocean Racing Club will

Chris was several times a World Champion

XI

$

big shot in the arm with the

represent the CYC at interstate regattas.

rd

hand up, for PRO duties, there are plenty of tools, handouts and

Walter Turnbull Dinner on 20th

the night will help fund their ability to

>-

If you are new to racing or generally hesitant about putting your

need to race is the same knowledge you need to run the race, i.e.

growing Youth Sailing Academy and

U
03
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B U I L D I N G

disadvantaged.

speaker at this fund raiser for our

u

running a race has to be shared in a club such as ours. There are

regatta.

Nicholson is the special guest

D

AUSl R A I A S I A

Club Sponsor

current and potential race skippers that the responsibility for

involved in planning this

out as places are limited. Chris

JD

didn't say that to put anyone off but mentioned it to remind all

helpful hints to assist you. The fact is the kind of knowledge you

Dinghy racing will be given a

HOTELS

The DIPLOMAT of Manuka - 13 24 00
www.choicehotels.com.au

I

you will only be called upon once per season to do this. When you

energy to foster dinghy and
Griffin. I thank Peter Fullagar

CHOICE

entered in the first 2 races. That's great. It also means we have

it's up to all of us to pull our weight. If the task is shared eQually,

so much of their time and

g ^ jiS8j5S!ai3!ir

o

unfortunately they also enjoy the thrill of participating in a race. So

current sailors who have given

yacht racing on Lake Burleigh

u

plenty of people who enjoy the task of running a race but

of respect for those past and

<U
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Major Sponsor

he 2004-05 sailing season has started with nearly 50 boats

spirited social fun.

Peter Dalton, C om m odore

Cross Club

from the
Sailors Cabin

person assigned the task of maintaining a high standard of

part of our recognition of the

^

Southern

T

Enjoy your summer sailing.
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Canberra

A reminder that the use of the boat hoist is free but must only be

u
rtf

CORC's current yacht, the Bavaria 44 'Namadgi' is currently

operated by persons who have attended the hoist training session,

Universal Trusses

in them Whitsundays after cruising in New Caledonia and

Don't despair ifyou haven't, there will be more. Until then. Matt

Sponsor of Champion of Champions“ Americas Mug”

Vanuatu. She will return to her berth in Pittwater in

and I will helpyou put the boat up (and down again!).

November.
Martin van der Hoek, Office Manager

Roof Trusses - Wall Frames - Windows - Complete Floor Systems
52 Sheppard Street Hume ACT 2620
Phone: (02) 6260 1436 Fax: (02) 6260 1462

>rtf
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Photo by Hella
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galley that were frequently heard from Sue and Hella, seeking

for a loan of their beautiful yacht. The Dufour36 was in

more 'cooking wine'. The perilous access to the contents of

great condition and was returned to Abel Point Marina

the grog fridge was via the S ft deep chasm that was entered

withgenuine reluctance.

by climbing down under the cockpit seats. I had stocked it
and so by a three-to-one majority vote, we thought it fair that
lohn be given the task to empty it. That task was later

<u

O
O
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I hope that more Canberrans will enjoy these waters with
QYC soon.

!_

<v

completed to schedule.

Peter and Hella, |ohn and Sue.

*->

Highlights of our week on " Shioban" included diving and

Postcript: The Queensland Yacht Charters holiday was won

u

snorkling at Border Island, one of the most eastern in the

thisyear by Ian Hawke. I'm sure he and his crew will have as

U

Whitsundays Group.

much fun as the Hosking/Dalton party, and all the others who

o

_Q
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We luckily moored only one boat length from the coral reef
where we were totally surrounded by all the tropical fish that
one could possibly find in the Barrier Reef. We confirmed
this fact from photos of each type of fish as identified in the

-Q

O
*->

have won and enjoyed this prize in past years. We have QYC
to thank for this marvellous prize and their continued
support.
Ed.

yachts useful fish guidebook. But here at Border Island it is
strictly NO FISHING ALLOWED.
It was at Border Island that |ohn taught Hella to snorkel. The
boat waseouipped with eight pairs of goggles and flippers.
Hella was totally blown away by the veiy tame colourful fish

U

Whitsunday

John, Sue and Peter relaxing after a hard days sail.

winners are grinners

>-

of all shapes and sizes and the
range of coral growths. It was just like seeing a kid in a
chocolate factoiy. Some fish were cheeky and seemed hungiy
when you reached out to them. They tried nibbling at her
mask and arms. A few were so tame we could actually touch
and play with them. The beautiful and famous Sydney Hobart
Radio Relay ship " Mia Mia " shared this fine little bay with

he lucky winner of the Queensland Yacht Charter (QYC)

departure practical test was to prove our sailing skills. We

bareboat holiday prize for 2003/2004 was lohn Hosking.

U T

us all afternoon.

were Quickly thrown through some port and starboard tacks

Not much breeze was found until the last day of our week.

Two minutes before the prize draw at the last Presentation

and jibes to prove that the well known" I know boats" line

Hughie made up for lost time though and delivered 35 Knots

Dinner he and wife Sue made a deal with Hella and myself to

was actually true.

for 36 hrs. Sheltering in

Reaching across Whitsunday Passage in a 12 to IS knot

Sawmill Bay at Cid Harbour with us were many yachts.

breeze in tourouoise water at a temperature of 24 degrees

Anchoring in this breeze was a real challenge for some

was a good start to our sailing week. We trimmed sail a bit

skippers and here we were treated to some examples of good

We waited for the onset of winter and used the QYC holiday

and soon saw off a fair challenge from the following

seamanship and also to some examples of desperate and

prize as an end of sailing season treat. Several training

Beneteau 40. First beers tasted excellent. Out here at close

entertaining attempts to secure anchor.

dinners were held to ensure that the galley crew was in peak

hand were seen a number of two and three masted schooners

have a holiday together if either party won. Our warmest
thanks must go to QYC as the bareboat holiday was " an
absolute bottler".

condition for the task ahead and that the corkscrews were

-O
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u

These passingyachts were rolling along at a fair clip with

via Brisbane with no fuss at all. We decided to self-cater and

decks well laden with their interesting tourist cargo of rows

so the rented Commodore wagon that we picked up at the

of suntanned bikini clad backpackers out of Airlie Beach.

airport was vital for the ensuing afternoon shopping
scramble at Cannonvale. lohn found us some veiy flash three
storey overnight penthouse accommodation overlooking the
marina with distant views out to the beckoning Whitsunday

u

that were straight out of a " lames A Mitchener" novel.

primed for action. Late in May Virgin flew us to Proserpine

Islands.

We anchored " Shioban" for the night in the deep sheltered
waters of the fijord-like Nara Inlet. |ohn and I eagerly
awaited the culinaiy efforts anticipated from our gourmet
galley in this yachting " tour de forks". Lost in the zest of
the afternoon sailing our lunch had become our dinner as

cd

Next morning the QYC pre - sailing introduction was

well. Our transition to operating on " Island Time" started

extremely thorough in navigational advice and included a

this first night out and was to continue unabated all week

veiy detailed demonstration of the

long - as it should.

CU

technical features of the Dufour 36yacht. I was shown how

_D

That night. |ohn was awarded the honourable title o f" the

to pull the motor apart, to replace the impeller and how to

>cd
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fix a range of common electrical glitches. Our last pre

cellar rat". He responded to the regular demands from the

2003-04

U

C Y C Annual
General M eeting

>
* ± -

The club’s AGM was held upstairs in the reception room
at the CYC, at 7:30pm on Thursday 23 September and
was, as usual very well attended. Reports prepared by
the members of the Executive were presented and
spoken to. Two of them, from the Commodore and
Rear Commodore Operations, follow.

The best entertainment of the week was provided by " Mr
Large" in his Bavaria 44. This hasty owner ordered his novice
deckhand to drop anchor while the boat was still making

The Commodore, Peter Dalton and the Treasurer, Trevor
Hippisley commented on the sound financial position of the

about 5 knots. Three times the skipper was unswerving in this

club. A copy of the audited report was circulated at the

Questionable techniQue and three times the Bavaria

meeting. It is too long to reproduce here. Other members

disappeared towards the sunset dragging several hundred

of the Executive highlighted significant events and

ft of anchor line in the process. Fortunately there were no

achievements in the pastyear.

u

All members of the Executive, except Anita Faulks (Rear

jC

otheryachts anchored in his path to impair his rapid journey
to leeward. He finally succeeded, anchored for a short time
and then scuttled off to the safety of Hamilton Island
Harbour where I have no doubt his forward hand and crew
Quickjy

jumped ship.

That's enough from me. The week was great fun. We all had
some fine relaxation before the return to sub - zero
Canberra. Thanks once again to Queensland Yacht Charters

Commodore Member Services) stood again and were duly re
elected. Ian Hawke was elected to replace Anita.
The members praised the work of the Executive for a job well

_o
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done.
Martin van der Hoek. Office Manager
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Annual Commodore’s Report

CM

-2004
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It is my pleasure to

provisions put in place following the HIH collapse will

report to members

defend the legal liability action against the CYC dating from

on the activities of

1996. We thank club member Rod Badgery for his generous

the Canberra Yacht

legal assistance on behalf of theyacht club in our defense of

Club for the 2003 -

the action.

2004 financial year.
In taking over from
Commodore Peter
Harvey in mid term I
have benefited from a well-developed management strategy
and supported by a committed and effective team of Flag
officers. Improvements made this year to our club
constitution and the implementation of a Risk Management
Plan have been effected by the committee and in particular
by Vice Commodore Graham Giles.
Financial re p o rt
The accounts have been audited and a copy posted on the
notice board. Copies will be available for perusal at the

y
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Annual General Meeting. I congratulate Rear Commodore
Trevor Hippisley and Club Manager Matthew Owen for their

rd

>rd
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Queensland Yacht Charters of Airlie Beach again generously

students has been undertaken safely and we have been called

sponsored the Club and provided a bareboat yacht charter

upon to assist on several occasions in support of the NCA

prize. Our locals, Bartondale Marine continues to be a

and other emergencies, including lake water management.

valuable supporter. We also acknowledge the NEC support

Operations of the club facilities have been carried out almost

of the City of Canberra Trailable Yacht Regatta and DOMA

without incident. The exception was the Rear Commodore

Hotels, lan Ruff's Capital Insurance Brokers again provided

Operations being run over by a boat trailer pushed by his

their support for the ACT Youth Regatta along with the

own over-enthusiastic young assistants. Care by volunteers is

ACTYA. Quantum Sails provided Masters games

required with the boats and boat hoist to ensure safe

sponsorship.

operation, respecting always that all volunteers are well

Sailing re p o rt

meaning and well appreciated.

Peter Fullagar, the Rear Commodore Racing has made
available a detailed report on our sailing activities and
trends. What is quite obvious is that the members are

club is a vital goal. We need to continue to work to

express the gratitude of our members for the ongoing

obviously enjoying sailing and we are maintaining our

provide a club that is attractive to youth as well as to

assistance of the Canberra Southern Cross Club. The

position as the premier club in Canberra. Strong support for

senior sailors. How this achieved is a challenge,

provision by the board of the CSCC of capital funding to

Elliott 7 Class yachts is an exciting new trend and also gives

maintain and renew our training fleet and safety boats, to

^ more sailors an opportunity to experience a fast ride on the

our entrance doorway are a result of an ongoing mutually
productive and co-operative relationship with the CSCC. In
addition to funding, the respect shown by the CSCC to our
members sailing infrastructure needs in the past has allowed
our club to make a spirited recovery. The commitment now

lake and away at regattas.
Dinghy sailing numbers are a disappointment in recent years
and our committee has hopes to address this with the
expansion of YSA activities, supported by reduced costs for
dinghy racing and in the promotion of dinghy racing in
general.

indicated by CCSCC management to work in partnership
with us in planning for the future sailing and social facilities

All club sailors are required to contribute to the running of

at Lotus Bay offers is of comfort and confidence to our

racing. Last season we lost focus in the final month. We need

sailors.

each and eveiy club member to take a part in race
management in this manner at least once per annum in order

environment developed;
2. Sound financial management remains always important;
3. Our club Promotion and Marketing has fallen short of its
target and firm steps are required to achieve a new goal in
this respect. Community profile is vital;
4. Promotion and growth of Dinghy/ Catamaran Classes is
needed for growth;
5. Encouragement of Women in Sailing remains a priority;
6. Ongoing effective communication with the Canberra

added to its reserves in accordance with prudential

School) has traded profitably and has exceeded its 2003-

management requirements. The fund is in anticipation of the

2004 targets. The Rear Commodore Operations is now

Socially the last year was an undisputable success. The

need for future capital reserves to deploy towards the

responsible for chairing the Sailing School Board. Details of

outgoing Rear Commodore Anita Faulks and her creation,

anticipated cost of an internal fit-out once our_yacht club

the excellent achievements of the sailing school financially

the Member Services Group, succeeded in providing

rooms are refurbished. Part of theyears surplus has been

and in terms of Quality of training provided and a record

members with some excellent service and fun. Thanks all

allocated towards the cost of upgrading the Race Control

quantity of students under tuition are a credit to the efforts

volunteers, well done. Some level of improvements in the

Tower in the financial year 2004-2005. Our reserve

of Matthew Owen, Oliver Merz and their instructor staff. My

changing rooms has occurred recently and the Southern

of a great many of our fellow members, the volunteers, the

investment fund now places our club in a secure financial

thanks to the sailing school board for their careful direction

Cross Club is to be thanked for their positive response to

Sailing School Board, many past commodores, my committee

position with sufficient funds in place for liabilities arising

and sound management of the training of our future

our suggested modifications. Not all works are yet complete.

and our club staff. All these persons in one manner or

from potential lake closures as well as for some capital

yachtsmen andyachtswomen. Additional income was

Members continue to receive a good level of service through

reQuirements for our future.

generated in support of CYC overheads as a consequence of

Matthew Owen and Martin van der Hoek and members have

The club has again benefited in ongoing good service from

8. Quality race management to be maintained to attract
higher profile regattas.
The results that the club has achieved are due to the efforts

another contributed to the regeneration of club spirit and
confidence that we now enjoy.

The Youth Sailing Academy has been well supported by a

Hoist.

continued support and are standing for another term. It is

standard and the profile of our intermediate and elite young

our fellow member Helen Hutchison from Computerized

sailors. A national championship winner is a great result of

Accounting Systems for her efforts in this area.

such a good team effort, an effort that involves hours of

pleased to know it has been confirmed that the insurance

events and social needs; and

been able to work on their boats in safety using the Boat

our "in house" financial reporting capability. My thanks go to

off the water and to maintain facilities. Members will be

7. Effective co- ordination with CSCCYC management in

Most ofyour committee members have indicated their

special group of Volunteers who are devoted to raising the

range of capital items to improve the club operations on and

Southern Cross Club Board;

careful financial management.

interrelationship with our club manager has further improved

sacrifice for students and volunteers. Well done all. Senior
club members will be crossing tacks with of the young YSA
sailors this season when they now compete together on
Sunday afternoons and the contest will be most enjoyable.

u
O

particularly with the space limitations that we have.

Our Sailing School (trading as Canberra Yacht Club Sailing

R e a r C o m m o d o re M e m b e r Services

o

Dinghy classes must be reactivated and a suitable social

The club continues to trade successfully and has further

to share the load. Training is available and encouraged.

O)
X)

1. Our future aim in encouraging more young sailors to the

The Canberra Yacht Club executive wishes to formally

install air conditioning in the Sailors Cabin and to replace

O
O
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T h e F u tu re - M ajo r issues:

Sailing School

The successful trading year has allowed for the club to fund a
CU

and race administration roles of a high standard. Tuition of

accurate fiscal reporting and management skills.

our accountant and her work in creating an efficient

u

Financial Year

Sponsorship

X)
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with sadness that we do not have the Rear Commodore Anita
R e a r C o m m o d o re O perations

Faulks on board for another year after such a fine effort in her

The Director, Operations has also published his report

first term in Membership Services. We warmly thank her for

separately. The Club has operated in an effective and

her efforts and for the generous support of her family.

efficient way. The work of managing the club facilities is
shared between the Vice Commodore and Rear Commodore
Operations.
We have a fleet of boats well-maintained powerboats. Each

We all should thank Matthew Owen, the Canberra Yacht Club
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Manager, and his instructors, along with Martin van der Hoek,

L_

for their further contribution to the Club's success thisyear.
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I commend the report to members.

was selected as far as possible in order to provide rescue
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Peter Dalton, C om m odore
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The responsibilities

available as safety boat drivers, has been one of the great

anyway, made all the more enjoyable by the willing

of the Rear

strengths of the YSA. We couldn't operate without them, and

contribution made by every board member. We were all

Commodore

we're veiy grateful for their help.

pleased that our Secretaiy, Sara Kennedy was recognised as

two major areas. The first of these is as Chair of the
Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School (CYCSS) Board.
The CYCSS operates and maintains the Club's fleet of sailing
vessels and power boats.

It provides all the CYC's sail

training - adults courses, kids courses, Youth Sail Academy
(YSA), school programs, TL3 and safety boat handling
courses, as well as organising or supporting Rules Nights,
the recent Race Officer Course organised by |ohn Kennedy
and other similar activities. The CYCSS also operates the
boat hire business
During 2003-04 the CYCSS delivered training to more than
560 students across the full range of its courses. From this
group, many people have been introduced to sailing, helped
to join in with Club activities including racing, and 76 new
members have joined the CYC following CYCSS training.
The CYCSS has also generated a profit for the CYC of
$10,932 after paying all operating costs, sailing school
salaries including Matt Owen's salary.
In recognition of Matt's developing role as Club Manager, in
addition to directing the CYCSS, from 2004-05, the CYC
will meet a proportion of his salary.
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in September
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New &
re-joining
members

Rear Commodore Operations
Report

The other area of responsibility for the Rear Commodore

very actively promoting further growth in this area in the

Operations is veiy largely self managing due to the

current and future years.

experience, skills, competence and reliability of the key
people involved, and of all those who contribute. This area

In 2003-04 groups of YSA sailors travelled interstate to

of activity covers the availability of people to officiate at and

participate in the NSW Youth Championships and the

Thus, reference to this area is really a matter of

from our YSA sailors and were great fun for all concerned,

acknowledging the contributions of people like Terri Ebrill

including the enthusiastic team of parents, without whose

and Martin van der Hoek who ensure the availability of Race

involvement the trips would not have been possible.

Officers, their support teams and boat drivers.

Thanks are

also due )ohn Kennedy and his team for the Twilight series

In the results achieved by the CYCSS, and the YSA, the CYC
has benefited greatly from the sustained and outstanding

achieving outshine those achieved in any other Club based

have been outstanding - Richard Webster and his team for

sailing school in the country, and the primary credit for that

last year's NEC City of Canberra Regatta and Martin Linsley

is resoundingly due to Matt. The CYCSS Board and I have

and his team for the Capital Insurance and Finance Brokers

•

ACT Youth Regatta come to mind.
In addition to those who have taken on organising

members who take their turn on race support teams, as boat
drivers, members of planning committees, cookers of

Of greater significance than financial and performance

instructors and by a team of assistant and younger

sausages, and so on. Its because so many contribute so

statistics is the CYCSS' central role in developing both the

instructors. He's done much to develop their skills and

willingly that the CYC is able to sustain such a strong

CYC and participation in sailing in the ACT. In this regard,

develop a strong base of talent among them. He is also very

program of activity.

ably supported with care and maintenance, particularly of

members, the CYCSS is crucial to the development and

power boats, by Arthur McManus who continues to provide

sustained future viability of the CYC.

the very substantial contribution which saw him recognised as

Through the YSA, the school is helping to build the future of

CYC Club Member of the Year last year. Arthur's invaluable

a strong CYC, wonderfully supported by a very willing group

support is greatly appreciated.

of parents and helpers who bring with them such a strong

For my own part, I have been veiy grateful for the support

culture of volunteering. The willingness of all those people

and hard work provided by all the members of the CYCSS

to pitch in and help, as well as a number of people who

Board. Our involvement with the school is a rewarding task

don't have family members in YSA but who make themselves

Gillett, Mark; Gleeson, Matt; Graham, )ohn, Lyn, Colin,

>■

Nicholas and Glen; Green, Alan; Greig, Rona; Hart,
Stephen; Harvey, Peter, Nigel and Cameron; Hoad, Sue;

lohn; Kalnins, Mo; Kathage, Wayne; Kent, David; Kildea,
Ian; Linsley, Martin; Livingstone, Alan; McConaghy Paul;
McDaniel, |ohn; McGlew, Paul; Mitchell, |eff; Morley,
Chris: Nilsson, Thomas; Nowell, Debra; O'Neill, Grant;

responsibilities, there is the very large number of CYC

Matt is ably supported by some experienced senior

as can be seen from its contribution to recruitment of new

u

Hodgins, Tony; Holt, David; Horobin, Arthur; lepsen,
There are many others whose contributions to major regattas

effort, and his excellent results.

Dawson, Tony; Ebrill, Terrie; Francis, Matthew; Fiy, Gaiy;

and to Don McMichael and his team for the winter series.

contribution made by Matt Owen. The results the school is

profound thanks and congratulations to him for his untiring

Dalton, Tim; Dasey, Carolin; Davies, Steven; Davis, Ian;

Fullagar, Daphne; Gamack, Bill; Gibbons, Matthew;

excellent competition, saw some veiy good performances

I extend my

Christine; Cornwell, Ian; Cox, Martin and Stephen;

support the Club's various racing activities.

These trips provided

found him to be a delight to work with, and seemingly able to

Austin, Tony; Bacon, Sue and Steph; Barter, Peter; Beghin,
Francois; Bizant, David, Julie and David jnr; Cook.

increased YSA participation in CYC Club racing, and we'll be

meet any challenge and solve any issue.

Allan, Stuart; Ashpole, Ron;

CYC Club Member of the Year thisyear.

Over the last year, its been pleasing to see the beginnings of

Combined High Schools Regatta.

Welcome to:

Patmore, Tina; Pover, Ross; Reeves, George; Reid, Angus,
Emily, Sarah and Victoria; Reynolds, Paul; Robinson,

-Q
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lames; Rose, Louise; Russell-Smith, Shayne; Ruut, Tom;

u
Scott, Campbell, Wendy, Matthew and Kathiyn; Scott,

Such is the nature of the contribution made by these people,
that for many of us, our individual involvement has been

Kerrie; Sheaves, Taylor, Greg; Tracey, |ohn; Shiers, David;

simply to take our turns helping out and otherwise to be the
beneficiaiy of their hard work and commitment.
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Schild, Thomas; Scutt, Spencer; Shevlin, lames;

ra
Paddy Hodgman, Rear C om m odore, Operations

Sutherland, Eric; Sutton, Andrew; Tidswell, Grant;
Warton, Andrew; Watson, Bill; Wood, Richard.
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16-17 October 2004
NOTICE

u

1

Rules

1.1

The regatta will be governed by the current rules
as defined in The Racing Rules of Sailing 2001 2004, the prescriptions of Yachting Australia, the
rules of the competing classes (except as any of
these are altered by the sailing instructions), this
N O R and by the sailing instructions.

2

Eligibility and E n try

2.1

The 40th Lake Burley Griffin Anniversary Regatta
2004 is open to all ‘Off-the-Beach’ dinghies and
catamarans and trailable yachts.

2.2
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2.3
2.4
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All entrants shall be a member of a sailing club
affiliated with Yachting Australia.
Eligible boats may enter on the Entry Form that
shall be lodged with the YM C A Sailing Club or
Canberra Yacht Club between I200hrs and
13 15hrs on 16th /17th October 2004.
Fees

3.1

The 40th Lake Burley Griffin Anniversary Regatta
2004 entry fee is N lL.TheYM CA Sailing Club
and Canberra Yacht Club may charge race entry
fees for club events conducted concurrently with
the Regatta.

4

Schedule of Events

4.1

Race

Day & Date

1

Saturday 16th October 2004

I400hrs

2

Sunday 17th October 2004

1400hrs

Time of Warning Signal

5

M easurem ents

5.1

Measurement is not required but each boat may
be required to submit proof of holding a valid
measurement certificate.

6

Sailing Instructions

6.1

The sailing instructions will be available after
1200hrs on 16th October 2004 at the YM CA
Sailing Club and after I200hrs on 17th October
2004 at the Canberra Yacht Club.

rd

cd

Entrants shall hold Third Party Liability Cover of
not less than five million dollars.
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Canberra Yacht Club
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7

Racing A re a

7.1

The racing area will be the West Lake part of
Lake Burley Griffin.

8

Courses

OF

RACE

8.1

The course shall be as described in the sailing
instructions.

9

Changes To Sailing Instructions

9.1

Any change to the sailing instructions will be
posted not less than 60 minutes before the start
of the race in which it will take effect. Changes
will be posted at both the Y M C A Sailing Club and
the Canberra Yacht Club.

I I
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Richard Morcom & Stephen Donovan
I
W
t is with much sadness to report that Richard Morcom

passed away on 20 |une while running with his mates in

Canberra.

Richard was veiy much a part of the Flying fifteen fleet in
recent years, having bought a competitive boat, 3311 Lean
Enuff. With his sailing partner, Glenda Moss, later to
become his wife, they were a formidable pair on the lake.
They were very competitive team and gave the front-runners
a scare on more than one occasion.

enjoying his 'new' boat and joining in club activities. Matty
and I remember Stephen as a jolly fellow who used to come
in during the week and have a chat with us at the club. He
always spoke about how he was looking forward to taking the
boat out. Unfortunately, that day never happened or at least
not to our knowledge. Whatever Stephen's condition, it only

Richard was known as a super tidy and no fuss sailor. If

got worse and over a period his visits become less freouent.

there was a wrinkle in the sail, he would iron it out, literally.

His condition was diagnosed Quite |ate jn the piece and it
was not good. We found out later it was then not a matter of

10 Signals M ade A sho re

some sails and a mast and remarking to Richard that his

Complications set in and the end came Quickly, on 15 August

10.1

Signals made ashore will be displayed on the flag
mast of both the Y M C A Sailing Club and the
Canberra Yacht Club Race Control Tower.

carpeted garage which housed his boat would not look out of

thisyear.

Scoring

Richard was also into running, cycling and swimming and on

nothing seemed to go right for him. To his wife Denyse,

more than one occasion, he (and Glenda!) would turn up for

who we never met but whose name he often mentioned, our

an afternoon sail having competed in a marathon of some

sincere condolences.

11.2

The calculation of regatta results will be based on
the Yachting Victoria (VYC) yardstick for dinghies
and catamarans; and the Trailable Yacht
Association of N S W and AC T Class Basic
Handicap (C BH ) for trailable yachts.

We will miss Stephen and his happy demeanor even when

Enuff.

sailed on Stephen's behalf by family and friends. We look
forward to seeing her on the water again, in memory of

a sea change a couple ofyears ago and moved to Eden,

Stephen, a great bloke.

where he raced Lean Enuff at the wonderful Two Fold Bay
Yacht Club. He was a passionate supporter of the Two Fold

12.1

A boat shall neither make radio transmission
while racing nor receive radio communication
not available to all boats.

remember the 2001 series, which was an absolute corker.

Yachting A C T 40th Lake Burley Griffin
Anniversary Regatta 2004 trophies will be
awarded as follows:
1st Trailable Yacht under 680 CBH, 1st Trailable
Yacht 680 CBH and over
1st Dinghy under 113 VYC (including Flying
Fifteens), 1st Dinghy I 13 VYC and over

We understand 'Vivaldi' is going to hit the water this season,

Flaving left work early for health reasons, Richard undertook

Bay Regatta, held in Februaiy each year and encouraged a

13.1

Martin van der Hoek

large number of Canberra Fifteeners to participate. I still

While in Eden, Richard and Glenda bought a seagoing yacht,
which they subseouently sailed across Bass Strait last
Februaiy. The boat was as tidy as the Fifteen, I was told.
Richard will be surely be missed by his Flying fifteen mates
who valued his friendly and positive outlook on life and we
all pass on our sympathies to Glenda and famijy.
Barnacle Bill

1st Catamaran under 88 VYC, 1st Catamaran 88
V YC and over
13.2

Other prizes will be awarded at the discretion of
the race committee including participants in the
original regatta and original regatta boats.

14

Further Information

14.1

For further information, please contact the
Y M C A Sailing Club or Canberra Yacht Club.

>-

kind in the morning. No wonder he called his boat, Lean

Radio C om m unication

Prizes

U

place in an upmarket suburb!

12

13

u
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stricken with back aches and pains that prevented him from

when he would get on to water but a matter of survival.

The Low Point scoring system,Appendix A.4 will
apply. One race is required to be completed to
constitute a series. No score shall be excluded; a
boat’s series score will be the total of her race
scores.

o

Almost from the day Stephen acouired 'Vivaldi', a

Sonata 26 previously owned by Don McMichael, he was

still remember going to his house someyears ago to buy

I 1.1

<u
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e at theyacht club never really got to know Stephen.

If there was a scratch on the hull, he would polish it off. I
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C Y C Website w w w .canberrayachtclub.com .au
Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.
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W e e k e n d

Peter Dalton

O c t o b e r

16-17

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

40th LBG Anniversary Regatta

V i c e C o m m o d o r e

W e d

Graham

Gala Dinner with Chris Nicholson

Giles

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

Su n

Trevor Hippisley

Tue s

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
hipps@bigpond.com.au
odore

24

O c t o b e r

26

'Intro to Racing’ evening, 7:30pm
W e e k e n d
3 0-31

M e m b e r

Services
I an H a w k e

O c t o b e r

ACT Multi-hull Championships; Pointscore
race 5

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

R e a r Co

O c t o b e r

20

Youth Sail Academy start ofTerm I ;
Pointscore race 4

T r e a s u re r

R e a r C o

O c t o b e r

W e d

N o v e m b e r

3

Start of the Twilight Series, race 1, 6pm

odore

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Sun

Nick Hildyard
(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@austarmetro.com.au

R e a r Co
odore
Peter Fullagar

£
£
o
U
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National Try Sailing Day

Racin Z

W e d

N o v e m b e r

10

Twilight Race 2, 6pm

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

■

R e a r Co
odore O p e r a t io n s
Paddy Hodgman

Q)

(h)6285 3694 (m) 0401 929 018
lpmg_hodgman@msn.com.au

N o v e m b e r

Seafly Trophies Regatta 2pm;

S a t
N o v e m b e r
Night Race

13

Sun

14

N o v e m b e r

Pointscore Race 6 and
Championship Race 2, 2pm

Club

Manager

W e d

N o v e m b e r

MatthewOwen

Twilight Race 3, 6pm

(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

S a t - S u n

%u

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing New s is edited by Martin van der H oek
lay-out design by Monique Wilding, printing by
Lasercolour.
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N o v e m b e r

2 0-21
St Georges Basin Cruise
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Canberra Yacht Club

(ACT Sailing Inc T/A)

ABN 93 090 967 514

GPO Box 2035, Canberra ACT 2601
(1 Mariner PI, Yarralumla ACT 2600)

Tel (02) 6273 4777 Fax (02) 6273 7177
email: sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Website: canberrayachtclub.com.au

Sailing - fun and excitement
NOTICE FOR THE
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF
ACT SAILING INC
(t/as CANBERRA Y AC H T CLUB)

Members are advised that the Annual General Meeting o f ACT Sailing Inc (trading as
the Canberra Yacht Club) will be held at the Canberra Yacht Club Sailors’ Cabin at
7:30 pm on 23rd September 2004.
Meeting Agenda
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Minutes o f the last annual general meeting held on 27 August 2003
a. Confirmation,
b. Matters Arising.
Minutes o f the General Meeting held on 15 June 2004:
a. Confirmation,
b. Matters Arising.
Committee reports on the activities during the last financial year;
Election o f members o f the committee; and
Statement o f accounts and the reports that are required to be submitted to
members pursuant to subsection 73 (1) o f the Act.

Administration
Proxy Nomination and Committee Position Nomination forms are forwarded with this
notice, and are also available from the Club Manager.
Nominations for Committee positions should be submitted to the Club Manager not
less than seven days before the meeting.
If insufficient nominations are received to fill all Committee positions, the candidates
nominated shall be deemed to be elected, and further nominations shall be accepted at
the meeting.

Annual Commodore’s Report
2003-2004 Financial Year

It is my pleasure to report to members on the activities o f the Canberra Yacht Club for
the 2003 - 2004 financial year. In taking over from Commodore Peter Harvey in mi
term 1 have benefited from a well-developed management strategy and supported by a
committed and effective team o f Flag officers. Improvements made this year to our club
constitution and the implementation o f a Risk Management Plan have been effected by
the committee and in particular by Vice Commodore Graham Giles.

Financial report
The accounts have been audited and a copy posted on the notice board. Copies will be
available for perusal at the Annual General Meeting. I congratulate Rear Commodore
Trevor Hippisley and Club Manager Matthew Owen for their accurate fiscal reporting
and management skills.
The club continues to trade successfully and has further added to its reserves in
accordance with prudential management requirements. The fund is in anticipation of the
need for future capital reserves to deploy towards the anticipated cost o f an internal fitout once our yacht club rooms are refurbished. Part o f the year’s surplus has been
allocated towards the cost o f upgrading the Race Control Tower in the financial year
2004-2005 Our reserve investment fund now places our club in a secure linancia
position with sufficient funds in place for liabilities arising from potential lake closures as
well as for some capital requirements for our future.
The club has again benefited in ongoing good service from our accountant and her work
in creating an efficient interrelationship with our club manager has further improved our
“in house” financial reporting capability. My thanks go to our fellow member Helen
Hutchison from Computerized Accounting Systems for her efforts in this area.
The successful trading year has allowed for the club to fund a range o f capital items to
improve the club operations on and off the water and to maintain facilities. Members will
be pleased to know it has been confirmed that the insurance provisions put in pkice
following the HIH collapse will defend the legal liability action against the CYC dating
from 1996. We thank club member Rod Badgery for his generous legal assistance on
behalf o f the yacht club in our defense of the action.
The Canberra Yacht Club executive wishes to formally express the gratitude of our
members for the ongoing assistance o f the Canberra Southern Cross Club. The provision

1

by the board o f the C SC C o f capital funding to maintain and renew our training fleet and
safety boats, to install air conditioning in the club rooms and to replace our entrance
w k °h T h 7 A rar erSUlt^ f “ “ T * 8 mUtUaHy Productive and co-operative relationship
ith the CSCC. In addition to funding, the respect shown by the C SC C to our members
sailing infrastructure needs in the past has allowed our club to make a spirited recovery
The commitment now indicated by C C SC C management to work in partnership with us
in planning for the future sailing and social facilities at Lotus Bay offers is of comfort and
confidence to our sailors.

Sailing School
Our Sailing School (trading as Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School) has traded profitably
and has exceeded its 2003-2004 targets. The Rear Commodore Operations is now
responsible for chairing the Sailing School Board. Details of the excellent achievements
o le sailing school financially and in terms of quality o f training provided and a record
quantity o f students under tuition are a credit to the efforts o f Matthew Owen Oliver
Merz and their instructor staff. M y thanks to the sailing school board for their careful
direction and sound management o f the training o f our future yachtsmen and
yachtswomen. Additional income was generated in support o f C Y C overheads as a
consequence of careful financial management.
The Youth Sailing Academy has been well supported by a special group of Volunteers
who are devoted to raising the standard and the profile o f our intermediate and elite
young sailors. A national championship winner is a great result of such a good team
e fort, an effort that involves hours o f sacrifice for students and volunteers. W ell done all
Senior club members w ill be crossing tacks with o f the young Y S A sailors this season
when they now compete together on Sunday afternoons and the contest w ill be most
enjoyable.

Sponsorship
Queensland Yacht Charters o f A irlie Beach again generously sponsored the Club and
provided a bareboat yacht charter prize. Our locals, Bartondale Marine continues to be a
va'uable supporter. W e also acknowledge the N E C support o f the C ity o f Canberra
1 "0
8att?
° 0 M A H0telS‘ Ian R u ff ‘S CaP ital
Brokers again
p
ed then- support for the A C T Youth Regatta along with the A C T Y A . Quantum
Sails provided Masters games sponsorship.

Sailing report
Peter Fullagar, the Rear Commodore Racing has made available a detailed report on our
sailing activities and trends. What is quite obvious is that the members are obviously
enjoying sailing and we are maintaining our position as the premier club in Canberra.
rong support for Elliott 7 Class yachts is an exciting new trend and also gives more
sailors an opportunity to experience a fast ride on the lake and away at regattas.

2

Dinghy sailing numbers are a disappointment in recent years and our committee has
hopes to address this with the expansion of Y S A activities, supported by reduced costs
for dinghy racing and in the promotion of dinghy racing in general.
A ll club sailors are required to contribute to the running o f racing. Last season we lost
focus in the final month. W e need each and every club member to take a part in race
management in this manner at least once per annum in order to share the load. Training
is available and encouraged.

Rear Commodore Member Services
Socially the last year was an undisputable success. The outgoing Rear Commodore Anita
Faulks and her creation, the Member Services Group, succeeded in providing members
with some excellent service and fun. Thanks all volunteers, well done. Some level of
improvements in the changing rooms has occurred recently and the Southern Cross Club
is to be thanked for their positive response to our suggested modifications. Not all works
are yet complete.
Members continue to receive a good level of service through Matthew Owen and Martin
Van der Hoek and members have been able to work on their boats in safety using the
Boat Hoist.

Rear Commodore Operations
The Director, Operations has also published his report separately. The Club has operated
in an effective and efficient way. The work o f managing the club facilities is shared
between the Vice Commodore and Rear Commodore Operations.
We have a fleet of boats well-maintained powerboats. Each was selected as far as
possible in order to provide rescue and race administration roles o f a high standard.
Tuition o f students has been undertaken safely and we have been called upon to assist on
several occasions in support of the N C A and other emergencies, including lake water
management.
Operations of the club facilities have been carried out almost without incident. The
exception was the Rear Commodore Operations being run over by a boat trailer pushed
by his own over-enthusiastic young assistants. Care by volunteers is required with the
boats and boat hoist to ensure safe operation, respecting always that all volunteers are
well meaning and well appreciated.

The Future.
Major issues:

Our future aim in encouraging more young sailors to the club is a vital goal W e
need to continue to work to provide a club that is attractive to youth as well as to
senior sailors. How this achieved is a challenge, particularly with the space
limitations that we have. Dinghy classes must be reactivated and a suitable social
environment developed
2

Sound financial management remains always important.
Our club Promotion and Marketing has fallen short of its target and firm steps are
required to achieve a new goal in this respect. Community profile is vital.

4

Promotion and growth o f Dinghy/ Catamaran Classes is needed for growth.

5

Encouragement o f Women in Sailing remains a priority.
Ongoing effective communication with the Canberra Southern Cross Club Board.
Effective co- ordination with C SC C Y C management in events and social needs.
Quality race management to be maintained to attract higher profile regattas.

The results that the club has achieved are due to the efforts of a great many of our fellow
members, the volunteers, the Sailing School Board, many past commodores, my
committee and our club staff. A ll these persons in one manner or another contributed to
the regeneration o f club spirit and confidence that we now enjoy.
Most of your committee members have indicated their continued support and are
standing for another term. It is with sadness that we do not have the Rear Commodore
Anita Faulks on board for another year after such a fine effort in her first term in
ICCS' WC W3rmly thank ^

f° r her effortS 3nd f° r * e 8enerous support

W e all should thank Matthew Owen, the Canberra Yacht Club Manager, and his
instructors, along with Martin van de Hoek, for their further contribution to the Club’s
success this year.
I commend the report to members.

Peter Dalton
Commodore
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
Scope
We have audited the general purpose financial report of Canberra Yacht Club Inc. for the year ended
30 June 2004 as set out on pages 3 to 11. The Canberra Yacht Club Inc. is responsible for the
preparation and presentation of the financial report and the information they contain. W e have
conducted an independent audit of the financial report in order to express an opinion on them to the
members of Canberra Yacht Club Inc.
Our audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards to provide
reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free of material misstatement. Our procedures
included examination, on a test basis, o f evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the
financial report, and the evaluation of accounting policies and significant accounting estimates.
These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion whether, in all material respects, the
financial report is presented fairly in accordance with Australian Accounting Concepts and Standards
and statutory requirements so as to present a view of Canberra Yacht Club Inc. which is consistent
with our understanding of its financial position and the results of its operations.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.

Audit Opinion
The financial report of Canberra Yacht Club Inc. for the year ended 30 June 2004 are properly drawn
up:
(i)

in accordance with applicable Accounting
professional reporting requirements; and

Standards

and

other

mandatory

(ii)

in accordance with the provisions o f the Association Incorporations Act 1991 of the
Australian Capital Territory (as amended).

In our opinion, the financial report o f Canberra Yacht Club Inc. presents a true and fair view of the
financial position of the Association as at 30 June 2004 and o f its results and cash flows for the year
then ended.
P F K - Di Bartolo Diamond & Mihailaros

Ross Di Bartolo
Partner

Date:

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEM ENT BY M EM BERS OF THE COM M ITTEE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004

In the opinion o f the Committee
(i)

the accompanying Statement o f Financial Performance is drawn up so as to give a true
and fair view o f the results o f the Club for the year ended 30 June 2004.

(ii)

the accompanying Statement o f Financial Position is drawn up so as to give a true and
fair view o f the results o f the Club the year ended 30 June 2004.

(iii)

at the date o f this statement there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Club will be
able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

The financial report has been made out in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and
other mandatory professional reporting requirements.
This statement is made and signed on behalf o f the Committee.

On behalf o f the Committee

(Committee Member)

(Committee M ember)

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEM ENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2004
Notes

2004
$

2003
$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash

2

135,370

108,036

Receivables

3

10,357

757

145,727

108,793

22,003

12,248

167.730

121,041

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Plant & Equipment

4

TOTAL ASETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors & Borrowings

5

8,178

4,768

Provisions

6

33,821

13,934

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

41.999

18,702

TOTAL LIABILITIES

41.999

18,702

125.731

102,339

125,731

102,339

125.731

102,339

NET ASSETS
®

EQUITY
Accumulated surplus
TOTAL EQUITY

8

(Notes to and forming part o f this financial report are annexed)
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEM ENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORM ANCE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004

Notes

2004
$

2003
S

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Race Entry Fees
Boat Storage Fees
Members Subscriptions
Grants
M emberships (AYF)
Interest Received
Sundry Income
Australian M asters Games
Club Functions
Regatta Sponsorship

13,891
47,618
32,100
16,000
_ 9,354
1,073
1,471
18,756
17,305
9,045

TOTAL REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

166,613

132,859

1,995
2,581
10,741
1,068
2,556
490
2,178
3,816
23,030

7,575
1,264
10,308
1,963
2,799

EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Accountancy Fees
Advertising & Promotion
Affiliation Fees (AYFs)
Audit Fees
Bank Charges
DSR Fees
Computer Costs
Depreciation
Functions
First Aid Supplies
Fees & Permits
Insurances
Lease Fees
Australian M asters Games
Printing, Postage & Stationery
Race Control Tower M aintenance
Repairs & M aintenance
Rescue Canberra Boat Hire
Registration Fees
Refunds
Subcontractors
Sundry Expenses
Superannuation Contributions

-

2,887
12,400
-

7

16,093
6,781
17,475
93
11,900
-

4,013
1,357

^

14,957
44,653
34,355
11,046
10,002
1 ,7 5 9 #
2,127
-

13,960
-

-

1,941
3 ,9 5 7 #
15,073
161
-

8,246
310
-

5,389
10,000
5,804
10,290
198
1,002
180
8,320
1,585

(Notes to and forming part o f this financial report are annexed)
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEM ENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORM ANCE (Coitt)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004

Notes

2004
$

2003
$

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB (cont.)
T-Shirts
Telephone
Trophies
Uniforms
Wages
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FROM ORDINARY
ACTIVITIES

6,214
2,130
8,844
78
15,433

2,255
10,102
1,511
17,601

154,153

127,834

12,460

5,025

22,891
117,177
4,983
12,250
181
765
158,247

24,435
106,087

NET SURPLUS

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB SAILING SCHOOL
REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Boat & Race Boat Hire
Course & Training Fees
Shirt Sales
Grants
Interest
Sundry Income
TOTAL REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Accountancy Fees
Advertising
Audit Fees
Computer Costs
Fees & Permits
Functions
First Aid Supplies
Fuel & Oil
Insurances
Printing & Stationery
Reference Materials
Registration Fees
Repairs & M aintenance

1,512
1,335
1,041
132
1,802
1,339
-

4,178
8,513
1,612
2,380
35
14,191

-

14,953
-

1,400
146,875

4,296
2,123
-

2,193
-

401
20
2,220
8,456
1,769
2,770
-

9,909

(Notes to and forming part o f this financial report are annexed)
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEM ENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORM ANCE (C ont)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004

Notes

2004
$

2003
$

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB SAILING SCHOOL (cont.)
Shirts
Staff Training Costs
Sundry Expenses
Superannuation Contributions
Telephone
Travel & Accommodation
Trophies
Uniforms
Wages
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FROM ORDINARY
ACTIVITIES
NET SURPLUS
Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School

6,669
355
1,766
7,018
3,124
274
777
89,262

90
2,900
5,820
3,086
607
614
662
69,876

147,315

117,812

10,932

29,063

12,460
10,932
23,392

5,025
29,063
34,088

-

SUMMARY OF BOTH OPERATIONS
Canberra Yacht Club
Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School
TOTAL

(Notes to and forming part o f these financial report are annexed)
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEM ENT OF CASH FLOW S
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004
2004
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Receipts from operating activities
Interest received
Payments to suppliers and employees

2003

347,046
1,254
('307.395')

235,296
1,759
(156.5321

Net Cash Flows From Operating Activities

$40,905

$80,523

Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Outflows:
Payment for fixed assets

(13.5711

(14.408)

$(13,571)

$ (14,408)

Net Cash Flows From Investing Activities

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held
Add opening cash brought forward
Closing Cash Carried Forward

9 (a)

27,334
108,036

66,115
41,922

$135,370

$108,037
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004

NOTE I

STATEM ENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial statements are a general purpose financial report that has been prepared
in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, other mandatory professional
reporting requirements and the requirements o f the Association Incorporations Act
(ACT).
The financial report has been prepared on accrual basis and is based on historical
costs and does not take into account changing money values or, except where stated,
current valuations o f non-current assets.
The following is a summary o f the significant accounting policies which are
consistent with the previous period unless otherwise stated, have been adopted in
the preparation o f these financial statements.
(a)

Income Tax

The Association is considered to be exem pt from income tax under Section 50-45 o f
the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 as it falls under the category o f a sporting
club.
(b)

Property, Plant and Equipment

The depreciable amount o f all fixed assets are deprecated over their useful lives
commencing from the tim e the asset is held ready for use.
The carrying amount o f fixed assets is reviewed annually by the General Committee
to ensure it is not in excess o f the recoverable amount o f those assets.
The recoverable amount is assessed on the basis o f expected net cash flows, which
will be received from the asset’s em ployment and subsequent disposal. The
expected net cash flows have not been discounted to their present values in
determining the recoverable amounts.

(c)

Depreciation

The depreciable amount o f all fixed assets are depreciated on a straight line basis over
the useful lives o f the assets to the association commencing from the time the asset is
held ready for use.
The depreciation rates used for each class o f depreciable asset are:
Class o f Fixed Asset
Office Equipment

Depreciation Rate
13% to 30%

Page 8

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004
NOTE 1

STATEM ENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES (C ont)
(d)

Leases

Leases o f fixed asset, where substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to the
ownership o f the asset, but not the legal ownership, are transferred to the association,
are classified as finance leases. Finance leases are capitalised recording an asset and
a liability equal to the present value o f the minimum lease payments, including any
guaranteed residual values. Leased assets are amortised on a reducing balance basis
over their estimated useful lives where it is likely that the association will obtain
ownership o f the asset or over the term o f the lease. Lease payments are allocated
between the reduction o f the lease liability and the lease interest expense for the
period.

(e)

Employee benefits

Provision is made for the C lub’s liability for employee entitlement arising from
services rendered by employees to balance date. Employee entitlement expected to
be settled within one year together with entitlement arising from wages and salaries,
annual leave and sick leave, which will be settled after one year, have been measured
at their nominal amount.
The amount for employees long service leave has not been provided.
Contributions are made by the Club to an employee superannuation fund and are
charged as expenses when incurred.
(f)

Cash

For the purposes o f the Statement o f Cash Flows, cash includes cash on hand, at
banks, and on deposit.
(g)

Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net o f the amount o f GST, except
where the amount o f GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation
Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognised as part o f the cost o f
acquisition o f the asset or as part o f an item o f expense.
(h)

Revenue

Revenue from the provision o f goods and services is recognised on provision o f
those goods and services to customers.
Interest revenue is recognised on a proportional basis taking into account the interest
rates applicable to the financial assets.
All revenue is stated net o f the amount o f goods and service tax (GST).
Page 9

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2004
2004

2003

$

NOTE 2

Cash at Bank - CBA Cheque Account
Cash at Bank - CBA Term Deposit Account

NOTE 3

33,606
101,764

57,230
50,806

$135,370

$108.036

10,357

757

RECEIVABLES
Trade Debtors

$10.357
NOTE 4

NOTE 6

757

45,334
(23,331)

31,763
(19,515)

$22.003

$12.248

Creditors & Accruals
GST Liability
PAYG Withholding Tax Payable

6,280
(1,518)
3,416

2,065
660
2.043

TOTAL PAYABLES

$8.178

$4.768

6,346
27,475

3,934
10,000

$33.821

$13.934

CREDITORS & BORROW INGS

PROVISIONS
Provision for Annual Leave
Provision for Repairs

NOTE 7

$

PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPM ENT
Computer & Office Equipment (At Cost)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

NOTE 5

$

CASH

RACE CONTROL TO W ER M AINTENANCE
The Committee has approved an additional provision o f $17,475 for expenditure to
be carried out in the following years for maintenance o f the Race Control Tower.

$17.475

$10.000
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORM ING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE Y EA R ENDED 30 JUNE 2004
2004
$

NOTE 8

$

ACCUM ULATED SURPLUS
Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit) at the beginning o f
year
Net Surplus/(Deficit)

NOTE 9

2003

102,339
23,392

68,251
34,088

$125,731

$102,399

101,764
33.606

50,806
57.230

$135,370

$108,036

RECONCILATION OF CASH FLOW S

(a) Reconciliation o f Cash
Cash balance comprises Cash on deposit
Cash at Bank

(b) Reconciliation o f Operating surplus to net proceeds from operations
Operating surplus/(deficit)Depreciation
Non Cash Expenditure
Changes in assets and liabilities
(Increase)/Decrease in receivables
Increase/(Decrease) in provisions & creditors
Net Cash Flows provided/(used in) operations
NOTE 10

23,392

34,088

3,816

3,957

(9,600)
23,297

52,541
(10,063)

$40.905

$80.523

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Com m ittee Members
The names o f Committee M embers who have held office in the last financial year
are:
Current Committee M embers
Mr Peter Dalton
Mr Graham Giles
M r Trevor Hippisley
Ms Anita Faulks
Mr Nick Hildyard
Mr Peter Fullagar
Mr Paddy Hodgman
Com m ittee Remuneration:
Each committee member is entitled to receive $500 in benefits towards the cost o f boat
storage, membership and other benefits.
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LR: Chris Nicholson, Steph Bacon from the Youth Sailing Academy and the sponsor Don Walter from
WalterTurnbull
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♦

FF Champtionships

♦

Chris Nicholson Dinner

♦

NSW Youth Championships

♦

40th anniversary regatta

*
The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the
C an b erra So u th ern Cross Club
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Thanks to those who

more at ease and knowledgeable when on the racecourse.

supported the 40th

The trio of Matt Owen, Martin VDH and Trevor Hippy Hippy

Anniversary Regatta so well.

Shake were a veiy entertaining act on the night and I thank

Old Hughie reminded us that

them for again giving their time so freely in support of the

he is the boss but anyway we

encouragement of new club members.

_o

need the rain. The CYC would

E

like to maintain this joint club

0)
>

regatta as an annual fixture on
our club calendar and we

o

welcome any comment or

-to
o

<u
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E

Finally eveiyone, please tiy to be considerate when preparing
and launching your traileryachts at the ramp in Lotus Bay.
There is no prize for and no place for, a lack of courtesy to

0)
>

our fellow sailors. Here's some useful tips that can help us

o

all:

ideas that members have for
the future years.

Z

Rig all your sails before you arrive at the jetty so that you
can hoist in a flash.

I have passed on our thanks to
the Southern Cross Club for
their improvements and
painting of the changing

Use the west shoreline of Lotus Bay for rig adjustment and
not the jetty.
Ifyou use an outboard and you drive the car get your crew

rooms. Getting tradesmen is

to start the motor and be ready while you are parking the

not an easy task and I even

trailer.

spotted the CSCC Yacht Club
Manager Stuart Alexander

g

wielding a paint brush “ Round
Midnight" some nights himself,

Don't barge in front of other boats that are already waiting at

giving it the " DIY” treatment.

turn to access the jetty after the race. Show respect for those

Your current calendar of Sailing

g

Help each other out a little more. Hold their boats to help
them clear the jetty faster.

yachts that finished the race before you.

Events was printed omitting

To tiy to solve these problems we are negotiating with the

mention of the Australian

National Capital Authority to have an extension made to the

American Association

concrete wharf and to improve the ramps but that is a little

connection with the Champion

way offyet. Happy sailing folks.

of Champions Trophy - The

P e t e r D a lto n , C o m m o d o r e .

Americas Mug. This coming
April will be the 20th anniversaiy
of the “ Americas Mug "CYC
Champions race, so look forward
to joining with the Association in
a fun end of season party in honour
their establishment of a fine tradition for
our best sailors.
Spending some time in W A . in October I managed to
represent the CYC at the Royal Perth YC with success at the

_Q

rj
U

NEC
City o f Canberra
Regatta

to see that the lovely Swan River is not so large as it

ohn Tracey and Craig Murphy won the ACT Flying Fifteen

will enjoy the FF experience, and the delights of Lake Burley

Championships in fine form with three wins and a fourth

Griffin.

J

T

he NEC City of Canberra" Regatta will be held on
Saturday and Sunday, 4 and 5 December 2004. Details,

u

being what was needed to take out the five race series held

over the Queens Birthday long weekend. Second and third
places respectively were taken by |ohn Hosking and Matt
Gleeson in Final Fling and Brian Carroll and Phil Parish in
the Victorian boat Supertoy Plays. The handicap trophy

helm of their commodore's Foundation 36. Those ofyou
who think Lake Burleigh Griffin is small might be surprised

FF Championships
Cheetah Top ACT Flying Fifteen

winners were Graham Giles and Steve Langlands in
Ffenominal and Colin Brown and Nigel Grime in Super
Snabb.

By the end of the five race series, no one was complaining
about lack of variety in the weather. The first two races were
held in light and variable south easterly winds with the third
race postponed due to the dying breeze. Winds were much
more exciting on day two when the north west wind settled
in, with race five culminating in a wild SQuall that removed
without trace any remaining cobwebs from the winter break.

X)

Z5
U

appears, largely due to shallows and traffic.lt still manages

including the Notice of Race can be found on the CYC

to host 7 or 8 times the LBG traffic and at speed!

website.

A total of 14 boats took part in the regatta with

crossed the finish line. It is noteworthy that our class

There will be a Regatta Dinner held upstairs at the Club on

representation from both Victoria and South Australia. It was

champion registered wins in all of the conditions, from the

u

under way to give you all some highlights for this summer.

the Saturday evening after the last race. It is planned that the

especially good to have the South Australians along who are

light breezes in day one, to the strong wind in the SQuall on

rd

Many ofyou have already started the twilight Sailing Scene

dinner will start around 7. 45pm and there will be a band to

working hard to build our class in that State. The Flying

the second day.

L.

in November and will enjoy the apres sailing activities in the

keep you entertained till late.

S_

Fifteen National Championship will be held in Adelaide next

evening air.
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Ian Hawke and his MSG Social Committee team are well

Full details will be available shortly, but put the date inyour

As ever, the races were not over until the competitors

lanuaiy, which should boost interest.

The recent October "Introduction to Sailing/ Racing"

diaiy as last year's dinner was oversubscribed and we

Also among the starters were Tom Ruut and partner Debra

meeting was well attended and hopefully those folks will be

anticipate this year's will be just as popular.

Nowell who are new arrivals to the ACT fleet. We hope they

-C

>rd

Additional to club racing, the next event on our calendar is

!_

the NSW State Championships to be held on Botany Bay in

CU
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mid November.
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of Pathfinder
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Where has Pathfinder been ?

>

o

Z

Z

....... to see the Queen...sland
T h e W in te rs u n
Have you ever wanted to leave the Canberra winter for
some tropical sailing? I (Pathfinder) did just that thisyear
and went to sunny Queensland in August for the Wintersun
Regatta. The Wintersun is a two race series from Southport
Yacht Club to Royal Queensland Yacht Souadron in

u

Southport arriving there on the Thursday night with plenty
of time for the start of the race on Saturday. On Friday the

Island and the Little Ship Club at Dunwich where we were
made so welcome. The boys took a bus tour of the island
trying all the pubs they could find and a long walk around
various parts of the island. There were some lovely sights!

kilometres and 172 nautical miles for the week. No breakages,

glorious day and we called in to the Southport Fish Co-op

no injuries, no flat tyres and no speeding fines (a bit lucky I

for a couple of kilos of prawns for lunch for the lads. This

think).
Pathfinder will definitely be doing this again next year

Friday night was dinner at the Runaway Bay Gaming and

representing the Canberra Yacht Club far and wide. Why

Fishing Club followed by coffee and port on the good ship

don'tyou join us?

which started in veiy little breeze, but nevertheless a lovely
sunny day. The wind finally came in and averaged about 10

ro

highlights of the Cruise was the visit to North Stradbroke

Total distance travelled on this adventure was 2,986 road

Pathfinder, which was tied up to floating wharf at Southport

knots all the way to Russell Island with both works and
spinnaker rides in amongst the numerous islands. The day
ended in a barbeoue and a massive bon fire to stand

u

onboard gourmet dining and fine red wine. One of the

the start of the Southport to Hamilton Island race. It was a

Yacht Club. The next morning was Race I to Russell Island,

>-

The next morning the boys provisioned me up for a week

a full days cruisy sailing. We even ventured outside to watch

of course was washed down by some on board XXXX.

u

Queensland Yacht Souadron on the wharf.

long cruise back to Southport, taking in much sightseeing,

boys and I were made most welcome at The Southport

JZ

presentation over we dined and overnighted at the Royal

sailing and bushwalking all of which was punctuated by

Yacht Club campus at Hollywell where we launched and had

u

a handicap of .590 I ..Queensland rules! With the racing and

Russell Island.

and Newcastle respectively along the way and drove to

-O
D

a Payne 750 that looked like an Elliot 7 on steroids but with

Brisbane. It is a two-day regatta with an overnight stop on

Once again we picked up Trevor and Tim from Wollongong

>■

Commodore of the CYC who came second. The winner was

WalterTurnbull
Chris Nicholson Dinner
T

>

u

he CYC Sailing School hosted a very successful dinner with Olympic Yachtsman Chris Nicholson as guest speaker on
Wednesday, 20 October. The event was very kindly sponsored by WalterTurnbull. This attempt to get people back

into the mode of undertaking activities associated with sailing on Wednesday evenings proved popular, with around 80
people attending to pick up some tips to apply in the upcoming racing season. Chris enlightened the audience about the
highs and lows of both Olympic campaigns and sailing in the Volvo Round the World event.

Didyou know ? The Canberra Yacht Club has fielded 239
entries in the Marlay Point Overnight Race since 1983 and

Many of those listening probabjy considered they would have been fine with the Athens Olympics, given that racing

has won 51 medals, 17 gold. 17 silver and 17 bronze.

conditions seemed to be a fair approximation of our weekly sailing on Lake Burley Griffin.

Additionally it has won the State Team Challenge II times as
well as many other team and line honours prizes, lust proves
that trailer sailing emanates from Canberra.

Not so with the Volvo event. I, for one, decided around the world by Volvo (car) would be likely to provide a few more
creature comforts than the Spartan conditions of the boat and the vagaries of the weather and sea conditions.

X )

D

around whilst discussing the finer point of sailing related

Pathfinder was also at the Myall Lakes for the October long

The Sailing School benefited from the evening, with around $1000 being raised that will be used to assist members of

activities and the if on[ys.

weekend.

our Youth Sail Academy through subsidising their involvement in regattas out of Canberra and the provision of coaching

Race 2 on Sunday started in light breeze which was like

Next Trip : lervis Bay in November (Regatta only)

typical Canberra fluky weather until halfway into the race

H a p p y sa ilin g , P a t h f in d e r

u

and eouipment.
We veiy much appreciate the time Chris gave to the Sailing School, and thank Matt Owen for his assistance in organising

when the 15 knot nor'easter came in. This made for a great

this event. We particularly thank Don Walter and WalterTurnbull for their interest inyouth sailing at CYC and their

sail to the finish at Manjy. The result for Pathfinder was

sponsorship of this dinner.
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reasonably rewarding with a podium 3rd place. However we
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were pipped at the post by another Adams 21, Two Step
which was skippered by Frank Downing a former

Su e Bacon
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As the only 470 at the regatta, racing in a division of 29ers,
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The results for the Championships regatta saw Charlie

13 ft skiffs, NS 14s, Cherubs and 420s, Filthy's yardstick

Bellwood's Spiral finish 6th in its division, only three points

reflected the potential span of performance of its class and

behind third place, and the first Spiral in the division by a

presented a significant competitive challenge. It was great to

margin of eleven points. Filthy McNasty finished 20th in its

o
o
(N

see the consistent and visible improvement in Filthy's

division, ahead of boats such as 29ers, a 13ft skiff, a cherub

s_

performance in eveiy leg and in every race, and that reflected

and a 420.

E

great commitment, thought and effort on the part of both

cu
>
o

skipper and crew.

effort put into competing at the Championships, and the

There were two races on the Saturday in Quite fresh

lessons learned in going to a major regatta. From Claudia

conditions and, by Canberra standards, a fair chop on the

Morris' organisation of housing, food and logistics to the

water which didn't really suit Spirals, and which provided a

470's veiy impressive learning curve, and Charlie's resilience

good testing workload for the 470, which finished 16th and

and great results, it was excellent experience for all of us. I

17th out of 25 boats after handicapping. Charlie's Spiral

was particularly impressed with the effort, improvement and

achieved 15th out of 30 boats in the first race, and the

results our sailors delivered, and that will stand them all in

collision put an end to its second race.

good stead for their next outing.

Sunday was a far kinder day, sunny, warm and with a lighter

Thisyear also saw a very well run Championships with none

breeze, far better suited to the group of YSA parents and

of the problems which had beset the previous year's

z

g
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championships. The Gosford Sailing Club proved to be a

and vocal support, sandwiches, and the sheer pleasure of

great venue, seemingly effortlessly supporting both the NSW

being on a great piece of water on a great day.

Youth Championships and a |24 regatta concurrently - as well

two races, he pulled off a 1st

E

More important than the placings were the hard work and

family who took to the water in the trailable to provide moral

Sunday was also very much Charlie Bellwood's day. In the
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as finding space on their wharf for our trailable. The Club
was unfailingly helpful, hospitable and efficient, and it was a
pleasure to be there.

>-

Placing (2nd across the line) and a 2nd, a fantastic set of

u

Nigel Harvey, Guy Hodgman, Charlie Bellwood.

results against a very competitive field of Laser Radials and

the 470 which continued to show consistent improvement all

A t Gosford over the October Long Weekend

day, but suffered against lighter competition, and improving
performances throughout their division. They held their

0

own, however, with veiy closely packed 21st and 23rd
placings, which belied their progress.
The final race was on Monday. None of the YSA sailors felt

U

u
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they'd sailed as well as they had the day before. The

Chairman for the 2005 ACT Youth Championships Regatta to
be held on the weekend of 9 and 10 April next year. You can

planned, steady drenching rain all the way up the

Charlie Bellwood's Spiral was hit by another boat in the

suited the very competitive fleets in each division - who'd

enjoy monitoring and gently coordinating the efforts of a

freeway, through outer Sydney and on to Gosford. Unloading

second race on the Saturday, also giving Charlie a solid

clearly all been watching and learning from their

boats in the rain, deciding where to leave the 'spectator

bump which added some pain to the conseouences of a fall

competition. After a great start, a change in the wind

fleet'- our trailable, finding the house we'd rented at Avoca

he'd taken the day before. As the weekend progressed,

direction left Charlie on the wrong side of the course and he

Beach and towing a trailable down what turned out to be a

though, it was increasingly clear that it takes more than

finished 9th in his division (still a veiy creditable result),

Committee Chairman role is more about maintaining

dead-end track to get there. All in all we managed to find

something like that to stop Charlie for very long - and he

while Filthy McNasty improved to 20th.

awareness and coordination of the efforts of people on the

nearly all the available gremlins for the NSW Youth

went from strength to strength over the weekend.

started.

Once we'd disconnected the trailable from the car,

at the end of our road so we could tow it out the next

C

morning. Pretty much eveiything seemed easy enough after

rd

that.

u

A volunteer is needed to be the Coordinator / Committee

conditions, which were slightly lighter than Sunday's, also

though, it was fairly easy to turn it by hand in the cul-de-sac

<U

V a ca n t

The only other significant challenge that arose was when

Championships at Gosford even before the weekend had
rd

Position

etting away from Canberra just a bit later than

G
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y

Laser 4.7s. The lighter conditions also raised the odds for

N S W Y o u th Championships

JD

Paddy H odgm an

We were glad to be joined on the Monday by Greg, |udy and

The CYC's YSA team for these Championships consisted of

Andrew Breen who stopped by on their way home from Lake

only two boats - Charlie's Spiral and Nigel Harvey and Guy

MacQuarie with Quick Stix. As well as regaling us with sea

Hodgman in YSA 470, number 314 travelling under the

stories of 35 knot winds and frantic racing on Saturday at

descriptive name Filthy McNasty.

Lake MacQuarie, they joined us on the water to watch the
final race of the Youth Championships.

well-oiled machine, an established team practised in
delivering very successful Youth Championship Regattas over
the last two years. Because of this body of experience, and
the CYC corporate knowledge now established, the

Regatta Committee, rather than significant hands on work.
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Early planning needs to start in the next couple of weeks.
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Ifyou're prepared to take on the task, please contact Rear
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Commodore Operations, Paddy Hodgman (0401 929 018, at
home on 6285 3694, or at LPMG_Hodgman@msn.com.au )
as soon as possible.
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'Namadji'

form er CORC members!

Lake Burley Griffin Anniversary Regatta
16117 October 2004
ith 83 boats competing and a great spirit of

W

cooperation between the host clubs the 40th

Lake Burley Griffin Anniversaiy Regatta was an

M

embers of Canberra Ocean Racing Club will celebrate the

enjoyable success. Day I saw a challenge for the

club's 25th anniversaiy on 4 December and are trying to

YMCASC team with light winds from west and east, a

contact former members so they can join in.

Festivities might be a

little subdued this_year given the fate of 'Namadji' since this call to
members appeared in last month’s newsletter.
Namadji a near new Bavaria 44 was on her way home to Pittwater
after cruising in and around New Caledonia, Vanuatu and the

Z5
U

continuation of light winds in stark contrast to the
storms of the opening regatta. Boats included a large
Seafly 'Anyway', one of the original boats from 1964.

Whitsundays, when disaster struck.. The new shift had only just
taken over the helm in Airlie Beach and when somewhere near

dominant performers and a 2.4 mR surprised by
winning the small dinghies. The Harvey and Hanrahan

on the hard' in Queensland being repaired. It has caused a change

generations on-board for the regatta.
With a number of original competitors present, the

been fully booked by syndicate members for the foreseeable future.
We wish Namadji' a full and complete recovery.

presentation at the CYC was a time for reflection on
the past and future of sailing in Canberra. Thanks to
documents. The contrast between both regattas with
dinghies dominating the first and trailableyachts

>-

prominent in the 40th regatta makes for interesting

rd

anaysis - the emphasis has certainly changed! The

(L>

C YC W ebsite

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
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2. Serious Fun (Steven Cartwright) 3-2, 5
3. Micro (Shane Kershaw) 1-7, 8
I st Trailable Yacht 680 TYA and over - 16 boats
I. Dodgem (Don Shortridge) l-l, 2
2. Gem-a-tools (John McDaniel) 3-5, 8
3. Windsong (Ian Hawke) 9-2, II
I st Dinghy under 113 VYC - 23 boats
I. Cheetah (John Tracey) 3-1, 4
2. Relience Ffeighteen (Peter Forster) 1-5, 6
3. State of the Ark (Peter Fullagar) 4-2, 6
I st Dinghy 113 VYC and over - 16 boats
1. Tackyon Incognita (Tony Ryan) l-l, 2
2. Chilly (Phil Hextell) 4-2, 6
3. Anway (Brian Eddes) 2-4, 6

-O
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Peter Forster for the history including original race

rd

!_

I. Quick Stix (Greg Breen) 2-1, 3

families joined in the celebration spirit with three

in holiday plans for most members of the syndicate as the boat had

_c
u
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I st Trailable Yacht under 680 TYA - 17 boats

fleet of trailables, some traditional yachts and the
Elliot 7's, Gems and Flying Fifteens were the

Yeppoon when it hit a submerged rock! Unfortunately the boat is
_o

lucky break let the fleet start to the east and then
enjoy a moderate westerly. Day 2 at the CYC saw a

y

I. Bockscar (Paul Henderson) 4-1, 5
2. Silk (Dariyl Riding) 2-4, 6
3. Hanky Panky (Robert Redfern) 5-2,7

original regatta included the following boats - Moth 22, Heron - 30, Finn - 21, Gwen 12 - 16, OK Dinghy
- 13. Seafly - 17,Open dinghies - 18,505 -10.14ft

Have you visited your clubs website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.

I st Catamaran under 87 VYC - 8 boats

Skiff - 5,Open catamarans - 9.
P e t e r R u sse ll

I st Catamaran 87 VYC and over - 3 boats
I. Sacre Bleau (Allan Periy) l-l, 2
2. Little Voices (Ian Blackadder) 3-2, 5
3. Zip (Neil Garvey) 2-4, 6
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W ould you Believe!
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he above information appears in an article published in

trees & decided, in his wisdom, to cut the trees down - only

The Canberra Times of 9 Februaiy, 1962, following on

to cause a worse problem when the level of the lake did rise

>

from the CYC regatta of September of the previous year. In

o

further, leaving the tops of several stumps only inches below

fact, the information was included on a sign on the shore of

the water level!

E
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the lake, erected by the Goulburn District Historical Society.
The sign also showed that the lake was discovered by Joseph
Wild on 19 August 1820, was visited & named by Governor
Macouarie on 27 October 1820, & that the Aboriginal name
is Weereewaa - & that there was no record of any bunyips in
the lake. But more importantly. Lake George was the largest

A Bureau of Mineral Resources spokesman at the time
indicated that in 1962, the lake was up to its 1955/56 level &
that the last time the lake had dried up was from 1920 to
1950. But, we know from other information that there was
sufficient water in the lake from 1951 (which had 'just filled',
according to a report by one of those involved) until 1958 to

lake in NSW, that it had been

allow the Canberra Sailing Club

wholly dry on four occasions

to operate. The Canberra Sailing

since 1817, & partly so on many

y

Lake George is :

more. The estimated water level
in December I960 was more

24 feet
(7.3 m etres deep)

level in 1870/74. It is said
(according to an article written
by Ken Jorgenson) that before

19 miles long
(about 32 Ks)

thirties, a paddle- wheel

and 7 miles wide
( I I .3 Ks)

fledgling CYC was experiencing
problems with the level of the

Total A re a 38,500
ACRES when full

previous year. The water was
surrounding several poplar &

>-

willow trees & the Club flagmast
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M ajor Sponsor
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Armstrong. Rohan; Barman,
CHOICE

Heather; Bartlett, Adam; Beare, Stephen; Bell, John;

HOTELS

A USlRA tA SIA

The DIPLOMAT of Manuka - 13 24 00
www.choicehotels.com.au

Black, Paul; Boyle, Evan; Btyce, Tony; Campbell, Kate;

Club Sponsor

Causbrook, Bill; Chapman, Ian; Cutajar, Albert; Dally,
Alistair, Lachlan, Cameron and Brenton; Dalton, Teki;
Drake, Peter and Lyn; Ethell, Mark, (ally, Tom and Peter;

%

QUEENSLAND
YACHT CHARTERS

www.yachtcharters.com.au

Fisher, Glen; Frost, Stephen; Garvey, Neil, |ay and Andrea;

S u m m e r Series Sponsor

B U I L D I N G
R E P O R T S
arbr.com.au
Twilight Series Sponsor

theyears, rather than in drag
racing conditions in coastal

u

Gavin, Jason; Gillett, Geoff; Goleby, Alice; Gondor,
George; Graham, John; Greig, Rona and Ben; Grime,
Nigel; Gulliver, Tim; Hall, Vicki; Hansen, Chris; Hiscock,
Bettina; Howarth, Geoff; Kearns, Scean; Keily, Jon;

NEC
Call 13 16 32
C ity o f C anb erra Regatta
Sponsor

Capital Insurance Brokers

www.capitalinsuranebrokers.com.au
02 6282 7666
Youth Sailing Regatta
Sponsor

>■
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Kennedy, John and Carolyn; King, Matthew; Knights,
Darren; Kruzins, Ed; Lee, Shirley; McDonald, Garth;

It is interesting to speculate
whether, had Australian

<u

Cross Club

in Oct/Nov
Welcome to:

i_

Southern

point in claims for holding the

performances might have been

—

better. I am aware that

shore 5 months previously. Parts of the roadway were only 3

southerly breeze, the Federal Highway was under threat from
flooding. A rise of a further 2 feet would also threaten the
Clubhouse.

McDonald-Crowley, Nick, Emma, lack and Molly; Mills,
Nancy; Mills, Ruth, Robert, Nicholas and Kelsey;

B

Resuits Consulting Au^ic
OKjAN-SATONEM
fltOVEM
fNTSnClAiiSFS
www.results.com.au
6260 5213

Milthorpe, John, Robyn, Julian and Stephen; Miniter, Kate;

|« 3 » n G y v
Grahams Building Equipment
6297 4924

Ready W a ll
High Quality Pre-Built
Retaining Walls
lamie Cregan, 0423 379 455

Mudge, Jody; Murphy, Craig; Nelson; Carol; Parkinson,
lason; Pearson, Warren; Quilter, Mark, Lauren and Sarah;

RELIANCE
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CAPITAL

Reynolds, Warren, Carmen, James and Nathan; Rixon,

prominent sailors such as Sir lames Hardy, Frank Bethwaite,

F S N A N C !A t GR OUP

A C T Boating Repairs
Col Durran Ph 6288 1498

Rick Garner Ph 6281 7750

the chief coach for the British Olympic team, & the 1993

Lynne; Reynolds, Paul; Schoevers, Leo; Scrivener, Paul;

Australian NSW champion, all expressed the view that lake

Sheehan, Ward; Stackpool, Andrew; Stapleton, Paul;

Club Cham pionship Race Sponsors

Some of the trees were stressed as a result of too much

stronger winds are more prevalent, don't like sailing in

Turner, Michael; Webster, Jonathan; Yeamans, Leslie

water & I was told only recently by a CYC member at the

Canberra.
P e t e r F o rs te r, C lu b H is t o r ia n

_C
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Szabo, Andrew; Tanner, Kip; Taylor, Peter; Thomas, Dai;

time (Greg Robinson), that one of the then leading lights in

u

u

sailing honed ones skills considerably for overseas conditions
- but, typically, yachties from coastal waters, where steady &

rd

CU

C anberra

waters, our Olympic

feet from the lake's edge & with further rain, & a stiff

rd

O
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re-joining
members

training on inland waters over

2 feet since October of the

u

in 1962 was seen as a strong

representatives spent more time

water. The water level had risen

u

of the 15 persons involved.

yachting trials on Lake George!

But, in Februaiy, 1962, the

that had been IS feet from the

of the CYC in 1977/78, was one

Olympic centre board class

operated from Bungendore.

Z>

lorgenson, who was Commodore

Interestingly, the high water level

the lake emptied in the early

steamer, fitted out as a casino,

_Q

group of 15, new[y arrived public
service, hostel dwellers. Ken

than _ full. It reached its highest

y

Club was formed in 1951 by a

N ew &

V
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Current membership stands at 360, up from 278 this time

the Club didn't like scrambling among the trunks of flooded
last month. Current membership stands at 278.
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Universal T russes

CU

Sponsor of C ham pion of Cham pions“ A m ericas Mug”

-Q

Roof Trusses - Wall Frames - Windows - Complete Floor Systems
52 Sheppard Street Hume ACT 2620
Phone: (02) 6260 1436 Fax: (02) 6260 1462
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C o m m o d o r e
P e t e r

1st

D alto n

(w ) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
V ic e C o
G r a h a m

■I

D e c e m b e r

Twilight race 5, 6pm
4 -5 t h

D e c e m b e r

N EC 'City of Canberra' Regatta

o d o r e
Giles

8

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@c/berone.com.au

th

D e c e m b e r

Twilight race 6, 6pm

T r e a s u re r

12th

Trevor Hippis Iey

Pointscore race 9, 2pm

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9 102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au
R e a r C o m
Serv ic es
lan

odore

15th
M e m b e r
19th

31/12-

H ild y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au
Co

odore

Racin

£

F u lla g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
Rear

C o m m o d o r e

O p e r a t io n s

Paddy Hodgman
(h)6285 3694 (m) 0401 929 018
lpmg_hodgman@msn.com.au

Club

M anager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@can be rrayachtcl ub.com .au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard &
Martin van der Hoek, lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
For advertising contact

mattowen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

D e c e m b e r

5/1/05

Flying Dutchman National Championships,
CYC

Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

Rear

-

Pointscore race 10 & Championship 3,
2pm

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

P e t e r

D e c e m b e r

Twilight race 7, 6pm

H aw k e

N ick

D e c e m b e r

l a n u a r y

9th

Racing resumesPointscore 2pm.
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Peter Thompson, PRO for the Flying Dutchman Nationals on board Crusader II.

C ontents
In this issueyrou will read about:
NEC City of Canberra Regatta

A C T S A I L I N G IN C
M a rin e r P la ce
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
C A N B ER R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Gillawa - Sydney to Hobart
The ups and downs of Sailing South
Flying Fifteen (FI5) National Titles
Busy' times at the Sailing School

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the Z '' V
C a n b e rra So u th e rn Cross C lu b

Cross Qub
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Happy New Year to all

members. The Canberra Southern Cross Club chief executive

members and families. We

has allowed us to view several options currently under active

hope that the CYC can attract

consideration for the Yacht Club site. These attractive new

you onto the water in even

o
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Planning and Land Management, are not likejy to commence

that the social apres sailing

before 2008. This indicates that we should expect to

events that are to be offered in

continue with more or less the same CYC facilities over the

the coming three months will

next threeyears. The CSCC has given us confirmation of

be again very popular. The

their continued support for the CYC and recognises the need

club members interest in the

for improved facilities for sailors within the larger new club

Sydney Hobart Race thisyear

buildings. We will very shortjy be invited to submit our

was as high as the seas that

suggestions of the post 2008 reQuirements for additional

swept the decks of the fleet.

space and facilities within the expanded future Yacht Club.

The weather forecast must

,

have sent a number of the

j

"first timers" reaching for the

Not too bad for what someone called “a dying class of
yacht". Sail on!
Peter Dalton Flying High

I understand there was
considerable reaching done
heading south and that some
crew members looked very
longingly across Twofold Bay to
the town lights. They now know
why these lights are called
Eden. Well done to you all. We
hope to be entertained long by
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Busy Times at the Sailing School
^^™he CYC Sailing School has been in full swing over the
I

New &
re-joining
members

lanuaiy period with both kids and adults programs

has decided to divide the group into two separate days of
coaching. The YSA will be now conducted on the Saturday

Adults have seen around 30 students taking to the water for
the first time. You should see them sailing around in the

coming weeks. Ifyou have a spot on a twilight race and

experiences. It seems the media

W elcom e to

A major asset in the training has been the CYC's new

received any more publicity if they

Charles, Rod; Cohen, Paul; Donohoe, Lesley; Ellison,

the visiting crews competing in the Flying

This opens up a new group called the "Youth Racing SQuad"
on Sundays which is made up of those who regularly
compete in CYC races and represent the club in interstate
regattas. These are the more advanced young sailors who are

Ridged Inflatable Boats which have been purchased by the
Canberra Southern Cross Club as part of the Capital

building their high level racing skills. This will be an exciting
time for the YSA and YRS and will provide better coaching
and introduce more young sailors to the CYC. These

Purchase Program for the CYC. They are a fantastic 4.3

programs will start in Februaiy with the YRS looking forward

lohn; Emans, Paul, Louise and Jake; Emery, Chris;

Metre RIB with 40 HP Honda engines on the back. Please

to the Combined High Schools Regatta in Lake MacQuarie

Fitzwariyne, Paul; Forsyth, Guy; Freestone, Brent; Graham,

drop in to the Sailing School Shed and have a peek next

and the Capital Insurance Brokers ACT Youth Titles in April.

tried. These same weather
conditions proved veiy popular with

morning for those who are getting into sailing from holiday
courses and learning the sailing skills to race.

CYC's Corsairs on Wednesday nights twilights races in the

is only interested in theyacht

“Gillawa “crew couldn't have

numbers to almost 50young sailors the Sailing School Board

230 kids taking part in the six week summer holiday. The

please contact me to arrange a graduate.

jAgnew, Rick; Bailey, Peter and
first over the line and theyacht
Richard; Breen, Paul, Angela, Matthew and Shannon;
finishing last. David Kent and the

With the explosion of the Youth Sailing Academy's sailing

being conducted. We have had a bumper year with around

would like to introduce them to CYC sailing at its best

^
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tales of your Tasman Sea

^

rs

52 entrants at the Fjying Fifteen Nationals in Adelaide Eh!

sea sick pills, wrist bands and
other old salts remedies. In fact

c

developments, when and if approved by the NCA and ACT

greater numbers and I believe

m
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timeyou are around.
lohn; Greaves, Geoff; Hamilton, Tom; Hanson, Guy and

Matt Owen, Club Manager

Dutchman Nationals. Here the interstate
sailors praised the CYC facilities, race management and
claimed it was the best venue in many years of their national
X
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championships. Matt Owen competed veiy well having
previously spent literally only minutes in the class. The final
races were so particularly hard fought that they resembled a
marine version of a demolition derby. Peter Fullagar again

lames; Hawkins, Simon; Hayden, |ohn; Hillman, Ben;
Hoffmeister, Derek; Irvin, Chris; jackson, Douglas;
lakobsen, Vikki; Jamieson, Cameron; Lattimore, Finn;
Leicester, Steve; Maxwell, Reginald; Milligan, Derek;

U
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local Peter Thompson was lauded as a fine PRO. Thanks to

Pollard, Curtis and |acob; Porteous, Kim; lackson, Rick;

CT3

all the volunteers who gave up their holiday time. Matt

Potapawicz, Paul; Pratt, Michael; Preston, Susanne;

rd

Owen and lan Ruff did well in organising the series. The
2005 FD Worlds in Hungary beckon and hopefuljy the CYC
will be represented.
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Russell, Philip; Salau, lan; Shying, Malcolm; Smart, Len;
Watkins, Bob; Webb, Patricia; Woods, lustin

The club officers are committed to the development of a

Current m embership stands at 429,, up from 360 at

new 3year planning document. The process will commence

tim e o f last publication.

in Februaiy and we seek written input of any interested club

r3

Moore, Tony; Opdyke, Bradley, Nancy, Nigel and Myra;

guided the efficient CYC race management team. Canberra
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ho says there is not excitement down here at the

remain a mystery, lust another day in the life of Matty and

club? just ask Matty. In the last couple of months

Ollie.. And you thought you were in need of a holiday.

he has been involved with a jet ski drowning accident and

Ifyou a CYC member and not receiving regular emails from

subseouent recovery of a body; he and Ollie jumping ship

the club, is it possibleyou have changed your email address

(ie 'Quickstix') to catch a runaway Gem during a demolition
derby Championship Race. Gem 550, Hydrogem got out of

boat went looking for the occupants who went over the side

wear life jackets in races particularly when the wind is in

Tracey in his FF, which the rescue team were not aware of,
Hydrogem was intercepted just short of the rocks, but all is
well.
Later that week, Matty and Ollie salvaged a 'stolen' Magnum
28 while the school holiday sailing training was in full
swing, with kids and boats in all directions. The morning

times when on the water. Be that as it may, the Racing

espite the initial disdain by the wind gods for the

D

Committee has instructed Race Officers to raise code flag Y

weekend long event, which was generously sponsored

when the wind strength reaches 15 knots (i.e.when white caps

Peter Taylor and his breakfast team looked after those
wanting brunch on Sunday morning in preparation for the

appear on the water). However, you won't need to wonder

by NEC, Universal Trusses and Choice Hotels Australasia,

last race. That race commenced in improving wind conditions

what the wind strength is: If the code flag Y is flying from

the sailors in the 46 participating boats were able to

and was conducted over a course of four buoys spread

the start boat or tower,you will wear life jackets or be

complete two of the three Saturday races (one abandoned

disqualified. This has nothing to do with what kind of boat

due to lack of wind) and the one programmed on Sunday.

between the Museum and off the YMCA. While the wind
strength had increased it was still a testing time for all. A
threatening thunderstorm, that passed south of the course,

you sail or whether you have life lines on your boat.

The first race on Saturday tested sailors' ability to pick the

caused frecjuent changes in wind strength and direction. The

shifts in typical Canberra light and fluky conditions over a

sailors enjoyed an excellent sail with some good reaches and

only difference Cleaver Elliot's Magnum 28, the biggest

have been allocated a boat sticker number. Have you picked

windward/leeward course. The fleet spread and contracted

sailing boat in the club, having moved from its anchorage in

runs despite the course being shortened by a couple of legs

upyour stickeryet? Have you stuck it on you boat? For

over the course as the breezes favoured different sections,

due to time.

Lotus Bay to Springbank Island. Shortly afterwards it was

trailer sailers, it should be placed on the rear where it can be

but in the end resulted in some veiy close finishes. The

noticed drifting towards Black Mountain Peninsular. It was

seen; for multihulls, on the rear, starboard hull. Boats in

PRO, Robert Redfern and his team of race officials

decided to go and investigate. While Matt and Ollie jumped

inside storage either on the front starboard side or, if the

attempted to get the 2nd race underway but were hampered

in the rubber duck and roared off, Martin rang Cleaver to

boat is stored nose in, on the transom. More outboards have

by a distinct lack of wind. The opportunity to get ashore and

find out whether he was on board and if not, whether he was

been stolen from the club. There are now no more outboards

to rehydrate in preparation for the final race at 1730 was not

aware his boat was out in the middle of the lake. He was at

on the back of any boat. But that hasn't stopped the thieves;

wasted by the sailors that had been drifting in the sunshine.

home and he was not aware his boat had left the mooring!

they have now removed an outboard from inside a locked

fast approaching rubber duck. He obviously was not meant
to be there. The water police were called and arrived to
apprehend the suspected boat-napper. Cleaver arrived in
time to see his boat being towed back to Lotus Bay, veiy

U

excess of 10 knots. It's a good idea to wear a life jacket at all

All boats in the boat park and in the dinghy storage area

out of the cockpit, apparently awoken by the sound of the

zs
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was like any other start to the kids sailing program, with the

When Matt and Ollie reached the Magnum, a head popped

-Q

o

and neglected to inform me? If so, send me an email and I

In a previous email I have alerted members to the need to

that Leigh and lames were safe (they were picked up by |ohn

c

a

will rectify the situation.

control and was left to flounder on its side while the rescue

during a violent broach. By the time they had established

lo

O

relieved to find his boat in one piece. How the culprit
managed to manoeuvre the Magnum out of Lotus Bay during
the evening, without a rudder, centre board or motor will

cabin. In future, boats will not be accepted into the boat

I

Ted Quinlan, MLA and Mark Newman, NEC ACT Manager
and Choice Hotels Manager Peter Barter, assisted Club
Commodore, Peter Dalton at the afternoon presentation. The
successful skippers and crews (results are on the website) are
to be congratulated on their efforts over the regatta.

Thanks to the many volunteers ashore, ready to dispense

Overall, the event was a great achievement for the club due

cool refreshment

to the many (30+) volunteers that gave up part, or all, of

park with outboards attached, to deter thieves or tempt the

afternoonjn the

unscrupulous. What we don't want is people thinking there

last race of the c

are things worth stealing, either on or inside the boats.
Also, I suggest that anyone with an electric winch still

sailors were able to enjoy a pleasant
;e Before the "scheduled 3rd race. The

V

. fc

their weekend to ensure that the regatta was a success. On

over a triangular course and again

behalf of the regatta committee I would like to thank both

t$y between crews within the

sponsors and volunteers for their generous support. Lastly,

ptimum conditions. The race

attached to the trailer might consider removing it. no matter

eted over a*ihortened course and those 120

there were some aspects of the regatta that can be improv®

how well it's bolted to the winch post. If the past is any

lily, .suppiwters, volunteers and members that had

- the committee has addressed some but would apprcc
any feedback from those involved. Ifyou have ar

guide, sooner or later it too will go.

attend the evening dinner were able to prepare in

suggestions/commcnt please forward to MatL

Martin van der Hoek, Office Manager

^A highlight of the dinner was the replay of a

Club or myself (ianbrok@tpg.com.au)

witestants that day plus another video of some
: action.
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Ian Brokenshire, On behalf of the Regatta Committee
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Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.
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to most sailors. We cured scurvy in 18th centuiy. Why is it
LO

O

taking so long to fix this blighter? Until they do, the only

i-n

cure I know that really works, is to go and lie under a tree.

O

c

Ifyou think being in the elements was bad, down below can

CS

be worse.

c
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Canberra

Southern

Ever tried taking off a wet lumber jacket in a toilet where the

Cross Club

toilet moves in six opposing directions consecutively? And I

"T
O

mean move. Imagine ascending six meters and when arriving

u
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u

M a jo r Sponsor

at the top to be swayed two meters sideways, then ouickjy

<u

descending another six meters till the direction is reversed as

Q

o

swiftly as a bungee jumper who has stretched their umbilical
cord to its finality. No wonder we kept our wet weather
trousers on . . . removing a wet weather jacket was hard
enough.

CHOICE

HOTELS

A U SlR A tA S IA

Hey, what about ifyou want a pee I hearyou say.

Nowyou're talking the big dipper experience at the carnival.

The DIPLOMAT of Manuka - 13 24 00
www.choicehotels.com.au

First of all you have to get to the head (sailors speak for

Club Sponsor

toilet). That will give you a few bruises for starters. Then
you have to open the head seacocks and prepare the bowl.
|

Remember that when going to the head everyone sits down
to do everything (firing at point blank range reduces the

Q UEEN SLA N D

B U I L D I N G

YACHT "CHARTERS

R E P O R T S

spillage problem). Next, off with the pants and the rest of

u

your clobber. That's a long and tiring ten minute episode,
one hand always hanging onto a handhold with the other

www.jachtcharters.com.au
S u m m e r Series Sp o nsor

arbr.com.au
Twilight Series Sp onsor

U

trying to undo, slip off, unzip, unbutton whatever has to
come off while at the same time wedgingyourself into a
corner so you won't either fall or be thrown (usually head
first). Finally you’re on the throne. Now you wrap your arms

u Sydney t o H o b a rt

The crew of Gillawa in Hobart

around the mast hoping the helmsperson won't fall off a wave
leavingyou airborne and waiting for the eventual thud and

NEC
Call 13 16 32
C ity o f C a n b e rra Regatta
Sponsor

C apital Insurance Bro kers

www.capitalinsuranebrokers.com.a
02 6282 7666
Youth Sailing R eg atta
Sponsor

subsequent drenching from below. Business done . . . so far
so good. Human again! Now you just gotta reverse the

>-

u

process and get back to your bunk.

We finished last to a winners welcome.

2004 Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race and the fact that

races in the world? Exciting? Exhausting? Depressing?

knew she was strong and safe. But it was not always this

she received the fourth biggest media reception for the race.

Exhilarating? Yes, and much, much more. I'll explain.

bad. There was a time when Huey (the God of wind) took

slower we might have. Coming last didn't seem to matter
with the media as they treated us like winners. They

u

concentrated more on how we coped emotionally and
physically during this event.
Such a race can be veiy demanding both on yachts and
crews. For the record, of the 116yachts that started in 2004,

U
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a large part of our time travelling to Hobart in the 2004

it like sailing in what is described as one of the toughest

We didn't break any records, although if we travelled a little

~D

So that's how Teddy, Anny, Finn, George, Frosty and I spend

from the South at speeds averaging 35 knots. So, what was

'm still overwhelmed at the hype over Gillawa finishing the

I

_Q

would include six days where winds would constantly blow

59 finished. This was a rough race. It was rated as being the
worst since 1998 when six sailors perished. We were the
fourth smallest boat in the fleet and under the International
Rule Club (IRC) were rated as the slowest. In fact we arrived

s_

in Hobart 5 days 2 hours and 23 minutes behind Nicorette

CL>

(the line honours winner).

_Q

Peaking along at II knots while running under a poled out jib

pity on us and for six hours in the middle of Bass Strait.

with one reef in the main is my kind of sailing. Whoa!

We had ten knots of breeze, albeit from the South, where the

“Apply the brakes . . . no way”. On the edge and trying to

sun shone and like pelicans we stretched our arms to warm

outwit the next wave while thinking; more speed, more

and dry.

speed. For a heavy little boat designed to travel around

Of the crew, five had never before experienced a Sydney

seven knots (that's on a good day) it's great to see the

Hobart race. What a baptism. I'm veiy proud of them for

shackles loosened. Now that's exhilarating!

hanging in there till the end.

Results Consulhng Austrdio
(XSANiSATSONUtiHtOVfMtNISKCiAllSrS
www.results.com.au
6260 S213

Grahams Building Equipment
6297 4924

R e a d y W a ll
High Quality Pre-Built
Retaining Walls
lamie Cregan. 0423 379 455

RELI ANCE
CAPITAL
F I N A N C IA L GR OUP

Rick Garner Ph 6281 7750

A C T Boatin g Repairs
Col Durran Ph 6288 1498

They started the race

waterproofed, ended up being water resistant as we sailed

are cold, wet and feeling a little sick and soriy foryourself.

down the NSW coast and finally finished sodden on reaching

Constantly watching out for that wave, the one destined to

Hobart. No matter what the elements dished up, each

floor you like a Manly front rower. Cowering from truck

person had a dogged determination to finish. And they did.

loads of pea sized hail stones travelling with force and

Who says size doesn't matter? It sure does when you have to

determination (to dentyou). Then there was rain, layered

travel 628 nautical miles in gales blowing on your nose for

U niversal T russes

into sheets, moving horizontally searching for exposed flesh

90% of the passage in a small 9.75 meter sloop that averaged

Sponsor o f C h am p ion o f Ch am p ion s“ A m erica s M ug”

3.5 knots.

Roof Trusses - Wall Frames - Windows - Complete Floor Systems
52 Sheppard Street Hume ACT 2620
Phone: (02) 6260 1436 Fax: (02) 6260 1462

C

We had done our homework and prepared for a seven day

to sting like a bee. And suffer the conseouences of pain

sail. However, we didn't envisage that those seven days

filled eyes where vision once was ifyou dare look into its
path. Let's not forget the dreaded mal-de-mer. An old foe

David Kent, Gillawa
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Club C ham pionship Race Sponsors

Then there's being on watch for hours at night, where you
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| Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race. We pushed Gillawa as we
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:een National Titles
our Flying Fifteens (FI5) from CYC joined 48 boats from

adverse current, or to the starboard layline to benefit from

WA.VIC, SA, QLD, NZ and UK to compete in the

stronger off shore winds. The final race was sailed in 25-30

F

nationals hosted by the Adelaide Sailing Club from its
modern buildings and facilities that offered launching by
hoist, ramps or across the beach (with a tractor). 8 of the 9
races were sailed in light to moderate winds with strong tidal
currents adding an extra dimension of complexity,
particularly at the starts and buoy roundings. There were
many general recalls and the fleet Quickly learnt that to get a

knot sea breeze and provided demanding upwind sailing but
exhilarating downwind rides with boats surfing down waves
for 200 metres at a time.
WA dominated the series taking the first three places, and 9
of the top II results proving they can sail well in light as well
both on and off the wind, proving thg' had developed their
hulls, rigs and sails to a higher level than the rest of the
fleet. W INGS (John Tracey/Craig Murphy) had the best result

hitting it at full speed on the gun.

for the CYC contingent finishing 18th and missing selection

courses with leeward gates, and laid the courses close to the
club to give spectators a view of the racing. Unusual
conditions prevailed and working up the middle of the course
was always a disadvantage over working the extremes of
either, going inshore to the port layline to minimise the

I

as heavy winds. The WA boats demonstrated better speed

good start a boat could not sit on the start line but had to be

The PRO did a good job of setting the sausage/triangle

B oat wins T A S A R C h am p
artin Linsley and his long-standing Tasar crew Nick

M

Grey (from Newcastle), sailed a Navy owned Tasar to

win the ACT Tasar Championship held at Bateman's Bay
early November. Fifteen boats entered, with Quality sailors

by one place in the national team to compete at the Worlds
in NZ in March. FINAL FLING (John Hosking/Matt Gleeson)

from Sydney and Lake MacQuarie joining the local boats from

finished 32nd, RUSTLER (Peter and Philip Russell) 35th, and

Uladulla and Batemans Bay. Two other CYC members

FFENOMINAL(Graham Giles/Steve Langlands) 39th. CYC is

competed. Shane Kershaw swapped his Micro to sail a Tasar

to host the FI5 national titles in 2006, more information is

with Nick O'Shea, and Mike Wadley sailed a Navy boat with

now on the website.

Julie Seers (a local BB lass).

other a full-length race that 'counted' towards the NSW

u

Tasar Travellers Trophy. Martin and Nick won the first race
and finished fourth in the second, thereby winning the title.
Second were Peter and Gillian Wilson from Lake MacQuarie,
and third Rob and Nicole Douglas from Batemans Bay.
Shane and Nick, and Mike and Julie improved well over the
weekend to finish first and second respectively, on handicap.
Canberra crews thereby won the majority of the champagne

John Tracey, Wings
The first day's sailing, consisting of three back-to-back races,
_Q
D

proved particularly challenging, and whilst forecast 30-40

u

all directions. Martin got off to a good start with second in

knot winds did not blow, gusts reached 25-30 knots - from

the first race, while Mike spent much of the first race
JZ
u

capsized, effecting repairs to equipment defects. Strong

rd

winds continued for the second and third races, leading to
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some sailors retiring. Martin and Nick won both of these, to
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finish the day with two wins and a second.

CU

The final day of sailing brought steady winds at 5 to 10

_Q

knots, which resulted in much closer racing through the
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whole fleet. Two races were held, one being short, and the

given as prizes.
The major event on the Tasar horizon occurs next July, when
Darwin Sailing Club hosts the 2005 Tasar World

_o
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u

Championship. Over 100 boats are expected, from Canada,
USA, Japan, England, Holland and Australia. The Australian
Defence Force is organising a team entry, and has offered to
host a visiting team of eight boats from the Royal Navy. The
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event should be good on the water, and off (the organisers
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have over budgeted $2000 per day to fund the traditional

<_

post-racing champagne).
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John Tracey and Craig Murphy

Peter and Philip Russell
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Trailerable Multihull
National Titles
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Series Results
[Mixed Class YS] up to Race I 0 (Drops = 2)
Sail
P la c e N o

Boat
N am e

Sk ip p er

C re w

Agg
S co re

33

Lupercus

1 McCrossin

J Cook

12 .0 0

31

Circus Oz

S Edgar

J Maskiell

12 .0 0

358

Fresh Tracks

1 Dixon

P Webb

31.00

4

32

Green Eggs & Ham

H Tayama

D Ham

33.50

5

342

Natural Gas

C Ginnivan

M Teasdale

37.00

6

21

F e tz X

P Bartels

D Hocking

41.00

7

333

Merlot

M Owen

S Bartlett

43.00

Canberra local Paralympian and

8

337

Wooosh

M Phillips

D Rayyson-Harris 63.00

national representative yachtsman

9

361

Rythm Stick

1 Ruff

A Reid

66 .0 0

10

332

Jump Start

M Bradley

G Maegraith

74.00

1 1

001

Freight Train

A McCowan

A McCowan

76.00

12

123

Magic

D Parker

D Hislop

76.50

13

329

Blinky Bill

A Belford

A Russell

92.00

14

37

no name

R Sear

C Scott

109.00

15

336

Underarm Bowler

R McCrossin

H Faulks

109.00

16

300

no name

S Lee

C Rosvall

132.00

~r3~-2 - -
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From the deck o f Silkworm
hree Canberra Trimarans attended the Trailerable

T

Multihull National Titles at Wangi Wangi on the shores

g

rain even held off until the inside presentation. Most boats
raced under the new OMR (Offshore Measurement Rule) and
a computer generated PHS pointscore.
Most successful sailor was Pat Farnham, winning Division 2

O

ver the Christmas/New Year
period, local and visiting crews

of lovely Lake Macouarie on the 14-19 November 2004. Four

and a large wooden Tri trophy. Cirrus came second from 5

competing in the Fjying Dutchman

Divisions attracted 41yachts. Peter Withington in his F-25A

OMR entrants, confirming Canberra as the small boat sneeky

Nationals hosted by the CYC.

was entered in Division I for faster Multi's, Pat Farnham in

sailors capital. Silkworm finished 19th from 25 entrants, but

his Hunter Tramp, Try'n and |ohn Primrose's Tramp, Cirrus,

was most comfortable to sleep on for Witho, Roger and |ohn

skippered by ex Canberra stalwart, Ross Wilde Brown were
entered in Division 2.
Lake Macouarie turned on perfect sailing weather with mostjy
strong afternoon sea breezes and clear sky's. The forecast

Amos, Highlight of the Regatta for Silkworm and crew was
comfortably two sail reaching down the Lake for 5 km at over

Peter Thompson was the PRO. Thanks
to Peter and all the volunteers who

IS knots. Wow.

gave up their holiday time, to make

Peter Withington

the series an outstanding success.

tarting soon is the SCC series consisting of six scheduled races as shown in the race

S

program for 2004-5 viz: 9th, 13th, 16th, 23rd, 27th February and 2nd March. Note

that there is a gap in the series when Sunday 20th February will be a normal CYC

u
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Pointscore race. Racing will be in accordance with the Sailing Instructions that apply for
the current Twilight and Pointscore races except as altered by these notes.
X)

ZS

U

The event will be contested in the three divisions as defined by the Twilight Series
Notice of Race. Race results will be based on times and will be calculated on yardsticks
and class basic handicaps but not on personal handicaps. To be eligible competitors

Southern

sailing in the Twilight Series must race the full distance reouired for their Division (as
shown in the Sailing Instructions). This contradicts any alterations shown in amendments

u
rd
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Canberra

to the Sailing Instructions on this matter. If six races are completed five will count: if five
races are completed four will count; il four races are completed three will count and if
three or fewer races are completed they will all count.

Cross Club
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No special entrance conditions will appty but boats finishing in less than the reouired
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minimum number of races will not be included. Prizes will be awarded to the first three
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places in each division. Other prizes may be awarded at the discretion of the Race Committee.
Peter Fullagar, Rear Commodore Sailing
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A major part of our trip was participation in the trailables
division of the Sailing South Race Week on the Derwent from
2-5 (anuaiy, beginning with participation in our Division of the

T h e UPS and D owns
of Sailing South o
suppose we should have recognised the stripped trailer tyre just north of Melbourne
U
<U
Q

as presaging a few minor wrinkles in the rich tapestiy of taking our Adams 21. Billie,
on a three week trip to Tasmania over Christmas. Despite that, and the one or two other
instances of minor damage, the expedition was an eventful, varied, challenging,
successful and extremely enjoyable adventure for all of us - boat and famijy.
The very high cost of taking a boat on the Bass Strait ferries means that the trip is not
undertaken lightly or often. For us, it’d been in the planning for several years. If you're
able to spend a reasonable time in Tasmania, enjoying a wider range of its terrific
cruising and racing opportunities, the cost can, however, be well worth it. Nearly three
weeks on its own might not have been long enough for us, but we had the added
incentive of family to catch up with, and to sail with.

y

Fearing that things would be very busy in Hobart over Christmas with the Sydney-Hobart
race, and a host of other activities, we’d initiated arrangements with the Royal Yacht Club
of Tasmania in May last year for parking and occasional berthing. As things turned out,
we ended up parking the boat and trailer next door at the Derwent Sailing
Souadron (where the parking and ramp arrangements are more
convenient for trailables) and keeping Billie on a marina berth at
\
|
the RYCT during the Sailing South regatta.
,

y

/

Our first foray onto the Derwent was into an
outward running tide opposed by a
fairly stiff south easterly.
The effect was a
succession

King of the Derwent' race, run by the DSS. The rest of the
Sailing South regatta and races were run by the RYCT.

of closely packed, steep Adams 21 sized holes
in the water, about a metre and a half deep. It
was an invigorating first sail and shakedown for
me, Louise and Elizabeth. We went into the
port of Hobart to run up our sails in relative
shelter, and then out into the river for a veiy
brisk sail. On our return to the DSS the wind
had backed round more to the east and turned
the DSS ramp into a bit of a surf beach, which
resulted in our pulpit rail being bent on the
wharf. We moved over to the more sheltered
RYCT slip next door and hauled out there. We
all found the next few times on the water less
daunting.
Cool, windy and rainy weather reduced our
sailing plans a bit over the next week or so,
and cost us some intended overnights in the
D'Entrecasteaux Channel, which would have
been less fun for us in the prevailing
conditions. We did manage a pleasant morning
on the Derwent, however, with Nick Rogers former world, and nine times Australian
champion, in Dragons - having a drive, and
finding things less finely tuned than his
Dragon.
There were similar conditions for much of our
time in Hobart, and it was impressive to see
the 250 or so boats in the Sabot Week and
Sabot National Titles which ran for 10 days up
until 6 Januaiy. There were consistently good
performances across the entire fleet and the
Adams 21 sized holes in the water also found
plenty of space for the Sabots. We stayed with
friends whose 11year old son was sailing in
Sabot Week, and watching him venture out
each day was a lesson in itself.
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There were 55 boats, from Tasmania and intersate, entered in
the Regatta's seven divisions. Billie, the only interstate trailable,
was entered in the trailables division of Sailing South against a
field of five Elliot 5.9s owned by the RYCT, a Castle 650 from
Launceston, a Magnum 780 from the RYCT and one other
racing boat.
Two Elliott 7's, an Elliott 7.8, the Magic 25 Weapon of Choice
(sail no, 070 - formerly sailed here in Canberra, I think) and a
Lidgard 8.0, competed in a separate sportsboat division. A
Thompson 9.2 trailable competed in the IRC and PHS
divisions. All these boats are Tasmanian based.
We'd arranged for a relative with no sailing experience to join
the Paddy and Guy Hodgman team for this regatta, but two
weeks before, he'd broken his hand, and we were fortunate to
^find Richard McMinn a I5year old Mirror and Paper Tiger
"sailor from the Kingston Beach Sailing Club to join us. We had
a shakedown sail the morning AAPT came up the river to finish
in the Sydney-Hobart and, under power, we joined the trailing
spectator fleet. Richard fitted in rapidly and easily, and made
an excellent contribution to the better aspects of our
performance.
The first race of Sailing South, the King of the Derwent is an
institution in Hobart, targeting as many as possible of the
Sydney-Hobart boats, as well as a strong local field. On the
day of the race, there was a strong westerly, steady above 30
knots and gusting to more than 35. With our own experience
much too limited to Lake Burley Griffin (We really need to do
the TYA regattas!), these conditions came as a bit of a
challenge to us, even though we'd gone out with the no. 2 jib
on. The race, for all divisions, was a series of windward return
legs across from the Eastern Shore to the Casino. We put in a
couple of reefs during the first windward leg. but watching the
Elliott 5.9s on the return, being blown over, with two of them
^losing their spinnakers, presented us with the choice of risking
the rest of the regatta as Billie was still being increasingly
overpowered. As we watched AAPT set off into its second
windward leg at breathtaking speed, up on the plane with about
a third of its length out of the water - an unforgettable sight we decided to head for home, and race another day. Despite
AAPT's speed, an error cost them first place, which went to
Sydney-Hobart IRC winner Aera.
Day 2 was two windward return races, about 10 miles each.
We secured second last on CBH in the first of these, in much
more manageable conditions in about a 15 knot south, south
easterly and about two feet of chop, but our main achievement
was in starting to adapt to the sea and wind conditions on the
river. Our second race was cut short when part of our new
steering gear succumbed to the strain on the first leg. Downed
sails, outboard motor on and heading for home, we didn't
notice the fuel hose connection had worked loose until the
engine stopped uncomfortably close to the bottom mark, where
we stopped, drifting, while Ichi Ban, having already been hit by
another boat earlier that day. bore down on us at alarming
speed. Quick fix and we bolted out of her way and home with
our tail between our legs.

We recommissioned the old rudder for the next day's passage
race. A similar steady breeze to the day before, but with more
easterly in it, made this passage race a fast reach from near the
)ohn Garrow light at Sandy Bay, down the river to the north east
corner of Bruny Island (Kelly's Point) with a mile or two to
windward in a light chop and a metre or two of gentle swell,
across to the eastern side of the mouth of the Derwent (Cape
Deliverance), and then reaching back to the Sandy Bay Sailing
Club with the wind working a bit more round to the north east.
The overall distance of the course on the chart was about 20
miles. To our enduring surprise, we completed the distance in
about three and _ hours - testimony to fabulous sailing
conditions and learning to go more to the Eastern side of the
river in an easterly breeze. We secured something of a
mortgage on second last place, again displacing the Magnum
780 into last place on CBH.
The final day was, again, two windward returns, in much lighter
airs, more like home, albeit much steadier. After a delay due to
lack of wind, we got underway around mid day on a light south
easterly, which would allow use of the spinnaker on the return.
We'd only had the spinnaker up for about 500 yards the
previous day, and were staggered to find, when we hoisted it on
the first return, that it had a large tear down one side. We used
it for that leg. and Guy spent the next windward leg below with
eveiy available form of adhesive tape onboard repairing the tear.
With the delayed start, there was some need to get the second
race underway despite a shortened course, and we were likely to
be the only factor delaying that, so we started the motor and
came back to the start before the rest of our division finished.
Someone in charge of weather must have noticed our altruism,
because in the final race, eveiything went our way. the repaired
spinnaker held, we stayed much closer to the Elliott 5.9s and the
very well sailed Castle 650 and won the race on CBH.
Throughout Sailing South we'd rotated jobs in the boat, with
Guy taking the helm for a number of legs, most notably to
windward in the race we won, and all of us at various times
working main, jib and spinnaker sheets. We had a great time,
steadily improved our performance and adapted to the Derwent
and the Quite different conditions there - and we all learned a
lot. The win in the final race, and the trophies we received for
it, were the icing on the cake after an extremely well run regatta,
for which the RYCT and the DSS deserve veiy great credit.
Although they'd been on the water in Billie, during the first
couple of weeks of the holiday, Louise and Elizabeth didn't race
with us. They'd generously let us out to race and enjoy
ourselves for the four days of the regatta. Family commitments,
seizing opportunities to sail when we could, and then
participating in the regatta meant that we didn’t catch up with
any of the Canberra sailors in the Sydney-Hobart, apart from |im
Bain who'd been with George Reeves in Andy Stoekel’s Integrity.
It was great to see how pleased and interested people in Hobart,
both generally and at the RYCT. were with Gillawa's arrival and
the achievements of David Kent and his crew.
Billie travelled about 2200 kilometres, behaved well throughout
and is now glad to be home sporting, temporarily, his lames
Boag Sailing South Race Week stickers. For us, its back to
work or holidays, and arranging some repairs, while
contemplating how soon we'll make the same investment in a
trip to Sailing South.
Paddy Hodgman, B illie
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In the 1976 race, three members of the CYC, Simon Firth ,

Bits & Pieces

LO

o

from the Club Historian

c
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Greg Robinson, & Mike Wells formed half the crew of Lots

LO

Wife, an East Coast 31 half tonner. Greg & Mike competed

o

again in 1978, on Utieka IV. Simon went on the compete in

c

27 S/H races before 'retiring' from ocean racing a few years
0
'T
O

ago. For those who remember Simon, he now owns a 40 foot
motor sailer which I saw on the slip during a recent visit to

who was the foundation Club Captain of the CYC. We have

Hobart. Mark Armour, a very competent Mirror dinghy sailor,

had contact over recentyears with all other foundation Flag

u
0)
Q

Martin tells me that at membership renewal time, a mem

ber identified him/herself as being related to Steve Maugher

crewed on Lollipop in 1980, & subsequently 0n Meltemi, &

Officers but not with Steve's family. I would be most interest

44th Australian Championships

Offshore Committee was formed in 1979, following the visit

to our archives from those early days. Martin or Matt can
provide contact details for me. Alternatively, 1sail the onjy

a dedicated navigator according to Bill Psaltis, Greg

There is a time capsule buried in the foundations of the

Robinson, Mike Matthews, Gunnar Tuisk (a competitor in the

y

I for the Fjying Fifteen International class yacht on Lake

^time, tells me that the capsule was placed under the pillar on

over theyears including Erik Adriannse, with 16 races to his

13 lanuaiy 2006, The Canberra Yacht Club will host the

2006 - p.m. - Invitation Race. From Monday 9 January to
Thursday 12 January 2006 racing for the Championship
will be scheduled for each day in the afternoon. Sailing
Instructions will provide for races to be conducted

Thursday 12 lanuaiy and/or Friday 13 January as necessaiy
to accommodate races that reouire resailing, and to

credit, & Rod Dalgleish in his later years. Thisyear, one of

Times of 7 March 1966 records that the capsule 'contains a

our new members, Nick McDonald Crowley crewed on

copy of the Club's constitution, its pennant, a bottle of rum,

Brindabella for the second year in a row, CYC Rear

a few coins & a cigar.' The capsule was lowered into place

Commodore Nick Hildyard crewed on the Newcastle based

the previous July when Flag Officers'spliced the mainbrace'

Farr 40 Aurora and George Reeves on Integrity.

to christen the foundations. The capsule is unlikely to be

David Kent, sailing Gillawa thisyear, was a newcomer to the

accessible because of the depth. Special drilling eQuipment

scene. The race program tells us that David is using his boat

from Sydney had to be used in order to ensure a solid base

as a training vessel 'beyond the confines of LBG' & has

©

LBG. I am in favour of some regattas during the season, as
fillS 3833

(U
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c
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ebruaiy & Canberra Day regatta in March, apart from open

©

ing & closing of season regattas. Canberra Day regatta in

Having referred above to Simon Firth I must also refer to

his brother Jeremy. A number of us remember Jeremy from

For more information go to:

sary of the Club, in 5years time & given past histoiy of

but he was also heavily involved in the AYF's Youthsail when

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

regattas, maybe an interval of 5years between major regattas

it first established in Canberra in 1977. I caught up with him

is the way to go.

on a recent visit to Hobart, on his Adams 40, which took

For further information contact the:

>-

histoiy.

many years, we had a veiy successful Legacy regatta in

the earlier days of sailing in Canberra. The pinnacle of his

be progressively added to the CYC website.

rd

please let myself or the office know so we can compile a

believe the anniversaiy of the Lake to be such an event. For

0

By the time this is printed the 60th Sydney Hobart race

him 8years to build - & then he spent the next I5years

will have been sailed & won. Sailors from our Club have a

sailing to various parts of the world, including rounding all

long histoiy of involvement in this big race. Jeriy Hewson

the capes in the southern oceans.

used to boast about doing it tough in the 1947 race in
Regatta Coordinator - Graham Giles,

Josephine but that was before he came to Canberra. As far as

email ggiles@cyberone.com.au, or the

1am aware, the first genuine CYC member involvement was

Too late now for Christmas but ifyou want to experience
a bit of histoiy &/or are looking for a worthwhile birthday
present, ask the family for a gift voucher for a days sail on

by Charlie Nicol & Malcolm Burridge who crewed on Diva

the James Craig, a fully restored, genuine 1874 vintage

Canberra Yacht Club Administration, e-mail

|ana, a 42 foot ketch, thru' a force 8 gale, in the 1969 race.

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au.

The first boat registered under the CYC burgee was Pegasus,.* - r
a Duncanson 35 sloop. Of the crew of 6, at least two were
members of the CYC, George Snow & Ben Rayner. As we all
know, George has subsequently done the race in several
different boats, with a line honours win in Brindabella in
1997, with a total now of 23 races!

y

rather, an indicative one. Ifyou have sailed in this race

the appropriate purpose for special regattas - & I don't

achievements was to win the OK dinghy Nationals in 1970/71

The NOR and information about the Championship will

>

account of CYC member involvement in the S/H race, but

particular was the occasion for many visiting boats to join us

JD

u

NB The above does not purport to be a comprehensive

on the Lake. Our next big event should be the 50th anniver

planned to be held on the evening of Friday 13 January.

JZ

first charge.

distinct from pointscore races, but I think we need to find

maximise the number of Championship races completed,
within the limit of nine. The Presentation Dinner is

incorporated ayouth academy, with Finnigan Lattimore as his

In the November issue, our Commodore sought views on

having an annual regatta to celebrate the inauguration of

consecutively, with up to three races each afternoon, with

Racing will also be conducted on the morning of

the NE corner of the building. A report in The Canberra

in a bed of silt.

the series having a maximum of nine heats overall.

o

competed in the syndicate boat since then.
‘K
A number of our members have crewed with George Snow

The Proposed Schedule of Events is: Sunday 8 lanuaiy

y

Canberra, were aboard. A number of Canberrans have

tion of the Lake, Col Harvey asked whether there was a
^but, Ron Anderson, an early member, who was present at the

Championship.
v

2004 race, in his own yacht), & Simon Firth, all from

During the regatta for the 40th anniversaiy of the inaugura
plaque marking the location of the capsule. There is not -

Burley Griffin, over the period Sunday 8 January to Friday

D

acquiring Meltemi & competing in the 1979 race. Mike Wells,

blue hulled Flying 15!

11 is proposed to host the 2006 National Championships

i:

CU

to the Club of Bill Psaltis in 1974, with the syndicate

Clubhouse - but it is unlikely that it will ever be accessed!

Canberra Yacht Club 8th tp 13th January 2006

u

by at least 1984, Teki Dalton was a regular competitor. The

ed to hear from the member concerned in case we can add

Flying Fifteen International

O

\

Windjammer, that operates out of Darling Harbour. Details

JD

13

u
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u
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are available on the web at www.austfleet.com. Graham Giles
& I have both done the Saturday afternoon cruise, on
different occasions, & we both found it fascinating.
Peter Forster, Club Historian
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Twilight 12, 6pm
M e m b e r

Southern Cross Club Cup race I
13

H a w k e

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 3 18 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

Su n

Race, 2pm
Southern Cross Club Cup race 2
16

W e d

Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s

Twilight 13, 6pm

N ic k

Southern Cross Club Cup race 3

H i l d y a r d

(w ) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au
R ea r
P e t e r

Co

odor e

Racin S

F u l l a g a r

2 0

Su n

Pointscore 16, 2pm
2 3

W e d

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

Twilight 14,

Rear

6pm Southern Cross Club Cup race 4

C o m m o d o r e

O p e r a t i o n s

Paddy Hodgman

o

Su n

Pointscore 15 & Championship 5 ,2pm

H i p p i s I e y

(w ) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au
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W e d

Twilight I 1, 6pm

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

T re v o r
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February 2005

(h)6285 3694 (m) 0401 929 0 18
lpmg_hodgman@msn.com.au

2 7

Sun

Race 2pm
Southern Cross Club Cup race 5

Club

M a n a g e r

MatthewOwen
(w ) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Chief M in is te r ’ s Regatta
A u s t r a l i a D a y . W e d n e s d a y 26' " J a n u a r y 2 0 0 5
E o e m

B e n o r t

Participation.
About 100 boats took part (100 entered, some did not sail but some additional joined in). This is
certainly the largest fleet on the lake since the Masters Games in 2003, and for a good many
years before that.
Entrants were from the following organizations in the indicated proportions:
• Canberra Yacht Club
64%
•

Sailability ACT

13%

•

Scouting ACT

12%

•

YMCA Sailing Club

10%

• RAN Sailing Association
1%
Boats sailed in seven divisions, as indicated in the attached Notice of Race, Sailing Instructions,
and result sheets.

Results
The winner or the Chief Ministers Cup for inter Club competition was the Canberra Yacht Club.
Points allocation and the methodology used are attached.
The winners of each Division and participation awards are detailed in the attached Result Sheets.

Organization.
Operational sailing organization was generally satisfactory in the planning, development and
implementation on the day. Liaison between the Chief Minister’s Department, Yachting ACT (via
the President Don McMichael) and the CYC (via the Vice Commodore and event organizer
Graham Giles), was effective and responsive.
CYC volunteers and officers provided the expected high levels of support for the event in
providing administration, taking entries, laying courses, running the races, taking and calculating
results, and in participating in presentation ceremony, with Commodore Peter Dalton officiating,
with the President of Yachting ACT, Don McMichael, and the Chief Minister’s representative, Mick
Gentleman MLA as the official guest and presenter.

Publicity
Publicity for the event seemed to be very effective, if the high turn-out is any indication. This
included information on the Chief Minister’s and the CYC’s web sites, in regular Australia Day
activities information panels placed in the Canberra Times by the ACT Government, and
distribution of the Notice of Race to all Yachting ACT Council affiliated organizations by e-mail.
The event being free, and prizes being awarded not only to winning the Club and to Division
winners, but also to others on a random basis, may also have been significant factors in boosting
numbers.
The Chief Minister’s Department seemed to have prompted the Canberra Times to take an active
interest, and a journalist and photographer were present from early afternoon. They observed,
photographed and interviewed competitors rigging, went on the water to observe and photograph
racing, and had post-event discussion by telecon and sought and received the results by
facsimile. A significant (for sailing) article appeared in the Canberra Times in its Australia Day
coverage on 27 Jan (attached).
Ohi«»f Minifttor'R Renitftn Rprmrt
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Issues for Consideration.
Issues for consideration are:

Timing
Over the next few years Australia Day will fall on Friday in 2007, and Monday in 2009. Attracting
large fleets on those days may be a challenge, them forming a long weekend just before
schooling etc resumes. Further development of the event’s reputation next year may be
beneficial in that regard.

Planning
Earlier completion and distribution of the Notice of Race and finalisation and availability of the
Sailing Instructions would assist in both publicity and facilitating early entries. The relatively late
initiation of the proposal for the event compressed these timescales this year.
Special efforts should be made to either avoid, or highlight, provisions in sailing instructions which
are similar to but different from normal dub practices. (In this case the use of a Shortened
Course Buoy for the West Lake Fleets resulted in some confusion, as its use differed slightly from
normal CYC practice.)

Entries
A number of advance entries were received, but the unexpectedly very high number of entrants
on the day strained the process of completing the fleet data-base before racing started. We need
to encourage pre-registration.
Entries should dose one hour before the first warning signal, not a half an hour before as in this.
case, to better allow review of entries and race data-base development.
The entry form should be formatted to the same sequence as entries are made into the race data
base.
Better scrutiny of entries would ensure that all entrants are entered in and partidpate in the
correct Division. Entry forms with the incorred or no Division Entered indicated do not engender
confidence that the skipper knows which is correct.
Reconsideration of the Fast/Slower trailables divide might lead to better balanced fleets.
In view of their small number of entries generally in the ACT, induding all catamarans in one fleet
might be considered, although that may mean a wide time spread between finishers.

Management o f Racing and Courses
The wisdom of attempting to use Adon Bay (West Basin) for as much of the event as we did
needs to be reviewed in the context of the potential for congestion and potential for cortflid
between incompatible fleets under some wind conditions.
It seems that we could start all fleets in Adon Bay, have the smaller boats still use it, but have the
bigger and faster fleets then remain in the West Lake area, although with an easterly mark within
sight of Adon Bay, and with the finish perhaps back at the CYC/CSCYC area (which attraded
large crowds on the day) using the Tower as the finishing position.
We have two finishing capable boats available, one for Adon Bay, and one for West Basin. This
would provide the flexibility needed with the big fleets. This could have been achieved on the
day, but only with some real-time improvisation.
Perhaps the time limit needs to be extended to two hours, and/or the period allowed for finishers
after the first in each Division may need to be extended to 45 minutes, to allow the finishing
flexibility needed with large and disparate fleets and the wind vagaries of LBG. We operated to a
one and a half hour time limit, and 30 minutes finishing period to meet the required presentation
timing. For the fleets in West Lake, managing the course shortening within this period was
hazardous.
Results anomalies caused disappointment to a very small number competitors who were not
recorded as finishing, notwithstanding our best efforts to resolve them. The unexpeded very
large fleet, with some competitors not regular racers, and some not configured (e.g. with sail
Chl*f Minister'* Reoattn Rftnort fVAl
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numbers) for racing doubtless contributed to this situation arising. We could set up the Club
video camera with a mount on the finishing boat to allow taping of the finishes, particularly with
large fleets, to facilitate resolution of finishing anomalies. The video may also be of general
interest to competitors after close finishes.

Sponsorship and Prizes
The sponsorship, support and publicity of the event by the Chief Minister clearly contributed very
significantly to the popularity of this event, as well as to our enthusiasm for conducting it. The
ability to provide meaningful prizes, both to the winning Club, to Division winners, and across the
fleet on a participation basis seemed very popular. Similar arrangements for future events, or
some further development of the concept, should assist in maintaining it as a well attended event.
The basis for inter-dub competition for the Chief Minister’s Cup needs further consideration, if it is
to provide meaningful incentive for organizations to participate (particularly the smaller ones).
Perhaps the award of separate prizes for the club winning each division might be a usefull
addition to the event. A similar budget for next year would possibly allow for this.

Conclusions
The event was extremely successful With similar support and promotion the event has good
potential to become a significant annual event on the Canberra sailing calendar.

Graham Giles
CYC Vice Commodore
28 Jan 05
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CHIEF MINISTER’S CUP RESULTS

Competition Methodology
The Chief Minister's Cup was awarded to the 1st Club or other organization’s team based on the
sum of results for its best 2 boats in each Division. For organisations represented by less than 2
boats in a Division, points were allocated for each boat less than two, equal to the finishing place
one more than the worst scoring boat for any organisation in that Division.

Points Allocation
Calculation 1 - using unadjusted finishing place scores.
This method takes into account actual finishing positions scores, and generally should advantage
organizations that enter larger numbers of boats, in addition to those whose boats do well.
However, note that a single non-CYC boat entered in Division 1 (additional to those entered) and
coming last (20m) would increase the Division 1 scores from 6 to 41 for that organization, and to
42 for all other organizations. Thus participation by potentially poorly performing boats may not
be advantageous. However, participation by many boats, to disadvantage the other
organizations’ boats scores remains a competitive issue for all organizations.
D ivision
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

B oat TvDes
Fast Trailables
Slower Trailables
Fast Catamarans
Slower Catamarans
Fast Dinghies
Slower Dinghies
Access Dinghies
Totals

CYC
3
3
4
4
5
3
8
30

YM CASC
6
8
11
6
5
16
8
60

Scouts
6
18
8
5
31
17
8
93

S ailabilitv
6
18
12
6
36
30
3
111

Calculation 2 - using finishing place scores adjusted by deleting each
organization’s boats that finish after its two best scoring boats.
This method compresses the results by eliminating boats that are not going to score for an
organization, but finish ahead of scoring boats for other organizations, thereby improving the
numerical score of lower finishing boats. This method compresses the results, but could
disadvantage an organization that enters many well performing boats., therefore does not reward
high participation levels. In this case the outcome is the same as for Method 1, however, it does
have the potential to change the outcome. In the example used above of a single non-CYC boat
entered in Division 1 (additional to those entered) and coming last (20*), using this method the
Division 1 score for that organization would increase from 6 to 7, and for all other organizations to
8. Here the penalty for participation but poor performance is not as significant as in the
Calculation 1 methodology.
Division
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

B oat TvDes
Fast Trailables
Slower Trailables
Fast Catamarans
Slower Catamarans
Fast Dinghies
Slower Dinghies
Access Dinghies
Totals

CYC
3
3
4
4
5
3
6
28

YM CASC
6
7
9
6
5
9
6
48

Scouts
6
10
7
5
11
9
6
54

Note: One entrant from RANSA has been omitted from this calculation.

S ailabilitv
6
10
10
6
14
12
3
61
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Members of the CYC's Youth Racing Squad show off their flash red shirts
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The summer sailing season is

LO

soon drawing to a close and

o

the numbers of active sailors

!_

racing at the CYC over this

cd

period is a credit to all of the

44th Australian Championships

members. The level of support

Flying Fifteen International

from our many sponsors has

4)

added to our enjoyment and

8th - 13th January 2006

raised the profile of our

The preliminary NOR and more information about the

growing club. Particularly

Championship are on the web site or contact the: Canberra

pleasing is the re

Yacht Club Administration, e-mail:

establishment of numbers of
dinghy sailors and among

z
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admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

these, the CYC Youth Racing
Team.
Given our increased numbers
on the water and young sailors
in among the clubs more
■

experienced sailors I ask that
we remember to set a good

u

example for them to follow.
Good sportsmanship and
courtesy on and off the water

>-

A power boat course will be held at the CYC on 6, 13, 20,

will allow us all to enjoy our

27 April and 4 May for theoiy. Practicals are 30 April and I

sailing. These attributes need

May, 12 places only - $200 per student.

to be also offered to our race
volunteers on boats and on the

u

Power Boat
H andling Course
Know your Rules!

The topics covered:

shore and will make the day

0

1.

enjoyable for everyone. Rules of
Sailing should be enforced in a

National Recreation Powerboat Operation

♦ Rules and Regulation for safe power boating

manner of fair sportsmanship,
respect for others and
appropriate behaviour.

social functions and tell us of any
We are looking forward to the end of
twilight racing party bash as well as a

♦ Safely operate a mechanically powered recreational boat

answered Questions along the way. Entiy was by gold coin donations and $200 was raised for the CYC Youth Racing Scjuad travel
fund. Thanks to lohn for presenting the seminar, veiy much appreciated by all who were able to make it. You can get more
information on the rules at: www.yachting.org.au or www.sailing.org

♦ Respond to boating emergencies and incidents

M a t t O w e n , C lu b M a n a g e r

Powerboat Handling

♦ Weather reports
■

special anniversaiy party of the twentyyears of our
_Q
Z3

u

"Champions of Champions" race for The Americas Mug. The
Australia America Association in Canberra instigated this

"Australia 2" at Newport Rhode Island in 1983.
u
n3
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♦ Plan and prepare a powerboat activity
♦ Operate safely a power boat

event as an annual celebration of the end of the sailing
season following the victory of the twelve metre yacht

♦ Operate an engine
♦ Perform a safepower boat activity

Good Luck to those going to the Marlay Point Overnight
Yacht Race in March. Our race team veterans are again
setting off to give the Mexicans another sailing lesson in
their own waters. Safe racing to all, have a ball and bring

u

The seminar was conducted by rules guru lohn Whitfield who took attendees step by step through the changes to the blue book and
♦ Cariy out trip preparations and planning

Please actively support our club
ideas thatyou may have for next season.

Recently the CYC ran a rules night to bring members up to date with the recent changes to the ISF Rules of Racing with over 90
members and others from the Canberra yachting community attending.

♦ Vessels knowledge
♦ Work with the environment

home those team trophies again.

For bookings - admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au or call the

P e t e r D a lto n , C o m m o d o r e

office on 62734777.
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For all your dinghy needs
at competitive prices

U

Masts
Apparel
Rigging
Sails
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Call Debra or Tom
0418 333963
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'Southern

Where:
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Cross Club

The Southern Cross Club Marouee

When:

M ajor Sponsor

Wednesday 23 March
******

After the last twilight race of the season

Cost:

CHOICE

$20.00 For catering purposes get your tickets before the night,

To kick off the party mood it has been decided that the night will

The Autumn

island but I don't think that an Alcatraz Island theme would be a
much of a cause for celebration. The challenge is over to you sailors

A U SlRA tA SIA

Club Sponsor

Theme:
have a theme - an island theme. I am aware that Alcatraz is an

HOTELS

The DIPLOMAT of Manuka - 13 24 00
www.choicehotels.com.au

either an earlier race or from Martin

u

Q U EEN SLA N D
YACHT CHARTERS

%
www.jrachtcharters.com.au
Su m m e r Series Sponsor

B U I L D I N G

e q u i n o x

the race. Half coconut shells and grass skirts? Cannibals with bones

Regaining W ednesday
evenings fo r y o u rse lf

Surviving the
Twilight Series

in the nose? There will be prizes (other than the Angus Reid prizes
mentioned in the following paragraph) and the basis for their award
is secret and no protests will be heard.

provided $2000 worth of prizes. All participants' name will be
placed in the hat and the winners' names will be drawn during the

T h e

e n d

o f

L e n t

The Canberra Yacht Club will be hosting the Australian
Twilight Series Sponsor

The approaching E a ster
w eekend
_Q
ZS

u

What the heck,
lets just celebrate

entries: ifyou have raced all 19 races,you will have 19 chances of

IN
IEC
Call 13 16 32
C ity of C anb erra Regatta
Sponsor

Capital Insurance Brokers

Program as follows:

www.capitalinsuranebrokers.com.au
02 6282 7666

1st Ja n u ary 2006

Youth Sailing Regatta
Sponsor

B

Results Consulting A««»0!;a
www.results.com.au
6260 5213

Ia n H a w k e , R e a r C o m m o d o r e , M e m b e r s S e r v ic e s

H O N D A
Grahams Building Equipment
6297 4924

R eady W a ll

A C T Boating Repairs
Col Durran Ph 6288 1498

Rick Garner Ph 6281 7750

u
>-

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

CU
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3rd Ja n u ary 2006

4th Jan u ary 2006
♦ Racing from 2.00pm (3 races max to 10 total)
♦ BBQ, Thoth Ashes Cricket Match (with entertainment
from the states)
5th Jan u ary 2006
♦ Racing from 2.00pm (3 races max to 10 total)
Jan u ary 2006

Universal T russes
Sponsor of Cham pion of C ham pions“ A m erica s Mug”

Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.

Roof Trusses - Wall Frames -Windows - Complete Floor Systems
52 Sheppard Street Hume ACT 2620
Phone: (02) 6260 1436 Fax: (02) 6260 1462
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U

♦ Racing from 2.00pm (3 races max to 10 total)
♦ Presentation Dinner at 7.00pm

C YC W ebsite

u

♦ Welcome Dinner at 6.30pm (and a bit of trivia)

6 th
Club Cham pionship Race Sponsors

OS

2nd Jan u ary 2006

♦ Racing from 2.00pm (3 races max to 10 total)

RELIANCE
CAPITAL
F IN A N C IA L GROUP

>-

♦ Cliff Scott Memorial Race at 3.00pm

High Quality Pre-Built
Retaining Walls
lamie Cregan, 0423 379 455

not, there will be a re-draw until all prizes have been presented.

octopus, and chicken kebabs and the like with a variety of salads.

u

♦ Practice with the stars, party in the capital

♦ Registration & measurement from 9.00am

winning a prize, but you (or your crew) must be there to collect. If

The dinner will consist of BBQ_rump steak, marinated baby

Mirror Dinghy Championships from 1st to 6th January 2006.
for more information go to: www.canberrayachtdub.com.au

CMOANiSAffO* IM?tCV£Mf>P SffCtAliSiS

dinner. For example ifyou have raced 6 times, you will have 6
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Canberra Yacht Club
I - 6 Jan 2006

arbr.com.au

$2000 of Prizes
The sponsor of the series, Angus Reid Homebuyers Inspections, has

N ational
M irro r Class
Championships

z

R E P O R T S

to dress/behave/etc in an "island manner" and this includes during

u

40th

Canberra

d

u
rd

The NOR and more information about the Championship
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will be progressively added to the web site or contact the:

as

Canberra Yacht Club Administration, e-mail
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au .
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Canberra Yachties
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succeed in the annual pilgrimage to Eden

Canberra Boats dominate Regatta
extract of an article
Thursday, 24 February 2005, courtesy Thursday Magnet Eden.

Z

but the soggy majority sailed the two

_Q
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wind under the good management of

Twofold Bay Yacht Club

TBYC Commodore and regatta PRO

The recurring theme at the trophy
presentation after the running of the 31st
Twofold Bay Yacht Club Regatta on
Sunday afternoon was the appreciation of
the hospitality, generosity and good times
provided by the local members and
appreciated by the competitors. Time and
again competitors from Sydney or
Canberra heaped praise upon the TBYC
members and the local community.

remaining shorter races in moderate

Mac Shimeld and his able crew. The
later presentation ceremony was
dominated by visiting Canberran
yachtsmen.
Congratulations go to our club
winners:
Rory Gleeson - luniors
^^M att Owen and Greg Breen - Elliot 7
lohn Hosking and Matt Gleeson -

V
>

Flying Fifteens
Rob Redford - Catamarans
Tom Rutt - Dinghies
Don Shortridge - Slower Trailables
Peter Taylor/ Ian Brokenshire - Trailer
Division

-Q
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Messrs Dunn, Redford and group were scorching along in

become the most popular interstate venue for our club

their catamarans and regularly exceeded the legal speed

Our sincere gratitude goes to the

members. Swelled by the rush of Elliot 7 fleet numbers, the

limit. Sometimes 1think one needs a tailgunner to spot them

regatta organiser at TBYC Robyn

enthusiastic regular CYC sailors attending continue to grow

swooping in from some unfamiliar angle while we are

Malcolm and to her dedicated crew

as the stories of great sailing on the waters of the Tasman

approaching marks on this big bay. While the 35 to 40 Knots

on volunteers. Hospitality at their

Sea lure the land locked lake lubbers to the South Coast

forecast in the pre race briefing thankfully did not eventuate,

clubhouse set in the forested shores is

event at theTwofold Bay Yacht Club. No longer is the event a

most enjoyed both races, the second finishing late in a dying
evening breeze. We also enjoyed seeingyoung Rory Gleeson

opportunity to get away for a long weekend, also taking in

thereby financially assist this worthy

the great fishing and golfing opportunities available in the

Deb Ruut taking on allcomers with great aplomb in their two

sailing club to continue its good work

Saphire Coast area.

Sabre

at Eden. The above details of results

Upwards of twenty five of ouryachts competed in the total
fleet of sixty also from Sydney, Country NSW and Victoria.
The TBYC kindly allowed the Flying Fifteens and the Elliots a

were taken well out of their comfort zone when under
pressure to handle the boisterous 23 knots of southerly
breeze that we enjoyed for race one on Saturday afternoon.

Class Dinghies

manage to present their visitors with a warm welcome to

P e te r D alton, F ly in g H ig h

their Saturday night with their traditionally good BBQDinner

P.S. Diary note .... We fished much

under the stars. The spirit of the good days sailing continued

better than we sailed.

on into the night at this lovely little sailing club as we all
looked forward to the next days competition in the final two
races.
The rains came with lightening and thunder on Sunday

Elliot competitors in this race and Hella and 1particularly

_Q

enjoyed some fast planning on the long shy reaching legs

morning. The scene was not like the tourist brochure at all,

eastward out to the seaward wing mark.

but at least the rain eased. A few decided not to venture out

u

are from my memory and I apologise

The volunteers in the TBYC are few in number but still

CD

rd

support this gem of a regatta and

for some possible errors made.

The flying fifteen fleet was able to blast off some their larger

C

great. We should continue to strongjy

sailing a CYC Spiral well in these conditions and Tom and

sailed the longer course used by the Cats and some crews

rd

•

secret catamarans business and many of us take the

separate class finish following their combined start. Elliots
U
nj
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and our many other placegetters.

his annual late summer TWOFOLD BAY REGATTA has

As in previous years the local business
community provided the best array of
prizes to be awarded at any sailing regatta
on the coast. Of course all the bonhomie
and backslapping does not obviate the
challenges and frustrations concomitant
with such an event especially when the
entry list hits 65 including 24 trailerable
yachts in six divisions.
And regular readers of these pages will
only be too aware of our constant
chronicles on the inherent variability and
volatility of the sailing scene. Add to the
mix a range of boats from 3 metres to 8
metres in a range of configurations from
the not too quick to the very, very quick
and we have a formula for some very
interesting moments.
Our local boats performed well and were
far from disgraced by some much-vaunted
competition. Drew Malcolm and Nathan
Durant on the B 14, Thrills & Spills,
finished a very creditable fourth in a field
of 19 while Gote Vikstrom sailing his
Laser finished second on handicap.
Derek Lewis on his Contender, Twisted
Crow, was third, Brian Chadwick's
Macgregor 26, Ameralia, sailed by Tim
Brown was fourth and Rob and Sian
Morton on their MG, Synergy, finished
fifth on handicap in the same division.
Meanwhile Tony Esplin's Sabre. Red's
Legend, was third overall in division five
after his 12-year-old son Nicholas had set
the scene completing his very first race on
Saturday.
There were some stellar performances
from the visitors with Walter Turnbull's
Elliott 7, Quick Sticks, from the Canberra
Yacht Club, winning three from three in
their division and not having to sail the
fourth to take out the Elliott Division.

-O
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Don and Libby Shortridge in their Gem
550, also from Canberra Yacht Club, with
two wins and a second gave them fifth
division overall.
In the Flying 15's the racing was quite
close however John Hosking and Matt
Gleeson in Flying High, also of the CYC,
took out the division with two wins and a
second.
In Division three Smashing Pumpkins, the
NSI4 sailed by regular visitors Peter
Vaiciurgis and Kylie Mara from the
Connell’s Point Sailing Club, put in a
dominating performance with three wins
and a second to edge out the B 14, Nude,
sailed by Richie Reynolds and Lissa
McMillan of the Woollhara Sailing Club
with one win, two seconds and a third.
In the Catamaran divisions, division one
was dominated by the Mosquito.
Immunity, sailed by Neil Joiner from the
Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club with three
wins and a second on Yardstick.
In this go-fast division the F16 HP cat.
Altered, sailed by Gary Maskiell also
from the Gippsland Lakes swapped the
lead continually and shared the honours
for first across the line with Dennis
Goodfrey from Port Kembla sailing his A
Class. In Division two Peter Wood on his
Hobie 14 Turbo, Bad Attitude, from the
YM CA Sailing Club Canberra put in a
commanding performance with three wins
and a third to win the division overall
while Donna Grant and Bob Miller on
their Maricats kept him honest finishing
second and third respectively.
To finish proceedings Robyn Malcolm
presented Peter Vaiciurgis and Kylie Mara
with the inaugural Fred the Friendly
Farmer with the Feral Pitchfork Travellers
Award which goes annually to the crew
that travels the greatest distance to
compete at the regatta.
Judging by the plaudits from competitors
at the conclusion the committee and
volunteers can take a big bow for their
efforts.
Be sure to check out our website:
www.twofoldbayyc.sailing.org.au
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Twofold Bay Regatta results:
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of those were at the memorial service. |o Nicol, who was
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involved from the outset, & Shirley Meldrum.

Division I:
Immunity (MosQuito) Neil loiner (Gippsland Lakes Yacht Club) 3, 1st

It is difficult to capture now, the contribution made by the

z

Bee Alert (MosQuito) Peter Nikitin (Loch Sport BC)7, Karma Cat (MosQuito) Tim Shepperd (Gippsland Lakes YC) 7, eoual 2nd

Associates in those earjy, formative, years of the Club.

Handicap: The Apprentice (A Class) Dennis Goodfrey (Port Kembla) 1st; Altered (FI6 HP) Gary MaskielI (Gippsland Lakes YC)/ Bullet

Those of us who were involved at the time well remember

_Q
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Proof (Hobie 20) Mike Dunn/Adam Zisler (CYC) eoual 2nd

the major role that the women played in organising the

Division 2:

supporting their successive Presidents. By way of example of

social life of the Club & how well they worked together in

Bad Attitude (Hobie 14 Turbo) Peter Wood (YMCASC) 3, 1st

their contribution, a circular to members in Februaiy 1969

Twice as Nice (Maricat 4.3) Bob Miller (YMCASC) 6, 2nd

lists Associate's functions for the rest of that year - at least

Keepin it Up (Maricat 4.3) Donna Grant (YMCASC) 8, 3rd

one function for each month from April to December,

Handicap: Silver Fox (Windrush Super Sloop) Digger Hamer (Port Kembla SC) 1st

including two formal balls, opening & closing of season

Top Cat (Hobie I4SS) Gerard McGilvray (Wallagoot Lake Boat Club) 2nd

functions, luncheons etc. In |uly 1969 it was reported that

Tigga (Hobie I4SS) Danny Hamer (WLBC) 3rd

the monthly social functions had been a great success
'enabling the women to provide additional amenities in the

Division 3:

Clubhouse, namely the papering & tiling of the ladies toilet,

Smashing Pumpkin (NSI4) Peter Vaiciurgis/Kylie Mara (Connell Point SC) 3, 1st

providing coat racks in main entrance, buying of 26

The Nude (BI4) Richie Reynolds/Lissa McMillan (Woollhara SC) 5, 2nd

additional chairs, also the parouetry flooring for lounge &

Rum Turn Tugger (NSW) Leo O'Keefe/Anthony Stoner (YMCASC) 8, 3rd
Thrills & Spills (BI4) Drew Malcolm/Nathan Durant (Twofold Bay YC) 13, 4th
Pathfinder (Adams 21) Peter Taylor/Trevor Dunn/Stuart Manly (CYC) 16, 5t

>

Handicap: Ting II (Castle 650) lan Brokenshire/Stephen Hayes/|uliean Walsh (CYC) 1st
Tor (Laser) Gote Vikstrom 2nd
Twisted Crow (Contender) Derrick Lewis (WLBC) 3rd
Ameralia (Macgregor 26) Tim Brown (TBYC) 4th
Synergy (MGI4) Rob & Sian Morton 5th

y

Flying 15:
Final Fling, )ohn Hosking/Matt Gleeson (CYC) 4, 1st
F fenominal, Graham Giles/Steve Langlands (CYC) 5, 2nd
Super Snabb, Colin Brown/Nigel Grime (CYC) 6, 3rd
Handicap: Flying High, Peter Dalton/Hella Moebus 1st
Snow Goose, Phil Daley/Tony Hassart (Lake jindabyne SC) 2nd
E llio tt 7:
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attended the memorial service on 4 March. Dorothy

was one of a number of women who contributed significantly

for the dining room. $1,500 doesn't sound veiy much in
today's terms but in 1977, the net profit was only $4,500 &
there was not much spare cash for discretionary expenditure.

to the life of the CYC in the I960's & I970's. She was a

Husband, Dick, pre deceased Dorothy by 18 months - see

social function organiser extraordinaire & helped raise what

Sailing News of September 2003 for an obituaiy. Both were

was then large sums of money to help furnish the

Life Members of the CYC. While Dorothy was busy

Clubhouse(s), & to meet the costs of members competing in

organising the social side of the Club. Dick was Starter for

regattas overseas.
Dorothy was President of the Associate's Committee for 2
iyears in 1967 to 1969, & then for 3years in 1975 to 1978.
She had her first experience with cancer in 1963 & in

Murray subseouently won PhD's. Dorothy was very proud of
her three doctors!

organs, plus numerous other health problems. Her survival

Casper, Nick Faulks/H. Faulk/A. Faulk/A Santerossa/N Harvey (CYC) 5, 2nd

over the past 40years was due to her indomitable spirit, her

in raising funds to send ouryoung sailors overseas on

positive state of mind, & modern medical science. The

several occasions to represent the country, & the CYC, in

Dorothy Norris Lounge, the area in the SW corner of the

World championship regattas. Those who benefitted, apart

clubhouse, was named after her in I980's. It would be great

from son Richard, include Peter Harvey, Erik Adriaanse, Rod

Huntress, Neil Primrose/S Bacon/L Donoghue (CYC) 2nd

if we could again have that area identified by appropriate

Dalgleish, David Bull & Peter Thompson. Her legendary

Division 5:

signage.

social functions for this purpose are described in my More

Dodgem (Gem 550) Don & Libby Shortridge (CYC) 4, 1st

The role of the Associates (formed in lune 1961, disbanded

Bits & Pieces article elsewhere in this newsletter.
Dorothy was one of those people who called a spade a

Windsong (Farr 6000) lan & Rosemarie Hawke/Tina Patmore (CYC) 6, 2nd

June 1984) was to raise money for the provision of amenities,

Red's Legend (Sabre) Tony Esplin (TBYC) 10, 3rd

furnishings, & other incidentals to make the Clubhouse more

spade, knew what she wanted & usually achieved it, had

presentable & comfortable, as well as to encourage social

great entertaining skills & a huge heart - she was just the

interaction between members. Dorothy had a histoiy of

epitome of the grand old dame of the Canberra Yacht Club.

Handicap: Rolling Stone (Spiral) Rory Gleeson (CYC) 1st
Speed Demon (Sabre) Ben Maskiell (GLYC) 2nd

fundraising for the Red Cross & applied her skills in plenty
at the CYC, together with a number of other key women. Two

u

many years & helped out in many other practical ways. Dick

Richard & Murray, were veiy much involved in the sailing

Handicap: Fiasco II, Angus Reid/A Chris/B Charlie (CYC) 1st

>-

was a Research Scientist at CSIRO & their sons, Richard &

scene, especially in the 505 Class. Dorothy was instrumental

Artful Doger (Spiral) Andrew Breen (CYC) 3rd
(U

D
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BBQsettings, totalling $1,042, plus $475 for 8 extra tables

subseouent years had primaiy cancers in three other vital

Imhoff (CYC) eoual 3rd
3

orothy passed away on 28 Februaiy 2005. Several of us

PA system, extra fittings for the ladies room, & timber for 3

Quick Sticks, Walter Turnbull/Matt Owen/G Breen/S Reed/A Golby/O Merz (CYC) 3, 1st
Escapade, Peter Barter/A Holman/B Chohan/F Latimore/ (CYC) 10, Serious Fun, Steve Cartwright/P Fitsgerald/P Smith/I Wyers/T
-O

Dorothy Norris

dining room...' And, in 1976/77, the Associates paid for a

Peter Forster, Hon Historian
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afternoon, but on deck again at 7pm to see the sunset and have

10 minute gun - B.OOhrs Boxing Day

LO

I hover over my winch ready for another snap tack as we weave

o

amongst the 116 boats, totally blown away by the spectacle from
the start line. 7 minutes. I counted 14 helicopters. There were
thousands of spectator craft, ferries, canoes, tinnies, anything

-Q
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something to eat. starving. Warm night so wear the minimum I

LO

can, as we expect a sail change soon, big sails and hard work. A

o

line of stern lights are heading south, hugging the coast, we are

!_

still well out to sea.

rt

that would float. 5 minutes says Mary. |im is doing well to

We copped it gradually the next day and then it was on the nose

dodge the other boats. We were starting from the second line

big time.

being veiy cautious, it's a long way to Hobart. Pete as forward

Ships log - 27/12/2004

hand, is on the bow calling traffic with shouts and some rude

Time
0000

hand signals. I minute. A Quick tack back to starboard, heads

0210

go down, the winches scream, ropes creak, now we have clear

0600

air. Boom! - the start cannon roars over the water and we get a
0745

great start.
We work our way up the harbour, too busy to see much; the

1200

choppy mess which doesn't help, a collective decision is made

1400

Some boats in front kept going but sail into a hole under north
head, we are lifted, beat them out, around the sea mark, gone -

u

Ships lo g - 2 6 / 12/2004
Time
1355
1630

H

aving grown up in Hobart, for me, sailing in the Sydney to
Hobart was always inevitable; it was just a matter of when

it would happen. As a teenager I had spent many hours on the
dock perving on the yachts, or from time to time in my Cherub
following the finishing yachts up to the entrance of constitution

-

1003

155

1002

17.9

25kn SE

1002

179

17.8

23kn Sth

1001

196

-

30kn SSW

1003

208

15.9

30kn SW

1005

228

14.4

35kn SW

1004

255

headsail only

Boxing Day
The bride and I drove up from Canberra leaving 4.30 am with
two friends who would join other wives and family on a cruise

1825
2000

Position
33.50
151.1
34.14
151.20
34.30
151.17
34.54
151.13

we are going to fall off a wave, all 7 tons plus goes into midair

Speed
7.8

W ater
Temp
I8deg

Wind
I2kn NE

Bar
1014

G PS
M iles
0

9.1

18.3

20kn NE

1012

20.9

9

18.3

I8kn NE

1010

37.2

9

18.2

22kn NE

1010

52.2

and I rise off the bunk. I tense up the toes which are hard up
Sails
Main
1M
Main
1.5 Sp
Main
1.5 Sp
Main
1.5 Sp

against the bulkhead and grip the pipes of the rack. The
constant sound of water rushing past the hull stops, a moment
of nothing.... and then, Crash! It's like a giant hammer hitting
the outside of the chamber I am in. It jars the senses and
sometimes hurts my back. While I had experienced it many
times before, it still takes days to sleep through it. Sorry! ,
bellows the helmsman above the roar outside.

to watch the start. We arrived at the CYCA amongst organised

being consumed and the odd case of ale going down a hatch

get off the shelf, into some of the 2knt southerly current and

off big waves, it's real hard work to get out of the pipe cot and

I was lucky enough to get a spot on a Farr 40 participating in

way. To Quote a media well known, “the dock was full of posers

turn right. The 1.5 spinnaker goes up and so does the boat

into your wet weather gear, I have thermals on and nothing else

this year's 60th Anniversary Sydney to Hobart Race. After an

and wanna be's", I understand why; it's electric. The skippers

audition that ensured I knew the blunt from the sharp end, then

were the ones wearing a nervous look leaving the race briefing."

some surfing with speeds of II - 12 knots at

after about 2 hours sleep in 24, the skipper came to check if I

We're gonna get hammered says one." “Oh great! says I”

times, fantastic sailing.

Then with last hugs and photos over with, we head out into the

The first 12 - 24 hours were great, but the Farr

harbour, flags flying and wearing our flash crew shirts, motoring

can be really tricky down wind - surfing down

past the tourist boats and hundreds of spectator craft. We are

5m swells with average 25-30 kt (46-56 km/h -

willingness to train hard and get to know the boat inside out
Also I'm lucky not to get sick Occasionally a bit of nausea creeps
in, but a blast of fresh air and I'm fine. I needed it this trip.
"Aurora" is a one off design Farr 40 based at Lake Macquarie,
owned by husband and wife team Jim and Mary Holley. Jim the
skipper has competed in 11 Hobart’s, Mary is the Navigator
and has done 7, the rest of the crew, including round the world
sailor Gote Vickstrome, Rob Saunders, Paul Jones, Pete Tolchard,
Steve Phelps - had 18 Hobart's between them. Matt Cooke and
I were the newcomers. A very experienced crew and a boat that

u

18

“You're up!” someoneyells in my ear. In other words "I need

I also took along a radio licence, first aid, YA quals. and a

C

1006

your cot", I just got to sleep I'm sure. With the boat launching

the right personal equipment and some experience - 1did - and

rd

22kn NE

Sails
Main
1.5 Sp
Main
Poled #3
Main
1 reef #4
Main
1 reef #4
Main
2 reef #4
Main
3 reef #5
Main
3 reef #5
Main
3 reef #5
#5

is reaching fast but too shy yet for the spinnaker. The plan is to

including, a current sea safety certificate, the required sea miles,

<
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GPS
Miles
94.6

We head out to sea and as the breeze swings more NE the boat

was still normal. I also needed all the required qualifications

rd

Bar
1009

being loaded, crew up masts for a last check, big breakfasts

gorilla sized crew.

u
rd
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Wind
22kn NE

chaos; tourists, family and sailors everywhere, sails and stores

dock. “I will do that one day" I said. "Yeah maybe", grunted my

u

2100

W ater
Temp
17.6

There is a particular sound and feel to the boat when you know

> ■
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1700

Position Speed
35.27
9
151.10
35.47
9
151.05
36.21
8.5
151.47
36.31
150.41
36.40
6.5
150.29
36.50
7
150.15
36.55
5.5
150.01
37.13
6.5
150.07
37.39
6.5
150.07

next stop Hobart.

Sailing back toTassie

u

0930

breeze lightens a little and is very disturbed. The water is a
kto go right, this works well and we get to south head Quickly.

z
-Q
<U

back, away from the maxis. Good.
3 minutes. |im has gone to the right of the line. 2 minutes. And

I I

finished 2nd in division in the treacherous 1998 race made me
more relaxed, but the dire forecast and media hype didn't help
with my nerves.

u

^^speed, average of 9 knots but we are enjoying

greeted with a very pleasant morning, then afternoon, about

log figures are of course at the time taken) of

_Q

25c, with a I5kt NE breeze.

wind up our tail. When the breeze picked up

13

After reporting in to the committee boat, we find a Quieter
corner of the harbour and |im called the crew around for a final
meeting." Fella's - it's going to be tough for several days when
the front comes through; "we'll be in survival mode for a while”.

to average 35kts (64km/h) we dropped the

u

spinnaker, gybed, set the headsail and started
heading back inshore to catch the cold front
moving in from the SW.

Remember! Harnesses at the 4pm first watch, 3 on, 3 off - hook

Mary is trying to find out when the cold front

on beforeyou leave the companionway! No exceptions! Look

will hit, probably tomorrow morning. The

afteryourselves andyour watch buddy. Try and keep dry and

barometer is falling, we are pleased to see not

warm, tell me ifyou are not. If sick, over the side, not down

below 1000. Nothing about the change on the

u
rd
>rd
s_

below! Keep hydrated! Get your rest. We then drank a toast to

I705hr sked, the leaders haven't hit ityet. A

our boat - Aurora! The next toast would be at Tasman Island S
days later.

few nervous glances around the cockpit. I am

-Q

happily able to sleep for 2 hours in the

C
rd
{_ )

<L>

Nick on the helm of Aurora, sailing out of the storm

Ships log - 30/12/2004

I 2

morning of the 28th, the

LO

seas had increased in size to

O

9m and become very

(TS

Time
0000

confused. The wind was 35-

1200

40 kts (64-74 km/h), with

2100

squalls of 50kts (92km/h).

X

Water
Temp

Wind

Bar

GPS
Miles

7

-

I8kn S

1018

556

6.5

-

lOkn S

1019

628

5.5 ESE

1019

676

Position Speed
41.04
150.07
41.59
148.58
42.45
148.26

11.9

3

Finally we rounded the Iron Pot Lighthouse at the entrance to
Sails

the Derwent and under spinnaker slowly made our way to the

LO

Main
#1 heavy
Main
#1 heavy
Main
# 1 light

finish line. We finished 5 days. 2 hours. 39 minutes and 36

o

I5C felt like a warm bath but
cooling down Quickly. We

line and set off towards Tasman Island, to turn the corner to the
Derwent River and Hobart.

over the deck (and over us).
then very rapidly the wind
and hail chilled you to the
bone! You couldn't hear up
in deck, hand signals were
the go. The scream was
intense, any water loose was
blown sideways, the white
out was intense at times.
You had to wedge yourself
into a staunchen or deck winch to prevent getting tossed or

Tasman Island in the dawn light

u

>
u

washed into the cockpit and cop more bruises.
under to prevent “gunwale bum', then put on a full length

We are stunned to hear from May about the lead boats and that

overall mid layer that is splash proof ( I use it as my pillow so I

Skandia is a "shipping hazard” some where off Flinders in front

know where it is in the dark), bib and brace pants, my wet

of us. Lots of boats retiring to Eden but we are still going well

weather jacket, woollen socks and sea boots, a thermal neck

and taking a conservative approach. Not too much sail up, we

warmer and beanie and when steering, gloves and goggles. Over

aim to get there, at one point just the number 5 headsail and

the top I have my Secumar Cat I inflatable safety vest (I seriously

the main totally tied down, we are still doing six knots! Now we

know where the firing handle is!), it has a built in harness,

are digging in towards Flinders Island to get into the lee,

strobe light, Eperb satellite beacon, dye marker, whistle and

looking for smaller seas.
Ships log - 29/12/2004

front. But then there's only room for one person at a time to
wedge themselves into the bench near the head to have a pee.

Time
0000

dress and get going. The bench is under the diy foods locker,
but 1notice plastic bags floating back and forth inside, we have
a leak somewhere, shipping some waves. I hook on and then fall

1200
1800

out on deck to do my bit. One of the guys has been tossed off
the toilet seat, breaks the hinges and breaks the modest wall

2100

surrounding the head. He's ok but the wall isn't, 'Quick repair
done to door, seat is history. Some guys are sick during the
overnight watches due to very lumpy, confused sea: we grab the
back of their harness just in case, as they suffer to leeward.

u

u
ro
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40.54
148.26

8

-

6

-

6.5

-

5

-

Wind

Bar

GPS
Miles

35kn SW

1009

408

22kn
SSW
I2kn
SE

1015

492

1018

527

12kn
SE

1019

547

Ships lo g - 28/12/2004

Rounding Tasman Island off Cape Pillar was an absolute joy; I

Bar

GPS
Miles

6

30kn SW

1004

271

7

25-35kn SW 1005

316

6.5

25-35kn SW 1008

335

Position Speed

0000

37.53
150.12
38.22
150.28
38.25
150.09
38.47
149.55
39.04
149.56

0900
1200
1800
2100

Water
Temp

5

30kn W SW

1010

373

4

20kn

10101

390

Sails
#5
headsail only
Main
3 reef #5
Main
3 reef #5
Main
3 reef #5
Main
3 reef #5

years. The sheer cliffs and the light house perched on top are

-O
<u

breathtaking, lust off the bottom of the cliff, the sea birds are
pouncing on something and wheel around in a noisy tight circle,

beer or three. Soon we are on our mobile phones, and slowly
winding down after a very, veiy, tough and punishing passage.
Aurora finished 40th over the line out of 64 boats to finish. 52

the odd seal pops up for a look. We can see Cape Roul in the

retired. We finished 29th in IRC and 3rd in the 20years

distance and figure we have 8-10 hours more to sail; how

veterans class.

wrong we were.

My thanks to |im and M ay Holley from the Lake MacQuarie

Past the bottom of Tasmania and having turned right, we had to

Yacht Club and the crew of Aurora for an opportunity I will not

Pbeat the several boats around us to improve our standing but we
ended up becalmed in Storm Bay. We went in close to the cliffs

forget. Also to my very patient and brave wife Margie, and my
family and friends for the support and encouragement I

looking for falling cold air, but still others sailed off into the

received. Thanks to the crew for the jokes and photographs,

distance to finish in front of us. Come on you Canberra dinghy

and Rob Saunders for adding some further scary detail to this

sailors yells the skipper!

text.

u

This race is an icon of Australian sport, and has been a goal in
my life almost forever. And as they say, not everyone can be a

Ships l o g - 3 I/I 2/2004
Time
0000
0600

Water
Temp

Wind

Bar

GPS
Miles

4

12

9kn NNE

1019

686

4

11

12kn N W

1016

721

2

II

)

1013

733

Position Speed
42.55
148.16
43.15
147.48
43.07
147.35

winner, but sometimes; just to finish in the Sydney to Hobart is
Sails
Main
#1 light
Main
#1 light
Main
# 1 light/
spinnaker

to be a winner.

>■

Nick Hildyard, January 2005

u

Sails
Main
3 reef #5
Main
2 reef #5
Main
1 Reef
# 1 heavy
Main #1
heavy

The night of the 29th brought new challenges. The wind had
moderated to 25-30 kts. it was very dark, no moon and no stars
X
13

the storm had turned and we found ourselves in the middle.

u

Thankfully the wind remained fairly constant as we were blinded

+->

by the sheet lightning. That's what a rabbit in a spotlight feels
U

like!

rd

You get into a routine - gear off, find a windward cot. gear on,

>-

do your shift, hot soup, great... gear off, bliss - sleep. Too

rd

rough to eat properly, I live on fruit and mars bars for a day or

L_

i_

more until braver souls are able to make some sandwiches while

CD
X
C

getting tossed around the galley. Where are we? The radio is
The breeze remained steady at 30-35kts from the SW, but the air

blaring, ok sounds good, back to sleep. Interestingly 50 boats

temperature dropped rapidly. It wasn't raining anymore - it was

have retired to Eden, do they know something we don't?

hail, burning any exposed flesh. Goggles were the go. By the

Z

We arrive at around 4pm just in time for New Years Eve and a

midnight it looked as though we would sail behind it. By 0300,
Wind

Time

P3

lots of applause; I see some rellies on the dock. The crew are

monitoring the movement of the storm for several hours and by

(U
X)

39.19
150.07
39.56
148.58
40.40
148.30

Water
Temp

Entering Constitution Dock was also magic, smiling faces and

- until the electrical storm arrived! We had been visually

_D
ZS

Position Speed

normally finish. "You've sailed an honest Hobart" said the
skipper shaking my hand as we crossed the finish line, the veiy

Quiet and enjoy the moment.

was woken up to come see, a sight I had not witnessed for some

1200

sharp knife. It weights a tonne. It takes me 20 minutes to get it
all on and usually I am last on deck, therefore get the wettest in

Next day we popped out of the mist to see the Tasmanian coast

were shipping a lot of water
The water warmed us. but

seconds after the start. About a day later than this boat would

big grin on my face telling all.

The water temperature at
_Q
<U

I 3

rd

The Crew of Aurora in Hobart

u

1 5

I 4

LO

LO

o
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Bits & Pieces from the
1. Thanks to the Hippislty/Gem connection, I have now met

the newspaper report as a 'mad cap can can', featuring

foundation Club Captain, Steve Mauger. Steve is the onjy

several of our elite skippers. Can you imagine Peter
Harvey, Eric Adriannse, Rod Dalgleish, & Peter

interClub contest. I hope we can establish a format that will be durable &

information. David has undertaken to establish what

Thompson (before his accident), among others, in their

result in Clubs other than the CYC having a chance to win the trophy. In

information is available in the family records that might

tu tus & tights, performing the can can! The costumes,

the early days of sailing on LBG, there were several interClub events, with

by Dorothy Norris, )o Nicol & Ruby Kelly, were 'authentic

at least three perpetual trophies. All have fallen into disuse because we no

detail Steve's achievements etc.

to the last frill & feather'!

rd

>rd
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But perhaps with the benefit of some lateral thinking, the committee can

copy of the recently produced histoiy of the CORC. This

devils, witches' hats & brooms & a smoke screen of dry

is a very comprehensive booklet which sets out in some

ice', with some 120 guests devouring appropriate food.

won Australian championship, & other major events, over theyears. Listed

detail the involvement of CYC members, & others, in the

Dorothy Norris, as the then President of the Associates,

below are those 1have been able to establish but if anyone can add to the

setting up of this group in 1979, the range of boats that

was again veiy much involved. And I have fond memories

list, I would be delighted to hear from you: (Australian champions unless

have been campaigned & cruised over those years, & the

of Ted Eagan, the current Administrator of the NT, sitting

stated otherwise)

achievements. It would be great if other groups

on a chair on a table, singing his songs & playing his

associated with the CYC, in particular the various Class

Fosterphone in the Clubhouse - arranged at short notice,

Associations, were to research & record their history in a

by I think, Dorothy Norris, and no doubt a good earner

similar way. Some work has been done in each of the

for the Club. Unfortunately, we have no photos of such

Seafly, Mirror & Flying 15 classes, & the trailableyachts,

occasions.
5. lohn Tracey recently sailed his Flying 15 into Central
Basin, without his mast hitting the bridge. This is

7. We need some help in establishing a full list of CYC members who have

Seafly

bridge was built to a height that would allow a 505 to sail

(dating back to the 1959!), to extract articles etc about

safely through - except that those involved, in particular,

sailing related matters in Canberra. As a result, I have a

a prominent 505 sailor who was involved in building the

sizable ring back binder full of articles, usually written

lake (Rod Dalgleish), forgot that the mast of a 505 sat on

monthly, by Billie Westen in Powerboat & Yachting (1966
to 1970) & then in Seacraft, & by Neil Primrose in
Modern Boating (1971 to 1978), together with a range of

sketch plan that accompanies the documents for the LBG

articles written by others on particular facets relating to

Inaugural Regatta, the clearance height of

the lake, to the Club or to a particular regatta or Class of

Commonwealth Avenue Bridge at the centre, at normal

505

Rod Dalgleish (1966, 1970, 1973), Peter Harvey (1969, 1971)

Heron

John Weddell (1966)

OK

Jeremy Firth (1971)

Cherub

Scott Morphett (1980)

Cheriy 16

Tim Holt (1983)

underestimating the height by 2 or 3 feet. According to a

Timpenny 670Gordon Davidson (1979, 1980), Mark Hopkins (1981)

lake level, is 24 ft 10 7/8th inches ( 25 feet = 7.620

6. The recent Australia Day Regatta stimulated a Question

Baldock, Anne-Kiystal and Lionel: Coghlan,
Michael and Debra; Davis, Neal; Dirou, Peter,

Peter; Nixon, Jennifer; Morphett, David and
Julia; Stafford, Dianne; Thurston, Robin; Page,

>
u

Ken and Karen; Paine, Bruce; Watson, Hilary;
Watson-Smith, Harry.
Current membership stands at 453, up from 429
at time of last publication.

Alan Cichero (1974), Daniel Keyes (1995)

the deck rather than on the keelson, thereby

metres).

u

W elcom e to: Appleyard, Jackie: Bailey, Ian:

Richard; Giovanelli, Philip; Johnson,

1978), John Gascoigne(l976)

^/lirror

M ar ‘05

(1968), Peter Forster (1970, ='72, '74), Peter Fullagar (1972,

Greg Robinson (1977, '78 & '79)

the recorded information about the Club over theyears.

Jan ‘05 -

lack and Rick; Dixon, Ian; Evans, Julian; Garner,

Careel 22

boat. This information helps to fill in some of the gaps in

New &
re-joining
members

Gurth Kimber (1965), John White (1966 & 19667), Lloyd Carr

somewhat surprising because the story goes that the

Januaiy was to search my collection of sailing magazines

_a
<u

come up with a workable format.

warlocks 'regaled with pumpkin lanterns, toads, bats,

4. I have also been sorting through our collection of

u

And in 1977, there was a Halloween Party, with witches &

longer have groups of the same type of boat sailing at each of the Clubs.
P

Dunn, we now have in our collection of documents etc a

3. My personal challenge over those hot days we had during

U

Thisyears Chief Minister's Regatta reintroduces the concept of an

be relevant to the CYC & to provide obituaries etc that

forthcoming 50year 'publication'.

rs

January, to the actual day.

foundation Flag Officer on whom we have virtually no

but more needs to be done as a contribution to our

-Q

to the change of the Australia Day holiday from the Monday nearest to 26

recall the highlight of the evening - what is described in

up with David Leach who has family connections with our

2. Courtesy of the Canberra Ocean Racing Club, via Mike

>■

Club Historian

Contender

Andre Webster (1997)

Tasar

lohn Tracey (World GM Champion, 1997)

Hobie 18

Mike Dunn ? Dates

-Q
=3

u

An interesting & commendable effort over a diverse group of classes!
8. By the time this is published, I hope we will be in a position to show to

newspaper cuttings & was reminded in one cutting of

about whether we had previously conducted regattas on

what the Club was like 'in the good old days', in

Australia Day. To the best of my knowledge, there was no

members the copies of films that we obtained last year from ScreenSound,

particular, with its social functions. For instance, the

general Club regatta but the trailableyachts ran a regatta

of the early days of sailing on Lake George & LBG. Two films show some

Associates Committee organised an Evening in Paris in

over the Australia Day long weekend, for manyyears.

great, historic footage.

|u!y 1973, to raise money for five of our skippers who

But, 1997 seems to have been the last occasion when

were travelling to Hong Kong to compete in the World

such a regatta was conducted - that was the 19th such

505 Championships. Despite the lapse of time I well

regatta. The demise of the regatta was no doubt related

u
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C o m m o d o r e
P e t e r

D a lto n

Mar/Apr 2005

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
V i c e C o m m o d o r e
G r a h a m

Giles

Sun

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

20

M a r c h

Pointscore 19, 2pm

T re as u re r
T revor

Q

(w ) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au
R e a r C o m m o d o r e
Se rv ic es

Ian
cd
+-»

C
O

ID

W e d
23
M a r c h
End ofTwilight Sailing Dinner

H ip p is le y

M e m b e r
Sun

Hawke

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

A p r i l

S a t / S u n

Rea r C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
N ic k

3

Pointscore 20, Championship 7, 2pm

9-10

A p r i l

ACT Youth Championships

H ild y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au

Su n
10 A p r i l
Youth Sail Academy parents day and BBQ

Rear

America's Mug -champion of champions

P e t e r

C o m m o d o r e

Racing

F u lla g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

E
E

o
u
u
>u

Rea r

C o m m o d o r e

O p e r a t io n s

Paddy Hodgman

S a t
lune
25
Presentation Night, Southern Cross Club,
Woden

(h)6285 3694 (m) 0401 929 0 18
lpmg_hodgman@msn.com.au

Club

M anager

MatthewOwen
(w ) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard &
Martin van der Hoek lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
For advertising contact

matt.owen@canberrayachtdub.com.au

Peter Forster
16 Douglas St
CURTIN ACT 2905
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Close racing in the Annual Champion of Champions Regatta

Contents
In this issue you will read about:

A C T S A I L I N G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Yarra lu m la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
C A N BERRA C ITY AC T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

♦

Champion of Champion's

♦

Castles rock at Marlay point

♦

Nominations sought for awards

♦

Presentation evening 18 |une

N ew s
STOP PRESS!

rom the Sailors Cabin

STOP PRESS!

STOP PRESS !

This just in from the Club Manager - The Sailing School has just had its 500th student
enrolment for this sailing season. Lastyear the SS put 464 students through the school.
Something for the whole club to be veiy proud of.
The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the
C an b erra Sou thern Cross C lub

^

Q-ossClub
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The visual spectacle was wonderful and those assembled on

seen close at hand at the CYC

and off the water enjoyed their afternoon in the autumn sun.

Champion of Champions

Ross Pover boldly accepted the task of PRO for the day, his

racing event thisyear.

first ever, and with the help of some experienced flying

Champions from each CYC

fifteeners plus Marty Van der Hoek and his crew on Tooheys

Division were pitted against

Red, th^ all did a fine job. On water refereeing was

each other in a serious tussle

instituted thisyear and was provided by our own globe

to find the Club Champion for

trotting Yachting Rules Guru lohn Whitfield. Three of our

this season. The winner has

champion sailors who incurred John's deep wrath for a

the honour of being the holder

breach of rules were on the receiving end of some very

of the “ America's Mug"

powerful blasts of his deadly whistle, one burst from which

trophy. The gusty 20 knot

immediately enforced a disastrous 720 degree penalty turn.

winds produced some close

Perhaps I should buy one for my own use in the coming

encounters and daring tactics

nationals! Thanks also to the catering crew of Sara Kennedy,

in the short course racing.

Rosemary Hawke and my Hella for their Appalachian hot

Many Oooh's and Aaah's were

dogs and Kentucly style home baked apple pie and cream

heard from the spectators

served up in large numbers to the crews and supporters.

assembled in our attractive new
marguee purchased with funds
supplied to the CYC by the
CCYA and erected for the first
time for this important
occasion.

regattas and will act as a focal point for CYC social events

years ago as an idea that Terrie

disbanded Canberra Cruising Yacht Association. George

being one which resulted in an outboard engine being

Americas Cup mug was run on Sunday 17 April, in ideal

clipped off the stern of'Walter Turnbull'.

T

racing conditions. The regatta consisted of 5 short

Reeves officially presented the equipment to the CYC as a

Australian defence of the

Trophy on April 17th and he asked me to ensure that your

The seven champions participating were the winners of their

and whose involvement with 'the mug' goes back to its

America's Cup in Freemantle.

CYC Committee arrange lots of sailors parties under this

respective divisions in the recent Summer Championship

inauguration in 1986.

Ralph was the President of the

new canvas in 2006.

Series. Representing the large trailerables was Dave Bizant

Who would have ever thought

then that soon we will watch a Swiss boat defending this
holy grail ofyachting in Spain!!! Perhaps Ralph and Terrie
should have given the New York Yacht Club their own
“America's Mug” so that the NYC can also keep theirs! It
was great to have Ralph and Betyl Sipes back again thisyear
at my invitation, along with Lawanda and Master Sgt George

The famous CYC fleet work horse Tooheys Red will be given
a mega face lift and refit over winter and Matt Owen advises
she will appear next season resplendent in new liveiy to do
another lOyears of hardyakka. The ACT Government kindly
assisted with this funding of this vital club boat in their grant
to the CYC and we thank them for their help. The CYC race

association members.

<t3

CU

C YC W ebsite

trailerable division; Matthew Francis the fast dinghies; Bob
Watkins the catamarans; |ohn Trac^ the Flying Fifteens;
Graeme Wykes (in lieu of Dave Denahy) the Gems and Matt
Owen the Elliott 7s. Absent was Nigel Harvey, who won the
small dinghy division.

Ralph Sipes, representing the Australia America Association

team on board Crusader', the drivers Ron Fisher and Warren
Reynolds, lohn Whitfield for keeping the contestants honest
and to Hella Moebus and Sara Kennedy for keeping the
troops fed with hot dogs and apple pie and cream. Thanks
also to Terri Ebrill for sprucing up the place and getting
members into the Americas Cup swing.

the Elliotts provided a further two.

responsible for much of the planning of this welcome

boats to be sailed, with the only proviso that Matt Owen not

improvement to our facilities. You might also spot a second

sail his own boat. Spinnakers were not permitted.

ramp at the club, newly provided for the benefit of the

Spectators on shore were treated to a very lively contest, with

catamaran and dinghy sailors. The ramp design and

Russell-Smith ('Aeolus'), Steve Cartwright ('Serious Fun'),

each heat keenly contested. Club members and friends were

installation was organised by our tent erection expert Trevor

Ben Dagger ('Elusive'), Angus Reid ('Fiasco2') and Greg

able to enjoy the spectacle from the newly acQuired marQuee,

Hippisley.

Breen/Matt Owen ( Walter Turnbull'). Our thanks also to

donated to the club by the CCYA and erected alongside the

Peter Barter and Howard Faulks who made their boats

Winter racing starts in a few weeks and we hope to break our

tower.

available but were not reouired.

Peter Dalton Flying High

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.

u

Our thanks go to Ross Pover as Race Officer and his able

winter and Vice Commodore Graham Giles has been

record of race entries, see you there.
their generous loan of their Quick boats for this close racing.

(in the absence of Mo Kalnins); Ian Hawke in the smaller

U

The Americas Cup mug was then presented to Matt Owen by

Each skipper brought along a crewmember and the owners of

Hats go off to those owners of the Elliot 7 Class yachts in

03
i_
s_

windward-leeward races, sailed in Elliott 7 trailer sailers.

tower will be also the target of a major refurbishment over

Manning representing their club president and other AA

U

he annual Champion of Champions Regatta for the

part of our sunset presentation of the Club Champions

Arzsies will be able to hang on to this

_Q
c
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C ham pion of Cham pions Regatta

Ebrill and Ralph Sipes

fine southern accent ” Hey at least you

>-

Sunday 17 April

developed prior to the

Stewart Allan, he recounted in his

U

___

families with lakeside shade and shelter at enjoy future

action by those retiring committee members of the now

trophy to the inaugural winner

U

needed for purchase of a new blue and white striped tent.
This racy looking large marcjuee will provide sailors and their

was first awarded nineteen

1986 speech presenting the
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of the sailors of the CCYA in providing the bulk of money

on the lawns in front of our club. The donation was the final

Association at the time and in his
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The CYC expresses its warm appreciation for the generosity

The “America's Mug" Trophy

Australian / American

warne''.

(Photo Martin van der Hoek )
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Great sailing action was to be

Lots were drawn for the

Congratulations to all the competitors for some very close
and competitive racing. Thanks to the Elliott 7 owners and
crew who made it all possible : Trevor Hippisley ('Hippy
Hippy Shake'), Neil Primrose (NEC Huntress), Shayne
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After a slow start. Matt Owen and partner Andrew Reed,

This is not the first time Matt Owen has got to wear that

>-

sailing 'Serious Fun' got their act together and won the last 4

funny hat, to show he is the best sailor in the club, and it

rd

races, thus clinching the title. The battle for the minor

probably won't be the last. As usual he was ably assisted by

placings was close and confirmed once more that champion

Andrew Reed, plus Steve Cartwright, his boat and crew.

sailors do well in any type of boat. On water incidents were
resolved by our own international umpire, lohn Whitfield.
He had some interesting situations to consider, not least

Well done Matty.
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Presentation Nom inations
Where:
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Nominations are now sought for the following awards to be

at Top of the Cross, Southern Cross Club, Woden

presented at the dinner on Saturday, 18th |une 2005. Please

When:

contact the office, email Matt Owen at:

matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Saturday, 18th |une 2005 - 6.30pm for 7.00pm
or any committee member.

Cost:

Nominate a fellow club member for:

lo

40th
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Canberra

'Southern

N ational M irro r
Class Championships
Canberra Yacht Club
I - 6 Jan 2006

Cross Club
M ajor Sponsor

i

Tickets: $30 per Adult/$ 11per Child

♦ Yachtsman of theyear

The Canberra Yacht Club will be hosting the

♦ Yachtswoman of theyear

Australian Mirror Dinghy Championships from

Tickets can be purchased at the Sailor's Cabin after the

♦ Crew Member of theyear

1st to 6th January 2006. for more information

Winter Series races, or by contacting Martin van der Hoek

♦ Club member of theyear

go to: www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

on (02) 6273 7177 or by email at

♦ Most improved skipper of theyear

(Drinks available at the bar)

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

Nominations close 2nd May 2005.

Tickets will not be available on the night, so please book
early!
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■CHOICE

HOTELS

The DIPLOMAT of Manuka - 13 24 00
www.choiceholels.com.au
Club Sponsor

N ew & re-joining
membersApni

2 0 0

s

W elcom e to:
less Goodacre: )im Henderson; Bill, Maiy-Ellen, Ned and Dan Hirst; lesse Parker; Simon and Vickie Wallis.
Current membership stands at 462, up from 453 at time of last publication.

Club with great launching and cruising locations close by.
Contact Peter Harvey on - 0439 486 651.

• Replacem ent fo r YA
# Gold M em bership
Third party Insurance Cover

%

which will provide $10 million cover to a particular boat (not

u
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R E P O R T S
arbr.com.au

www.yachtcharters.com.au
S u m m e r Series Sponsor

Twilight Series Sponsor

A C T D IN G H Y SER V IC ES

For all your dinghy needs
at competitive prices
Masts
Apparel
Rigging
Sails
Call Debra or Tom
0418 333963

an individual).

It is available only to YAI SilverAbuth

members at a premium of $141.00, with a renewal date of I
October each year. This is intended to provide a substitute

Capital Insurance Brokers

NEC
Call 13 16 32
C ity of C anb erra Regatta
Sponsor

*

www.capitalinsuranebrokers.com.au
02 6282 7666

Results Consulting

Aiijiroiia
OSCjAKisAffON iM?ROV£MEN: SftClAUSTS

www.results.com.au
6260 5213

11
RELIANCE
CAPITAL

Grahams Building Equipment
6297 4924

R e a d y W a ll
High Quality Pre-Built
Retaining Walls
lamie Cregan, 0423 379 4S5

I
I

F I N A N C I A L S 8 0 UP

A C T Boating Repairs
Col Durran Ph 6288 1498

Rick Garner Ph 6281 7750
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Club Cham pionship Race Sponsors

have a relatively low cost third party policy for their boats,

u

and this was lost with the demise of the Gold membership.
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The policy is underwritten by Suncorp Medway, and there no
commercial product, but only available to YAI members.

Universal T russes

Details and application information are available on the YAI

Sponsor of C ham pion of C ham pions“ A m ericas M ug”

website.

Roof Trusses - Wall Frames - Windows - Complete Floor Systems
52 Sheppard Street Hume ACT 2620
Phone: (02) 6260 1436 Fax: (02) 6260 1462

minimum number of participants. It is entirely a stand-alone

>

Youth Sailing Regatta
Sponsor

for the Third Party Policy that formerly attached to Gold
Membership. Previously a number of sailors were keen to

U
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YAI has negotiated a Third Party Liability Insurance Policy,

U
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YACHT CHARTERS

while you sail the boat at Metung?
Peter has a holiday home for rent close to the Metung Yacht
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QUEENSLAND

Looking for
som ewhere to stay
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As time went on the light faded and navigation lights went

became slippeiy and cold and our clothes absorbed the

on. We continued to push left into the shore. It is a 10

damp.

nautical mile bash across Lake Wellington. The water was

H ow Solitaire
(a Castle 650)
won th e 2005
M arlay Point
Race

smooth inshore and the boat was powering on with the No I
genoa.

as the sun set, was slowly knocking us. This was good as the

and grind to halt. Eveyone woke up and we gently floated

lee shore was fast approaching and we needed to tack. Most

off. It re-assured us that we were on the SW shore.

We tacked as the wind continued to move to the north. This

making ground on us. Soon we realised it was another

McLennan Straits. Dark descended. Soon the red lead lights
were in view. What a sight. To leeward was the whole fleet.

Point Turner just astern of the interloper. We wondered who

Green and red lights eveiywhere.

else had passed us during the night.

Some confusion and disorientation started to set in as we

It was time to re-focus. We could catch this boat.

from around the boat. Was it a shark feeding? No. It turned
out to be a school of dolphins happily feeding that stayed

two tacks and were in 7th place overall entering the Strait.
Little were we to know what lay ahead. After rounding Plover
Point one has to negotiate some shallows and the massed
onshore 'support' crew who are expert in 'verbal sledging'

surplus cruising items out of the boat, study the information

We passed the Club for the first time at 6.44am hoping to

available about the Gippsland Lakes (especially water

Wellington Yacht Club.

to a stop as it ran aground. Instead of tacking, I bore away

see a shorten course, but no - it was around Raymond

depths), monitor the weather patterns, organise an on-shore

Looking at the weather map (and the big high over

to go behind him, hitting the bottom as well. We seemed to

Island for us.

support crew and listen to the local experts. It's that easy!

Gippsland) we decided not to join in the pre-race

take ages trying to get off the mud as the breeze faded and

As we drifted down the McMillan Strait it was hard to

Well not Quite. A bit more to it really. You also need that

celebrations in Metung and Loch Sport, preferring to spent

the fog descended. Eventually we were clear and making our

concentrate. Swarms of mosQuitoes drifted around us filling

element of luck.

some time polishing and sanding down dings on the boat

way up the Straits as the pea soup fog became thicker. We

the cabin and sucking our veins. The sun rose to warm our

that been picked up after a season of both cruising and

hugged the shore, nearly running into the Police boat that

bodies, sails dried and we set of into the Lake King. It was

racing. It was decided to trailer the boat down to the Lake

was tied up to the bank. Half a boat length visibility at the

time to stay focussed, clear the sea grass from the rudder

Wellington Yacht Club mid afternoon on Saturday in

most. Distinguishing the bank was almost impossible and

and find a way through the multitude of ‘holes' that lay in

preparation for a 7.30 pm start. This was a good move in

the bowman became our eyes and ears. When he said 'tack'

front of us.

2005 as many yachts had to motor for some 6 hours to reach

it had to be immediate! This scenario continued for hours.

the start line.

Tying to miss trees and logs while conscious that other

and good visibility. It was, as they say, a ‘champagne ride'.
improve the final placing.

conditions the time limit would be extended to 4pm Sunday

Finally, Hollands Landing could be recognised as we sailed to

afternoon, we new that we were in for a long race. Visibility

within metres of the jetty, tacking at the last minute. Now to

was poor due to controlled burning off in the region and

find the unlit pylons running a kilometre out into Lake

there was to be no moon.

Victoria.

With all the safety gear aboard and suitable food and drinks,

Our torch made little difference, with everyone's eyes

across Lake Victoria - becalmed. We drifted painfully

it was time to get out on the water. Soon the adrenalin was

straining to find the first pylon knowing that the channel was

towards the finish line, barely able to fill the spinnaker. The

working as the ISO strong fleet jockg'ed for a starting

only 90metres wide with shallow water either side. Then we

wake from powerboats making the task even more difficult.

position. We started to recognise many of our friends from

saw one - what a relief! Now to find the second. We worked

other regattas and the hot competition that was present. The

in co-operation with Casper, an Elliot 7, sharing information

As the time of the event drew near the boat was checked and

countdown to the start began with a 10 knot SE breeze

about the pylon locations. Soon we had a genera! bearing to

the first three Castles. Even a top half finish in the fleet
would be OK.
An experienced Canberra crew of John Tracey and Craig
Murphy agreed to join Solitaire. They had both sailed the
right.

suspect fitting and lines replaced. Simple reefing

blowing. It was a very long line and the sports boats were

get out into the Lake Victoria.

rd

arrangements were put in place. Having seen the Lakes a

starting with us. Which end of the line to start? A few

The wind dropped to a zephyr and the only noise was from

seething mass of foam with the wind blowing the tops off

minutes before the start I decided to go low. Down the line

the dolphins that were feeding around us. We drifted off into

CU

waves that were big enough to surf on, there was no room

we went starting just up from the leeward start boat. Soon

the fog with no GPS and only a general compass bearing to

for complacency.

we had clear air and were driving into the distant shore.

assist. The early morning grew colder and the dew dripped

Most of the fleet headed right.

from the sails. Eveiything was damp. The fibreglass decks
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progressed. Little wind and a long way to go - perhaps
another 8 hours. We were still catching and passing boats.

An average result set the scene to have another go and

boat before and were accomplished sailors in their own

>-

boats, that were barely visible, were also in the channel.

u

The clock ticked on and the sun beat down as the day

Following the briefing that advised because of the light wind

For 2005 my goal was to improve and if possible be one of

rd

lifts or knocks - eveiy metre counted. We slowly drew
ahead as the Paynesville Yacht Club came into site.

and ruiningyour night vision with powerful spotlights. We

which was completed in a veiy fast time, with a full moon

u

skills were called into use. Up the shore, tacking on small

were in company with a Ferrier catamaran that suddenly came

my first night race, in 2004 I sailed Solitaire in the event

JZ

We were trying hard to catch the interloper who was spoiling

checked for the trip as did the car. It’s 550klm to the Lake

In my case I had sailed as a crew in a Castle 650 in 2003 for

u

Island.

As the boat was in Canberra, the trailer needed to be

It also helps to be familiar with the area and to have raced in

o

Paynesville, knowing that we still had to round Raymond

experienced crew, a good set of sails, take all the

a few Marlay Points to get a feel for what you are up against.

JD

of wind could be seen as eveiyone struggled to reach

our party. All of our accumulated Lake Burly Griffin sailing

worked for us in 2005.
ake one competitive Castle 650 (Solitaire), add two

u

The wind was starting to swing as dawn broke. Small lines

do we round! Not to woriy we made the rounding mark in

Here are some hints that

>T

boats sliding through the dark and mist. Close to Point
Turner another boat, with no navigation lights, was slowly
Castle 650 (She Said Yes). As dawn neared we rounded

neared Plover Point. Funny noises and splashes were coming

Q.
<

The fog was slowjy lifting and we could make out other

gave us a nice lift towards the Plover Point mark leading in to

near us for much of the night. Lights everywhere! Which one

u

Point Turner. With no visibility one starts to become
disorientated. It was reassuring to suddenly hit the bottom

left boat in the fleet.

Marlay Point race!

fog. We were moving again, and we hoped, heading towards

We were starting to look good. A bit of a swing to the north

boats continued to push to the right. We were now the most

So you want to win the

Our next goal was Paynesville somewhere out there in the

LO

o

We joked and concentrated on keeping the boat in the
breeze that existed. Parts of the Lake were a millpond with
mirror like reflections. We neared the last rounding mark
for home and could see the mass of boats still coming

Around the entrance to Paynesville and the finishing line
was in site. We finished at 11.50.52, an elapsed time of 16
hours 5 minutes and 52 seconds. The third boat home in
Division C - 1st on handicap. Castle 650's I, 2 & 3. What a
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race!
So now we have sailed the fastest and the slowest Marlay
Point Race. It's that easy! See you there next year.
Peter Harvey C astle 6SO (Solitaire)
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Trophy Winners

Marlay Point Over N'

44th Australian
Championships

Line H onours
Division A

Zanzibar

Clifton 700

Ken Pulley

Division C

Heaven Can Wait

Austral Clubman

John Lucas

Division D

Anger Management Thompson 7

Stuart Loft

Division M

Red Shift

George Bulka

Farrier F82R

H andicap Placings
Division A

Division C

Clifton 700

Ken Pulley

2nd

Free Wind

Castles 550

Kevin Long

3rd

lust Right

Castles 550

Reg Pearce

1st

Solitaire

Castles 650

Peter Harvey

2nd

She Said Yes

Castles 650

David Barker

Fifteen International class yacht on Lake Burley

Dave Bizant

Griffin, over the period Sunday 8 lanuary to

Greg Ebling

Friday 13 lanuaiy 2006. The Proposed

Castles 650

Division D

1st

GNT

Division M

No award due to insufficient numbers

Elliott 7

he Canberra Yacht Club will host the 2006

T

National Championships for the Flying

Schedule of Events is: Sunday 8 lanuaiy 2006
- p.m. - Invitation Race. From Monday 9
lanuary to Thursday 12 lanuary 2006 racing for

Class Trophy - Castles 650

Solitaire

Peter Harvey

A d a m B rin to n Trophy (C lu b T eam ) - Won by the Sandringham Yacht
Club 37 points

the Championship will be scheduled for each
day in the afternoon. Sailing Instructions will
provide for races to be conducted

Heaven Can Wait

Austral Clubman

lohn Lucas

Rolls Ross

Ross 780

Rod Caldwell

Doinitezy

Ross 780

Rob Feigan

consecutively, with up to three races each
afternoon, with the series having a maximum of
nine heats overall. Racing will also be
conducted on the morning of Thursday 12

T h e Lindsay D ack M em o rial Trophy (C lass Team ) - Won by the
Canberra Yacht Club Castles 650 team 9 points

lanuaiy and/or Friday 13 lanuaiy as necessaiy to

Solitaire

Castles 650

Peter Harvey

accommodate races that reouire resailing, and

Wisdom

Castles 650

Dave Bizant

to maximise the number of Championship

Ting II

Castles 650

lan Brokenshire

races completed, within the limit of nine. The

In tersta te Challenge Trophy - Won by the Yachting Victoria team 28.7
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Sadly for many, the last race of the
season was abandoned after a front
^ coming in from the northwest brought
with it 25 - 30 knots plus across the
lake. But th^t didn’t stop the “dream”
team of Watt Owen and Ollie Merz
v;going for a pump across the lake in a
29er.The following photos were taken by
Martin Van Der Hoek while the rest of
us clutched our beers and hid behind
the tower.You’d think they knew what
they were doing...
■

u

Presentation Dinner is planned to be held on

Kindred Spirit

Castles 650

Ted Phillips

For more information go to:

Tarcyjin

Hartley 18

Reinier Van Dyk

www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Rolls Ross

Ross 780

Rod Caldwell

It is manyyears since the wind stayed so light for the entire race and only once
before has the fog been as thick. The conditions certainly made sailing and
navigating difficult. Congratulations to all those who completed the course, even the
one that came through at 5.15pm; a bit late to be recorded as a finisher but very
proud to have sailed all the way. The number of C and M division boats to retire
without going around Raymond Island was Quite surprising when there was plenty of
time remaining albeit not much wind.
Many thanks to the GLYC members for their assistance and co-operation and to the
Coast Guard volunteers for their excellent work in their first race. Well done to all
the LWYC members, friends and relatives who make the event happen.
Entries were close to last year's with almost forty first- timers. Hopefullyyou will all
be back next year with another group of new comers.
148 EN T R IES

<

the evening of Friday 13 lanuaiy.

points

x

CL

Canberra Yacht Club
8th - 13th January 2006

Zanzibar

Wisdom

o f the Summer Season

Flying Fifteen
International

1st

3rd

Last Race

9 Did Not Start

60 Did Not Finish

79 FIN ISH ERS

The NOR and information about the
Championship will be progressively added to
the website.
For further information contact the: Regatta
Coordinator - Graham Giles, email
ggiles@cyberone.com.au', or the Canberra
Yacht Club.
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and the other Thompson's, however at this point were

valleys displacing the shoreline. The floating weed patches

becalmed for a few minutes and could do little as the other

on the flat water became a major obstacle and although we

sports boats then left us behind. When the breeze returned,

tried to dodge them with Colin up front as the lookout, we

the entrance to McLennan Straights seemed to come up very

still got caught up and had to stop to clear the keel.

quickly and short tacks soon became the order, I even called
Q_

out starboard when one boat seemed to be getting to close,

<

receiving the reply back "Is that you |ohn?" from Dave Bizant
"Wisdom”.

(Photos by Lyn Graham, Judy Elton &Tim Jepsen)

With a dense smoke fog, visibility at this stage was down to

U
L

ike a lot of sailors I've heard stories of the Marley Night

be raised 300mm plus fairly quickly, so after several ideas a

Race, but had never taken that extra step and entered.

new system was employed. Unfortunately fabrication was

This season was different and boy did I get some raised
eyebrows when I mentioned that "Motavation" was an

u

entrant. The crew being myself, my son Colin & Rick
Longbottom.
The biggest task ahead was how to fit out a flat deck
sportsboat with "limited storage" for a 40Nm Cat 5 night
race, lust the basic requirements such as nav lights, water,
food, anchor, rope & chain, fuel for 8 hours motoring,
27mhz radio, fire extinguisher, etc, as well as the keel crane

u
u
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penetrated the smoke to light up the bank and trees with an

plod along up McMillan straights and around Raymond

eerie blue hue, as well as giving us sufficient working light

Island to finish the race. We'd come this far!
After rounding the McMillian Straights mark we finally were

The committee of

able to raise the

shore based

kite (just a limp

campers were like

rag) and watched

something out of

five of the boats

the old movie

behind us just give

"The

up & retire. After

Mooncussers”

rounding King

trying to drive

Point mark the

ships to their peril

breeze shifted on

with shouts o f"

the nose again and

your going the

even though we

wrong way” or

were a good 100m

"come closer" and

off the top of

with their lights

Raymond Island, we

With most of the family we arrived at M arl^ Point about

and uninhibited

hit bottom with five

3.30pm on Saturday afternoon, I signed on & we started to

antics (from the

boats passing both

unpack. Unfortunately Rick had been held up leaving

odd drink or two)

inside and outside

Queanbeyan and was running late, so time was not on our

it was quite a

of us without hassle

side. It was a family affair setting up the boat with Lyn and

show.

before we were

young Nick lending Colin and I a hand. Luckily Rick and
family arrived just in time for the briefing and we finished

with high efficiency white LED's and powered by a simple

Landing, only to see the Castle's lights disappear into the

in a short time passed six plus boats in Quick succession,

battery pack of 2 AA batteries for both the main & backup

water so shallow we couldn't even lower the rudder blade to

smoke.

and even though we kept well clear of the lower end of the

was the answer.

steer, so then we joined the ten or so other boats that had

To illuminate sail tell tails & masthead Windex, a lighting
system with blue LED'S mounted off the spreaders was
designed and once again powered by small AA twin battery
packs. Tests on all the LED light systems showed batteiy life
could be switched on at the time of rigging and forgotten
about until the race was over.
Having regularly holidayed with the family at Wattle Point on
be a major problem. ''Motavation'' draws 1.6m with the keel
down and raising the keel at a moments notice had been a
hassle. For the race the crane system had to allow the keel to

prepping the boat.

to be towed out to deeper water. We dropped anchor,
lowered the keel, raised the main, checked the gear and then
set off for the start. To this point things hadn't gone very
smoothly. I'd left a couple of items in the car in my haste to
get launched and we were running behind time. (Next time
I'll read the checklist.)

The new crane system worked!! and the keel raised Quickly,

After seventeen and a half hours we crossed the finish line,

minutes to shake free. The smoke became so thick coming

with the breeze again on the nose. A hot shower was

out from Hollands Landing we only saw the last marker, and

certainly looking good and to our surprise we finished only

only when we were just about on top of it. We spent the rest

minutes behind the Elliott's and almost an hour in front of

of the night slowly passing larger trailables & being passed

the Thompson 8 on corrected time.
Now in answer to Lyn's Q u e s t i o n when we touched shore was,

The flare start was quite something!! We crossed the line

the bigger boats as we sailed past was, "Areyou boys

about 10 seconds late on the pin boat side and settled in to

comfortable”, the answer back was "Of course, the double

the long work to the other side of Lake Wellington. We were

bed is Quite roomy". At this stage Colin started to loose his

My congratulations to all those who finished, it was a long

amazed how the entire fleet quickty split into two, hard left

battle with staying awake and curled up, whilst Rick kept a

time to be on a small boat with little or no wind. Definitely

keen eye on me to ensure I stayed compos and on course.

Marley on Glass!!

Sunrise was Quite a spectacular site, with Lake Victoria

John Graham “ Motavation” Thompson 597

& hard right of us with the lights to port lined up in a
straight daisy chain that seemed to run on forever. By the
time we reached Plover Point we were up with the Elliott's

"mirror glass", not a ripple, and the fog rolling in from the

U

island we hit bottom again, but this time only lost one place.

weed and mud bound, which unfortunately took a couple of

by the odd tri & sports boat, with the general comment from

>

free.

We spent the rest of the time in the straights tacking with

beautiful reach, with the kite up we flew along at 6 knots and
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signal. At that point we had a Quick discussion & decided to

We launched at the Marley Point boat ramp & found the

Lake Victoria I knew that shallow water depth was going to

ro

balcony of the GLYC clubhouse, and no shortened course

spreaders, they reflected off the mainsail magically, and

At Carstairs Bank conditions finally!!! favoured us with a

i_

c

apprehension for a shortened course was soon short lived as
we saw the grins on the faces of the race committee on the

5m and the only saving was the blue LED'S mounted on the

without effecting our night vision.
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making it hard work all the way to the line and the

Dave Bizant "Wisdom", Ian Brokenshire “Ting II" and other

in excess of three days continuous running, therefore lights
JZ

to test it before the race.

seemed close until a wind shift hit us right on the nose,

Castle 650's until we hit bottom just out from Hollands

leaves little room for the crew of three. The nav lights had to
be compact and power efficient, so STD nav lights retrofitted

-Q
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only completed the day before we left and there was no time

At 0700 Painesville was finally spotted, the finish line

u"i
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are you doing it again next year? I'm still thinking!!
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C o m m o d o r e

Su n

P e te r

W inter race

D a lto n

M ay

8

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
petend@mutualbnokers.com.au
Sun

odore

V ic e C o

G r a h a m Giles
(h) 62886990 (w ) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cybenone.com.au

Sun
T re as urer
Trevor

S a t
M e m b e r

Services

Hawke

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 3 18 301
canbennahawkes@optusnet.com.au
Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
H ild y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au
Rear
P e te r

C o m m o d o r e

Racing

F u lla g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
Rear

C o m m o d o r e

O p e r a t io n s

Paddy Hodgman
(h)6285 3694 (m) 0401 929 018
lpmg_hodgman@msn.com.au

Club

I u n e
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H ip p is le y

R e a r C o m m o d o r e

N ick

2 2

W inter race

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au

I an

May

W inter race

M anager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard &
Martin van der Hoek lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
For advertising contact:

mattowen@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Indi Paine and Peter Pederson at the N SW High Schools Regatta, Lake Macquarie.

C ontents
In this issue_you will read about:

A C T S A I L I N G IN C
M a rin e r Place
Y a rra lu m la A C T 2600
G PO Box 2035
C A N BER R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

♦

Record breaking CYC Sail Academy Team

♦

Lotus Bay jetty to be extended

♦

Presentation evening 18 |une

♦

CORC to contest Sydney to Hobart

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the
C a n b e rra S o u th ern Cross Club

C ro s s O llb
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As winter approaches 1wish to

brings forward my gratitude for a job well done and the

tell CYC members and staff

results indicate he leaves the position in good order for Sue

that they should be

Bacon to maintain the progress.

congratulated for their efforts

>*.
a

this past year. In all areas we

Z

have grown our activities and
the future of sailing at the CYC
is looking well on track thanks
to the enthusiasm, support and
work shared by so many CYC
sailors. CYC membership has
grown 10 per cent from that of

In coming weeks members will see a flurry or activity

N C A to extend the Lo tu s B ay Je tty

Michael". Don's veteran trio and their boat crews are

surrounding the race tower and the cabin kitchen/bar area.

Next week while the contractors that are driving the piles for

braving the cold.

Thanks to the Sailing School Board, some profits from the

the Springbank Island Project are still in the ACT, they will

migratoiy birds among our members that are heading away

years operations will be used to enlarge the kitchen by

install a pile approx 8.5 metres off the existing jetty.

from a Canberra winter, I wishyou great sailing and hope

about a metre improving storage and the serveiy area, a new

that on your return you can pen some interesting stories for

fridge will be installed and improvements made to security.

our fireside reading. Please email your contributions to the

This will also limit traffic through the race results area while

office.

folks are trying to concentrate on those all important

generous voluntary race management services o f" Team Me
Members thankyou all. For those

numbers.
P e t e r D a lto n , Flying H igh

The tower is also to have an overhaul, with the metal

wider cross section of age

circular stairs being removed and replaced with a safer

groups enjoying the activities

external stair, the roof is to be repaired, leaks fixed, the

and facilities at Lotus Bay.

deck replaced and internal storage improved. The tower will

We have seen a spirited

.also be fitted with an electronic weather station providing

increase in the participation of

'wind speed and direction readouts inside the tower and

sailors in both club pointscore

u

and championship racing, with

>-

dinghy classes and in fast

numbers averaging in excess of
50 and 58 respectively. Two

t-n

o

Participants in the winter series are benefiting from the

last year. It is also very
noticeable that we have a

N e w s

from the Sailors Cabin

Presentation
night

a

The NCA will put out a tender in July for the construction
and installation of additional pontoons to extend the jetty
with the aim for work to commence in August and be
operational by I September 05.
Matt Owen has some plans for the pontoon in his office if
anyone wants to have a look and provide feedback. Although
it is an inconvenience to have a random pile in middle of the
launching area, the plan is to have the project completed by
the start of our 05/06 sailing season.

back to the cabin. More on this in future newsletters. This

U

work is being coordinated by Graham Giles and Matt Owen.

particular growth areas are in
trailerables, however the other
classes are also trending

>K

Where:
at Top of the Cross, Southern Cross Club. Woden

upwards.

u

The explosion of numbers

y

When:

sailing in the CYC Youth Sailing
Academy this season is a

Saturday, 18th |une 2005 - 6.30pm for 7.00pm

particular proud achievement of

Cost:

our Sailing School Board and the
sailing instructors. So many
parent volunteers that have
donated some years of their time

Tickets: $30 per Adult/$lI per Child
(Drinks available at the bar)

and energies for the very important
cause of supporting theyoung Canberra
sailors. We are now evidencing a new generation of keen
young sailors, girls and boys who have now caught the
X)

u

sailing bug that can add so much to their fun throughout
their life.
In my acknowledgment of the results of the Sailing School
Board. I must particularly thank Paddy Hodgman for his

jr
u
rd
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tireless efforts and enthusiasm in the promotion ofyouth

Tickets can be purchased at the Sailor's Cabin after the
Winter Series races, or by contacting Martin van der Hoek
on (02) 6273 7177 or by email at
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Tickets will not be available on the night, so please book
earjy!

sailing. As Chairman of the CYC Sailing School Board and
Rear Commodore Operations he has served the club well.

Please contact the office
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
You could be missing out!

His decision to stand down from these positions in |une

rd
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C Y C W ebsite

M em bers
is your email address
current?

Looking for
som ew here to stay

jO

D

u

w hile you sail the boat at Metung?
Peter has a holiday home for rent close to the Metung Yacht
Club with great launching and cruising locations close by.

U
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Contact Peter Harvey on - 0439 486 651.
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www.canberrayachtclub.com .au

Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.
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Canberra

44th Australian
Championships

a

a

Southern

Cross Club

Flying Fifteen
International

M a jo r Sponsor

Canberra Yacht Club
8th - 13th January 2006

CHOICE

HOTELS

AUSl

r a l a s i a

The DIPLOMAT of Manuka - 13 24 00
www.choicehotels.com.au

Sponsored by C o rp o ra te Express

Club Sp o nsor

The Canberra Yacht Club will host the 2006
National Championships for the Flying Fifteen

Nam adgi

A w »h S

International class yacht on Lake Burley Griffin,
over the period Sunday 8 lanuaiy to Friday 13

to enter Sydney-Hobart Race

lanuaiy 2006. The Proposed Schedule of
Events is: Sunday 8 January 2006 - p.m. Invitation Race. From Monday 9 January to

S

QUEENSLAND

%

YAC HTCH ARTE RS

R EJ> O R T S
arbr.com.au

www.yachtcharters.com.au
S u m m e r Series Sponsor

Twilight Series Sponsor

U

Thursday 12 January 2006 racing for the
Canberra Ocean Racing Club's Bavaria 44 Namadgi will

the decision to race and are helping with work to gain a

enter the Sydney to Hobart Race thisyear, the first time the

Category I certificate for the boat. And the campaign opens

club has contested the blue-water classic since 1997.

up a range of favoured cruising grounds. After the Gold

Three Canberra Yacht Club members - Bettina Hiscock,

Coast race, for example, Namadgi can be available for

Mike Dunn and lack Hayden - are among the crew of eight.

cruising in the Great Sandy Straits and Hervey Bay area in
Queensland. Non-racers will form the crews to bring the

A rigorous training program has begun, highlights of which
will be the Sydney to Gold Coast race starting 29 July, and
the Lord Howe Island race, starting 29 October. These
important Qualifying races will also establish Namadgi's

boat back from there and from Lord Howe Island. After the
Sydney-Hobart race, members will use Namadgi to cruise
the beautiful and extensive D'Entrecasteaux Channel and
related areas of south-east Tasmania.

handicap under the Performance Handicap System.
"We're in it to win it," said skipper Garth Brice, who is
CORC's President. He said the decision to enter
"demonstrated a strong commitment with almost a third of

rj
U

60,000 nautical miles of ocean racing over 30years,
including the inaugural Sydney to Rio de laneiro race. He
has sailed in the Sydney-Hobart three times, once as skipper
and was skipper for three Melbourne-Hobart races, winning

ro
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U

consecutively, with up to three races each
afternoon, with the series having a maximum of

electrical and electronic systems.

Division and took part in the Sydney-Hobart race that year
for the first time, using theyacht Meltemi. Since then club
members raced to Hobart in 1980, 1981, 1982 (Meltemi),

races completed, within the limit of nine. The

Results Consulting Aunrdio

otGANiSAixJN-amovEMtM;3
Pfcwusrs
www.results.com.au
6260 5213

Grahams Building Equipment
6297 4924

R e a d y W a ll
High Quality Pre-Built
Retaining Walls
lamie Cregan, 0423 379 455

For more information go to:
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au
The NOR and information about the
Championship will be progressively added to
the

F I N A N C IA L GROUP

A C T B o a tin g Repairs
Col Durran Ph 6288 1498

Rick Garner Ph 6281 7750

For further information contact the: Regatta

1994, 1995 and 1997 (Portobello).

Coordinator - Graham Giles, email

'admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au'.

u

Club C ham pionship Race Sponsors
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U niversal T russes
Sponsor of C h am p ion of C h am p io n s“ A m erica s M ug”

“cruising, boozing and snoozing brigade") are right behind

_Q
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'ggiles@cyberone.com.au', or the Canberra

member of CORC, will run a Safety and Survival at Sea

CORC's non-racing members (sometimes known as the

u

lifrl^

to maximise the number of Championship

Yacht Club Administration, e-mail

deployment.

Youth Sailing Regatta
Sponsor

Januaiy and/or Friday 13 Januaiy as necessaiy to

1984 (Mercedes IV). I98S and 1986 (Nadia IV), and 1992,

D a v id T o w n s e n d

use of flares and one day at sea, including life raft

C ity of C a n b e rra Regatta
Sponsor

accommodate races that reouire resailing, and

Teki Dalton, well-known to Canberra sailors, and a life
course in |une for the crew, comprising a day of theory and

Call 13 16 32

C apital Insurance Bro kers

wwvv.capitalinsuranebrokers.com.au
02 6282 7666

conducted on the morning of Thursday 12

the evening of Friday 13 Januaiy.

publicity, and lack Hayden is looking after the boat's

NEC

nine heats overall. Racing will also be

Presentation Dinner is planned to be held on

on handicap in 1989.
u
ro
>-

provide for races to be conducted

Bettina Hiscock will take charge of logistics, supplies and

CORC began life in 1979 as Canberra Yacht Club Offshore
JD

in the afternoon. Sailing Instructions will

Mike Dunn is Namadgi's Sailing Master for the campaign,

the club's membership in the race crew".
Garth, a Canberra orthodontist, has logged more than

Championship will be scheduled for each day

Roof Trusses - Wall Frames - Windows - Complete Floor Systems
52 Sheppard Street Hume ACT 2620
Phone: (02) 6260 1436 Fax: (02) 6260 1462
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Tristan Gamack and Adam Zissler (RSA 2) ... mixing it with the big boys.

Strong CYC Youth Turnout
at N SW Combined High Schools Regatta

u

S eventeen sailors, eleven boats and a dozen
parents and family constituted a record breaking

In addition to all the accommodation, catering, supervision,

Held at a great venue in great weather conditions (although

In the invitational race on Tuesday 12 April, in Division I,

care, support and management, the package Claudia and Sue

just a few instances of fresher breezes might have pleased

Tristan Gamack and Adam Zissler in the 470, Blue Steel

CYC team competing as representatives of their

put together also included a great night out tenpin bowling -

some of our sailors), CHS was a marvellous experience, and

staked an early claim to their position as the leading CYC

schools at the NSW Combined High Schools

during which almost everyone remembered every time to let

all the CYC sailors showed steady improvement over the

team sailors. They held and consolidated that position

go of their ball rather than follow it part way down the lane.

duration of the regatta.

throughout the CHS regatta as well, putting in consistently

Regatta - CHS -at Lake MacQuarie over the week
of 12 to 16 April.

The evening also saw resounding, final and absolute

Organising, transporting, accommodating and managing this

resolution, at least for thisyear, of the tenpin bowling rivaliy

expedition seemed at times to have as many challenges as

between two Matts - the winner thereafter gloiying in the

Hannibal's crossing of the Alps. That it was such an

title of 'first Matt' and the other dubbed 'door Matt'.

enjoyable and seamless success throughout is testimony to
the organising skills and sheer hard work of a small team
JD

lead by Claudia Morris, Sue Bacon and Matt Owen.
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The Belmont 16 Footers Sailing Club again hosted CHS.
Over the past few CHS regattas we'd become used to its
facilities, from the fairly crowded lawn area where boats are

Claudia arranged the rental of two houses at Caves Beach

parked and rigged each day and the Quite limited launching

near Swansea.

ramp area, to the excellent club facilities (including the

The larger of these accommodated all the

CYC sailors together, and its garage served as a useful

balcony, where one can watch the racing in comfort with a

workshop for running repairs to boats.

meal, snack or cold drink from the bar).

Close to the beach,

Overall, the

and with its own swimming pool, the house was a great base

arrangements are workable and practical, and, again, they

for our team.

enabled a successful and enjoyable regatta.

Claudia, Sue and Matt managed, supervised,

catered for and mothered our team, with support from those

QJ
JD
C
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Michael Denny and Guy Hodgman (3 14) ... on a rail.JPG

Best of all,

though, are the open waters of Lake MacQuarie. which

parents accommodated the same house, as well as from

provide an excellent environment - steadier breeze and a bit

those in the second house just a block away.

more chop than our Lake - for this kind of regatta.

Preceded by an invitational race - not included within the
^ ^ C H S series - on Tuesday 12 April, the CHS regatta was a
cycle of fine days, with one race each day from Wednesday 13
April until Saturday 16 April.

impressive and veiy competitive performances.

u

Riley and

loshua Owen, also in a 470 Fully Sick also put in a very
strong performance in the invitational race, finishing hot on
the heels of Blue Steel.

In Division 2 of the invitational

race, (onathan Anderson and Andrew Breen put in strong
The week was characterised by generally fair winds, with the

performances.

mornings given over to race preparations and getting on the
water in time for the scheduled noon starts. Families would
watch the racing from the 16 Footers' balcony, or on the
water, with most races finishing by early mid-afternoon.
Once the boats were unrigged and secured, it was back to
Caves beach for a swim and/or boat repairs. This was
followed by a through debrief from Matt, with video footage

Race results achieved by the CYC sailors over the CHS
regatta as presented, in this case, in the Australian

JD
Z5

u

Secondary Schools Sailing Championships series of the
regatta, are in the following table.

JZ
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(enjoyed by most) of highlights and lessons from the day's
performances on the water.
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[A U S T C H A M P ] up to Race 4
(Drops = I)
Place

Sail N o

Bo at N am e

Div.

Class

Skipper

From

Agg Sco re

Race 4

Race 3

Race 2

Race 1

67

RSA2

Blue Steel

1

470

Tristan Gamack

Canberra Grammar

186.00

87.00

54.00

[101.00]

45.00

101

320

AGL

1

470

Chris Eddes

Marist College

262.50

[159.50]

6950

120.00

73.00

112

AUS3I5

Organised Chaos

1

470

Stephen Hart

Canberra Girls Grammar

291.00

[I90.00F]

111.00

118.00

62.00

114

AUS3I4

R Rated Performance

1

470

Michael Denny

St Edmonds College

298.50

99.00

[125.00]

112.00

87.50

146

270

Artful Dodger

2

Spiral

Andrew Breen

Hawker College

374.00

[153.00]

146.00

122.00

106.00

151

215

Spike

Cian Mollen

Canberra Grammar

388.50

[165.00]

143.00

113.00

132.50

824

Rolling Stone

•

Spiral

160

Spiral

Rory Gleeson

Ftedford College

412.50

144.00

[153.00]

130.00

138.50

161

667

Just Add Water

2

Spiral

Jonathan Anderson

Canberra Grammar

413.50

132.00

[154.00]

143.00

138.50

174

AUS297

Fully Sick

1

470

Joshua Owen

Lyneham High

446.50

150.00

161.00

[161.00]

135.50

178

806

Squeaky

2

Spiral

Suzie Blom

Canberra Girls Grammar

488.00

168.00

[182.00]

149.00

171.00

182

1246

Pink

2

Flying 11

Indi Pain

Canberra High

515.00

170.50

173.50

171.00

[I90.00F]

A

u
Jono Anderson

here were a number of different presentations of the regatta's results, based on different

T

compositions of competitors, groupings and arrangements as to dropped races.

u

The results thus

achieved differ between these various competitions and presentations, with relative placings among the
CYC boats also differing.

All the detailed results can be found on the Belmont 16 Footers website,

regattas and events page:
http://www.l6s.com.au/sailing/regattas_events_detail.asp?ID=6
Canberra sailors' results, extracted from the pages on that website are also available from Paddy
Hodgman (6285 3694, or LPMG_Hodgman@msn.com.au
Overall, CHS was a great experience and tremendous fun for eveiyone who went. As a feat of
organisation, it was simply outstanding.

Our thanks and congratulations are due to the very willing

team of parents and supporters. led by Claudia and Sue, who worked so hard and so cheerfully, and to

-Q
D

Matt for all his hard work, coaching and support.

u

Lastly the CYC's youth sailors deserve tremendous credit for being such a great group of people to take
away to a regatta like this. They did their best throughout, and it was very good. They had a terrific

JD
13

u

team spirit, and they pitched in to make the best of and enjoy every aspect of the week. T h^ were
U

wonderful representatives of their schools and of the CYC, and we can all be very proud of them.
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The only time anyone saw Claudia taking a break
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Stuart M inchin new Elliott 7
owner at the Club

Bits & Pieces
from the Club Historian
♦ Ken Batt, from the Bureau of Meteorology, has sent to

♦ Thanks to those members (Peter Withington & Martin

me copies of three articles about (the mythical) Lake

an official opening as the CYC clubhouse on 6 April.

newsletter for additions to the list of major event

George, two scientific & one historical, as follows:

The building was damaged beyond repair by fire in 1965

1. Notes upon Floods in Lake George, by HC Russell,

Trailable Multihull Nationals in 2000. & Martin lists his

BA, FRS etc, read before the Royal Society, NSW, I

achievements in winning each of the European & japan
Tasar, & the UK Bosun, championships. I would be

U
u

the Club and on the trailable circuit.

delighted to have details of other major event winners,

2. Lake George, with Historical notes on Bungendore &

for the record.

Collector, by lohn Woolley, written 1974, revised 1981

clubhouse was burnt down'. With such a clue, I was

3. Water levels, balance. & chemistry of Lake George.

lucky that it took me only 5 minutes in the National

NSW, by G lacobson & AW Schuett.

participated in the Sydney Hobart race over theyears

As you might expect, there are some interesting facts

(see Bits & Pieces, Dec. '04/)an. ’05). Our very own

published in these three papers. In particular, the

Commodore, Peter Dalton has raced to Hobart on

Canberra in May 1965, 'about a week before the old

¥

building was owned by the then Dept of the Interior, &
was leased to the CYC. I am told by Ron Anderson that
while the Club had been paying the insurance premiums,

completejy dry on six known occasions. We can add a

of Sydney. My apologies, Peter!

the Department got the payout!

seventh to cover the long dry of recent years. We know

♦ As members are aware, the CYC will be hosting National

from our records that the last organised sailing on the

♦ Courtesy of Peter Russell, I am delighted to have had

Libraiy to find the front page spread on The Canberra
Times of 13 May 1965, with photos of the fire etc. The

historical paper records that the lake had been

several occasions, & has crewed in other ocean races out

>"

Elliott 7 to be sailed in Australia. He will campaign it with

Harvey & Keith Owen, who were there at the time,
mentioned in an email to the Club that he had arrived in

serious omission from my list of members who have

access to the YMCASC's photo copied record of Billie

lake was with the CYC between 1962 & 1964, & prior to

Championships for both the Mirror & Flying 15 classes,

Westen's scrap book of Canberra sailing related

that, with the Canberra Sailing Club (no apparent

in lanuaiy next year. For those who haven't been around

newspaper cuttings from 1962 to 1987. Martin's photo

relationship to the Clubs that formed later) between 1951

veiy long, the CYC has previously conducted the

copier has been worked overtime for the past few weeks

& 1958. The article refers to the Royal Military College

Nationals for these classes on several occasions. We ran

while I copied some 1000 sheets on A3 paper, to make

having had their boatshed on the western shore of the

the Mirror event in each of 1971, 1977, 1984 & 1992, with

up significant gaps in our collection. The next task is to

lake, at Geary's Gap, which we eventually acQuired, & to

entiy numbers of 83, 109, 90 & 90, respectively. The

place them all in display folders for easy access, &

the drowning of 5 Militaiy College cadets in 1956.

YMCASC ran the Mirror Nationals on LBG in 2000 (90

preservation.We have also been able to borrow some

entries). The Flying 15 Nationals were first held at the

♦ By the time this is published, we will have passed yet

more of Ralph Westen's photos to further enhance our

another 40th anniversaiy! The CYC's first clubhouse in

collection.

Canberra was the former Royal Canberra Golf Club
House on the shore of the lake behind the Albert Hall.

CYC in 1973/74, & subseouently in 1981/82, 1986/87,
f

1990/91 & 1995/96.
♦ We are rapidly approaching the 30th anniversaiy of the
completion of the Race Control Tower on the foreshore
of the lake. The inspiration behind the tower, for the
design & construction, was Don Jenner, who at the time

sailing season over'? still looking for the u ltim a te in
anti-boredom tecfmdogy to SI your now empty w e e k e n d ?
JD

u

was a teacher at the Reid TAFE College. Don

want an adrenaline pumping, f u n , fa S t , C O m p a C t
sport for all the family? b io M tftin g can take you from a
cju « Sunday sat, to dub, state, national and even international

subseouently moved to Melbourne. I wonder whether any
reader is still in touch with Don. If so, we might be able

radng oompetstkns. free dem onstrations and inform ation
from your ultimate sp at provider.

Peter Farr
ACT &

U

Caml

0412 023 779
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Elliott Marine in New Zealand by Kerli Corlette in 1992 as
the pattern for subseouent boats to be built in Australia. It
had considerable success at national championship level, as
well as at Marlay Point. It was the boat that revolutionised
the then perceptions about what trailableyachting was all
about. The term “sportsboat'' was coined by Kerli as a result
of the dramatic difference between Need for Speed and the
other trailable designs of the time. Details of the boat are
still featured on the Elliott Marine Ltd website.
Stuart, who is a Research Director with the CSIRO, comes
from a sailing family and has been sailing since he was a kid.
He started in cadet dinghies, but spent most of the
interveningyears sailing keelboats offshore, including a
couple of Sydney-Hobarts, a couple of Melbourne-Hobarts
and almost a dozen Bass Strait races. He was a member of
the crew of the Northshore 38, Ruthless, when it won the
oldest trophy in Australia, the Rudder Cup, in 2002/03. For
the last five years he has owned and campaigned a
Thunderbird from Royal Geelong YC in company with some
eighteen other T-birds. He took an old boat that needed a
lot of work to second in the Victorian State Champs in 2002.
So he likes class racing and getting a boat going.
He was attracted to the E7 by the strong class racing at the
CYC and the speed and challenge of the E7. He also values
the flexibility of being able to tow the boat to different
venues and to sail or camp with his family.
Stuart's wife, Justine, sailed with him in the T-bird and is
looking forward to sailing on the Elliott, family duties

finish the projected renovations of the tower. I would be

permitting. His two young children, Reagan (4) and Conail

pleased to hear from anyone who knows where Don

(2) are also looking forward to joining them on the boat

might be contacted.

when they are a bit older.

>««#. jso:

PLEASE CONTINUE TO CONTACT ME. VIA THE CYC.
IF YOU HAVE INFORMATION RELEVANT TO THE CLUB'S
HISTORY

Looking for a new addiction?
..............

P e t e r F o r s t e r , C lu b H is t o r ia n

fu n front S t u n oM, to forgot m t *q<*.

______ _______________________ '____

______
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Meanwhile, Stuart is looking for crew for the Winter Series

«*c po
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The boat, which is in mint condition, was imported from

to set up a return visit to Canberra for him when we

V
rd

X
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Stuart recently purchased EI2, Need for Speed, the first

but we had no record of the date. People like Peter
couldn't recall the date. By chance. |ohn Kennedy

December 1886.

♦ Talking about achievements reminds me that I made a

o

We officially took over the building on I April 1963, with

Linsley) who responded to my reouest in the last
winners. Peter reminded me of Dieter Tietz's win in the

to

and also for the coming Summer Season. His contact

>rd

number for anyone interested is 0428 602 791.
N e il P r im r o s e
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P e t e r

D a lt o n

Sun
1u n e
W inter race

6

(w ) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
18
S a t
1u n e
Presentation Dinner

V i c e C o m m o d o r e
G r a h a m

G iles

(h) 62886990 (w ) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au
18
1U n e
Presentation Dinner -6..
S a t
T re a s u r e r
T revo r

H i p p i s l e y

(w ) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9 102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au
R e a r C o m m o d o r e

M e m b e r

Sun
1U n e
W inter race

19

S e rv ic e s
Ian

H a w k e

(w ) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 3 18 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au
Rear C o m m o d o r e
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
N ick

H i l d y a r d

Sun
1U 1Y
W inter race

3

Sun
1U 1Y
W inter race

17

Sun
! u 1Y
W inter race

3 1

(w ) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au
Rear
P e t e r

C o m m o d o r e

Racing

F u ll a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg
Rear

C o m m o d o r e

O p e r a t i o n s

Paddy Hodgman

Su n

A u g

14

W inter race

(h)6285 3694 (m) 0401 929 018
lpmg_hodgman@msn.com.au
Su n

A u g

W inter race
Club

M a n a g e r

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard &
Martin van der Hoek lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
For advertising contact:

matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Winners are grinners - Steph Bacon, Alice Goleby, Sue Bacon and Suzie Blom.

C ontents
In this issue^ou will read about:

A C T S A I L I N G IN C
M a rin e r Pla ce
Y a rra lu m la A C T

2600

G PO Box 2035
C A N BER R A C IT Y A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

♦

Presentation Dinner & Awards.

♦

Season 2004 - 2005 Sailing Summaries

♦

Repairs to the tower and a new bar!

♦

Nominations called for

M em bers
- is your email address current?
Please contact the office
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
You could be missing out!
____________________________________________________________________
The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance of the
C a n b e rra So u th ern C ross C lub

*

Q 0 5 5 Club

CYC members attended the

lanuary will be asked to donate some of their spare time to

IT )

2005 Annual Presentation

assist the club with the running of the two national

O

Dinner in greater numbers

championships. Skippers and crew in those Classes and

than seen for decades. Almost

Divisions that are not participating in the racing are asked to

>*
3

180 attended celebrations held

come forward and offer to do lend a hand, be it on or off the

on the 18th of |une in the

water, to share the load and make these major events a

Auditorium of the Canberra

success. Please give your details to Graham Giles or email

c

Southern Cross Club, Woden.

the office.

3

This number is sixty more than
we could accommodate at the
Yacht Club. Perhaps a larger
function room at the lake can
be fully justified. Rear
Commodore lan Hawke was
assisted his lady Rosemary,
together with Tina Patmore,
Sarah Kennedy, Sue Bacon and
Bill Causebrook. Together the

LO

o

<
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c
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I was so pleased to see many of the sailing friends of
Daphne Fullagar were able to attend her veiy moving funeral
service at the Chapel of Canberra Grammar School last
month. Peter Forster will properly make record her sad
passing, however I believe I should make my own brief
acknowledgement of the loss of such a fine lady. We all
admired her courage, enjoyed her friendship and many of us
were warmed by her generous hospitality. I will also miss her
capable no nonsense approach to getting the important
things in life done so well.

team was able to create a lively
sailing party atmosphere. The

Peter Dalton, Flying High

y

many large screens showing
current and past racing events
of our club and vintage place
mats were some of several
highlights.
Lots of you laughed that the
lucky winner of the Queensland

Notice o f AGM

Yacht Charters Prize thisyear
was a fix. No way. Yes, we know
it went to another Rear

The Canberra Yacht Club

Commodore! But Peter Fullagar

U

y

missing a race last season. This

Annual General Meetin;

often. Our sincere thanks to

W

McManus and Gerard Buker (in boat), were forced to improvise . Using Crusader as an on-shore starting (and finishing)

platform they managed to get Race 6 of the Winter Series underway. Unfortunately, Leo Schoevers, another member of Don's team,
was unable to assist as he is recovering from surgeiy. We wish him a speedy recoveiy. We invite members to send us an appropriate

is a lesson to us all to race more
Queensland Yacht Charters and we all

^

ith the tower under renovation and 'Crusader' undergoing winter cleaning, the Winter Race team of Don McMichael, Arthur

sails so regularly that his winning
was mostly due to him hardly

How to start a race
without a tower!
1caption for Crusader and this amusing starting procedure. Send your email to admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au The winner will

will be held on

receive a bottle of wine and the responses will be published in the next newsletter.

wish lucky Pete and his crew fair breezes
and many days of sunshine in those
beautiful Whitsunday Islands.
-O
13

u

Wednesday August 3 I st

That rotten old jetty at Springbank Island has been replaced

ouiet hideaway on Lake Burley Griffin. I have asked our MSG

anti-boredom tttfrxSogy to * your now empty

beginning at 8pm upstairs

q u ie t Sunday s a l, to d u b , s a t e , natsosiai a n d e v e n tn iem a b o n ai
r a a n g a x n p e s u o n s . free dem onstrations and inform ation

rd

Peter Farr
ACT

summer. Thanks go to the NCA for an excellent facility.
Those club members planning to be in Canberra in early

>-

u

pads avaUtie from your ultimate sport provider.

group to plan an Island BBQ.picnic there soon for next
U

JD
13

want an adrenaline pumping, fu n , fa s t, C O fT lp a C t
sport for alt the family? MoturtS«® can lake you from a

and now improved by the National Capital Authority. Sailor's
and their families are once again able to enjoy a pleasant

sailing season over? still looking for ifte ultimate In

0412 023 779

in the Lotus Room,

L_
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CYC Website

www.canberrayachtclub.com .au

Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.

L.
L(V

Looking for a new addiction?
from 5

to teriet w* «9».
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from the Sailors Cab

LO

o

2. The outside boat parking fee has been increased from

their boats from the boat park, to make way for boats on the

$350 to $375. Internal storage costs for dinghies remains

waiting list.

the same.

most inactive boat owners seek, we suggest they start

3. The full season race entiy fee has been reduced from $175

K

to $120, for all boats.

D

4. The conditions applying to boat parking have been
<U

tightened in a new agreement. Owners will now be reouired

c

to sign their agreement that permission to store their boat in

3

the boat park is conditional on the boat being sailed at least
twice each month during the sailing season, that the boat will
be well maintained and if it is covered it is to be with a
fitted, canvas cover. Enforcement will be at the discretion of
the CYC Committee.

Given that low cost long term storage is what

exploring such options elsewhere as we can no longer
accommodate orphan boats.
A draft race duty roster for the Summer Series for the period
up to the end of December has been prepared and will be
posted on the club's website shortly.

To share the load fairly

we reouire eveiyone who races to do duty once. I am aware
there are some drivers who are prepared to drive the start or
rescue boat more than once. Additionally we will need boat
drivers for the Twilight Series on summer Wednesday
evenings after daylight saving starts. Drivers are asked to
please contact me and let me know when you are available to

uring the winter months, with racing reduced to once

D

of car parking is a sensitive one and the CYC executive is

per fortnight, members might be forgiven for thinking

under pressure to justify the considerable boat parking

that this is a period of relative non-activity down at the club.

provided for our club. Further pressure on parking has

Quite the contraiy. You will have noticed the renovations to

resulted from the growth in numbers of club members and

the control tower, the Sailors Cabin and to 'Tooheys Red';

increases in sailing participation each weekend. Active CYC

the new club website and efforts being made to getting the

sailors have acouired m0re boats and are waiting for

existing wharf extended before the start of the Summer

vacancies.

Series. As well the Committee has been hard at work on the
club's finances, budgeting for the future and planning next
years racing.

-O
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in a deplorable condition, many of these having remained
of all members that the club gets tougher on owners who are

Southern Cross Club as well as additional facilities provided

not using their boats, who leave them in a poor state of

without charge for the benefit of sailors and for the

repair or those with flimsy or damaged boat covers.

continued viability of the CYC. We value this excellent
relationship and co -operate with the Southern Cross Club
so that both organisations can successfully co- exist on

It is clear that additional car parking space is urgently

How is all this going to effect you? Most members will

The Com m ittee has decided on the following

employed. The first race of the Summer Series kicks off with

Members have been asking when fees are due. It seems that

a Pointscore Race, on Sunday 18 September. The 2005-6

many ofyou have forgotten that the club extended all

Sailing Program has all but been finalised and will be made

memberships and boat parking till the end of September, i.e.

available to members, veiy soon.

eveiyone has received an extra 3 months membership this

Last but not least, please come to the club's AGM on 31

year at no cost. Thus the new club year will start on 1

August. At this meeting or at any other time we encourage

October in future and fees will be due from that date. The

your suggestions to benefit the forward direction and success

new membership and boat parking application forms will be

of your club. Should you wish to nominate for a position on

available shortly, from the Sailors Cabin, off the club's

the Committee, please contact the office for information

website or from me by email on reouest. The club is working

about the procedure for applying and make sure the

on a means of paying fees electronically, via the club's

nomination is lodged on time.

website. More about that in the near future. In the
meantime, boat owners who have not made regular use of

Martin van der Hoek, Office Manager

their boat should prepare themselves for a reouest to remove

Winter Woes
ere we are more than half way through the Winter series and so far, three out of five have been abandoned for lack of wind,

H

even after up to an hour's delay, and one that did start had to be shortened to less than a lap because of declining wind. Of

course from time to time your Race Committee will get it wrong - witness Sunday 3 July when wind came piping in about five minutes
after "all racing abandoned" was signalled. Still, half the small fleet of potential starters had already packed up and headed for home

We have decided to start the remaining races in this series at 2.00 pm in the hope that this will offer better prospects of having the
sailors on the water any later than 4.00 pm becauseyou all need your soup and hotdogs, so it may be a bit tight at times .

needed and the Southern Cross Club is interested in using

I. Membership fees for 2005/6 will remain the same, but

the sealed the boat parking area where the Flying Fifteen

now all our members need to be members of the CSCC. Up
until now the CYC is possibly the only affiliated club with

exploring is to move the FFs to a proposed new hard stand

the CSCC where CSCC membership has not been

CU

on the grass and erect a crane and finger wharf. This will

or enforced. We enjoy the use of the CSCC facilities and we

reouire a lot of money. It's obvious therefore that the issue

all should use them and support them as members rather

u

don't get sufficient volunteers, conscription will need to be

remove their boats.

afternoon breeze arrive in time for a reasonable race, but with the winter evening closing in around 5.00 pm we don't want to keep

changes:

Fleet is currently parked. An option the club is currently

C
rd

dependent on volunteers coming forward. Obviously if we

offered a renewal of their boat parking and will be asked to

so we felt that there was not much point in delaying a decision any longer.

easily comply with our new requirements.

s_
i_
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do so. Contrary to Sunday racing, Wednesday racing is

have left them to deteriorate in the boat park will not be

unused and unusable for a season. It is in the overall interest

Your club receives veiy generous funding from the Canberra

what is a veiy busy site.
JZ
u

There are several members boats that appear abandoned and

Owners who have not made regular use of their boat and/or

than guests.

r e o u ir e d

Your Winter Race team is looking forward to the renovated tower, especially the easier access to the upper deck via the new external
stairway and a bit more room. A couple of extra halyards have been fitted to the mast, so that we can actually fly the Individual Recall
flag rather than wave it from the end of a broomstick. So watch out next time you thinkyou might be over the line early - or to
parody the old doughnut song, "watch the flagstaff not the pole".
Don McMichael and the team

Annual Presentation and Awards Dinner
The annual Presentation Dinner was held on Saturday 18 June, in the large auditorium o f the Southern
Cross Club in Phillip. With a record number o f 180 members and friends the club had to find a new and
larger venue. Entertainment was provided by historical film o f the club's sailing history, put together and
narrated by Peter Forster, the club’s historian.

Awards:
Y achtsm an of the Y ear:

M ost Im proved Sk ip p er:

Peter Barter sailing his Elliott 7

Matt Owen

C re w M e m b e r of the Y ear: Alice Goleby, from WalterTurnbull'

Y achtsw om an of th e Y ear:

M ost Im proved Ju n io r:

Sue Bacon

Suzie Blom
\
Ju n io r C lub M e m b e r of th e Year:
Michael Denny

Prizes were awarded by the Commodore, Peter Dalton, and

The outstanding sailors who took out the major prizes are

Paddy Hodgman of the Sailing School, ably assisted by Ian

listed below and their awards were well earned. Those who

Ju n io r Y achtsm an of th e Y ear:

Instru cto rs D e ve lo p m e n t Priz e :

Tristan Gamack, sailing a 470

Hawke, Rear Commodore Member Services.

didn't get a prize or award, and without whom none of this

Nigel Harvey

Ju n io r C re w M e m b e r of the Year:

Adam Zissler, crew of Tristan's 470

Everyone commented on the fantastic venue, the food and
the atmosphere. Congratulations to the prize winners and to
the Member Services Group responsible for the organization
of the event, the selection of prizes, the venue, the seating
arrangements and the room decorations. Special word of

would have been possible are the man\y volunteers, who time
and time again put their hand up to help with the running of
races, driving rescue boats, assisting with regattas, social
functions and youth scjuads. The club salutes you.
Martin van der Hoek

Ju n io r Yachtsw om an o f th e Year:

>■
y

Steph Bacon
C lub M e m b e r of the Y ear:
P^p^isher

thanks to lan Hawke, Rosemarie Hawke, Tina Patmore, Sara
Kennedy and Sue Bacon.

F am ily of the Year:

Well done.

Nielsen family, including )enn, Wayne and Kendal

Champions

M ost Im proved Skip per:

in respective divisions were :

C re w M e m b e r of the Y ear:
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Peter Barter sailing his Elliott 7

Large/fast trailables:

Mo Kalnins and crew in 'Valdor' (Timpenny)

Sm aller/slow er trailables:

Ian Hawke and crew in 'Windsong' (Farr 6)

E llio tt 7s:

Matt Owen and crew in 'WalterTurnbull'

G em s:

Dave Denahy and crew in 'Gemini'

Flying Fifteens:

|ohn Tracey and crew

Fast Dinghies:

Matthew Francis (Contender)

S lo w e r Dinghies:

Nigel Harvey

C atam aran s:

Bob Watkin (Hobie 17)

Alice Goleby, from 'WalterTurnbull'

jo
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M ost Im proved Ju n io r:
Suzie Blom
Ju n io r C lub M e m b e r of th e Year:
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Michael Denny

ro

Instru cto rs D evelo p m en t Priz e :
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Tristan Gamack, sailing a 470
Ju n io r C re w M e m b e r of the Year:
Adam Zissler, crew of Tristan's 470
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Canberra Yacht Club Racing
Season 2004-2005
In 2004-5 we successfully ran a Sunday Pointscore series of

several of the major regatta events during this season, lenny

1 15 races (19 scheduled) sponsored by Queensland Yacht

Nielsen was always there to run the race results through the

Charters in combination with a Club Championship series of

computer and I thank Graham Giles for his constant support

6 races (7 scheduled). A relaxed midweek series of 18 late

in all matters to do with race management during this

afternoon Twilight' races was also run during the period of

season. Martin van der Hoek organized race officers and

daylight saving.

their teams throughout the season and ensured that rescue

Some of the other events we conducted thisyear include:

boat drivers and eveiyone involved in running each race was
fully informed about what they needed to do. Sincere thanks

ACT International Flying Fifteen Championships over the
weekend of 2nd-3rd October (Sailing News, November

to all club members who volunteered or were rostered for
these services, thus ensuring that all events ran smoothly.

2004). A veiy successful celebration of 40years of sailing
On the 28th August a Race Officials course

on the lake was marked by a special Lake

was organized for the club with the help of

Burley Griffin Anniversaiy Regatta jointly
hosted with the YMCA Sailing Club over the
weekend I6th-I7th October (Sailing News,
November 2004). The Woollahra Plate Race
(Seafly Trophy Regatta) 7th November. The
NEC City of Canberra Regatta for Trailable
Yachts 4th-5th December (Sailing News,
December 2004/|anuaiy 2005). The

"One of the most
satisfying features of
this season was that
fleet sizes

December 2004 and 5th januaiy 2005
(Sailing News, December 2004/|anuaiy
2005). A highly enjoyable and well attended
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Whitfield ran a very well attended rules night

Club Race Officers. In February |ohn

not seen for many

u

introducing the latest version of the ISAF
Racing Rules applicable from 2005 until
2008 (Sailing News, Februaiy/March 2005).
One of the most satisfying features of this

during the period 9th Februaiy-2nd March in

season was that fleet sizes dramatically increased to levels

conjunction with four Twilight races and two Sunday

not seen for many years past. Also, there was a significant

Pointscore races. The 2005 Capital Insurance and Finance

improvement in dinghy participation. There were 164

Brokers Canberra Youth Regatta including the ACT Youth

entrants in the Pointscore series with 127 entrants in the

Championships 9th-10th April. The end of season America's

Club Championship series. Lastyear the comparable figures

Mug champion of champions regatta was held on the 17th

were 125 and 91. The most important feature, however, was

April and was comprehensively won by Matty Owen

that we had average fleet sizes of 50 or more boats. This

representing the Elliott 7 class (Sailing News, April 2005).

increase in participation reouires that we manage our racing

The season ended with a Winter Series of 9 races run on

events on a much more efficient basis. Improvements such as

alternate Sundays between 8th May and 28th August. Much

the current refurbishment of our Race Control Tower and the

frustration was experienced early in this series because lack

eventual establishment of a hard stand and nearby crane
launching facility now become essential and urgent facilities

other than to abandon racing for the day.

if we are to maintain such growth in sailing at the club.

Twilight races: all of the frustrating Winter Series and

Number competing
15
32
21
41
40
15

Number of races
15
16
15
15
16
15

Average number starting
8.3
13.6
8.7
7.3
7.4
5.0

Entrants

164

Average fleet size

50.3

Cham pionship results

CYC

2004-2005

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catam arans
Gem 550
Elliott 7

Number competing
14
18
10
24
29
14
9
9

Number of races
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Average number starting
9.2
10.5
3.7
7.0
8.7
6.0
6.0
7.2

Entrants

127

Average fleet size

58.3

The

following table gives the breakdown by divisions or classes
for season 2004-5.
Peter Fullagar, Rear Commodore - Racing

g
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M V Southern Cross
being craned out

g

Members were confronted with a rather unusual sight recently, with MV Southern Cross being lifted high and diy next to the
launching ramp. It too is undergoing a hull scrape and cleanup and to have its three yearly AM SA survey. The CYC's mini Southern
Cross was there as a tug to position the feriy for the craning out procedure.
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of wind often left the race organizers with no alternative

team who performed race management duties for most of the

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catam arans

National Officiating Program. It was veiy well

increased to levels

I should like to thank especially Don McMichael and his

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6

attended (Sailing News August/September

the club have become officially approved

years past.”

2004-2005

in accordance with the Yachting Australia

dramatically

Southern Cross Club Cup series was run

CYC

2004). As a result, more than 20 members of

International Flying Dutchman Australian
National Championships between 31st

|ohn Kennedy on behalf of Yachting ACT.
This day long course was run by Steve Hatch

Po in tsco re results
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Sail School

Report for 2004-05

LO

CYC Vice

o

Canberra

D
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he 2004/05 sailing season has been another veiy

other sports losing ground in volunteer participation levels,

successful one for the CYC Sailing School with all

we are especially pleased with thisyear's result and thank

<V

existing participation records broken. 537 people completed

c

Sailing School courses, with a large increase in youth sailors

3

being involved with the club programs and races.

eveiyone who has made such a contribution.
The Sailing School not only brings new members to the CYC

X

Southern

Commodore's

Cross Club

Report for 2004-05
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Major Sponsor

it supplies valuable income. As a result the CYC has been
The Youth Sailing Academy (YSA) had another exceptional

able to improve facilities including the new kitchen and

year, so much so that it was necessaiy to split the group into

weather station, which will benefit all members.

two. A Saturday morning YSA program was conducted with
around 37 kids involved each week. The 26 racing-focused
kids in the Youth Race Souad (YRS) on the Sunday morning
put their developing skills into practice by competing in the
CYC Sunday club race. As a direct result, 17 YRS members
participated credibly in the Combined High School regatta at
Lake MacQuarie during the Easter holidays.
In addition to these two youth programs, the Sailing School

progression of works to the tower and Sailors

thisyear. We are looking at providing programs for new

Cabin, now reaching fruition. We have also been

adult sailors enabling them to be more easily integrated into

addressing further facilities developments as proposed

regular CYC sailing activities. This will involve further

in the Lotus Bay Master Plan, and had discussions with

encouragement of current CYC sailors to extend invitations

CSCC management on potential developments on the

to graduates of the Sailing School to assist as crew members

Club site. Master Plan items o f particular interest

aboard theiryachts, dinghies and cats to introduce them to

include boat parking hardstand adjacent to the jetty,

the greatest sport in the world. A mentor program will be

plus the proposed boat launching crane and finger

introduced to give new adult members a contact person who

wharf. Discussion has been started with the NCA on

with sailing courses as part o f their schools' sporting

can provide support in conjunction with CYC assistance.

these issues, and also on the Master Plan's proposals

programs. The total numbers ofyouth sailors sailing weekly

The Sailing School acknowledges and appreciates the great

for improvement o f safety of boat launching at Lotus

at the CYC is around 90 students, a great result for the club.

support base at the club from CYC members who willingly

Bay by increasing the beach area through road and

In view o f the continuing high participation numbers, we are

give of their time to assist with all aspects o f the School's

bicycle path realignment and by provision of a

provided the Canberra Grammar School and Marist College

.

Adult sailing is going to be a major focus for the School

heyear has been dominated by planning and

planning next season to run a YSA group on both Saturday

operation.

morning and afternoon in addition to the Sunday YRS

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Southern

program. It has been veiy pleasing to see such a large

Cross Club management through Greg Mitchell and the

number o f junior sailors taking part in the CYC racing on a

CSCC Board for their invaluable support of the Sailing

regular basis. This bodes well for the future adult

School - it would be veiy difficult for the Sailing School to

membership of the club.

achieve and sustain its high standards without such support.

The Sailing School Board has been a major contributor to

I would also like to thank Paddy Hodgman who has stepped

the success of the school, helping with the management of

down after two years at the helm o f the Board for all his

the youth programs on the land and water. The parent

enthusiasm and direction that has made the Sailing School

volunteer groups involved in the sport have contributed to

such a success.

beach. Work to increase the length o f the Lotus Bay
jetty has started and should be completed later this
year, almost entirely due to veiy effective liaison with

HOTELS

The DIPLOMAT of Manuka - 13 24 00
www.choicehotels.com.au

Club Sponsor

QUEENSLAND
YAC H T CHA R TE RS

www.yachtcharters.com.au

Summer Series Sponsor

NEC

Twilight Series Sponsor

Capital Insurance Brokers
www.capitalinsuranebrokers.com.au
02 6282 7666

City of Canberra Regatta
Sponsor

Youth Sailing Regatta
Sponsor
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aspects that reouired clarification or improvement.
R e s u l t s C o n s u l t i n g Australia

OSGAfvSAHOh;M?*OV£MtN?SM
ClAlfSTS

Grahams Building Equipment
6297 4924

The Club Risk Management Plan was developed and
approved by the Committee in August last year, and is

Sue Bacon, Rear Commodore Operations

HONDA

it into line with present reality, and to adjust some

www.results.com.au
6260 5213

presently under review. Insurance costs have been

insurance coverage is limited to persons from 14 to 75
years o f age.
The Club was successful in obtaining ACT

ReadyW all
High Quality Pre-Built
Retaining Walls
lamie Cregan, 0423 379 455

RELIANCE

CAPITAL

A C T Boating Repairs
F IN A N C IA L

GROUP

Col Durran Ph 6288 1498

Rick Garner Ph 6281 7750
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Club Championship Race Sponsors

Tower refurbishment. Sailing School safety eQuipment
u

replacement, and power boat replacement.
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The Club's agreement with the CSCC has been

Government Sport and Recreation grants to assist with

u

arbr.com.au

Call 13 16 32

public risk insurance costs over the preceding three

JZ

R E P O R T S

the NCA by Matt Owen.

years. Members should note that the Volunteer

u
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%

relatively stable, after the almost 50% increase in

_Q
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successfully renegotiated, with minor changes to bring

the overall success o f these programs and we look forward to
their continued support o f the Sailing School initiatives. With

dedicated roadway from the boat parking area to the

CHOICE

>-

Graham Giles,Vice-Commodore

U n iversal T ru sses
Sponsor of Champion of Champions“Americas Mug”
Roof Trusses - Wall Frames - Windows - Complete Floor Systems
52 Sheppard Street Hume ACT 2620
Phone: (02) 6260 1436 Fax: (02) 6260 1462
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Serving members from the new servery were Jenn Nielsen, her son Wayne and Barbara van der Hoek.

>■ Cabin and Tower made Ship-Shape

y

The Sailors Cabin and Race Control Tower

the stairway hole in the upper floor made good, and

will have a new feel and utility by the time

additional power points have been installed. The external

>"
y

stairway and security gate should now be in place, and louvre

this is printed.

ventilation fitted instead of the western door window and

Cabin works being completed at the time of writing have

below the front desk.

increased the size o f the kitchen and bar to provide an

Club members will be completing the painting, addition of

overall improvement in its facilities, including

wires to the balustrade, and reinstallation of an improved

accommodation o f the fridge from the front o f the Cabin and

signal flag pole, the radio system, and the weather station.

greatly improved storage and working areas, with the
potential to allow us to provide much better service to
members. Also, the Cabin entrance counter has been moved
back into its corner to provide additional useable floor
_Q
13

space. The office space has been rearranged into two
instead of three areas, to improve their utility and the
efficiency o f management and administration. Some carpet

u
_c

u
rd
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1975, and has improved safety aspects o f the facility. It has
also greatly increased the useability o f the upper level for
race control, management, and administration, and of the

replaced, and the general finish of the Cabin has been made

Russell-Smith (CMI, building works) and Len Smart (Maritex

good.

Electrical Services), and on the Tower by | & M

This has been a veiy successful project that has greatly

L.
i_

The long awaited Tower rework started in )une, and

0)

proceeded apace. The roof has been repaired and resealed.

_Q

Exterior ply cladding, the decking, and the balustrade have
been replaced, the internal spiral stairway has been removed,

_o
3

lower level storage area.
The works in the Cabin have been completed by Shane

improved members' and staff facilities.

u

since the Tower was opened by Commodore Peter Forster in

damaged by a sewerage spill from next door has been

rd

C
rd

The rework has replaced materials that have deteriorated

u

JZ

Waterproofing (roof), Solitaire Homes (building works), and

u
ro

Almar Industries (steel work). The total cost will be about

>-

$57,000, comprised largely o f Club funds, with some ACT

ro

Government Sport and Recreation and Canberra Southern
Cross Club grant funding.

Graham Giles,Vice-Commodore
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Capital Insurance & Finance Brokers

ACT Youth Championships & Regatta
The Capital Insurance & Finance Brokers ACT Youth
Championships and Regatta were held over the 9 & 10 April

majority o f the fleet completed all four races with an obvious

Once the racing was over on Saturday, most competitors and

Second: Steve Hart & Max Rosenbaum - 470 (11 points)

thank them all individually, but that would be to long for this

Third:

article. I must extend a special thanks to the following:

some o f the support staff took the competition to the

representatives from the Scouts and three from YMCASC.

marouee for some pizza and trivia. Whilst there were no
trophies up for grabs, there was plenty of chocolate & Tim

The Championship was broken into two divisions, as there

with a Sharpie from the YMCASC on the Sunday. The not as

I would to thank Ian Ruff and Capital Insurance Brokers for
supporting this event. A lot of people contributed to

First:

majority of participants were from CYC, with seven

were no multihulls. The faster division consisted o f 470s

Championship faster dinghies:

improvement in all ability levels over the weekend.

in fantastic weather. A total of 13 boats competed in the
Championship and 8 boats in the less serious Regatta. The

O ther results were:

Tams to go with the pizza. In between rounds o f trivia,
many enjoyed the thrills and spills o f the 18-foot skiffs on

Triston Gamich & Adam Sizzler - 470 (8 points)

M Ablett (YMCASC) - Sharpie (17 points)

Championship slower dinghies:

ensuring the event was fun and successful and I would like to

♦

Race Officers Mick Leydon & Don McMichael.

♦ A ll o f the boat crews as organised by Paddy Hodgman.
^First:

Nigel Harvey - Spiral (5 points)
♦ A ll o f the BBQ_staff as organised by Greg Breen &

Sydney Harbour. A great night was had by all!

Second: Roiy Gleeson - Spiral (13 points)

The sailing was hotly contested in both divisions in about 8

The results of a successful weekend of sailing

Third:

knots of breeze on the Saturday. After a delay in starting on

were:

Regatta m ore experienced Division:

Sunday (due to the lake taking on the appearance of a

Hariy Quartell perpetual trophy for the ACT Youth Titles was

mirror), racing was even hotter in about 12 knots on the

awarded to Nigel Harvey on count back from Triston Adams.

Claudia Morris.

fast division was made up of Spirals, an Envy and Flying II.

Sunday. The Championship fleet had a total of six races over
the two days, sailing a combination of triangular and
windward & return courses.
The Regatta (for the less experienced yachties) was held
immediately in front of the Club, with plenty of
encouragement and guidance’ provided from the shore. The
fleet was broken into two divisions, at their choice. Those
that elected to sail in the more experienced division sailed a
slightly longer course than those who elected to sail in the
less experience division. Both divisions sailed triangular
courses and kept sailing until they were told to finish. The

A Breen - Spiral (13 points)

♦ The Scouts for the provision and crewing o f rescue craft.
First:

lames & Nathan Reynolds - Solo (5 points)
♦ A ll o f those who assisted as organised by Matt Owen.

Second: Indy Pain &? - Flying II (10 points)
The BHP Transport Youth Cup for best performance in the
Regatta was award, also on count back, to Robert Sargent &
Adnan Mueller sailing a Sparrow, over lames & Nathan
Reynolds sailing a solo.
The Capital Insurance Brokers Encouragement Award for the
person who sailed in the previous Regatta and performed
best in this years Championship was awarded to |ohn

♦ Oliver Merz and the team off 'QUICKSTIX' for their
efforts in organising the function on Saturday night.

Third:

S Blom - Spiral (16 points)

ZS

♦ Mel Clark for organising the trophies, shirts & everything
else.

Regatta less experience division:

Thankyou all so much and I hope to see you again in 2006.

First:

Warren Reynolds

Robert Sargent & Adnan Mueller - Sparrow (4 points)

-O
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Second: Tess Garvin - Topper (10 points)
Third:

A Mackie - Topper (12 points).

>(TS

Anderson sailing a Spiral on a count back from Riley Owens
in a 470.
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Vale Daphne Fullagar
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(cont)

Another important part o f Daphne's life was as a staff member at the Boys Grammar School for 27years. In an obit published in The

3

Canberra Times on 22 |une 2005, one o f her colleagues records that 'she served the school in many roles - an outstanding classroom
teacher first & foremost, an inspiring head of department. She served mostly as a colleague. For many, she was a trusted confidante & a

03

loyal supporter'. Her many roles included teacher in charge o f hockey & sailing; 'one o f Daphne's greatest satisfactions was teaching lots

c

o f boys to sail'.

—

But rather than me write about Daphne, she told her own stoiy, published as an 'Around the Buoys' stoiy in Sailing News, November
2002, which is reproduced below:

Born: England, small village in

Buckinghamshire but moved

early to Staines on the River Thames. Now famous on TV as

)

made so many friends. We originally sailed with a friend
who owned #78. We then had two o f our own Seaflies,

the place 'Ali G' hails from!

#130

Moved to Canberra in September 1964, significant because

a couple o f National Championships.

the Lake had been file d only months before (April '64).

One o f the funny situations that I remember was in the

Peter had a jo b a t CSIRO Wildlife. We came for three years

early days o f windsurfers, in a brisk breeze we m et one; we

and are still here.

are on a collision course with him. We yell 'Starboard'!! He

Joined the CYC, then at the old G olf Club across from Lotus

looks unconcerned and yells back to us, quite happily,

Bay in 1964, it was a really good thing to do, as through

only learning - 1 have not covered 'starboard' yet'!

the Club and sailing we m et lots o f people, when we came

The enjoyment I have always gained from sailing, even i f I do

here we knew absolutely nobody. I was a mem ber o f the

not do so a t the m om ent is the camaraderie o f sailing

Associates. (A mere woman could not be a full member!).

people.

and #260.

We had some good successes and won

7 am

We spent a lot o f time debating menus (peas or beans) for

The greatest satisfaction is undoubtedly teaching lots o f boys

the numerous functions we supported.

to sail. I remember one failure, but it is easy, in the right

And lots o f more

useful things.

conditions, to have a kid who does not know which end to

I have never held an official position in the Yacht Club and I

put a t the front in October and then to have them sail solo

currently do not sail regularly as I do not like crewing on a

in a direction o f their choosing by March. Have been proud

FF in Canberra. No crane to launch the boat - found

to be 'Yachtswoman o f the Year' in 1976 (I think) and jo in t

wading up to one's neck in cold winter water o f no interest!

'Club Person o f the Year' in the nineties sometime.

I learnt to sail when I first m et Peter when we were at Uni

Away from the water I like to travel, we have been very

a long time ago. He then owned a boat called a Yachting

lucky to go to lots o f interesting places, seeing lots o f

W orld Dayboat that lived on Poole harbour in Dorset

interesting places.

Personally, I first met Daphne & Peter in the Winter o f 1965

However, we were a t Uni in London.

it certainly makes you appreciate Canberra. I also like to

passed away on 2 |une after a period of some 2 years during

when I bought my first boat, a Seafly, called Mrs Pankhurst.

m arried we lived in London and did not have a boat as any

read, go to the theatre, garden, generally do as little as

which she was pretty much confined to a wheel chair. She

Daphne & Peter were already involved in the Class & soon

boat one m ight sail needed to be on a trailer and therefore

possible, perhaps that will change in 20 04 when I have

Vale
D a p h n e F u lla g a r
Daphne Fullagar was a great person in every way. Sadly, she

will be missed by us all.
Most current CYC members would have known her as one of
the people who took our entries & processed results etc but
over a period of some 4 0 years, up until the last few weeks,
she was involved in many CYC activities - &, as most will
realise, she & Peter were a great team, which the Club
recognised as long ago as 1991/92 when they were joint
winners o f the Clubperson o f the Year award. Daphne &
Peter have sailed together, conducted regattas, including
large fleet National championships, for many years, & were
involved in the behind the scenes race administration work as
well.

^

When we got

after, bought their own Seafly, Apodemus, followed a few

you needed a car to tow the trailer. We could not afford

more opportunities to do just that!

both so we ju st had an old car. During that time we both

Favourite book or film - hard to say but my least favourite

years. Daphne & Peter were one of three married couples

crewed on a Merlin Rocket from time to time.

film was, without doubt "The Road to Nhill" - terrible film,

sailing in Seafly's in those early years - one o f those

Sailing regularly has always been a pa rt o f our life in

makes one not so proud to be Australian!

couples, Eileen & |ohn White, continue to sail together ( the

Canberra. Way back, before we had children we sailed on

I enjoy entertaining people. I guess lots o f possibilities come

other family, the Guppy’s, dropped out many years ago); the

both days o f the weekend. That was in the early days o f

to mind but a man I greatly admire is Nelson Mandela. A

ever building fleets o f all sorts o f dinghies. We sailed a

truly remarkable man - the world needs more o f his kind.'

'Seafly', one o f the most numerous boats in the initial days

(Daphne Fullagar 2002)

was often more racy than the racing itself! Fortunately, Eileen
& |ohn have mellowed somewhat! Daphne's sailing

o f Canberra sailing. We had a lot o f fun sailing a Seafly and

u

Lucky also to come home to Australia -

years later by Gadfly, which they sailed together for many

vigorous conversations within those three boats during races

u
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capabilities were recognised in 1976/77 when she was the
CD

CYC Yachtswoman o f the Year, the second recipient of that
award.

Peter Forster, Club Historian
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‘K E E L E R S ST A Y - T E M P O R A R IL Y '
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“P L A N S F O R N E W L O T U S B A Y Y A C H T C L U B ”
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From The Canberra Times o f 3 1 March 19 7 1
0)

From The Canberra Times o f 9 May 1973

(article by Chas Nicol) and, Keelboat problem seen in future (article by CT reporter, Lloyd Cuthbert)

c

(article by Chas Nicol)

Headlines from the past
y

u

The above headlines, from more than 30 years ago,

And there was more - the discussions extended to

would be more o f a shock to the system today than

catamarans!

they were in the !970's. Imagine trying to prevent

The newspaper articles report on the Club's concern

'keelers' sailing on LBG today, & imagine anyone

'that the larger keelboats including heavy, fast boats

being foolish enough in current circumstances to try

& the larger type o f catamaran could find it difficult

to establish a new club o f any type in Canberra, let

to race with dinghy type boats in such confined

alone a club on the foreshore o f LBG.

space'. The Club denied that the Committee had

The keelboat issue brought back interesting

d

Headlines from the past
The second headline issue was possibly related to the first.
^ ^ \ l e x Meldrum (owner of 'keelers', builder of our present

The Club was never formed but at much the same time, the
Canberra Cruising Yacht Association came into being in

clubhouse, & former Flag Officer o f the Club) was the

1970. The CCYA publication. The First Ten Years, 1971 -

'project convener' for a proposed International Club & Yacht

1980, includes details o f the eight original members, & that

Souadron. The working group was looking at a site fronting

they were racing their keelboats/ trailer sailers in a general

Lotus Bay beach in Lennox Gardens’, presumably, across the

division with 8 - 1 2 miscellaneous dinghies. Those sailors

Bay from the CYC, & was reported to have obtained

felt that the influence o f class racing conditions was

considered banning keelboats from races; 'rather we

sponsors for the $200,000 project. The application to the

inappropriate for the largeryachts - unsatisfactoiy courses,

memories for me. In my then role as Vice

would like to thrash out our mutual problems with

Department of the Capital Territory seeking approval for the

starting times & handicapping & were concerned about the

Commodore (in those days, responsible for the

the keelboat owners & arrive at a satisfactory

site etc claimed initial potential membership o f 427,

aspects of safety in having mixed fleets o f dinghies & keel

sailing activities o f the Club), I was commissioned by

arrangement'. There was no problem at the time but

including 165 families in which there were 68 boat owners &

boats sailing the same course'. The CCYA was eventually

the General Committee to chair a meeting to permit

the Club was looking forward to the day when there

96 crew members. (CYC membership in 1973 totalled 849

wound up just a few years ago, after a life o f some 30years!

keel boat owners to present their case in support of

would be more keelboats & boats with larger sail

continuation of keelboat racing on the lake'.

areas on the lake. Safety factors, & the extent to

To put the (perceived) problem in some sort of

which the Club's facilities could be stretched if it had
to race in another location & at another time, were

>■
u

males & 319 females.)

Other interesting Landmarks from the past

context, in the 19971/72 season, there were 8
seen as the major problems.
established dinghy classes (including the Flying 15)

♦

racing with the Club . plus four General Divisions,

The discussions led to what was reported as having

mostly comprised of dinghies also. However, there

been 'amicably resolved - at least temporarily - when

were at least 8 'keelers' racing on the lake in those

it was decided that formulation of club policy on the

days, all different from each other, ranging from Alex

future of "keelers" be deferred pending further

Meldrum's, modified Bluebird, Odette, to a Hartley

investigation'.
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16, owned by Bill King. The average number of

4 0 years ago this Winter, in 1965, the Seafly Class

March 1965 with a total o f 228 entries in 8 classes & one

one of the earliest groups in Australia to tiy Winter

general division. Those competing included CYC

racing. The Seafly Class continued to do their own thing

members, then & now, Peter Fullagar (Seafly), Geoff

until 1977, being joined by the Mirrors after a couple of

Gillett (Moth), Peter Harvey (Snipe), |ohn White (Seafly);

years & then by some Flying I5's. The CYC eventually

Miss Patty Watch (Gwen 12), subseouently to become

conducted its first Winter series in 1978.

notorious for becoming Matt Owen's mother; & visitors,

As previously reported, our then Clubhouse, the former

1972/73, with only 6 of those being in CD 3, where
rd
(_
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The third annual Canberra Day Regatta was held in

pioneered Winter sailing on LBG, & may well have been

starters in our Club races was about 100 in season
♦

♦

Royal Canberra Golf Clubhouse, was seriously damaged
the 'keelers' raced. Needless to say, dinghy sailors
by fire in May 1965. Members were given honoraiy

John Hosking (Heron, now Flying 15), Jim Hardy (FD),

JD
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Christine & Mark Bethwaite (Moth), CS Ryrie & RV Gale

nd

(Finn).

L_

dominated the General Committee.

cu
membership o f the Canberra Club in our recent time of
need'.

Peter Forster, Hon Historian
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P e t e r

W in te r race

D a l t o n

1 u 1i r

3 1

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

G r a h a m

A u ?
W in te r race

1 4

S un

2 8

S un

V ic e C o m m o d o re
G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

T reasurer
T r e v o r

W in te r race

H i p p i s l e y

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au

R e a rC o m m o d o r e
Services
I a n

A u

W ed

M ember

A U 2

3 1

AGM

H a w k e

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

Rear C o m m o d o re
Com m unications
N i c k

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au

Rear
P e t e r

C o m m o d o re

Racing

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

Rear

C o m m o d o re

Operations

Sue Bacon
(w )6 2 l4 I 164 (h) 6285 2888(m) 0419 995 724
smsbacon@ausport.com.au

Club

Manager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Tanya Stacpoole, Louise Hodgman,Trish Gleesons and Di Stafford show how it’s done in the W in te r Racing
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dinghy classes
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Contents
In this issueyou will read about:
♦

2005 - 2006 Race Calender

♦

News from the Sailors Cabin

♦

Days of Wine and Bellows

♦

Tayls of Pathfinder - Ouch!
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M ariner Place
Yarralum la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Members
is your email address current?
Please contact the office
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
You could be missing out!

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance o f the

Canberra Southern Cross Club

Qoss Club
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Club members who w'ere

are giving regular support to the club operations and deserve

unable to attend the Annual

to gain the benefits that the committee has made available.

o

General Meeting should be

I warmly thank Don Me Michael and his hardy band of

pleased to know' that we have
l/>
D
00
D

veteran race officials who braved the chills of the Canberra

experienced another good year

well deserved success. |enn Nielsen, Barb Van der Hoek and

read my own report on the

supporters kindly gave us their time to provide the frost

clubs success on and off the

improved kitchen after racing. A commendable new

reports of the other committee

development this winter was to see some of our ladies

members.

fearlessly racing in the club dinghies in defiance of

Members were given a uniQue

hypothermia and competing with aplomb. Tania Stackpoole,

one off 15 month membership

Trish Gleeson, Louise Hodgman, and Di Stafford were to be

this past year to align the CYC

congratulated - see the front cover photo.

membership expiy date with

Stage I of the Race Tower improvements has been concluded

the Yachting Australia

and we are veiy pleased with the work. Graham Giles

membership expiiy. This

carefully managed this project and I thank him for a superb

change reouired us to operate

job. The high Quality of the work is self evident and our

for 15 months on twelve months

volunteers will now be more comfortable. Safety has been

income, but we managed well

assured by the replacement of the internal stairway, the new

and still were able to achieve

railing on the balcony and by the very attractive new timber

all our project targets. Despite

deck. We thank the Southern Cross Club for their offer to

a reduction in grants and lack

provide $ 8,000 towards the total costs of near[y $ 50,000.

of major regatta revenue, we

>

Race Officers must firmly resist the attractive temptation to

have managed to operate at an

start and finish our events from the flash race tower!

overall profit through careful

the chilly end of the CYC summer sailing season was proudly

the many Peters of the fleet (Russell, Forster and Dalton)

sponsors and of course the

Van der Hoek are now seeking volunteers to offer to assist in

performed on the highland pipes

presented our hosts with a

efforts of all our volunteers.

the coming special annual racing events and the two national

of our own Wee Willy Causebrook.

framed print from our archives of

championships in early januaiy 2006. Lets all pitch in

Barnacle Bill's bagpipe music

the Opening of Season Regatta

together and offer to do our bit as a part of the CYC team in

bought tears to the eyes of those

on Lake George in I96I. )im

2005-2006. A ll people are suitable for a role, large or small,

folk of true Scottish blood.

Lumbers will now delight in

for old or new members, experienced or not, skipper or

Kangaroos were seen assembling

easily disproving those tourists

crew.

by the vineyard fence, unafraid and

who, when looking out at the dry

Peter Dalton, Flying High

members to take out full seasons
race entry and to encourage members to
participate in our activities. Such members

-O

many of our veteran sailors. To inform winery visitors about

Summer sailing is coming up fast and Matt Owen and Martin

change was done to encourage

CU

May at Lerida Estate Winery on the escarpment

the support of our generous

will reduce marginally. This

ro

Lake George is veiy close to the hearts and memories of

the history of this once important sailing venue, several of

know that their total fee costs

u
ro
>-

he 9th Annual Flying Fifteen Winery BBQ.was held in

overlooking Lake George, near Collector. The heralding of

control, sailing school success,

Boat owners who race regularly

U

Days o f wine and bellows
T

Crusader II waits your crew too!

next season will be pleased to

_o
Z5

<

bitten crews will hearty food and beverages from our much

water, in addition to the

I

i/>
D
t>0
D

winter to make this popular Winter Racing Series another

of operations. I invite you to

<

LO

ACT DINGHY SERVICES
For all your dinghy needs
at competitive prices
Masts
Apparel
Rigging
Sails
Call Debra or Tom
0418 333963

clearly puzzled by this unfamiliar

lake paddocks, cannot accept his

sound. The winery hound was

stories of large fleets of sailing

apparentjy so overwhelmed that he

boats racing on the waters of

was spotted seeking the safety of

this mysterious lake.

the nearby Cullerin Ranges.

High praise for thisyears lunch

Many of our local International

in the winery was received from

Flying Fifteen Class members and

the food and wine writer of the

their lassies gathered at Lerida to

Canberra Times who was there to

enjoy the traditionally long

prepare an article on Lerida

fireside lunch, warmed by the fine

Estate. This co incidence

L-R Peter Russell, Jim Lumbers - Lerida vigneron and Peter Dalton

locally grown Pinot and

later resulted in the ACT

Chardonnay of vineron |im

Fjying Fifteen BBQJunch

Lumbers and his hospitable partner Anne Sarr. The modern

presentation of food, particularly our freshly hot smoked

tasting room facilities are ideal for our sized group of almost

salmon, receiving a very honourable mention in her article

30. Our Lady Commodore and our Gourmet Guru Sue

on this winery in the next week Wine and Food supplement.

Hosking prepared fine food for all including the most

Nice work ladies and it is probably a first for any fleet BBQ.

tempting selection of salads to accompany the hearty food

lunchl

c

cooked in the adjacent courtyard. Many fifteeners ladies

ro

generously contributed additional fine fare to the table.

U

Peter Dalton
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News
his is not the most expedient way of reminding

T

members of important issues because of the long

intervals between publications. Regular emails to members
is far more effective. Members are also reminded to keep
checking the club's website for the latest developments and
news regarding club activities and results. Having said that
I do need to remind those who don't read emails or who
don't have email, of the following.

be paid now, with the second instalment due on ...|an. You
will notice that the small increase in boat parking has been
more that offset by a decrease in the full season race fee.

3
w>

Date updated every 5 minutes.
Instruments are six metres above
water level at C Y C race tower.

Leaving outboard motors and electric winches attached to

<

the boat is a definite no-no, but storing items with a Quick
Temperature

re-sale value inside the boat is only encouraging thieves to

H u m id ity

break into more and more boats, and to come backyear after

Dewpoint

year. We have to get the message out to potential thieves

race tower transmitting to a display

W in d

in the sailors cabin, and for the

that it is not worth the effort. Experience shows that boats
discouraging thieves than those without.

convenience, membership and half the boat parking fee may

>-

valuables on their boats. Boats are still being broken into.

2005-6 are now due. The relevant forms are available for

available from either Matt or myself on reouest. For your

B a ra m e te r

first time offers almost live

T o d a y ’s fta irs

information uploaded to the web

Kair*Rate

site. The current conditions will

Elsewhere in the newsletter is the sailing program for 2005-

become a useful safety tool for our

6. You will notice that social sails and inter-state cruises are

V-." :•••”

not shown. That is because in past years many of those

sailing school, boat hire and racing

V:

activities.

W in d C h il!

activities were dependent on the weather, with few sailors
interested in an outing in the rain or gale force winds. Also
the timing never seemed to suit a lot of people. Thisyear

B

y

the time this is published, Members will have already

'been using the new CYC web site which has many new

The Water Police, Bureau of Met, and other lake users have
already heralded the weather station as a significant initiative

we will be organising certain fun events at shorter notice and

features, www.canberrayachtclub.com.au has been totaljy

of the Canberra Yacht Club which they believe will contribute

notifying members by email. However I can say there will be

rebuilt to include easier navigation, an area to recognise our

to safety and knowledge of conditions on an often tricly water

a social, weekend excursion to St Georges Basin in late

sponsors, a histoiy and contact area, and pages for our race

way.

The Committee has adopted a tougher stance on boat use

November. Ifyou haven't been on one of these cruises you

calendar and special events/links to the sailing school.

and appearance thisyear. If the boat is permitted to be

are missing out on a lot of fun. First time cruisers are

We have negotiated a relationship with SailWorld.dot.com,

please email to hildyard@bigpond.net.au or call me on 625

parked at the club, it is on the basis that the boat will be

particularly welcome. There will be more about cruising on

now the largest sailing news site in the world, to provide to

85711.

used. The point we keep reiterating is that the boat park is

St Georges Basin in coming newsletters and emails.

up date Australian sailing news live on the clubs web front

Foryour information I am now working both Thursday and

page.

Friday. When Twilight Racing starts (coinciding with

The sailing school pages now offer

With the first race of the new season on 18 September I
suggest you don't delay with your payment(s).

not meant for just long term storage. Ifyou are not using
the boat, consider selling it. In the meantime non-users
must remove their boats to make way for boats that will be
used. Also, non-use and neglect seem to go together. So

daylight saving), that will increase to include Wednesday

electronic registration and on-line fee

afternoon as well.

payment by credit card. This will soon be

M artin van der Hoek, Office Manager

extended to the rest of the site including

many of the boats now gathering dust in the boat park also
have torn and improvised boat covers. It makes a veiy poor
impression on members and visitors to the club to see so
many boats in a state of neglect. From now on the
Committee will insist on proper, fitted boat covers or none
at all.

Any further suggestion regarding the web site are welcome -

Nick Hildyard, Rear Com m odore Comm unications

Latest N ew s - W orld & A u stra lia

SklL-WORLD'.com

payments for membership fees, regatta
entries and boat storage. Later on, a

W eather

Geronimo Round Australia inside 20
days? By Rob Kothe, 7:02 PM Fri 24 Jun
2005
Less than sixty hours out of Sydney, Olivier
de Kersauson's 34 metre (111 feet) roundthe-world racing tnmaran Geronimo is 200
miles outside the Australia Great Bamer
reef as she sails the hottest possible angle
towards Cape York and the entry to the
Torres Strait, between Australia and Papua
New Guinea, in her round Australia record
battle.... [more]

confidential member's area will be rolled
out offering access to the PRO and duty
rosters, members contact details, club
documents, racing results archive,
newsletter archives and extended weather
station history data.

JD

ZS

u

Members of the committee, the office

U
>rd

log in to manage the affairs of the club
member's only page.

including a ticker display o f current wind
Newsletter

strength display for those Wednesday
CU

jQ
c
rd

u

afternoon, office based weather watchers.

There is much interest in the electronic
weather station which is located on the

u
U
rd

The site also features a weather station

on the lake and a ten minute average wind

JD

3
Forty days and forty nights... By Guy
Nowell, Hong Kong , 12:34 PM Fri 24 jun
2005
Everyone in Hong Kong is beginning to
sympathise with Noah. It seems as if it
hasn't stopped raining since Easter (and
that was three months ago)..., [more]

staff and regatta officials will be able to
from home using an additional area of the

rd

LO

o

I'd like to also once again remind boat owners not to leave

with proper, fitted covers have a better track record in

available from the Sailors Cabin; emailed copies are

Canberra Yacht Club dot Com!
W eather Data
Lake Burley Griffin

Membership and boat parking applications/renewals for
downloading from the club's website; hard copies are

u

Lhe Sailors Cat

Aussies trip In the light airs of Kiel By Di
Pearson, 9:56 AM Fri 24 Jun 2005
Very light 6-9 knot easterly winds and
warm temperatures (25-28 degree heat
wave by German standards) was the fare
of Day 2 at Kiel Week in Germany..,, [more]
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C a n b e rra Y a ch t C lu b
2005106 Race Calender
Month

Day

Date

Event/Sponsor

Sep

Sun

18

Opening Season Regatta Pointscore I, 2pm - Schweppes Trophy

Oct

Nov

>■

Dec

Sun

25

Pointscore 2, 2pm

Sat-Sun

1-2

ACT Flying Fifteen Championships

Sun

9

Pointscore 3, 2pm

Sat-Sun

15-16

LBG Inter-dub Regatta

Sat

22

Elliott 7 Spring Cup

Sun

23

Pointscore 4, Championship I - Honda Generators

Sat-Sun

29-30

ACT Multi-hull Championships - YMCASC

Sun

30

Pointscore 5, 2pm

Wed

2

Twilight I, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sun

6

Woollahra Trophies Regatta

Wed

9

Twilight 2, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sun

13

Pointscore 6, 2pm

Twilight 4, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

27

Pointscore 8, 2pm

Wed

30

Twilight 5, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sat-Sun

3-4

City of Canberra Regatta -NEC

7

U
-C
u
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14

Twilight 7, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sun

18

Pointscore 10, 2pm

Sun-Fri

1-6

40th Mirror Nationals Championship - Bing Lee

8-13

Flying Fifteen National Championships - Corporate Express

Wed

II

Twilight 8, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sun

22

Pointscore 12 Championship 4 - Bars Fix Cars

Wed

25

Twilight 10, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Thur

26

ACT Chief Ministers Regatta - ACT Government

Sun

29

Pointscore 13, 2pm

8

Twilight 12, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sun

12

Pointscore 12, 2pm

Wed

15

Twilight 13, 6pm
CSCC Series Race I - Canberra Southern Cross Club

Sat-Sun

18-19

Sun

19

Wed

Twofold Bay Regatta, Twofold Bay, Eden
Pointscore 13, 2pm

Hem

22

Twilight 14, 6pm
CSCC Series Race 3 - Canberra Southern Cross Club

Capital
Insurance
Brokers

Sun

26

Pointscore 14, 2pm

Wed

Twilight 15, 6pm

Sun

5

Pointscore 16 Championship 6 - Results Consulting

Wed

8

Twilight 16, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sat-Sun

11-12

Marlay Point Over Night Race.

Sun

12

Pointscore 17, 2pm

Wed

15

Twilight 17, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sun

19

Pointscore 18, 2pm

mciMnn

Mon

20

Canberra Day Regatta

6260 5213

Wed

22

Final Twilight 16, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Sat-Sun

25-26

ACT Youth Championships - Capital Insurance Brokers

Sun

2

Pointscore 19 Championship 7 - Choice Hotels

Sun

9

America s Mug' - Champion of Champions Regatta

Tues-Sat

18-21

CHS Youth Regatta Belmont

Sat-Sun

22-23

Batemans Bay Anzac Day Regatta

U

Sat

6

CYC Presentation Dinner

+-*

Mar

6281 7750

Bf

Results Coopting

bbtech

p T VINCENT!

6280 6998

0416 078 071

Read
High Quality Pre-built re

0423 3

>

CSCC Series Race 4 - Canberra Southern Cross Club

62827666

6241 4888

Sun-Fri

Pointscore II, 2pm

Wed

132 644

1800 075 013

Wed

Twilight 9, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Pointscore 14 Championship 5 - Onward Landscaping

R ttA N C fA t. G R O U P

Pointscore 9, Championship 3 - Ready Wall Retaining Walls

18

5

RELIANCE
CAPITAL

II

15

Sun

CSCC Series Race 5 - Canberra Southern Cross Club

Sun

Sun

Twilight II, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

CSCC Series Race 2 - Canberra Southern Cross Club

Twilight 6, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

Wed

Event/Sponsor

I

Corporate
1Express

6295 2277

23

Date

6260 6262

1800 020 000

Wed

Day
Wed

HO M
m i: Ba I nY E R S
(IN SPECTIO N S

PHONE 1 8 0 0 2 21 110

Cajsr*.#**'*&wt

Month
Feb

w

H O N D A

Pointscore 7, Championship 2 - Mount Vincent Estate Wines

Sun

onsors

6273 1784

20

X)

ZJ

Cross Cluu b

Sun

Wed

)an

Canberra

Twilight 3, 6pm - Homebuyers Inspections

ACT Dinghy Championships - YMCASC

3
<

■Southerrw

16

26-27

oo

CYC S p

Wed

Sat-Sun

3

Apr

yWali
taining walls and boxes

79 455
May
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CYC Website

1 www.canberrayachtclub.com .au

Have you visited your club’s website rece

ntly? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.
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Tayls o f Pathfinder
The race started and the Pathfinder boys
picked the middle of the line with clear

A f *

Ir W

air and boats either side. We sculptured

f

a rather untidy spinnaker set which was
Quickly sorted out and just as the
wineglass was unwound things were back
eter Barter joined the CYC 2 seasons ago and has

on track showing just under 9 knots on

become a major sponsor of the club through his

the log and....... @%&$......... a steel

P

association with Choice Hotels.

cardinal mark was noticed dead

W h e re were you bom, where did you grow up and w hat

ahead..... only a foot dead ahead, and...

brought you to the Canberra a re a ?

bang... crash ...crunch ....got it. This

I was born in Belmont NSW and lived around the

would not have been any problem except

Newcastle area until I was sixteen.

that when the hull bounced off the pole

W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?

we happened to notice out of the corner

With Toronto Sailing Club from I960 to 1965 I sailed V)s

of our eye that the rig stayed with the

as well as the occasional crew spot on Sixteen Footers.

cardinal mark and Pathfinder kept going
....well just a little

W h a t boats did you own/sail?

bit. Fortunately for us

My first boat was a VJ. I have owned a 5M Hydra and now

have chartered several cruising yachts on Sidney Harbour,

W

we stopped when the

Queensland again, yeehaa. This is a great

tight on the mark

Pittwater and the Whitsundays.

event with two days racing from the Gold

tearing the ears of

an Elliott 7. I have crewed on Sixteen Foot Skiffs, and 41
foot Warwick Hood designed yawl named 'Catriona'. I

I was sailing in an active fleet of 40 one design boots
and against some very good competition some who later
went on to Olympic representation.

Coast to Brisbane. After the race we will

the mark, bending the

go and explore Moreton Bay and the

spinnaker pole in two

the side with a boat hook trying to free some weed. The toggle on

numerous islands during a week long

and ripping the

the inflatable life jacket caught on the gunwale elevating Ian to a

cruise back to Southport. That's the plan.

crutch out of the kite.

new higher position.
W h a t annoys you most on the water?

With the generous encouragement of the other Elliott 7
sailors as well as some coaching from Bruce Paine we are
getting towards the pointy end of the fleet. Success is
sailing better than we did last time.
W h a t are you sailing now and w h at prom pted you to
m ake this choice?

I have completed two seasons now in my Elliott 7
Escapade. The boat sails like a big dingy. I just love
being on the plane under spinnaker. I needed a boat
where I would not be disadvantaged by my weight and
Xl
3

age and also a boat where I could introduce other people

u

Most m em orable sailing experience?

to sailing.

While crewing on a 'Catriona' we raced in harbour races
with the Cruising Yacht Club interspaced with longer

U

ocean races. The yawl was a beautiful cruising boat but

rd

unlike modern racers, its heavy weight and displacement

>rd

hull meant she never planed. On an eventful Montague
Island Race we did have the yawl surfing. A storm that
saw us running before the wind blew us from the island

CU
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Lack of wind and bad sportsmanship
W h a t do you enjoy m ost on the water?

There are many aspects of being on the water that I love. If I wasn't
sailing I would have to find another excuse just to be on a boat.
Being way out to sea in the elements and sailing takes a lot of
beating.
W h a t kind o f boat would you like to be sailing in 10 years?

departure on the Thursday night before the

Even though the mast

y
>
g

base was ripped off

race and after an uneventful trip to

Tayls o f Pathfinder

Newcastle w'e camped at the Dodd's

(Continuted on page I I)

residence. Pete was upgraded to the
presidential sweet, the benefits of the
Freouent Sailers program.
Up early on Friday morning for a 7:00am

Now here is the dilemma. I would like to do some more blue water

departure. We had to be at Ballina by
2:30pm to pick up Adam (Pete's eldest

will keep my wife happy with the creature comforts and will still sail

son) and provisions. We needed to launch

fast? I am sure that I am not the only one with this problem. I have

at Southport at 5:30pm to catch the high

X
D

already had discussions with other E7 sailors about the idea of

tide, which we did, exactjy to schedule.

maybe forming a syndicate to buy a Mumm 36.

What a finely tuned operation.

u

Biggest regret?

Race Day, there were about 70 boats

The time spent without a boat

entered and the weather was perfect with

+->
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u
n3
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W h e n not sailing w h at do you enjoy doing most?

about 12 knots from the south, a perfect

I love to spend time with my family and to entertain friends.

day for a 5 hour race to Russell Island

Cooking is a passion that I have had for many years.

where we would BBQ.and over night. It is

For the past 30years I have been downhill skiing. It has a similar
appeal to sailing in that you are out in the elements and reliant on

were 60+ knots with very steep seas. That race was my

your skills for survival. There is also that speed factor.

Can you rem em b er an amusing incident on the water?

Pathfinder was prepared and ready for

sailing but I don't want to give up racing. What can I afford that

most of the way back to Sydney Winds over the deck
fondest memory of blue water racing.

and do the Wintersun in

Spectra sheets came

A t last years Batemans Bay regatta we had Ian Kildae hanging over

Any success?

Success in V|s was limited to an occasional handicap win.

inter sailing in Canberra? Lets go

M artin van der Hoek

no coincidence that there are 24 hours in
the day and a slab of beer has 24 stubbies
in it.
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Whitsunday Wanderings
u
>■

his is for those in the depths of winter and is more a

“phase in" stage. I hope that such a change does not happen

collection of observations than a story. Readers can

here for a while as I replaced my outboard Quite recently, and

T

only hope that your name is drawn from the hat on the
Presentation Night so that you can experience it for yourself.

my new one is a two stroke.

and the work currently under way looks like doubling the size

the area that is done beautifully in the local gospel, "One

of the existing marina and plans to construct yet another

Hundred Magic Miles" which is both a handsome coffee

major marina nearby. Apparently Hamilton Island and Shute

table book and an invaluable reference. It is more the

Harbour are fully developed and the focus of development is

experience of the crew of Windsong (Rosemarie, Tina and

now Airlie Beach. We were reliably informed that the local

lan) who were the lucly winners of the Queensland Yacht

government is favourably inclined towards tourism as a

Charters prize for last year. We decided to go in mid April

growth engine for the local economy, especialJy as sugar and

2005 and to invite Mo and Chris from Valdor to join us. As

beef cattle prospects appear dim.

plenty of opportunity to make airline bookings well in
advance and to do so on advantageous terms, and Tina did
that for all of us. And there was time to work out the menus
and all that stuff.

the next" as a weather statement. I was much more reminded
of the you should have been here last week" line. We had
"strong wind warnings, 20 to 25 knots, from the south east

provided in briefings but we overlooked a couple of items

fact was worse than the forecast scattered showers on the

and it took us a while to rectify the situation. For example

first couple of days though the last couple of days the
showers scattered to somewhere else. As a result one of our

holding tank (used in marinas and harbours) to direct

crew spent a forgettable afternoon fond[y embracing the

discharge to sea. But it took a day or so before we worked

leward winch as we motored into the wind with a following

u

out that there was yet another cock to open before the direct

tide towards a sheltered bay and resort. Being told of the
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Beach resort. The former is geared for the mass market and the latter for
those with deep pockets. As an illustration the mooring fee at Happy Bay
was $22 per night, at Peppers it would have cost us $150. We visited South
Mole Island where the principal hazard was drunken lorikeets (pissed
being able to sail in a straight line for several hours.

we understood how to switch the head outlet from the

>-

aboriginal cave in Nara Inlet and from Club Crocodile to Pepper's Palm

could not endorse "Queensland, beautiful one day', perfect

with scattered showers" as the forecast most days. And the

discharge worked. In the meantime there were a lot of

never-fail cure for seasickness, "lie under a shady tree for half

suspicious glances and surreptitious sniffings. The lesson,

an hour", did not help.

pay attention to the briefings,you don't know it all.

...
_ ?rn~

u

(Continuted from page 9)

parrots) crash landing in our drinks. A real treat for us lake sailors was

As happens the information was available in the "manual" or

03

...

Tayls o f Pathfinder

The weather was not particularly kind to us. We certainly

_Q
D

U

- 'r ' ‘
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The marina at Airlie Beach has been substantially extended

What follows does not attempt to describe the attractions of

the prize was awarded in the middle of 2004 there was

)y

trip six years ago was that all the tenders are now rigid

the winds led us to choose to spend a day at Club Crocodile

inflatables. The principal benefit is the major reduction in

(Happy Bay) and another day in Nara Inlet. But we made the

chips to the gel coat of the boats. And the whole area is

most of the weather and can report that the snorkelling in

moving to 4 stroke outboards to reduce the impact of

Butterfly Bay is still a highlight of any trip to the

spillages on the environment. The legislation is now in the

Whitsunday's. We had a couple of walks ashore, to the

good old Pathfinder still has some tricks up
its sleeve, we had a beer and took some
lovely holiday snaps of the fleet sailing past.
We then gathered our composure and
retrieved what was left of the rig and our

(and not so

dignity.

Q u ick),

barges taking stores, fuel and fresh water to the island

resorts. There were a number o f retired maxi yachts full o f tourists cruising
around. And one afternoon we saw a number o f the old two and three
masted SQuare riggers which cater for the backpacker trade coming back
from their dive trips. These were disparagingly referred to as cattle trucks by
the locals but were a real sight to see in full sail. There were also a number
of really fantastic plastics, boats built for people with more money than
taste and with eveiy conceivable gadget. And bulldozing their way through
the waves as though diesel fuel was as cheap as sea water.

It was a great holiday, a real break from Canberra, but don't take my word

Given the weather we stayed inside the Whitsunday Passage.
We did not get to Whitehaven Beach as we had planned and

winch ripped out of the deck. Not to woriy,

There was a great variety o f craft about. Ferries large (and Quick) and small

for it. Go and see foryourself.

One of the significant changes that I noticed from a previous

the cabin roof in pieces, the mast had bent at
90 degrees and for good measure an Arco 8

We then had a lovely cruise back to theyacht
club, taking in the ambiance of the Gold
Coast and waving to the locals, did the walk
of shame to the car, packed up the wreckage
and drove home. 28 hours of driving and 3
minutes of sailing. That's what its all about.

-O
zs

A t least we bounced off the cardinal mark on

U

the correct side, hence proving our nautical
prowess.
Once again we left our mark (or bits of it) in

lan Hawke

Queensland. Repairs are progressing well.

D o n ’t forget - Queensland Yacht Charters provide discounts to CYC m em 

D idyou know that Pathfinder is 20years old

bers. http:l/v/w w .yachtcharters.com .aul
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thisyear. Now called Postfinder!
Happy Birthday.
Good Sailing, Postfinder
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Commodore

18th

P e t e r

Pointscore 1, 2pm

D a l t o n

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 1146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

G i l e s

1-2

(h) 62886990 (w) 0 4 12 507 0 6 1
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

15-16

H a w k e

Rear C o m m o d o r e
Communications
H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au

P e t e r

Commodore

Racing

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

Rear

Commodore

Operations

Sue Bacon
(w)6214 I 164 (h) 6285 2888(m) 0419 995 724
smsbacon@ausport.com.au

Club

Manager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard &
M artin van der Hoek lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
For advertising contact

mattowen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

O c t o b e r

Inter-club Regatta

Member

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnetcom.au

Rear

O c t o b e r

H i p p i s l e y

RearCommodore
Services

N i c k

O c t o b e r

Pointscore 3, 2pm

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au

I a n

S e p t e m b e r

ACT F15 Championships

9th

T reasurer
T r e v o r

25th

Pointscore 2, 2pm

ViceComm odore
G r a h a m

S e p t e m b e r

Sailing News
S e p t e m b e r
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Reliance Capital is officially launched by Rick G am er o f Reliance Capital Financial G roup and CYC Club
Manager M att Owen.

L L -
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Contents
In this issueyou will read about:
♦

News from the Sailors Cabin

♦

CYC 14 foot Team in Sydney

♦

Adventures in Dreamland

♦

Ron Tuckwells Raft

Members
- is your email address current?
A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M ariner Place
Yarralum la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA C ITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7 177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Please contact the office
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
You could be missing out!

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance o f the

Canberra Southern Cross Club

.f.- Canberra

'Southern
Cross Club

:

News from the Sailors Cabin

The spring racing season is off

considering options of better lighting in the boat parks, but

with a flying start and we soon

any thought o f installing gates and fences seems to have

will be enjoying the strong

some practical operational problems. We also suggest that

westerlies for the first two

members should not leave their unattended valuables in the

months of the summer season.

changing rooms as these rooms are also open to the public

<u
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This em ail recently from W a te r Police:

Indications are that the fleet

and there have been several thefts recently.

£

Be aw a re th a t a th ie f rem ains active in th e Lake Burley

numbers in the Trailer Yachts

Griffin foreshore areas. Fu rther incidents include:

Divisions and Flying Fifteens

2 6 August - Yarralum la Bay, bag containing w allet &

are rising and members

personal effects stolen from an u n atten d ed Rowing Club

interest is even higher that

<D

_Q
£
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ith all members having received a 3 months extension

W

on their memberships and boat parking (to 30

September), any renewals not yet received are now due.

otherwise you may find that your results may not count in the

shed.

Championship/Point score series. The entry team will be
given a list o f current members to check ifyou and your crew
are current members.

7 August - Lotus Bay, suspicious m a le observed

loitering. W a lle t la te r rep o rted stolen from an
u n atten d ed bag in change room.

members that have joined us
over the winter period. We

6 S eptem ber - Y arralum la Bay, m a le observed peering

hope you all will soon be

16 S ep tem b er - 3 0 Boats a t th e CYC's bo at p a rk were

mixing with us on and off the

broken into.

water.

But please - if there is a reason for the delay in payment,
speak to me or send me an email
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au

Please rem ind your group's m em b ers to secure their
valuables. I f you sight suspicious activity contact Police

If members are looking for crew

com m unications im m e d iately on 1 3 1 4 4 4 (2 4 hours)

please discuss the details with

I f you have fu rth e r inform ation contact W a te r Police

our club management. We are

office 6 2 4 5 7 3 9 3 .

keen to find places for new

C am eron Knight

members interested in

Senior Constable, W a te r Police

progressing from sailing school

My hours at the club are Thursday and Friday between 10 and

>
u

Welcome to the several new

into ca r windows.

will be changed in the next few weeks.

5 pm. Also, it is now possible to pay membership and full
season race entry, electronically by secure credit card
gateway. Go to the membership section o f the club's website
http://www.canberrayachtclub.com.au/membership.htm and

with boat owners to tiy to solve

click on the item for which you wish to pay, no need travel to

entiy fees has resulted in as many full season racers now, as

their crew problems.

the club, do it all on your computer.

we had at the end o f last season! This is already reflected in

are permitted to participate in a number o f races, usually 3,
to allow them to make up their mind as to whether they wish
to join the club and participate in club activities on a regular

CYC Sponsors
Canbeira

the size o f the race fleets in the first couple of races. Ifyou

To those members who have

have any suggestions at all in regard to procedures and

been waiting on the list for

activities in and around the club, please pass them to either

allocation o f boat parking spots

Matt, myself, or any committee member.

u

E E fiH a m M

•Southern

IlNSP E C T IO N S

6 2 7 3 1784

6260 6262

Cross Club

to race action and will work
Enough negativity. The reduction in the full season race

Crew persons who are new to the club or occasional visitors

oo

than that o f last year.

list, parking is at a premium so make sure you secure your
parking by becoming financial as soon as possible. The new

u

2

With a large number o f people on the boat storage waiting

season's padlocks for the dingy storage shed are ready and

Peter Dalton, Flying High
0)

With the sailing season now underway it is important to make
sure you and allyour crew are financial members o f the CYC,

Express

1 10

1800 020 000

u

132 644
Capital
Insurance
Brokers

62827666

6 2 9 5 2 277

we askyou to please remain

basis. Once it becomes clear you're part of the regular crew,

Members will have noticed the revamped and repainted tower

you can onjy participate ifyou are a CYC/YA member. To

and rescue boat. The tower has a new set of (exterior) stairs,

avoid the embarrassment o f being refused race entiy, make

a new veranda and more room inside (with the removal of the

sure your regular crew have completed the membership form

internal stairs). You are most welcome to come and inspect

and paid their subscription.

at any time or follow the racing from the best view in town.

Security in and around the club is still an issue. The last

The ever reliable 'Tooheys' rescue boat has been repainted

round of boat break-ins, netted the thieves only one

and rejuvenated. It now bears the name and colours o f the

outboard, but in the process damaged a lot of boats. Sadly,

new sponsor 'Reliance Capital' financial group.

The regrettable incidence o f theft o f property at the

Finally we would encourage members to become more

Canberra Yacht Club is no stranger to theyachting fraternity

actively involved in the club. |oin in and help run the club's

in Australia. Yachts are a soft target for thieves whether the

activities, whether it is with the kids in the Sailing

boat is on trailer, a mooring or a marina. Yacht clubs like

patient and allow us to complete
arrangements for the non-active yacht
owners to take their unused craft away
F IN A N C IA L

from the CYC boat park. Your continued interest is

u

that one outboard may encourage them to tiy again. I stress
again, don't leave valuables in the boat and consider not
locking the hatch covers. More damage was done getting

u
rd
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into the boats than was stolen. Thieves are not after sails or
2 burner stoves

School/Academy or with organising races, regattas or social

With regard to valuables such as wallets and keys that need

(MSG), run by Ian Hawke. I am sure he would welcome more

i_

to be stored safely while racing, leave them with me in the

offers o f support.

CU
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office or give them to the person in the Sailors Cabin with
access to my office. We will arrange to store them safely.

ours are often at isolated locations and difficult to defend by

activities. We already have a Member Services Group

rd
s_

access to your weekly racing activities at the CYC.

conventional security systems. Martin Van der Hoek has
advised all owners not leave outboard motors on theiryachts
and your committee is open to reasonable suggestions on

Enjoy your sailing. We're in for a great year.
the any means of stopping the recent bout o f theft. We are
M artin van d er H oek, Office Manager

>■

Corporate
P H O N E 1 8 0 8 221

GROUP

6281 7750

1800 075 013

appreciated and we soon trust that you will have more easy
-Q
ZJ
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Results Consulting *»»»»-»

6241 4888

6260 5213

bbtech

|M T V IN C E N T !
...-

6280 6998

041 6 0 7 8 071

ReadyWall
High Quality Pre-buiit retaining walls and boxes

0 4 2 3 37 9 4 5 5
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M e e t the Sailing School Board

L.

CYC 14 Foot Skiff Team

but ' oo Gas!

-
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>Did you know th a t the m em bers of the Sailing

U

School Board include Bill Gam ack, M a tt Owen,
Sara Kennedy, Greg Breen, Sue Bacon

Welcome

to new
members in 2005-6

Ben and O llie in the 14ft w ith W A M /4 6 0 on the sail mixing it up during the Brass Monkey Regatta

L

(Chairperson), Claudia M orris, O liver M erz and
M a tt Gleeson? They ensure this very successful
operation continues to introduce hundreds of
children and many other return students to the
joy of sailing each year - w hat a team !

A

s at 26 September, 147 adult members and 27_youth
members had joined or re-joined the club, compared

with the 450 plus members at the end o f the last financial
year. With the Summer racing program having already started,

Z!

u

P o s i t i o n s

V a c a n t

Full Time Assistant Sailing
School Manager

traffic. Seaplanes taking o ff and landing along with

period traveling regularly to race in Sydney. The

commuter ferries in Rose bay made for interesting and busy

T

warmer waters and bigger skiff fleets were an attractive
* proposition for the I4's pre season preparations.

but the new club membershipyear not commencing until I

rd

>-

The Canberra Yacht Club is looking for a full time GISBS
Assistant Manager/ Sailing Instructor.

fleet Brass Monkey Regatta run from the Sydney Flying
Souadron, Kirrabilly. The inaugural event attracted 70

The club extends a hearty welcome to the following new

four weekends out o f Rose Bay, Sydney Harbour. The

dinghies and Cats, including Flying 1Is, l8footers and A

members in 2005-6 :

Woollarra series consisted of two or three back-to-back races

class Cats.

Sean Ahern; Ian Bailey; Jason Barrett; Ian Copeland; jamie

each Sunday. The courses were windward leeward with gates

Cottee; janene Frawley; |uan Guerschman; Bill, Mary-Ellen,

at the bottom mark.

Ned and Dan Hirst; Graham and Brigitta (ones; Bruce, Mandy,

For Oliver and Ben the first weekend was a successful affair

Rachel and James McLennan; Tom, Catherine, Patrick and

as far as racing goes, but the trip home, found them

Joseph Mueller; Paul Neal; John Newton; John Payne; Stuart

coaching programs. You must have the relevent YA or RYA

i_

coaching Qualifications including First Aid.

CU
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Andrew Szabo; Bob Thurston; Doug, Kim, Sam and Georgina
Tyers.

stranded just past Lake George with a dodgy fuel gauge.

l5-25knots. The top recorded wind speed of the day was 28

U
retire because o f gear failure. Things became interesting for

big budget skiff team under way again, a fuel crisis over.

spinnaker as a trapeze rope broke on the way to the start

The other team "No Idea" Justin Woods and Luke Keenan

line. As Oliver remarked, "It's a bit disconcerting when

sailing the other commonly seen red 14ft, also competed in

traveling at l5knots and your crew disappears from the side

club's website at www.canberrayachtclub.com.au or come and

one of the Woollarra series.

o f the boat.” Justin and Luke had the indignity of being

Sailors Cabin during business hours.

learn to contend with the delights of Sydney Harbor and its

matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au for details.
M artin van der H oek, Office Manager

Z)

The challenging conditions caused both Canberra boats to
Oliver and Ben, when Noo Wedgie cartwheeled under

Along with the traveling, the 14ft sailors have also had to

X)

knots at Rose Bay.

A tin o f much needed "go juice" from the NRMA found the

speak to Matt Owen, the Club Manager, or myself in the
Please contact Matt Owen on 02 6273 4777 or

Day I of the regatta saw fresh westerly breezes ranging from

For further information about club activities, pis check the

The applicant would instruct the Adult, Kids and advanced youth

nd

The Canberra I4's most recent event was the mixed dinghy

Hillman competed in the Woollarra winter series, run over

Phillpot; Alessia Santa Rossa; Kevin Schoevers; Kirsten Steele;
u

racecourses.

Team "Noo Wedgie” consisting of Oliver Merz and Ben

October, this is a reasonably good result.

X)

lvo CYC 14 ft skiffs have been busy over the winter

towed in with a broken forestay; luckily Luke caught the mast
with his shoulder avoiding mast damage. The challenges of
(Continuted on page 7)
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Namadgi in the
Sydney to Gold Coast Race

CYC Website w w w .canberrayachtclub.com .au
Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.

CL
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(C o n tin u te d fro m p ag e 3 )
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he recent Sydney to Gold Coast Race was the first

T

fixture for the Canberra Ocean Racing Club crew which

will compete in this years Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race and 1
am pleased to report Namadgi had a successful ocean racing
debut. Those ofyou who followed the race on the web will
have noticed that Namadgi settled into the rear o f the field

because on turning north outside the heads, they all
screamed away with their lightweight sails.
During the first day and night, Namadgi was struggling in
the light weather. We found however, that when the breeze
picked up, we were able to make up some ground in our
division (PHS - Performance Handicap System) o f 19yachts.
Fortunately, it was not heading us and we began to pick up

The crew for the race was:
Skipper - Garth Brice
Navigator - Paul Jones
Starboard Watch (The Stars) - Mike Dunn (Leader), lack
Hayden, Bettina Hiscock
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Saturday night.

and the asymmetric hoisted which fouled, whereby some
fairly fancy crew work from both watches saw the asymmetric
dropped, repacked and re-hoisted in fairly short order. This
)were still neck and neck with Time Out.

Through bleaiy eyes on the Sunday conditions appeared
much lighter. The breeze still wafted from the NAV but only
managed 0-6 knots for the day. Team “Noo Wedgie"
completed both races resulting in an llth placing in the blue
division and 28th overall. Team "No Idea" struggled in the
light conditions and retired again. It is believed there may

The pre-cooked evening meals were also a great success and

to a maximum o f 18 and we were flying under the kite with

also have been a case of post social event seasickness. The

were a highlight o f the trip. )im, lack and Phil (or was it

Garth helming, determined to beat Bettina's record, which

Brass-Monkey Regatta was a great success, showing that

Gaye, Shena and Wendy) prepared these ashore before

he did at 11.6 knots.

mixed fleet events can and do work.

Another highlight o f the trip was multiple whale sightings as

On the return trip the Canberra teams learnt another vital

we approached and rounded Point Danger. Some whales

lesson about Sydney skiff sailing. Just after passing what felt

having then vacuum-sealed by their local butchers. A big
thankyou to Bettina for her provisioning skills. Mindyou

Buchanan, Phil Kavanagh

found Phil wiping the saloon deck with the PFS sponge.

The race started on Saturday 30th |uly. The crew assembled

(PFS? Pink for Sink, of course!)

at the boat on Thursday night, with the crew executives

In the wee hours o f Sunday morning the standard kite came

having attended the CYCA briefing at Rushcutters Bay.

down as the land breeze kicked in from the west at 15 knots

Tactical discussions' lasted well into the night. Despite these

and the asymmetric spinnaker was flown from the pole. Early

discussions, the crew rose bright and early to make last-

Sunday afternoon, we rounded Seal Rocks with a number of
well-executed gybes and were rewarded with the sight o f a

The weather did not look promising. A great big loose high

whale breeching 30 metres to starboard.

had settled over eastern NSW which promised veiy little

Paul's excellent navigation, close inshore, managed to pick

wind - maybe 5 knots on the nose.

the occasional lift with a current eddy from an adjacent bay.

After another night 'discussing race tactics' and some last-

We were somewhat surprised to find that we had the east
Australian current helping us for most of the race.

leave her berth 1030 for the 1300 race start. We proudly

Sunday night found us struggling along again with the wind

sailed past the Committee boat with storm jib and trysail set

5-8 knots waiting for the land breeze. However the breeze

and burgee flying before joining the other 73yachts in the

picked up to a max 10 knots so that by early Monday

pre-race manoeuvres. It was light air and the professionals

morning we were flying past Coffs Harbour under the

had their lightweight sails which Namadgi does not possess.

spinnaker. We did see 15 knots briefly. By this time, we had

Undaunted, Namadgi held her own in the pre-start jostle and

been for some time in company with another yacht Time Out,

got off to a safe start with Mike providing Skipper Garth with

a Northshore 38, and our race had turned into a duel.

valuable tactics.

south o f Point Danger on the NSW-Queensland border.
With a 180-degree wind shift, the spinnaker was dropped

With Point Danger abeam at daybreak, the wind picked up

Bettina's normally pleasant disposition changed when she

minute purchases in the morning, Namadgi was ready to

the day's events were soon forgotten, as the sailors enjoyed
the post race dinner hosted by the Flying Souadron on the

the sea breeze in the afternoon and land breeze at night.

Port Watch (The Porters) - Paul (ones (Leader), )im

minute preparations before sailing for Sydney.

Early on Tuesday morning (0300), we were some 30nm

was tense stuff as we could not afford to lose ground as we

very nicely.
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Monday pretty much consisted o f the land breeze in the

It was a slow sail to Sydney Heads in the light wind, with

morning and the sea breeze in the afternoon and lots of

Namadgi very much to the rear. Things improved when the

spinnaker work hoisting and lowering and alternating with

aptly named Eagle Rock grounded at South Head, enabling

the asymmetric. By this time, under Garth's tutelage, the

the tailenders to catch up in the ensuing melee. A t this

crew were developing a good feel for the spinnaker work and

stage, we were alongside (a long alongside!) Brindabella

building up the power curve on the helm. So much so, that

after she was becalmed in the North Head wind shadow.

by Monday night, Bettina held the boatspeed record of 10.2

Sadly, this is as close as we got to the majority o f the fleet

knots.

were 50 to 100 metres from the boat and one whale leapt

like the 25th road toll home, Ben and Oliver noticed a piece

completely out of the water.

of paper on the windscreen. A $75 parking fine on a

However, no time for sight seeing as we were engaged in a
gripping race to the line with Time Out. We flew past Point

Sunday! As Justin and Luke also got a ticket, Sydney City
Council did well out o f the Canberra teams.

Danger to achieve a good gybe angle to head the lOnm or

Back in Canberra Justin and Luke have updated from their

so to the finish line. To our surprise, Time Out elected to go

red boat, buying "Loose Unit". Word on the grape vine is

inside the Point Danger Island which allowed onty about 90

that there may soon be another Canberra 14ft skiff racing out

cm under her keel. However they pulled it off and came out

of the CYC increasing the fleet to 4. The Canberra 14ft skiff

ahead o f us but still with a couple o f gybes to go. In the end

teams' next event is lervis Bay Regatta on the October long

they beat us by 7 minutes after 3 days and I hour.

weekend. Should be a blast.

Jack Hayden, Namadgi Crew

Oliver M erz.
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racing yachts in the world. Sailing to Antigua in the famous restored

Many Canberra Yacht Club sailors compare more than favourably with

pre war J Class Americas Cup Yacht, the 130 foot "Velsheda", our man

the Antigua Yacht Club in respect to racing rules. Protests are firmly

M r X endeavoured to rule over the eclectic bunch o f international

discouraged in the Antigua Yacht Club Notice o f Race. Several times

yachties plus the obligatory scruffy goats at the crowded main crew

we witnessed the right o f way o f ayacht determined by the waterline

LO

o
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house. We Witchcraft boys formed the afterguard on Dreamland and

length x size o f piggy bank and Quality o f cigars o f the owner. Skippers

were immediately dubbed by the other Aussie foredeckies as "Club

o f smaller 40 foot charter boats racing in other divisions were easily

E

Ulysses". On their own Club Ulysses perched high overlooking the four

bluffed as when racing they carried an insurance excess o f $

CU

old fortresses, the forest o f tall masts in Falmouth Harbour and out to

l0,000Aud! Ouch! In this surreal world o f billionaires the 75 foot race

sea. From the poolside porch o f our hillside villa we were refreshed by

yachts have 100 to 200 foot luxury yacht tenders" that travel across the

CL

a fridge replenished daily and resolutely we guarded theyachts

Atlantic Ocean for the season just to act as party boats for the owners

<U

generous stocks o f Mount Gay rum and many crates o f the local beer

guests at the Antigua Classic Yacht Regatta until they return home to

CU
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called Wadadli. Like the old redcoats o f yore, but free o f goats and

the Med or New York. The famous giant Italian yacht Mirrabella V was

thirst, we protected our ships vital stores.

there too, all 300 feet high and 247 feet long. She is the world's

Antigua Sailing Week is the major annual regatta for the Caribbean.
Nelsons Dockyard at English Harbour is theyachties social and racing
focal point. English Harbour was found 1671 and the historic British
Naval Doclyard built from 1725 was considered hurricane proof and
totally invisible from the sea. The complex system o f four fortresses on
the commanding heights above the ocean provided the land and sea
defence for Her Majesties Naval Headouarters in the Caribbean until

y

P e te ’s D ia r y N o te s - 21 A p ril 2005 - Departed

u

Canberra fo r Sydney, Auckland, Los Angeles, Miami, San
Juan and St Johns. Joined w ith five o th e r o f the original

soon collected a whole bunch o f septic Buddies. After a round each
of "them pitchers" we six slept like good ole boys on the midnight
flight to Miami and then on to Porto Rico to greet the dawn.

crew o f the RPAYC Farr 40 W itc h c ra ft in travel to

u
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the Fourth Test, West Indies V South Africa. The atmosphere there was

removed and the stone buildings have been restored to re create a

all steel drums, happy Islanders, free Wadadli and buckets o f sweltering

unioue venue for sailors worldwide. Nelsons is said to be the only

humidity. The prison alongside the cricket ground has open windows

surviving Georgian doclyard o f its era. Young Captain Horatio Nelson

for the inmates to enjoy the game and thgr can chat to their girlfriends

in command o f the RN frigate “Boreas", often careened there in 1784-

below. Jokes about captive audiences seemed un-avoidable. This Test

1787. No cannon was ever fired in anger from the English Harbour

actually made the news for a new world record for almost no-one

fortresses. The solid stone officers Quarters, supply stores and powder

getting out for days on end and that the batsmen scored eight

magazines o f Nelsons Dockyard are now boutiQue shops, pubs,

centuries. Antiguans don't like to let the match get in the way o f a

restaurants and home for bare boat charter.

good day at the cricket and mon we did the same.

Race Week involves racing offshore daily for a week. It also involves

Memories o f the racing in these famous Caribbean waters in a beautiful

crew dinners, traditional island beach bars and parties for a week or so.

large yacht against some very classy opposition w ill never be forgotten.

Local records show the trade winds in A p ril / May blow at 25 -3 0

The opportunity to visit aboard Ranger, Endeavour II and Velsheda.

knots. We toiled hard in the humid conditions but the wind really

fabulous pre war J Class yachts, each beautifully restored and
maintained in superb racing condition, was a dream fulfilled. Dozens
o f classicyachts gather from all around the world each year on the

Sailing Week.”

by islands and the smoke rising from the active volcano on nearby

Big Boat Fleet competition comprised mostly o f 20 ton modern 75 foot

Falmouth Harbour marinas at the Antigua Yacht Club. They range from

light new racingyachts that easily did 15 knots to windward in light to

superb fragile classics built in the early I920's right through to a state

medium air and they Quickly rolled us. Only when reaching for 30

o f the art futuristic carbon fibre Italian 140 footer that only completed

is much visited by armies o f American tourists that stream out of
the enormous cruise ships that tower over the modest little town.
Our final destination o f the Antigua Yacht Club at Falmouth

the then Commodore o f the RPAYC Bruce Staples. Spending many

Harbour was a half hour drive over rough roads to the far side of

years as a respected international skipper for the yachts o f Swan

the circular shape island, past now deserted cane fields and their

factoiy in Sweden he handled delivery to and from USA, the Baltic

100 ruined stone windmills that once produced the sugar and rum

or the Mediterranean. |eff sought out his old Pittwater mates at

requirements o f the then powerful British Royal Navy several

short notice to help crew the beautifully appointed Swan cruising
yacht for theyoung Philadelphian owner Brook Lenfest. Sensitive
negotiations with our respective wives were hastily completed and

return in two weeks in good order and with much duty free

hundred years ago. Despite slaveiy having been abolished in 1850
many Antiguans seem resigned to live a simple life in the tiny two
room huts in the small villages. Many keep herds o f scruffy goats
that roam almost anywhere and devour most flora within their reach,
leaving behind stunted shrubbery and cactus. Smiling, happy well
dressed island children were seen and heard everywhere.

Caribbean booty.
Dreamland's owner provided two crew houses for the m otlg'
Escaping en route for a several hours in Los Angeles we found a
very ordinaiy Santa Monica Beach and Pier. Disappointed, we then
searched long and hard for a half reasonable bar. I was even more

CD

On the Lay Day we were guests at St John's Cricket Ground to watch

1880. Bypassed by time and progress last century, the vines have been

Sailing a 70 ton yacht we needed the usual trade winds plus more. Our

we left them behind for a 36 hour flight under clear obligations to

U

asylum.

light through our red ^ e s . Lots of deep aoua blue water, studded

raced many thousands o f offshore miles together in The Pacific with

_Q
D

not in tune, to wish each crew a safe jo u rn ^ to their home port but all
together sounding much like a deaf mans organ recital in a lunatic

the beautiful Swan 86 D re a m la n d to race her in “ Antigua

reamland's Aussie skipper |eff Hanlon was once a wild young

disappointed that the airline had already lost my luggage. In the "
Sunset Bar and G rill" [ no joke ] we were treated to the type of LA
regulars that were larger than life, like movie set extraverts. We

mixture o f world sailors from South Africa. Israel, Wales, England,
Australia, plus a couple o f septics from North Carolina. The sailing
master for Race Week was an outrageous character from Tassie
called "X." Describing himself as a citizen o f the sea kingdoms he
had no real nationality, but several passports and a great thirst. X
has spent his life racing and delivering some o f the most fabulous

miles in 18 knots for one race were we on the pace by using our longer

it's,maiden voyage on arrival mid week. We Club Ulysses boys will

waterline. We brought the working sails from North Sails San Diego

always remember our Antigua Sailing Week 2005 and the fine

Loft and spinnakers from the North Sails Mona Vale Loft. Pete A n till

generosity o f our American host and friend Brook.

our "Club Ulysses" Sydmy sailmaker, tweaked hard to get the best out
o f these new' sails, particularly the huge 420 sq. metre kite that he made
fort>reamlandJn Sydney.,The many power winches took a hammering

Pete’s D ia ry N o te . My lost luggage eventually arrived back
intact but well travelled, five days later via London, New York and
Miami. I arrived back totally ... jetlagged.

in the desperate attempts to coax ever}' Quarter knot o f boat speed out
o f the lovely comfortable world cruising yacht, but it was all to no avail.
Our racing results were much less than we had hoped but our

LO

season, the other world cruisers sound their horns almost in unison if

didn't work veiy hard for us. most days only giving us only 0 - 10.

forward hand with us on the Witch in the 80s when we

cu
LJ

largest maxed out maxi cruising yacht. As each large yacht casts off

The Caribbean Sea looked simply beautiful in the early morning

D

E

from Falmouth Harbour to migrate north safe from the hurricane

Antigua to form the large crew o f 23 needed on board

Monserrat was an unexpected sight. The Antiguan capital, St Johns

_Q

_o

ZD
P ete r D alto n , Flying High

O

international crewmembers teamed well on and o ff the water making it
a ju n week. We at least won some recognition as a hot party, leff
in's sound preparation for the whole week o f racing ar|d
all the ingredients o f a upiQue racing holiday.
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L-R Ron Tuckwell and Peter Forster

From the Honorary Historian
U

-

N

Gems from the past
ot sure how but, somehow, (ohn Martin who writes the

regatta on Lake George. Ron built a raft from 44 gallon

CC (Capital Circle) column for The Canberra Times

drums, planks etc, that was used as a platform for the

heard that we are working on the history o f the CYC. He was

starting team at the first regatta. The program for that event

keen to publish a short article about the Club & about our

lists Ron as being the Timekeeper for the regatta.

50year project, inviting any readers who might be able to
contribute to contact me. The article appeared on Friday 19
August together with a photo of the clubhouse & o f Lake
George.

J3
ZS

u

we have o f those early days o f the Club & the movie film of
the first regatta, which includes shots of the raft that Ron
built. We were also interviewed on ABC radio by David
Kilby, about the early days o f the Club & about the histoiy

resident who sailed with the Canberra Sailing Club which

project - so in due course, as part of the 50year histoiy

operated on Lake George between 1951 & 1958, but which

package, we will be able to marry up Ron's voice with some

appears to have had no relationship to what became the

moving & still images of the starters raft & the regatta.

Club, thanks, we think, to the lorgenson family.
U

I spent a couple o f hours with Ron showing him the photos

The third contact was from Sheila McTaggart, a resident of
Canberra, who, as Sheila Ford in those days, was on the first

rti

The second was from a chap who happened to be visiting

Associate's Committee. Women could only be Associate

>-

Canberra from Perth, who happened to buy The Canberra

members in those days & their primaiy task was to raise

Times that day, & whose interest was immediately sparked by

money to help furnish the Clubhouse, which they did by way

the CC column article. Ron Tuckwell worked at HMAS

of a very active program o f social events. Sheila's then

Harman from 1959 to 1962 & as an experienced yachtie, was

husband, John, sailed a Moth & then an NSW on Lake

recruited by our then Vice Commodore, & CO o f Harman,

George & eventually on LBG. john played the double bass in

Max Hinchliffe, to help out with the preparations for the first

some of the local dance bands, with people like then CYC

rd
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The raft that Ron built

process o f organising for Sheila to meet up with two other

The people on the raft, from L-R are : A Pidgeon,

veiy early women members, |o Nicol & joy Warren, so that

Assistant Course Official (probably from Sydney), Ron

we can record them talking about the earjy days of the Club.

Tuckwell, timekeeper sitting on the front of the raft, with

u

the white hat, Ron Moran, Starter white hat in centre of
And the fourth contact was from Paul Black, whom we see at
^ ^ t h e Club from time to time, with the power boats, which has
been an interest o f his for a number ofyears. Paul gave me a

As a result, I had four contacts. The first was from a local

CYC in 1959. However, we do have some details about that

members Stirling Primmer & )ohn Harnon. I am in the

folder o f papers relating to the Race Support Unit in the
I970’s. There are some veiy useful documents including an
original copy o f a letter that I wrote in November 1970, in my

group, Gerry Hewson, black hat Moth Class official from
Sydney, no hat suited! The face in deep shadow at the
back of the raft, half hidden by a foam mug, is Peter
Russell, of Flying 15 fame! The photo was taken on the
day of the first regatta on Lake George, 30 Sept / 1 Oct
1961. at which the then GG, Lord D'Lisle officiated.

then role as Vice Commodore, to the seven local citizens,
only some o f whom were members of the Club, who made
their privately owned power boats available on a roster basis

Canberra. To put the $1,600 in some sort of context, the

as rescue boats. We are fortunate that we now have a record

bank overdraft was $33,200 & the Club owed members

of the names of the people concerned & brief details o f their

$12,300 in debentures, all associated with the costs of

boats.

building the clubhouse some 7years earlier. Net trading

The other important set o f papers relates to the Life

profit for theyear ended May 1973 was $4,335 or $6.50 per

Members Rescue Boat Appeal, set up by Alan Stewart & |im

week, according to the Commodore's comments in the

Beare, to raise $1600 to finance a second rescue boat for

November 1973 issue o f the Club newsletter.

Club racing. Again, there is an original copy o f a letter that

Incidentally, the boat we acQuired was a 16 foot De Haviland

I. as the then Commodore, wrote to the Life Members in

Aluminium runabout with a 55 HP motor, named El Em, a

November 1973, explaining the need for the appeal - &, more

sister ship to Saracen that had been found to be a veiy

importantly, there is a listing o f the 91 Life Members & 30

functional rescue boat.

Associate Life Members, some o f whom are still residents of
Peter Forster, CYC Historian
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P e t e r
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D a l t o n

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au
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O c t o b e r

Inter Club Regatta
o d o r e

V ice C o
G r a h a m

22

G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone.com.au

CO

03

ro

U

T r e v o r

odore

29

M ember

o
U

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au

Rear
P e t e r

C o m m o d o r e

Racing

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

h

Rear

C oi

odore

Operations

Sue Bacon
(w)6214 I 164 (h) 6285 2888(m) 0419 995 724
smsbacon@ausport.com.au

Club

O c t o b e r

Manager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard &
M artin van der H oek lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
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O c t o b e r

Pointscore 4 ,2pm

Rear C o m m o d o re
C o m m unications

E
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A C T Multi-hull Championships

H a w k e

N i c k

Elliott 7 Spring Cup

H i p p i s l e y

S e r v i c e s
I a n

■ p i CD

O c t o b e r

Pointscore 4, Championship 1, 2pm

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9 102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au
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T reasurer

Re a r C o m

1

O c t o b e r

Pointscore 3, 2pm

N O T IC E F O R T H E
A N N U A L G E N E R A L M E E T IN G
OF
A C T SA IL IN G INC
(t/as C A N B E R R A Y A C H T C LU B)

M em b ers are a d v ised th a t th e A n n u al G en eral M eetin g o f A C T S ailin g Inc
(trad in g as th e C a n b erra Y a c h t C lu b ) w ill b e h eld at th e C an b erra Y ach t C lu b
L otus R o o m at 8:00 p m o n 31 A u g u st 20 0 5 .

M eeting A genda
1.

2.
3.
4.

M in u tes o f th e last an n u al g en era l m e e tin g h eld on 2 3 rd S ep te m b er 2004
a. C o n firm atio n ,
b. M atters A risin g .
C o m m ittee rep o rts o n th e activ ities d u rin g th e last fin an cial year;
E lectio n o f m e m b ers o f th e co m m ittee; an d
S tatem en t o f a cc o u n ts an d th e rep o rts th a t are re q u ire d to b e su b m itted to
m em b ers p u rsu a n t to su b se ctio n 73 (1 ) o f th e A ct.

A dm inistration
C o m m ittee P o sitio n N o m in a tio n an d P ro x y N o m in a tio n fo rm s are fo rw ard ed
w ith this n o tice, an d are av a ila b le fro m th e C lu b M an ag er.
N o m in a tio n s fo r C o m m ittee p o sitio n s sh o u ld b e su b m itted to th e C lu b M an ag er
not less th an sev en d ay s b e fo re th e m eetin g .
I f in su fficien t n o m in atio n s are rece iv ed to fill all C o m m ittee p o sitio n s, the
can d id ates n o m in a te d sh all be d eem ed to be electe d , an d fu rth er n o m in atio n s
shall be acc ep ted at th e m eetin g .

Notice for AGM2005 (Vl).rtf

Canberra Yacht Club
(ACT Sailing Inc T/A)

GPO Box 2035, Canberra ACT 2601
(1 Mariner PI, Yarralumla ACT 2600)

ABN 93 090 967 514

Tel (02) 6273 4777 Fax (02) 6273 7177
email: sailschool@canberrayachtclub.com.au
Website: canberrayachtclub.com.au

Treasurer’s Report
CYC 2004 2005 Financial Year
The 2004/2005 financial year for the Canberra Yacht Club (CYC) and the CYC
Sailing School (SS) was one of consolidation with solid performances in both
operations.
CYC
The CYC’s main source of income, club membership and boat parking increased
during the year to $5,231. With the main indicator o f a successful active sailing club
being race entry fees the CYC committee is very pleased o f the increase of 23% over
this sailing season.
A major change in the Audit Report is the financial reporting impact of the change in
YA membership periods, now October 1 to September 31. Over the 04/05 financial
year the changes from Yachting Australian to move their membership year from a
traditional July to June to sailing season makes a lot o f sense but left clubs with a 15
month membership period this year. For this the Auditor requires we show an income
in advance for the three month period liability from membership and boat storage of
$17,046.
We see this as administrative/accounting entry only and will not impact on the CYC’s
figures should membership and boat storage stay at simular levels for the future. Even
though we have shown a loss for the 04/05 FY on the Audit report the CYC has made
a profit of $11,006 at 30 June 2005. The CYC’s turnover was down this year due to
the CYC not conducting a large regattas simular to the Australian Masters Games and
a reduction in grants to the club, but our core income has grown this FY.
Sailing School
The CYC Sailing School (SS) has had a very successful year with a profit of $27,428
toward the total financial result of the CYC. This result is after the SS provided
$4,090 to refurbish the Bar in the Sailors Cabin, The SS increase of $16,121 to its
Course and Training Fee demonstrates a solid growth and the outstanding work of
Matthew and his team which makes the SS a valuable asset to the CYC generating
much needed income.

Trevor Hippisley
Treasurer
Canberra Yacht Club

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

******************************************************************************
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C A N B E R R A Y A C H T C L U B IN C O R PO R A T E D

COMMITTEE REPORT

In accordance with the requirements o f Section 73(1 )(c) of the Associations Incorporation Act
1991, the Committee submits its report for the financial year ended 30 June 2005.
The names o f committee members throughout the year and at the date of this report are:
Mr Peter Dalton - Commodore
Mr Graham Giles - Vice Commodore
Mr Trevor Hippisley - Treasurer
Mr Ian Hawke - Rear Commodore Member Services
Mr Nick Hildyard - Rear Commodore Communications
Mr Peter Fullagar - Rear Commodore Racing
Mr Paddy Hodgman - Rear Commodore Operations (Retired 1/5/05)
Ms Sue Bacon - Rear Commodore Operations (Appointed 1/5/05)

Principal Activities
The principal activities of the Club during the financial year, is the promotion of the sport of
Sailing in the ACT. It provides services to its members including, conducting club, state and
national level sailing competitions as well as recreational sailing on Lake Burly Griffin. The
Canberra Yacht Club also maintains a Sailing School and a boat hire operation as part of its
activities.

Significant Changes
No significant change in the nature of these activities occurred during the year.

Operating Result
The net operating surplus for the financial year ended 30 June 2005 amounted to $21,389.

Signed in accordance with a resolution o f the Members of the Committee.

Signed:
(Com
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C A N B E R R A Y A C H T C L U B IN C O R P O R A T E D

STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

In the opinion of the Committee
(i)

the accompanying Statement of Financial Performance is drawn up so as to give a true
and fair view of the results of the Club for the year ended 30 June 2005.

(ii)

the accompanying Statement of Financial Position is drawn up so as to give a true and
fair view of the results of the Club the year ended 30 June 2005.

(iii)

at the date o f this statement there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Club will be
able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

The financial report has been made out in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and
other mandatory professional reporting requirements.
This statement is made and signed on behalf of the Committee.

On behalf of the Committee

Dated:

-

Di Bartolo Diamond & Mihailaros
An Australian Capital Territory Partnership
C h a rte re d A c c o u n ta n t s
a n d B u s i n e s s A d v is e r s
Level 7, 28 University Ave
G PO Box 588

INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT
CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED

Canberra City, ACT 2601
Tel
Fax

(02) 6257 7500
(02) 6257 7599

Email canberra@pkf.com.au
www.pkf.com.au

Scope

We have audited the general purpose financial report o f Canberra Yacht Club Inc. for the year ended
30 June 2005 as set out on pages 4 to 13. The Canberra Yacht Club Inc. is responsible for the
preparation and presentation o f the financial report and the information they contain. We have
conducted an independent audit o f the financial report in order to express an opinion on them to the
members o f Canberra Yacht Club Inc.
Our audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards to provide
reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free o f material misstatement. Our procedures
included examination, on a test basis, o f evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the
financial report, and the evaluation o f accounting policies and significant accounting estimates.
These procedures have been undertaken to form an opinion whether, in all material respects, the
financial report is presented fairly in accordance with Australian Accounting Concepts and Standards
and statutory requirements so as to present a view o f Canberra Yacht Club Inc., which is consistent
with our understanding o f its financial position and the results o f its operations.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.

Audit Opinion
The financial report of Canberra Yacht Club Inc. for the year ended 30 June 2005 are properly drawn
up:
(i)

in accordance with applicable Accounting
professional reporting requirements; and

Standards and other mandatory

(ii)

in accordance with the provisions o f the Association Incorporations Act 1991 o f the
Australian Capital Territory (as amended).

In our opinion, the financial report o f Canberra Yacht Club Inc. presents a true and fair view of the
financial position of the Association as at 30 June 2005 and o f its results and cash flows for the year
then ended.
PFK —u)i Bartolo Diamond & Mihailaros

Date: 3 o <%■X005

Liability is limited by the Accountants
Scheme, approved under the Professional
Standards Act 1994 (NSW )

-3A M em ber Firm o f
PKF International

PARTNERS:
Ross Di Bartolo B.A (Accounting). FCA
George Diamond B.Ec. FCA
John Mihailaros B.Comm (Accounting). CA

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2005
Notes
CURRENT ASSETS

2005

2004

$

$

Cash

2

140,531

135,370

Receivables

3

1,700

10,357

Prepayments

4

5,157

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

147,388

145,727

22,003

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Plant & Equipment

5

27,104

Bar & Office Improvements

6

4,090

TOTAL ASSETS

31,194

22,033

178,582

167,730

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors & Borrowings

7

24,963

8,178

Provisions

8

6,499

33,821

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

31.462

41,999

TOTAL LIABILITIES

31.462

41,999

147,120

125,731

147,120

125,731

147,120

125,731

NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Accumulated surplus

TOTAL EQUITY

10

Notes to and forming part of this financial report are annexed
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CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

Notes

2005
$

2004
$

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB SAILING SCHOOL
REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Boat & Race Boat Hire
Course & Training Fees
Shirt Sales
Functions
Grants
Interest
Sundry Income

17,043
133,298
2,367
3,471
24,405
159

12,250
181
765

TOTAL REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

180,743

158,247

1,923
1,620
_

1,512
1,335
1,041
.

EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Accountancy Fees
Advertising
Audit Fees
Bank Charges
Computer Costs
DSR Fees & Bad Debts
Functions
Fees & Permits
Fuel & Oil
Insurances
Printing, Postage & Stationery
Reference M aterials
Registration Fees
Repairs & M aintenance
Shirts - Purchases
S taff Training Costs
Sundry Expenses
Superannuation Contributions
Telephone
Travel & Accommodation
Workers Compensation
Uniforms
Wages
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FROM ORDINARY
ACTIVITIES

NET SURPLUS (Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School)

Notes to and forming part of this financial report are annexed
- 5 -

328
615
327
4,722
728
4,952
6,614
1,889
2,520
_
20,403
2,599
930
2,166
6,631
2,923
869
497
855
89,204

22,891
117,177
4,983

132
1,802
1,339
4,178
8,513
1,612
2,380
35
14,191
6,669
355
1,766
7,018
3,124
274

153,315

777
89,262
147,315

27,428

10,932

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE (Cont)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB
REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Race Entry Fees
Boat Storage Fees
Members Subscriptions
Grants
Memberships (YA)
Interest Received
Sundry Income
Australian M asters Games
Club Functions
Regatts Sponsorship
T Shirt Sales
Donations Received
TOTAL REVENUE FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
Accountancy Fees
Advertising & Promotion
Affiliation Fees (A Y F’s)
Audit Fees
Bank Charges
DSR Fees
Computer Costs
Donations
Depreciation
Function Expenses
Bar Purchases
Fees & Permits
Insurances
Minor Equipment
Australian Masters Games
Printing, Postage & Stationery
Race Control Tower M aintenance
Repairs & M aintenance

Notes to and forming part of this financial report are annexed
- 6 -

20,320
41,120
27,086
(1,285)
7,679
4,469
387
-

22,289
-

2,905
4,000
128,970

1,681
57
8,368
2,320
2,741
4,409
2,885
227
6,020
11,633
14,840
152
7,851
1,010
-

5,520
-

2,230

13,891
47,618
32,100
16,000
9,354
1,073
1,471
18,756
17,305
9,045 0
-

166,613

1,995
2,581
10,741
1,068
2,556
490
2,178
-

3,816
23,030
-

2,887
12,400
-

16,093
6,781
17,475
93

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE (Cont)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

Notes

2005
$

2004
$

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB front.)
Rescue Canberra Boat Hire
Reference Materials
Sundry Expenses
Superannuation Contributions
T Shirts
Telephone
Trophies
Uniforms
Wages
Workers Compensation

TOTAL EXPENDITURE FROM ORDINARY
ACTIVITIES
NET (DEFICIENCY)/SURPLUS (Canberra Yacht Club)

7,140
2,977
1,046
2,977
2,480
2,267
9,330
325
34,042
481

4,013
1,357
6,214
2,130
8,844
78
15,433
_

135,009

147,315

(6,039)

12,460

(6,039)
27,428
21,389

12,460
10,932
23,392

11,900

SUMMARY OF BOTH OPERATIONS
Canberra Yacht Club
Canberra Yacht Club Sailing School

Notes to and forming part of this financial report are annexed
- 7 -

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005
Notes
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Receipts from operating activities
Interest received
Payments to suppliers and employees
Net Cash Flows From Operating Activities

11(b)

Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Outflows:
Payment for fixed assets
Net Cash Flows From Investing Activities

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held
Add opening cash brought forward

Closing Cash Carried Forward

11(a)

2005

2004

296,317
4,469
(280,414)

347,046
1,254
(307.395)

$20,372

$40,905

T15,211)

(13,571)

$(15,211)

$(13,571)

5,161
135,370

27,334
108.036

$140,531

$135,370

Notes to and forming part of this financial report are annexed
- 8 -

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial statements are a general purpose financial report that has been prepared
in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, other mandatory professional
reporting requirements and the requirements o f the Association Incorporations Act
(ACT).
The financial report has been prepared on accrual basis and is based on historical
costs and does not take into account changing money values or, except where stated,
current valuations o f non-current assets.
The following is a summary o f the significant accounting policies which are
consistent w ith the previous period unless otherwise stated, have been adopted in
the preparation o f these financial statements.
(a)

Income Tax

The Association is considered to be exem pt from income tax under Section 50-45 o f
the Income Tax Assessm ent Act 1997 as it falls under the category o f a sporting
club.
(b)

Property. Plant and Equipment

The depreciable amount o f all fixed assets are deprecated over their useful lives
commencing from the tim e the asset is held ready for use.
The carrying amount o f fixed assets is reviewed annually by the General Committee
to ensure it is not in excess o f the recoverable amount o f those assets.
The recoverable amount is assessed on the basis o f expected net cash flows, which
will be received from the asset’s employment and subsequent disposal. The
expected net cash flows have not been discounted to their present values in
determining the recoverable amounts.

(c)

Depreciation

The depreciable amount o f all fixed assets are depreciated on a straight line basis over
the useful lives o f the assets to the association commencing from the time the asset is
held ready for use.
The depreciation rates used for each class o f depreciable asset are:
Class o f Fixed Asset
Office Equipment

Depreciation Rate
13% to 30%

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005
NOTE 1

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Cont)
(d)

Leases

Leases o f fixed assets, where substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to the
ownership o f the asset, but not the legal ownership, are transferred to the
Association, are classified as finance leases. Finance leases are capitalised recording
an asset and a liability equal to the present value o f the minimum lease payments,
including any guaranteed residual values. Leased assets are amortised on a reducing
balance basis over their estimated useful lives where it is likely that the Association
will obtain ownership o f the asset or over the term o f the lease. Lease payments are
allocated between the reduction o f the lease liability and the lease interest expense
for the period.

(e)

Employee benefits

Provision is made for the Club’s liability for employee entitlement arising from
services rendered by employees to balance date. Employee entitlement expected to
be settled within one year together with entitlement arising from wages and salaries,
annual leave and sick leave, which will be settled after one year, have been measured
at their nominal amount.
The amount for employees long service leave has not been provided.
Contributions are made by the Club to an employee superannuation fund and are
charged as expenses when incurred.
(f)

Cash

For the purposes o f the Statement o f Cash Flows, cash includes cash on hand, at
banks, and on deposit.
(g)

Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net o f the amount o f GST, except
where the amount o f GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation
Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognised as part o f the cost o f
acquisition o f the asset or as part o f an item o f expense.
(h)

Revenue

Revenue from the provision o f goods and services is recognised on provision o f
those goods and services to customers.
Interest revenue is recognised on a proportional basis taking into account the interest
rates applicable to the financial assets.
All revenue is stated net o f the amount o f goods and service tax (GST).
-10-

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005
2005

2004

$

NOTE 2

Cash at Bank - CBA Cheque Account
Cash at Bank - CBA Term Deposit Account

NOTE 3

1.700

10.357

$1.700

$10.357

56,455
(29.351)

45,334
(23.331)

$27.104

$22.003

OFFICE & BAR IMPROVEMENTS
4,090

$4.090

$

17,045
6,047
(2,484)
4,355

6,280
(1,518)
3.416

$24.963

$8.178

6,499
______ -

6,346
27.475

$6,499

$33.821

CREDITORS & BORROWINGS
Income in Advance (membership year changed from
30/06 to 01/10)
Creditors & Accruals
GST Liability
PAYG W ithholding Tax Payable
TOTAL PAYABLES

NOTE 8

$135.370

PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT

Office & Bar Improvements (At Cost)

NOTE 7

$140.531

5.157

Computer & Office Equipm ent (At Cost)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

NOTE 6

33,606
101.764

PREPAYMENTS
Prepaid Insurance

NOTE 5

35,192
105.339

RECEIVABLES
Trade Debtors

NOTE 4

$

CASH

PROVISIONS
Provision for Annual Leave
Provision for Repairs

-11 -

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED

NOTE 9

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005
2005
RACE CONTROL TOWER MAINTENANCE
Expenditure that had been previously approved by
the Board, for maintenance o f the Race Control
Tow er was completed during the year.

NOTE 10

$

$17.475

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS
$

A ccumulated Surplus/(Deficit) at the beginning o f
year
Net Surplus/(Deficit)

NOTE 11

2004

$

125,731
21.389

102,339
23,392

147.120

125,731

105,340
35.191

101,764
33.606

$140.531

$135.370

RECONCILATION OF CASH FLOWS
(a) R econciliation o f Cash

Cash balance comprises Cash on deposit
Cash at Bank

(b) R econciliation o f O perating surplus to net proceeds from operations

O perating surplus/(deficit)Depreciation
Non Cash Expenditure
Changes in assets and liabilities
(Increase)/Decrease in receivables & prepay.
Increase/(Decrease) in provisions & creditors

Net Cash Flows provided/(used in) operations

NOTE 12

21,389

23,392

6,020

3,816

3,500
(10.537)

(9,600)
23,297

$20.372

$40.905

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Committee Members
The names o f Committee Members who have held office in the last financial year
are:
Current Committee Members
Mr Peter Dalton
M r Graham Giles
Mr Trevor Hippisley
Mr Ian Hawke
Mr Nick Hildyard
Mr Peter Fullagar
Mr Paddy Hodgman (Retired 1/5/05)
Ms Sue Bacon (Appointed 1/5/05)
- 12 -

CANBERRA YACHT CLUB INCORPORATED
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

NOTE 12

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Cont.)
Committee Remuneration:
Each com m ittee m ember is entitled to receive $500 in benefits towards the cost o f
boat storage, membership and other benefits.

NOTE 13

ASSOCIATION DETAILS
The principal place o f business o f the association is:
Canberra Yacht Club
M ariner Place
YARRALUM LA ACT 2600

C a n b e rra

Y a c h t C lu b

Canberra Yacht Club Racing Season 2004-2005
In 2004-5 we successfully ran a Sunday Pointscore series o f 15 races (19 scheduled) sponsored by
Queensland Yacht Charters in combination with a Club Championship series o f 6 races (7
scheduled). A relaxed m idweek series o f 18 late afternoon ‘Tw ilight’ races was also run during the
period o f daylight saving.
A n ACT International Flying Fifteen Championships was hosted by the club over the weekend
o f 2nd-3rd October (Sailing N ew s, N ovem ber 2004). A very successful celebration o f 40 years o f
sailing on the lake was marked by a special Lake Burley Griffin Anniversary Regatta jointly
hosted with the YM CA Sailing Club over the weekend 16th-17th October (Sailing News, N ovem ber
2004). The Woollahra Plate Race (Seafly Trophy Regatta) was run 7th November. The NEC City
o f Canberra Regatta for Trailable Yachts was held over the weekend o f 4,h-5th Decem ber {Sailing
N ew s, Decem ber 2004/January 2005). The club hosted the International Flying Dutchman
Australian National Championships between 31st Decem ber 2004 and 5th January 2005 (Sailing
N ew s, Decem ber 2004/January 2005). A highly enjoyable and well attended Southern Cross Club
Cup series was run during the period 9th February-2nd M arch in conjunction with four Twilight
races and two Sunday Pointscore races. The 2005 Capital Insurance and Finance Brokers
Canberra Youth Regatta including the ACT Youth Championships was run over the weekend
9th-10th April. The end o f season America’s Mug champion o f champions regatta was held on the
17th April and was com prehensively w on by M atty Owen representing the Elliott 7 class (Sailing
N ew s, April 2005). The season ended with a W inter Series o f 9 races run on alternate Sundays
between 8th May and 28th August. M uch frustration was experienced early in this series because
lack o f wind often left the race organizers w ith no alternative other than to abandon racing for the
day.
I should like to thank especially Don M cM ichael and his team who performed race m anagement
duties for most o f the Tw ilight races; all o f the frustrating W inter Series and several o f the m ajor
regatta events during this season. Jenny Nielsen was always there to run the race results through the
com puter and I thank Graham Giles for his constant support in all matters to do w ith race
m anagem ent during this season. M artin van der Hoek organized race officers and their teams
throughout the season and ensured that rescue boat drivers and everyone involved in running each
race w as fully informed about what they needed to do. Sincere thanks to all club members who
volunteered or were rostered for these services, thus ensuring that all events ran sm oothly.
O n the 28th August a Race O fficials course was organized for the club with the help o f John
Kennedy on behalf o f Yachting ACT. This day long course was run by Steve Hatch in accordance
w ith the Yachting Australia National Officiating Program. It was very w ell attended (Sailing N ews
A ugust/Septem ber 2004). As a result, more than 20 members o f the club have become officially
approved Club Race Officers. In February John W hitfield ran a very well attended rules night
introducing the latest version o f the ISAF Racing Rules applicable from 2005 until 2008 (Sailing
N ew s, February /M arch 2005).

One o f the most satisfying feature o f this season was that fleet sizes dramatically increased to levels
not seen for many years past. Also, there was a significant improvement in dinghy participation.
There were 164 entrants in the Pointscore series with 127 entrants in the Club Championship series.
Last year the com parable figures were 125 and 91. The m ost im portant feature, however, was that
we had an average fleet sizes o f 50 or more boats. This increase in participation require that we
manage our racing events on a much more efficient basis. Im provem ents such as the current
refurbishm ent o f our Race Control Tow er and the eventual establishment o f a hard stand and nearby
crane launching facility now become essential and urgent facilities if we are to maintain such
growth in sailing at the club. The following table gives the breakdown by divisions or classes for
season 2004-5.

P o in ts c o re re s u lts

CYC

2 0 0 4 -2 0 0 5

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catamarans

Number competing
15
32
21
41
40
15

Number of races
15
16
15
15
16
15

Average number starting
8.3
13.6
8.7
7.3
7.4
5.0

Entrants

164

Average fleet size

5 0 .3

C h a m p io n s h ip re s u lts

CYC

2 0 0 4 -2 0 0 5

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catamarans
Gem 550
Elliott 7

Number competing
14
18
10
24
29
14
9
9

Number of races
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Average number starting
9.2
10.5
3.7
7.0
8.7
6.0
6.0
7.2

Entrants

127

Average fleet size

5 8 .3

Peter Fullagar, Rear Comm odore Racing.

Monday. July 18,2005

Pointscore results

CYC

2004-2005

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catamarans

Number competing
15
32
21
41
40
15

Number of races
15
16
15
15
16
15

Average number starting
8.3
13.6
8.7
7.3
7.4
5.0

Entrants

164

Average fleet size

50.3

Championship results

CYC

2004-2005

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catamarans
Gem 550
Elliott 7

Number competing
14
18
10
24
29
14
9
9

Number of races
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Average number starting
9.2
10.5
3.7
7.0
8.7
6.0
6.0
7.2

Entrants

127

Average fleet size

58.3

Version of 9th May 2005

Pointscore results

CYC

2004-2005

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catamarans

Number competing
15
32
21
41
40
15

Number of races
15
16
15
15
16
15

Average number starting
8.3
13.6
8.7
7.3
7.4
5.0

Entrants

164

Average fleet size

50.3

Championship results

CYC

2004-2005

Division
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catamarans
Gem 550
Elliott 7

Number competing
14
18
10
24
29
14
9
9

Number of races
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Average number starting
9.2
10.5
3.7
7.0
8.7
6.0
6.0
7.2

Entrants

127

Average fleet size

58.3

Version of 9th May 2005

Pointscore results
Division
1
2
3
4
5
6

Cham pionship results
Division
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
Catam arans

Class
Flying Fifteen
Fast Trailables
Slow Trailables
Fast Dinghies
Slow Dinghies
C atam aran s
Gem 550
Elliott 7

Number competing
15
32
21
41
40
15

Number competing
14
18
10
24
29
14
9
9

Num ber of races
15
16
15
15
16
15

Average number starting
8.3
13.6
8.7
7.3
7.4
5.0

Average fleet size

50.3

Number of races
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Average number starting
9.2
10.5
3.7
7.0
8.7
6.0
6.0
7.2

Average fleet size

58.3

Sailing
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I I year old tw in brothers James (L) and Nathan (R) Reynolds are ready to hit the w a te r as p a rt o f the

- O

C

club's Youth Racing Squad.The boys originally came from th e W estern P ort Sailing Club and have been
sailing fo r three years.The Reynolds family moved to Canberra 12 m onths ago and the boys can be seen
regularly in th e ir red and yellow minnows while being coached by Dad W arren in his Solo.

u
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Andrew Breen joins Young Endeavor
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Member profile - Chris Morley

ACT

L IN G IN C
M ariner Place
Y arralum la A C T 2600
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2 6 0 1
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

Sunday October 23 saw the biggest fleet on the lake for many years. 78
entries in the Championship and Pointscore race in 8 divisions.
The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance o f the

C anberra Southern Cross Club

Cross Club
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The summer Twilight Racing

The inter club regatta weekend was well supported in October

Season will soon commence

and we hope to build on this event in years to come to include

and we hope that many of our

some increased sailing and social interaction with our good

sailors will be keen to enjoy

friends at the YMCA Sailing Club. The sight of Elliot 7yachts

Sailors Cabin

this very easygoing form of

sharing the racecourse with the diminutive and well sailed 2.4

A dult Sailing School graduates m entors wanted

social racing. The restaurant at

yachts was an interesting visual experience.

The Sailing School is looking for CYC members who would

the Southern Cross Club is

Peter Dalton, Flying High

contributions are only 100 -150 words and say it all. Less

think we can all remember our first day at the Club, looking

is often really good, particularly when backed up with

around for a friendly face to talk to. We have a great sailing

pictures that say more than words ever will.

club; help us build it up with new members with a

also ask ouryachtsmen to

CYC Sponsors
Canberra

Southern
Cross Club

AtujWi

i

H O Mn E
UYERS
MB sm
IN S P E C T IO N S

6260 6262

6273 1784

H O N D A
PHONE 1 8 8 0 2 2 1 1 10

w

Corporate
Express

62827666

6295 2277
special point o f organising a
Q ueensland
Yachl&Har.ters

I

ip ff
RELIANCE
CAPITAL

our lake.

FINAJKfAi . 0SOUP

6281 7750

1800 075 013

instruct the Adult, Kids and advanced youth coaching

admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au , to myself directly at

programs. You must have the relevent YA or RYA coaching

hildyard@bigpond.net.au or drop it in to the office on a

Qualifications including First Aid. Please contact Matt Owen

floppy disc or CD.

congestion that we sometimes experience in launching and
retrieval o f trailer yachts on race days and will also help to

JZ

u
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reduce the risk of hull damage to our craft. We ask you to be
courteous, patient and helpful to others. Ifyour boat is
without a motor, please have your sails rigged and ready to
hoist before you put the boat into the water. Ifyou use a

(D

_o

c
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motor please have all in readiness to move away from the
wharf promptly.

don't insert them inyour article or suppjy on a CD as
.jpeg files - as big an image as you can, please do not
reduce the images, Monioue will do that. As the

u

newsletter is compressed for the web site, some photos
can get veiy noisy indeed. Note: 72 dpi (dots per inch)
is lowest photo Quality, 150 dpi medium, 300dpi print

sailors participate in the regatta please contact Matt Owen

Quality.

on 6273 4 777

Volunteers also wanted!

We look forward to all members contributions and will do

The club will be conducting two National Regattas in early

will reouire us to hold items over. We look forward to yours!

our best to publish in a timely manner, but sometimes space
januaiy and the club needs helpers in all areas to make these
N ick Hildyard, Rear Commodore Communications

events a great success. Ifyou can help please contact the

BARS

X)

zs

5*255^

'*
om^muckk*WHO*****?mcwon

For all your dinghy needs
at competitive prices

6260 5213

6241 4888

bjp tech
0416 078 071

6280 6998

Ready A/ai
High Quality Pre-built retaining walls and boxes

0423 379 455

i ■ m M m S M s i e Iv

ACT DINGHY SERVICES

Resuits Consulting

u

Ifyou are supplying photos please attach separatejy,

sitting in the garage and are happy to help some young
^

y

office on 6273 4777 or email.

The floating extension to the concrete jetty and launching

improvement provided by the NCA will help alleviate the

Emailyour contribution to the office at

looking for Mirrors to sail in the regatta. Ifyou have a Mirror

Capital
Insurance
Brokers

on the water often should make a

ramp in Lotus Bay is about to arrive. This welcome

The Canberra Yacht Club is looking for a full time G1SBS
Assistant Manager/ Sailing Instructor. The applicant would

Championships in januaiy the Youth Racing Academy are

Those ofyou who don't get out

races in the most enjoyable weather on

leave this to our layout artist Monioue Wilding to weave
her magic.

With the Canberra Yacht Club hosting the M irror National

132 644

1800 020 000

to do, is remove all o f this. So please, keep it simple, I

School Manager

Mirrors W anted!

the marQuee over this summer.

special crew for these five fun

embedded photographs. The first thing as editor I have

on 02 6273 4777.

Cross Club Cup will again be

to have several celebrations in

bolding, underlines, tables, columns, colour text or

Positions Vacant - Full T im e Assistant Sailing

desire to see what this sport of

sailed in Februaiy and we hope

U
o

Please save your item as a plain word file (.doc) or just

matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au.

may have long harboured a

-M

plain text (.txt) - with no formatting - in other words, no

Matt Owen on 6273 4777 or

friends for a fun sail,

Z3

keep your article down to no more than 400 words, some

after racing, join in and introduce them to other members. I

welcoming atmosphere. Ifyou are interested please contact

consider inviting a few ofyour

_o

graduates by having current members invite them for a drink

after your fun on the water. We

particularly those friends who

<D
_Q
O

Some tips:

the Club less daunting to new members and Sailing School

some friends to relax upstairs

The popular Canberra Southern

A re you thinking of sending in a
contribution to the N e w slette r or
Website? Please do!

LO
o

and new members into the Club. The CYC is tiying to make

Enjoy your sport eveiyone.

making a dinner date with

sailing is all about.

Tips

like to spend a small amount o f time welcoming graduates

receiving favourable reports
and we invite you to consider

Newsletter

m the

,

Masts
Apparel
Rigging
Sails

U
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Call Debra or Tom

-O

0418 333963

c
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outboard. The improving MISCHIEFF combination suffered

The rest o f the Canberra Fleet is now pondering what

o

a seniors moment to collide with FLYING HIGH on the

COODA BEEN. We all have some work to do. John Tracey

finishing line, costing them their best finish and a further

has now bought a very modern boat to replace WINGS and

eight places when completing a 720 penalty in the veiy

was unable to sail on Saturday. Some o f us also need new

_Q
0

close finishing fleet in Saturdays final race o f the day.

sails. Some o f us need much more practice and improved

■M

Sundays forecast stronger wind arrived on time and was

U

building. The maximum wind recorded was 28.7 knots and

O

by the final race the fifteens were really flying. In the veiy

L_
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2005 ACT Flying 15 Championships

Graham Giles is to be congratulated for his preparation and

were critical. Any small misjudgement cost any skipper six

planning for this series and for the work already completed

places in a flash. The close sailing in this bigger racing fleet

in preparation for the Mirror and Flying Fifteen Nationals.

was an excellent trial for the up coming nationals and the

Intending the ACT Titles as a trial run for the big events to

series had the full range of wind conditions to test the

come it showed that we are on track for a well run national

ability of allyachtsmen.

series. In addition to Rob Redfern there is Jenn Neilsen,

T

FFENOMINAL was on fire scoring a second place to the

FIZZ and GRIN AND BARE IT and it allowed the Rainey

always hot Victorians Nick Carew and Harley Kruse in FIZZ

brothers to eventually seize the silverware with an Aggregate

the first championship titles o f the busy CYC season. The 24

from SandringhamYC. Clive Arnold in IFFY from Adelaide

Score o f 6 points. One discard was not enough for John

entrants came from Victoria, South Australia and the ACT,

scored a veiy creditable third place in their older design

Hosking and Matt Gleeson and their reouired victoiy in the

intent on using this event as a training session and tune up

“Classic Division" boat.

final race was not to be in the tough conditions. FIZZ

in many years assembled at the Canberra Yacht Club for

U

for the coming National Championships in January 2006. All
the boat tuning and racing techniQue advice received by local
sailors in September from the F/IS Class WA World

>-

y

Victorian crews revelled in the medium wind conditions in
Races Two and Three.

the Classic Division IFFY finished a very creditable sixth

GRIN AND BARE IT overcoming their ordinaiy first race

overall in the open class and also won the “Classic

10th place to post a 2,1 against John Hosking 1,5 and Nick

Division” .

courses throughout the series under difficult conditions. A
wind direction o f the N-N/W forced the sailing course to be
compacted by the proximity of the shoreline and

o

Peter Manley, Ian Brokenshire, Warren Reynolds, Martin
Linsley, Ron Fisher, Daiyl Riding , Matt Francis, Alistair
Da[y, Anita Faulks, Bronwyen Hextall, Terrie Ebrill and
Robyn Thurston among those that the ACT Flying Fifteen
Assn thanks for their assistance over the weekend.
Peter D alton, Flying High

followed by FINAL FLING on 13 points, with two more

Gippsland Lakes YC regular visitors Craig and Ian Rainey in

first o f five races over two days. PRO Rob Redfern set good

a)
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O
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Victorian boats filling the top six. Clive and Anne Arnold in

Champion Nick Jerwood was now to be put to the test

Saturday morning o f the holiday weekend in October for the

o

finished a creditable second in the series with 10 points,

against the best o f Victoria and South Australia.
We greeted the CYC starting crew on Crusader 11 on the

our sailing season and the Nationals to come.

close racing the mark roundings were dramatic and tactics

The first race OCS o f FINAL FLING opened the door for
he biggest International Flying Fifteen fleet in Canberra

fitness in order to be on the pace in January. But the spirit is
high in the F/15 fleet and we are now all looking forward to

LO

Carewsl2,2. Other Victorians were closely following,
rounding out the top six places. While sailing well in this
series Bernard Broughton in STIR FRY took time off for an
unscheduled diving lesson and learnt another about
attaching hobbles to your ankles before heavingyour body

consequently the starting
line was very tight, forcing
boats into either first or
second lines at the gun.
Wild card Matty Owen was
a late scratching due to a
rib injuiy and Greg Breen
filled in, joining fellow E/7
-O
ZJ
U
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sailor Howard Faulks in a
F/15 discoveiy weekend on

u

the borrowed green boat
aptly named M1SCHIEFF.
In the soft conditions of the

u
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expert John Hosking in
FINAL FLING had a rush of

L_

the blood and he joined

L_

fellow CTC sailor Tom Ruut
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first race our local light air

ro
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in FLASH in scoring an
OCS. F/15 ACT President

ct3

Graham Giles in

u

u
Overall winners, Craig and Ian Rainey - Gippsland Lakes YC

All the winners

6
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The Young EndeavourTeam arrive safe and sound in Hobart. If you would to find out more about the Young Endeavour Youth Scheme go to:
http://www.youngendeavoungov.au/

Andrew Breen (16) in Eden

u /

have just recently participated in one of the Young

boat, they brought us all together to work as a team, and we
successfully completed the day.

Endeavor voyages from Eden to Hobart and it has been a

great experience for me. When I first arrived on the boat with

One o f the mental challenges we had to cope with was

23 other young people, eveiyone looked nervous, just from

tolerating each other with the lack o f personal space, really

looking at all the ropes and the size of the mast that we had

short showers, confined space to sleep and eat and most

to climb up our veiy first night, which proved to be Quite a

importantly, seasickness. It brought out the worst in some

Yachting Australia
Safety and Sea Survival Course
to be held at the

challenge for all o f us. Though I have experience in sailing,

people at the veiy beginning o f the voyage, especially when

the way this tall ship sailed totally surprised me and gave me

we hit Bass Strait.

Quite a good challenge.

As an individual, I enjoyed enduring the voyage without

Learning new things and overcoming new challenges isn't the

getting sick in Bass Strait, which was Quite an experience for

Duty o f Care, Preparation and Planning, Areas of Risk and Emergency, Causes o f Marine Incidents, Personal Safety EQuipment, Flare

only thing we did on the endeavor. Making new friends is

me, though the swells weren't as big as its reputation,

Activation, Early Management o f Injuiy, Weather Forecasts, Heavy Weather Strategies, Crew Overboard, Distress Communications,

definitely one o f the best highlight o f the whole trip, not to

though 6 metre swells are enough for me for the time being

Search and Rescue, Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting

_Q
Z5

mention all the amazing places we went to, like Wineglass

and making new friends on the trip was great as well.

Bay which was absolutely stunning. So not onjy do you get to

The most important thing that we did was have fun during

u

do great things, you get to visit special places which turned

the whole trip and learning new things for our own benefits

U
rd
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out to be a great part of the trip. One Quite funny part

and others too. I seriously recommend this to any young

happened when we visited the historical sites o f Port Arthur,

sailor who wants to get a kick out of life, and a good

and got in trouble for trespassing.
Out o f the whole trip the most challenging was the

Oh and never argue with an idiot, because they will drag

Command Day, where the youth crew takes control of the

you down to their level and beat you with experience. Just

s_

ship for 24 hours and has to complete a set o f tasks that was

s_

given to us. I think this was where eveiyone showed their

CU
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experience on open waters.

best strengths and we all worked really well together. Though
some of the tasks didn't have much relevance to sailing the

something interestingyou should know.
By Andrew Breen.

I C anb erra Yacht Club I Oth a n d I Ith D e ce m b e r 2005
Saturday: 9.30am to 5.00pm - Theory, Practical and YA Assessment Exam ination

Sunday: 9.30am to 1 .30 p m -T h e o ry, Practical and W a te r Drills
Principles of SurvivalPhysiology o f Survival, Abandoning Ship, Life Raft Deployment, PFD Water Drills, Righting capsized life raft.
Comprehensive notes will be provided. For both days you should bring your wet weather gear, PFD (including inflatable), safety

-O
D

u

harness, sea boots and any other item o f personal safety eQuipmentyou would like to evaluate. Although this course is mandatory for
50% o f Sydney Hobart race crew, the theory and practical aspects are valuable for all that venture offshore, including powerboat
operators.

The fee for the course is $3 SO per person. This cost includes GST and the YA exam ination fees. Please contact Teki
Dalton for an enrolm ent form,

rd
L_
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PO Box 725
Mona Vale N S W 2103

u
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M obile 041 I 498 232

E-mail teki@ ozem ail.com .au

XI
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CYC Website w w w .canberrayachtclub.com .au

I came to Canberra originally in 1972 with work in the
LO

private sector, left in 1974, came back in 1978, left in

o

1980 and finally returned permanently (?) in 1990

Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.

working with the public sector although I have my own
<U
_o

business now.

W h a t do you enjoy m ost on the water?

from my memory so I would have to say the week I spent

o

W h a t is your earliest sailing experience?

4->
u

o

sailing the Whitsundays with my crew member/neighbour

Finishing a race preferably with at least one Elliot behind me.

I was a relatively late-comer to sailing and really only

Tony Hodgins. There are a number o f others, like sailing on

commenced sailing in Hobart in 1986. A t that time I

the Derwent in Tasmania in snow during winter, but that's

was looking for something that would be a bit

why I moved to warmer climes.

recreational and so decided to do a learn-to-sail course

W h a t kind of boat would you like to be sailing in

a)
-O
O
4-»
u

o

ten years?
Anything above 40 ft in the Whitsunday's.

Can you re m em b e r an amusing incident on the

though TAFE. In Hobart you go from a standing start to

LO

o

water.

Biggest regret?

instructor suggested hanging out around the various

You mean apart from thinking due to my inexperience that it

How much time do you have? Oh - sailing related. Probably

yacht clubs to see if I could pick up a crew position. As

was possible to fend off a 36 footer under kite?? I suppose

that I didn't discover sailing until I was 35 and even then I

luck would have it, I managed this straight away and my

there are always amusing incidents on the water and ifyou

had a couple of major breaks from it.

up there pretty Quickly and at the end of the course the

first ride was on a one design 38 footer called

u
>

^

^ e a t the sport as fun and not take yourself too seriously,

W h e n not sailing w hat do you enjoy doing most?

Galapagos Duck. Great boat and fabulous experience.

then you will have a good time. Although I do wish I had a

I then moved onto an Adams 12 as a regular member of

camera when Tony attempted to take the spinnaker down

the crew for the next few years before moving to

from outside the pulpit!!

Canberra.

W h a t annoys you most on the water?

W h a t boats did you own/sail?

People that take themselves too seriously and do not take

I have only ever owned two boats. My first was a Hood

the time to assist those that are just starting out in the sport

20 on the lake which sailed like a brick but we had lots

and don't know all the ins and outs.

What? There is a life outside of work and sailing?
Spending time with my family is important, as is spending
time with friends.

Chris M orley
p !M

o f fun on even though the boat (and the sails) were veiy

u

tired. Apart from the boats mentioned above I have

Member Profile

chartered a Noelex 30, Endeavour 26 and 32 and a

CHRIS MORLEY

Any success?

Hunter 42. My current boat is a Castle 650.

U

The 2005 CBC H O M D J i City of Canberra
3rd and 4th December 2005

Define success. Pretty happy about how I am improving ^
but a long way to go. I have not won the club

JD

Z3

u

Chris is another o f the club’s sponsors,
through his company ‘Results Consulting’
and sails, when time permits, his Castle 6 50

championship, yet but leave it with me.

‘On the Edge*.

The biggest driver for me in getting my current boat was

W h a t are you sailing now and w hat
prom pted you to make this choice?

JD

the bushfires after which I realised that life is too short.

W h e re were you born, where did you grow up and what
brought you to the C anberra area?

ZS

The Castle is a great boat, which combines both

u

cruising and being competitive (not so much when I am
-I-1

u
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I was born in AlbuiyAVodonga and grew up in that area. Although not

driving) in racing. O f course an added benefit is that

into sailing at that time I spent considerable amounts of time on the

from time to time Castles can effortlessly glide past

water on Lake Hume with my Dad and others fishing and water skiing so

Elliot 7's and have their skippers wishing that they had

probably developed my love o f water at an early age. Dad was into boats

invested in a proper boat!!

!_
!_

and built his own 16 foot half cabin runabout which I still have very fond

cu

memories of.

Most m em orable sailing experience?

_Q

Tempting to say an altercation with the Bateman's Bay

c

Bar although I promised myself I would expunge that

rd
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pictured here, is another contact as a result o f recent

LO

o

LO

o

media coverage of our 50 year history project. Bruce

s_

arrived in Canberra in 1964, joined the CYC (he had to
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write to the Club, saying that he knew no one who

o

o

could nominate/second him, but was accepted anyway),

*->
u

became Club Captain for the 1964/65 yean & served on

o

the Sailing Committee after that. He sailed a Finn in the
days when the top Olympic representative, Finn sailors
came to Canberra for our major regatta. He led the
sailpast for the Lake Inauguration Regatta in October
1964, stored the furniture & alcohol from the fire
damaged former Golf Club House, which was our first
clubhouse in Canberra, in the warehouse ofWilson
Removals, which he was managing at the time, & was the
next door neighbour to Matt Owen's
father/grandparents!

U

U

Control tower under construction

30th B irth day Race Control Tower

T

he name Graham's has been synonymous with the Canberra
building industiy for over 36years. In this day and age for a family

u

company to survive it is rare enough event, let alone prosper for this

H

ave you seen the plaoue in the tower that

The design for the tower was based on a concept devised

records its official opening 30years ago? If not,

by one o f Don jenner's Technical College students, the

look on the central pillar on the side that faces the

son of a Club member (name not on record, as far as I

museum shore.

can see). Club member, & Technical College lecturer, Don

The Club newsletter of February 1976 records that the
completed tower was formally handed over to the
Club 'on a sunny morning in late November, to the
accompaniment of popping champers corks' & that 'a
small commemorative plaoue (was attached) on the
_Q
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of the suitability o f the design but the department was not
prepared to meet the costs. A t that time, the General
Committee too, was not prepared to endorse the
necessaiy expenditure.
Undaunted, Don lenner lobbied lots of Club members

was then called the Control Station was a 'great

about the feasibility of the Club undertaking the task with

improvement on the caravan which has served the

a combination of professional input, donated goods &

Club previously'.

services, & voluntary labour. Don convinced the

We wrote to the NCDC in lanuaiy 1973 asking for in
principle agreement to a small plot of land being
made available & for the erection o f a building on
that site. In response, the Commission sought further
details, resulting in a sketch plan being put to the
Department of Capital Territoiy, with a reQuest that
the department consider erecting the building for us.

most smaller companies do not survive for more than, say, ten years.
however, this usual trend has been ignored in the case of Graham's

lenner, as the project manager, convinced the authorities

station to mark the occasion'. It is noted that what

But the tower had its genesis someyears previously.

length o f time. Usually, through either takeovers or family dissention,

Committee in April 1975 that his scheme was a viable one

Building EQuipment, a family business that endured and prospered.
Today Graham's, as well servicing the building industiy, are one o f the
largest Honda generator dealers, supplying government, trade and
domestic customers Australia wide.
John Graham, the Managing Director o f Graham's enjoyed sailing with

-Q
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the CYC and YMSC in the late 60's and early 70's until, like most young

U

people seem to do, found other distractions and dropped out o f sailing.

& was given the necessary authority at that meeting to be

After a health scare with meningococcal 4years ago, |ohn took up

_c
u

the builder/project manager. After final approvals were

sailing again and encouraged his older sons to get out and have fun,

>-

rd

obtained, building operations started on 30 August 1975.
A Permissive Occupancy was granted in September 1975,
initially for a period of 12 months & then Quarterly
thereafter, for a rent o f 5c per annum if & when
demanded.
Peter Forster, Club Historian

with a Hobie 16, a Dancer TS and now the Thompson 590.

rd

In recent times Graham's have been a CYC race sponsor and now
extended this to the sponsorship of, The City of Canberra Regatta.
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C o m m o d o re

2

P e t e r

Twilight 1, 6pm

D a l t o n

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

G i l e s

9

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggiles@cyberone .com .au

13

N o v e m b e r

Pointscore 6, 2pm

H i p p i s l e y

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au

R e a rC o m m o d o r e

16

N o v e m b e r

Twilight 3, 6pm

M ember

S e r v i c e s
I a n

N o v e m b e r

Twilight 2, 6pm

T reasurer
T r e v o r

N o v e m b e r

W oollahraTrophies Regatta, 2pm

V ic e C o m m o d o re
G r a h a m

6

N o v e m b e r

20

N o v e m b e r

Pointscore 7, Championship 2, 2pm

H a w k e

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

Rear C o m m o d o re
C ommunications
N i c k

26

Rear

C o m m o d o re

Racing

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagarorg

Rear

C o m m o d o re

Operations

Sue Bacon
(w)6214 I 164 (h) 6285 2888(m) 0419 995 724
smsbacon@webone.com.au

Club

Manager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard &
M artin van der Hoek, lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
For advertising contact
mattowen@canberrayachtdub.com.au

N o v e m b e r

-

27

N o v e m b e r

A C T Dinghy Championships

H i l d y a r d

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
h ildyard@bigpond.net.au

P e t e r

23

Twilight 4, 6pm

27

N o v e m b e r

Pointscore 8 ,2pm

Sailing News
D e c e m b e r

2005
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CD
Boy, those safety inspections can be tough! Skipper o f Gem 550 Imagem, Graeme Wykes (centre), w ith

- Q
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A C T S A IL IN G IN C
M arin e r Place
Yarralum la A C T 2600

crew Paul Potapowicz (L) and George Gondon came to grief under spinnaker during the recent GBE
Honda City o f Canberra Regatta.The high winds and rough conditions caused the boat to nosedive,
broach and fill w ith w ater Help from W a te r Police and Club Members (armed w ith a pump), soon had
the boat back on its trailer unscathed.

Contents
♦

GBE City of Canberra Regatta

♦

From the Sailors Cabin

♦

Blast from the Past

♦

2005 Tasar World Championship

GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY A C T 2601
Phone/Fax: 02 6273 7177
Office Manager: Martin van der Hoek
admin@canberrayachtclub.com.au
www.canberrayachtclub.com.au

The Canberra Yacht Club acknowledges the generous assistance o f the

C anberra Southern Cross Club
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The CYC annual historical special event, “The Woollahra

now in the final stages of

Trophies Regatta" held in November was like the curates

preparation to compete in

egg, good in parts. The form o f race that is used on this day

Championships near and far,

mirrors the old days of large fleets of Seafly and Gwen 12

enjoy, learn and bring us back

dinghies popular at the CYC in the sixties and seventies.

your experiences and

Crews thisyear on modern faster dinghies and yachts all

cu

enthusiasm. Our sailing skills

enjoyed the extended course with its maximum length

cu

benefit greatly from daily

reaches and long beats in a comfortable easterjy breeze.

competition in unfamiliar

Slower boats were faced with a tougher task to complete the

regatta locations against boat

event in the time limit. In the sixties and seventies it was

and crews that have different

common that some slower crews failed to finish inside the

techniques and ideas. Those

race time limit. In more recent times a provision for

parents and volunteers

shortened course was added into our normal CYC club

supporting the growing number

races.

o f Youth Sailing Academy
young sailors are well aware of
the fun and benefits that result
from investing time and
initiative in packing up and
I
trailing the boat up or down
the coast to the next titles.
—

g

(
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On the day of the 2006 Woollahra Trophies Regatta all the

Q

^

good traditional features will be retained, but we will also

u

provide an optional event for boats and crews that cannot
cope with the special length o f the Woollahra Cup course.
Some may opt for an alternative easier contest. The
committee believes a choice one o f two options on the day
should offer a safe and enjoyable afternoons sailing. We

City of Canberra Regatta

club events so far thisyear. Folks

white board advice was without approval and consequently

o f 42 trailableyachts raced in three divisions with the breeze

close packed nine boat Castle 650 fleet looked in the box

we are booming. You will find

several sailors who were not recorded as finishers. Results

topping 28 knots over the two days with four races. The

seat to take the title but a broken a spinnaker halyard in the

some more events to enjoy after

for one division were affected and it created some hot email

huge storm the Friday afternoon before the regatta causing

last heat forced him to retire and surrender his lead to fellow

_Q
Z>

weekly pointscore racing may easily choose from the forty

u

five days of racing available at the CYC over the summer
sailing season, including our special events.
CYC Website hot news: We are getting more hits than Greg

activity next day that almost melted the poor club computer. ^
So we copped some of the curates egg on our face and trust
that members will now forgive and move on in good spirit.

F

he GBE Honda City o f Canberra Regatta was sailed in

a full knockdown mid gybe in race three.

strong winds over the weekend of December 2 /3 . A total

In Division two Keith Middleton's "He's Dreaming" in the

much damage was a ominous sign that the weekend was
going to be full on.
Entries for the regatta came from as far away as Melbourne
and Port Stephens and for the first time many entrants used

Hella and I wish you all a veiy Happy Christmas with your
families, peace, happiness and a great summer sailing here

the on-line web registration system that made the Saturday
morning sign on very smooth. But the lake wasn't.

rd
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Unbelievable.

Eveiyone in Canberra loves to click on our

i_

great live lakeside weather station, particularly on weekends.
Well done Nick Hildyard for such a good initiative which has
led to the enormous level of public interest in our club.

second and Keith Middleton having to settle with third.
The Division three fleet was also experiencing tough sailing
with Graham Wykes broaching and sinking his Gem 550 in
the last race, the boat was recovered later by CYC rescue
boats. A t the front o f the fleet Canberra Yacht Club member

class with ten entries including Sydney to Hobart winner

stalwart Bob and Anne Bower in "Bosun" coming in a well

Mike Green in his second regatta in the class. Matt Owen on

sailed second. George Reeves in "Lady Bay" sailed a veiy

with the two National Championships at our club in the first

"WalterTurnbull" sailed the series with great speed and no

consistent series to take third.

two weeks o f lanuaiy. To the organising committees we wish

major broaches that were common place in the fleet. Going

volunteers, my thanks for your kind co-operation to assist

into the last race four E7's were fighting it out for second
Norman ever did! Can you believe 100,000 in a month!!!

Port Kembla sailors Todd and Brad Curiy, Canberra Local

Peter Taylor dominated the division in “ Pathfinder" from TYA

and away and a great 2006. To the many CYC club

you success and good breezes.
Peter D alton, Flying High

place but Angus Reid on “Humungus" pipped Mike Green
and his crew on a count back for second place, with Nick
Faulks on "Casper” fourth and Andre Webster skippering

u

Dave and Julie Bizant with crew Peter Rothwell taking

Division one was filled with the very competitive Elliott 7

03

u

u

club whiteboard that mentioned a shortened course. The

summer commitments. Boat owners who cannot commit to

rd
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in enjoying their racing in the

members can race as and when it suits our own particular

_Q
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by some well meant but unauthorised words written on the

new event in place o f Pointscore 15, so that

CD

cu

sailors for their high enthusiasm

Southern Cross Club Cup and a brand

V

o

sincerely apologise to those sailors affected in this years race

Christmas, such as the Canberra

U
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Congratulations to the active

_

f
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To sailors o f all ages who are

The regatta organisation was spot on with a long list of
helpers including PRO |ohn Trace, Results Guru lenny

_Q
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Neilson, and Regatta Organiser lan Brokenshire. Prizes by
lan Hawke, beach co-ordination by Graeme Giles.

“Hippy hippy Shake" Fifth. For Mike Green on "Evergreen",

Congratulations to the many members who helped stage yet

the regatta was eventful with crew overboard in race one and

another great City of Canberra Regatta.
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Series Results [M ixed Class YS ] fo r Division I up to Race 4 (D rops = I)
LO

O

Place Boat N a m e

S kip p er

1

WalterTurnbull

Matt Owen

3.0

1.0

News from the Sailors Cabin

Sers Score Race 4

2

Humungus

0)
_Q

Angus Reid

8.0

2.0

3

Casper

Nic Faulks

9.0

5.0

E

4

Evergreen

Michael Green

9.0

3.0

<D

5

HippyHippyShake

Andre Webster

11.0

4.0

6

Escapade

Peter Barter

17.5

[7.0]

7

Huntress

Neil Primross

20.0

6.0

7.0

mentors wanted

8

Elusive

Chris Hansen

23.0

[9.0|

8.0

The Sailing School is looking for CYC members who

9

Serious fun

Steve Cartwright

26.0

8.0

9.0

10

Motavation

lohn Graham

29.0

10.0

II

Over the Edge

Carl Warner

35.0

12.OF

12

Need fo r Speed

Stuart M in chin

4 2 .0

14.0C

14.OC

12

A eolus

Shane Russell-Sm ith

4 2 .0

14.0C

12

A eolus

Shane Russell-Sm ith

56.0

14.0C
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12.OF

■

11.0

trying to make the Club less daunting to new members

14.DC

[ 14.0C J

members invite them for a drink after racing, join in and

0C

HOC

J 4 .0 C

M

1

He's Dreamin

Keith Middleton

4.0

[13.OF]

2.0

1.0

2

Serenity

Todd Curiy

S.O

1.0

1.0

[4.0]

3

Wisdom

Dave Bizant

8.0

[5.0]

4.0

2.0

4

Ting II

Ian Brokenshire

12.0

3.0

3.0

6.0

5

Stress Factor

John Parkes

14.5

4.0

[8.0]

5.0

6

Enchanter

Andrew Curiy

18.5

[I5.0C]

7.0
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introduce them to other members. I think we can all

help us build it up with new members with a welcoming

Race 2

atmosphere. Ifyou are interested please contact Matt
Owen on 6273 4777 or
matt. owen@canberrayachtclub. com.au.

4

Hot Property

Hayden Sellers

19.5

2.0

Roger Amos

20.5

I5.0C]

5.0

10.0

9

A ll Fired Up

Matt Bonser

22.0

[13.OF]

11.0

3.0

10

Blu & Me

Alan Green

22.0

7.0

6.0

9.0

help some young sailors participate in the regatta please

11.0

contact Matt Owen on 6273 4777

7.5

Pool Room

lason Chaffer

28.0

8.0

9.0

Charlie Bellwood

30.0

6.0

[I5.0C]

13

Get Over It

Chris Morley

38.0

13.OF

10.0

15.0J |

14

Matchbox

Suzie Blom

40.0

13.OF

13.OF

I4.0fH

Skipper

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pathfinder

Peter Taylor

Bosun

Bob Bower

Lady Bay

George Reeves

Baharini

Graeme Dennett

Vegemite

Nick Hildyard

Hydrogem

Leigh Nielsen

Billie

Paddy Hodgman

Imagem

Graeme Wykes

M idlife Express

Ron Ashpole

Dodgem

Don Shortridge

II

Gemini

David Denahy

12

Alcheringa

Neil Brown

13

Sapphire

Jim Burrell

14
15
16

Fiz IV

Peter Wright

Windsong

Ian Hawke

Relentless

Michael Coghlan

Sers Score

Race 4

Race 3

!

I N SJPE C T I ON S
6260 6262

6273 1784

H O M D A

Corporate
Express

Capital
Insurance
Brokers

National Championships in January the Youth Racing
Academy are looking for Mirrors to sail in the regatta. If

u

132 644

With the Canberra Yacht Club hosting the Mirror

Tekoa

Status 1

Cross Club

1800 020 000

8

II

'Southern

Aws«S
m a g i

M irrors also wanted!

7

12

■Canberra

PHONE 1 8 0 0 2 21 1 10

7.51

15.0C]

CYC Sponsors

remember our first daly at the Club, looking around for
a friendly face to talk to. We have a great sailing club;

6295 2277

62827666

you have a Mirror sitting in the garage and are happy to

>■
u
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Series Results [M ixed Class Y S ] fo r Division 3 up to Race 4 (D rops = 1)
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graduates and new members into the Club. The CYC is

OC

Race 3

o

would like to spend a small amount of time welcoming

and Sailing School graduates by having current

Skipper

U
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A d u lt Sailing School graduates

I I4.0C]

Boat Name

Boat Name
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14.0C

Place

Place
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Series Results [M ixed Class Y S ] for Division 2 up to Race *
Race 4

o

I

' m

Sers Score

LO

Race 2

3.0
[2.0]
1.0
7.0 . f 1.0 j|
[4.0] '
7.0
^3-° 1 : : j »
13.0
I7.0C]
* 3.0
17.0
13.OF]
7.0
18.0
13.OF]
; 8.o
22.0
4.0
11.0
22.0
13.OF]
6.0
23.0
5.0
26.0
13.OF
5.0
36.0 am. 13.OF
10.0
37.0
1
3
.
OF
I7.0C
■
46.0 i
I7.0C
I7.0C
4,0 • 13.OF
I7.0C
50.0 1 I7.0C
I7.0C
51.0
17.0C
■ H
4

LO

3*•»
.0I
2.0
8.0
5.0
4.0 '
7.0
6.0
9.0
17.OF]
I7.0F]
I7.0F]
I7.0F]
I7.0F1
I7.0F]

17.OS

Race /

1.0
3.0
r'
[4.0]
2.0
e%
5.0 r£ $
6.0 *5 f - /
111-01 * ^>1is
•. -II
T'
10.0
> [9.0]
I
8.0
13.0
wt *
d°
12.0
I6.0F
:i
I6.0F
m
I7.0C

Volunteers are always wanted!

1800 075 013

The club will be conducting two National Regattas in

BARS

earjy januaiy and the club needs helpers in all areas to
make these events a great success. Ifyou can help

6281 7750

er

Resuits Consulting

please contact the office on 6273 4777 or email.

6241 4888

N e w A p p o in tm e n t at the Club
Matt Loughlin has started as the Assistant Sailing
School Manager He has a great background in sail
training in the UK, holds a RYA Senior Sailing

6260 5213

bbtech
6280 6998

0416 078 071

ReadyWall
High Quality Pre-buitt retaining walls and boxes

_Q
ZJ
U

0423 379 455

Instructor Qualification and will be a great asset to the
school. His Girlfriend |enna will also be employed as a
casual instructor at the School. Please introduce
yourself to both of them ifyou hear a English voice
coming from the shed.
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side o f the course (there were differences), and our third aim

Night coincided with the Northern Territoiy's Foundation

was to use the wind shifts well. Maintaining maximum

Day, and this meant more fireworks than I've ever seen

boatspeed was always a given.
The key to winning the World Championship was

<D
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and sea breezes. These conditions alone made the Race

Canberra and Navy sailor, Rick Longbottom - at military,

Officer's task a challenging one. To add to his task, Darwin's

u F

club, state, national and international events. In early July we

the club, a 40 min sail, and the 131 boats needed start lines

sailed from Darwin SC. We were both members o f the

that were 400-500 m long. Hardly surprisingly, therefore,

Australian Defence Force Sailing Team, which also included

there were many recalled starts and boats were afloat for up

fellow CYC member Mike Wadley and ADFA midshipman

to eight hours per day. In the end ten races were completed. ^

the Tasar that I particularly wanted to beat was Rick's.
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sailors, they being o f all sorts, from everywhere, sharing their

OJ

National Champions Craig McPhee and Kevin Kellow from

enjoyment of sailing the boat and this special occasion.

u

SA came close. They won four o f the races, but finished

The all-round qualities and attraction of the Tasar class were

second overall. The winners, Rob and Nicole Douglas (a veiy

reflected in the field for the 2005 Championship. There were
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female helms (best 17th), four junior helms (under eighteen,

Third overall was a Japanese couple, reflecting new strength

best finished 17th), 35 Master crews (combined ages over

in that nation's Tasar sailing.

80, best finished third), 19 Grand Masters (combined ages

So how did Nick and 1 fare? Well enough, and slightly better

I00+, best 19th) and four Super Grand Masters (combined

than hoped for. Our race positions were 7, 26, 23, 4, 4,

ages over 120, best finished 89th). And what other class has

(42), 5, 6, (132), and 6. We dropped the two worst, and this

a married couple as the former world champions and a

meant we finished seventh overall (second to the Japanese in

father/daughter as the current champs?

the Masters category). Rick? The talented fellow 'got me'

The Tasar class is presently aiming to update its image, and

again. He finished fourth!

is considering a change from dacron to mylar sails. For

The sailing was good, but there's more to enjoying a regatta.

more information about the class, including the full results

The social-life organised by the Tasar organising committee

and reports on the World Championship, check the class

and Darwin SC was itself world class. The club alone is

website at http://www.tasar.yachting.org.au/. or contact me

special, its bars and restaurant facing the palm-studded

directly.

lawns, the sea and tropical sunsets. The event Welcome

M artin Linsley

I sailed the Championship with Nick, a RAAF flight

Just for Ray and the Broughton family
J l ^ la n y Flying Fifteen sailors o f the CYC will know the
# r

good crew and good company. Unfortunately though, he's

around our club in earlier seasons he was a cheetyyoung

the largest fleet ever. They came from Australia, Japan,

presently based near Darwin, so we weren't able to train

small fiy enthusiastically learning the ropes with his father

together for the Championship. Rick was in a similar

I smiling face o f Ray Broughton. As a little fellow

Bernard on theiryacht "Stir Fry". Ray was easily noticed

Leukaemia has been diagnosed and Ray has recently been
seeing much too much o f the nurses in Woden Hospital. We
understand he is putting up a valiant effort to fight the
cancer and we want him to know that his fellow sailors join
with me in personally wishing most sincerely that he could

when crossing tacks, his wide white grin seen flashing in

manage to overcome this unfair disease.

contrast with his darker features, so obviously enjoying his

To the Broughton family we offer our love and firm

good times in racing when his dad was in the early chapters

encouragement in their support of Ray in his personal battle.

Amongst the sailors were past Tasar world champions

position, though, and the event was the first major Tasar

(including Rick) and champions from the Laser, Hobie 16 and

regatta for the RN team members. Starting with 130 other

Fireball classes. Some o f them were in Darwin a fortnight

one-design boats is an experience, one for which I learned

o f learning the sailing skills required o f a competitive F/15

Most sailors would be quite unaware that in his professional

before the championship, checking the winds/tides and

the hard way that being at the front is rarely desirable. The

sailor. We later sometimes spotted Ray racing laser dinghies

role Bernard is fully committed to assist less fortunate

completing final tuning. Others arrived the day before the

number o f boats and length o f line meant that it was near

with us on the lake, again with the same great smile. By then

persons overseas, particularly those exposed to dire

first race.

impossible for sailors to know their boat's position relative to

he had become a teenager o f high spirit.

humanitarian need. Many times he has risked personal

the line. Being 'black flagged' was my lesson. From then on I

We have missed Ray around the club in recent seasons.

or three back-to-back per day. Such flexibility was needed,
for while the weather was near perfect, it meant light and
shifty winds, usualjy with a midday switch between the land

Q

81 mixed couples sailing (best finished third), seventeen

race, but only once did they finish outside the top ten.

The 2005 Tasar World Championship attracted 131 boats -

The event was programmed with twelve races with either two

-O

course no one was going to win every race. Australian

lieutenant. We've long raced Tasars together, and he's both a

Canada, the United States o f America, and Europe.

CD

beach, on another a boat ride catered for 400 on the far side

tidal effects required the courses to be set about 3nm from

were doing it again, at the 2005 World Tasar Championship

Sarah Hitchcock. The Team had seven boats competing, but

before. On another night a Christmas dinner was held on the

o f Darwin harbour. Best o f all, though, were the Tasar

popular pair from Batemans Bay SC), didn't win a single

br over 20years I've raced Tasars with and against fellow

o

consistency. With conditions varying across and around the

Q

Tasar W o rld Championship

LO

ensured our boat was just behind those around us, hidden, at

Regular fleet members, as well as his younger sailing friends,

the starts. Once away, our first consideration was to keep

were much saddened to hear o f Ray's ongoing struggle with

clear wind, the second was to be heading the tide-favoured

ill health in the past few months. A serious form of
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danger to solve human tragedy in Africa. We hope that new

rd

medical solutions can be found here, but our wish is

!_

personal... just for Ray.
Peter D alton, Flying High
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From the Historian
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ublishing material from our early histoiy continues to

have subseouently raced here in each o f 1977, 1984, 1992 &

reap its rewards. For instance, in the September, 2005
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2001, with average fleet sizes of 92 boats (ranging from 83

E
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edition o f Sailing News, there was a photo o f 'the raft that

to 109). The 40th Nationals will be sailed from 2 to 6

<u

Ron built', to be used as the starting platform on Lake

lanuaiy 2006 & the fleet o f red sails will make a great sight

u
(U

George in 1962. One o f those on the raft was known to be a

again on our lake.

-O
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Moth Class official from Sydney - but, |ohn Hosking, who

.o

D

The Flying Fifteens sailed their first Nationals here (the 12th

sailed a Moth in those days, & who now sails a Flying 15, was
able to tell me that the gentleman concerned was Germain

for the Class), in (anuaiy 1974, with subsequent events in
each of 1982, 1991, & 1996. The Canberra fleet 'hosted' the

Murdoch, a topflight Race Officer & Starter from Balmoral

2001 event but contracted out the running o f the event to

Sailing Club, who officiated at many Club, State & National

RPAYC on Pittwater, as a way of encouraging Flying I5's to re

regattas in Sydney in the mid/late I950's. |ohn sat on local

establish in Sydney, & because a number of our coastal

Sailing Committees with Germain; he was a stickler for

sailing colleagues don't like racing in lake conditions. The

correct procedures & ran regattas with a firm hand, to the

44th Fjying 15 Nationals are on from 6 to 13 lanuary.

benefit o f all competitors, according to |ohn.
Watch out for news about the Festival o f Lake George, to be

y

The photo o f Reliance Capital on the cover o f the September
News reminded me that Tooheys Red, as she was named

held at Bugendore in March/April 2006. I have been talking
to the organisers about the information we hold about Lake

originally, was delivered to the Club in May, 1992. The

George.

purchase papers record that she is a Fisher/Alufarm, 5.5 m
And finaljy this month, & certainly not the least, I am

limbo tri hulled open boat that was built in South Australia.

delighted that we have found an author for our 50year

She cost $17, 315 (including trailer) & was funded through a

Blast from

the Past

n October, Neal Davis purchased John Tracey's Flying

The 'Skipjack' was among the pioneers in introducing the

Fifteen Wings and has renamed theyacht Swinger. Neal's

self-draining cockpit, trapeze, wooden centreboard and

/

crew is Neil Garvey.
Neil Garvey and Neal Davis competed against one another
on the Swan River, Perth, in rival 'Skipjacks' during late
1950s and early 1960s. Neil sailed on Gloiy Be while Neal
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symmetrical balloon spinnaker. The jib and mainsail were a
cut-down version o f the Flying Dutchman sails of the time

to starting his new project in about April 2006.
Our two weeks of championship sailing in lanuaiy, which we
Peter Forster

are promoting as CAPITAL SAILING, continues a long

Class held their first Nationals in Canberra (the fifth National

introduced to Perth shortly after the 'Skipjack' started to

earlier thisyear. Neil was rigging his Hobie Cat Zip and

make its mark and soon adopted the innovations introduced

Neal his Laser Zipper. The similarity inyacht names started

in the 'Skipjack' - and had the advantage o f being a national

a conversation which led to them discovering that they had

and international class. As a result, the 'Skipjack' class

known each other when juniors at the Royal Perth Yacht Club

unfortunately did not survive for many years.
Neil also sailed in Perth on three Moths Flit, Wiiacko and

The 'Skipjack' class was a revolutionary 13 foot skiff designed

Nomis and holds the RPYC's Centennial Trophy (1965) for

for the RPYC in the late 1950s by marine architect Len

Moths (Flit) which still sits in his study. The Trophy is to be

Randall and well-known yachting identity Roily Tasker. A t

returned to the RPYC in 2064!! Neil also sailed on a YW

that time there was no dinghy considered suitable for sailing

Diamond named Slipstream which was skippered by a Dennis

by juniors in the blustery 'Fremantle doctor' winds. Theyacht

Connor (no relation to THE Dennis Connor).

nosed yacht similar to the Sabot).

Alan has written a number of local histories & looks forward

scrubbed up well in her new look blue decor.

Dutchman skippers as well as a sailmaker).

again after over 40 years when they met on the CYC lawn

the Len Randall designed 'Pelican' dinghy (a 9 foot snub

historian/writer, Alan Foskett to research/write our history.

funds. After 14years o f regular use on LBG, she has

tradition for the two classes concerned. The Mirror Dinghy

Only eight 'Skipjacks' were built. The 'Cherub' class was

also provided a stepping stone for juniors graduating from

working group, your committee has invited local

$2,000 per year for five years from Tooheys, & member

(Roily Tasker then being one of Australia's top Flying

was on )aeger II. Neil and Neal caught up with each other

(RPYC).

histoiy. On the recommendation o f the 50year histoiy

combination o f an ACT Sports Council grant o f $5,000,

Neal started his sailing at the RPYC skippering a Pelican
dinghy followed by crewing in Skipjacks, Cadet Dinghies and
Dragons before moving to Canberra.
Neil and Neal

championship for the Class in Australia) in lanuary 1971 &

jD

ACT DINGHY SERVICES
For all your dinghy needs
at competitive prices
Masts
Apparel
Rigging
Sails
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Call Debra or Tom
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The photo shows,
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from left, Marj

u

Anderson,Teki

(V

Dalton, Ron

D

Q

Anderson & Max
Hinchliffe, foundation
Vice C om m odore, on
th e occasion o f the
CSCC Cocktail party
fo r the 'handover' o f
the CYC to the
CSCC, on 30 July
1997

Vale Ron Anderson
u R
on Anderson was our third Commodore, for two terms,

Flying Fifteens. H e organised th e early regattas on both Lake

in 1965/66 & 1966/67. He joined the Club in earjy

George

I960, became a committee member in that year, was Rear

>

Commodore in 1962/63, & Vice Commodore in the following
two years, before his terms as Commodore. Ron passed away

Ron was one o f nature's true gentlemen. In recent years, we
didn't see him at the CYC very often. He was a very private
him regularjy until 4 or 5years ago, at which time he gave

The records show that Ron was Chair o f the Sailing & Protest

The dial on the club weather station hit 47 knots.

Changing o f the Guard atYaching ACT

& was Officer o f the Day for the Second & Third Canberra

t its AGM on 14 November 2005, Peter Russell of the YMCA Sailing Club was elected as President of Yachting ACT

Day Regattas, in March 1964 & 1965 respectively. In those

following the retirement of Don McMichael. Matthew Owen was elected as Senior Vice-President to fill the vacancy

regatta, on Lake George, there were some 218 entries, in 15
classes/groups, mostly, of course, visitors from Sydney Clubs.
He was the Chair o f the first 'Co ordination Committee',

retirement.

representative of the two clubs then sailing on LBG & in that

Yachting ACT is one o f the eight State and Territory Member Yachting Associations that make up the federation now known as
Yachting Australia As well as representing ACT sailing interests in these various national meetings, Yachting ACT provides

In the process of collecting information for our 50year

Regatta in October 1964.

coordination and facilitation services to ACT sailing clubs through regular Council meetings and ensures that sailing interests

history project, Ron provided me with what he believed to be

I am aware too, that after retiring from his sailing roles,

a summary of his contribution to the Club. He preceded his

probably in the I970's, Ron took on the task of maintaining

sailing. He didn't seek to become Commodore but was

& all
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provided an attractive entiy to the Clubhouse.

lots o f physical & intellectual effort into putting the Club
'B ecam e involved as an outlet for his young family,

are taken into account by both the National Capital Authority which controls Lake Burley Griffin, and by the ACT Government.

the garden beds around the Clubhouse, ensuring that they

The CYC is indebted to the early members like Ron who put

administratively'. In his words:

Welcome to new members in 2005-6

th ree sons sailed th eir own craft. H e h im s e lf la te r sailed in

As at 7 December, 317 adult members and 65youth members had joined or re-joined the club, compared with a total of 450
Peter Forster
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CYC Website w w w .canberrayachtclub.com .au
Have you visited your club’s website recently? You’ll find a lot of useful information and news.
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onto a sound basis for a successful future.
members at the end o f last financialyear. The club extends a hearty welcome to the following new members in 2005-6:
Chris Black, Geoffrey Bagnall, Pauline English, A lex French,Tim Gavel, Richard Jackson, N ari Jennings, Cindy Johnson,

X)

u

from |ohn Graham as Treasurer. A t the time of writing, the position o f Secretary remained vacant following Mel Clark's

role, was Officer o f the Day for the LBG Inauguration

comments by saying that he ‘was not in on the big end of

>-

arising from Peter's elevation to the presidency. Michael Leydon continues as Vice-President, while Janene Frawley takes over

Committee for at least one term, in 1969/70.

virtually drafted.... (but he does) claim to have given a lot

03

Canberra Regatta.

Committees for the Jubilee Invitation Regatta in March 1962,

his, wife, Marj, who had a degenerative bone condition.

involved in the CYC, being President of the Associate's
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This is a photo taken from the Sailors Cabin when the mini tornado hit us at 4:30pm Friday afternoon just before the City of

YMCASC, created the fo rm a t fo r jo in t sailing activities on

days, regattas were big! For instance, for the March 1964

ago & has pre deceased Marj. His wife was also veiy much

u

& initial functioning o f the

up his weekly games o f lawn bowls to be full time carer for
Tragically, Ron developed a terminal condition a few months

ZD

adm inistrative role in th e building

n e w clubhouse. This was inform ally opened by Lord Casey, the

Lake Burley Griffin'.

person but I was fortunate to be able to keep in touch with

_Q

& Burley Griffin, & as Com m odore, h a d th e m ajo r

then GG. Together with Frank Thompson, C om m odore o f the

on 17 November 2005 at the age o f 89.
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Graham & Brigitta Jones, W arren Hudson, Benjamin Lans, Catherine Lobb, Rob McGregor, James Nagel, Daniel Owen,
Michael Podolak, Mike Reynolds,Terry Ring, Mitchell & Adam Sandilands, Leonie Smith, Gary W atson, A ndrew W ilson
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C o m m o d ore
P e t e r

14

D a l t o n

(w) 6282 9722 (h) 6296 I 146 (m) 0412 788 217
peterd@mutualbrokers.com.au

D e c e m b e r

Twilight 7, 6pm

18
V ic e C o m m o d o re
G r a h a m

D e c e m b e r

Pointscore 10, 2pm

G i l e s

(h) 62886990 (w) 0412 507 061
ggi les@cyberone .com.au
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l a n u a r y

40th M irro r National Championships at

T reasurer
T r e v o r

CYC

H i p p i s

I e y

(w) 6242 8499 (h) 6254 9102
tidjh@bigpond.com.au

R e a rC o m m o d o re
Services
l a n

8

H a w k e

Racing

F u l l a g a r

(h) 6161 4808 chifley@fullagar.org

Rear

C o m m o d o re

Operations

Sue Bacon
(w)6214 I 164 (h) 6285 2888(m) 0419 995 724
smsbacon@webone.com.au

Club

Manager

MatthewOwen
(w) 6273 4777 (m) 0419 407 389
matt.owen@canberrayachtclub.com.au

If undeliverable return to
Canberra Yacht Club
GPO Box 2035
CANBERRA CITY AC T 2601
CYC Sailing News

Sailing News is edited by Nick Hildyard
M artin van der H oek lay-out design by
Monique Wilding.
For advertising contact

mattowen@canberrayachtclub.com.au
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l a n u a r y

Pointscore I 1, 2pm

H i l d y a r d

C o m m o d o re

l a n u a r y

Twilight 8, 6pm
15

(w) 6275 4549 (h) 6258 571 I (m) 0419 627 064
hildyard@bigpond.net.au

Rear

l a n u a r y

CYC
II

Rear C o m m o d ore
Communications

P e t e r

13

Flying Fifteen National Championships at

Member

(w) 6281 3181 (h) 0438 318 301
canberrahawkes@optusnet.com.au

N i c k
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